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The present invention is directed to the method
of making slide fastener members, particularly

of the type having attaching Jaws, or prongs
which are set astride a fastener tap* and secured
thereon and which members are provided with
Interlocking projections and recesses at their free

ends. Heretofore the common practice of mak-
ing such members has been to form the members
Individually and then secure them on the tape.

10 In the present Invention a plurality of members
are formed with recesses and projections on op-
posite sides of each member, the exterior edges
of the members fashioned, the Interior siulaces
of the prongs, or jaws, shajjed and the members

16 severed. Preferably the severance Is between the
jaws of one member and an adjacent member
and the members are preferably severed as one
of the members is united with the tape. In^thls

way the fabrication is simplified, the operations

20 made more certain and refinements in the mem-
bers may be accomplished. Features and details

of the invention will appear from the specification

and claims.

A preferred embodiment of the apjjaratus with
25 which the method may be practiced is illustrated

as follows:

—

Fig. 1 shows a plan view of the fastener.

Rg. la a side elevation of one of the inter-

locking members.
30 Fig. 2 a perspective view, parts being broken

away, showing the apparatus.
Fig. 3 a side elevation of the jaw closing mecha-

nism.
Fig. 4 a modification of the jaw-closing dies.

35 ng. 5 a bottom view of the punches.
Fig. 6 a plan view of the punch-receiving dies.

Fig. 7 a plan view of the end of the rod prior

to the severance of the member and the closing of

the jaws.

40 I— I mark the stringers, 2 ribs along the edges
of the stringers, and 3 interlocking members se-

cured to the edges of the stringers, these inter-

locking members having projections 5 and re-

cesses 6 on opposite sides of the members and
45 these recesses and projections are swung into and

out of engagement in the usual manner through
the action of a slider 7.

In the making of the fastener the members are
made from a rod or strip 8. This rod is Intermlt-

50 tently fed forward by rolls 9. It traverses the
lower punching die ID.

A stringer 1 1 is arranged in the path of the rod.

This stringer is intermittently advanced through
the action of the rolls 12.

55 The rolls also give the jaws the final squeeze.

Preferably the action of the rolls Involves the
engagement of the attached members 3. Tension
rolls 13 are provided through which the stringer
is fed, these rolls being subjected to some re-
sistance so as to properly tension the stringer. 6

The punches are carried by a head 14 from a
plimger 1 5. This plunger is operated through any
ordinary punch press (not shown). A punch 17

is carried by the head 14 and upon the depression
of the head indents the rod forming the recess 6. 10

At the opposite side of the rod, a projection 5 is

formed, the die 10 being provided with a recess
( 8 to receive the projection.
With the next advance of the rod a key-hole

shaped slot 20 is formed by a similarly shaped 15

punch 19, the punch extending through the ma-
terial and forcing the same through an opening
19a in the die, this operation removing the in-
tervening material between the jaws. With the
next advance of the rod punches 2 1 cut rounded 20
notches in the rod at the rear of the key-hole
slots. These notches, using the strip in the form
of the rod shown, outline the exterior edges of the
fastener members. The roimded notches formed
by this action give a rounded end 22 to the mem- 25
bers so that they may be more readily operated
upon by the slider. The punches 2 1 operate In die
openings 2lo. With the next forward movement
of the rod the key-hole shaped openings are ad-
vanced to the position opposite the cutter 23. 30
This cutter operates in an Interval or dwell be-
tween the forward movement of the rod and the
descent of the punches. It has a concave cut-
ting surface on one face and preferably a plane
cutting surface 23o on the opposite face. It oper- 35
ates in connection with a die 25 at the opposite
side of the rod. Theconcave cutting surfaceforms
a roimded end 24 (see Fig. la) and the plane cut-
ting face leaves the free end of the interlocking
member square with the projection and recess 40
sides of the member. The cutter 23 operates and
severs jaws 26 of the second fastener element from
the end in Fig. 7 forming an open slot at their
ends and in the same operation severs theend fas-
tener element from the second one from the end 45
in Fig. 7. A spreader 27 spreads these jaws with
the next reciprocation of the head, shaping the
jaws, particularly the inner edges of the jaws, to

the form shown in Fig. 7. With the next forward
movement of the rod these jaws are advanced into 60

position over the rib 2 on the stringer and simul-
taneously with, or slightly before, the cutters
operate to sever the member, closing dies 28 oper-
ate upon the open jaws to close them, pressing
them Into clamping engagement with the rib. 65
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With each cycle of the operation the feed rolls 12

advance, thus carrying the member which has

been clamped in position and severed from the rod

to a position above the plane of the rod so as to

6 place the stringer in position to receive the next

successive member. In this way the added

handling Incident to a forming of the members
prior to their engagement with the stringer is

avoided.

10 While the rod 3 so far as described is round In

cross section and I have referred to the recess

and projection sides of the member as that por-

tion of the member involving the surfaces in-

cluded circumferentlally in the parts occupied by

16 the recess and projection and extending axlally

therefrom in Pig. 4 I have shown the rod In

square form. This may be used where It is de-

sired to have Interlocking members of this cross

section and the dies 28 imder these conditions

20 will fashion the jaw end of the members as de-

sired. As Indicated In Pig. 4 It would give the jaw

end of the clamps a round cross section and the

I free end of the member may retain a shape hav-

ing parallel plane sides for the recess and pro-

25 jectlon.

It will be noted that while the rod is still In-

tegral the recesses and projections of the mem-
bers are formed for a plurality of members and
the intervening material is removed forming the

30 jaws, or prongs for a plurality of members and
after completely forming this plurality of mem-
bers one member Is severed from another. Thus
In the rod as shown recesses for three distinct

members are formed and the exterior edges of

35 these members are also formed. Jaw slots for

three distinct members are formed while the parts

are integral, and the exterior surfaces of the

jaws, or the exterior edges on a plurality of the

members are formed by cutters 21 prior to the

40 severance of one of those members from another

and the Interior surface of the jaws is shaped by

the spreader while the two last members are still

united and the jaws are severed one from the

other with the severance of one member from an-

46 other. This afifords a simpler manner of fabri-

cating the members, maintaining them in proper

relation and permits, if desired, a greater range

of finishing of the members than with practices

heretofore used. It also simplifies the transfer,

60 or assembly to the tape and while in the present

exemplification and preferably the jaws are

moved to a position astride the tape, in the broad-

er phases of the Invention It is only necessary that

there should be relative movement of the jaws

65 and tape to bring the tape within the jaws.

By forming the strip with a plurality of inter-

locking members formed, or partially formed, and
with a major portion of the side edges of the

members unobstructedly exposed it is possible to

60 finish these edges and portions of the members
with greater facility. As shown, this adaptabil-

ity is utilized in the convenient arrangement of

the cutting tools 23. By reason of this unob-

structed edge the cutting tools may be made with

65 the concave cutting surfacs 23a giving to the jaw
end of the members an eased or rounded shape.

The connection between the members is also

within the sides of the members and this facil-

itates the advance of the members with relation

70 to the punches, and the integral connection gives

a greater strength to the strip in handling and
presenting it to the fabricating tools.

What I claim as new is:

—

1. The method of forming separable fasteners

7B which consists In forming interlocking memt)er

Jaws on the end of a rod by removing Intervening

material; feeding the rod and advancing the

member jaws while integral with the rod to move
the jaws to a ptosltion to straddle the edge of a
fastener stringer; closing the jaws; and severing

the member from the rod.

2. The method of forming separable fasteners

which consists In forming interlocking member
recesses and projections along side faces of a rod
and also jaws on the end of the rod by removing
Intervening material; feeding the rod and ad-
vancing the member jaws while Integral with the

rod to move the jaws to a position to straddle

the edge of a fastener stringer; closing the jaws;

and severing the member from the rod.

3. The method of forming separable fasteners

which consists in forming interlocking member
recesses and projections along side faces of a rod
and also jaws on the end of the rod by removing
intervening material and with a rib-receiving re-

cess within the jaws; 'feeding the rod and ad-
vancing the member jaws while Integral with the

rod to move the jaws to a pwsitlon to straddle the

edge of a fastener stringer; closing the jaws; and
severing the member from the rod.

4. The method of forming separable fasteners

which consists in forming successively interlock-

ing member jaws on the end of a rod by remov-
ing intervening material; feeding the rod and ad-
vancing the member jaws while integral with the

rod to move the jaws to a position to straddle

the end of a fastener stringer; closing the jaws;

severing the member from the rod; and advanc-
ing the stringer transversely to the direction of

movement of the rod to place the members
thereon.

5. The method of forming separable fasteners

which consists in forming Interlocking member
jaws at the end of a rod; spreading the jaws; feed-

ing the rod and advancing the member Jaws while

integral with the rod to move the jaws to a posi-

tion to straddle the edge of a fastener stringer;

closing the jaws; and severing the member from
the rod.

6. The method of forming separable fasteners

which consists in forming Interlocking recesses

and projections along side faces of a rod and also

jaws on the end of the rod; and severing the
member thus formed from the rod.

7. The method of forming separable fasteners

which consists in forming Interlocking recesses

and projections along side faces of a rod and also

jaws on the end of the rod; spreading the Jaws;

and severing the member thus formed from the

rod.

8. The method of forming separable fasteners

which consists in forming interlocking recesses

and projections along side faces of a rod and also

jaws on the end of the rod by removing the Inter-

vening material; and severing the member thus

formed from the rod.

9. The method for the production of metal
elements for sliding clasp fasteners from strips,

which consists in cutting In a metal strip of a
width equal substantially to one of the plane

dimensions of the finished element, limb forming
slits disposed Intermediate the edges of the strip

and lengthwise thereof, said slits being spaced

apart a distance sufficient to provide a single

slit in each element portion of the strip and with

the slits opening through an edge of the finished

element, and alternately spreading the element

portions at opposite sides of the slits to pro-

vide cloth engaging limbs and severing said ele-

ment portions from the strips.
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10. The method for the production of metal

elements for sliding clasp fasteners from strips,

A'hich consists in cutting in a metal strip of a

vidth equal to one of the plane dimensions of

lie finished element spaced apart limb forming

aits extending lengthwise of the strip and inter-

nediate the lateral edges of the same, said slits

lisposed in each element portion of the strip with

me end of the slit opening through an edge

jortion of the finished element, and alternately

spreading the limbs of each element portion and
«vering the portion from the strip whereby to

.'ree the limbs of succeeding element portions.

11. The method for the production of metal
jlements for sliding fasteners from strips, which
lonsists in cutting in a metal strip of a width
jqual to one of the plane dimensions of the

Inished element, limb forming slits spaced apart

I distance to provide a limb in each successive

;lement to be cut from the strip, spreading the

"ree limb of the end element for receiving a

;loth strip or the like, and severing the end
element from the strip.

12. The method for the production of metal
jlements for sliding fasteners from strips, which
;onsists in cutting in a metal strip of a width
;qual to one of the plane dimensions of the

Inished element, limb forming slits spaced apart

> distance to provide a limb in each successive

ilement to be cut from the strip, spreading the

imbs of the elements, and severing the elements
'rom the strip.

13. The method of producing sliding fastener

dements from a metal strip, which consists in

lutting slits at spaced intervals in a metal strip

)f a width equal to one of the plane dimensions
)f the finished element, spreading apart the

imbs of the elements at opposite sides of the
ilits, and severing the strip at spaced lengths

,0 provide elements each having a slit therein

)penlng through an edge thereof.

14. The method of producing sliding fastener
;lements from a metal strip, which consists in

lutting slits in a metal strip of a width equal to

one of the plane dimensions of a finished element
;»rilh the slits spaced apart a distance to provide
1 slit in each element when severed from the
itrip and with the slits disposed to open through
jne edge of their respective elements when sev-

ered from the strip, opening the slits of the suc-
cessive end elements to spread the limbs of the
elements apart at the end of the strip, and sev-

ering the elements successively from the strip.

15. The method of producing sliding fastener 6

elements from a metal strip, which consists in

cutting in a metal strip of a width of the finished

fastener elements, spaced apart lengthwise ex-

tending slits one for each element of the strip

and with the slit in the end element opening 10

through the end of the strip, opening the end
slit of the end element by spreading the element
parts at opposite sides of the slit for the re-

ception of a piece of cloth, closing said slit

by bending said element parts back toward initial 15

position to clamp the element to the cloth, and
then transversely cutting the strip with the cut
intersecting the outer end of the next adjacent
slit to sever the cloth attached element from the

strip and free the end of the next adjacent slit. 20

16. The method of forming separable fasteners

which consists in forming a plurality of Inter-

locking member recesses and projections and also

jaws on a blank with the members connected
end to end and with the connections between 25

the members within the outer walls of the mem-
bers; advancing the Jaws of an end member
astraddle the edge of a fastening stringer; clos-

ing the jaws; and separating the member from
the succeeding member. 3"

17. Tlie method of forming separable fasten-

ers which consists in forming on a long strip of

material an interlocking member with recesses

and projections and also jaws, placing said jaws
astride the edge of a tape while the member is

•'•'

integral with the strip, closing the jaws, and
severing the member from the strip.

18. The method of forming sep)arable fastener

elements of the class described which consists

in providing an elongated piece of material with 40

rounded side portions, operating on said material

to provide interlocking projections and recesses

and a tape receiving recess, and finally severing

the fastener member so formed from the piece

of material while retaining the original rounded 45

surface of said side portions in the sides of the

finished fastener memlier.
NOEL J. POX.^:.
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This Invention relates to zipper manufacturing
liachlnery.

I

In the manufacture of zippers, one of the Inter-
jaedlate products generally Is a stringer, a length
i)f material which may take the form of a tape,

iipon an edge of which are disposed a plurality
l)f members to which reference may sometimes
)e made herein as "zipper elements." In the
nanufacture of stringers, vital advances have
xen consummated by changes In the manufac-
turing process, where such changes result in large
idvantages in operation, and In the value of the
product, both from the monetary and the me-
chanical standpoints.
One result sought imder all circumstances Is a

stringer, the elements of which lock together
Irmly, and do not tend to sepcu^te on lateral
itress. Also, it Is desired that a formation be
}roduced by the closed elements of the stringer
a permit speedy and solid engagement by the
;Uder, the member which cams the elements Into
md out of engagement with each other, and to
jermit use of a simple slider structiu-e.

Another result that is sought is a simple ma-
chine, taking a strip of metal at one point, and
k tape at another point, and delivering a com-
3leted stringer from some third point. It is de-
>lred that the simplicity of such a machine should
>e such that little or no supervision, and little

>r no repairs, be required for Its operation. One
;reat point In the cost of production of an article

luch as a zipper Is the amount of time during
vhlch the machine is shut down for repairs, and
s non-productive. Reduction of the amount of
;ime during which it will be required to shut such
k machine down for the replacement of worn out
}arts, aside from repcUrs from breakdowns, de-
creases the cost of the zipper produced by the
nachine.

It is an object of the Invention so to simplify
;he operation of a zipper manufacturing machine
.hat no particular mechanical skill will be requl-
ilte for repair or replacement of parts.

These machines have rapidly moving parts,

ntroduclng the factor of vibration, which, among
>ther things, reduces the life of the machine.
:t is an object of the invention to construct a
nachine of this type so that vibration Is reduced
,0 a minimum.
The machine to be described takes a simple

itrlp of metal, and forms and separates a zipper
dement from the strip, and attaches that element
^ a tape. The machine Is designed to carry on
;his operation at such great speed that a contln-
ious tape, with elements attached to its edge.

s4ems to feed from the machine. A single recip-
rocating part forms, cuts and attaches elements
to the tape during each reciprocation. It is an
object of the invention to locate the parts of the

S machine so that substantially all power delivering
parts will be aligned in such manner with the
main shaft that substantially little, if any, oS-
center iwwer delivery will occur, and so that
power delivery will be subsUntlally vertically

10 towards the base of the machine.
The resultant reduction in side sway during the

operation of the machine limits vibration almost
exclusively to that arising from the vertical im-
pact of the pimch upon the metal strip. Since

15 substantially all the power-delivering parts of
the machine, moving in the one direction at the
time of impact, are thus balanced in great degree,

_ the forces, which normally tend, during opera-
tion, to produce extreme vibration in a machine

20 of this character, are eliminated.
In the production of zipper stringers, scrap is

a problem of great Importance. There is the
monetary saving from elimination of metallic
loss. Many of the so-called scrapless machines

20 are incorrectly named; in substantially all cases,
scrap of some kind Is Involved. It has been ascer-
tained that, in cases where elements were speci-
fied, yet no method of production was ascertain-
able for producing the elements specified. One

30 case deals with the production of zipper elements
by actual incision through the metal, and dividing
the metal by a mechanical spreader. Such
method, for wire of very small dimensions, is

impractical. A spreader punch for such purposes

^ would destroy, rather than make an incision in,

the metaL
It is an object of the Invention to manufacture

zipper stringers by making a zipper element and
attaching it to a tape as a part of a continuous

40 operation, while a strip of metal is formed into
the elements, and the elements are attached to

the tape as a part of a continuous operation,
where no scrap of any kind is produced, where
all metal from the metallic strip is utilized in the

45 production of the element, and where no incision
Is produced in the strip for the production of
such elements.

The scrap produced by so-called scrapless ma-
chines has an Important bearing upon efficient

60 operation. The product is a very fine. Jewel-like
element. Therefore, the scrap produced in mak-
ing such elements is of a very minute character.
Such scrap tends positively to adhere to the mov-
ing parts of the machine, no matter how the

55 designer intends to discharge It from the appa-
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tatus. These moving parts, which produce the

element, are small. Because of their small dlmen'

slons, they are susceptible to Injury from unpre-

dictable Impacts derived from such minute pieces

of scrap. Since the parts move at great speed,

the elimination of such scrap must be solved;

otherwise, the machine Is subject to various

periods of shutdown while parts broken or Injured

because of such scrap are being replaced or re-

paired.

It Is an object of the invention to eliminate

scrap entirely from the production of zipper ele-

ments and their attachment to tape for the pro-

duction of zipper stringers.

It Is an object of the invention to provide a

press wherein the apparatus need not be knocked
down for repair or replacement of punch or die

parts.

Other objects of this Invention will be set forth

hereinafter, or will be apparent from the de-

scription and the drawings, in which are illus-

trated embodiments of apparatus, process and
product exemplifying the invention.

The invention, however, is not intended to be

restricted to any particular construction or prod-

uct, or any particular arrangement of parts, or

any particular application of such construction

or arrangement of parts, or any specific method
of operation, or any of various details thereof,

even where specifically shown and described

herein, as the same may be modified in various

particulars, or may be applied In many varied

relations, without departing from the spirit and
scope of the claimed invention, practical con-

structions embodying certain details of the In-

vention being Illustrated and described, but only

for the purpose of complj^ing with the require-

ments of the statutes for the disclosure of op-

erative embodiments, but without attempting to

disclose all of the various forms and modifica-

tions In which the invention might be embodied.

On the drawings, in which the same reference

characters refer to the same parts throughout,

and in which are disclosed such practical con-

structions.

Fig. 1 is a side elevatlonal view of apparatus

embodying features of the Invention, the base,

the frame and the reel of wire being broken

away, and a part of an oil container being broken

away to disclose other parts of the mechanism;
Fig. la is a plan view of a portion of a stringer

produced by apparatus such as shown in Fig. 1;

Fig. 2 is an elevatlonal view of the apparatus

shown in Fig. 1, seen as looking at the apparatus

from the right hand side in Fig. 1, the frame, the

reel of wire, the wire itself and the part of the

base being detached or removed, and the belt

being broken away In section;

Fig. 3 is a detail elevatlonal view, to enlarged

scale, of parts of the wire feeding and tape feed-

ing mechanisms, as seen in Fig. 1;

Fig. 4 is a side elevatlonal view of a detail of

the apparatus shown in Fig. 3, the connecting

rod being broken away in section, and other

parts of the apparatus not being shown, and the

assembly of the cam and eccentric being broken

away in section for clarity;

Fig. 5 is a detail front elevatlonal view of the

assembly of the ram, ram housing and crosshead

with the base;
' Fig. 6 is a plan view of the apparatus shown
in Fig. 6, the base not being shown;

Fig. 7 is an elevatlonal view, to enlarged scale,

of the tape feeding and tensioning mechanisms
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ram housing and other details of the app&ratUs
being broken away;

Fig. 7a is a view, to enlarged scale, of a por-

tion of the tape feeding wheel, showing the man-
ner of cooperation of the stringer with the
wheel;

Fig. 8 is a side elevatlonal view of a detail of

the apparatus shown in Fig. 7, illustrating the

bracket carrying the tape feeding means and the

associated parts cooperating with the tape feed-

ing wheel, the stringer being shown by dot-and-
dash lines;

Fig. is a vertical sectional view, to enlarged

scale, taken substantially lengthwise of the main
housing, parts of the base being broken away,
and parts of the apparatus being removed, the
ram housing and associated parts being shown
in dot-and-dash lines, the flywheel and the pul-

ley being broken away in section in part, and
part of the main shaft and the connecting rods

being broken away in section

;

Fig. 10 is an elevatlonal view of the connecting

rod as assembled with its shaft and pin, as shown
in Fig. 9, parts being broken away in section;

Fig. 11 Is an elevatlonal view, to enlarged scale,

of the wire feeding assembly shown in Fig. 2,

parts of the apparatus being broken away in

section;

Fig. 12 is an end elevatlonal view of the ap-
paratus shown in Fig. 11, illustrating the asso-

ciation of wire guiding devices therewith and in

relation to the base;
Fig. 13 is a detail view, in elevation, of a part

of the braking mechanism for the wire feeding

means, the shaft being shown in section, and
the base being shown by dot-and-dash lines;

Fig. 14 is a front elevatlonal view of the ap-
paratus shown in Fig. 13;

Fig. IS Is a view, similar to Fig. 13, of the brak-

40 ii>S mechanism associated with the tape feeding

mechanism;
Fig. 16 Is a front elevatlonal view of the ap-

paratus shown in Fig. 15;

Fig. 17 Is a plan view of a strip as it appears as

its end Is worked and cut by the element form-
ing means, the strip being broken away, and a
part of the tape being shown

;

Fig. 18 is a plan view of an element which
would be produced by such apparatus as here
Illustrated If the apparatus were operated with-

out attaching the element directly to the tape;

Fig. 19 Is a plan view of an element shown at-

tached to s tape at an Intermediate stage of the

process of attaching the element to the tape, the

tape being shown in section

;

Fig. 20 is a plan view of an element attached
to the tape after the final stage of attaching ele-

ments in accordance with the process, the tape

being shown In section

;

Fig. 20a is a vertical cross-sectional view of an
element such as shown in Fig. 20, the tape not

being shown;
Fig. 21 Is a front elevatlonal view of the base,

die block, clamp blades and pimch block assem-
bly, the clamps for the die piece retaining block,

fur the cl^mp blade housings, and for the pimch
piece retaining member not being shown, and
the means for fastening the punch block to the

ram not being shown;
Fig. 22 Is an end elevatlonal view of the ifPA-

ratus shown In Fig. 21, the base being brokoi
away to show the die block, and the damp blade

housing, and the damp blade being shown In

section, the ram being shown by dot-«nd-dS8b
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Tig. 33 Is a bottom plan vi«w of a die block and
LSsoclat«d part4 embodying features of the In-

'entlon;

Pig. 34 Is a Bide eleraUonal view of the block
ihown In Fl«. 33, the stripper plate for the block s
Xing shown by dot-and-dash lines;

Fig. 25 Is an end elevations] view of the die

jlook shown In Fig. 33:

Fig. 26 Is a top plan view of the assembly of

die block and strip returning member of Fig. 33; 10
Pig. 27 is a view of the die block as seen from

the end indicated by line IT—SI of Fig. 26:

Pig. 28 Is an elevatlooal view of the strip re-
turning member;

Pig. 28a is a detail vertical cross-secUonal view 15
of a portion of the strip returning member, as
seen from the line 21a—21a of Fig. 28;

Fig. 29 Is a plan view of the member shown
in Pig. 28:

Fig. 30 is an elevatlonal view of the damp £o
blAde or folder for closing the elements upon the
tape;

Fig. 31 Is a detail cross-sectional view of the
clamp blade, as seen from the line tl—tl of
Pig. 30; 25

Fig. 32 is an end elevatlonal view, to enlarged
scale and broken away, showing the («>eratlon

of the folder or clamp members;
Fig. 33 Is an elevatlonal view of the punch block,

showing the removable punch retaining member SO
and the punch assembled therewith, the clamps
for the punch retaining member being shown by
dot-and-dash lines;

Fig. 34 is a plan view of the punch block shown
In Rg. S3, the ptmoh retaining member being S0
shown In position;

Fig. 35 is a pian view of the die block, the posi-

tion of one of the wire guides being shown by
dot-and-dash lines;

Fig. 36 Is an end elevatlonal view of the block 40
shown In Fig. 85, as seen from the left hand end
of Fig. 36;

Fig. 37 is an elevatlonal view of a damp blade
housing;

Fig. 38 Is a transverse cross-sectional view, on 46
the line 38—38 of Pig. i7;

Fig. 39 is an elevatlooal view of a clamp blade
or folder member for cooperation with the bous-
ing shown In Fig. 37;

Fig. 40 Is an end elevational view of the cl&mp 60
blade shown in Fig. 39, as seen from the left hand
endof Fig. 39;

Fig. 41 is an elevational view ot a lock for the
clamp blade housing;

Fig. 42 Is a plan view of the lock shown in Fig. 66
41;

Fig. 43 is an elevatlonal view of a cam member
for assembly with the punch block for operating
the clamp blade or folder;

Fig. 44 is an end elevatlonal view of the cam 60
member shown in Fig. 43

;

Fig. 45 Is a plan view of a cam member for
release of the tape feeding mechanism;

Fig. 46 Is an end devatlonal view of the mem-
ber shown in Kg, 45; 66

Fig. 47 is a plan view of the member for cooper-
ation with the oam member shown In Fig. 46;

Fig. 48 Is an end elevational view of the mem-
ber shown in Fig. 47;

Fig. 49 Is a plan view of a part of the wire guld- 70
Ing means;

Fig. 50 is an end elevatlonal view of the part
shown In Fig. 40;

Fig. 511b a plan view of a t>art cooi>eratlng with
the part shown in Fig. 49; 7S

6
Fig. 62 is &n end elevatlonal view ot the part

shown in Fig. 61;
Fig. 63 is a detail assembly view, showing the

association with the base of the apparatus of the
parts of Figs. 49 to 63;

Fig. 64 is a plan view of a detail of the tape
tensioning mechanism;

Fig. 56 is a side elevaMonal view of the device
shown in Fig. 64;

Fig. 66 is a view in transverse cross-section, on
the line S6—61, of the assembly of punch block,
punch retaining member and pimch, shown In
Fig. 33;

Pig. 57 Is a bottom plan view of the two sections
of the punch, as assembled;

Fig. 68 Is an elevatlonal view of one of the sec-
tions of the punch shown in Fig. 67, one end of
the section being broken away in cross-section;

Pig. 680 is a plan view of the punch section
shown in Fig. 58;

Fig. 59 is an end elevational view of one of the
sections of the punch shown in Fig. 57;

Fig. 60 Is an elevational view of the punch sec-
tion shown In Fig. 89;

Fig. 61 Is a side elevational view of the punch
section shown in Fig. 60, part of the punch being
broken away in cross-section;

Fig. 62 is a detail view of modified construc-
tion for the tape and wire feeding means, as-
sociated parts of the apparatus being shown by
dot-and-dash lines, and the parts of the ap-
paratus for producing a gap in the stringer being
Illustrated by full lines;

Pig. 63 is an end elevatlonal view of the ap-
paratus shown in Fig. 62;

Pig. 64 is a detail vertical cross-sectional view,
illustrating the association of the punch block,
the punch retaining member, and the punch,
with the base, the die block, the die piece re-
taining member, and the different portions of
the die, together with the rsun

;

Pig. 65 is a plan view of a portlai of the base,
showing the relationship of the die block, the
die piece retaining member, the clamps therefor,
the stripper plates and the associated elements
of the apparatus; and

Figs. 66, 67, 68 and 69 are detail views, illus-

trating the feeding and forming of the strip in
relation to the tape edge, the tape being shown
in cross-section.

Machine M (Figs. 1 and 2), illustrated upon
the drawings, for the manufacture of stringers
10 (I^g. la), may Include a mounting such as
base B upon which a housing H may be mounted.
Extending from base B may be a frame F for
supporting a reel R of wire 12 which is guided
to the apparatus in the manner to be described,

for the production of the stringers.

In conjunction with housing H may be located
substantially aU mechanism necessary for the
production of zipper stringers II from wire 12.

Such mechanism may include wire feeding
means W, tape feeding means T, and element
forming and attaching means E. Housing H
may take the form of a hollow casting 14, which
may be retained upon base B in any suitable

manner. The cavity II (Fig. 9) of casting 14

may provide a container for lubricating oil. For
this purpose, a sight glass II (Fig. 1> may be

connected with cavity II to indicate the level of

oil retained therein.

In the instance shown, base B may include a
plurality of legs 20. A platform (not shown)
may be carried between legs 21 to support a
motor (not shown) , fixed to the platform by any
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suitable means. Power Is delivered by the motor
through a belt 16 to a pulley II iux>n a main
shaft SO which extends through side wall SI of

casting 14 at that position A flywheel 14 may
be formed together with pulley II.

Bearing members 16 for shaft 16 may be posi-

tioned at a pair of aligned openings II In aide

walls 12 and 40. Shaft tO extends beyond the

outer face of wall 40, where a cam 4S and an

means B. A plate 111, afllzed to the top face of
guide piece 1 10, closes groove 101 and retains wire
12 within the groove during the feeding action.

Sjulngs 1 14, retained In recesses 1 16 formed In
walls 60, bear against the top faces of members
101. The extent of openings 104 permits move-
ment of members 102 so that knurled wheels 64

and 66 will be spaced apart sufficiently, positively

to engage wire 12 of the thickness necessary for

adjustable eccentric 44 are moimted. Cam 4t 10 proper oi>eratlon of the apparatus. At the same
(Figs. 3 and 4} Includes a collar 46 secured to time, movement of members 162 will not Inter-

the end of shaft 16 extending beyond wall 46. fere with proper engagement of gears 166 for

Collar 41 Is formed with a slot 46 opening from driving the knurled wheels. Proper compressor

an undercut transverse squared recess 47. On members 116 are threadedly adjustable relatively

collar 48 Is carried a cam ring 46 which is fixed 15 to recesses 116 for varrylng the pressure upon
to collar 43 against rotation by any suitable memben 161.

means. A pin 61 extends through and Is slldable A bracket 126 (Figs. 2, 13 and 14) may be pro-
In slot 46 and has a squared head 61 received vlded on wall 62. Secured upon bracket 120 are

In recess 41. A collar 68 carried upon pin 61 ends 121 of a pair of straps 124 which have arcu-

serves as a bearing for adjustable eccentric 44. ^q ate sections 126 positioned to encircle a collar

Suitable lock nuts 61 may be used to lock pin |2I fixed to shaft 86. Straps 124 are so formed
II and collar 68 in any adjusted position with that at least one set of end^ 122, even when se-

relatlon to slot 46 and recess 41, to vary the ec- cured to bracket 126, or opposed ends 116 will be
centrlcity of eccentric 44. A guard cup 86 may spaced apart. A bolt 162 passed through ends
be secured to face 48 of wall 46 to guard these ^ ||o retains a spring 184 for providing the neces-
parts. sary resiliency as the straps press a braklxtg piece
By means of a plate 46, aiBxed to face 46, a ||| of leather or other suitable material Into

pin 60 Is posltlCHied to fimctlcm as a bearing for engagement with the outside face of collar 126.

an arm 82. A cut-out 14 Is formed in arm 82, Thus, the action of the step-by-step motion ro-
and a pin 66 is extended across the opening of 39 tatlng shaft 86 is restrained to movement sub-
cut-out 84 and Is fixed In the walls thus formed atantlally In one direction,

by the cut-out. A roller 88 is provided Its bear- ^ pair of pins 140 are fitted into openings 141

tag upon pta 88 so that It is ta position to bear
jj^ walls 66, and may be rotated by means of a

upon cam ring 46. A follower 66 is mounted to handle 142. For this purpose, opentags 148 are
slide in a bore 62 imder the action of a sprtag 35 formed ta ptos 140; the ends of handle 142, a
66. The bore Is formed in a boss 64, formed as u -shaped member, are fitted tato the openings,
a part of plate 46. The spring is retained be- and then are secured ta position by means such as
tween the end of the bore and follower 60, and set-screws. The pins have flat faces 144 to en-
causes arm 62 to retata roller 66 ta engagement g^ge against bottom faces 146 of members 102.
with ring 48. The pressure of spring 66 may 40 Uponmovementof handle 142 to lowered position,
be varied by means of a follower 66 which ta- members 102 are cammed upwardly, and, with
eludes a screw-threaded adjustment at one end them, shaft 66, and Its associated knurled wheel
of bore 62 for that purpose. H and gear. Thus, the feedtag mechanism, em-
One end of arm 82 Is reduced in section, and

b(xUed ta the knurled wheels, may be forced apart
retains a pin 10 which provides a bearing for 45 for threadtag wire tato the machtae, or are forced
the forked end of a finger 12. A spring 14. an-

positively tato engagement with the wire to be
chored at one end to an extension 16 from arm

Jed by the machtae
62, engages finger 12 and matotatas the finger ^^^^ „ ^^ eccentric 44 on shaft 86 (Figs. 1

to 4) carries an eccentric strap 146, which.
in engagement with a ratchet wheel 16 for wire

feeding means W. Carried in a bracket 86 u^n ,0 u^ough a rod 160. transmits motion to* an ami
r.^" »l5.^^I^li*if.l^^?* '^J^' •'J?^ I»2. Arm 182 has a hub 164 through which a
66 to which ratchet wheel 16 is affixed. Shaft

66 extends parallel to wall 62, and through a

pair of bearings 88 (Figs. 2, 11 and 12) carried

shaft 166 extends loosely. Shaft 186 la carried
ta bearings i 88 (Figs. 7 and 8) formed ta a bracket

ta the walls 90 of a houstag 62. A knurled wheel .. »" which is secured to face 162 of w^l 164 A
94, fixed to rotate with shaft 68, is retataed " W^^f^t ''iT^,^/ '""^'l,^' "'i^

end of shaft
'

186 beyond hub 184. Sprocket 166 may serve asbetween walls 60.

Above wheel 84, and retataed between walls 66,

Is positioned another knurled wheel 66 affixed

a spactag collar for retaining the shaft ta proper
relation to beartags 166, and also for other pur-

to Tshaft 98. Shaft 98 Is provided bearings 166 .q
POses hereinafter to be described.

in a pair Qf square members 162 which are free
"" A tape feed wheel 168 may be secured at the

to slide within a pair of opentags 164. Opmlngs
104 are formed In walls 86 above beartags 68.

A pair of gears 106 are secured, or formed ta-

other end of shaft 186, and, with sprocket 166,

serves to retata the shaft agatast lateral move-
ment. Wheel 168 may have a knurled face 110

tegraUy with wheels 84 and 66. These gears es _<^- 2) upon which a tape 112 (Figs. Ja and 8)

mesh at substantially all times to drive tooth

wheels simultaneously from shaft 66.

Wire 12 is Inserted between wheels 64 and 66.

First however. It must pass through a guide pro-

vided by a groove 168. Groove 166 Is formed ta jq 1 14, may be received

havtag a beaded edge 114 is positioned for feed-

tag. The wheel Is cut away at one edge of the

knurled face to provide a groove or recess 116 ta

which portions of elements 116, affixed to bead

the top face of a guide piece 1 1 affixed to houS'

ing 92 in advance of the position of knurled wheels

&4 and 96. Groove 168 is aligned with the top-

most level of wheel 94, and serves to guide wire 12

Arm 182 has a pta 166 (Figs. 1 and 3) fixed

thereto. Upon pta 180 a finger 162 is provided

a pivotal beartag. A sprtag 184 engaged between
finger 182 and arm 182 serves to matatata ratchet

tato pro];>er relation to forming and attaching 79 tooth 116 of finger 182 ta engagement with the
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rmtctaet wheel III. mounted on shaft III between
hub 114 and one of bearings III.

At a position between bearings III, bracket
III may be cut away ^Flgs. 7, 16 and 16) . At that
point, shaft III may have a collar III fixed to $
rotate therewith. A pair of straps I II have their

ends 112 fixed against a face 114 of bracket III

so that arcuate portions III of the straps sub-
'aUntlally encircle collar III. A strip 111 of

leather or similar frictlonal material may be re- 10

talned by portions III. In engagement with the

face of collar III to apply braking action to shaft

III. Straps III may terminate In a pair of arms
211 through which a bolt 214 may be passed. A

,
spring 201 retained between one arm 212 and is
suitable lock-nuts on bolt 214 produces adjust-

ment and resiliency for the braking device. This
braking device prevents reverse rotation of shaft

III as tooth III moves reversely over wheel III

after having rotated wheel III in the feeding fQ
direction.

In order to assure that the tape be fed positively,

a brake shoe 211 (Figs. 1, 7 and 8) is reaillently

pressed towards engagement with knurled face

170. Shoe 211 has a face 211 shaped to conform ^
to the arruate shaping of wheel III; but face 210

Is smooth. A rod 212, loosely pinned at 214 to

shoe 211, Is slldable through an opening 211 In

a bracket arm 211. Arm 211 Is secured to a
bracket arm 220 extending upwardly from bracket tO
III. A spring 222 on rod 212 between arm 211

and shoe 201 causes the shoe to apply the desired

pressure against the tar>e caught between faces

170 and 211.

A pin 224. fixed In rod 212 and engaged In a u
slot 221 In arm 211. prevents rotation of rod 212.

A collar 221 (Pigs. 8 and 45 to 48) , afHxed to the

extending part of rod 212 beyond arm 211, has a

face 210 Including a cam projection 212. Projec-

tion 222 is formed to Interlock with a recess 214 40
m a collar 211. Collar 211 Is loose upon rod 212.

and has a flat face 211 for abutment against arm
211. where It Is held by the action of spring 222.

A handle 240, secured to collar 2SI, provides

means for rotating the collar upon rod 212, to 4S
move cam projection 212 to move out of recess

214. Thus rod 2 12 is moved against the action of

spring 222 to release brake shoe 211 from engage-
ment with wheel 1 61 whenever it Is desired to ad-
just the tape upon the wheel, or to position a new 00
length of tape.

Forming and attaching means E is constructed

to permit easy and ready separation of an entire

assembly, or for the separation of one or more
units, so that repairs and replacements may be es
made easily without disturbing the rest of the
apparatus. Top wall 242 (Figs. 7, 9, 21, 22, 35 and
36) of casting 14 is formed with a recess 244 for

receiving a block 241. At the side of housing 12

adjacent block 241 (Figs. 12 and 53), wire 12 is eo
fed towards the pimch and die by wheels 14 and
91 Immediately at tiie top face 241 of block 246.

At this position, a plate 211 is secured to face
241, and has a groove 262 formed In Its bottom
face 2B4. Plate 211 extends towards wheels 14 05

and 91 away from block 241. Beneath extension
261 thus formed, a small plate 281 Is secured in

position to complete the groove 212. Grooves 108

and 2S2 are In alignment, and together serve to

retain the wire properly for feeding. 70

Beyond plate 280, a r>alr of strlpp>er plates 210
are secured In position on top face 241, and are

capable of limited adjustment. Plates 210 are se-

10
slightly larger than screws 212. In this manner,
limited adjustment of the plate edges 211 rela-

tively to each other Is made possible. Each edge
266 has a step 261; these steps are juxtaposed
when the plates are assembled, and form a groove
271, in alignment with grooves 101 and 282, for

receiving the wire as it is fed by the wire feeding
means up to the position of the punch and die.

Reciprocating vertically with relation to block
246 Is a ram 272 (Fig. 22) carried by a crosshead
274 (Figs. 5, 6 and 9). Ram 272 Is slldable in

ways 278 which are secured in a housing 278.

Ways 278 are in the form of separate gibs which,
by suitable securing means, are anchored In po-
sition In opposed comers of housing 278. Ways
278 have V-shap)ed grooves 280 to receive the V-
shaped sides 282 of ram 272. Housing 278 Is of

a width to extend across recess 244 so that its

footing 284 may be secured, by suitable means,
to the top wall 242 of casting 14.

Ram 272 is secured to crosshead 274 by suit-

able securing means. The ends of crosshead 274
are formed with enlarged sections 286 having re-

cesses 288 into which bearing pins 290 are re-

ceived. Pins 281 are formed with heads 292, and
are. In turn, received through the straps 294 (Pig.

9) at the ends of connecting rods 296. Set screws
298 lock pins 290 in place and thus hold straps
294 in proper relation to rock upon the pins In

reciprocating the ram. Connecting rods 298 ex-
tend down into casting 14 through openings 300
in top wall 242 to eccentric straps 302 (Figs. 9
and 10), forming part of the connecting rods,

wlilch are received upon eccentrics 104 on shaft
10. Cover plates SOS may be provided at open-
ings 100 to guard against foreign matter enter-
ing the chamber. A suitable flexible washer 307

may be fitted around each rod 298 to accommo-
date itself to the slight movement of the rod In

sealing opening 301.

As shown, there is a rod 281 at each end of

crosshead 274. Balanced forces are thus deliv-

ered to crosshead 274. Furthermore, the eccen-
tricities of eccentrics 44 and 104 are small, being
sufficient to obtain the small stroke necessary for

the operation of the respective parts. Since wire
or strip of relatively small thickness is utilized in

these operations, only a small effective stroke of

the ram Is necessary. Thus, it has been made pos-
sible to perform these operations without massive
cranks, of great stroke, but by small eccentrics of

very small stroke. Furthermore, the centers of

pins 290 are substantially perpendicularly above
the center line of shaft 30. In the same manner,
eccentric 44, and rod 160 actuated by that ec-

centric are disposed substantially perpendicularly

vertically from shaft 30. Thus, substantially no
off-center thrust results during the ojjeration of

the machine. Substantially all forces delivered

are in substantially a single plane, torque Is mini-
mized, and vibration reduced to a minimum.
Ram 272 and rod 180 move up and down substan-
tially simultaneously and almost to the same de-

gree, and vibrate substantially In that single

plane, which also Is the plane for the center-line

of flywheel 34 the tendency of which is to absorb
any of the vibration produced by any very slight

lateral vibration.

The main body 306 of ram 272 takes the shape
of a block having V-shaped edges 282 (Pigs. 5 and
6) . To body 308 Is secured a ram block 308 (Figs.

22 and 23). A recess 318 (Pigs. 21, 33, 34 and 56)

Is provided centrally of the front face 1 1 2 of block
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cured on top of block SOB la a plate •!•. Block

Si< will be moved solidly up against the bottom

face of plate SIS during the operation of the ap-

paratus.
The manner In which punch block SI4 Is

assembled with ram block SOS, and the method
of assembly and adjustment of pimch SIS with

relation to block Si 4, constitute means applicable

to machinery such as here described for 2apper

provided by grinding section S22 away as shown i

at SIS.

Section S24 has a squared end SBO to fit Into a i

recess S62 In die block S40. A recess S64 Is formed

i

In end SSO, to cooperate with a pin or projection-

SSI in die block S40. The effective level of end

SSO with relation to pin SSS Is determined by the

position of screw SSS. End SSO does no cutting,

but merely upsets metal to form head 368 and

manufacture as well as for general application 10 recess STO of a ^PPf^ f^^^^^* jj_'_l!!i^' IIV. 1°

for punch press operation. By the arrangement
'

" *"" "
'

to be described, it Is possible to change punches

and dies without first taking apart substantially

the entire apparatus,

the manner to be described. Opposite ends of

section S24 (Pig. 58) are formed substantially:

Identically. Thus, when one end wears out. clamp'

plates S2S are released, the punch removed from

Block 314 is formed with a recess 326. In this 16 recess 320. section 324 is reversed, and the other

recess, punch 318 Is snugly seated. In the in-

stance illustrated, punch SIS (Pigs. 56 to 61) Is

made up of two distinct sections 322 and 324.

Section 324 is positioned at the bottom of recess

end used. Screw 338 adjusts section 324 into de-

sired relation to section 322 for cooperation wlthl

projection 366. Section 322 must pass entirely

thro\igh the thickness of the metal to shear am

320 with section 322 abutting against it. Then 20 element from the strip; section 324 merely applies'

a pair of clamp plates 326, anchored against sutHclent pre^ure to form projection 366 from:

face 312 of block 314, hold both sections against the metal. Thus, different times of engagement,

separation from block 814. Block 314 (Pigs. 21. for these two punch sections are requisite. ™si

33 and 34) is formed with a pair of slots 330 timing is effected by adjustment of screws 836

extending transversely of block 314 and opening 25 and SSS.

into recess 820. In slots 330 and the upper por-

tion of recess 320 Is located a T-shaped end p'ece

382 of hardened metal. In leg 884 of piece 832 a
pair of screws 886 and SSS are threadedly re-

in order to maintain tape 172 in proper ten-

sion as It feeds to means E under the pull of wheel

166. a tension device 312 (Pig. 7) is assembled on;

face 162 at a groove 374 cut in face 162. A pair]

ceived. respectively to engage against ends of sec- 80 of blocks 371 and 376 are secured In groove 374

tlons 322 and 324. These screws serve to deter-

mine the levels at which sections 322 and 324

cooperate with die block 340. A cut-out 342 is

formed in nlate SIS to make the ends of screws

336 and 338 accessible for adiustment.

The action of sections 322 and 824 against the

work, together with such clamping action as is

secured from clamo plates 826, serves to locate

the punch vertically with relation to the ram.

by suitable means. Block S78 is of such dimen-

sions that its top face is Just below a flange 380

below recess 244. Block 876 consists of an end

member 882 seated in groove 874. A plate 884

86 is mounted at the outside face of member 382:

plate 864 and member 382 are secured togethet

and to casting 14 by suitable securing means
Slidable In passage 386 formed between plate 384

and groove 874 is a block SCS, loosely held in

In addition, a slot 844 cut in a side face of block 40 passage SSS. but propelled by a spring 380 re-

314 mav be brought Into registry with a slot 346

in block SOS for the reception of a key 346. In

this manner, blocks SOS and 814 are restrained

against relative vertical movement. A pair of

tained between a follower 882 and block 388. Pol-I

lower 382 is carried by a screw-threaded memn
ber 888 engaged in a threaded opening 400 in

member 882 for adjusting the pressure applied

clamp Diates 360 have flanges in engagement i5 by block SSS against the bead of tape caught be-

wlth clamp plates 826. and are themselves

secured to block SOS by cap screws SSI. Thus,
block 814 is clamped securely in position; but.

merelv by relea.<dnf( screws 861, the entire assem-
bly of block SI4 with both sections of punch SIS M
may be separated from ram block 868, and a new
assemblv substituted. Likewise, it is possible to

adJu5t the position of sections 822 and S24 to a
definite relationship to block 814. and. therefore,

to their positions in relation to block SSS deter-

mined by the Interlock of key 841 In slots S44

and 841, without first assembling these parts with
the ram. In this manner, the time necessary for

replacement of a punch for any reasm la made
of no consequence, and the necessity for taking

the entire ram assembly apart for any such par-

pose is completely eliminated.

Sections 322 (Pigs. SO to 61) is cut away to

tween the ends 462 of blocks 376 and 388.

finger 401 may extend from block 388 for en-

gagement by an operator to release engagement
of the block against a tape edge.

Ends 462 (Pigs. 64 and 55) are substantia!

duplicates. Block S7S is sec\u-ed in position wltt

relatlcm to groove S74 by suitable securing means;
block SSI is slidable against the action of spring

SSI; the operaticn of ends 402 Is thus the same ai

** if the two ends were movable relatively to e&ct.

other for the purpose of varying the distance

between them in placing the desired tension upor
the tape as it is fed to the tape feeding wheel

Both ends 411 are formed with seml-cyllndrica
*^ grooves 404 for the recei^ion of bead 174. Alsc

a pair of flat faces are provided for engagemeni
a^Unst the tape prot>er. By adjusting membei
SSI, the frictlonal force against the tape will b<

obtained.
Block 241 has a recess 466 formed immediately

below the position of punch SIS (Pigs. 21. 35. 6<

and 66). Die block 840 is located in recess 406

form a groove SB2. Then at one end further
jn^reased or decreased and the proper tensloi

metal is ground away to leave a pair of guide •• ^j^.i^^
pieces SB4 extending from the section. These
guide pieces are intended to interflt with a recess

SSI (Pigs. 26, 64 and 65) provided in die block

141 for guiding and locating the punch. Groove ^ , ^ ,j . , . ^.. ,. , ...

112 is of the exact shape of edge SSI. the cutting 70 ^^O
^

^eld in place In the recess by clamps 401

edge of the punch. Thus, as edge 311 wears which, by suitable securing means such as screw;

away during the punching operation, section S22 411. are located and held in place against thi

may be ground away between guide pieces 314 to 'ront face of block 246. In such case, clamp

form a new edge for a substantial p<»Uon of <ll engage against the front faces of block 341

the length of the punch. Rdlef for edge |i| i9 T9 ftDd force It firmly into recess 401. Then blocl

I
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(mi reata upon a platform 414 formed In casting
I 14 for that purpose.

The die block Is made up of substantially Iden-

tical, opposlt« sections 411, held together tightly

by any desired clamping means, as, for Instance,

by a through screw 4 It. The die block as thus

constituted has a recess 421. A pair of shoulders

412 In the top faces of sections 411 Immediately

at the contacted faces form a groove 424 which

In the wire. Then the wire, by successive steps.

Is fed to a position where Its first recess registers

with and seats upon pilot 442. When so located,

the end of the wire will have taken the form
shown In Figs. 17 and 66, where a preceding
section win have been severed by the action of
the punch and die at edges ISI and 488. Thus
It will have a pair of Jaws or legs 486 which, by
the action of the feeding mechanism, will be

Is located to align with grooves 108, 282 and 278. ^** caused to straddle bead 174 of the tape. The
A stripper plate 428 Is secured on top face 428 of spacing between projection 188 and pilot 482 Is

block 148 to close groove 424. plate 428 extending merely sufBclent to compensate for the thickness

up to the edge of recess 428. of meUl required for sections 822 and 324. It

Recess 428 receives snugly assembled pieces of has been found that the distance for forming
hardened metal and retains them tightly In their 1* three heads 888 Is all that Is required for this

appropriate association for location In relation purpose. Possibly stronger metal for use in cut-

. to punch 118. These pieces are keyed in such ting tools will reduce this spacing.

) manner that, by tightening sections 4 1 8 by means As shown In Pigs. 17 and 18, the shaping of

) of screw 418, the parts are rigidly and accurately section 822 at cutting edge 388 and of the co-

I located. One of these pieces is a T-shaped sec- ^0 operating cutting edge 488 is such that legs 4SS
I tlon 448 which is Interfltted with a portion of will have a curved porUon 487 and straight edge

I the recess so that it Is held against any move- end portions 488 substantially perpendicular to

ment. It has a face 442 at the same level as ^he side edges 47 1 which are defined by the edges

the bottom of groove 424. It terminates together °f strip 12. A small angular cut 473 may con-
wlth the shaping of other Inset pieces to form '^ct portions 487 and 488 to prevent breaking of

recess 388 with which the guide pieces 384 co- ^^^ punches and dies. This, in turn, will produce
operate. Just short of end 444 of face 442, raised * round edge 478 for the head end of element
projection 368 Is formed. This projection co- '^* having straight cut faces 477. leading out to

operates with recess 384 so that, when the ram «„ edges 471, with connecting angular comers 479.

depresses them Into cooperating relation, they
produce upset recess 378 and head 388 in the
wire.

Grooves 446 may be provided on bottom faces

30 To complete the formation of the element and
Its attachment to the tape, the pimch descends,
and edge 358 cooperates with edge 468. When
edge 388 engages against the wire to shear It,

448 of plates 266, and continue beneath plate 35
*^e cut end of the wire must move downwardly,

426. These grooves are directed so that air from
an airline 456, which makes connection with the
Inlet to the passage formed by the grooves 446.

will be delivered Just at about the position where

leaving the cut away element 178 upon the die
face at pilot 482. When the pimch recedes and
separates from the die, the wire must move back
to a proper level so that, at the next movement

this upsetting operation Is taking place. Air 40 °^ deeding wheels 94 and 98, It may feed Into
position onto pilot 462. For that purpose, a wire
return member 488 is provided to move verti-
cally within recess 356. Member 468 Is substan-
tially of Identically the same shape as the open-

4S Ing of recess 356, Including the shaping of edge
456. Member 468 Includes a column 478 having
a groove 472 to fit around the portion of piece
458 whose shape produces edge 458. The column
is cut away to form a pair of shoulders 474

under compression for such operation mav be
supplied constantly to the machine throughout
the operation, and will serve the purpose of cool-
ing the upsetting punch section and projection

388 throughout the operation.
The front faces of sections 416 are formed .<so

that, when mated, a V-shaped groove 452 Is pre-
sented, and leads Into a very narrow slot 484.

This groove and slot, when the die block Is prop
erly assembled, are aligned to cooperate with the " "^^^^^ cooperate with walls of the recess In re-

groove between ends 482. Held securely In re-
cess 428 Immediately at the end of slot 454, is

die piece 456. A curved edge 458 formed on th's
piece provides cutting cooperation with edge 358.

celvlng guide pieces 354. The section of column
478 which protrudes beyond shoulders 474 In-
cludes a flat face 476 to coincide with face 464.
and a bevelled face 478. The latter, when mem-

Die piece 488 likewise has a cylindrical groove " L'L*" l^^tli't.^TJZf^^* ?f'"""-..rj^'^f.l.^
460 located Immediately behind slot 484. to re-

ceive the bead of the tape during the operation
of the apparatus, and to locate the bead posi-
tively with relation to wire being fed. A projec-
tion or pUot 462, having substantially the con-
tour of projection 366. may be provided upion
face 464 of piece 486. Pilot 462 serves to locate
the wire end as the operation of forming and
severing an element proceeds.

Face 464 Is at a level above face 442. Thus,
the cutting off of an element at edge 458. that Is.

the shearing of the metal, will have commenced
and even be finished, before the formation of
head 388 and recess 370 will have been com-
menced, effecting, among other things, reduction
In the force required to be delivered by ram 272

and crosshead 274. Wire Is fed up to the posi-
tion of Din or orolectlon 366. Betwppn nln 2ii

cam edge from the level of face 442 to the level
of face 484.

As the punch Is assembled, guide pieces 354 are
engaged In recess 386 around column 470 Just

60 above shoulders 474. The wire will have been
upset at a previous operation. The end, fed for-
ward. Ls moved upward along face 478 until the
end reress 378 coincides with pilot 462. The
punch descends, cutting off an element between

65 edges 358 and 458. However, the end of the wire
Is moving downwardly, and presses against face
476 to move member 468 downwardly. Then the
punch recedes.

It Is now necessary that member 468 return to

70 Its first position, with face 476 at the level of face

464. P\}c'thls purpose, column 470 has a foot 486

at Its lower end. A pin 482 having a hearl 484 la

positioned to engage against foot 480. Pin 48t
pvf^nri« fimm thiwllffVi a mprnhpr iRfi nnH intrt A
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within cavity 4lt bears against the enlarged head
4M. and against the bottom of cavity 488, thus
tending to move pin 481 and member 468 up-
wardly. Pin 482 is limited In Its movement by
the engagement of head 484 with member 488.

Member 486 is screw threaded to engage the

threads formed in the walls of cavity 488. In
this, manner, adjustment of the upward limit of

movement of pin 482 and, therefore, of member
468, may be effected.

The cutting off operation may be completed
before Jaws 466 have been clamped upon the tape

bead, or these operations may even be timed to be

substantially simultaneous. It has been found
desirable that the operation of clamping jaws 466

to the tape edge be completed substantially before

the cutting off step proceeds. In this manner,
when the legs of the element have been clamped
upon the tape edge, there is no necessity for

Aa shown In Figs. 30 to 33. ends 848 of clamp
blades 124 have two daovlng sections 646 and
848. Between them Is a gap 818. As shown In
Fig. 32, clamping secUons 848 are positioned to

S engage legs 488 as they are still open around the
tape bead, and preferably before the element has
been separated from the wire. The shaping of
sections 848 for this purpose is shown in Fig. 31.

A complex face 882 is provided for obtaining
10 the first bend of the metal. Thia shaping may

have to be changed in accordance with the re-

silience or softness of the metal. The particular
faces being considered were designed In connec-
tion with a low resiliency steel strip or wire. In

IS connection with metal such as brass or copper,
the angularities will have to be revised In ac-
cordance with the response of the metal to the
clamping action. In tbla particular case, only the
portion of section 848 Indicated by face 862 will

controlling that element by holding it by any 20 engage legs 488. Face 882 bends the metal of

part of the machine during the stages of cutting

off, as the element remains firmly attached to

thetM>e.
For this purpose, block 308 is provided with a

the legs, particularly as shown in Figs. 10 and 67.

At the same time, face 888 strikes the legs and
makes a slight Indentation In forcing the legs

firmly home against the tape. Thus the final re-

pair of recesses 484 adjacent its side edges (P^g. 26 suit of the action of section 848 Is to leave a cor-

21) . In each of these recesses is positioned a cam
plate 488. Plate 498 has a slot 500 through which
may extend suitable clamping screws 802 which
engage through plate 498 Into block 388. Plates

488 are thus adjustable relatively to block 808.

At their lower ends, plates 498 are provided with

hardened cam faces 804 (Pigs. 43 and 44). At
their top ends, screws 806, threaded through plate

316, bear against each of plates 498 to hold them
in properly adjusted position.

A pialr of openings 888 are formed in block

248 to cooperate with the side walls of recess 244.

A clamp blade guide 810 is located with relation

to each cam plate 498 by engagement of a lug

ner 884 as the leg is bent from its original cut
shape. Aa portion 688 of face 882 is at an angle
of about 15' to the perpendicular to the end face

of blade 824, (uid as it engages against the ends of

30 legs 488, very slow closing or bending of the mem-
ber will result imtll that slowly bending leg is

hit by portion BBS.

The action of the blades, as depicted in Figs.

18, 19 and 32. at this stage serves to bend the

36 Jaws into the shape shown in Figs. 19 and 67,

without substantial decrease of the croes-section
of the metal across portion 888. Comer 884. the
comer 882 of Fig. 18, is left protruding, as the
element is cut out of the continuous, parallel

812 (Figs. 21, 22, 37 and 38) formed as a pro- 40 edged wire or strip such as used in this operation.

Jection from the bottom of a clamp blade hoxis-

ing 814. Thus, housing 814 is restricted against

movement relatively to block 248 and base 14.

A lock 616 is seated upon block 246 with a pair

without any scrap. Face 888 of section 848 ex-

tends beyond portion 888. Thus its action is an
additional driving or closing action in finally 1

driving the legs home, and smashing or swedging f

of overhanging fingers 818 straddling housing 45 the metal of comers 884 Into the body of the legs.

814. Suitable securing means fixes lock 618 to

block 248 and retains housing BI4 against sepa-

ration from block 246.

Homing 814 has a groove 820 in which slides

Viist, however, section S22 completes the cutting

off of the element, and the result Is as shown in

Fig. 68.

In the further operation Illustrated, the wire!

leg 822 of a clamp blade 824 (Figs. 39 and 40) 60 is fed one or more, preferably two. steps after 1

part of which is of T-shaped cross-section. The
cross-bar 828 of the blade is positioned between
end faces 828 of stripper plates 280 and unre-

lieved wall portions 686 ot bousing 814 on either

sections 848 have functioned, so that elemental

118 will not be worked upon by blades 824, as:

assured by gap BBf. Then faces B8I strike the:

element at comers BB4. The result is a con-
side of groove 828. A pin 882 extends laterally 55 densatlon of the metal in comers 884 into sub-

'

from the blade and into a slot 684. A spring 636

is seated in slot 834 between Pin 832 and end face

838 of slot 834, and is retained in the passage

formed between lock 816 and leg 622, to drive

stantlally flat faces 184; but now the density of I

metal In legs 488 has been Increased because of i

the additional metal. At the same time, the legs i

have been stretched lengthwise across the width:

blade 824 to a normal position where the engaging eo of the tape. Opening US, in Fig. 20, has been

:

portions 840 of the blades will be moved away
from each other, the position where they would
engage an element to clamp It upon the tape.

When the punch descends for the cut-off of

the element, guide pieces 884 are positioned in re-

cess 388. Edge 368 co<n>erates with edge 488 In

effecting the cut-off. In the manner set forth,

recess 864 co<q>erates with projection S88 to up-
set recess 3T0 and head 388 In the wire. Just

reduced in its extent, and legs 486 now tightly i

damp the bead of the ti4>e, and also are tightly I

clamped against the body of the tape. An ele-'

ment made in this manner serves to produce ai

65 slide fastener which is strong so that the elements >

may not be pulled aO th? tape, and yet provides

the desired shape for efficient operation of a sub-
stantially standard slider over the fastener ele-

ments. Such elements permit facility in oper-

before these operations are effected, however, cam 70 ating the slider around curved portions of a slide

!

ends 804 will engage cam Mids 648 on clamp
blades 824. This operation wiU serve to drive

blades 624 towards each other and the extending
legs 488 on the wire, driving those legs towards
and clinching them aroxmd bead 114.

fastener.

It is sometlmea desirable to form gaps in string-

ers 18 for pnver assembly of sliders and stops

for separation of slide fasteners of predetermined
76 length. For this pun>oee. a gap mechanism Qi
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(Pigs. 62 and 63) may be associated with the ap- and cutting elements from the member and at-
paratus. Sprocket 168. previously referred to, tachlng the elements to the tape,
may form a part of such mechanism. Such 2. Slide fastener stringer manufacturing appa-
sprocket may carry a chain S68. One of the links ratus Including means for feeding a tape Into a
870 of the chain may have a pin 672 extending 6 predetermined position, means for feeding a me-
laterally therefrom. The length of chain 668 Is talUc member towards that position, and means
such that, at a definite position, determined by Immediately at that position for performing all

the rotation of shaft 156 necessary to feed a pre- operations upon the fed member to form slide
determined length of tape 172, pin 672 will engage fastener elements from the fed member and to
against a cam plate 574. Where the machine Is 10 attach the elements to the fed tape, the forming
to be used for producing zippers of various pre- mean.<; Including a base, a shaft carried by the
determined lengths, chains 668 of various lengths base, a ram, a pair of eccentrics of small eccen-
may be positioned on sprocket 166. Where the trlclty spaced apart on the shaft, rods extending
machine Is designed. In relation to ratchet wheel from the eccentrics to each side of the ram, and
188 and tape feed wheel 168, to feed a definite is cooperating means carried by the ram and the
amount of tape for each revolution of shaft 156, base and actuated entirely by the ram for form-
and such length Is the length of a zipper to be ing and cutting elements from the member and
produced, pin 672 may be afiBxed directly to attaching the elements to the tape,

sprocket 166. 3. Slide fastener stringer manufacturing appa-
In any case, cam plate 574 Is secured at the end gO ratus. Including means for feeding a tat>e Into a

of an arm 576 pivoted at 678 upon a bracket 580 predetermined position, means for feeding a me-
secured to bracket 160. A spring 582 extends talllc member towards that position, and means
between an extension of arm 676 and bracket 580 Immediately at that position for performing all

to move cam plate 574 towards sprocket 166. operations upon the fed member to form slide

A stop 584 of suitable design may be formed or 25 fastener elements from the fed member and to

secured to bracket 580 to limit arm 576 In Its attach the elements to the fed tape, the forming
movement under the action of spring 682. When means Including a base, a shaft carried by the

pin 572 engages plate 574, arm 576 is swung away ^^se, a pair of eccentrics of small eccentricity

from the sprocket and functions to close a switch spaced apart on the shaft, a ram, a pair of con-

586. 30 nectlng rods carried by the eccentrics, the con-

Arm 576 carries a leaf spring 688 the position nectlng rods extending substantially vertically

of which, by means of an adjusting screw 690, ^^°^ t^e eccentrics to each side of the ram and
Is adjustable relatively to arm 676 and a button having slight lateral movement during reclproca-

692 extending from switch 586. Thus, for the tlon by the eccentrics, and cooperating means
length of time cam plate 574 is engaged by pin 35 carried wholly by the ram and the base for form-

572. button 592 will be depressed to close a circuit '"f
^"'^ "^"1""^, elements from the member and

through switch 586. The circuit, from a power ^"*^^*"^ *?^ elements to the tape,

source 594, Includes an electromagnet 696 which **• °"°^ fastener stringer manufacturing ap-

may be mounted on wall 48 of casting 14. Anna- Paratus. including means for feeding a tape Into

ture 598 for the electromagnet may be retained 40 a predetermined position, means for feeding a

suitably for movement towards the pole pieces
metallic member towards that position, and

of electromagnet 596. By a suitable connection '"^^"f,
Immed ately at that position for perform-

600. which may be a rod or other member plv- '"^ »" operations upon the fed member to form

otally or flexibly connected to armature 598 and ^"^^ fastener elements from the fed member and

a pin 602 carried upon an extension 604 from arm *5 to attach the elements to the fed tape, the form-

62, the electromagnet, when energized. Is made '"^ !"^^"^ Including a base, a shaft carried by

effective to rotate arm 52 about pin 50 and lift
the base, a plurality of eccentrics of small ec-

roller 58 off cam ring 49. Thus, feeding of strip
centncity spaced apart on the shaft, a ram. a

12 Is interrupted. The feed of tape 172 proceeds „ P?'"" "^ connecting rods extending from a pair

as before. The ram continues to reciprocate; ^° °/ *^^ eccentrics to each side of the ram for re-

however. since no metal is being fed, no elements
clprocating the ram, a connecting rod extending

are formed, and none are clamped upon the tape. y°^, °"^ °^ *he eccentrics for driving the tape

Gaps are thus produced at regular intervals.
reeding means, all of the connecting rods ex-

Many other changes could be effected In the „ tf^dlng substantially vertically from the respec-

partlcular device and product designed, and In "' "^® eccentrics and having slight lateral move-

the method of operation set forth, and in specific
""^"^

^^J,^^^
reciprocation by the eccentrics, and

details thereof, without substantially depari;ing *=°°''!r*""^ '"/*"5
"^^T'^'^

""'^""y ^^ ^^e ram
from the Invention defined In the claims, the ?"*^

*llf
^^^^

i°^
forming and cutting elements

specific description being merely of operative „„
5!"°" *^^ member and attaching the elements to

embodiments capable of illustrating certain prin- *'" ^ ^^^^'

ciples of the invention °- ^^ P""<=^ P'"^-''^ construction, a base having

I claim- * recess formed therein, a die block fitted Into

1. Slidefastener stringer manufacturing appa- f'^
""^^ and retained therein, a ram retained

ratus including means for feeding a tape into a gg l^.L^^JZ^'^l. w "'ffl' Tf ^^^^ ^'Tv.
^^^ *^'^

predetermined position, means for feeding a me- '^
u n'^'^^T. , f'^ V^.l 'T' ^^^ """"''

tallic member towards that position, and means ^^ « In ^IT '"^'"f'^,
t'^^'"^'"-

""i^^^J^
immediately at that position for performing all ^°™ ll^L^l Z , ^^f /f^'k'

,**""
fl'

operations upon the fed member to form slide J'^s m the nunch hlnTl nn ^''''r. Y"^

irchVe'rement't "Ih'f ^f '"T^l^T
'" ^« r^et^L^c^i^.^^reS^d In tr^e'c'^^rh^

fhP ?^H^rih r .^ f H.
"^"^ directly from punch block to position punches retained there-

S / f r^.T. ?!, r Iv,^ T^"""
''"'^'"^

! "y t°^"'^s a»<^ ^^^y ^'°^ the recess in the diebase, a shaft carried by the base, a ram. and block, and a die-plece-retalnlng member clamp-cooperatmg means earned wholly by the ram and in^iv inrirprt in th„ «.».. ir, •»,„ ^.„ u,„„,, „-^
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punches, the punch-retaining member and the

dle-plece-retalnlng member being separable

from the press without disturbing the relation

of the ram and the punch block or the relation

of the ram to the base or the relation of the die

block and the base.

6. In punch press construction, a base having

a recess formed therein, a die block fitted In said

recess and fixed with relation to the base, a ram

punches, the ptmch-retalnlng member and the
dle-plece-retalnlng member being separable

from the press without disturbing the relation of

the ram and the punch block or the relation of

the ram to the base or the relation of the die

block and the base.

9. In punch press construction, a base, a shaft

carried by and extending transversely of the
base, a housing supported on and extending

plane substantially common with a plane passing

through the center-line of said shaft, a ram
movable in the housing and relatively to the
base, eccentrics carried by the shaft, a crosshead

supported for movement towards and away from 10 transversely of the base above and having a

the die block, a punch block fixed to the ram, the
'

' ' • " •• -

punch block having a recess formed and extend-

ing substantially vertically therein and opening

at the front face of the block, means to form

a wall at the top end of the recess, the die block jg fixed to the ram, and means connecting the ec-

havlng a recess Immediately below the recess in

the pimch block and opening at the front face

of the block, a punch-retaining member clamp-

Ingly i»etalned In the recess In the punch block

centrlcs to the ends of the crosshead for re-

ciprocating the ram with relation to the base,

the plane of reciprocation of the ram being sub-
stantially the common plane of the shaft and the

to position punches retained thereby towards tO crosshead, and the connecting means moving

and away from the recess in the die block, and

a dle-plece-retalnlng member clamplngly locked

In the recess in the die block and having means

for Interrelation with said punches, the punch

substantially in the common plane.

10. In punch press construction, a beise com-
prising a hollow housing, a shaft extending
through the housing and transversely of the base,

retaining member and the dle-plece-retaining u a ram housing supported on and extending sub

member being separable from the press without

disturbing the relation of the ram and the punch

block or the relation of the ram to the base or

the relation of the die block and the base.

stantlally vertically from the base, a crosshead,

a ram carried by the crosshead and movable in

the ram housing relatively to the base, and means
extending through the housing from the shaft

7. In punch press construction, a base having M to the crosshead for reciprocating the ram In the

a recess formed therein, a die block fitted In said

recess and fixed with relation to the base, a ram
supported for movement towards and away from

the die block, a punch block fixed to the ram, the

punch block having a recess formed and extend-

ing substantially vertically therein and opening

at the front face of the block, means to form a

wall at the top end of the recess, the die block

having a recess Immediately below the recess in

ram housing with relation to the base.

11. In punch press construction, a base com-
prising a hollow housing, a shaft extending
through the housing and transversely of the base,

U a ram housing supported on and extending sub-
stantially vertically from the base, a crosshead, a
ram carried by the crosshead and movable in the

ram housing relatively to the base, and means
extending through the housing from the shaft

the punch block and opening at the front face of 40 to the crosshead for reciprocating the ram in

the block, a pimch-retalning member, the punch

retaining member being slid into position through

the open front of the recess and being then

clamplngly retained In the recess In the punch

the ram housing with relation to the base, the

ram reciprocating vertically in a path directly

vertically above the shaft.

12. In punch press construction, a base com-

block to position punches retained thereby to- 46 prising a hollow housing, a shaft extending

wards and away from the recess In the die block,

and a die-piece-retalning member clamplngly

locked In the recess in the die block and having

means for Interrelation with said punches, the

through the housing and transversely of the base,

a ram housing supported on and extending sub-

stantially vertically from the base, a crosshead, a
ram carried by the crosshead and movable In the

punch-retaining member and the dle-plece-re- 60 ram housing relatively to the base, and means

tainlng member being separable from the press

without disturbing the relation of the ram and

the punch block or the relation of the ram to the

base or the relation of the die block and the base.

extending through the housing from the shaft to

the crosshead for reciprocating the ram In the

ram housing with relation to the base, the ram
reciprocating vertically in a path directly ver-

8. In punch press construction, a base having 6S tlcally above the shaft and the reciprocating

a recess formed therein, a die block fitted in said

recess and fixed with relation to the base, a ram
supported for movement towards and away from

the die block, a punch block fixed to the ram, the

punch block having a recess formed and ex-

tending substantially vertically therein and
opening at the front face of the block, means to

form a wall at the top end of the recess, the die

block having a recess immediately below the re-

means extending substantially vertically from the

shaft to the crosshead.

13. In apparatus for forming slide fastener

stringers, the apparatus including a base, a ram
60 reciprocable towards and away from the base,

means for feeding a substantially uniform me-
tallic strip between the reciprocable ram and the

base, means for feeding a tape past the end of

the fed strip, the ram and the base having com-

cess In the punch block and opening at the front W plementary means for forming and separating a

face of the block, a punch-retaining member
clamplngly retained in the recess in the punch
block to position punches retained thereby to-

wards and away from the recess In the die block,

and a dle-plece-retaining member, the dle-plece-

retalnlng member being slipped Into position

through the open end of the recess in the die

block and being then clamplngly locked In the

recess In the die block, the dle-plece-retalnlng

slide fastener element from the fed strip, a pair

of Jaws on the base, the Jaws being disposed on
either side of the tape and being sHdable towards

each other for engaging and closing the element

70 upon the edge of the tape, and cams carried by
the ram, the cams and the Jaws having cam faces

brought into direct engagement on downward
movement of the ram to drive the Jaws into en-

gagement with the element to close it upon the

means having means for Interrelation with said 76 edge of the tape.
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14. In apparatus for forming slide fastener

stringers, the apparatus Including a base, a ram
movable with relation to the base, means for

feeding a substantially uniform continuous me-

tallic strip between the ram and the base, means

for feeding a tape past the end of the fed strip,

the ram and the base having complementary

means for forming and separating a slide fas-

tener element from the fed strip, a pair of Jaws

for forming slide fastener elements from stock

fed past the ram and for attaching the elements

to tape fed past the ram, the forming means, the

ram and the base being formed to permit the

forming means to be removed from the associa-

tion by movement transversely of the direction

of said relative movement.
21. Apparatus for slide fastener manufacture,

comprising a ram, a base, means for effecting

on the base, the Jaws being disposed on either side 10 relative movement of the ram and the base, and

of the tape and being slldable towards each other means removably carried by the ram for forming

for engaging and closing the element upon the slide fastener elements from stock fed past the

edge of the tape, and means on the ram for en- ram, the forming means and the ram being formed

gaging the Jaws to drive them into engagement to permit the forming means to be removed from

with the element to close it upon the edge of the u the association by movement transversely of the

tape at the same time that the complementary direction of said relative movement,

means is forming and separating an element 22. Apparatus for slide fastener manufacture,

from the strip. comprising a ram, a base, means for effecting

15. Apparatus for producing slide fastener relative movement of the ram and the base, and

stringers, including means for feeding a tape 20 means for forming slide fastener elements from

past an assembly position, means for positioning stock fed past the ram, the ram and the forming

the legs of a slide fastener element astride the means being constructed for assembly of the

tape edge, a ram, the ram having means for en- forming means with and separation of the form-

gaging the element on movement of the ram in ing means from the ram, the forming means and

one direction, and clamping members actuated 25 the ram being formed to permit the assembly

by the ram on movement in that direction for and separation by movement of the forming

closing the legs of the element upon the tape

edge.
16. Apparatus for producing slide fastener

stringers, including means for feeding a tape past 30
an assembly position, means for positioning the

legs of a slide fastener element a;strlde the tajje

edge, clamp blades movable toward and away
from the tape, means on the blade for effecting

means Into and out of association with the ram
transversely of the direction of said relative move-
ment.

23. Apparat\is for slide fastener maufacture,
comprising a ram, a base, means for effecting

relative movement of the ram and the base, the

ramhavlng a recess opening transversely of the di-

rection of said relative movement, and means re-

a plurality of closing impacts with each leg to 35 movably positioned in the recess for forming slide

drive the leg into engagement with the tape edge, fastener elements from stock fed past the ram,

and means for driving the blades to Impart clos- the forming means and the recess being formed
ing impacts to the legs. to permit the assembly and separation of the

17. Apparatus for producing slide fastener forming means and the recess by movement of the

stringers, including means for feeding a tape past 40 forming means into and out of the recess trans-

an assembly position, means for positioning the versely of the direction of said relative movement,
legs of a slide fastener element astride the tape 24. Apparatus for slide fastener manufacture,

edge, clamp blades movable toward and away comprising a ram, a base, means for effecting

from the tape, means on the blade for effecting relative movement of the ram and the bsise, the

a plurality of closing Impacts of different d( gree 45 ram having a recess opening from a side wall

with each leg to drive the leg into engagement thereof, and means removably positioned in the

with the tape edge, and means for driving the recess for forming slide fastener elements from
blades to Impart closing Impacts to the legs. stock fed past the ram, the forming means and

18. Apparatus for producing slide fastener the recess being formed to permit the assembly
stringers, including means for feeding a tape past 5o and separation of the forming means and the re-

an assembly position, means for ixwltionlng the cess by movement of the forming means into and
out of the recess transversely of the direction of

said relative movement.
25. Apparatus for slide fastener manufacture,

55 comprising a ram, a base, means for effecting

relative movement of the ram and the base, the

legs of a slide fastener element astride the tape
edge, clamp blades movable toward and away
from the tape, means on the blade for effecting a

plurality of successive closing imi>acts of increas-

ing force with each leg to drive the leg Into en-
gagement with the tape edge, and means for

driving the blades to impart closing imp>acts to

the legs.

ram having a recess opening from a side wall

thereof, a block seated In the recess and remov-
ably held against movement forwardly out of the

19. Apparatus for producing slide fastener go recess, the block having a recess opening in the
stringers, including means for feeding a tar>e past
an assembly position, means for positioning the
legs of a slide fastener element astride the taw
edge, clemp blades movable toward and away

same direction as the ram recess, and means re-

.novably held in the block recess, said means com-
prising means for forming slide fastener elements

from stock fed past the ram. the block and the
from the tape, each blade having a plurality of 65 ram recess being formed to permit the block and
faces for impacting a fastener leg, the faces being
related so that progressively increasing Impact
will be delivered by a succeeding face to drive

the leg into engagement with the tape edge, and
means for driving the blades to lmp>art closing 70
impacts to the legs.

20. Apparatus for slide fastener manufacture,
comprising a ram, a base, means for effecting

relative movement of the ram and the base, and

the forming means to be assembled as a unit with
or with or to be separated as a unit from the ram
recess transversely of the direction of said rela-

tive movement.
26. Apparatus for slide fastener manufacture,

comprising a ram, a base, means for effecting

relative movement of the ram and the base, the

ram having a recess opening from a side wall

thereof, a block seated in the recess and remov-
mAanc ».<»mr»vQV\lv porrioH Vw +Vi^ rOYVl onH tVio Koea TK. oKKr Viol/4 acrolncf mnxtt^mcknf fr»rti7o rHlv nilf r\f fVlp
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recess, the block having a recess oi>enlng In the

same direction as the ram recess, and a plurality

of metal working members snugly seated In abut-

ting relation In the block recess, the members be-

ing slidable with relation to each other and the

block, the members comprising means for forming

slide fastener elements from stock fed past the

ram, the block and the ram recess being formed

to permit the block and the members to be as-

sembled as a unit with or to be separated as a

unit from the ram recess transversely of the di-

rection of said relative movement.

27. Apparatus for slide fastener manufacture,

comprising a ram, a base, means for effecting

relative movement of the ram and the base, the

ram having a recess opening from a side wall

thereof, a block seated In the recess and remov-

ably held against movement forwardly out of the

recess, the block having a recess opening In the

same direction as the ram recess, and a plurality

of metal working members snugly seated In abut-

ting relation in the block recess, the members

being slidable with relation to each other and the

block, means carried by the block adjustably to

fix the positions of the members with relation to

the block, the members comprising means for

forming slide fastener elements from stock fed

past the ram. the block and the ram recess being

formed to permit the block and the members to

be assembled as a unit with or to be separated

as a unit from the ram recess transversely of

the direction of said relative movement.

28. Apparatus for slide fastener manufacture,

comprising a ram, a base, means for effecting

relative movement of the ram and the base, the

ram having a recess opening from a side wall

thereof, a block seated In the recess and remov-

ably held against movement forwardly out of the

recess, the block having a recess opening In the

eluding the shaft, the connecting means moving
substantially in said common plane.

31. In punch press construction, a base, a shaft,

a ram movable relatively to the base, means ac-

tuated by the shaft for reciprocating the ram
with relation to the base, a punch block carried

by the ram, the block having a recess formed
therein and extending substantially the entire

extent of the block in the direction of movement
of the ram, a punch holder seated snugly in the

recess, the punch holder having a recess extend-

ing substantially the entire extent of the holder

In the same direction as the recess in the block,

and a punch nested in the punch holder recess.

32. In apparatus for forming slide fastener

stringers, the apparatus including a base, a ram
movable with relation to the base, means for

feeding a substantially uniform metallic strip

to the ram, means for feeding a tape In a fixed

path in the path of movement of the fed strip,

means comprising means slidable on the base and
engageable by means on the ram for closing ele-

ments on the edge of the tape, and means carried

by the ram for forming an element in the strip

and for separating an element from the strip, the

closing means and the forming and separating

means being made effective during the same
stroke of the ram in one direction.

33. In apparatus for forming slide fastener

80 stringers, the apparatus Including a base, a ram
movable with relation to the base, means for

feeding a substantially uniform metallic strip to

the ram, means for feeding a tape adjacent the

rson, means comprising means engageable by

means on the ram for closing elements on the

edge of the tape, and means for forming an ele-

ment in the strip and for separating an element

from the strip on movement of the ram in one

direction, the closing means being energized by

10
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same direction as the ram recess, and a plurality 40 the ram during movement of the ram In said

of metal working members snugly seated In abut

ting relation In the block recess, the members be-

ing slidable with relation to each other and the

block, means carried by the block adjustably

to fix the positions of the members with relation

to the block and to each other, the members com-

prising means for forming slide fastener elements

from stock fed past the ram. the block and the

ram recess being formed to permit the block and

the members to be assembled as a xmlt with or

to be separated as a xmlt from the ram recess

transversely of the direction of said relative

movement.
29. In pimch press construction, a base, a

shaft, ways positioned on the base, a crosshead,

eccentrics carried by the shaft, a ram carried by

the crosshead and slidable In the ways, the cross-

head being positioned free of and extending be-

yond the ways, and means connecting the eccen-

trics to the crosshead extensions for reciprocat-

ing the ram with relation to the base, the cross-

head and the ram reciprocating In a plane sub-

stantially Including the shaft, the Connecting

means moving substantially In said common
plane.

30. In punch press construction, a base, a shaft,

eccentrics carried by the shaft, ways positioned

on the base, a crosshead disposed substantially

vertically above the shaft, a ram carried by the

crosshead and slidable In the ways, the crosshead

being positioned free of and extending beyond

the ways, and means connecting the eccentrics

to the crosshead extensions for reciprocating the

ram with relation to the base, the crosshead and
the ram reciprocating in a idane substantially in-

direction.

34. In apparatus for forming slide fastener

stringers, the apparatus including a base, a ram
movable with relation to the base, means for feed-

46 ing a substantially uniform metallic strip to the

ram. means for feeding a tape adjacent the ram
and In the path of movement of the fed strip,

means comprising means engageable by means on
the ram for closing elements on the edge of the

60 tape, and means for forming an element in the

strip and for separating an element from the strip

on movement of the ram in one direction, the

closing means being energized by the rajn during

movement of the ram in said direction.

66 35. In apparatus for forming slide fastener

stringers, the ap{>aratus including a base, a ram
movable with relation to the base, means for

feeding a substantially uniform metallic strip to

the ram. means for feeding a tape in the path of

60 movement of the fed strip, means comprising

means slidable on the base and engageable by

means on the ram for closing elements on the

edge of the tape, and means for forming an ele-

ment in the strip and for separating an element

86 from the strip on movement, of the ram in one di-

rection, the closing means being energized by the

ram during movement of the ram In said dlrec-

tloa.

36. In apparatus for forming slide fastener

70 stringers, the apparatus including a base, a raro

movable with relation to the base, means for

feeding a substantially uniform metallic strip to

the ram. means for feeding a tape in the path of

movement of the fed strip, means comprising

76 means slidsJJle on the base and engageable by
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means on the ram for closing elements on the

edge of the tape, and means carried by the ram
for forming an element In the strip and for sep-

arating an element from the strip on movement
of the ram In one direction, the closing means
being energized by the ram during movement of

the ram In said direction.

37. Slide fastener stringer manufacturing ap-

paratus, including means for feeding a tape In

a fixed path past a predetermined position, means
for feeding a metallic member toward that po-

sition, and means Immediately at that position

for r>erformlni; all operations upon the fed mem-
ber to form slide fastener elements from the fed

member and to attach the elements to the fed

tape directly from the fed member, the forming

means including a base, a ram. means for recip-

rocating the ram. and cooperating means car-

ried by the ram and the base and actuated en-

tirely by the ram for forming partlons of ele-

ments in the member including legs at the end
of the member, the feeding means moving the

member to place the legs astride the fed tape,

and the cooperating means comprising means
for cutting an element from the member and for

attaching the element to the tape as the legs of

the element integrally formed in the member are

extended astride the fed tape.

38. Slide fastener stringer manufacturing ap-
paratus. Including means for feeding a tape Into

a predetermined position, means for feeding a
metallic member toward that position, and means
Immediately at that position for performing all

operations upon the fed member to form slide

fastener elements from the fed member and to

attach the elements to the fed tape, the form-
ing means Including a base, a shaft, a ram, ec-

centrics of small eccentricity on the shaft, rods
extending from the eccentrics to the ram, and co-

operating means carried by the ram and the base

and actuated entirely by the ram for forming
portions including legs of elements In the mem-
ber, the feeding means moving the member to

place the legs astride the fed tape, and the co-

operating means comprising means for cutting

an element from the member and for attaching

the element to the tape as the legs of the ele-

ment are extended astride the fed tape.

39. In apparatus for forming slide fastener

stringers, the apparatus including a base, a ram
movable with relation to the base, means for

feeding a substantially imlform metallic strip

between the ram and the base, means for feed-

ing a tape In a fixed path past the end of the fed

strip, the ram and the base having complemen-
tary means for forming and separating a slide

fastener element from the fed strip, means slld-

able on the base immediately at the position of

the separating means and disposed on either side

of the tape for closing the element upon the edge
of the tape as it is separated from the strip, and
means on the ram for directly engaging the slld-

able means to drive them Into engagement with

the element to close It upon the edge of the tape.

40. In apparatus for forming slide fastener
stringers, the apparatus including a base, a ram
movable with relation to the base, means for

5 feeding a substantially uniform metallic strip

between the ram and the base, means for feed-

ing a tape in a fixed path past the end of the fed

strip, the ram and the base having complemen-
tary means for forming and separating a slide

10 fastener element from the fed strip, a pair of

Jaws on the base Immediately at the position of

the separating means, the Jaws being disposed

on either side of the tape and being slldable

toward each other for engaging and closing the

15 element upon the edge of the tape as it is sepa-

rated from the strip, and means on the ram for

engaging the Jaws to drive them into engagement
with the element to close it upon the edge of the

tape, the Jaws and the Jaw engaging means hav-

20 Ing cam faces for direct engagement.

DAVID Sn.HERMAN.
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colunm 18, line 4, clami 2, after the syllable "ratus" insert a comma; column 22, line

67, claim 25, strite out the words "with or"; column 25, line 20, claim 37, for "par-

tioQs" read portions; and that the said Letters Patent should be read with these cor-

rections therein that the same may conform to the record of the case in the Patent

OffiiJe.

Signed and sealed this 18th day of May, A. D. 1948.
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KSTHOD AND MACHINE FOB MAKINO FA8TENKB8.

AppUoatlon flJed July 10, 1919. Serial Ho. 309,98S.

To all whom it may concern

:

Be it known that I, Gideon Sundback, a
subject of the King of Sweden, and a resi-

dent of Meadville, in the county of Craw-
ford and State of Pennsylvania, have in-

vented certain new and useful Improve-
ments in Methods and Machines for Makang
Fasteners, of which the following is a speci-

fication.

This invention relates to a machine for

shearing, forming and setting metallic pieces,

and has particular reference to a special

form of automatic machine with blank feed-

ing means whereby small pieces are severed

or sliced off a metallic strip of predeter-

mined cross sectional shape, formed as by a

die, and then set on a carrying element,

without at any time losing control of the

small pieces.

The machine illustrated herein is intended

for making the fastener members shown in

my Letters Patent No. 1,219,881, dated

March 20, 1917, and affixing them to the

corded fabric tape shown therein. The fas-

tener member blanks consists of a body
carrying separated jaws, and provided with
a recess on one side and a head on the other,

these respective recesses and heads being ar-

ranged on a pair of tape stringers so as to

alternatelv interlock through a slider mount-
ed on both stringers.

The machine of the present invention has
for one of its objects to shear blanks from
a strip of metal of predetermined Y cross

section substantially that of the finished

article, and to perfectly form the recess and
head without distortion by the provision of

a positive support on all sides of the blank
while the forming is done.
In producing a fastener such as described

in said patent, extreme accuracy and uni-
formity in the members themselves is re-

quired, and also in the spacing on the
stringers, in order that the fastener as a
whole will function properly. Also it is de-
sirable to obtain maximum strength in the
fastener members with a minimum of mate-
rial, which is accomplished by first determin-
ing the desired cross section of the blank
strip to give the minimum practicable width,
and then the thickness of the blank for the
desired rigidity of the jaws.
Another object is the elimination of all

waste or scrap in the manufacture.

Another object is the elimination of deli- 65
cate blanking tools whereby greater produc-
tive capacity at an equal speed is obtained
and the expense for the upkeep of the ma-
chine is reduced.

Still another object is the positive setting «0
of an accurately predetermined number ot
fasteners accurately spaced upon a carrying
element, such as the stringsr of the afore-
said patent.

And still another object is to provide a M
machine in which the thickness of the
members can be varied to permit of an in-
creased strength when desired. Such varia-
tion is not possible in a machine punching
the members out of the flat stock, for the 70
thickness of the strip suitable for punching
is limited, and there is higher cost of opera-
tion due to wear of punches, etc., and waste
of material,

Referring to the accompanying drawings 75
and to the various views and reference signs
appearing thereon:

Fig. 1 is an end view of the machine.
Fig. 2 is a plan view.
Fig. 3 is a sectional view showing details 80

of the cutting punch slide.
Fig. 4 is a sectional detail of the cutting

punch slide as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 5 is a top view of the cutting punch
slide. 85

Fig. 6 is an enlarged view of the cutting
puncn and pressure plates.

Fig. 7 is a sectional view showing details
of the metal feed.

Fig. 8 is a detail top view. 80

Fig. 9 is an enlarged top view showing
a fastener member positioned in the forming
die.

Fig. 10 is a sectional side view on lineB—B in Fig. 2. 05

Fig. 11 is a sectional end view showing
forming tool details.

Fig. 12 is a sectional side view on line
B—B showing the operation of forming
punch. 100

Fig. 13 is a detail top view of a fastener
member in position to be clamped on the
tape.

Fig. 14 is the same view showing the
clamping operation completed. 105

Fig. 15 is a side view of Fig. 13.

Fig. 16 is a sectional end view showing
horizontal tape slide details.
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Fig. 17 is a top view showing tape feed-

ing mechanism.
Fig. 18 is an end view of tape feeding

mechanism,
6 Fig. 19 is a sectional side view of tape

feeding mechanism.
Fig. 20 is a sectional end view showing de-

tails of the tape feed.

Fig. 21 is sectional end view showing
10 forming tool details at the moment forming

is completed.
Fig. 22 is a section on line C—C Fig. 12.

Fig. 23 is an enlargwl view of the form-
ing die.

15 Fig. 24 is a detail plan view of the feed
roll mechanism shown in Fig. 7.

In carrying out my invention I feed, as

by friction rolls, a metallic strip of special

alloy of predetermined cross section through
20 a guide to shear or slice off blanks by means

of a reciprocating knife having edges that
somewhat conform to the section of the
strip. The cutting knife carries spring
plates that hold the cut blank against the

25 knife to enable the knife to feed the blank
to a revoluble set of forming dies, which
form a recess on one side and a head on the
other, while supported on all sides to pre-

vent distortion. The forming die which
30 still retains the formed blank is then ro-

tated away from the knife to a position

where the jaws of the formed member can
be clamped to a carrier or a tape. The tape
is synchronously fed and carries the set

35 member away from the die. The feed of
the tape is also periodically varied to form
regular spaced groups each of a predeter-
mined number of members, ready to be sev-

ered to form, the pairs of stringers consti-
40 tuting each fastener.

Keferring to Figs. 6, 7 and 8, 1 is a wire
of channel shapecl cross section, usually of
non-rusting alloy, and so rolled or drawn,
as to have the sides of the channel of such

*5 section as to constitute the jaw members of
the fastener members without any further
operation thereon. This wire unwmds from
reel 2, Fig. 1, and is fed step wise by fric-

tion rolls 3 through the guide 4 and cut-
50 ting die 5. The rolls 3 arc grooved to fit

the shape of the wire and are mounted on
shafts 6 and 7 and connected by gears 8.

The friction between the rolls and the wire
is adjusted by the pressure of spring 9

55 through the screw 10. Tlie movement of
the rolls is effected by the eccentric 11 on
shaft 12 oscillating the rocker 13 pivotally
mounted on shaft 6 and carrying the pawl
14. The latter acts on the ratchet 15' also

** mounted on shaft 6 and thereby effects an
intermittent movement of the metal strip

1. The amount of this feed constitutes the
thickness of a fastening member blank and
is predetermined in proportion to the spac-

^ ing of such members on the tape and to the

required strength of the jaw members, and
can be readily changed where desired with-
out involving waste.

Referring to Figs. 3, 4 and 5, 15 is a cut-
ting or shearing knife with its cutting edge D

preferably shaped to partially conform to
the blank strip 1. This knife is mounted
in slide 16, mounted on table 27 and is moved
back and forth by cam 17 on shaft 12
through levers 18 and 19, both of which are
fastened to shaft 20 rocking in bracket 21.
The strip blank 1 , is so positioned relatively
to the knife 15 that the latter cuts from the
jaw end toward the body end for the pur-
pose of not distorting the jaws in cutting,
and also so that the jaws will be in proper
relation to the tape when clamped, without
requiring the blank member to he turned
around, and without getting out of control.
Attached to extensions of slide 16 on each
side of knife 15 are spring plates 22 piv-
oting on 23 constituting a presser foot mech-
anism, and acted on by compression springs .

24. The knife 15 is atljusted laterally by
set screw 25, Figs. 5 and 11, in desired pro.x-

imity to plates 22, see Fig. 6, and retains
its position relatively to tne plates during
the forward and back movements of the
slide 16. The slide 16 has the adjusting
screw 26.

Referring to Figs. 8 and 10, revolving in
the bracket 28 and table 27 is the column
29 which carries the forming dies 30. The
spiral gear 32 on shaft 34, driven by spiral

gear 31 on shaft 12, acts as a crank plate

and through the studs 35 and 36 connected
by turnbuckle 37 reciprocates the rocker
arm 38. The latter carries pawl 39 which
acts on the ratchet 40 fastened by pins 41
to the column 29. As the spiral gear 32 re-

volves the pawl 39 catching in the teeth of
ratchet 40 intermittently revolves the col-

umn 29 and brings in rotation the forming
dies 30 into the positions illustrated in

Fig. 5.

Referring to Figs. 8, 10 and 5, 42 is a
slide mounted in the table 27 with its front
end shaped to fit into a slot 43 in column
29. This slide is operated through the le-

ver 44 mounted pivotally at 45 in bracket
46 by the single faced cam 47 revolving
with shaft 48 on one hand and compression
spring 49 on the other. When one of the
dies 30 reaches the position as shown in

Fig. 5, corresponding slot 43 comes into line

with the tapered end of slide 42, the spring
49 moves the slide 42 forward into slot 43
as governed by the cam 47 and thereby
locks the column 29 and dies 30 in position.

The lock is released when the cam 47 re-

volves sufficientlj' to withdraw the slide 42
from the slot 43 against the pressure of
spring 49. The column 29 is held against
the back stroke of pawl 39, or accidental

movement by brake 51. A hand wheel 53
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is provided for turning the column 29 in

setting or adjusting the dies 30 when the

ninchine is not in motion.
Referring to Figs. 11, 12 and 22, 55 is a

5 shaft with a crank 56 which forms a holder

for the fonning punch 54. This shaft rocks

in bearing 57 and is supported by bearing 68

and is also a.xially fixed in the latter by col-

lar 50 and axially adjustable by set screw 60.

10 The rocking movement between the upper
position of punch 54 as shown in Fig. 11,

and the lower position as shown in Fig.

21, is imparted by cam 61, through lever 62,

shaft 63 and coupling 64. When the form-
15 ing punch is in its lower position the crank

56 in the shaft 55, adjusted by the coupling
screws 65, exerts pressure on the plates 22,

'Figs. 6 and 21, and press the jaws of the

fastener member firmly into position, and
20 prevent distortion while the forming of the

head is taking place. The punch 54 is

verticallv adjustable by the set screw 66,

Fies. 8, 11 and 21.

Referring to Figs. 8, 11 and 6, while the
25 column 29 is in motion and one of the dies

30 is approaching the position directly oppo-
site the cutting knife 15 and die 5 shown in

Fig. 5, the slide 16 starts the forward move-
ment toward the column 29. The blank

30 strip 1 is fed up with its end extending
above the cutting die 5 by an amount equal-

ing the peripheral travel of rolls 3 during
a single movement thereof, or the thickness

of a fastener member. The cutting knife
35 15 on its way forward now shears off the

projecting end of blank strip 1 against the

edge of cutting die 5. The plates 22, the

operating end of which have been lifted by
the blank strip 1 as it was fed up, are by

*0 action of the springs 24 holding the end of

the metal strip to prevent displacement or

ejection of the fastening member blank at

the moment the cutting operation is com-
pleted. Likewise the plates 22 continue to

*5 hold the blank flat against the top of the cut-

ting die as it is next fed forward toward the

column 29 by further movement of cutting

knife 15. As the column 29 stops, and the

blank propelled by the cutting knife 15 on
50 slide 16 nears the die 30 in the column 29,

the locking slide 42 enters slot 43, Fig. 12,

to lock the column and dies 30 in position.

As the fastening member blank mov&s into

the forming die, as illustrated in Fig. 9,

55 the forming punch 54, Fig. 11 starts on its

downward stroke and while the fastening
member is held in position and confined on
all sides by the cutting knife 15, plates 22
and the forming die 30, Figs. 9 and 21, the

60 forming of the recess and projection of the

member is completed, whereupon the cam
61 releases the pressure on plates 22, simul-
taneously lifting the punch 54; the locking
slide 42 withdraws from the slot 43 and slide

05 16 draws back the plates 22 and cutting

punch 15. The fastener member stays in

the die 30, which is now free to move with
the column 29 as it starts its rotary move-
ment in an anti-clockwise direction as
viewed in Fig. 8. When the slide 16 reaches 70

its extereme outer position with the cutting
knife 16 returned to initial position, see
Fig. 6, the rolls 3, Fig. 7, feed the blank
stnp, whereupon the operations are re-

peated. 75

The finished fastener members are carried
in the dies 30 by the revolving column 29,
and as the die stops diametrically opposite
to the place where the member was placed
in the die, the iaws of the member are 80

clamped around tne corded edge of a braid
or tape 73 which is fed upward parallel to
the blank strip 1. The fastener member,
having been attached to tape 73 in the man-
ner above described, is then lifted out of the 85

die by the upward feed of the tape. The
tape feed is intermittent, so that the tape
will be stationary during the attaching of
the fastener member.

Referring to Figs. 8 and 10, 67 are two ^0

clamping tools connected with and operated
through clamps 68, levers 69, which pivot
on the shaft 70 in brackets 71, and double
faced cams 72. The latter are keyed to

shaft 48. Tliese clamping tools press the 95

jaws of the fastener member together on
the corded portion of tape 73 as shown in

Figs. 13, 14 and 15. As seen in Fig. 15 the
clamping tools have an overhanging lip

74 which holds the fastening meml)er down loo

in the die while the clamping is accom-
plished. Fig. 13 shows the beginning of the
clamping operation, Fig. 14 shows its com-
pletion.

Referring to Figs. 13 16 and 17, the tape loj

73 with corded edge to which the fastening
members are clamped runs through a guide
75 which at the same time serves as a ten-

sion against the upward vertical feed of the
tape. This guide 75 is held in a slide 76 no
which carries the tape in toward the column
29 and presses the corded edge in between
the jaws of the fastening member held in

the die 30, Fig. 13, while the clamping tools

67 press the jaws together and then, as 115

so<m as the vertical feed has taken place
and the fastener member thereby lifted

out of the die 30, withdraws the tape from
the die into a position shown in Fig. 16 .so

as to clear the way for a free rotation of the 120

column 29. The movement of the slide 76
is governed by the cam 77 on shaft 48, Figs.

16 and 17, bell crank 78 pivoting on shaft
79 and the adjustable clamp 80 on slide 76.

Referring to Figs. 1 and 2, the tape 73 125

unwinds from spool 81, passes through the
guide 82 and the tension guide 75, Fig. 16.

and across the tape roll 83 which, operatea
in a clockwise direction, as viewed in Fig.

18, controls the vertical movement of the 130
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tape 73 in conjunction with the sliding shoe

84, to control the spacing of the members by
feeding the tape 73. The tape roll is mount-
ed on shaft 85, Figs. 18 and 19, which is

operated by the ratchet 86, pawl 87, bell

crank 88 and pitman 89, Figs. 1, 2, 17 and
19, and crankplate 90 keyed onto the end
of shaft 48, controlling the tape feed for

regular spacing.

The shield 91 and the long stroke of pawl
87 serve as a means of reducing the time of
the actual tape feed to a small proportion
of the pawl travel, in other words, shortens

the time of feeding the tape so as to allow

as much time as possible for other opera-

tions of the machine. 92 is the support or

holder of the shield 91 and at the same time

serves as a brake to hold the feed roll 83

against accidental rotary movements. 93 is

a handwheel attached to shaft 85, for ad-

justment purposes.

Eeferring to Figs. 17, 19 and 20, the

special feed mechanism, located between the

two housings 94 and 95, is operated by eccen-

tric 96 on shaft 48, to provide for the extra

tape feed which produces the blank length

of tape between two groups of fastener mem-
bers. 97 is a friction ratchet on shaft 85,

with two rolls 98 and springs 99, constructed
30 like ordinary friction ratchets, so that when

the encircling ring or bushing 100 is moved
in a clockwise direction as viewed in Fig. 20,

the rolls 98 wedge between the spiral sur-

face of the ratchet and the inner surface of

the bushing 100, and move the shaft 85 with

it, whereas if the bushing moves in an anti-

clockwise direction or the shaft in a clock-

wise direction, the binding contact between
the two is released. Thus the shaft travels

in a clockwise direction during the period

of regular spacing of membei"s on the tape

without disturbing the position of the bush-

ing 100. Keyed to the bushing 100 is a gear

101 which meshes with the gear 102 and re-

*5 volving on the stud shaft 103, Figs. 19 and
20. Fastened to the gear 102 and revolving

with it on the shaft 103 is the gear 104 which
is in mesh with gear 105. The latter is idle

on the bushing 100 and held against axial

movements by the washer 106. Now if the

idle gear 105 is moved in a clockwise direc-

tion, as shown in Fig. 20, the motion is trans-

mitted through the meshing gears and the

friction ratchet 97 to the shaft 85 so that the

tape roll 83 is rotated in the same direction.

The extent of the movement of the tape roll

as compared with the movement of the gear

105 is determined and adjusted by the selec-

tion of the gear ratio. The idle g:ear 105

carries a stop 115 which abuts against the

adjusting screw 116, and is held in that posi-

tion by the spring 117. The gear 105 also

carries the catch 118, threaded into the gear

and by reason thereof adjustable in an axial

35
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direction. The radial position of the catch
is adjusted by the set screw 116.

Referring to Figs. 17, 19 and 20, 107 is a
drum threaded on extension 108 of the hous-
ing 95. The drum is revolved by the double
pawl 109 pivoted at 112 on extension 110
of rocker ring 111, and held in actuating
position for rotating the drum in either di-

rection by spring plunger 113. The rocker
ring is moved by eccentric 96 through con-
necting rod 119. Attached to the end of the
drum 107 is arm 114. As the drum revolves
clockwise as seen in Fig. 20, it moves toward
the housing 94, Figs. 17 and 20. The arm
114 revolves with the drum, and when the
drum reaches the end of its travel, arm 114
strikes catch 118, Figs. 17 and 20, and moves
gear 105 and through the train, friction
ratchet 97 and tape roll 83. This movement
of the tape roll is ordinarily limited to one
step in the rotation of the drum as imparted
to it through the rocker arm by one revolu-
tion of the machine, but if the blank space
of tape between the groups of members
should not be sufficient, the drum may be
allowed to move the tape roll a few steps in
succession. The direction of the movement
of the drum 107 is governed 1^ the position

of the spring plunger 113. Wnen the latter

is positioned in one of the two notches on
back of the pawl 109 the spring 120 holds
the plunger there and the pawl 109 in the
same actuating posftion revolving the drum
until the plunger by action on one of the two
levers 121, Figs. 19 and 20, is forced into

the other notch and reverses the rotation of
the drum. The levers 121 are connected to

the spring barrel 123 through the shaft 122.

The spring barrel is slidably fitted into and
guides the plunger 113.

Referring to Figs. 17 and 19, adjustably
mounted on the revolving drum 107 are the
rings 124 and 125 carrying the pins 126 and
127 respectively. These rings move spirally

with the drum and the pins 126 and 127 are
alternately brought against the levers 121,

and by pressure on one of these levers, the
spring plunger is moved from one actuating
position on the back of pawl 109 into the
other, always alternating so that the drum
keeps constantly moving back and forth be-

tween the limits set by the positions of the
rings 124 and 125. The position of ring 125
is adjusted so that the pressure of pin 127
reverses the direction of the drum 107 by
pressure on the lever 121 at the moment the

arm 114 has moved the gear 105 and the

tape roll 83 to effect the blank space of tape
which determines the end of the fastener
stringer. The position of the parts of the
mechanism at tnis moment is illustrated in;

Fig. 20. The pawl 109 is in position to

actuate drum 107 in a clockwise direction,

and arm 114 has just moved gear 105 by
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pressure on catch 118 as the extension of

rocker ring 111 made the last trip from its

upper position at A to its lower position

at B. At the same time pin 127 on ring 125

I was moved up to lever 121. As the rocker

ring now moves upwards towards its posi-

tion at A drum 107 is held against the oack
stroke of pawl lOt), and the pressure on pin

127, by an internal brake consisting or a

) split collar 128 fastened by pins 129 to the

housing extension 108 and expanded by
springs 130, Figs. 18 and 19. When position

A is reached, the plunger 113 will have been

forced over into the other notch on pawl 109,

( starting drum 107 back in the anti-clockwise

direction.

As soon as the drum starts the back move-
ment of arm 114, ^ar 105 is brought back
to its original position with stop 115 against

set screw 116 by spring 117. The other
gears of course move also, but as this is the

back stroke of the bushing 100 on the fric-

tion ratchet 97, shaft 85 is not disturbed by
this backward movement. The drum keeps

I on travelling anti-clockwise until pin 126 on
ring 124 again reverses the direction by
pressing spring plunger 113 back to its posi-

tion illustrated in Fig. 20. The drum thus
travels back and forth, and the number of

stepwise movements between each movement
of the gear 105 is determined by the position

of pin 126 on ring 124. In this manner, the

length of a fastener can be regulated by ex-

act counting of the fastener members, from
two or three in a group, to the limit allowed

by the maximum travel of the drum.
Referring to Figs. 1 and 2, shafts 12 and

48 are connected and run at the same speed
by gears 131 and 132, and the cams, eccen-

tric, and crank plate on shaft 48 are timed
so as to perform the clamping of the fas-

tener members to the tape simultaneously
with the shearing of wire 1 on the opposite

side of column 29, and so as to feed the tape
with the attached fastener member simul-
taneously with the feed of wire 1. When
the column comes to rest and is locked by
slide 42, tape slide 76 carrying guides 75

moves the tape towards the formed member
located in the die 30 in line with the direc-

tion of the slide movement. The clamping
tools 67 on each side of the member are set

in motion, and when the corded edge of the

tape is pressed in between the jaws of the
member the clamping tools close in and com-
plete the clamping operation. Immediately
the clamping tools commence to withdraw
and as soon as the fastener member will

clear the overhanging lip 74 of the with-
' drawing tools, pawl 87 &cis on ratchet 86 to

feed the tape upward and lift the attached

fastening member out of die 30. At the end
of the latter operation, the outward move-
ment of slide 76 takes place. The column

is released and moved another step which w
brings a new member in the succeeding die
and the ojierntions are repeated.
The machine is driven by pulleys 133,

Figs. 1 and 2, and stopped and started by
belt shifter 134. 135 is a wheel for turning 70

the machine by hand. Box 136 receives the
tape as it is fed out of the machine with
fastener members attached.
By the elimination of scrap, 50% of the

material required by former machines is T8

saved, and by better distribution of metal
in the sheared blanks, 25% more is saved,
in making fasteners of equal strength^ this
latter saving being largely in the thinner
jaws permitted by shearing as compared 80

with punching. Also there is a large saving
in maintenance, owing to the omission or
blanking out punches, and less wear and tear
on the shearing knife.

It will thus be seen that this machine will 85

shear blanks of substantially finished cross
sectional shape from a strip or metal wire
of predetermined cross section without any
waste or scrap and also perfectly form the
recess and projection, as the positive support 80

on all sides during the punching or form-
ing will prevent any distortion. The ma-
chine by means of the rotatable die column
cooperating with setting punches and an ac-
curately controlled and synchronized tape 05

feed will set the blanks upon a carrier m
such a manner that the blanks are in accu-
rately spaced groups of blanks and which are
of predetermined number of blanks in each
group. 100

The shape of the member is governed by
the cross sectional shape of the metal strip
and hence the machine is adapted to make
members of different shape and for different

purposes than the fasteners herein indicated 105

and I do not desire to be limited in this re-

spect. Certain mechanisms might be omit-
ted, such as the forming pimch, in the man-
ufacture of other forms of fasteners or the
carrier and feeding device. 110

Having now set forth the object and na-
ture of my invention and various arrange-
ments embodying the principles thereof,

what I claim as new and useful and of my
own invention, and desire to secure by Let- 116

ters Patent is:

1. The combination with means for sever-

ing a blank member from the end of a strip,

of means for affixing said member to a tape.

2. The combination with means for sever- 120

ing a blank member from the end of a strip,

of means for shaping the blank, and means
for feeding out said member from said shap-
ing means.

3. The combination with means for sever- IM
ing a blank member from the end of a strip,

of means for feeding the member to a die,

means for shaping tne member, and means
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for feeding out said member from said shap-

ing means.
4. The combination with means for feed-

ing a blank strip, of means for severing a

fl blank member from the end of said strip,

means for shaping the member and means
for feeding out said member from said

shaping means.
6. In a machine for making fasteners, the

10 combination with means for severing succes-

sive lengths from a wire, of means for de-

forming each severed length to provide in-

terlocking surfaces, and means for bending
and clamping said severed length upon a

tape.

6. The combination with intermittent

means for feeding a blank strip, of a recip-

rocating knife for slicing blank members
from the end of said strip and holding the

cut blanks while feeding them to a die,

means for forming said member in the die,

and means for feeding out the formed mem-
ber from said die.

7. The combination with means for feed-

25 ing a blank strip, of means for severing a

blank from the end of said strip and hold-

ing said blank to prevent distortion while it

is being shaped, means for shaping said

blank, and means for feeding out and setting

the formed member on a carrier element.

8. The combination with means for feed-

ing a strip of predetermined cross sectional

shape, of means for slicing a blank member
from the end of said strip and holding it to

prevent distortion while being formed,
means for forming said member, means for

setting said member on a carrier element and
means for feeding the carrier element and
attached member away.

9. The combination with intermittent

strip feeding means^ of means for severing

an entire cross sectional part of the strip,

forming means for the severed pieces, and
means for holding the severed pieces against
spreading while being formed.

10. The combination with intermittent
strip feeding means, of a knife for severing
a blank jaw member from the end of the
strip, means for feeding forward said jaw
member, means for forming a recess in said
member, and means for feeding the said
member out of the machine.

11. The combination with intermittent
strip feeding means, of a knife for slicing off

55 a blank jaw member from the strip, means
for feeding forward said jaw member, means
for forming a projection on said member,
and means for feeding the said member out
of the machine.

12. The combination with means for slic-

ing a blank fastener member from a strip,

said .strip having its cross section predeter-
mined to provide a pair of separated jaws
on the fastener member, of means for feed-
ing a carrier element between said jaws, and
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means for pressing the jaws together on said

element.
13. A machine for forming jaw shaped

interlocking fastener members, comprismg
in combination means for intermittently 70

feeding a grooved wire, a knife for severing
successive blanks from said wire and for

guiding a severed blank to a forming die, a
forming die, and a punch to deform the ma-
terial of said severed blank at the vertex of 75

its groove to form opposite interlocking sur-

faces.

14. The combination with means for slic-

ing a member from a strip, said strip having
its cross section predetermined to provide a 80

?air of separated jaws on the member, means
or inserting the edge of a tape between said

jaws, and means for pressing the jaws to-

gether on the tape.

15. The combination with means for feed- 85

ing a strip of Y cross section, of means for

slicing a blank therefrom having jaws and a
body, means for feeding the blank into a
die, means for forming the body with a

recess on one side and a head on the other, 90

means for feeding a tape between the jaws,

and means for setting the jaws on the tape.

16. The combination with means for feed-

ing a strip of predetermined cross section,

means for slicing off members having jaws, 95

means for feeding a continous tape between
said jaws, means for pressing said jaw mem-
bers on said tape, and means for varying
the feed of said continuous tape to vary the

spacing of said members. '•*

17. The combination with means for feed-

ing a metal strip of irregular cross sectional

shape, of means for slicing from said strip

an element having separated jaws at its

forward end, means for attaching said jaws "'"^

to a carrier.

18. The combdnation with means for
severing members from the end of a metal
strip of predetermined cross sectional shape,
of means for affixing said members to a strip '^'

in accurate spaced relationship.

19. The combination with means for
slicing members from a metal wire of irreg-

ular cross section, of means for affixing said
members to a strip in accurate spaced
relationship, and means for varying the
spacing to form groups of members of a
predetermined number.

20. The combination with means for feed-
ing a strip a predetermined amount, of
means for severing a blank member from the
end of said strip, means for shaping the
member, and means for feeding out said
member from said shaping means.

21. The combination with means for slic-

ing a member of any predetermined thick-
ness from a strip, of means for shaping the
member and means for feeding out said
member from said shaping means.

22. The combination of a cutting die hav-
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ing an orifice, means for feeding a wire hav-
ing an indented cross section through said
orifice, the latter being shaped to accommo-
date said wire, a knife having a cutting edge

* shaped to engage the indentation of said
wire, means for reciprocating said knife
across the face of said cutting die to cut off

successive lengths from said wire, and means
for attaching said lengths to a tape.

10 23. The combination of a cutting die hav-
ing an orifice, means for intermittently feed-

ing a wire having an indented cross sec-

tion through said orifice in predetermined
lengths, a knife having a cutting edge shaped

1* to engage the indentation of said wire, means
for reciprocating said knife across the face

of said cutting die to slice each length of
wire fed through the orifice to form a blank
fastener member, means for shaping said

20 member, and means for holding said mem-
ber with its indented portion against the
corresponding portion of the knife edge to

prevent distortion while shaping.
24. The combination with means for feed-

25 ing a strip, means for severing a member
from the end of the strip, means for holding
the member against said severing means to

permit the member to be fed forward thereby,
means for shaping said member, and means

30 for feeding out said member from said shap-
ing means.

25. The combination with means for feed-

ing a strip, of means for severing a section

from said strip to form a blank fastener
35 member, a rotatable column, a die mounted

on said column, a punch, means for actuat-

ing said punch to engage said die, spring
plates cooperating with said severing means
to feed said member to said die and to hold

^0 said member in the die during the actua-
tion of the punch, means for setting the
member on a tape, means for rotating the
column to feed the member from said punch
to said setting means, and means for feeding

*^ the tape.

26. The combination with means for feed-
ing a strip, of means for severing a section
from said strip to form a blank fastener
member, a rotatable column, a die mounted

^0 on said column, a punch, means for actuat-
ing said punch to engage said die, spring
plates cooperating with said severing mean^?
to feed said member to said die and to hold
said member therein during the actuation of

55 said punch, means for locKing said column
during the actuation of the punch, means
for setting the member on a tape, means for
unlocking and rotating the column to feed
the fastener member from the punch to the

*o setting means, and means for feeding the
tape.

27. The combination with means for
feeding a strip of predetermined cross sec-

tion, means for severing a member from
86 said strip, a punch and die for forming said

member, spring plates cooperating with said
severing means and said die to hold said
member during the forming to prevent dis-
tortion, and means for feeding out said
member from said die. 70

28. The combination with means for sev-
ering a member from a metal strip of ir-

regular cross section, means for shaping the
member, tape feeding means, means for set-

ting said member on said tape and means 75

to vary the tape feed to vary the spacing of
the members on said tape.

29. The combination with means for sev-
ering a member from a metal wire of pre-
deterrnined cross sectional shape, means for 80

clamping said member to a tape, the said
clamping means having overhanging lips to
hold said member during the clamping.

30. In a machine for making fasteners, a
revoluble column having a plurality of dies, 85

means for feeding blanks to said dies, means
for forming the olanks, and means for at-

taching the formed blanks to a carrier.
31. The combination with means for sev-

ering blanks from the end of the wire, of a W)

revoluble column having a plurality of dies,

means for feeding blanks to said dies,

means for forming the blanks and means
for attaching the formed blanks to a carrier.

32. A machine for making jaw fastener 05

members comprising in combination a mov-
able die in which said members are adapted
to be deformed to provide an interlocking
surface, means for intermittently feeding the
members to said die, and means for moving 10(

said die after the formation of said inter-
locking surface for affixing the members to
a tape.

33. The combination of a rotatable
column having a plurality of dies, means lOJ

for feeding blanks to the dies, means for
forming the blanks in the dies, means for
feeding a tape, means for attachinpr the
formed blanks to said tape, means for inter-

mittently rotating the column to bring the IM
formed blanks into position for so attach-
ing, and means for holding the tape away
from the column during the rotation of the
latter.

34. The method of making fastener mem- lU
bers which comprises forming a strip of
predetermined cross section, slicing blank
members from the end thereof, forming said
members to provide interlocking surfaces,
and setting said formed members on a car- J2C

rier by distortion.

35. The method of making fastener mem-
bers which comprises forming a strip of
predetermined cross section, slicing blank
members from the end thereof, fonning in- ^^
terlocking surfaces on each blank member,
and compressing said members on a carrier
independently of said interlocking surface.

36. The method of making fastener mem-
bers which comprises forming a strip hav- l"
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ing an indented cross section, slicing the

blank fastener members from the end of the

strip, forming the vertices of said members
into socket and head portions, and clamping

8 said formed members upon a carrier inserted

in the indentations.

37. The method of making fastener mem-
bers which comprises forming a channelled

strip, slicing blank members from the end
10 of the strip having jaws formed by the

channel sides, and clamping said jaws upon
a tape inserted therebetween.

38. The method of making jaw member
interlocking fasteners, which comprises sev-

15 ering a strip from the end of a wire and
simultaneously feeding the strip toward a

die, deforming said strip to provide an in-

terlocking surface and moving the deformed
strip to a carrier.

20 39. The method of making fastener mem-
ber blanks, which comprises slicing such

members successively from a preformed
strip of cross section approximating the out-

line of the blank member.
25 40. The method of making fastener m'^m-

bers which comprises slicing blank memliers

from a preformed strip of generally Y-cross

section, the blanks each havi.ig a oase and
a pair of arms, said arms and base being ar-

30 ranged in accordance with the Y-cross sec-

tion of the strip, forming a socket and a

head in the base portion of each blank, and
compressing the arms of the member on a

carrier.
35 41. In a machine for making interlocking

fastener jaw members, the combination with

means for severing successive blanks from
the end of a wire, of a movable die, means
for moving a severed strip onto said die,

40 punching means adapted to cooperate with

said die to form an interlocking surface on
said strip intermediate the material of the

jaw portions, and means for adjusting the

alignment between the die, punching means,
^s and strip moving means.

42. In a machine for making interlocking

fastener jaw members, the combination with
means for severing successive strips from
the end of a wire, of a movable die, means

50 for moving a severed strip onto said die,

punching means adapted to cooperate with

said die to form an mterlocking surface on
said strip intermediate the material of the

jaw portions, and means for locking th'? die
65 in position for punching.

43. In combination with means for inter-

mittently feeding a tape in the direction of
its length, means for clamping a fastener

member on said tape during each pause in
90 the feed thereof, means for feeding fastener

members to said clamping means, and means
for effecting a transverse movement of said

tape during each actuation of said fastener

feeding means to clear the latter.

05 44. In a fastener attaching machine, a

so

95

tension device for holding a tape, means for
intermittently feeding a tape lengthwise
through said tension device, means for
clamping a jaw shaped fastener member
upon the tape during each pause in the 70

movement thereof, means for feeding fast-

ener members to said clamping means, and
means for reciprocating said tension -dewice

during each pause in the feed of said tape to
effect clearance between the tape and the 75

fastener feeding means.
45. In a fastener attaching machine, a

tape control, comprising a tension device,
means for intermittently feeding a tape
through said tension device, automatic 80

means for reciprocating said tension device
during each pause in the feed of said tape,

and means for affixing the fastener to the
tape.

46. In a machine for forming blanks, a 85

rotatable column having a plurality of dies,

means for feeding the blanks to said dies,

means for forming the blanks in the dies,

means for attaching the formed blanks to a

carrier, and means for rotating the column
to bring the blanks into position for so at-

taching.

47. The combination with means for cut-

ting blanks, of a rotatable column having a
plurality of dies, means for feeding the

blanks to said dies, means for forming the
blanks in the dies, means for attaching the

formed blanks to a carrier, and means for

rotating the column to bring the blanks into

position for so attaching.

48. The combination with means for slic-

ing blanks from a strip having its cross sec-

tion predetermined to give a desired outline

to the blanks, of a rotatable column having
a plurality of dies, means for feeding the 105

blanks to said dies, means for forming the
blanks in the dies, means for attaching the

formed blanks to a carrier, and means for

rotating the column to bring the blanks into

position for so attaching.

49. The combination with means for in-

termittently feeding a strip having a pre-

formed uniform cross section, of means for
slicing successive blank members therefrom
having the outline of said cross section, and 115

including compressible jaw members, means
for feeding a carrier element and the blank
member jaws together, and means for com-
pressing the jaws on the carrier element.

50. The combination with means for in- 120

termittently feeding a strip having a pre-

formed uniform cross section, of means for
severing successive blank members there-

from having the outline of said cross sec-

tion, and means for forming the blank mem- 125

bers to a predetermined shape within said
outline.

51. The combination with means for in-

termittently feeding a strip having a pre-

formed uniform cross section, of means for 130

100

110
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severinp successive blank members there-

from huviiip the outline of said cross sec-

tion, nioiins for forniinfr the blank members
to a nri'ileterniined shape, means for attach-

6 injr tiio formed menil)ers to a carrier, means
for feeding tlie sheared members from said

sheiirin<r means to said forming means and
thence to snid attaching means, and means
for feeding the carrier.

9 52. The combination with means for in-

termittently feeding a strip, of means for

severing successive members therefrom, each
of said members having the same outline as

the cross section of the strip, means for at-

i taching the severed members to a carrier,

niciuis for feeding the severed members from
suiil severing means to said attaching means,
and means fo.- feeding the carrier.

53. A machine for forming jaw members
) comprising in combination means for inter-

mittently feiMling a grooved wire, a form-
ing die. a knife for severing successive strips

from said wire and for guiding a severed

strip to said die, means adapted for coopera-
J tion with said die to deform the material at

the vertex of the jaw portions to form an
interlocking surface, means for withdraw-
ing the knife and inserting a tape between
the jaw portions of said severed strip while

in said (lie, and means for closing the jaw
portions on said tape.

54. In a machine for forming jaw fas-

tener members, the combination with means
including a die for deforming a blank mem-
ber intermediate the material forming its

jaw portions to provide opposite interlock-

ing surfaces, of means for laterally moving
a tape in between said iaw portions for at-

taching the member to tne tape, and for lon-
gitudinally moving the tape to remove said
member from the die.

55. The combination with means for feed-

ing a strip of predetermined cross sectional

shape, of means having; an edge complemen-
tary to the adjacent side of said strip for

slicinc from said strip successive flat mem-
bers naving the outline of said cross sec-

tion, means for forming interlocking sur-

faces on the successive members whue en-

U

60

68

70

eaged with said slicing means, and means ^
for holding said members during forming to
prevent distortion.

56. In a machine for forming jaw fas-

tener members, the combination with means
for cutting a strip adapted to form such
member, of a die adapted (o deform a por-
tion of said strip and produce an interlock-

ing surface thereon, said cutting means be-
ing adapted to guide said strip to the die
and assist in holding said strip on the die
during its deformation.

57. In a machine for forming the connect-
ing members having jaw portions of a slide
fastener, the combination with means for
severing blank members from the end of a
wire, of means for changing the cross section
of said members at one portion to provide
interlocking parts and means for bending
and clamping said members to a tape.

58. In a machine for forming jaw mem-
bers, the combination with an intermittent
wire feeding means, of a knife adapted to
sever successive strips from the end of a
wire, yieldable means for cooperation with
the side of said strip opposite its severed 75
surface during and after said strip is sev-
ered, a die in which the material of said
strip intermediate its jaw forming portions
is adapted to be deformed to provide an in-

terlocking surface and means for clamping
said yieldable means to assist in holding said
strip in said die.

59. In a machine for making interlocking
jaw fastener members, the combination with
an intermittent wire feeding means, of a
knife adapted to sever successive strips from
the end of a wire, a die in which a severed
strip is adapted to be deformed interme-
diate the material of its jaw portions to pro-
vide an interlocking surface, and means for qq
guiding said severed strip to the die and for
holding the same in position on the die, said
last mentioned means including the afore-
mentioned knife.

Signed at New York city, in the county of 95
New York and State of New York, this 7th
day of July A. D. 1919.

GIDEON SUNDBAOK.

80

86

DISCL-AIMER
l,467,015^GWeon Sundback, MeadviUe, Pa. Method and Machine for Making

i.'^^J'no^i^l^-
Pat«n.t dated September 4, 1923. Disclaimer filed September

14, 1936, by the assignee, Hookless Fastener Company.

^®™fc^^^^™^ claims 32, 46, 47, and 54 of said patent.
[Official Gazette October 13, 1936]
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DISCL-AIMER
1 467,015.

—

Gideon Sundback, Meadville, Pa. Method and Machine for Making
'

' Fasteners. Patent dated September 4, 1923. Disclaimer filed March 7,-

1934, by the assignee, Hookless Fastener Company.

Hereby enters this disclaimer to that part of said specification which is in the

following words, to wit:
• , , , . ,

"The shape of the member is governed by the cross sectional shape of the metal

strip and hence the machine is adapted to make members of different shape and for

different purposes than the fasteners herein indicated and I do not desire to be limited

in this respect. Certain mechanisms might be omitted, such as the forming punch,

in the manufacture of other forms of fasteners or the carrier and feeding device."

[Page 5, lines 101 to 110 inclusive.]

And your petitioner further disclaims from the scope of each of claims 1 to 33,

inclusive, and 41 to 59, inclusive, any combination or any machine, and from the

scope of each of claims 34 to 40, inclusive, any method of making, except one for form-

ing and affi.xing to a tape carrier slide fastener members such as are described in the

sentence beginning in line 24, of page 1 of the specification and reading as follows:

"The fastener member blanks consists of a body carrying separated jaws, and

provided with a recess on one side and a head on 'the other, these respective recesses

and heads being arranged on a pair of tape stringers so as to alternately interlock

through a slider mounted on both stringers."

[Official Gazette March 27, 1934.]
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Patented Nov. 12, 1940 2^21,740

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE

MANVFACTCRE OF SLIDE FASTENER
ELEMENTS

Frederick Vlrich, Bayonne, N. J., aaaljriior to
Connuu- Prodncta Corporation. Bayonne, N. J^
» corpormtlon of New Jersey

AppUcAUon December 11. 1937, Serial No. 179;E99

23 CUims. (CL 29—148)

This Invention relates to slide fasteners, and
more particularly to the manufacture of the in-

terlocking elements thereof.

The ordinary methods of manufactiulng sttmd-
8 ard slide fastener elements Involve a certain

amount of scrap or waste material due to the
irregular configuration of the elements when In

open-Jawed condition. This scrap or waste, while
apparently small and negligible when dealing

10 with a few elements, becomes very im[)ortant
when the slide fasteners are manufactured in vast
amounts under high sp>eed quantity production
methods.
The primary object of my invention is to gen-

's erally improve the manufacture of standard slide

fastener elements, particularly with a view to
increasing the efiBciency and economy of manu-
facture. By standard elements I mean the most

I common type In which the Jaws have substan-
20 tially parallel outer edges, with substantially

square ends for cooperation with the flanges of
the slider. A more specific object Is to manufac-
ture such standard slide fastener elements with-
out scrap or waste while making and handling

25 the same In a connected series or continuous wire
of embryo elements. A still more particularized
object is to make the Invention applicable to raw
stock of the most conventional and Inexpensive
character, as for example, a simple rotmd wire

30 of uniform diameter, or a simple flat sheet of
uniform thickness. Still another object of my
Invention is to apply the improvement features
thereof to the process disclosed and claimed In a
co-pending application Serial No. 215,180 filed by

35 George Wintritz on June 22, 1938, which process
is a most efBclent, advantageous and desirable
one, despite the single disadvantage that it does
Involve the production of some scrap or waste
between the elements, and that disadvantage Is

40 eliminated in accordance with the present inven-
tion.

To the accomplishment of the foregoing and
other more detailed objects which will herein-
after appear, my Invention consists in the method

*5 steps and the product produced thereby, and
their relation one to the other, as hereinafter are
more particularly described In the specification
and sought to be defined In the claims. The

gg specification is accompanied by drawings In
which:

Pig. 1 is a plan view of a short section of wire
showing the manner In which a round wire Is

formed Into a connected series of embryo slide

55 fastener elements;

Fig. 2 la a section taken In elevaUon in the
plane of the line 2—2 of Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 Is a transverse section taken In the plane
of the line l—t of Fig. 2;

Fig. 4 is a plan view of a single finished ele- 5
ment made In accordance with my Invention;

Fig. 5 is a similar view showing the element
clamped to a tape or stringer;

Fig. 6 schematically illustrates the production
of the wire by a rolling process; 10

Fig. 7 schematically illustrates the utilization

of the rolled wire for application of the ek nents
to a tape or stringer as the elements are severed
from the wire;

Fig. 8 Is a plan view schematically illustrating 18
the punch arrangement for separating the end-
most element from the wire;

Fig. 9 Illustrates the same In side elevation

;

Fig. 10 Is a plan view showing the manner In
which strips of embryo slide fastener elements 20
may be severed from a sheet of material without
scrap or waste;

Fig. 11 illustrates an alternative method for
forming the desired strip by rolling the same, the
edges of a flat wire being rolled to the desired gj
notched or serrated condition;

Fig. 12 Is a section through the wire taken on
the plane of the line (2— 1 2 of Fig. 11

;

Fig. 13 schematically Illustrates the formation
of the desired interlocking means or projection 30
and recess on the heads of the elements when
working in accordance with the processes of Fig.
10 or Fig. 11; and

Fig. 14 schematically Illustrates the severance
of the finished elements from the strip. 3^

Referring to the drawings, and more partlctilar-

ly to Figs. 1 and 2, I there show a step product
obtained when practicing the Invention in pre-
ferred manner. This step product Is an integral
strip of embryo fastener elements each having .«

embryo spread Jaws 12 and an embryo head gen-
erally designated 10. The embryo head Is pro-
vided with interlocking means, and in the present
case, the Interlocking means is of conventional
type, there being a projection 14 on one side of ^5
the embryo head and a recess 16 on the opposite
side of the embryo head. It will be noticed on
inspection of the drawings that the embryo head
of each embryo element is located within and
generally conforms to the embryo Jaws of the so
next embryo element, the embryo head 10 sub-
stantially filling the space between the spread
embryo Jaws 12. From another and i>erhaps more
accurate viewpoint. It may be said that the em-
brjro Jaws 12 bltc so widely spaced and spread and u
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so shaped, as to form a space therebetween large

enough to receive the embryo head 10.

The shape of the exterior of the Jaws also de-

serves consideration. In Fig. 4 I show the Indl-

B vidual element as severed from the continuous

strip of embryo elements. This element is ap-

plied to a tape as shown In Pig. 5, and It will be

noted that when the Jaws 12 are changed from

the spread position of Fig. 4 to the closed posl-

10 tion of Pig. 5, the outer edges 18 change from

sharply divergent position to parallel position and
preferably are spaced apart an amount substan-

tially equal to the width of the head 10. The ends

(7 of the Jaws are preferably disposed substan-
18 tlally perpendicular to the outer edges 18 so that

when the jaws are closed the ends form a surface

which is substantially perpendlciilar to the tape,

as Is shown in Pig. 5. The ends are of such di-

mension that when closed against the tape the

20 sides of the jaws are brought Into substantially

parallel relation while the ends form substan-

tially perpendicular shoulders for best coopera-

tion with the flanges of a slider. In other words,

the element when completed and fastened to the
25 tape does not differ noticeably In appearance

from elements made by the more conventional

wasteful methods, except perhaps for the shape

of the opening between the jaws which receives

the beaded edge of the tape. In respect to the
30 Inside of the jaws, attention may be directed to

the short inner walls 1 9 which preferably extend

generally parallel to the outer walls IB and gen-

erally perpendicular to the end walls M. With
such an arrangement, the inside walls 19 bear

'5 directly against the tape when the Jaws are

closed, as shown In Pig. 5, thus providing a sub-

stantial bearing surface to prevent penetration

of the tape. The tape may be constructed in ac-

cordance with known methods, that here lllus-

40 trated comprising a woven tape 20 having cords

22 sewed on opposite sides of one edge of the

tape as by means of stitching 24.

The desired shaping of the Jaws 12 causes the

wire or strip of embryo elements to have notched

45 or serrated edges, as is clearly evident from in-

spection of Pig. 1. As will be developed later,

this edge formation may be obtained in a num-
ber of ways, but I prefer to obtain the same by

pressing and deforming simple round wire stock

60 as illustrated at 26 in Pigs. 1 and 2. The de-

formation of the wire to change It from round

to the desired form Is preferably done by a rolling

process disclosed and claimed in the aforesaid

co-pending appUcation Serial Number 215,180

S5 filed by George Wlntrltz on June 22, 1938. The

arrangement is schematically illustrated In Pig.

6, in which the round wire stock 36 is fed from

a' large supply reel 30 to small diameter pressure

rolls 32. Wire straightening and guiding de-

80 vices are schematically represented at 34 and 36.

The rolled wire is wound up on a take-up reel 38.

The pressure rolls 32 are matlngly recessed and

so shaped that in a single rolling operation, the

round wire is changed to form the desired pro-

"5 jectlons 14, recesses 16 and Jaws 12. The wire is

given the desired serrated or notched edge. The

embryo heads 1 of the embryo elements may. If

desired, be outlined by a trough-like depression

or groove 40 (see Pigs. 1, 2 and 3), but this Is

not essential. The object of this groove is to

help properly finish the shaping of the heads of

the elements to desired configuration, and also

to facilitate severing of the elements. The lines

-. of severance are Indicated In Figs. 1, 2 and 3

70

by dot-and-dash lines, and It will be noted that

the trough 40 is preferably horizontal at the

point of severance, this being a desirable condi-

tion for best cooperation with the punch sub-

sequently functioning to sever the Individual

elements from the wire.

In the drawings it will be seen that the suc-

cessive notches or serrations at the side edges of

the wire are closely adjacent one another, and

that the successive Interlocking means or pro-

jections and recesses are closely adjacent one

another, the spacing therebetween being only a

fraction of the length of the elements.

As is explained in the co-pending application

Serial Number 215,180 previously referred to, the

embryo elements are preferably fed Jaw first

toward the tape, and are severed from the wire

at or about the same time that they are secured

to the tape. For this reason, the wire is rolled

in such direction as to point the embryo elements

head first, as Is clearly shown in Pigs. 1, 2 and 6.

It necessarily follows that when the wire Is drawn

;

from reel S8, the embryo elements point jaw first,

The apparatus for mounting the elements on the •

tape forms no part of the present invention, and

;

need not be described In detail. It is schemati-

cally illustrated in Fig. 7, in which the wire 41

1

Is fed jaw first from reel 88 to a mounting ma-
chine generally designated 44 wherein the ele-

ments are successively secured to an intermit-

tently vertically moving tape, the finished tape

carrying the fastener elements being indicated

as leaving the machine at 46.

The machine is described in application Serial

Number 215,180 previously referred to, but one

change may be indicated. As described In said

appUcation, there Is a web of waste or scrap

material between the embryo elements, and the

severing punch punches this material away from

between the elements. No relative vertical dis-

placement of the wire and element is needed. In

the present arrangement, there Is no waste or

scrap material between the successive embryo
elements, the severing operation being a shear-

ing operation, and I therefore provide relative

movement of the wire and the endmost element

being severed therefrom. For convenience In at-

taching the endmost element to the tape, I prefer

to move the wire rather than the element. Re-

ferring to Figs. 8 and 9, the endmost element 48

is shown adjacent the tape 50, said element being

severed from the wire by a punch 52 which op-

erates on the wire and cuts around the element.

The element 48 rests upon and is held in position

by a stationary support 54 whereas the wire

42 Is depressed by punch 52, the movement of

wire 42 being accommodated by a yieldable sup-

port or "spring pad" 56. The punch 52 is cut

away at 53 for clearance. The clamping jaws

are not shown, but are generally like those in

appUcation Serial No. 215,180 above referred to.

They follow the punch 52 on each side of tape

60, and ojjerate directly over the die 54 on which

the endmost element rests.

I have so far described the invention In

preferred form in accordance with which the

embryo elements are rolled from a round wire.

It Is also possible, however, to utilize the main
features of the Invention while starting with

other types of stock. For example, in Hg. 10 I

show the manner in which strips of embryo ele-

ments may be formed from a large sheet 60.

Strips 62 having the desired serrated or notched

edges 64 are struck successively from the edge
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of the sheet by a suitable die working In a large

press. The sheet •• is. of course, Intermittently

advanced in the direction of the arrow M.
It Is Important to observe that the successive

strips 62, St, TB. may themselves be struck

from the sheet without scrap or waste metal, for

the serrated edges of the successive stripe mate
with one another. If the notches or points of

the successive strips are made ssrmmetrlcal, the

strips may t>e considered to face all In the same
direction, but this Is not at all necessary, and
the notches may be made unsymmetrlcal In

order to give the spread embryo jaws the most
desirable outline. The only difference in such

case Is that alternate strips may be considered

as facing In opposite directions. Thus, In strips

12 and 76 the embryo heads point toward the

left, -vhlle In strip II the embryo heads point

toward the right.

This result may be obtained while using a
single punch or die having the outline of the

strip 61, the sheet II then being advanced the

distance of two strips for each operation of the

press. Strip 66 Is then formed directly beneath
the punch and strip 62 is formed beyond the

punch, two strips t>elng cut for each operation

of the punch.
Still another manner In which strips having

the desired serrated edge may be formed, Is il-

lustrated In Pig. 11. In this case I begin with a
wire of preferably rectangular cross-section, as

shown In Fig. 12. The wire Is run between pres-

sure rolls 12 which function to Indent or serrate

the edges of the strip, llie rolls have flanges 13

at each side to prevent spreading of the ma-
terial sideways whUe the edges are being com-
pressed by the rolls. A contlnuoxis strip of great

length may be formed, the strip being reeled, if

desired.

The strips of Pigs. 10 and 11 may be provided
with the desired projections and recesses, and
may be severed Into individual elements, in ac-
cordance with known methods unnecessary to

outline here In detail. The formation of the
head and recess is schematically illustrated in

FMg. 13, in which the strip 74 Is fed over spring
pads 76. A press-operated punch 71 moves the
strip 74 downwardly against the cooperating sta-

tionary die 81. The strip Is, of course, intermit-
tently fed longitudinally between successive op-
erations of the punch 71. This feed Is facili-

tated by the notching or serration of the strip

which provides excellent surfaces against which
the appropriate feed and positioning dogs may
operate.

The severance of the wire Into Individual 'ele-

ments Is schematically Illustrated In Pig. 14, In

which It will be seen that a punch II cuts the
strip 16 free from the endmost element 14. The
punch works against a spring pad II, and Is cut
away for clearance at 92. The shearing action Is

against stationary die 14. The end element 14 Is

held by a spring pressed plunger 12 which recip-

rocates with the punch II, In known fashion.

It Is a simple matter to sever the elements from
the strip when dealing with loose elements which
are to be subsequently tumbled, hoppered, and
so on. If the elements are to be secured directly

to the tape as they are severed from the strip,

the separation may be performed as was ex-
plained in connection with Pigs. 8 and 9.

It will be understood by those skilled In the
art that the operations of F^gs. 13 and 14 need
not be performed In separate machines, and In

fact, the punches 71 fmd II may be mounted

10
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directly on a single press for simultaneous move-
ment.

It win also be understood that It Is not neces-
sary within the scope of the present Invention to
form the heads after forming the serrated stripe.

It Is possible for example, when cutting strips

from a sheet as shown In Pig. 10, to form the
heads and recesses In the sheet as the sheet Is

fed through the press, so that the strips cut
from the sheet are characterized not only by
the serrated edges, but also by heads and re-
cesses. In such case the only operation needed
to complete the elements Is to sever the strip
Into individual elements, this being done all

without scrap or waste, as has been previously IS
described.

It Is believed that the invention as well as the
many advantages thereof, will be fully understood
from the foregoing description. The elements
are formed without substantial scrap or waste tO
material, while starting with raw stock In com-
mon, inexpensive form, and while forming the
embryo elements in a continuous strip or wire.

It will be apparent that while I have shown
and described my invention in preferred forms,
many changes and modifications may be made
without departing from the spirit of the inven-
tion defined in the following claims.

I claim:
1. A step product used in the manufacture of SO

slide fastener elements, said step product com-
prising a single integral strip of embryo fastener
elements each having embryo spread jaws, the
head of one element being located between the
embryo spread jaws of the next element, said **

head filling the space between said embryo spread
jaws, the exterior edges of the strip being
notched or serrated to conform to the outer
ends of the embryo spread jaws, whereby the
elements may be formed from the strip without 40
substantial waste or scrap material.

2. A step product used In the manufacture of
slide fastener elements, said step product com-
prising a flattened strip of metal having closely

spaced interlocking means at the top and bot-
tom, the exterior edges of the strip having closely

spaced notches or serrations to conform to the
outer ends of embryo spread jaws, said spacing
being only a fraction of the length of the ele-

ments, the strip providing metal for a series of SO
embryo fastener elements with the embryo head of

one embryo element nested within and filling the -

space between the embyro spread jaws of the
next embryo element, whereby the elements may
be formed from the strip without substantial 01

waste or scrap material.

3. An interlockable element for a slide fas-

tener, said element comprising a head and spread
jaws connected thereto, the configuration of said

head when viewed In plan being such as to con- "
form to and fit fully within the space between
the jaws, said jaws having diverging outer sides

adapted to be brought into substantially parallel

relation when the jaws are closed.

4. An Interlockable element for a slide fas-

tener, said element comprising a head and spread
jaws connected thereto, said head being formed
on opi>osite sides with a projection and a recess,

the configuration of said head when viewed In 70
plan being such as to conform to and fit fully

within the space between the Jaws, said Jaws
having diverging outer sides adapted to be
brought into substantially parallel relation when
the Jaws are closed, and having converging ends 79

45
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which are substantially perpendiciilar to the

sides.

5. An Interlockable element for a slide fastener,

said element comprising a head and spread Jaws

5 connected thereto, said head being formed with

interlocking means, and said jaws being so

widely spaced and spread and so shaped as to

form a space therebetween large enough and so

shaped that the material removed from between

10 said Jaws will itself constitute a head like the

head of the element, said Jaws having ends con-

verging at such an angle that when the Jaws

are closed on a tape the ends come substantially

perpendicular to the tape, the part Just inside the

15 ends being substantially perpendicular to the

ends in order to form a broad bearing surface on

the tape when the Jaws are closed.

6. An interlockable element for a slide fastener,

said element comprising a head and spread Jaws

20 connected thereto, said jaws being so widely

spaced and spread and so shaped as to form a

space therebetween large enough to receive the

entire head of an Identical element, said Jaws

being so shaped that when closed the outer edges

25 come into substantially parallel relationship.

7. An Interlockable element for a slide fastener,

said element comprising a head and spread Jaws

connected thereto, said head being formed with

Interlocking means, and said jaws being so widely

30 spaced and spread and so shap>ed as to form a

space therebetween large enough and so shaped

that the material removed from between said

Jaws will itself constitute a head like the head

of the element, said Jaws having ends converg-

35 Ing at such an angle that when the Jaws are

closed on a tape the ends come substantially

perpendicular to the tape for cooperation with

a slider.

8. An Interlockable element for a slide fastener,

40 said element comprising a head and spread jaws

connected thereto, said head being formed with

Interlocking means, and said jaws being so widely

spaced and spread and so shaped as to form a

space therebetween large enough and so shaped

that the material removed from between said

Jaws will Itself constitute a head like the head

of the element, said Jaws having ends arranged

substantially perpendicular to the outer sides of

the Jaws, said ends being of such dimension that

50 when closed against a tape the sides of the Jaws

are brought into substantially parallel relation

while the ends form substantially perpendicular

shoulders for cooperation with a slider.

9. In the manufacture of slide fastener ele-

ments, the method which Includes forming a con-

tinuous strip of metal having notched or serrated

edges conforming to the outer ends of embryo
spread jaws, said strip comprising a series of

embryo elements with the embryo head of one

^ formed within and filling the space within the

embryo spread jaws of the next element, and
severing the elements without substantial scrap

or waste.
10. In the manufacture of slide fastener ele-

ments, the method which Includes forming a

continuous strip of metal to have notched or ser-

rated edges conforming to the outer ends of

embryo spread Jaws, and a series of interlocking

means, the successive notches being closely ad-

70 Jacent one another and the successive interlock-

ing means being closely adjacent one another,

the spacing therebetween being only a fraction

of the length of the elements and corresponding

to the spacing of a series of embryo elements with

ff the embryo head of one embryo nested fully
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within the filling the space within the spread
embryo Jaws of the next embryo element, and
severing the strip on an outline such as to define
the elements without substantial scrap or waste.

11. In the manufacture of slide fastener ele- n
ments, the method whlph includes treating a
wire to give the same serrated or notched edges
conforming to the outer ends of the embryo
spread Jaws of a series of embryo fastener ele-

ments, and severing Individual fastener elements 10

from the wire by means of a punch or other sev-
ering means which fimctions to outline the head
of the element, the head of each element being
formed between and filling the space between the
embryo spread Jaws of the next element, whereby 15

the elements are formed without substantial
scrap or waste.

12. In the manufacture of slide fastener ele-

ments, the method which Includes pressing a
round wire between forming devices to squeeze 20
the same or deform the same into a wire having
serrated or notched edges and a series of inter-

lockable projections and recesses on opposite
sides of the wire, the embryo head of each element
being formed between and filling the space be- 25

tween the embryo spread Jaws of the next ele-

ment, and finally forming the individual elements
by severing the endmost element from the em-
bryo jaws of the next succeeding element,
whereby said elements are formed without sub- 30

stantial scrap or waste.
13. In the manufacture of slide fastener ele-

ments, the method which Includes pressing a
round wire between forming devices to squeeze
and deform the same into a wire having serrated 35

or notched edges, and a series of Interlockable

projections and recesses on opposite sides of the
wire, the successive serrations geing closely ad-
jacent one another and the successive interlock-

able means being closely adjacent one another, ^g
the spacing therebetween being only a fraction

of the length of the elements and corresponding
to the spacing of a series of embryo fastener ele-

ments with the embryo head of each embryo ele-

ment nested fully within and filling the space 45
between the embryo spread Jaws of the next em-
bryo element, and finally forming the individual

elements \.j severing the strip on an outline such
as to define the elements without substantial

scrap or waste. gg
14. In the manufacture of slide fastener ele-

ments, the method which includes rolling a con-
tinuous wire between appropriately shaped pres-

sure rolls to squeeze and deform the wire so as to

give the same serrated or notched edges conform. 55
ing to the outer ends of the embryo spread jaws
of a series of embryo fastener elements, and
severing Individual fastener elements from the
wire by means of a punch or other severing

means which functions to outline the head of the gg
element, the embryo head of each element being
formed between and substantially filling the
space between the embryo spread jaws of the

next element, whereby the elements are formed
without substantial scrap or waste. g5

15. In the manufacture of slide fastener ele-

ments, the method which includes rolling a wire

between appropriately recessed pressure rolls to

squeeze the wire and deform the same into a wire

having serrated or notched edges and a series of 70
interlockable projections and recesses on oppo-
site sides of the wire, the spacing of the serra-

tions and of the Interlockable means being so

close as to correspond to a series of embryo fas-

tener elements only U the embryo head of each ^
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embryo element Is nested fully within and sub-
stantially fills the space between the embryo
spread Jaws of the next embryo element, and
finally forming the Individual elements by sever-

ing the strip on an outline such as to define the
elements without substantial scrap or waste.

lb. In the manufacture of slide fastener ele-

ments, the method which Includes pressing a
round wire between forming devices to squeeze
the same or deform the same Into a wire having
serrated or notched edges and a series of Inter-

lockable projections and recesses on opposite
sides of the wire, and a trough or scoring out-
lining the heads of the elements, the embryo head
of each element being formed between and filling

the space between the embryo spread Jaws of the
next element, and finally forming the individual

elements by severing the elements at the scoring

without substantial scrap or waste.
17. In the manufacture of slide fastener ele-

ments, the method which Includes forming a con-
tinuous strip of metal having notched or ser-

rated edges conforming to the outer ends of em-
bryo spread Jaws, said strip comprising a series

of embryo elements with the embryo head of one
formed within and filling the space within the
embryo spread Jaws of the next element, and
successively severing the elements by separating
the head of the endmost element from between
the embryo Jaws of the next succeeding element
by punching the strip including said embryo
Jaws away from the endmost element, whereby
said elements are formed without substantial
scrap or waste.

18. In the manufacture of slide fastener ele-

ments, the method which Includes cutting suc-
cessive strips from a sheet of material, each of

said strips having notched or serrated edges con-
forming to the outer ends of the spread jaws
of successive fastener elements, the successive

strips mating together with the serrated edge
of one fitting into the serrated edge of the next,

whereby said strips are cut from the sheet with-
out substantial scrap or waste, and severing each
strip into individual elements.

19. In the manufacture of slide fastener ele-

ments, the method which includes cutting suc-
cessive strips from a sheet of material, each of

said strips having notched or serrated edges con-
forming to the outer ends of the spread Jaws
of successive fastener elements, and severing the
individual elements by means of a pimch or cut-
ting means which outlines the head of the ele-

ment, said head conforming to and fitting within
and substantially filling the space between the
spread jaws of the next element, whereby the in-

dividual elements are formed from each of the
serrated strips without substantial scrap or
waste.

20. In the manufacture of sUde fastener ele-

ments, the method which includes cutting suc-
cessive strips from a sheet of material, each of
said strips having notched or serrated edges con-
forming to the outer ends of the spread Jaws of
successive fastener elements, the successive strips

mating together with the serrated edge of one fit-

ting into the serrated edge of the next, whereby
said strips are cut from the sheet without sub-
stantial scrap or waste, and severing the Individ-
ual elements by means of a punch or cutting
means which outlines the bead of the element.

IS

said head conforming to and fitting within and
substantially filling the space between the spread
Jaws of the next element, whereby the Individual
elements are formed from each of the serrated
strips without substantial scrap or WEiste. s

21. In the manufacture of slide fasteners, the
method which Includes forming a continuous
strip of metal having notched or serrated edges
conforming to the outer ends of embryo spread
Jaws, said strip comprising a series of embryo lo
elements with the embryo bead of one formed
within and filling the space within the embryo
spread Jaws of the next element, feeding the strip

longitudinally with the embryo elements pointing
Jaw first toward a transversely extending tape
until the Jaws at the end of the strip are astride
the tape, thereutwn punching the strip including
the embryo Jaws of the second element away
from the endmost element In a direction parallel
to the direction of the tape, clamping the Jaws 20
of the endmost element on the tape, feeding the
tape in longitudinal direction, again feeding the
strip to bring the next Jaws astride the tape, and
so on.

22. In the manufacture of slide fasteners, the 25
method which includes forming a continuous
strip of metal having successive closely adjacent
projections on one side and having successive
closely adjEicent recesses on the opposite side,

the spacing between the successive projections 30
and the successive recesses being only a fraction

of the length of the elements to be formed there-
from and corresponding to the spacing of a series

of embryo fastener elements with the embryo
head of each element nested fully within and
filling the space between the embryo spread jaws
of the next embryo element, feeding the strip

longitudinally with the embryo elements pointing
jaw first toward a transversely extending tape
until the Jaws at the end of the strip are astride
the tape, thereupon punching the strip including
the embryo jaws of the second element away from
the endmost element in a direction parallel to
the direction of the tape, clamping the jaws of
the endmost element on the tape, feeding the
tape in longitudinal direction, again feeding the
strip to bring the next Jaws astride the tape, and
so on.

23. A step product used In the manufacture of
slide fastener elements, said step product com-
prising a flattened strip of metal having closely

spaced interlocking means at the top and bot-
tom, the exterior edges of the strip having closely
spaced notched or serrations to conform to the
outer ends of embryo spread jaws, said spacing
being only a fraction of the length of the ele-
ments, the strip providing metal for a series of
embryo fastener elements with the embryo head
of one embryo element nested within and filling

the space between the embryo spread jaws of the
next embryo element, whereby the elements may
be formed from the strip without substantial
waste or scrap material, the Interlocking means
comprising closely spaced projections at the top
of the strip and closely spaced recesses at the
bottom of the strip, the top of the strip having
troughs or indentations bordering part of the
periphery of the projections at the top of the
strip.
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the record of the case In the Patent Office.
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Henry Van Arsdale,
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To all whom it may concent

:

Be it known that I. Gideon 8lnuh.\ck,
11 subject of tlie Kin<r of Sweden, residing

at Meadville, in tlie county of Crawford
5 and State of Pennsylvania, have invented

certiiin new and useful Improvements in

Sheet-Metal Forming and Setting Machines,
of whidi the following is a full, clear, and
exact specification.

10 This invention relates to a machine for

forming and setting metal punchings, and
has particular reference to a special form
of power press with automatic blank feed-

ing means whereby punchings are formed
15 fi-om a strip blank and set on a carrying

element.

The machine illustrated herein is intended
for forming the fastener members shown
in my Patent 1,219,881. dated March 20,

20 1917. and affixing them to the corded fabric

tape shown therein. The fastener members
consist of separated jaws and an interlock-

ing memljer having a recess on one side and
:i head on the other, these respective re-

25 cesses and heads being arranged on a pair

of tapes so as to alternately interlock.

The machine of the present invention has
for its object to form and set these fastener

members on the tape with one handling of
30 the material, and a further object of the

I invention is to enable the machine to auto-
' matically set these interl<K-king membei-s in

separated groups of a predetermined num-
ber each, so that the tape can be cut apart

35 to provide fasteners of desired length.

The present invention is not limited in

its broad a.spects to the production of the
particular fastener membei-s referred to.

nor to the setting of such members on tapes,

40 but is of general application wherever it

is desired to automatically and cheaply form
large numlnMS of like parts, and to set them
on a suitable carrier element.

A feature of novelty in the invention re-

46 sides in the construction whereby the punch-
ing is completely .separated from the blank
and is then immediately replaced therein
so that it can be further fed for the subse-

(juent operations, of shaping and setting, or
60 the latter alone, bv the blank feed without

applying the setting tools directly to the
punching. Owing to the neces-sity of mak-
ing the fastener members as nearly alike as

possible, in order that they will lock and
unlock properly when set on the tapes, it 66
is nece.ssary to have the utmost accuracy
in the shaping and setting operations sub-
sequently to the punching out from the
blank, and by causing the punching to be
replaced in the blank and controlled there- 60
by, it is po.ssible to apply pressure to the
punching through the blanl. o as to hold
the punching firmly during the shaping op-
eration, and then by a further side punch-
ing operation through the blank, the jawa 66
are firmly set on the carrier element or tape
without leaving any tool marks upon the
jaw members themselves. After the jaw
members are set, the residue of the blank
is fed out in one place and the carrier ele- 70
men't having the jaw members atfixed there-
to is feci out in another direction. The
avoidance of tool marks on the jaw mem-
bers themselves is of decided advantage,
since it cheapens the subsequent finishing 76
required in the finished fastener.

In carrying out the invention, various
novel combinations and sub-combinations
in the controlling, feeding, punching, press-

ing and setting mechanisms have been se- 80
cured, all of which will be luoro fully under-
.stood in connection with the description of
the accompanying drawings, wherein

Figiire 1 is a side elevation of a macJiine;
Fig. 2 is a front elevation; 85
Fig. 3 is a plan \new showing the die

and die block;
Fig. 4 is a vertical section on the line

4

—

i of Fig. 3

;

Figs. 5, 6, 6% 7 and 7' are details of the 90

top or stripper plate, which holds the blank
down on the dies;

Fig. 8 is a cross-section on the line 8

—

8
of Fig. 3 showing the passageway for the
blank; 96

Figs. 9 and 10 are side and front eleva-

tions, respectively, showing the movements
by which the punching is pressed back into

the blank as the punchers are withdrawn

;

Fig. 11 is a side view of the tape feeding 100
mechanism

;

Fig. 12 is a front view of the tape feed-

ing mechanism;
Fig. 13 is a side elevation showing a

further detail of the tape feed; lOl

Fig. 14 is a further detail front view
;
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Figs. 1") and IG are additional detail side

views of the tape feed

;

Fig. 17 is a front view of Fig. 15;

Fig. 18 is a plan view of the tape ten-

6 sion;

Fig. li) is a plan view on an enlarged

scale showing _the blank and the punchings
in diffeivnt stages of progress;

Fig. '20 is an enlarged top view showing
10 the Clank under a yielding prosser plate

permitting the punchings to he fed forward
with the blank without disengagement;

Fig. 21 shows an additional detail of the

tape feed, and
16 Fig. 22 is a timing diagrajn.

1 repreisents a metal blank, which is pref-

erably in the form of a flat strip, and is fed

into tlie machine from the rear toward the

front. The machine is api)licable to sepa-

20 rate blanks as well as to a continuous strip,

but in making very small fasteners such as

herein shown, which are approximately one-

eighth inch long and one - sixteenth inch

wide when fastened and applied to the tape,

26 it is preferable to employ a strip. Refer-

ring to Pigs. 1 and 4, the blank 1 enters

guide 2 and passes through feed rolls 3. 3.

then through guide 9 to the die unit 10, and
between the side guide plate 11 (see Figs.

SO 3 and 8). The guide plates 11 are controlled

by wedges 12 (see Figs. 3 and 8). The
wedges 12 are operated through a slide 13

(see Figs. 3 and 4), and cam plates 14 by
the punch head 15, held in the slide 16 (see

35 Figs. 9 and 10) and moved up and down
through connecting rod 17 and crank 18 on
the main shaft 8. The feed rolls 3, 3 are

operated by ratchet 4, pawl 5 and connecting

rod 6 from eccentric 7 mounted on the main
40 shaft 8 (see Figs. 1 and 2).

22 is the blanking punch which punches
out the entire member and the piece 34 into

die 23 (see Figs. 3 and 4). As the punch
22 draws out of the die, the plunger 2

'

46 carried by plunger holder 25 and sleeve 26,

is actuated by spring 27 to press the punch-
ings back into original place in the metal
blank 1. The piece 34 (Fig. 19) lies in the

blank between the jaws 35 of the punching.
60 This scrap piece 34 is pushed out of the

blank 1 by punch 36 (see Fig. 4) into the

hole 37 in die unit 10. The next step is to

press or form the punching in its final form
ready to be clamped on the tape, and this \y

66 effected by punch 38 and recess 39 in die

unit 10 (Figs. 4 and 5).

On the down stroke of slide 16, as the

punches are nearing the blank, the cam
plates 14 (see Fig. 3) draw the wedges 12

60 toward the back, pressing the guide plates

11 toward each other with the blank in be-

tween, thus holding the blank firmly in place

until released by the forward movement of

the wedges 12 on the up stroke of slide 16.

66 Figs. 3 and 4 show the position at the mo-

ment the (laiiii)ing movement of the guitl.'

plates 11 lias been effected. To allow for

wear and variation in the width of the
blank 1, the space between the guide plates

11 is adjustable by blocks 19 and set screw;

20 (see Fig. 3).
"

The function of the guitle plates 11 is of
vital importance. At the time of jjunching.

the two plates hold tlije matei'ial firmjy
against spreading and distortion either of
the punching or of the blank. This enables
the subsequent operations on the i)unching
to be controlled through the blank, and in-

sures such perfect shape of the finished

punchings and correct positioning thereof in

the dies, iis to produce a highly uniform and
symmetrical fastener member and product.
When the guide plates 11 draw tight around
the blank 1, they not only bring the blank
into a central position over the dies, but
force the punchings, if they should hapi)en
to get out of place, into correct position

lengthwise of the blank. The guide plates

spread apart during the feed and allow an
easy and free movement of the blank. It

also allows the interlocking or projecting
end of the fastener punching to lift up out
of the recess 39 (see Fig. 4) in die unit 10

after the impression of punch 38.

At this time the blank 1. after reaching
die unit 10 is confined between die vmit 10

on the bottom and stripper .plate 21 on the

top (see Fig. 8).
In order to avoid reliance solely upon

spring 27 to press the punching back inti

its original place in the blank as punch 22
withdraws, a positive movement is provided.
Rod 28 in addition to spring 27 exeiis pres-

sure on sleeve 26 thus forcing tlie punching
into its place in the blank. Rod 28 is acted

upon through screw 29 in lever 30 (see Figs.

9 and 10) and connecting links 31, 32 from
eccentric 33 on main sliaft 8. Upon the re-

turn of the pimching to its proper place in

the blank and with the cooperation of the

side' guides 11, top of die unit 10 and stripper

plate 21, the punching can now be fed tor

ward by the blank feed. rolls 3, 3, without
any danger of becoming displaced. A dis-

placement at this time would cause much
trouble, because of the extreme accuracy
required in the finished fastener members of
such small dimensions.

The blank after return of the punching i:

fed forward as above stated so that the

scrap piece 34 can be pushed out of the

blank 1 by punch 36, and then the punch-
ing is pressed into recess 39 in die unit 10

by punch 38 to form the interlocking recess

ana projection. At this time, it is neces-

sary to hold the blank and punching down
onto the face of the die unit 10 and also to

hold it against lateral spreading by con-

traction of the side guides 11. The strippe;

plate 21 partly performs this function, but

n
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ill addition there is provided iv yielding

jnesser or floater 40 (see Figs. ;"). 6, 7, 20)

which is mounted in stripi)er j)late 21 and
lu-ars down on the jaws ;}.") of the |)uiuhinjr,

and on tlie hhink 1. by moans of springs 41

(see Fig. 4) and ])liinger 4'2. This i)liinger42

is timed uiul adjusted to eoiumence pivssnre

lus soon as tlie forwaril movement of tlie

hhmU stops, and can be adjusted to e.\ert a

positive pressure upon the blank and punch-
ing by contacting with a lug on jninch block
1.") wlu'ii tlie punches are in their lowest posi-

tion. Thus the blank and punching arc

firndv held in position while the triins-

vei-se1y elongated i-ecess and projection are

formed by the punch 38 and die recess 30.

When the blank 1, still carrying the fas-

tener member, which is now finished and
ready to be pressed on the tape, is again

fed forward, the floater or presser 40 fields

iil)wardly so as to permit tne projection of

the fastener member to lift out of the die

iece.ss 39 so that it can be carried forward
into recess 43 (Figs. 3 and 4) ready to be

set. To prevent the fastener member
punching from lifting out of the blank 1

altogether, the lift of the yielding presser

40 is limited as shown in ^ig. 7'. Figs. 6

and 6* show the presser 40 at its lowest {po-

sition and Figs. 7 and 7» show it at its

highest position.

The finished punching is now carried for-

ward by the next motions of the feed rolls

3, 3 until it reaches the position where the

jaws 35 straddle the corded edge of the

tape 44 (see Fig. 19). The tape 44 is fed

intermittently upward and at right angles

to the blank feed through the hole and slot

4.5 (see Figs. 3 and 4) in die unit 10. In
this position the jaws 35 are clamped
around the corded edge of the tape by side

tools 46 (see Figs. 3 and 19) which simul-

taneously press toward each other on the

outside of the blank 1. while the formed
jaw nember is being held between the top

of the die unit 10 and the resilient presser

40 (.see Figs. 3 and 4). Each of the side

tools 46. which set the jaw members on the
carrier element, tape, or .stringer, is held

in and movwl through the slide 47 which,

is connected at 48 by lever 49. rock
shaft 50, arm 51, and link 52 to punch
block 15 (see Fig. 2). When the clamping
movement is completed, the tape feeds up
and lifts the jaw member clamped to its

corded edge, out of the residue of the blank

1, the tape and attached jaw member pass-

ing through slot 53 in floater 40 (see Fig.

5). There now remains of the blank 1 only

the two edges, which are fed through the

tubes 54 (see Figs. 3 and 4) and cut into

small pieces bj' knives 55 connected to the

actuating heads 48 of the side tools, the

pieces falling down through chute 56.

In order to prevent slipping of the feed,

70

76

90

the blank 1 is maintained clean and dry
while engaged by the feed rolls 3, 3. and the

necessary uibrication of the blank is done,

after it has passed the feed. This is ac-

complished by an ordinary oil pump 57

(see Fig. 1) which drips the lubricant down
in funnel 58 mounted centrally over the

blank 1. Soap and water is i)ireferably

used as a lubricant, because it does not
leave a stain on a fabric tape.

The supply of tape is wound on spool 59

(Fig. 1) and passes from there tlirough

passageway 60 under the bed of the ma-
chine and up through tension 61 (see Figs.

15 and 17). also passing through the hole so
and slot 45 (see Fig. 3) in the die unit 10.

The tape then passes between the sides of

the blank 1 where the interlocking mem-
bers are clamped around the corded edge,

and then leads through slot 62 in the punch 85
holder and then around disk 63 (see Figs.

15 and 17). Then the stringer or tape

leads to spool 64 (see Figs. 1 and 2) on
which it is wound up by belt 65 driven
from the main shaft.

The movements of the tape are controlled

by the disk 63 on shaft 66. Shaft 66 is

driven by ratchet 67 (see* Figs. 17, 11 and
12) through pawl 68, bell crank 69 and
pitman 70 connected to crank plate 71 by 95
radially adjustable crank pin 97 mounted
on the main shaft 8. The grip of disk 63

on the tape is produced by the sliding shoe
72 (see Figs. 15. 16 and 17) which presses

the tape against a knurled or roughened loo
periphery of disk 63. The grip is also ob-

tained by pressure of the tape on the

knurled disk 63 produced by the tension 61,

whose function is to hold the tape taut be-

tween the die unit 10 and the tape feed

control at disk 63. Disk 63 has a groove
73 for the jaw membei-s on the stringer,

which groove serves as a leader and pre-

vents the tape fiom lateral displacement
while passing around the disk 63. Sliding no
shoe 72 is pressed against the disk 63 by
springs 74, whose tension is released by
lever 75 in the position shown in Fig. 16.

The .springs 74 are made of such length as

to permit the shoe 72 to be lifted out of

contact with the disk 63, (see Fig. 16) to

facilitate the threading or removal of the

tape between the disk and the shoe.

Fig. 21 shows the position of the shoe

72 relatively to the disk 63. By reason of 120
the shoe being pointed at the tape entering

end, producing friction between the slant-

ing edge 76 and the tape sliding under shoe

72, the tape tends to follow the direction of

edge 76, or to work itself over to the side. 126
Thus the corded edge of the tape, with or

without metal, is sliding with considerable

pressure against the edges 98 of the shoe

72, and the edges of the groove in disk 63,

thus placing the grip on the tape close to 130

106
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the corded edge. The corded tape is made
so that the corded edge is shorter than the

free edge, the latter being wavy, so that the

corded edge thus takes practically all of the

5 strain of the feeil. It is therefore neces-

sary in order to secure even and uniform
spacing of the jaw members, that the tape

be grii)ped in feeding close to the corded

edge. The clamping of the jaw members
10 on the tape produces some elongation of the

corded edge of the tape.

The slanting edge 76 has the additional

function of preventing puckering or dou-

bling up of the tape in front of shoe 72.

15 This is because the point of shoe 72 slides

over the tape near the corded edge, at a

point where the tape is not only taut but is

held firmly by its attachment to the cord,

so that as the tape glides in under the shoe,

20 the edge 76 flattens out any wrinkles in the

same manner as the divergent edges of a

flat iron would do.

Instead of the shoe 72, a slightly conical

idler roller having its high edge engaging

25 the corded edge of the tape can be used to

press the taj)e against the knurled periphery

of disk 03. This idler roller being conti-olled

by springs 74.

'The tape tension 61 (see Figs. 15 and 18)

30 comprises two tension plates 77 having

grooves for the cord which provide guiding

means as well ius friction surface. These

plates are mounted loosely on the ends of

jaws 61 which are pivotally connected at 103

36 and normally pressed apart by spring 107

mounted betsveen screw bushings 79 which

can be turned so as to vary the spring

pressure at plates 77. The pressure on the

jaws is transmitted through the screw 7.S

40 disposed at about the center of the plates 77,

so that the plates can rock slightly on the

ends of the screws and adjust themselves to

irregidarities in the tape without att'ecting

the friction. In order to prevent puckering,

45 the plates 77 at the lower or entering end are

tapered or cut away so as to smooth out a

puckered or wrinkled tape in the same man-
ner as above described with respect to edge

76 of shoe 72. The tape tension is not fas-

50 tened to the machine, but is held in place by
the friction of the tape which in its upward
motion holds th.e tension against the lower

side of die unit 10. 80 (see Fig. 17) is a

brake holding the shaft 66 and tape roll 63

55 against movement except through ratchet 67.

The throw of pawl 68 (Figs. 11 and 12)

which drives the tsipe feeding shaft 66

through ratchet 67 is made longer than is

necessary to feed the required length of tiipe

60 for proper spacing. To regidate the spac-

ing, (see Fig. 11) a shield 81 is provided
which prevents the pawl 68 from dropping
on the teeth of ratchet 67 until the desired,

throw of shaft 66 has been provided. The
65 spring 82 pushes the pawl into engagement

with the teeth as soon as the pawl clears the

shield 81. The shield 81 is adjustable

around shaft 66 so as to control the number
of teeth paAvl 68 will feed.

The j)resent machine is designed to fix a
predetermined number of equally spaced
]aw mend)ers on a given length of tape, and
then to feed a blank length of tape to enable

the fasteners to l)e cut apart to receive the
additional sliding member not shown herein
and also end stop devices. The pawl 68
automatically feeds the excess length of tape
required for this purpose, through a second
pawl 83 (see Figs. 13 and 14) pivoted on pin
84 and held against pin 8o by spring 86.

Pawl 83 is mounted on the friction ratchet

87, mounted between ratchet 67 and shield 81

with a bearing fit on shaft 66. The second-
ary pawl 83 thus extends over teeth of
ratchet 67, and the friction ratchet 87 is held
against accidental rotary movement by
brake 88 (see Figs. 13 and 14) fastened to

shield 81 by screw 8i). As the secondary
pawl 83 is carried around on the friction

ratchet 87, it I'eaches the position where pawl
08 at the rear end of its stroke rides over it.

At the beginning of the forward movement
pawl 68 then catches the secondary pawl 83.

The spring 86 (see Fig. 13) yields to the

pressure of pawl 68, allowing the secondary
pawl 83 to swing until its forward edge en-

gages the teeth of ratchet 67. The swing-
ing movement being ai'rested, continued,

pressure of pawl 68 caiTies with it the sec-

ondary pawl 83, the two ratchets 87 and 67,

the shaft 66 and the tape. The ratchet 87 is

moved by ring 98 (see Fig. 13 ) through rolls

90 and spring 91. Arm 92 which operates

ring 98 is operated by the spring 93 and
the pin 94 in clamp 95 attached to the con-

necting rod 6, and operated by eccentric

7. The stroke of, arm 92 is adjustable by
the micrometer head 96 in bracket 97 (see

Fig. 14) attached to the frame of the ma-
chine. The adjustment ranges from a max-
imum length equal to the throw of connect-

ing rod 6 to a very small minimum. Thus
the secondary pawl 83, canied around by
the friction ratchet 87, is made to complete

a single revolution during a predetermined
number of operations of the machine ac-

cording to the setting of micrometer 96.

When the secondary pawl 83 is effective, it

will be seen that a long throw will be given
the tape feed, equal to the full stroke of
pawl 68.

If not much variation in the lengths of
fasteners is required, the friction ratchet

with secondary pawl 83 can be dispensed
with. In this case the ratchet 07 is provided
with a high tooth 99 (see Fig. 11) which will

project up above the surface of shield 81 so

as to be caught by pawl 82 during each revo-

lution of ratchet 67. By changing the throw
of pawl 68, the length of the metal part of

»(
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the ftistcner can be vmied to h limited extent

without clinnpiiip the over-all lenjrth inciud-

ing the tape eiuls. To luateriiillv changre the

length of the fiii>tener the nuni\)er of teeth

e in the ratchet (17 can be varied, and also the

diameter of feed disk 63.

The fastener nienrl)ei-s as affixed to the tape

may reiiuire further finishing to remove
burs, but this tan be done after the members
are attached to the tape much more cheaply

than l>y iidditional finishing operations in the

machine before the meml)ers are pre.ssed on
the tape.

A\'iiile the machine has been described with

5 reference to the making of the membei-s from
a strip, the novel principles of the invention

Hi-e ajjplicable to the feeding of separate

pieces, and it will be obvious that in apply-

ing these broad features of the invention to

other machines some of the parts herein de-

scribed may be modified or omitted entirely

without departing from tiie invention, and
all such modifications will be within the

scope of the appended claims.

6 Having thus described my invention, I

declare that what I claim as new and desire

to secure by Letters Patent, is:

—

1. The combination of means for cutting

a fiat member having separated compres-

sible jaws at (me end, means for forming

a recess and head on the other end, means
for feeding the jaw end astride a carrier,

means for feeding the carrier, and means for

pressing the jaws together on the carrier.

5 2. The combination of means for cutting

a flat member having separated compres-
sible jaws at one end, means for forming
a recess and head on the other end, means
for feeding the jaw member adjacent a

carrier, and means for pressing the jaws
together on the carrier through interposed

' means preventing tool marking of the jaw
member.

3. The combination with means for punch-
6 ing out a blank, of means for replacmg the

pimching in the blank, means for feeding

the blank and punching forward, means for

shaping the punching, means for clamping
the punching to a carrier, and means for

separately feeding out the blank.
4. The combination with blank feeding

means of complete punching out means,
means for replacing the punching in origi-

nal position in the blank to permit it to be

5 further fed by said blank feeding means,
means for feeding a carrier, and means for

setting the punching on the carrier by
pressure through the blank after the punch-
mg has been replaced in the blank and fed

away from said punching out means.
.i. The combination with blank feeding

means, of m -ans for punching out and re-

placing in the blank a jaw member, means
for shaping said jaw member, means for

5 feeding a can-ier member between the jaws

of said shaped member while held in the

blank, and means acting on said blank for

setting said jaw member on said carrier

member.
6. The combination with blank feeding 70

means, of means for punching out and re-

placing in the blank a jaw member, means
for shaping said jaw member, means for

feeding a carrier between the jaws of said

shaped member while held in the blank, 76
means acting on said l)lank for setting saitl

jaw member on said carrier member, and
means for feeding the carrier member and
the attached jaw member away from the
blank. 80

7. The combination with means for feed-
ing a blank, of means for forming and re-

placing a punchin": in the blank, means for
shaping the puncning and simultaneousl}'
applying pressure to opposite edges of the 85
blank, and means for feeding out the punch-
ing and the blank.

8. The combination with blank feeding
means, of punching nieans, means for com-
pressing the blank edgewise, means for re- 90
placing the punching in the blank, and
means for shaping the punching and co-

operating means for holding it and the
blank against lateral distortion.

9. The combination with blank feeding 95

means, of punching means, means for com-
pressing the blank edgewise, means for re-

placing the punching in the blank, means
for shaping the punching and cooperating
means for holding it and the blank against 100
lateral distortion, and means for feeding
a stringer and setting the shaped punching
thereon.

10. The combination' with blank feeding
means, of punching means, means for re- 105

placing the punching in the blank, means
for feeding a carrier' element transversely
of the blank and the replaced punching,
and means for .setting the punching on said

canier element. 110

11. The combination with blank feeding
means, of means for punching out a member
to be set on a carnei- element, means for

feeding a carrier element to the point of at-

tachment, and setting means acting through 115

an interposed waste part of said blank.
12. The combination with a blank and

blank feeding means, of means for punch-
ing out a member from said blank in condi-
tion to be compressed, a compressing tool, 120

said feeding means interposing a portion of

the blank between the tool and the punched
out member to i)e compressed.

13. The combination with means for feed-

ing a member to a compressing tool, and a 125

compressing tool, of means for guiding a

protective piece iietween the tool and the
member to be compres.sed.

14. The combination with a blank and
t)lank feeding means, of a die unit and a 130
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10

16

spaced stripper plate, interposed movable
side guides, means for punching said blank
and means for actuating the guides toward
each other to compress the blank at the

moment of punching.
15. The combination with a blank and in-

termittent blank feeding means, of a die

unit and a spaced stripper plate, interposed
movable side guides, means for punching
said blank and means for actuating the

guides toward each other to compress the

blank at the moment of punching and for

spreading the guides while the feed is ef-

fective.

16. The combination with intermittent

blank feeding means, of punching means,
and movable means for clamping the blank
against sidewise spreading while being
punched and releasing the blank during the

20 blank feeding.

17. The combination with intermittent

blank feeding means, of compressing means,
means for punching out and replacing the
punching in the blank, means for holding

26 said punching under transverse compression
while said punching and replacing takes

place, means for relieving the compression
for the next feed, means for forming a pro-

jection on the replaced punching, and yield-

30 ing means permitting passage of the projec-

tion out of its die without displacing it

from its blank, upon further feed of the

blank.
18. The combination with blank feeding

36 means, of means for punching out a mem-
ber from the blank, die means for forming a

projection on said member simultaneously

with means holding the member under side

and face compression, and means for reliev-

40 ing both of said compressions to permit said

blank feeding means to feed said member
out of the projection forming die.

19. The combination with blank feeding

means, of a punch for cutting out a member
46 having jaws, means for replacing the punch-

ing in the blank and for feedmg stepwise

forward, a second punch for ejecting a waste
piece adjacent the jaws of said member,
means for forming a projection in said mem-

60 her, and means for feeding the punching out

of the machine.
20. The combination with means for cut-

ting a member having jaws, means for form-
ing a socket in said member, of means for

66 feeding a carrier element transversely be-

tween said jaws, and side punches for auto-

maticjilly pressing the jaws toward each

other on the edge of said element.

21. The combination with means for cut-

60 ting a member having jaws, means for form-
ing a socket in said member, of means for

feeding a tape between said jaws, and means
for pressing the jaws on the edge of the tape.

22. The combination with means for cut-

65 ting a member having jaws, means for form-

ing a socket in said member, of means for

feeding a continuous carrier element be-

tween said jaws, means for pressing said
jaw members on said carrier element, and
means for varying the feed of said con-
tinuous carrier element to vary the spac-

ing of said jaw members.
23. The combination with means for cut-

ting a member having jaws and means for

forming a socket in said member, of means
for feeding a tape between said jaws, means
for controlling the tape tension, and means
for autjomatically pressing the jaws on the
edge of said tape.

^ 24. The combination with means for feed-
ing attachable jaw and socket elements,
clamping means for holding the said ele-

ments and setting means for the jaws, of
means for feeding a corded tape to receive

said jaws on the corded portion of said tape,

and tension means engaging the corded por-

tion of said tape.

2.5. The combination with means for
punching out a blank, of means for replac-

ing the punching in the blank, means for

feeding the blank and punching forward,
means for clamping the punching to a car-

rier, and means for separating the blank
and the attached punchings.

26. The combination with intermittent

blank feeding means, of complete punching
out means, means for replacing the punch-
ing in original position, and movable means
for clamping the blank against sidewise

spreading while said replacement of the

punching takes place.

27. The combination with blank feeding
means, of punch and die mechanism for

cutting out a jaw member and a waste piece

adjacent the jaws of said member, means
for replacing the punchings in the blank
for the purpose of feeding .stepwise forward
and means for pushing out said waste piece.

28. The combination with blank feeding
means, of means for punching out pieces,

comprising a piece having jaws and a waste
metal piece, means for replacing the pieces

in original position in the blank for further

feeding by said blank feeding means, means
for separating the jaw piece from the blank
and means for removing the waste piece.

29. The combination with blank feeding

means, of a punch and die mechanism for

cutting out two pieces, means for replacing

the pieces in the blank, means for feeding
the blank and pieces, means for forming one
of said pieces while held in the blank, and
means for pushing out the other piece.

30. The combination with means for feed-

ing a sheet metal blank, of means for punch-
ing out of said blank and replacing therein

a punching having separated jaws at its for-

ward end, and means for attaching said

jaws to a carrier element.

31. The combination with means for feed-
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ing a sheet metal blank, of means for punch-
inp out uf said blank and replacing therein

a piuichinp having separated jaws at its for-

ward end. and means for transvi-rselv com-
pressiiur said jaws around a carrier efement.

32. The combination with means for feed-

ing a sheet metal blank, of means for punch-
ing out of said blank and replacing therein

a punching having separated jaws at its

forward end in a common plane, and means
mo\ ing parallel to said plane for compress-
ing said jaws toward each other around a

c;\rrier element.
•'53. The combination with means for

[
forming a socket and a projection adjacent

the end of a memlier having jaws, of means
for feeding a carrier element between said

jaws, and means for aiitomatically pressing

the jaws on said element.

f
34. The combination with means for feed-

ing a member having jaws at its advancing
end. of means for intermittently feeding the

edge of a carrier element transversely and
between said jaws, and means for setting the

1 i:iws on the edge of said element.
'.."). The combination with means for feed-

ii.g a socket member having jaws at its ad-
vancing end. of means for intermittently
feeding a tape transversely between said

I jaws, and means for setting the jaws on said

tape.

36. The combination with means for aflSx-

ing a member to a strip, of means for feed-

ing the strip at one rate to space the mem-
t bers, and means periodically varying the
strip feed to group the spaced members.

37. The combination with means for form-
ing and affixing a member to a strip, of
means for feeding the strip at one rate to

I space the members, and means periodically
varying the strip feed to group the spaced
members.

38. The combination with means for affix-

ing members to a strip, of means for feed-
I ing the strip, and means for varying the

strip feed to vary the spacing between the
members.

30. The combination with means for affix-

ing groups of members to a strip, of means
for varying tlie spacing between members 60
of a group by varying the feed of the strip.

40. Tlie combination with means for affix-

ing groups of members to a strip, and strip
feeding means, of means for feeding an in-
creased length of strip between groups, and 65
means for regulating the number of mem-
bers in a group.

41. The combination with means for affix-

ing croups of meml>ers to a strip, o' means
for reeding an increased length of strip be- 80
tween gioups, and means for regulating the
spacing of the members in a group.

42. The combination with means for feed-
ing a strip and means for affixing fastening
members on the edge thereof, of actuating 66
means for effecting normal spacing of said
members, and additional means for effect-

ing an increased strip feed after a prede-
termined number of members are affixed.

43. The combination with means for sue- 70
cessively affixing jaw members to a corded
tape, means for feeding the corded tape be-

tween the jaws, means acting on the corded
part of the tape to carry the feeding strain,

and tension means also acting on the corded 76
part of the tape.

44. The combination with means for feed-

ing a fabric strip step by step, of means for
feeding jaw members to and compressing
same on the edge of said strip, tension means 80

for the strip, and a fine adjustment for con-
trolling the strip feed for maintaining ac-

curacy of spacing of said jaw members.
In testimony whereof I affix my signature,

in presence of two witnesses.

GIDEON SUNDBACK.
Witnesses

:

Noel Potjx,

AiiOER F. Russell.

DISCLAIMER
1,331,884.—G^ufeon Sundback, Meadville, Pa. Sheet-Metal Forming and Setting

Machine. Patent dated February 24, 1920. Disclaimer filed January 30,

1933, by the assignee, Hookless Fastener Company.

Therefore disclaims:

(a) From the scope of the claim nximbered 34, any combination except one in

which the member having jaws at its advancing end is a slide fastener member of the

character described in Sundback patent No. 1,219,881, and which has means for

automatically supplying such members to the feeding means.

(6) The claim numbered 38 in toto.

[Official Gazette February 21, 1933.]
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1,331,884.
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Gideon Sund'>ack, Meadville, Pa. Sheet-Metal Forming and Setting
Machine. Patent dated February 24, 1920. Disclaimer filed January 17,

1934, by the assignee, Hookless fastener Company.

Hereby enters this disclaimer to that part of said specification which is in the
following words, to wi.

:

"This invention relates to a machine for forming and setting metal punchings,
and has particular reference to a special form of power press with automatic blank
feeding means whereby punchings are formed from a strip blank and set on a carrying

element." (p. 1, lines 10 to 16.)

"The present invention is not limited in its broad aspects to the pjoduction of

the particular fastener members referred to, nor to the setting of such i.iembers on
tapes, but is of g- neral application whereyer it is desired to automatically and cheaply
form large numl ers of like parts, and to set them on a suitable carrier element."

(p. 1, Unes 36 to 43.)

And yo\ir petitioner further disclaims from the scope of each of claims 1 to 33,

inclusive, 35, 36, 37, and 39 to 44 inclusive, any combination except one for forming
and affixing to a tape carrier, slide fastener members such as are described in the
sentence beginning at line 21 of page 1 of the specification and reading as follows:

"The fastener members consist of separated jaws and an interlocking member
having a recess on one side and a head on tlie other, these respective recesses and
heads being arranged on a pair of tapes so as to alternately interlock."

[Official Gazette February 6, 193i.]
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFiCE
1.947.956

FASTENER FORMING AND ASSEMBLING
MACHINE AND METHOD OF StCl KING
FASTENER ELEMENTS TO TAPE

Gideon Sumlback, Mcadvillo, Pa., assisjiinr to
Hookless Fastener Company, Me'jdville, Pa., a
corporation of Pennsylvania

Application December 19, 1928
Serial No. 327,060

27 Claims. (CI. 153—1)

This invention relates to a fastener forming
and assembling machine in which fastener ele-

ments are formed and attached to a holding strip

such as a strip of corded tape and to a method
• of making fasteners. The present invention has

for one of its objects to provide a forming and as-

sembling machine of the character above referred

to, which operates rapidly and efiBclently.

Another object of the invention, is to provide

10 an improved method of making fasteners in-

cluding several novel steps and novel combina-
tions of steps.

A further object of the Invention Is to provide

a machine In which the fastener elements are

11 successively formed from metal stock end in

which each fastener element is fastened to the

holding strip immediately after it is formed.
A further object is to provide a machine in

which the fastener elements are formed from
90 metal stock In a reciprocating press and in which

a fastener element is delivered from the press

and fastened to the holding strip during each in-

terval between forming strokes of the press.

A further object is to provide fastener position-

as ing and attaching means which are directly op-
erated from the reciprocating head of the press

in proper timed relation with respect to the
stroke of the press.

A further object is to provide means for de-

30 livering the fastener elements to the holding
strip and for holding the strip and fastener ele-

ments in proper position with respect to each
other while the fastener element is being clamped
to the strip.

35 A further object is to provide fixed abutments
on opposite sides of the strip at the point to

which the fasteners are attached thereto against
which the jaws of the fasteners are pressed to

properly position the same with respect to the

40 strip, together with means for compressing the

jaws into clamping engagement with the strip.

A further object is to provide a reciprocating

feeder for shifting the fastener element into en-
gagement with the abutment, which is provided

45 with the yielding actuating connections so that

the fasteners will yleldably hold while their jaws
are being compressed into clamping engagement
with the strip.

A further object is to provide means in con-

50 nection with the forming press to accurately po-
sition the metal stock with respect to the punches
upon each stroke of the head.
With the above and other objects in view, the

invention may be said to comprise the fastener

55 forming and assembling machine and method as

illustrated in the accompanying drawings here-
inafter described and particularly set forth in

the appended claims, together with such varia-
tions and modifications thereof as will be ap-
parent to one skilled in the art to which the in- 60

invention appertains.
There are various novel steps In the method

which will be described specifically and various
novel combinations of steps that can be carried
out by more than one machine or by a single ma- 65

chine of any suitable construction.
Preference should be had to th.a accompanying

drawings forming a part ot ttiis specification in

which:
Figure 1 is an isometric view of a flat metal 70

blank showing the operations that take place
in forming a fastener element.

Fig. 2 is an isometric view showing a fastener
.element which has been severed from the metal
stock.

Fig. 3 Is an isometric view showing the re-
VeT&e side of the metal blank.

Fig. 4 is an isometric view showing a fastener
element in the position in which it is clamped
to the corded tape.

Pig. 5 is an isometric view showing the punch
and die assembly, together with the plungers for
transmitting the fasteners to strip engaging po-
sition and for clamping the fastener jaws on the
corded edge of the tape.

Fig. 6 is an isometric view showing the open-
ing in the die.

Fig. 7 is a vertical section taken on the line

indicated at 7—7 in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 is a sectional elevation showing the 00
plungers for clamping the fasteners on the tape
and the actuating means for these plungers.

FMgs. 9 and 10 are detail views of the tape
feed mechanism.

Fig. 11 is a vertical section taken on the line OS
indicated at U—11 in Fig. 12.

Pig. 12 is a front elevation of the machine.
Pig. 13 is a side elevation of the machine.
FHg. 14 is a detail view showing the mechanism

for controlling the Intermittent actuations of the 100

feed drum.
Fig. 15 is a transverse section through the

mechanism shown in Pig. 14.

Fig. 16 is a detail view showing the ratchet
and pawl mechanism by means of which the lOS

drum is periodically actuated.
F^g. 17 is a detail view of a portion of the

feed control mechanism.
The present invention is employed In the man-

ufacture of separable fasteners of progressively 110

75

80

86
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interlocking type which are employed to contin-
uously Interlock edge to edge flaps of flexible

material.
The edges of the flaps have attached thereto

6 at closely spaced points, jaw or fastener elements
which are progressively interlocked or disengaged
by means of a slider mounted for movement over
the fastener elements of the two flaps. The fas-

tener elements are ordinarily attached at regu-
10 larly spaced points to holding strips which are

secured along the edges of the flaps. The pres-

ent invention in one of its aspects relates to a
machine for forming the fastener elements and
attaching them to a holding strip suitable for

10 attachment to the flaps which are to be joined
by the fastener.

The fastener element 1 shown in Pigs. 2 and
4 Is provided at one end thereof with a recess

2 in one face and with a corresponding projec-

20 tion 3 on the opposite face, the projection 3 be-
ing formed to fit in the recess 2 of an identical

fastener element, as well understood in the art.

The fastener element is also formed with spaced
compressible jaws 4 which are adapted to strad-

26 die a cord 5 secured along an edge of a fabric

tape 6, as shown in Pig. 4, and to be compressed
into clamping engagement with the cord 5 to

I>ermanently secure the fastener element to the
tape. The fastener elements are formed from

80 a flat strip 7 of metal stock by Srst punching
in the stock an opening 8 which corresponds to

the space between the clamping jaws 4, then com-
pressing the stock between suitable dies to form
the recess 2 and projection 3, adjacent one end

36 of the opening 8. The complete fastener ele-

ment is then punched from the stock, leaving a
large opening 9 therein of the same size and
shajje as the fastener element.
The fastener forming operations are performed

40 in a suitable press such as illustrated in Pigs.

5 and 6, the press being provided with a suit-

able bed 10 which has die openings 11 and 12

of the same size and shape as the openings 8

to be formed in the metal stock. The bed 10

46 also has a die oi>ening 13 of the same size and
shape as the fastener element and of the same
size as the opening 9, which is formed in the

metal stock when the fastener is punched from
the stock. Midway between the openings 12 and

50 13 of the bed, the bed has a die recess 14 in which
the projection 3 of the fastener element is formed.
The press has a suitable head 15 which is mount-
ed for reciprocation toward and from the bed
10 and this head carries punches 16 and 17 which

66 are alined with the die openings 11 and 12 of

the bed, and punch 18, which is alined with the

die recess 14 and which has a p)oint which con-
forms to the recess 2 of the fastener element.

The head 15 also has a pimch 19 which is in

60 alinement with and conforms to the die opening
13 of the bed. As shown in Pig. 5 a position-

ing punch 17 Is located between the punches 16

and 18 and is somewhat longer than the others.

This punch has a tajjered end 20 and it will be

65 readily seen that it will enter one of the open-
ings formed by punch 16 and position the piece

of stock so that the other tools will act on the

metal at the proper place.

Extending transversely beneath the opening 13

70 of the bed, there is a guideway 21 of substantially

the same width as the opening 13 to receive the

fastener elements discharged by the punch 19

and in this guideway, there is mounted a recip-

rocating plunger 22 for advancing the fastener

75 elements In the guideway. At the front of the

machine, the frame of the machine is provided
with a slot 23 to receive the tape 6, which is

supported in the slot 23 with its corded edge 5

toward the guideway 21, the slot 23 being posi-

tioned centrally of the guideway so that the 80
jaws of the fastener elements may be advanced
to a position in which they straddle the corded
edge 5 of the tape.

In order to properly position the fastener ele-

ment with respect to the tape, fixed abutments 85
24 are secured on opposite sides of the tape 6

at the end of the guideway 21 and these abut-
ments have beveled edge portions 25 on the
inner sides thereof with which the ends of the
jaws 4 of the fastener elements engage. 90
For clamping the fastener elements on the

tape, a pair of post plungers 26 are mounted on
opposite sides of the tape for movement into and
out of engagement with the jaws of the fastener
element, straddling the tape and held against the 95
abutments 24. The plungers 22 and 26 are oper-

ated in timed relation with respect to the move-
ments of the head 15 of the press to move each
fastener element as it is separated from the
metal stock into engagement with the abutments lOO
24 and to compress the jaws thereof into clamp-
ing engagement with the corded edge 5 of the
tape to permanently secure the fastener element
to the tape, the tape being continuously fed at

a suitable rate to provide the desired spacing 105
between the fastener elements.
As best shown in Fig. 7 of the drawings, the

plunger 22 is attached to a suitable slide 27

mounted in the guideway at the rear of the bed
10 and this slide is directly actuated from the do
head 15 of the preSs through a bell crank lever

28 which is mounted to swing on a fixed pivot 29

carried by a bracket 30 fixed to the frame of the
machine. The bell crank lever 28 has a down-
wardly extending arm 31, the lower end of which :i5
extends into a slot 32 in the slide 27 and has
a forked end 33 straddling a pin 34 extending
across the slot 32 of the slide. The other arm 35

of the bell crank lever extends forwardly of the
pivot 29 and has a forked end 36 straddling a 12-]

horizontal pin 37 carried by the lower end of a
vertical post 38 which is slidably mounted in the
head 15. The post 38 is yieldably supported on
the head 15 by means of a coil spring 39 which
is interposed between the upper face of the head -25

and a washer 40 secured upon the upper end of

the post 38.

It will be apparent that when the head 15 moves
upwardly, the bell crank lever 28 is rocked in a
direction to move the slide 27 toward the bed '^c
10 and plunger 22 toward the tape 6, the move-
ment of the slide 27 being such that the plunger
22 is moved from a position in which its for-

ward end is at the rear of the opening 13 to a
position in which a fastener element engages 135
with abutments 24, the spring 39 providing a
yielding connection so that at the forward end
of the stroke of the plunger 22, the fastener ele-

ment is yieldingly pressed against the abutments
24 so that the fastener element is positively held 4,-

during the action of the plungers 26 to compress
the jaws into clamping engagement with the tape.

To limit the forward movement of the slide 27 and
plimger 22 and prevent excessive pressure from
being exerted on the fastener element, the slide ^.-

27 is preferably provided with a stock bar 41

secured thereto by means of a bolt 42 which
engages with the frame of the machine to limit

the forward movement of the slide.

As best shown in Pig. 8 of the drawings, the ^gi;.
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inpressing plungers 26 have fastener en-
aiu; portions 26a in the form of hardened
!i iihites which have a thickness substantially
qil to the thickness of the fastener elements

I hose plungers are normally held clear of
guideway 21 to permit the fastener element
je moved to a position between them by
ns of compression springs 43 Interposed be-

1 the plungers and the nxed abutments 24.

plungers 26 have inclined outer ends 44
;h are engaged by wedge members 45 mount-
for vertical movement in slots 46 provided
iie frame and attached to the lower ends
ho vertical rods 47 fixed to the head 15 of
press.

ho rods 47 have upiier ends 48 threaded into
head 15 and are held in adjusted position

I respect to the head by means of lock nuts
During the up stroke of the head 15. the

ge members 45 acting on the inclined faces
•f the plungers 26 force the plungers inward-
.gainst the jaw members 4 of a fastener ele-
Jt to compress the jaws into clamping en-
sment with the tape, the movement of the
igers 26 being so timed that they are brought
I engagement with the fastener element im-
iiately after the fastener element has been
red into engagement with the abutments 24
he plunger 22.

s shown in Figs. 9 to 13. the reciprocating
d 15 is suspended from and actuated by a
hk shaft 50 which is continuously driven by
r suitable means such as through a belt pul-

51, the frame of the machine being provided
h suitable vertical guides 52 for the head,
a order to feed the metal stock 7 intermit-
tly and at the proper rate across the bed 10,

i rollers 53 are provided as shown in Fig. 13

1 one of these feed rollers is intermittently
nated through a ratchet 54 fixed to its shaft
means of a pawl 55 carried by a rocker arm
ileeved upon the shaft of the feed roller. The
I 56 is connected by an adjustable link 57
in eccentric disc 58 with which the rod 57
an adjustable connection so that the angular
(ke of the rocker arm 56 may be varied to

vide the desired feed for the strip 7 of the
al stock.

he fabric tape 6 is fed from a reel 59 through
angle guide 60 into a vertical guide slot 23
movement is imparted to tlie tape by means

', drum 61 adjacent the top of the frame over
ch the tape passes. The dnmi 61 is fixed to
)aft 62 and is driven from a sleeve 63. which
otatably mounted on the shaft 62, Ihrough
itchet 64 fastened to the sleeve and a pawl
arried by the drum and engaging the ratchet.

: sleeve 63 has fixed thereto a worm gear 66
ch is driven by a worm 67 on a shaft 68
ch has a helical gear 69 meshing with a heli-

gear 70 on the crank shaft 50. The driun
s thus driven at a rate so proportioned to
rate of operation of the punch carrying head
)o provide the proper spacing between suc-
ive fastener elements applied to the tape,

he mechanism which has just been described
drive the feed drum at a continuous rate
it will be observed that for a vei-y brief pe-
of time the portion of tape at the clamping
ion will have to remain stationai7 imtil re-

ed by the side tools 26. The length of the
J between the clamping station and the feed
n is readily capable of sufficient stretching
llow the strip to be held stationary momen-
ly by the clamping jaws.

It Is desirable, however, that means be provided
for momentarily increasing the speed of move-
ment of the tai>e at predetermined intervals to
provide a relatively wide space between fastener
elements so that the rows ol fastener elements 8C
applied to the tape will be the required length
for the particular fastener in which they are to

be used.

It will be noted that the pawl 65 does not
interfere with the rotation of the drum 61 at a 35
rate faster than that of the sleeve 63 and ratchet
64 and in order to provide gaps at predetermined
intervals between the fasteners on the tapes,
means is provided for automatically advancing
the drum 61 with respect to the ratchet 64 at gr
predetermined intervals. The drum 61 is, how-
ever, engaged by a brake 71 which imposes a drag
on the drum to prevent its over-running the
ratchet except when positively actuated. The
advancing movement of the drum 61 is accom- gc,

plished by means of a trip controlled mechanism
operated from the crank shaft which will now be
described.

At one end of the crank shaft 50, there is a
crank 72, see Fig. 12, to which is coimected a joq
rack 73 which meshes with a pinion 74 loose on
the shaft 62, see also Pig. 16, the rack 73 being
held in engagement with the pinion 74 by means
of a guide member 75 pivoted on the shaft 62.

Upon each rotation of the shaft 50, the pinion 74 jQg
is oscillated through a relatively large angle on
the shaft 62 and means is provided in connection
with the pinion 74 for actuating the shaft 62 at
predetermined intervals. To this end, a ratchet
76 is fixed to the shaft 62 alongside the pinion 74, tin
and fixed to the pinion 74 there is a projecting
member 77 which carries a pawl 78 which is nor-
mally held out of engagement with the ratchet
76, but which may be moved at intervals into
engagement with the ratchet to impart rotation ]..
to the shaft 62.

The pawl 78 is mounted on a pivot pin 79 and
is held either in or out of its ratchet engaging
position by means of a trip lever 80 which is

moimted intermediate its ends on a pivot pin 81 joft
carried by the pawl carrier 77 and which carries
at one end a spring pressed plunger 82 which has
a pointed end engageable with closely spaced
V notches 83 and 84 in the pawl 78.

When the lower end of the lever 80 is swung .jr
outwardly, the plunger 82 engages in the inner
notch 83 of the pawl 78 and holds the pawl out
of engagement with the ratchet as shown in full

lines in Fig. 16. When the lower end of the lever

80 is swung inwardly, the plunger 82 engages in -oj^
the notch 84 and holds the pawl in engagement
with the ratchet as shown in phantom lines in
said figure. The trip lever is actuated at in-

tervals by means of a movably mounted trip pin
85 which may be shifted to a position to actuate
the trip lever 80 at the end of the clockwise stroke
of the carrier 77 in a direction to shift the trip

lever 80 to a position in which it holds the pawl
78 in engagement with the ratchet during the
succeeding counterclockwise stroke to impart a -

movement to the feed dnmi in excess of its
**^

normal rate of rotation in order to provide a
relatively wide space between fastening elements
applied to the strip. The trip pin 85 is attached
to an arm 86 fixed to a shaft 87 joumaled in the
frame and is movable about the axis of the shaft
87 into and out of tripping position with respect
to the lever 80. The oscillation of arm 86 is

Umited by stop members as indicated in Pig. 16.

The lower end of the lever 80 has oppositely In- ,..
100

13f
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clined faces 88 and 89, the former being engage-
able with the pin 85 in its tripping position to
shift the lower end of the lever inwardly to en-
gage the pawl 78 with the ratchet and the latter

5 engaging with the pin in the non-tripping posi-

tion thereof to return the pawl to inoperative

position. The shaft 87 is provided with a second
arm 90 having a laterally projecting pin 91 and
this arm has connected thereto a spring 92 which

10 acts to normally hold the shaft 87 at one limit

of its movement with the pin 85 in its non-trip-
ping position.

In order to cause the drum 61 to be advanced at

proper intervals to space the fasteners on the

15 strip, a trip arm 93 is caused to engage the pin

91 to swing the pin 85 and arm 86 to move the pin

85 to tripping position, the arm 93 being actuated
through suitable timing mechanism from the

shaft 50 so as to automatically speed up the feed

20 of the strip after a predetermined number of

fastening elements have been attached thereto.

As shown in Figs. 12 and 14, the arm 93 is

attached to one end of a drum 94 which is

mounted for rotative and endwise movement by
25 means of a suitable bearing 62a as shown in Pig.

15. The other end of the drum is supported on
the stationary screw 95 fixed to a bracket 96 car-

ried by the frame of the machine, it being under-
stood that the drum is threaded to cooperate with

30 the screw 95 whereby axial movement is imparted
to the drum when rotated. The arm 93 has at ita

outer end a member 93a pivoted thereto at 93b aa

shown in Rg. 17 which may rotate against the

tension of spring 93c in one direction so that the

35 trip arms 86 and 90 are actuated by the arm 93

in one direction only. Intermittent rotative

movement is imparted to the drum by means of a
connecting rod 97 which is eccentrically con-

nected to the shaft 50 at one end and at its op-

40 posite end to a bell crank 98 which is mounted
to oscillate about the drum between the two arms
of a bracket 99 which encircle the drum. This

bracket which is fixed to the frame of the ma-
chine by a bolt 100 maintains the bell crank in

45 proper position when the drum moves axially.

The bell crank 98 carries a double pawl 101 which
is pivoted at its center and has detents 102 at its

ends either of which is engageable in longitudinal

grooves 103 in the periphery of the di'um, one of

50 the pawl detents serving to impart rotation to the

drum in ohe direction and the other in the op-

posite direction as best shown in Fig. 15. The
pawl is yieldingly held in either of its positions

by means of a spring pressed plunger 104 mounted
55 in an arm 105 fixed to a pivot pin 106 journaled

in the bell crank 90 so that it may be swung to

engage the plunger with either of two shoulders

107 at opposite ends of the pawl.

Means is provided for automatically shifting

60 the arm 105 to reverse the pawl 101 and thereby

reverse the direction of rotation of the drum and
this means consists of collars 108 secured upon
opposite end portions of the drum and having

stop pins 109 which engage with lateral arms 110
^- fixed to opposite ends of the pivot pin 106 to shift

the same. As the drum rotates and moves later-

ally on the screw 95, one or the other of the arms
110 comes into circumferential alinement with a

stop pin 109 and as the drum rotates, is engaged
' by the pin which swings the arm 105 and reverses

the position of the pawl 101.

The drum is thus alternately rotated in one

direction and then the other and reciprocated

axially. At one end of the axial reciprocatiMi of

75 the drum, the pin 91 is engaged by the arm 93

shifting the trip pin 85 Into the path of the tr

lever 80 so that at one end of its stroke, the pa^

78 is shifted into engagement with the ratchet

'

to impart a relatively rapid movement to ti

feed drum 61. The rotative movement of ti

drum 94 is relatively slow with respect to the ra
of movement of the oscillating pawl carrier '

so that the pin 85 will be held in tripping positic

by the arm 93 a sufBcient length of time to tr:

the pawl 78 but during the time in which tl

carrier 77 is making a complete oscillation, tl
'

arm 93 will have been moved to a position releai

ing the pin 91 so that the trip pin 85 wUl be r(

turned by the spring 92 to its normal positio

where it is engaged by the inclined face 89 of tl'

trip lever and shifts the trip lever to the positio |^

in which it holds the pawl 78 out of ratchet engar
ing position.

'

Thus, upon a predetermined number of revoli'

tions of the operating shaft 50, the feed drum :V

automatically advanced to provide a gap betwee|'

the fastening elements applied to the strip e'

that there will be a predetermined number (

fasteners closely and equally spaced along th'

strip and then a gap where the strip may l'

severed.

In order to vary the number of fasteners in

group, the collars 108 may be adjusted longt

tudinally of the drum 94 to increase or decreas

the extent of axial movement of the drum anl

the number of rotations of the operating shal

between successive overrunning movements c

the feed drum.
The machine of the present invention is adapt^

ed to operate efQciently at a very high rate cj

speed by reason of the fact that each fastene'

element is transferred to the tape and fixe

thereto before another fastener element is sep

arated from the metal stock. P\irthermore, th

fastener feed plimger and the clamping plungeii

are operated by very simple mechanical connec

tions directly from the reciprocating head of th

press so that the assembling and clamping opera

tions are performed very rapidly and in exac'

timed relation to the movements of the head
In addition, the punching operations on th

metal stock are kept very accurate by the posi

tioning punch 17 which accurately alines th

metal stock with respect to the punches and di

openings upon each stroke of the press.
|

FMrthermore, it is to be understood that th

particular form of apparatus shown and de

scribed, and the particular procedure set fortl

are presented for purposes of explanation an
illustration and that various modifications of sal

apparatus and procedure can be made withou

departing from my invention as defined in th

appended claims.

What I claim is:
j

1. A machine for forming fastener elemenw
and attaching the same to a strip and compris'

ing a bed, a reciprocating head moving towar'

and from the bed, means for intermittently feed

ing metal stock across the bed beneath the heac'

cooperating means carried by the bed and hea('

for forming fastener elements from said meta'

stock and separating the formed fastener f^le'

ments one at a time from the stock, means fo'

supporting and feeding the strip, and mei n'

actuated by said head for moving each fastene'

element as it is separated from the stock int

engagement with the strip and for fastening th
same to the strip. '

2. A machine for forming fastener element'

and attaching the same to a strip and compris
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[ a bed, a reciprocating head moving toward

d from the bed, cooperating means carried by

d bed and head for forming fastener elements,

guideway beneath the bed onto which the

med fastener elements are delivered, means
supporting and feeding a strip across the

id of said guideway. a plunger operated by said

tad for moving the fastener elements into en-

gement with said strip, and means operated by
.d head for attaching the fastener elements to

id strip.

3. A machine for forming fastener elements

d attaching the same to a strip and compris-

j a bed. a reciprocating head moving toward
d from the bed, means for intermittently feed-

5 metal stock across the bed beneath the head,

fuideway beneath the bed, means carried by the

ad and bed for forming fastener elements from
Id stock and for delivering a fastener element
on each down stroke of the head into said

ideway, means for supporting and feeding a
•jp across an end of the guideway. and means
jcrating during each up stroke of the head to

bve a fastener element along the complete

igth of said guideway into engagement with the

rip and to attach the fastener element to the

rip.

I. A machine for forming fastener elements and
tachlng the same to a strip and comprising a

d, a reciprocating bead moving toward and
am the bed, means for intermittently feeding

etal stock across the bed beneath the head, a

lideway beneath the bed, means carried by the

lad and bed for forming from said stock fastener

•ments having spaced compressible jaws and for

livering a fastener element upon each down
roke of the head into the guideway, means for

pporting and feeding a strip across an end of

e guideway, a plunger in said guideway and
teratively connected to the head for pushing

,ch fastener element into engagement with the

rip with the jaws straddling the strip, and op-

ised plungers operatively connected to the head

r pressing the jaws into clamping engagement
ith the strip.

5. A machine for forming fastener elements

id attaching them to a strip and comprising a

:d, a vertically reciprocating head co-operatmg

ith the bed, means for intermittently feeding

etal stock across the bed beneath the head, a

lideway beneath the bed. means carried by the

;ad and bed for forming fastener elements from
id stock and for delivering a fastener element to

id guideway upon each down stroke of the head,

eans for supporting and feeding a strip across

1 end of the guideway, means operatively con-

tcted to the head for moving a fastener element

ong the guideway into engagement with said

rip upon each up stroke of the head, and means
ituated by the head for attaching the fastener

ements to the strip.

6. A machine for forming fastener elements

Id attaching them to a strip and comprising a

id. a vertically reciprocating head co-operating

ith the bed, means for intermittently feeding

etal stock across the bed beneath the head, a

lideway beneath the bed, means carried by the

iad and bod for forming from said stock fastener

ements having spaced compressible jaws and for

ilivering a fastener element to the guideway

5on each down stroke of the head, means for

ipporting and feeding a corded tape across an

id of the guideway, opposed plungers on opposite

des of the tape, a plunger in said guideway for

.oving each fastener into a position between the

opposed plungers with its Jaws straddling the tape,

and means for operating said opposed plungers
during the Intervals between successive down
strokes of the head to engage the fasteners with
the tape and clamp the same thereon. tO

7. A machine for forming fastener elements and
attaching them to a strip and comprising a bed.

a vertically reciprocating head co-operating with
the bed. means for intermittently feeding metal
stock across the bed beneath the head, a guideway M
beneath the bed. means carried by the head and
bed for forming from said stock fastener elements
having spEiced compressible jaws and for deliver-

ing a fastener element to the guideway upon each
down stroke of the head, means for supporting 90
and feeding a corded tape acro.ss an end of the
guideway, opposed plungers on opposite sides of

the tap>e, a plunger in said guideway for moving
each fastener into a position between the opposed
plungers with the jaws straddling the tape, and W
means oi>eratively connected v/ith the head for

actuating said plungers during each up stroke of

the head to engage a fastener with the tape and
clamp the same thereon.

8. A machine for forming fastener elements 100
and attaching them to a strip comprising a bed,

a vertically reciprocating head co-operating with
the bed, means for intermittently feeding metal
stock across the bed beneath the head, a guide-
way beneath the bed, means carried by the head lOfl

and bed for forming from said stock fastener ele-

ments having spaced compressible jaws and for

delivering a fastener element to the guideway
upon each down stroke of the head, means for

supporting and feeding a corded tape across an 110
end of the giiideway, opposed plungers on opposite

sides of the tape, a plunger in said guideway for

moving each fastener into a position between the
opposed plungers with its jaws straddling the
tape, means operatively connected to the head 118
for operating the guideway plunger during the
upstroke of the head, and separate means for

operating said opposed plungers to compress the
jaws of the fastener elements Into clamping en-
gagement with the tape. 120

9. A machine for forming fastener elements
and attaching the same to a strip, comprising a
bed. a vertically reciprocating head co-operating
with the bed, a guideway beneath the bed, means
for suppwrting and feeding a strip vertically 125
across an end of the guideway and edgewise with
respect thereto, means for Intermittently feeding
metal stock across the bed beneath the head,
means carried by the head and bed for forming
from said stock fastener elements having spaced 130
compressible jaws and for delivering a fastener

element to said guideway upon each down stroke

of the head, a plunger In said guideway, opposed
plungers on opposite sides of the strip, springs

normally holding the latter plungers away from 135
the strip, means operatively connecting the guide-

way plunger with the head for moving the same
toward the strip during the up stroke of the

head to shift a lastener element into a position

in which its jaws straddle the strip, and wedge 14Q
members movable with the head and acting upon
the opposed plungers to simultaneously move
them into engagement with the fastener Jaws to

compress the same into clamping engagement
with the strip. m

10. A machine for forming fastener elements

and attaching the same to a strip, comprising a
bed. a vertically reciprocating head co-operating

with the bed. a e:uldeway beneath the bed. means
for supporting and feeding a strip vertically across hq
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an end of the guideway and edgewise with re-

spect thereto, means for intermittently feeding

metal stock across the bed beneath the head
punches carried by the head and bed for punch

-

• ing from said stock fastener elements having

spaced compressible jaws and for delivering a

fastener element to said guideway upon each

down stroke of the head, a plunger in said guide-

way, opposite plungers on opposite sides of the

10 strip, springs normally holding the latter plung-

ers away from the strip, a bell crank lever mount-
ed on a fixed pivot and having one arm yieldingly

connected to the head and its other arm con-

nected to the guideway plunger, and means oper-

15 atively connecting the head with the opposed

plungers for operating the same in opposition to

their springs to compress the jaws into clamping

engagement with the strip.

11. A machine for forming fastener elements

80 aiid attaching the same to a strip, comprising a

bed, a vertically reciprocating head co-operating

with the bed, a giiideway beneath ths bed, means
for supporting and feeding a strip vertically

across an end of the guideway and edgewise with

25 respect thereto, means for intermittently feeding

metal stock across the bed beneath the head,

means carried by the head and bed for forming

from said stock fastener elements having spaced

compressible jaws and for delivering a fastener

3Q element to said guideway upon each down stroke

of the head, a plunger in said guideway, opposed

plungers on opposite sides of the strip, springs

normally holding the latter plungers away from

the strip, a bell crank lever mounted on a fixed

35 pivot and having one arm yieldingly connected

to the head and its other arm connected to the

guideway plunger, and wedge members movable

with the head and acting on said opposed plung-

ers to move the same toward the strip to com-

4Q press the jaws into clamping engagement there-

with.

12. In a machine of the character described,

a gmdeway, means for supporting and feeding

a strip across the guideway centrally thereof with

45 the strip disposed edgewise to the guideway, fixed

abutments at the end of the guideway on oppo-

site sides of the strip, means for delivering to

the guideway at predetermined intervals fastener

elements having spaced compressible jaws pre-

50 sented toward the strip, means associated with

the guideway for advancing each fastener ele-

ment to a position in which its jaws straddle the

strip and engage said abutments and for yield-

ingly holding the fastener element against said

^5 abutments, and means for compressing said jaws

into clamping engagement with the strip while

the fastener element is so held.

13. In a machine of the character described,

a guideway, means for supporting and feeding

go a strip across the guideway centrally thereof with

the strip disposed edgewise to the guideway, fixed

abutments at the end of the guideway on oppo-

site sides of the strip, means for delivering to

the giiideway at predetermined intervals fastener

^jt, elements having spaced compressible jaws pre-

sented toward the strip, a plunger in the guide-

way for advancing the fasteners to strip engag-

ing position, a reciprocating actuator having a

yielding connection with said plunger whereby

jO the fastener element is yieldingly held between

said plunger and said abutments at the end of

the stroke of the plunger, and means for com-

pressing said jaws into clamping engagement

with the strip while the fastener element is yield-

V5 ingly held against said abutments.

14. In a machine for affixing fastener elements

to a strip, means for feeding the strip includ-i

ing a feed drum, a ratchet through which the

drum is driven, a rotatable member having a

pawl engaging said ratchet, means for continw

uously rotating said member, means independent!

of the pawl and ratchet for turning the drumfiili

in the direction in which it is turned by the

pawl and ratchet, but at a higher speed, and
means for intermittently actuating the last men-
tioned means, said actuating means being ad-

justable for varying the intervals between actua-

tions thereof.

15. In a machine for affixing fastener elements

to a strip, a drive shaft, fastener forming and!

affixing means operated by said shaft, means for

feeding a strip past the affixing means includ-]

ing a feed drum, means including a pawl andi

ratchet for driving said drum at a uniform speed'

from said shaft, a second ratchet rotatable with,

said drum, a pawl mounted to swing about th^
axis of said second ratchet and engageable ther&

with, means operated by said drive shaft for oS'

dilating the last mentioned pawl, means for nor-

mally holding said pawl out of engagement with

said second ratchet, and means operated by sal*

shaft for periodically engaging said pawl witWi

said ratchet.

16. In a machine for affixing fastener elements;

to a strip, a drive shaft, fastener forming and>

affixing means operated by said shaft, means fori

feeding a strip past the affixing means includ-

ing a feed drum, means including a pawl and
ratchet for driving said drum at a uniform speed

from said shaft, a second ratchet rotatable withi

said drum, a pawl mounted to swing about the

axis of said second ratchet and engageable there-

with, means operated by said drive shaft for os-

cillating the last mentioned pawl, means for nor-

mally holding said pawl out of engagement witht

said second ratchet, and means operated by saldi

shaft for periodically engaging said pawl with:

said ratchet, said last mentioned means being i

adjustable to vary the intervals between actua-

tions of said second ratchet by said pawl.

17. In a machine for affixing fastener elements

to a strip, a drive shaft, fastener forming and
affixing means operated by said shaft, means for

feeding a strip past the affixing means includ-

ing a feed drum, means including a pawl and f

ratchet for driving said drum at a uniform speed

from said shaft, a second ratchet rotatable with

said drum, a pawl mounted to swing about the

axis of said second ratchet and engageable there-

with, means operated by said drive shaft for os- \

dilating the last mentioned pawl, means for nor

mally holding said pawl out of engagement with

:

said second ratchet, a fixed threaded member,

a rotatable member in threaded engagement I

therewith, means operated by said shaft for ro'

tating the latter member to advance the same:

on said first threaded member, means operable

at predetermined intervals for reversing the di-

rection of movement of the rotatable member,

and means carried by the rotatable member for

periodically engaging said pawl with said second

ratchet.

18. In a machine of the character described,

a drive shaft, a feed drum, a ratchet having a

driving connection with said drum, a rotatable

member mounted coaxlally with said ratchet, a

pawl carried by said rotatable member and en-

gaging said ratchet, a driving connection between

said drive shaft* and rotatable member for con-

tinuously rotating the latter, and means periodl-
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cally operated by said drive shaft for imparting
to the drum a rotative movement at a speed in

•excess of that of said rotatable member, said last

mentioned means being adjustable to vary the
.'intervals between actuations of the drum thereby.

19. In a machine of the character described,
a drive shaft, a feed drum, a ratchet having a

J
driving connection with said drum, a rotatable
member mounted coaxially with said ratchet, a
pawl carried by said rotatable member and en-
gaging said ratchet, a driving connection between
said drive shaft and rotatable member for con-
tinuously rotating the latter, a second ratchet
having a driving connection with said drum, a
member mounted to swing about the axis of said
second ratchet, means operated by said drive shaft
for oscillating the latter member, a pawl carried

by said member and engageable with said ratch-
et, means for normally holding the latter pawl out
of engagement with the ratchet, and means op-
erated by said drive shaft for periodically engag-
ing said pawl with its ratchet.

20. In a machine of the character described, a
drive shaft, a feed drum, a ratchet having a driv-

ing connection with said drum, a rotatable mem-
ber mounted coaxially with said ratchet, a pawl
carried by said rotatable member and engaging
said ratchet, a driving connection between said

drive shaft and rotatable member for continuous-
ly rotating the latter, a second ratchet having a
driving connection with said drum, a member
mounted to swing about the axis of said secona
ratchet, means operated by said drive shaft for

oscillating the latter member, a pawl carried by
said member and engageable with said ratchet,

means for normally holding the latter pawl out
of engagement with the ratchet, and means op-
erated by said drive shaft for periodically engag-
ing said pawl with its ratchet said last mentioned
means being adjustable to vary the time intervals

between actuations of the drum by the second
pawl and ratchet.

21. The method of forming fastener elements
of the type having spaced clamping jaws at one
end and an interlocking projection and recess at

the other end, including, feeding a flat piece of

metal, forming said projection and recess, cutting

out portions to provide spaces between the clamp-
ing jaws of each element and afterwards severing

the elements from the strip, said cutting out and
severing being performed in separate operations.

22. The method of malcing a fastener stringer

of the type having a flexible strip and fastener
elements attached to said strip by clamping jaws
at one end comprising forming interlocking pro-
jections and recesses in a flat strip of material,

punching out material adjacent .said recesses to

provide spaces between the clamping jaws of the
fastener elements when separated from the strip,

sever.ng the elements from the strip in a succeed-
ing operation and attaching said fastener ele-

ments to the flexible strips at spaced intervals.

23. The method of forming fastener elements
each having a recess and projection at one end

and separated clamping Jaws at the other end
and attaching such elements to a strip compris-
ing forming recesses and projections in said strip
at spaced intervals, successively positioning said
recesses and projections under a blanking punch SO
and blanking out elements each of which includes
a recess and projection, transferring said ele-
ments, one at a time, to a carrier strip, and press-
ing the jaws of said element together to clamp
the same around the edge of said strip. Si

24. The method of forming fastener elements
each having a recess and projection at one end
and separated clamping jaws at the other end
and attaching such elements to a stringer com-
prising feeding a flat strip of material, forming 90
aligned recesses and projections in said strip of
material, positioning said recesses and projections
in turn under a blanking punch and successively
blanking out elements from said strip each of
which includes a recess and projection and jaws 05
extending cross-wise of the strip, transferring
said elements, one at a time, into attaching posi-
tion with the clamping jaws astride a carrier
strip and bending said jaws together to clamp
the elements to said strip. lOO

25. The method of making a fastener stringer
of the type having a flexible strip and fastener
elements attached in spaced relation to the edge
of said strip comprising feeding a strip of metal,
forming interlocking projections and recesses n5
therein and punching out elements therefrom,
each of which includes a projection and recess
and shaped to provide separated clamping jaws
at one end. feeding a fabric strip wholly out of
the line of said metal feed, transferring the ele- ilO
ments as punched from the metal strip to the
fabric strip and pasitioning the same thereon with
the jaw end astride the edge of the strip and
clamping said jaws to the strip.

26. A machine for securing fastener elements 115
to a supporting tape comprising continuously op-
erable feeding means for feeding the tape under
tension, fastener element clamping mechani.sm
spaced from the feeding means for clamping the
fastener elements to the tape, said element clamp- 120
ing mechanism being stationary whereby move-
ment of the tape at the clamping station is tem-
porarily arrested by the fastener element being
clamped without arresting operation of said feed-
ing means. 125

27. In a machine for affixing fastener elements
to a strip, continuously operable feeding means
for feeding the strip under tension continuously
including a feed drum, means for normally driv-
ing said drum at a continuous uniform speed, .3.'

means for periodically increasing the speed of ro-
tation of the drum to provide gaps between groups
of fastener elements on the tape, and means for
intermittently feeding fastener elements to a po-
sition astride the edge of said strip and clamp- .;-5

ing them in position thereon.
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To all whom it ma;/ concern:

Be it known that I, Ixju W. Smith, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Chi-

cacfo, in the county of Cook and State of
* Ilfinoi.s, have invented a certain new and
useful Improvement in Metliods of Makinj^
Paper-Box Fasteners, of which the follow-

ing is a full, clear, cxmcise, and exact de-

scription, reference being had to the ac-

' companying drawings forming a part of

this specification.

My invention relates to an improved
method of making paper box fasteners and
the like.

^ The primary object of my invention is to

provide an improved method of manufac-
turing a simple and inexpensive form of

box fastener which will have maximum se-

curity of engagement with the wall of the
' paper box; this being accomplished by de-

vising the body portion thereof to have a
comparatively large area of clenched en-

gagement with the wall of the box by tlie

provision of a plurality of clenching prongs
' on the body portion at points so distributed

as to sustain the lateral and outward strains

to which the fastener is subjected, without
danger of tearing from the box.

Tliis improved method is designed to
' punch out these fasteners with maximum
rapidity and with perfect economy of ma-
terial, this latter result being attained by
punching the fasteners out of the stock
material in such a manner as to utilize every

' bit of stock and avoid the creation of any
waste sCfap.

In the accompanying drawings in which
a preferred embodiment of my invention is

particularly illustrated

:

' Figure 1 is a perspective view of a paper
box illustrating the application of one of
my improved fasteners;

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the stock

material illustrating in progressive sequence
the various punching operations performed
thereon

;

Fig. 3 is an enlarged perspective view of
the completed fastener;

Fig. 4 is a simplified end view of the
' punching dies for performing the punching
operations

;

,
Fig. 5 is a side view of the same; and

I

Fig. 6 is a plan view of the die plate.
' Referring to the perspective illustration

ITw .^A u^

pri.'ies a Ixxly portion 10 and an extending
tongue 11. The tongue 11 is made consia-

erably narrower tlian the body portion 10,

forming an upper edge on the body portion
from which are l>ent down two prongs or 60

spurs 12— 12. These prongs are of trian-

gular formation, being struck down from
the metal alon"; the lateral edges of the

tongue 11 in sucn a manner as to fonn verti-

cal inner edges on the prongs and inclined W
outer edges which converge inwardly and
form points on the prongs. The lower end
of the fastener is similarly formed with two
triangular prongs 14—14. The outer edges
of these prongs 14 extend vertically, or at 70

a right angle to the body of the fastener,

while the inner edges extend diagonally
thereto to form the points. It will I)e

noticed that the lower edge of the body por-

tion 10 is formed with an upwardly ex- W
tending recess 15. As I shall hereinafter

describe in connection with the punching
operation, this recess results from punching
the tongue end of the preceding fastener

out of the body portion of the next adjacent 80

fastener. This practice does not impair
the strength of the body portion 10 or

prongs 14 to any extent, and has the ad-

vantage of saving a considerable quantity
of metal. M

Fig. 1 illustrates a typical application of
my improved type of fastener to a paj>er

box. The fasteners are secured to the end
walls of the box 16 by forcing the prongs 12

and 14 through the wall of the box from the 00

outside and clenching over the inner pro-

jecting ends on the inside of the box. The
provision of the four prongs 12—12 and
14—14 at the four comers of the fastener

insures a distributed area of engagement 06

of the fastener with the wall of the

box and assures a firmer mounting of

the fastener on the box. The four-point

fastening prevents lateral as well as

inward and outward bending strains 100

from loosening the fastener and thus

securely holds the fastener against

such strains as will generally tend to loosen

a two-prong fastener. The fasteners are

preferably situated adjacent the upjier edge 105

of the wall of the box, so that the tongues

11 thereof will be in position to pass through

slotted openings 17 in the ends of the box 18.

With the box cover 18 in position, the pro-
\an¥\rt€r anrlc l\f fh(» trtTKTIlP*; 11 Hrp nent llfl_
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down upon the cover, either along the top

or down across tlie ends, in an obvious man-
ner.

In Fig. 2 1 liuve ilhistrated the successive

6 pundiing operations involved in the manu-
facture of tiu'se fasteners; and it will be

noted from this figure that the stock

material is in the form of strip metal of
exactly the same widtli as that of the

10 finished fastener. Tlie first operation to be

performed on the stock strip 20 is the punch-
ing of two diagonal incisions 21 on opi)osite

sides of tlie strip, and simultaneously there-

with, or sul)se<iuently, bending the tri-

15 angular portions of meuil formed by the

acute angles of the incisions downwardly on
ea(;h side of the strij) and thereby forming
the triangular prongs 14—14. After the

cutting of tliese two incisions 21—21 and the
20 Ix-nding downward of the prongs 14, which

operations are preferably performed as a

simultaneous operation, tlie stock strip 20

is fed forwardly (which is to the right as

illustrated in Fig. 2) to place the diagonal
26 incisions 21 under the pmiching tools which

perform the next operation. This latter

operation is to make two incisions 22—22

which extend substantially longitudinally

from the innermost ends of the diagonal in-

30 cisions 21—21, as indicated by the dotted

lines at the fii"st step and by the full lines at

the second step. These longitudinal in-

cisions 22 are preferably extended back to

a point approximately even with the outer
35 ends of the diagonal incisions 21 ; it will

of course be obvious that these longitudinal

incisions may be inclined inwardly or out-

wardly from a true longitudinal line for

the purpose of making wider or narrower
40 prongs, if desired. The cutting punch is

preferably so designed that simultaneously
with the cutting of these longitudinal in-

cisions 22, the triangular portions of metal
between the diagonal and longitudinal in-

45 cisions will be bent downwardly to form the
triangular prongs 12. After the perform-
ance of this operation the stock strip 20 is

again advanced to place the portion of strip

previously operated upon under the die

50 which punches out the tongue 11. As in-

dicated by the dotted line 23, the outer end
of the tongue 11 is preferably punched out
of the end of the next succeeding fastener.

This is the preferred practice inasmuch as

65 it provides a relatively long tongue 11 for

affording greater security of fastening when
engaging over the box cover. It will be
noted, however, that a relatively large por-

tion of the tongue 11 is defined between the
<W longitudinal incisions 22, and as an alter-

native construction, I may separate the

fasteners by cutting across this neck of

metal at either end of the longitudinal in-

cisions so as to utilize this extending neck
*5 of metal as the tongue. The present prac-

tice of continuing the tongue up into the
body of the next succeeding fastener is how-
ever prefen-ed. The tongue may of course
be revei-sed by punching it out of the pre-
cedinsj instead of the succeeding fastener,
in wnicii event the tongue would extend-
forwardly of each finished fastener dis-

charged from tiie machine. The punching
out of the tongue 11 separates the fasteners,
after which the completed fasteners are
clenched to the end walls of the paper box,
either as a subsequent operation performed
by the same die head or as an independent
operation.

In Figs. 4, 5 and 6, I have illustrated in
a simplified showing the die mechanisms i

for performing these punching operations.
A vertically reciprocating die head 26 car-
ries on its under side the several male dies

^

which are adapted to cooperate with si
female die or die plate 27. The stock strip t

20 is fed intermittently from right to left

between the dies and the die plate during
the reciprocation of the dies, suitable guide
mechanism (not shown) being provided for
guiding the strip in operative association
with the dies. A first pair of dies 28 per-
forms the simultaneous operation of cutting

!

the diagonal incisions 21—21 and bending
j

the triangular pi-ongs 14 downwardly out of i

the intervening portions of metal. These
dies 28 cooperate with triangular die open-
ings in the die plate 27, into which the
prongs 14 are bent. Subsequent to this

operation the strip is raised and advanced I

forwardly to position the notched portion i

of the strip directly under a second pair:

cf dies 31. This latter pair of dies co-'

operate with a pair of substantially square;
die openings 32 in the die plate 27, along:
the margins of which the dies 31 shear the;

longitudinal incisions 22 and fold down the;

triangular prongs 12—12. The next opera-

tion is performed by raising the strip audi

advancing it forwardly to position the two:
pairc of prongs 12 and 14 in register with a;

second pair of rectangular openings 33 in

the die plate 27. This locates the outer on
lower end of the fastener directly over ai

small male die 34 in the die plate 27, which
male die 34 is conformed to punch out thei

pointed tip of the tongue 11 from the outeri

end of the outermost fastener unit. Co-
operating with the die 34 is a spring pressed

plunger 35, which is shaped similarly to the

die 34 and which is embraced by a female

die member 36 which is adapted to move
down over the margins of the male die 34

and perform the operation of punching out

the end of the tongue 11. In the perform-
ance of this latter punching operation, it

will be noticed that the adjacent pairs of

pi-ongs 12 and 14 are thrust downwardly
into the pair of openings 33 and are thus

prevented from being turned over or in-
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jiirod. The fasteners may be secured

directly to the body of the box at this point

or may Ih' discharged into a liopiKT for

packing;.

It will Ik" noticed from the foivfioinji that

the jranj; arranccnicnt of the dies performs
the three punchinji; operations at different

I><)ints on the stiK-k stnj) uixui each recipro-

cation of the die head, and as a irsiilt the

pinuliinji out of the completed fa.iteners

follows as a continuous operation. It will

also he noted that as a result of the ])resent

foruuition of fastener and the improves!
method of mnkinfj; the same theie is an en-

tiiv elimination of wast* sciap nictal.

I claim

:

1. The nietlu>d of constructing box fast-

cnei-s out of a continuous strij) of metal
which comprises makinp hiteial incisions in

the edpe of the strip and punching prongs
for said fast<'ners by folding backwardly the

metal adjacent said lateral i-ncisions, and
])unching tongues on said fastenei-s from
substantially the entire metal between said

lateral incisions.

2. The method of constructing box fast-

eners out of a continuous strip of metal
which comprises cutting lateral incisions

along each edge of the strip and punching
prongs for said fasteners by liending down-
wardly the metal adjacent said lateral in-

cisions, and forming tongues on said fast-

eners by punching the same out of the ad-
jacent fasteners and from substantially I he

entii'e metal iM-tweeii said lateral incisions. 3B

3. 'Ilu' method of constructing l>o.\ fiLst-

eners out of a continuous strip of metal
which comprises making a diagonal incision

along each edge of the strip, bending the

niet^il backwardly on a line passing througli *0

the end of said incision to form a spur or

prong, cutting a siibstantially longitudinal

incision extending from tlie diagonal in-

cision, bending the intervening metal back-

wardly to form a secr)nd [irong, and puudi 46

ing a tongue for each fiust^-ner out of the

intervening metal between the incisions on
opjM>site sides of the striji.

4. Tlie method of constructing box fast-

enei-s out of a continuous strip of metjil '*

which comprises cutting a diagonal incision

along each edge of the strip, bending tlui

metal backwardly on a line passing through
the end of said diagonal incisions to form
spurs or prongs, cutting substantially longi- "'

tudinal incisions extending fiom the ends
of said diagonal incisions, and bending the

intervening metal between said incisions

backwardly to form se^-ondary spurs or

prongs.

In witness wliereof I hereunto snbscril)c

my name this 31st day of July, 1920.

LOU W. SMITPT.

•0
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My invention aims to provide improve-
ments in the method of making and attaching

a series of fastener elements to a stringer or

tape.

I In the drawings, which illustrate a pre-

ferred embodiment of the invention :

—

Figure 1 is a view showing a portion of
each of two stringers located at the opening
in a part to be closed by the fastener elements

) secured to the edges of the stringers and also

a slider for connecting and disconnecting the
fastener elements;

Fig. 2 is an edge view of a stringer carry-

ing stud or hook members of the fastener

t elements, and showing the method of severing

the connecting portions to make the stud or

hook members after the fastener members
have been attached in a strip to one edge of
the stringer;

• Fig. 3 IS a view similar to Fig. 2, but show-
ing sockets or eyelets and the method of at-

taching and securing the same

;

Fig. 4 is a cross-section taken on the line
4

—

i of Fig. 2 showing only a portion of the
( stringer in cross-section;

Fig. 5 is a section on the line 5—5 of Fig. 3

;

Fig. 6 is a plan of a portion of a strip of
the fastening elements before they are at-

tached and showing how they are connected

;

( Fig. 7 is a cross-section on the line 7—

7

of Fig. 6 showing the curved attaching por-
tions; and

Fig. 8 is a section showing a stringer with
the strip bent up and about to be clamped to

' the stringer.

Referring to the embodiment of my inven-

tion shown by the drawings, I have illustrated

fastening means particularly adapted for va-

rious articles having an opening which must
' be opened and closed. For this purpose, I

have shown (Fig. 1) two stringers 1 and 2
of suitable material to be attached to the arti-

cle which is to be provided with the fastening

means. The stringer 1, shown at the inght
' of Fig. 1, is provided, along one edge, with a

series of sockets or eyes 3 more fully herein-

after described. The stringer 2 at the left

of the figure is provided with a series of
studs or hooks 4 constructed as hereinafter

' described.

A suitable slider 5, constructed to engage
the fastening elements 3 and 4 and to slide
relative thereto, for engaging and disengag-
ing the fa.stener elements is indicated in a
general way in Fig. 1. The construction and gs
operation of a slider for this purpose is so
well-known to those skilled in the art as to
make it unnecessary to go into further detail
in connection therewith.

Tlie stringers 1 and 2 may be of any suit- «o
able construction but, for the purposes of
illustration, I have shown tiiem as being
made of flexible material which is doubled
(Figs. 4 and 5) to provide a rounded edge
to which the fastener elements are secured. 66
A cord 6 is inserted at the rounded edge so
as to form a bead to cooperate with the at-
taching portions 7 of tiie fastening elements
to prevent the fastening elements from being
pulled loose when under lateral stresses. 70

Any suitable machine may be used to form
the strip 8 of fastening elements, shown in
Fig. 6, therefore, it is unnecessary to go into
detail in illustrating and describing a ma-
chine for this purpose. It will be readily 76

understood, by persons skilled in the art,

tliat, by passing a strip of metal, between
suitable dies, portions of the strip 8 may be
cut out along each edge, as indicated in Fig. 6.

The strip 8, shown in Fig. 6, is provided, 80
along its longitudinal edges, with the attach-
ing portions 7, and between the attaching
portions 7 are the fastener portions and the
connecting portions 9. It should be under-
stood that the strip 8 may be made into either 8S

a series of socket or eye-shaped elements 3
or a series of studs or hooks 4 as desired de-
pending upon how much of the connecting
portions 9 is removed.
The strip 8 may be formed and attached BO

in any suitable manner but for the purposes
of illustration I have shown (Fig. 7) the
attaching portions 7 as being first curved
in cross-section to fit the curve of the beaded
portion of a stringer. The strip is there- 85

after pressed into the form shown in Fig. 8
and it is only necessary to press the attach-

ing portions 7 against opposite sides of a
stringer at one edge to secure it firmly there-

to, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. When a strip 100
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8 is attachetVto a stringer the fastening por-

tions extend from one edge in tlic form of

loops 10 (Figs. 4 and 5) to provide tlic eyes
;! or to support tiie lioolvs 4 its the case may I'C-

5 Tlie object of forming the fastener ele-

ments in strips is to provide for accurate

spacing of tlie fastener elements ujjon tlic

part which cariies them so that they will

mnke jiositive engagement with cooperating

10 fastener elements with the least possible

amount of effort when the slider 5 is mox ed
along the two rows of fastener elements. This
method of attachment is also very simple and
the fastener elements are very easy to handle

15 when provided in strips.

Another important reason for providing
(he fastener elements in strips, when formed
as illustrated and described, is that a strip

may be made into a series of separate sockets

>0 or eyes or studs or hooks as desired. By
cutting awjiy all of each of the connecting
portions 9, as shown in Figs. 3 and 5, a series

of sockets or eyes 3 is provided. If, how-
ever, as shown in Figs. 2 and 4, a portion

85 of each of the connecting portions 9 is left

so that it extends from the loop 10, a series

of studs or liooks 4 is provided for cooperative
engagement with the loops 3. (Note that in

Figs. 2 and 3 some of the fastener elements
30 have been cut apart while the others remain

in strip form to illustrate my method of
attaching the fasteners in strip form and
then cutting them apart so that they may be
free to act independently of each other.) Any

36 suitable mechanism may be used to sever the
connecting portions 9 and they may be cut

apart by hand or automatically by machine,
as by sawing, milling or punching.

I am aware that my invention may be em-
40 bodied in forms other than that shown and

described without depai-ting froin the scope
of my invention and, therefore, reference is

made to the following claims to indicate the
scope of my invention.

45 Claims

:

1. The method of making fastener elements
adapted to be secured to a stringer which com-
prises forming the fastener elements in a strip

with connecting means between each fastener
^^ element, fastening the strip to a stringer and

then severing the connecting means to pro-

vide a series of independent fastener elements
which may be engaged with cooperating fas-

tener elements on another stringer.

2. The method of making fastener elements
adapted to be secured to a stringer which com-
prises forming the fastener elements in a

flat strip with connecting means between each
60 fastener element bending the strip to form

a series of loops, attaching the bent strip to

one edge of a stringer and then cutting the
fastener elements apart at the connecting
means to provide a series of independent

"^ fastener elements which may be free to co-

55

operate with other fastener elements on an-
other stringer.

3. The method of inaking a fastening de-
vice including a stringer and a series of uni-
formly spaced fastening elements attached to »

the stringer which comprises i)ressing the
fastener elements from a strip of metal, leav-
ing connecting portions between the fastener
elements so that they may be attached to the
stringer in a strip to secure uniform spacing, »,

bending the strip and attaching it to one edge
of the stringer and then severing the connect-
ing portions to jjrovide a series of independent
fastener elements which may yield with the
stringer for engagement with cooperating

g,

fastener elements carried by another stringer.

4. The method of making a fastening de-
vice including a stringer and a series of uni-
formly spaced fastening elements attached
to the stringer which comprises pressing the

gj

fastener elements from a strip of metal, leav-

ing connecting portions between the fastener
elements so that they may be attached to the
stringer in a strip to secure uniform spacing,
bending the strip and attaching it to one 91

edge of the stringer and then cutting away
a portion of or all of each connecting portion
to provide for a series of eye-shaped fasten-

ing elements or hook-shaped fastening ele-

ments as desired. 9

5. The method of making a fastening de-

vice including a stringer and a series of uni-

formly spaced fastening elements attached to

the stringer which comprises pressing the
fastener elements from a strip of metal, leav- 1

ing connecting portions between the fastener

elements so that they may be attached to the
stringer in a strip to secure uniform spacing,
bending the strip and attaching it to one edge
of the stringer and then cutting away all of j

each of the connecting portions to provide
a series of spaced eyes.

6. The method of making a fastening de-

1

vice including a stringer and a series of uni-
"

formly spaced fastening elements attached 1

to the stringer which comprises pressing the

fastener elements from a strip of metal, leav-

ing connecting portions between the fastener

elements so that they may be attached to the

stringer in a strip to secure uniform spacing, j

bending the strip and attaching it to one edge
of the stringer and then cutting away a por-

tion of each of the connecting portions and
leaving a portion of each to provide a series

of hooks. 1

7. The method of making fastening means
including a stringer and a series of spaced
fastening elements, the fastening elements
having attaching portions and fastener-en-

gaging portions wnich comprises providing ]

the fastening elements in a strip provided
with connecting portions between the fas-

tener-engaging portions, securing the strip

to one edge of the stringer and severing the

strip at the connecting portions. I
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8. The method of making fastening means
icluding a stringer and a series oi spaced
astening elements, the fastening elements
aving attaching portions and fastcner-en-
aging portions, which comprises pressing a
iri[) of metal to provide fastening portions
t the center, attaching portions nt the sides

ml connecting portions between tlic fasten-

ig portions, attaching the pressed strip to

nc edge of the stringer and then cutting the
ii>tt'ning portions apart at the connecting
o It ions.

!'. The method of making and attaching a
eries of fastener elements to a stringer which
[omprises forming the fastener elements in
' strip 8, bending and attaching the strip to

|ie stringer by means of the attaching por-

ions 7 and then cutting away all or portions
f connecting means 9 whidi hold the fastener
lements together prior to and while being at-

ached to a stringer.

10. A blank having a series of fastener ele-

ments for attachment to a stringer, said blank
laving attaching means at its opposite edges
or securing the blank to one edge of a
tringer, means along the center of the blank
dapted to provide fastening elements for
ooperation with other fastening elements
nd connecting means normallv holding all

if the fastening elements together but being
emovable to separate the fastening elements
fter the blank has been attached to a stringer.

In testimony whereof, I have signed my
lame to this specification.

GUSTAV JOHNSON.
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My invention relates to a machine for

niakinc devices such as wire fasteners and
the like, and in the present embodiment
the machine is particularly adapted for

9 making fasteners having a nail portion and
a spacing member frictionally held on the

nail portion.

An object of the invention is to provide

a machine which will form a separate nail

10 and spacing member and position the latter

in frictional and slidable engagement on
the shank of the former.

Another object of the invention is to pro-

vide a machine of the character described
15 which affords a maximum output of fas-

teners without undue .strain and wear of the
machine parts.

My invention possesses other objects and
features of advantage, some of which, with

!0 the foregoing, will be set forth in the follow-

ing description of the preferred form of the

invention which is illustrated in tlie draw-
ings accompanying and forming part of the
specification. It is to be understood that

"^ I do not limit myself to the showing made
by the said drawings and description, as

we may adopt variations of the preferred
form within the scope of our invention as

set forth in the claims.

Referring to said drawings:

—

Figure 1 is a plan view, partly in section,

of the machine of our invention.

Figure 2 is an end sectional view taken
on the line 2—2 in Figure 1.

P^igure 3 is a side sectional view taken on
the line 3—3 in Figure 1.

Figure 4 is an enlarged side view of an
intermittent gearing used in the device.

Figures 5 to 7 inclusive are enlarged frag-
• mentary views taken substantially on the

line 2—2 in Figure 1 showing the relations

of certain of the fastener forming parts at
different times in the fastener forming cycle.

Figure 8 is an enlarged side view of a
bending cam used in my invention opera-
tively disposed with respect to a wire end
which is to be bent to desired form.
Figure 9 is a perspective view of a fas-

tener which the present embodiment of the
' machine of my invention is particularly
arranged to form.
A detailed description follows:
Briefly expressed, the present embodiment

of my invention comprises a machine for
forming a fastener having nail and spacing
member portions, such as the fastener par-

ticularly illustrated in Figure 9. The ma-
terials of which the fastener is formed com-
prise wire of suitable size and a metal ribbon
of suitable width and thickness, both ma- M
terials being adapted to be continuously and
automatically fed into tlie machine by means
provided thereon. The head portion of the
nail is arranged to be shaped by the opera-
tion of a cam to bend the wire end around 6S

a suitable form. During the formation of
the nail head, the spacing member, which
has been previously .stamped from the ribbon
by means of a die, is formed about the
nail shank to frictionally grip the same by 70

the successive operation of pairs of verti-
cally and horizontally acting forming mem-
bers cooperating with an anvil. The com-
pleted fastener is then arranged to be re-

leased from the machine by means which 75

simultaneously point the nail and cut the
same from the wire stock. The machine
is adapted to be power driven, the parts
previously referred to being suitably actu-
ated to perform the necessary operations ^^

in proper sequence, as more particularly
described hereinafter.

The nail 10 and associated spacing mem-
ber 11 of the fastener which the present
embodiment of my invention is particularly •**

adaj^ted to form are as shown in Figure 9.

The nail portion 10 comprises a shank 12
having a relatively sharp pointed bend 13
formed at one end thereof and serving as
a head for the nail, the bent over portion «u

14 forming an arcuated crotch 15 between
itself and the shank. The other end of the
shank 12 is preferably sharpened to pro-
vide a driving point 16. The spacing mem-
ber 11 is preferably formed of a blank of us

metallic ribbon by bending it at an inter-
mediate portion 17 thereof to form a recess

18 in which the shank 12 is adapted to
tightly but .slidably fit. As here shown, the
ends 19 of the spacing member are angularly 100

disposed and are provided with arcuate
notches 21 at one side and points 22 at the
other.

To form a nail and spacing member, such
as described above, I provide a machine 105

having a base 25 on which is mounted a
drive motor 26 and a frame 27 which carries
the nail forming means of my invention.
The ribbon 28 from which the spacing mem-
bers 11 are formed is arranged to be fed ""
into the machine by means of the feeding
mechanism 29 and is then passed througli
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10

a longitudinal guideway 30 provided in the

upper surface of a liorizontally positioned

fixed die-plate 31 to project therefrom. The
wire 32 from which the nail portions of the

fastener are formed is arranged to be fed

into tlie machine through the feeding mech-
anism 33 and thence through and beyond
a guide block 34 which is mounted on the

frame for horizontal reciprocative move-
ment transversely of the wire. At the be-

ginning of a fastener forming cycle the

projecting portion of the wire is disposed
transversely of the projecting portion of the

ribbon in a line parallel to and closely un-
15 derlying the plane of the ribbon and extends

beyond the ribbon. Immediately beneath
the portion of the extended wire adjacent
the guide block 34 is an anvil 35 in the form
of an inverted V fixedly positioned on the

20 frame 27 and having an upper edge extend-

ing parallel to, and adapted to serve as a

seat for the wire.

The notches 21 and points 22 of the spac-

ing member 11 are arranged to be formed in

26 the ribbon by means of male cutting dies 37

mounted on opposite sides of a vertically

moving plunger 38 and cooperating with
female dies 39 mounted on the die-plate 31,

the pieces removed falling through the die-

30 plate apertures into the space defined by the

base 25. Also mounted on the plunger 38
for movement therewith is a shearing blade
41 which also serves as one member of a

two-point bending die 42, the former being
^6 adapted to cooperate with the forward edge

43 of the die plate 31 to sever the spacing
member blank from the ribbon, and the lat-

ter functioning, after pressing the severed
blank and underlying wire upon the anvil

35, to bend the blank about its center to

straddle the anvil. Since the wire was
pressed slightly downward to contact with
the anvil, the raising of the plunger 38 after

completion of the bend forming stroke allows
the wire to spring slightly upward, raising

the blank with it to a position slightly clear

of the anvil, as shown in detail in Figure 7.

With the bent blank in raised position, op-
positely disposed forming members 45 and
46 are advanced horizontally to simultane-
ously cooperate in the formation of the re-

cess 18 of the spacing member 11 by acting
in a plane slightly below that of the axis of
the wire to press the sides of the blank
together to firmly embrace the wire, the
members 45 and 46 being here shown ex-
tending from oppositely positioned recipro-

cable blocks 47 and 48 mounted on the frame.
It will be noted that the side faces of the
anvil 35 cooperate with the lower faces 49 of
the members 45 and 46 to determine the de-

• sired angular relation of the ends 19 of the
now completed member 11, as shown in Fig-
ure 7. The bending die 42 is preferably pro-

'^ vided with a spring pressed plunger 50

40

45

60

65

no

which is adapted to maintain a resilient pres-

sure on the blank during the forming of the
spacing member 11 thereof and thereby hold
it properly positioned across the wire.

While the member 11 is thus being formed,
a movable anvil 51 mouhted for horizontal

movement in the frame of the machine and
having an end section similar to the desired

shape of the nail crotch is moved to a posi-

tion beneath the inner part of the protrud-
ing wire end so that a portion thereof will

overhang the anvil. A cam 52 suitably

mounted for rotation about a horizontal axis

and in a plane including the wire, is then
actuated to first bend the wire end which
overhangs the anvil downwardly over the

edge 53 of the anvil and then bend the end
inwardly to lie against the face 54 of the
anvil, which is here shown angularly dis-

posed from the vertical plane, it being now
noted that the crotch 15 and head 13 of the
nail portion 12 of the fastener have thus been
simultaneouslj- formed. As particularly

shown, in Figure 8, the cam 52 is mounted
on a pivot 56 and is provided with a point

57 which is so positioned with respect to the
anvil that when brought downwardly from
above on a wire end extending therefrom, the
wire end will be bent downwardly around
the edge 53 of the anvil, the cam being
formed with a transverse recess 58 extending
inwardly of and below the point 57 and ar-

ranged to receive the wire end prior to the

bending operation. The lower surface 59 of
the recess 58 is preferably formed to conform
with the shape of the face 54 of the anvil, so

that when brought against the wire end
which has been bent downwardly over the
anvil, it will bend the same inwardly against
the anvil to complete the crotch 15. It will

now be noted that in order to perform the
before mentioned functions, the cam 52 must
be rcciprocatively rotated through a small
arc during part of a fastener forming cycle,

and, accordingly, in the present embodiment
of the invention, the cam 52 is provided with
an integral lever arm 61 by which such mo-
tion may be imparted to tlie cam in a suit-

able manner. By referring to Figure 8, it

will be noted that the cam 52 is shown there-

in in full lines in wire receiving position, in

dotted lines as positioned at the conclusion
of the downward bending operation, and
in dash lines as positioned at the conclusion

of the inward bending operation.

Mounted on reciprocable blocks 02 and 63
and positioned between the forming members
43 and 44 and the end surface 64 of the
guide-block 34, are cooperating cutters 65

and 66 which are arranged to be brought
transversely together to cut the wire to form
a notch therein, said notch having a trans-

verse side parallel to the surface 64 and a
bevelled side sloping away from such trans-

verse side. The relation of the cutters 55

II
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and 56 before and during the cutting oi^cra-

tion is shown in detail in Figures 5 and 6.

With the nail and spacing members thus
formed and assembled in proper relation,

a and the wire notched and firmly held be-

tween the cuttei"s at the point of the nail,

a transverse horizontal movement of the
block 34 is arranged to be effected so as to

sever the fastener from the remaining wire.

10 The anvil 49 is arranged to be then with-
drawn and (he members 4") and 46 separated,
so that the fastener may fall clear of the
forming mechanism and the machine be en-
abled to start the next c^'cle of operations.

16 Driving of the machine is here shown ar-
ranged to be effected from a main drive-
shaft 71 which is positioned transversely of
the frame adjacent one end thereof and is

operatively connected to the motor 26
20 through a clutch 72. a shaft 73, and suitab'e

gearing arranged in the housing 74. The
shaft 71 is mounted in the bearings provided
in the housing 74, and in a bearing 74'.

Operatively connected to tlie opposite ends of
2a the shaft 71 by means of pairs of bevel gears

75 and 76 are secondary shafts 77 and 78
respective!}', mounted in sets of bearings 79.

In the prc-sent embodiment, the shafts 71, 77
and 78 are arranged to rorate at the same

30 rate, one revolution thereof serving to com-
plete one fastener making cycle.

Feeding of the ribbon 28 through the feed-
ing mechanism 29 is here shown arranged to

be effected by driving an uppei- roll 81 there-
35 of carried on a shaft 82 by means of a suit-

able intermittently acting mechanism oper-
atively connected between the shafts 77 and
82. The driven roll 81 is preferably corru-
gated and is adapted to firmly hold the rib-

41) bon against a cooperating roll 84 so that the
ribbon may be advanced when the driven
roll is turned.
The wire 32 is arranged to be fed through

the feeding mechanism 33 by means of a
45 lower roll 85 of the latter, which is mounted

on a sliaft 85' and is arranged to be rotated
by means of a suitable intermittently acting
meclianism operatively connected to the
shaft 77 by a shaft 86 and bevel gearing 87.

50 An upper roll 89 which is adapted to cooper-
ate with the roll 85, is provided having a cir-

cumferential groove 88 in which the wire is

adapted to be positioned, the surface of said
groove being preferably transversely corru-

65 gated so as to form corresponding impres-
sions on tlie wire. The circumferential sur-

face of the roll 84 is also corrugated, but has
no groove formed therein. Pressure between
the rolls sufficient to flatten opposite sides of

60 and form the corrugations in the wire as it

passes therebetween, is arranged to be ad-
justably secured by mounting the upper roll

89 on one end of a lever 91 pivotally secured
at its other end to the frame, the lever being

M a'-ranged to be actuated by turning the nut

on a bolt 92 secured to the frame and extend-
ing throiigli an aperture midway of the lever

91. Adjustment between the rolls is thus
made possible either for different d.-pths of
corrugation or different sizes of wire. It is 70

to be noted that l>v corrugating thp wire, a
nail shank is provided which will not readily
turn in the spacing member 1 1 or in flic ma-
terial into which it may he driven.
As here shown, the mechanisms by which 78

the feeding rolls 81 and 84 are arranged to
be intermittently driven comprise a type of
intermittent gear movement, the gearing
used for converting the uniform rotation of
the shaft 86 into an intermittent rotation of 80

the shaft 85', which is parallel thereto and
carries the roller 85, being shown in detail in

Figure 4. Fixed to the shaft 85' is a driven
member 93 provided with symmetrically dis-

posed ladially extending slots 94 of uniform 85

width wliile a planetary roller 95, suitably
mounted on a member 96 for rotation with
and around the shaft 86 in coplanar relation
with the member 93 is arranged to engage
successive slots 94 and thereby serve as a ^
driving means for the member 93. The
-shafts 85' and 86 are so spaced apart that
when the axis of one slot 94 is tangent to the
arc of movement of the roller 94, the axis of
an adjacent slot will also be tangent to the "^

same arc of movement of the roller but on
the opposite side of the line of centers of the
shafts. In this manner, with a slot in tan-
gential relation to the arc of movement of
the roller, the rotation of the shaft 86 will '<W

cause the roller to enter the slot and bear
against the forward side 97 thereof to cause
the rotation of the member 93 until such a
time as it again assumes a position tangent
to the arc of movement of the roller, at which '"5

time the roller will leave the slot. It will
now be noted that the rotative movement
thus imparted to the member 93 and its shaft
85' will be one wherein the rate of rotative
movement produced will accelerate gradu- "0
ally to a maximum and then as gradually
decrease, thus avoiding any suddeii move-
ments or impacts of the feeding nu'cli;inisni

wliich would result in increased wear and a
noisy operation of the parts. To insure the 'l"

proper positioning of the member 93 at all

times relative to the roller 95, a circular disc

98 is provided which is coaxially mounted on
the member 96 in coplanar relation with tlie

member 93, and each portion of the i)eriph- '-^

ery of the member 93 is proviiled between
the slot i)ortions with concave surfaces 99
having substantially the sam<» radius of
curvature as the edge surface 101 of the disc
and arranged to slidably engage the latter ^-^

during the time that rotation of the member
93 is not being effected by the roller. Since
rotation of the member 93 would cause a por-
tion of a surface 99 to bear against the disc

surface 101; it will be evident that rotation '^o
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of the member 93 will thus be prevented.

To allow rotation of the member 93 by the

roller, a recess 102 is provided in proper po-

sition in the disc edp:e, such recess being here

6 shown by arcuate form, the center of curva-

ture thereof beinpr colinear with the axes of

rotntion of the roller 95 and shaft 86 and the

radius thereof very slightly exceeding the

extreme ladius of the member 93. In this

10 manner, it will now be noted that an inter-

mittent gear stiiicture has been provided

which is at all times positive in its action and
one which, at the ssime time is .smooth and
quiet in operation.

15 The plunger 38, which carries the cutting

dies 37, shear blade 41, and bending die 42,

is arranged for reciprocation in a guideway
VI provided on an upper portion 112 of the

frame by means of operative connection to

20 the drive shaft 71. Mounted on the shaft

71 is an eccentric disc 113, about wliich an

eccentric strap 114 carried on a connecting

rod 116 is mounted. 'I'lie rod 11(> is con-

nected at its other end to a crank ])\n 117,

25 the latter being carried by a cr:ink arm 118

provided at the end of a crank sjiaft 119,

it being noted that the sliaft 119 is suitably

journaled in a pair of bearings 121 and 122

with its axis horizontal. A second crank
30 123 is provided on the shaft 119, iircferubly

between the bearings tliereof, and is opcra-

tively connected to the plunger .'58 by means
of a connecting rod 124 of adjustable lengtli,

the rod being here shown pivotally connected
35 to the crank 123 in a usual manner and to

the plunger 38 by means of a universal liall

and socket joint 126, the ball portion of the

latter being here shown carried on the con-

necting rocl'124. The arc of motion of the

•10 cranlv pin 117 is preferably arranged to have
a greater radius than is tlie radius of the

arc of e 'centricity of the eccentric disc 84,

so that the crank pin will be oscillated

through an arc of slightly less than 90 de-

.J5 grees as the connecting rod 8(5 is recipro-

cated. This arrangement for oscillating

tiie crank shaft 119 is particulni'ly designed
to prevent difliculties witii dead centeis

which might occur if the pin 117 were al-

so lowed to travel through a complete arc.

Simultaneous cooperative movement of

the blocks 47 and 48 which carry the form-
ing members 4.') and 40 respectively is here
shown arranged to be eiTected by means of

55 heart or disc cams 131 and 132 mounted
respectivel / on the shafts 77 and 78. Each
of tlie cams 131 and 132 is provided with a
roller groove 133 formed in a side face there-

of in which a roller 134 carried on a forlc

60 136 which spans the shaft and is carried on
a connecting rod 137, is arranged to engage.
The other ends of the rods 137 are adjust-
ably attached to the blocks 47 and 48. In
this manner, reciprocative movements of the

63 blocks are produced in accordance with the

shape of the roller groove, it being obvious
that the roller grooves 133 of the cams 131
and 132 aie necessarily complementary in
form and action.

The movable anvil 51, which is utilized
'

in forming the crotch of the nail, is here
shown operated from the shaft 78 by means
of a roller 141 carried on a fork 142 and en-

gaging in a roller groove 143 formed in the

opposite side of the cam disc 132 from the
'

fork 13(i associated therewith. An adjust-

able rod Ml connects the fork 142 to a block
116 which carries the anvil 51, the block
being slidably mounted in a suitable guide-
way 147 provided in the frame.
The bending cam 52 is arranged to l)e

oscillated upon rotation of the shaft 71 by
means of a i am operated connecting rod 148
])ivotally secured at one end to the lever arm
(il of the cam and carrying a fork 149 at
(lie other end. Mounted on the fork is a
cam roller 151 which is arranged to engage
in a groove 152 pro\ ided in one face of a
cam disc 153 mounted on the shaft 71, the
rotation of the disc being thus arranged to

ini])ait the desired reciprocative movement
to the rod 148 and thus to the bending
cam 52.

Sinudtaneous cooperative movement of the
blocks ()2 and ()3 which carry the cutters 65
and (id is liere shown arranged to be accom-
plis!ied by means of connecting rods 155 and
15() resjiectively which are arranged to be
reciprocated by means of eccentrics 157 and
158 operatively associated therewith and
respectively carried on the .shaft 77 and 78.

As hero sliown, the eccentric 157 is out of
alignment with the blocks 62 and 63 and the
eccentric 158. and the motion of the rod 155
is accordingly communicated to the block
62 by means of a rocker arm 159 of such
width that attachment of the rod and block
to opposite sides thereof will serve to posi-

tion the rod and block in required parallel

relation.

The guide block 34, which, as hereinbe-
foie mentioned, is moved to finally sever the
completed fastener from the wire, is se-

cured to a slidable member 16 L rcciproca-
tively mounted on the base and operatively
connected to the shaft 78 by means of a rod
162 terminating in a roller carrying fork
163, the roller 164 thereof cooperating with
a groove 105 formed in a heart-cam disc 166
mounted on the shaft to thereby produce
the desired motion of the block 34.

By referring to the drawings, it will be
seen that the blocks 47 and 62 are held posi-

tioned in their guidewavs bv means of a
removable plate 167. Tlie blocks 40, 48, 63
and 34, all of which are actuated from the
sliaft 78 and are mounted in adjacent and
])arallel bearing grooves foi-mcd in the
frame, are held in position by means of the
removable plate 108. Removable plates 169
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15

I

also sprvo to hold the plunger 38 in the
guideway Sl*.

It will be evident from the foregoing that
till' ordiT nud cxti'iit of tlio movements of the
fastener forming I'vole in relation to the
niovoiiuMit of the plunger ;iS is entirely con-
trolled by means of the form and relative

positioning of the roller grooves in the va-
rious cam jilates and the eccentricities of the
eccentrics eiiip]o3e(l, the succession of de-
sired operations heing thus readily control-

lable, and ^ince any or all of the dies, cutters

and various fastener forming tools may be
adjusted or replaced, the proper performance
of the various forming operations may be
leadily maintained. Furthermore, it will be
obvious that on account of the removability
and independent operation of the various
forming mechanisms, the machine is readily

20 adaptable for forming other articles of man-
ufacture than the fastener herein specifically

described.

I claim:

—

1. A machine for forming spacing mem-
25 hers about the shank of a nail, comprising

means for forming and positioning a blank
for said member, a fixed anvil in the shape
of an inverted V on which said nail shank is

adapted to be seated and across which said
blank is adapted to be positioned, a ver-

tically acting means for bending said blank
to the shape of said anvil, and independent
cooperating means for bending a portion of
said blank to encircle said shank.

2. A machine for making a fastener hav-
ing a nuil element and a spacing element
formed about the shank thereof comprising
feeding devices for intermittently and simul-
taneously positioning the requisite amount
of material for forming said spacing ele-

ment about the shank of said nail element,
means for stamping and severing a spacing
element blank, a fixed anvil on which said
spacing element is adapted to be shaped,
means for shaping said spacing element on
said anvil and about said shank, a movable
anvil about which an end of said nail ele-

ment is adapted to be bent to form a head
therefor, a cam operable to completely shape
said head about said movable anvil, and
means operable for severing and releasing
said fastener when completed.

3. A machine for making a fastener hav-
ing nail and spacing portions, comprising
feeding mechanisms adapted to supply and
position requisite amounts of materials of
which to form said portions, a cutting die

adapted to sever a blank for said spacing
portion, a fixed anvil in the form of an in-

verted V on the apex of which the shank of
said nail portion is adapted to be longitudi-

nally positioned, a downwardly acting die

adapted to bend said blank over said shank
and anvil, plungers movable horizontally

and adapted to complete the bending of said

30

35

4U

45

60

55

60

65

blank to encircle said shank, means for simul-
taneously forming a head on said nail por-
tion, and means operated independently of
said plungers for snarpening and severing a
coiii])lete(l fastener. 70

4. A machine for making in assembled
form a fastener having nail and spacing por-
tions, comprising a mechanism adaptea to
simultaneously feed and position at right an-
gles in substantially the saOkj horizontal 76

plane the requisite amounts of materials of
which to form said portions; a fixed anvil in

the form of an inverted V having the ape.'r

thereof arranged to receive the shank of said
nail portion; a movable anvil about which 80

a head for said nail is adapted to be formed
by bending an end of the nail portion mate-
rial ; a cam arranged to completely form said
head about said movable anvil; a down-
wardly acting member having members in- 85

dependently mounted thereon arranged to

substantially simultaneously form a blank
for a spacing portion, sever the protruding
blank, and bend the severed blank over said
shank; cooperating members movable hori- 80

zontally and adapted to complete the bend-
ing of said blank to encircle said nail shank;
independent means adjacent said plungers
for simultaneously sharpening and gripping
a completed fastener ; means tor transversely 85

moving said wire adjacent said gripped
point to shear said fastener therefrom; and
means operative to cause the operations of
said various fastener forming means in prop-
er sequence. IM

5. A machine for making in assembled
form a fastener having nail and spacing por-
tions formed of wire and metallic ribbon
respectively, comprising a frame; shafts
mounted on said frame and operatively con- 106

nected for simultaneous rotation; an inter-

mittently acting wire feeding mechanism
operatively associated with one of said

shafts; a movable guide block through
which said wire is adapted to be fed; an in- 110

termittently acting: mechanism for feeding
the ribbon transversely of and slightly above
the wire and operatively associated with oi 3

of said shafts; a fixed die plate over which
said ribbon is adapted to pass; an anvil in 115

the form of an inverted V and arranged at

the top edge thereof to receive the wire;
cooperating mechanisms including a mov-
able anvil and a cam for completely forming
a head on said nail portion by bending, each 120

of said mechanisms being operatively con-

nected to one of said shafts by means in-

cluding a heart cam; a vertically movable
head having removably mounted thereon a
die adapted to cooperate with said die plate 126

to perforate the ribbon lying thereover, a
cutter blade adapted to cooperate with the

extremity of said die plate to sheer from
the ribbon a spacing member blank, and a

bending die adapted to bend said blank over ''0
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said wire, said movable head being arranged'

to be reciprocated by means including an ec-

centric operatively connected to one of said

shafts; cooperating members adjacent the

6 guide block for completing the formation
of said spacing member portion about the

shank of said nail portion, said members
being mounted in reciprocable blocks ar-

ranged to be reciprocated by means includ-

10 ing independent eccentrics mounted on said

shafts; cooperating members for notching

and giipping the portion of the wire adapted
to form the point of the nail portion of the

fastener, said members being mounted on

16 independently reciprocable blocks arranged

to be reciprocated by means including heart

cams mounted on said shafts; and means

including a heart cam for transversely mov-
ing said guide block when the wire is held
by said gripping means to shear said fasten- 20

er from the wire adjacent the gripped point.

6. A machine for forming spacing mem-
bers about the shank of a nail, comprising
.means for forming and positioning a blank
for said member, an anvil on wliicii said 25

nail shank is adapted to be seated and across
which said blank is adapted to be positioned,

and means cooperating with said anvil to

bend said blank to encircle said sliank.

In testimony whereof, I liave heieunlxj 30

set my hand at Oakland, California, this

26th day of December, 1924.

LEON HOMMEl..
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE
2,026.413

METHOD AND MACHINE FOB MAKING
FXEXIBLE CLOSURES

Edward H. BInns. Pittsburgh, Pa., and WUllam A.
De Hart. Teaneck, N. J., asslsTion, by mesne
asslgrnments, to Bookless Fastener Company,
MeadvlUe, Pa., a corporation of Ptnnsylvanla

AppllcaUon November 21, 1930, Serial No. 497,174

103 Claims. (CL 153—1)

The present Invention relates to improvements
In automatic machinery and to improved methods
(or producing stringers of interlocking fastening
devices for flexible closures of the type shown in

(Patents No. 1,553,499 of September 15, 1925, and
No. 1.701,555 of February 12, 1929.

The Improved machine comprises a plurality

it punches for operating upon a blank strip of

setal to form in successive stages the character-
l):stic features of the individual Interlocking fast-

»ning members, and tape forming and feeding
mechanism acting upon a tape to fold it longi-

tudinally into a two ply tape having a thickened
rib or bead portion for the reception of the yoke
imds of the fastening members that are clamped
thereoiL The folded form of the tape or stringer

for the reception of the fastening members is

in embodiment of the flexible closure structure

covered by Patent No. 1,585,654 dated May 25,

11926. -

These two sets of mechanisms,—the punch
press mechanisms and the tape forming and
feeding mechanisms,—are operated through a
llvided driving mechanism normally connected

I'Jirough an automatic control clutch so that both
jets of mechanisms can be operated in unison
for the continuous production of stringers or,

—

oy shifting the connecting clutch,—the produc-
tion of fastening members may be discontinued

Bffhlle the tape forming and feeding mechanism
3 continued in operation to supply blank parts
3f the formed tape between groups of fastening
members. In this way the separation of groups
}f members upon the tape is effected, the feed of

•the tape being a uniform step by step operation
ivhether fastening devices are being made and
mounted upon the tape, or blank spaces between
jroups of members are being produced.

This arrangement of the two sets or groups
"Df mechanisms which can operate together or
(flth the fastener producing group disconnected
Is an Important feature of the present invention,

rhe importance of this divided operation of the
two groups of mechanisms is due partly to the

iprovlslon of an automatic control which main-
tains the Joint operation of the mechanisms for

i proper period to produce stringers with a pre-
determined number of fastening devices and, at
the completion of a group of said devices of the

iOdeslred number or length of stringers, acts

through suitable means to arrest the action of

the mechanisms for forming fastening members
while the formation and feed of the folded beaded
tape is kept up at the uniform rate of speed,

—

Hand upon the feed of a sufQcient length of blank

tape or stringer to again throw Into action the
fastener forming mechanisms to start a new group
of fastening members.

Associated with the two sets of mechanisms re-

ferred to is a cut-oS mechanism which Is also 5

actuated by the automatic control to cut the
formed tape or stringer between groups of fast-

ening members, to produce the desired length of

stringers with the proper number of fastening
members and extra blank ends of folded two ply lo

tape.

The present Invention Includes, in addition to
the above recited main features, improved con-
structions and arrangements of parts to insure
accuracy and rapidity of operation of the ma- is

chine In performing its work. The blank strip of

metal Is fed through the machme by a step by
step motion Induced through the operation of
one of the punch presses which is mounted on a
reciprocating bed and intermittently moved for- 20
ward a step while the punches are in engagement
with the strip and retracted to initial position
while the punches are withdrawn,—the strip be-
ing held against rearward movement by suit-

able intermittently acting clamping means. 25
The improved fastener members are formed in

a continuous strip or connected series by which
they are fed and controlled until they are cut off

as individual members. At the cut-oS point each
successive Individual member is gripped rigidly 30

by a carrier and conveyed to position for clamp-
ing it upon the beaded edge of the prepared
folded carrier tape or stringer. The tape is

drawn through the folding and forming devices

by a step by step feeding mechanism mounted 35

upton a reciprocating carriage by which the
formed beaded edge of the folded tape Is moved
laterally Into the forwardly presented open Jaws
of the finished fastening member supported
firmly by the carrier grlpper, clenching devices 40

being thrown into action Immediately thereafter

for clamping the jaws of the fastener member
upon the tape.

The Improved machine Is preferably automatic
in its operation. The automatic controlling 45

mechanism may be of any approved type but Is

preferably of the electrical type in which each
Important part of the mechanism is thrown
into or out of action by the operation of an
electro-magnet controlled through contact de- 50

vices which are caused to function at the proper
time by the mechanical operations that are con-
trolled. The machine Is driven by an electric

motor receiving current through a rheostat or

starting device and main supply switch as is 55
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usual; the rheostat lever being preferably under
the control of a counting device of suitable con-

struction, which, upon the completion of a count

of the desired number of complete stringers pro-

5 duced by the machine, will actuate the rheostat

lever for throwing out the motor and stopping

the machine. The automatic clutch which con-

nects the divided driving mechanisms operating

the presses for producing fastener-members and

10 the stringer forming and feeding mechanism is

preferably controlled by two electromagnets, one

of which releases the clutch for connecting up
the divided drive mechanism while the other

holds the clutch-operating devices In clutch re-

15 leased position until the clutch is to be thrown

out to permit the stringer forming and feeding

mechanism to operate alone. A third electro-

magnet controls the cutoff shears that sever

the tape between groups of fastener members.

20 These several electrical controls are preferably

in circuit with a group of contacts normally

separated by an endless band of insulating ma-
terial which is fed in a step-by-step manner one

step for each revolution of the machine, said

25 band having perforations formed in it at proper

intervals to permit contact through the desired

set of contact devices to operate the controlling

magnets at the proper times to produce the

desired results.

30 A still further object is to provide an im-
proved method for forming separable fastener

members wherein said members are substan-

tially formed while connected together in a strip

of metal.

35 In order that the invention may be fully imder-

stood it will first be described with reference to

the accompanying drawings and the novelty

thereafter more particularly pointed out In the_

annexed claims.

40 In said drawings:

—

Figure 1 is a front elevation of the improved
machine for producing stringers for flexible

closures;

Figvue la is a detail sectional view, taken on

45 the line la— la of Figure 1, showing the chip

removing brush;
Figures 2 and 2a represent, taken together, a

plan view of the said machine. Figure 2 repre-

senting the right hand portion of the machine,

50 while Figure 2a represents the left band portion

of the same;
Figure 2b Is a detail sectional view taken on

the line 2b—2b of Figure 2;

Figure 3 is a left end elevation of the improved

56 machine;
Figure 4 is a rear elevation of the left band

end of the machine;
Figiire 5 (Sheet 21) is a partial end elevation

of the right band end of the improved machine;

60 Figure 6 is a vertical transverse sectional view

taken on the line 6—6 of Figure 1

;

Figure 7 is a partial vertical central longi-

tudinal sectional view of the machine;

Figure 8 is a detail sectional view taken on

65 line 8—8 of Figure 7 showing the cut-off device

for severing individual fastener-members from

the strip;

Figures 9 and 10 are detail perspective views of

parts of said cut-off mechanism;

70 Pignu:« 11 is a vertical transverse sectional view

of the machine taken on the line 1 1— 1 1 of Fig-

ure 1 and showing particularly the buffing mech-
anism;

Figure 12 Is a detail sectional plan view lllus-

76 trating the bed-plates of the first three punch

presses and the operating mechanism for the
reciprocating bed of the first punch press

;

Figure 13 is a detail vertical longitudinal sec-

tional view taken on the line 13— 13 of Figure 12;

Figure 14 is a detail vertical transverse sec- 5

tional view taken on the lliie 14— 14 of Fig-
ure 12;

Figure 15 is an enlarged detail vertical longi-

tudinal sectional view showing the first three

punch presses; ]o
Figure 16 is a detail plan view of the bed por-

tion of press No. 1, part of the punch guiding and
stripping plate being broken away to show the
work;

Figure 17 is a view similar to Figure 16 show- 15
ing the bed p)ortion of press No. 2;

Figure 18 is a view similar to Figures 16 and
17 showing the bed portion of press No. 3;

Figure 19 is a detail vertical longitudinal sec-

tional view of parts of press No. 1 indicating the 20
relation of the punches to the metal blank strip

extending over the bed-plate;

Figure 20 is a detail plan view of the blank
strip upon the bed-plate of press No. 1 showing
the three punches in cross-section in the blank 25
strip;

Figure 21 is a detail vertical longitudinal sec-

tional view of parts of press No. 2 illustrating

the action of the male and female dies upon the

metal blank strip; 30
Figiure 22 is a detail plan view of the female die

members of Figure 21 beneath the blank strip;

Figure 23 is a horizontal sectional view taken
on the line 23—23 of Figure 21;

Figure 24 is a detail vertical transverse sec- 35

tional view Illustrating one pair of male and fe-

male dies of press No. 2 as shown in Figure 21;

Figure 25 Is a detaU sectional elevation of the

other pair of male and female dies of press No.

2, shown in Figure 21; 40

Figure 26 is a detail vertical longitudinal sec-

tional view illustrating parts of press No. 3 and
the connected series of fastener members upon
which the punch of press No. 3 imparts the final

work; 45

Figure 27 is a detail plan view of the work
upon the bed-plate of press No. 3, showing the

final punch in cross-section in the work;

Figure 28 is an enlarged detail vertical trans-

verse sectional view taken on the line 28—28 of 50

Figure 1 and showing press No. 3;

Figure 29 is a detail persijective view of the

pilot or gauge plate of press No. 3;

Figure 30 Is a vertical transverse sectional view

taken on the line 30—30 of Figure 7 showing 55

parts of the auxiliary feed and press No. 4 by

which the auxiliary feed is operated;

F^giu« 31 is a plan view, partly broken away,

of the mechanism shown In Figure 7;

Figure 32 Is a vertical transverse sectional view 80

taken on the line 32—32 of Figure 31;

Figure 32a is an enlarged detail transverse sec-

tional view of the cutoff knife for cutting off fas-

tener members;
gg

Figure 33 is a view similar to the main part

of Figure 32 showing the closed position of the

operative parts;

Figure 34 is a detail front elevation of the car-

rier for cutoff fastener members: 70
Figures 34a and 34b are enlarged detail sec-

tional views of the gripper which grips the fas-

tener members;
Figure 35 is a vertical sectional view taken on

the line 35—35 of Figure 31; 76
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Figure 36 la a view similar to Figure 35 show-
ing the main parts la shifted position;

Figure 37 Is a detail sectional view taken on
the line 17—4T of Flgxire 36;

6 Figure 38 is a rear face view of the tape form-
ing, feed and associated devices, part being re-

moved and part being shown In section;

Figure 39 Is a vertical sectional view taken on
the Une 19—!• of Figure 38;

10 Plgxu-e 39a Is a detail perspective view of one
of the tape-feeding grlpper bars;

Figure 39b Is a perspective view of a section of
folded tape Indicating two spaced groups of fas-
tener members;

15 Flgiu-e 39c Is an enlarged perspective view of a
single detached fastener member;
Figure 40 Is a detail transverse sectional view

taken on line 40—40 of Figure 38;

Figiu-e 41 Is a detail vertical sectional view
20 taken on the line 41—41 of Figure 38;

Figure 43 is a detail sectional view taken on
the line 42—4» of Figure 39;

Figure 43 is a detail plan view of the upper
portion of the tape folding and forming device;

25 Figure 44 is a rear view of the same;
Figure 45 is a plan view, partly broken away,

of the spring actuated tape pressing rolls, the
device being detached from the rest of the mech-
anism for the purpose of clearly illustrating it;

80 F^gtu-e 46 is a perspective view of one of said
tape pressing rollers find its supporting carrier;

Figure 47 is a sectional view taken on the line
47—47 of Figure 44;

Figure 48 is an underneath plan view of the
35 tape folding and forming mechanism in the plane

of separation from the tape pressing roUers Illus-

trated in Figure 45;

Figiires 49, 50, and 51 are detail views in rear
elevation showing the clencher and member

40 spacing devices and tape-feeding devices, the
parts being shown in progressive positions In the
several views to Illustrate the operation of said
devices;

Figures 52 and 53 are horizontal sectional
45 views taken on the line 63—SS of Flgiire 38 and

showing two ix)sitlons of the mechanism for
clamping the fastener members upon the beaded
edge of the folded tape

;

Figure 54 is a sectional view taken on the line
50 54—54 of Figure 38;

Figure 55 Is a detail sectional view taken on
the Une 55—55 of Figure 38;

Flgiire 56 is a detail sectional view taken on
the line 56—56 of Figure 2a;

55 Figures 57 and 58 are respectively a vertical

sectional view and a bottom plan view of the
automatically controlled tape cut-off mecha-
nism;

Figure 59 is a transverse vertical sectional
*" view of the automatic control mechanism;

Figure 60 is a detail front elevation of the main
parts of the same mechanism;

Figure 61 is a sectional view taken on the line
01—< I of Figure 59;

*5 Plgiire 62 is a vertical sectional view taken on
the Une 6J—52 of Figure 60;

Figure 63 is a detail fragmentary view Ulus-
trating the circuit controUlng band of the auto-
matic controUing mechanism;

TO Figure 64 is a detail sectional view taken on
the line 64—64 of Figure 59;
* Figure 65 is a vertical longitudinal sectional
View through press No. 4 showing the strip-gaug-
ing pilot to the member cutoff and the carrier

75 gris^ex;

Figure 66 is a transverse sectional view taken
on the Une 60—00 of Figure 17;

Figure 67 is a detail secUonal view Uken on
the Une 07—07 of Figures 17 and 66;
Figure 68 is a detaU horizontal sectional view g

Ulustratlng the automatic controUlng clutch di-
viding the driving mechanisms for the pimch
presses and tape folding and feeding mechanism;
Figure 69 is a detail face view of said control-

ling clutch; ..

Figure 70 Is a detaU plan view of said clutch;
Figures 71 and 72 are detaU i)erspectlve views

of the mechanism for clamping fastener-mem-
bers upon the beaded edge of the folded tape
and for gauging the spacing between successive 15
fastener-members upon said tape;

Figure 73 is a detaU vertical transverse sec-
tional view taken on the line 71

—

II of Figures
2 and 15;

Figure 74 Is a view in perspective of disassem- 20
bled parts of the bed-plate and reciprocating bed
of press No. 1;

Figure 75 Is a detaU plan view of the stripper
plate of press No. 2;

Figure 76 Is a detaU vertical transverse sec- 05
tlonal view taken on the Une 78—76 of Figure 12;
Figure 77 Is a detail rear view of part of

press No. 1 showing the connection of operating
bar extending to the auxUlary feed;
Figure 78 is a detail perspective view of the ,/,

reclprocatory slide of the auxlUary feed;
Figure 79 is a detail enlarged perspective view

of disassembled parts of press No. 4;
Figure 80 is a detaU side view of an auxiliary

fixed arm of the supporting frame for the re- -,
clprocating tape-former;

Figure 81 is a detaU face view of the cam for
operating the grlpper trip of the fastener-mem-
ber carrier;

Figure 82 Is a detail vertical sectional view ^
taken on the line 82—82 of Figure 2a;
Figure 83 is a diagrammatic view illustrating

the electrical control of the improved machine;
In specifically describing the Improved ma-

chine the mechanisms wUl be referred to in their
natural order, starting with the punch and die
mechanisms which act successively upon an in-
termittently fed continuous metal strip-blank to
form Individual interlocking closure members;
the first punch press being reclprocable to also ,.
act as the main step-by-step feed for the metal
strip-blank; then the mechanism for severing
completely forming Individual closure fastener-
members from the continuous metal strip; the
carrier mechanism for taking successive severed
members from the cutoff mechanism and moving
them to a point where they are clamped upon
the beaded fiexlble tape or stringer; the mecha-
nism for longitudinaUy folding a tape and form-
ing It with a beaded edge and feeding the beaded
folded tape and presenting it intermittently In

step-by-step movements within the open Jaws of

fastening closure members which are clamped
upon Its beaded edge; means associated with the

tape-forming and feeding mechanism for spac

Ing successive closure members and for clamping
them upon the beaded edge of the folded tape;

power mechanism acting through an automatic
clutch which divides the power between the cam-
shaft which operates the punch and die and

^q
other mechanisms acting upon the metal strip-

blank and closure members formed therefrom,
and the tape-forming, feeding and member-
clamping mechanisms, said divided feed being so

arranged and controUed that aU of the mecha- 75

66
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nisms can be caused to operate In proper unison

and sequence to form closure members and clamp
them upon the folded tape, or the formation of

closure members may be arrested while the tape-

5 forming and feeding mechanisms continue In

operation to produce blank parts of the formed

tape between groups of attached closure mem-
bers; automatically controlled cutoff mechanism
for severing the folded tape or stringer between

10 groups of closure members; and finally auto-

matic controlling mechanism by which the ma-
chine is caused to produce flexible closure string-

ers with the desired number of closure members
and blank ends of tapes or stringers.

15 There are many detail devices forming parts

of, or associated with, the general mechanisms
referred to, all of which will be specifically de-

scribed in their proper relationship with refer-

ence to the grouping of mechanisms and the ae-

on companylng drawings.

The machine embodying the present invention

may be mounted upon any suitable framework.

In the embodiment illustrated in the accompany-

ing drawings the machine is mounted upon a

25 heavy framework comprising the two end-frames

or standards I and 2 having upon their upper

ends the solid cross-bars or girders 8, 4 upon
which is rigidly mounted a heavy steel table or

platform 6. The table 5 is preferably of solid

go steel having integral downwardly presented

strengthening fianges upon its sides and ends.

This rigid framework is suitably braced by the

shafts, supporting brackets and other rigidly at-

tached parts hereinafter specifically referred to

so that the machine parts will be substantially

supported in their operative relation.

Punch and die forming and feeding mechanisms
of press No. 1

40 The metal closure members are formed from

a metal strip-blank by the successive action of

punches and dies mounted in a series of three

presses arranged upon the table or platform 5

at the right-hand or leading-ln end of the ma-
45 chine shown in Figures 1, 2 and 5 of the drawings.

A heavy shallow steel tray 6 open at its ends

and having heavy upstanding side flanges 7, is

rigidly secured to the right-hand end of the table

or platform 5 in the csntral longitudinal plane

60 thereof, by means of heavy bolts 7a which are

Inserted from beneath the table or platform 5

and threaded Into the tray 6 and Iti flanges 7 as

best shown in Figure 73 on Sheet 25 of the draw-

ings. This tray 6 affords a supporting bed for

55 the three presses presently to be described, press

No. 1 of which has imparted to it a short to and
fro motion and, when the metal blank is engaged

by its punches, constitutes the main feed mecha-
nism for passing the metal strip blank in a step-

60 by-step motion through the machine.

Press No. 1 (best shown In FTgures 1, 2, 5, 12, 13,

14, 15, 73, and 74 of the drawings), has a rec-

tangular bed-plate 8 sliding upon the base tray

C between the luidercut inner faces of flanges 7,

85 the side edges of the bed-plate 8 being bevelled

and shims 9 being mounted between the bevelled

edges of bed-plate 8 and the side flanges 7. Set

screws 10 are threaded through the front flange

7 and engage one of the shims 9 to accurately

70 confine the bed-plate 8 of the press in position

and at the same time allow freedom of motion

for its reciprocation. The press standard 1 1 ex-

tends upwardly from the press block 80 mounted
upon the bed-plate 8 upon which It is firmly

76 supported, as hereinafter more fully described.

This standard 1 1 of press Mo. 1 carries a verti-

cally reciprocating plunger 12 in the lower end
of which are secured the three punch members
18, 14, and IB, said punch members being re-
movably secured in the plunger 12 by means of 5
set screws 16. Tlie reciprocating plunger 12 car-
ries at its upper end a slotted yoke 17 embrac-
ing an antl-frlctlon roller 18 carried by pin 19

supported in the bifurcated end 20 of the press
operating lever 21 which is pivoted upon the jo
bracket 22 secured to the table 8 and engaged at
its rear end 28 by a cam 24 mounted upon the
main cam-shaft 26 extending frcKn end to end
along the rear edge of the table or platform 5,

said cam-shaft being suitably supported and 15
Joiu-nalled in bracket-bearings 26 secured to the
table or platform 5. In this operative connec-
tion between the cam 24 and reciprocating plung-
er 12 of press No. 1 it will be understood that
the arms of the bifurcated end 20 of lever 2f.£o
are su£Bclently spaced to permit the free move-
ment of plunger 12 on roller 18 upon the recip-

rocation of press No. 1 in accomplishing the feed
of the metal strip-blank.

Press No. 1 is given an intermittent forward 25
feeding motion with the pimches in engagement
with the blank and an intermittent return move-
ment to initial position with the punches re-

leased from the blank, said movements being ac-
complished by means of the rocker-arms 27 ex- 30
tending upwardly from and keyed to the rock-
shaft 28 which is freely joumalled in the brack-
et-bearings 29 bolted to the end of the table or
platform 5. as shown in Figures 1, 2, 5, 12, and 13.

This rock-shaft 28 has secured to it a down- 35
wardly projecting arm 30 to which is pivoted a
rod 31 extending through a bracket 32 and sup-
porting a coll spring 33 confined upon the rod 31

against bracket 32 by means of nuts 34 threaded
upon rod 31. The rock-shaft 28 also carries an 40
upwardly projecting rock-arm 35 which is en-
gaged by a cam 36 mounted upon the main cam-
shaft 25.

The rocker-arms 27, above referred to, are

formed with bifurcated upper ends 27a which 45
straddle two bolts 36a between pairs of oppositely

presented flanged bushings 37 mounted upon said

bolts 36a. The bolts 36a are threaded Into blocks

38 rigidly secured to the reciprocatory bed-plate

8 from which said bolts extend horizontally above 50
the transverse rcck-shaft 28. The bolts 36a have
threaded upon them adjacent to the blocks 38,

the adjustable nuts 39 and at their outer ends ad-
justable nuts 40, coll springs 41 being confined

between the nuts 39 and the annular flanges 55

of the inner bushings 37 while coil springs 42 are
confined between the nuts 40 and the outer

fianged bushings 37. The arrangement of de-
scribed cushioning connections between the rock-

arms 27 and press No. 1 is for the purpose of 60

affording a yielding excess of motion to the feed-

ing action of press No. 1 to ensure accuracy In

the feeding stroke and maintain the press under
tension in Its extended position of feed until the

metal strip-blank is engaged and held by other 65

instrumentalities presently to be referred to.

43 represents the fiat metal strip blank which
may be supplied to the machine from any suit-

able source such as a spool or reel (not shown)
from which It can readily be drawn into the ma- 70

chine as needed.
44 is a bracket rigidly bolted to the end of

table or platform 5 and formed with a hori-

zontal slot or op>enlng 45 for the passage of the
strip-blank 43. This bracket 44 carries two hori- 76
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Bontally extaidlng-bracket amiB *• In the free

ends of which la mounted a transverse pin 47

upon which Is pivoted the bifurcated lower end

of a link 4S carrying a removable wear block 4f

g having a slot or passageway 80 extending through

It In alignment with guide opening 4B for the free

passage of the metal strip-blank 41. A lower

roUer Bl Is freely Joumalled upon the pin B2

mounted In bracket-arms 46 and la supported

in thereby with Its periphery In the horizontal plane

of feed of metal strip-blank 41 as It passes

through feed-openings 80 and 48 above referred

to. Cooperating with the lower roller 81 Is an
upper tension-roller 61 freely JoumalJed upon a

15 pin 64 carried between a pair of arms 88 pivoted

at 66 upon the bracket 44 and extending hori-

zontally to a point above the blank guiding link

48. A tension rod 87 passes freely through an
opening In a bridge piece 88 connecting arms 86

20 and Is threaded Into the upper end of the guide

link 48. This rod 67 carries a coll spring 89 con-

fined between the collars 60 by a nut 6 i threaded

upon the upper end of rod 67. The spring 89 ap-
plies tension to the pivoted frame (arms 66 and

25 bridge 68) carrying the roller 68 holding said

roller down upon the blank 43 at the point of Its

support upon the lower roller 81.

Upright members 82 are secured to and pro-

ject upward from the pivoted arms 88, said up-

30 right members 62 being connected at the top by a

crossbar 81 (see Figures 1 and 5 of the drawings)

.

An adjusting screw 64 is threaded through the

crossbEir 61 and carries at its lower end a brake
block 65 which engages the periphery of the up-

3o per roller 83. A lock nut 66 upon screw 64 en-
gages crossbar 63 and holds the brake lock In

the desired adjusted relation to the roll 83. In
this maner the tension roller 83 is pressed against

the blank 43 by the pressure of spring 89 and the

40 freedom of its rotation upon its axis is further

restricted by the adjustment of the brake block

88.

The metal strip-blank 43 passes from the guide

slots 46 in bracket 44 through a shallow guide

45 channel 67 formed in the upper face of a heavy
plate or block 68 which Is rigidly secured to the

upright side flanges 7 of tray 6 carried by the

table or platform 8. 69 is a clamp member rigid-

ly secured at 70 to the clamping bar 7 1 , which bar

60 is pivoted at its forward end 72 In the bifurcated

bracket 73 which is secured by screws 74 to the

upper face of the plate or block 88. The clamp-
ing bar 7 1 extends rearwardly and passes freely

between two upright guide flanges of bracket 78

55 which is secured to the plate or block 68. The
rear end of the clamping bar 7 1 carries an anti-

friction roller 76 which operates upon the cam 77

ctu-ried by the cam-shaft 28. A coll spring 76

connects the clamping bar 71 with a bracket 79

60 secured to the table or platform 8. The shape of

the cam 77 as shown in Plg^u•e 5 of the drawings
is such that the clamp member 69 will be held

down in engagement with the metal strip-blank

43 for the greater part of a revolution of the cam-
65 shaft, the high part of the cam 77 acting to mo-

mentarily raise the clamp from the blank while

it is given a forward feeding impulse by the means
hereinafter described.

Referring particularly to Figures 2, 12, 13, 14,

70 15. 16, 73, and 74 of the drawings. It will be ob-

served that the reclprccatory flanged tray 8 of

press No. 1 carries a heavy block 80 having a cen-

tral opening 81 registering with a similar ojjen-

ing 8a of the bottom plate of bed-plate 8. The
TS fixed tray 8 and the table or platform 6 have

openings through them at 8a and 8a respectively

which are somewhat larger than the openings 81

and 8a Just referred to to ensure free discharge
of chips from theae latter openings in all posi-

tions of the reciprocating press No. 1. s
The block 86 referred to has mounted ui>on it

the upwardly projecting standard II. The bim-
clflc mounting of this standard In press No. 1 Is

similar to that of the third press (Figure 28) and
is best shown in Flgur« 73. lo

The heavy {tress block 88 Is rigidly secured In

the recessed upper face of the reclprocatory bed-
plate 8 by means of heavy screws 82, one of which
is shown in Plgiue 73, Sheet 25. These screws 82

are preferably inserted from beneath, the ta- 18

ble or platform 8 being slotted at 8b and 8c also

indicated in dotted lines In Figure 12 of the draw-
ings. The transverse faces of block 88 have
threaded Into them machine screws 83 which pass
through the vertical slots of plates 84 and secure 20
said plates removably to the block 80. The block
80 is formed with a deep dovetail recess 86 to re-
ceive the die plates and plUar blocks that are re-

movably mounted therein. There are three pil-

lar blocks indicated at 86, 87, and 88 having chip 29
discharging openings through them leading into

the opening 81 of block 80. These pillar blocks
are separated by thin spacing strips 89, said
strips projecting above the pillar blocks and serv-
ing also to separate the three die plates indl- 30

cated at 90, 91, and 92, see Figure 15. Set screws
93 are threaded through the plates 84 and en-
gage the faces of p'Uar blocks 86 and 88 for con-
fining the pillar blocks in place and for adjust-
ing the blocks and with them the die plates Ion- 33

gitudlnally of the machine. The die plates 90,

91, and 92 are surmounted by a cover plate 94

formed with punch receiving oi>enlngs 96 direct-

ly above the openings through the die plates.

This cover plate 94 8is well as the die plates 99, 91, 40

and 92 are securely fastened to the pillar blocks

•6, 87, and 88 by means of vertical set screws 96

which pass through the cover tmd die plates and
are threaded into the pillar blocks. Cover plate

94 has a guide groove 97 in its under face in the ts

longitudinal line of punch receiving openings 95

and in the line of feed of the metal strip-blank

43 which passes between the cover plate and the

die plates and is supported thereby for the action

of the punches upon the blank. 60

It will be understood that the punch members
13, 14 and 16 are shaped to cooperate with the dies

In punching parts from the metal strip-blank, the

particular parts of the work performed by these

punches and dies being hereinafter more fully de- S5

scribed.

Beneath the plate or block 68 a transverse

abutment bar 98 is rigidly secured in cutout

notches 7b of flanges 7 of tray 8 by means of set

screws 99, the central portion of said bar 98 be- 80

Ing thickened and seated in shallow recess 8c in

bottom of tray 6 where It Is further secured by
screw bolts 99a. Bar 98 is perforated at 199 to

receive the reduced end of an abutment block

1 1 which is driven tightly Into said perforation 65

108.

The reclprocatory bed-plate 8 of press No. 1

carries the transverse abutment bars 102 and 103

which are centrally perforated to receive the re-

duced ends of abutment blocks 104 and 108 which 70

are driven into said perforations. These bars

1 02 and 1 03 are firmly seated in notches and re-

cesses In the side and bottom walls of bed-plate

8 and are secured to the bed-plate by means of

set screws 102a and 113a. The abutment block 76
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104 Is In line with the abutment block 101 with
which It engages to limit the movement of press

bed-plate 8 to the right. The abutment block

105 Is formed with a transversely bevelled or In-

6 cllned face that Is adapted to contact with the

bevelled face of an adjustable abutment block

106 which Is mounted on the Inner face of a
transverse abutment bar 107 rigidly secured to

the notched out flanges 7 of the fixed tray 6 by

10 n\eans of set screws 108, said bar 107 having

formed In it a horizontal slot 109 to loosely re-

ceive a screw MO that passes through said slot

and is threaded Into the adjustable abutment
block (06, see Figure 76, Sheet 25. Abutment

15 block 106 Is formed with the slots I06a through

which loosely pass the screw bolts 106b which
pass through the bottom of tray 6 and are thread-

ed into suitable openings In table 5. Oppositely

arranged adjusting screws 1 1 1 are threaded

20 through the upright flanges 7 of tray 6 and en-

gage the ends of abutment block 106 for accu-

rately determining the position of block 106 to

cause it to arrest the feeding movement of bed-

plate 8 of press No. 1. It will be understood that

25 when block 106 Is adjusted the screw bolts 106b

and 110 are first loosened, then block 106 is ad-

justed by manipulating bolts 111, after wlilch

bolts 106b and 110 are tightened to secure block

106 In Its adjusted position.

A consideration of the disassembled perspective

view of Figure 74 (Sheet 25) with Figure 73 (same
sheet) and Figure 12 (Sheet 8) will give a clearer

understanding of press No. 1. The blocks 38 (by

which the operating mechanism is connected to

the reciprocating tray 8) are flanged and cut away
to accurately flt the corners at the right hand end
of tray 8 to which the blocks are secured by
screws or rivets set in the matching perforations

in the parts. The tray 8 with attached blocks

38 rests in stationary tray 6 with the top shoulders

of blocks 38 operating to the right of abutment
bar 98. The bottom wall of tray 8 is cut out or

recessed to avoid interference with the central

thickened portion of abutment bar 98.

The metal strip-blank 43 passes from press No.
1 through press No. 2 which carries two sets of

male and female dies for acting upon and shap-
ing the portions of the strip-blank that have
been punched out by press No. 1.

Forming dies—press No. 2

Press No. 2 comprises a flanged bed • 12 having
outwardly flared side walls resting between the

undercut side flanges 7 of the tray 6 and rigidly

Sj clamped therein by set screws 113. The flanged

bed supports the closely fltting bed-block 114

which is rigidly secured therein by means of set

screws 1 1 5 inserted from the bottom through the

bed 112 to the block 114. Block 114 carries the
CO removably mounted transverse plates 1 16 held in

place by screw bolts 117 threaded into block 114

and engaging the plates 116 through vertical

slots of the plates. The bed-block 1 14 is formed
with a transverse recess 1 18 having undercut

05 side walls to receive the die plate 1 1 9 secured in

the desired adjusted position upon the bed-block

by means of adjusting screws 120 passing through
the transverse plates 116 and engaging edges of

the die plate 119. The die plate 119 is formed
70 with two cylindrical openings 121 and 122 to re-

ceive the cylindrical base blocks of the lower fe-

male die members 123 and 124 hereinafter more
fully described. The die plate 1 19 is formed ad-
jacent to its four corners with cylindrical recesses

75 125 in wiiich are seated the coil expansion springs

30

35

40

45

50

126 upon which rests the stripper plate 127 hav-
ing secured to it by means of machine screws 128

a cover plate 128. Headed guide rods ISO pass
freely through guide openings in the stripper plate
127 and attached cover plate 128 and centrally s
through the coll expansion springs 126 and are
threaded into and rigidly secured in the reduced
holes in the bottom of recesses 1 25 of die plate 1 1 8.

The stripper plate 127 has a guldeway IS I and
aligned rectangular openings 127a and 127b to flt lo
over the upwardly presented female die members
of the die blocks 123 and 124 and the cover plate

has a rectangular opening cut through it above
the said openings In the stripper plate. The de-
tail features of stripper plate 127 will be best un- is
derstood by reference to Figure 75, Sheet 25, of the
drawings. It will be observed that said stripper

plate 127 is also formed with a rigid upwardly
presented lug 1 3 la at one side of guideway 131

and a cylindrical upstanding stud I S 1 b at the 20
opposite edge of guideway 131 and alongside of

the die receiving opening 127b. The guide lug
131a supports the upper die member 142 against

forward displacement and strain in its action
upon the punched blank, while the guide stud 25
131b assists in maintaining the blank In accurate
alignment in the guideway 131 during the action

of the dies. The guideway 131 is formed in the
upper surface of stripper plate 127 for the pas-
sage of the metal .<:trlp-blank 43 beneath cover 30
plate 128 by which the blank is held for the ac-
tion of the dies of press No. 2.

132 is the head or standard of press No. 2, it

being mortised into the bed-block 1 14 and rigidly

secured thereon by heavy anchoring screws (not 35

shown) similar to screws 163 and 249, Figures 28

and 32 respectively. This head or standard 132

carries the usual vertically reciprocating plunger
134 having at its upper end a sectional slotted

yoke 135 engaged by an anti-friction roller 140 40
upon the pin 136 mounted in the forked end of

the operating lever 1 37 which is pivoted upon the

bracket 138 secured to the table or platform 5

and is engaged at its rear end by an operating

cam 139 mounted upon the cam-shaft 26. 141 45
and 142 are upper or male die members remov-
ably mounted in suitable sockets presented down-
wardly in the reciprocating plunger 134 and re-

movably secured therein by set screws 143. Die

members 141 and 142 cooperate with the dies car- 50

ried by blocks 123 and 124 above referred to, and
shape the punched-out parts of the metal strip-

blank in the manner hereinafter more fully de-

scribed. In this operation of press No. 2 It will

be understood that the spring supported stripper 55

plate 127 and attached cover plate 128 are car-

ried downwardly by the metal strip-blank when
press No. 2 operates, thereby permitting the male
and female dies to properly shape the previously

punched-out parts of the blank and when released 60

from press No. 2 the springs 126 raise the at-

tached plates 127 and 128 and strip the blank
from the horns or projections of the lower die

members.
Punch press No. 3 65

The metal strip-blank 43 passes from press

No. 2 through press No. 3 which performs the

final punching operation upton the blank. This

press No. 3 comprises the flanged bed-plate 144 70

chaped to flt and secured between the undercut
flanges 7 of tray 6 in substantially the same man-
ner as described with reference to press No. 2,

the bed-plate 144 being secured in position by
set screws 145. The table or platform B has a 75
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discharge opening (d and the tray 6 has a reg-

istering discharge opening 8b which register with
a chip discharge opening 146 of bed-plate 144

and opening 147 of bed-blocic 148 which Is se-

5 cured to the bed-plate 144 by means of set screws
149 inserted from l>eneath bed-plate 144. The
bed-block 148 carries transverse plates 160 re-

movably secured by screw bolts 161 !n the man-
ner hereinbefore described with reference to the

10 plates 116 of press No. 2. Bed-block 148 Is

formed with a longitudinal recess 162 having un-
dercut walls In which rests the block 163 having
flared side walls to closely fit the recess 162.

Screw bolts 160a are threaded through trans-
15 verse plates 160 and engage the opposite ends of

block 161 to adjust Its position with reference
to the action of the punch of press No. 3.

Screw bolts 164 threaded in block 148 engage the
front bevelled face of block 1 61 to secure it in Its

20 adjusted place. Block 161 has a chip opening
166 discharging into opening 141. The die plate

166 Is seated In the recessed upper face of the
block 163 and surmounting the die plate 168

Y is a chaimeled co\'er plate 161 secured to block
25 163 by screw bolts 168. This cover plate 161 has

an opening 168 to receive the punch member
hereinafter referred to and a longitudinal guide
channel 168 extending across said opening and
the lower die plate 168, said guide being for the

30 passage of the metal strip-blank 41 In proper
relation to the punch of press No. 3. 161 is the
head or standard of press No. 3 mortised at 162

to the bed-block 148 and rigidly secured to the
l)ed-block by means of heavy screw bolts 168.

35 This head or standard 181 has the usual ver-
tically reciprocating plunger 164 having the sec-
tional slotted yc^e 166 at the top which Is en-
gaged by a p!n 168 carried in the bifurcated
forward end 181 of lever 168 which is pivoted

40 upon a bracket 188 secured to the table or plat-
form 8. The lever 168 Is engaged at its rear
end by a cam 110 upon cam-shaft 26.

The reciprocating plunger 164 carries the re-
movable punch 111 secured in the usual manner

43 by set screw 112. the punch 111 being presented
in proper vertical alignment with the opening in
the lower die plate 168. 113, shown particu-
larly In Flgiu-es 18, (Sheet 9) and 28 and 29
(Sheet 11) of the drawings, is a gauge or pilot

60 formed on its inner reduced end with prongs
or Angers 114 which are adapted when pressed
inwardly toward the metal strip-blank 43 to en-
gage three successive recesses cut In the forward
edge of the blank and by such engagement ac-

55 curately position the blank for the final action
of the punch 111. This gauge or pilot 113 op-
erates upon the forwardly presented guide plate
or table 116 which Is recessed to fit over the
forward shoulder of bed-block 148 to which it is

60 secured by set screws 116a: said gauge 113 be-
ing presented in the forwardly open recess 116
of cover plate 151, and having a lower cutout
portion l14o (Figure 29) fitting over the die
plate 158. This pilot or gauge plate 113 is con-

65 fined by means of erulde plates .111 and is formed
with a vertical rectangular slot 118 w th which
engages the lower shaped end 119 of the ver-
tical lever 188 pivotally mounted at 181 upon a
bracket 182 secured to the face of the upright

70 head or standard 181. This lever 180 has piv-
oted to It a yoke 183 secured to the end of a
red 184 which passes through a siiitable open-
ing In head or standard 181 and supports a coil

expansion spring 186 which Is confined between
75 the standard 181 and a nut 188 on rod 184. The

action of this spring 186 upon lever 180 is to
hold the pilot or gauge 173 In its forward or in-
active position. The upper end of lever 180
Is bevelled to engage a tappet 181 secured to the
reciprocating plunger 184. It will be clear from 6
this description that when the plunger 164 op-
erates, the pilot or gauge 113 will first move into
engagement with the recessed forward edge of
the blank to eu;curately position It, and Imme-
diately thereafter the punch (11 will punch out lo
the final part of the blank.

Connected view of actioTis of punches and dies

of presses Nos. 1, 2, and 3 in forming metal
closure members jb

The action of the several punches and dies

carried by presses Nos 1, 2 and 3 will be best un-
derstood by reference to the detail enlarged views
of Figures 19 to 27 on Sheet 10 of the drawings. 20
F.gures 19 and 20 show the action of the three
punches 13, 14, and 15 of press No. 1. A plan
view of the shapes of the die openings in die

plates 90, 91 and 82 to receive punches 13. M,
and 15 Is Indicated In PlRtire 20. These three 25
punches being mounted upon the common recip-
rocating plunger 1 2 will act simultaneously upon
the metal strip-blank 43, but, because of their

spaced relation, upon successve portions of the
blank. Punch 13 forms perforations 48a, punch jo
14 forms recesses 48b and punch 16 cuts the
notches 43c In the Inner edge of blank 43 to open
up the previously formed perforations 43a to

form the oppositely presented prongs 43d which
eventually are shaped into the final bifurcated ss
hock of the fastening members.

Figures 21 to 25 Illustrate the action of press
No. 2. Press No. 2 carries two sets of shaping dies,

one set comprising the lower female member 123
having spaced horns to project through two ad- 40
Jaccnt openings 43o of the blank, and an upper
male die member 141 which Is a simple scoring
blade adapted to strike the blank between two
perforations 43a and Impart a transverse score or
shallow cut 43e centrally between prongs 43d. 40
This Is for the purpose of assisting In shaping the
final bifurcated hook and arched neck of the
fastening member, the completion of this shaping
operation being performed by the second set of

dies 124 and 142. The lower female die member 60
124 has wings engaging the rear face of the blank
adjacent to openings 43a upon opposite sides of

a scored portion of the blank and a U-shaped
head to receive the pronged head of the blank,
the upper cooperating male die member 142 hav- 66

ing a central rounded blade (42a designed to

press the pronged head down into the recessed
portion of the lower die member to properly curve
the prongs 43d into the bifurcated hook and to

shape the neck of the hook Into the arched round- 80

ed neck portion. The blade portion (42a Is pref-
erably made as a removable section of the upper
die member 142, it being Inserted In a longitudinal
riot or kerf in the end of the die member and re-

movably secured therein by m?ans of a pin or 65

rivet 142b shown In Figure 25. After shaping the
bifurcated hooks by p-ess No. 2 the strip-blank or
attached series of partly formed fastening mem-
bers, i>asses to press No. 3 which carries a single

punch (1( which intermittently acts to cut the 70

dovetail recrsscs 43/ In the forward edge of the
blank between adjacent recesses 43b. Figure 27

shows a plan view of lower die openings to receive

punch IK. This completes the shaping of the
metal members with the exception of the riding T*
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lugs hereinafter referred to which are formed by

cutting the remaining narrow strip of the blank

between the formed heads and clamping Jaws.

A continuous strip of connected properly shaped

( fastening members passes from press No. 3 through

a longitudinal guide which supports the strip un-

der the action of the bufQng devices and auxiliary

feed mechanism from the latter of which it Is

passed to the final press No. 4 by which the indi-

} vidual fastening-members are severed from the

strip and delivered to the carrier which carries

them away from the cut-off mechanism and sup-

ports them for mounting upon the flexible stringer

or tape.
5 Buffing mechanism

This longitudinal guide leading from press No. 3

as just referred to. best shown In Figures 1, 2a,

and 11, comprises a lower rigid bar 188 mounted
^ upon the table 5 by means of supporting blocks

189 and formed in its upper face with a guide

groove or channel 190 of approximate L-shape to

receive the strip of connected formed fastener-

members, and an upper covering plate 191 se-

^ cured to the lower bar 188.

This horizontal guide 188— 191 is vertically re-

cessed at 192 to receive the peripheries of two
bufBng wheels 193, each of which Is mounted
upon a short shaft 194 freely Joumaled in the

" spaced bearings 195 of the H -shaped rocking

frame 193 joumalled at its lower end upon the

pivots 197 and 198 carried by the bracket-frames

199 and 200 which depend from and are rigidly

secured to the under face of the table or platform

5. The bracket 200 is centrally located between
the two brackets 199 and forms a conunon sup-

port for the adjacent arms of the two H -shaped
rocking frames 198. Each of the buffer carrying

shafts 194 has secured to it Ijetween the bearings
" 195 a belt pulley 201. over which runs a driven

belt 202 passing from the driven pulley 203 car-

ried by the main power shaft 204 which will be

hereinafter more fuUy described. Each of the

belts 202 is engaged by any suitable form of belt
"^ tightener such as indicated at 205.

206 is a bracket secured to the table or plat-

form 5 (in rear of the buffing wheels 1 93) to which
bracket is pivoted at 207 the upwardly extending

,^ rock-arm 208 supporting in its upper bifurcated

end an anti-friction roller 209 that operates in

peripheral engagement with a cam 2 1 upon the

cam-shaft 25. This rocker-arm 208 has adustable

link connections 2 1 1 with the Inner bearings 1 95

5 of both buffing wheels 1 98. A coil spring 2 1 2 con-
' nects each of the H -shaped rocking frames 196

with the flange of the table or platform 5 for

holding the buffing wheels 193 in their rearward
position away from the metal strip-blank in its

,Q channelled guide and the anti-friction roller 209

in close contact with the actuating cam 210. The
high portion of the cam 210 moves the buffing

wheels into engagement with the exposed parts

of the formed strip of fastener-members while

j5 the strip is at rest and moves the buffing wheels

away from the strip for each feeding stroke. The
action of the buffing wheels may be maintained
during a longer or shorter portion of the time of

rest of the blank according to the buffing require-

jQ ments.
Auxiliary feed

The work passes from the channelled guide bar
188 to an auxiliary feed device clearly shown in

75 Figures 30, 31 (Sheets 11 and 12) and Figure 78

(Sheet 26), and comprjsing a reclprocatory slide

plate 213 formed in its upper surface with the

blank guiding channel 214, and mounted to re-

ciprocate in the channel 215 formed in the upper
face of a flanged block 216 secured to the table o

or platform 6 by means of screw bolts 217. The
slide plate 218 is formed with laterally projecting

wings 218 and 219 which rest In lateral projec-

tions 220 and 221 of the guide channel 215, the
slide plate 213 with Its lateral projections 218 10

and 2 1 9 being of approximate Greek cross shape
in plan, as clearly shown in Figure 78 of the
drawings. Plates 222 and 223 are secured to the
flanged block 216 by screws 224, said plates over-
hanging the slide plate 2 1 3 for conflning it upon 15

the block 216. The lateral wing 2 1 8 of the cross-

shaped slide plate is formed in its upper face
with a lateral guide groove or recess 225 in which
operates a slide plate 226 formed on its inner end
with three prongs or fingers 227 which are 20

designed to engage three adjacent recesses in the
forward edge of the metal strip-blank, or con-
nected series of nearly complete fastener-mem-
bers, and thereby clamp or grip the blank to the
auxiliary feed slide. This slide plate or grlpper 26
226 is formed with a vertical rectangular slot 228
In which engages the lower rounded end 229 of an
operating lever 230 which is formed with an in-

tegral ear 231 operating in the bifurcated upper
end 232 of the upright or standard 233 secured 30
to the slide plate 213 by means of screw bolts

234, a cover plate 235 being mounted upon slide

213 beneath the standard 233, said cover plate

extending over the guide channel 214. The
upper end of the operating lever 230 is slotted at 35

236 to receive the elongated roller 237 mounted
upon pin 238 carried by bracket arm 239 which is

mounted upon and vertically reciprocated by the
plunger member of press No. 4 which will pre-

sently be described. 40
This auxiliary feed has an operating rod 240

adjustably connected at 241 with a lug 242 pro-

jecting from slide 213. Said operating rod 240

extends to the right of the machine to a point in

rear of reciprocating press No. 1 to which it at- 45
tached as shown particularly in Figures 73 and
77 of Sheets 25 and 26 of the drawings. A block

243 is fitted upon and secured to the upright or

standard 1 1 of press No. 1, bolts 243a passing

through the block into the standard. Bar 240 is 50
bolted at 240a to block 243. By this means the

auxiliary feed is operated by and simultaneously

with the feeding motion of press No. 1 which has
been already described. Immediately prior to

the movement of the auxiliary feed through the 55
connections referred to, the lever 230 is actuated

to move the slide plate or gripper 226 into en-
gagement with the metal strip-blank to feed the

blank one step in the machine. The cooperation

of the main feed of press No. 1 and the auxiliary go
feed which is coupled thereto results in uniform
feeding of the blank and avoids all possible ir-

regularities such as would sometimes be caused

by burrs formed upon the blank by the punching
operations. 65

Fastener-member cut-off press

The work next passes to press No. 4 which cuts

the Individual completely formed fastener-mem- 70

bers from the continuous strip. This press No. 4

Is particularly illustrated in Pigxires 7, 8, 9, 10

(Sheet 6), 31 (Sheet 12), 32, 33 (Sheet 13), 65

(Sheet 24) and 79 (Sheet 26) of the drawings.

Press No. 4 is mounted upon a plate 244 secured 76
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to the table or platfonn 6 by means of screw

bolts 246 Inserted from beneath and extended up
Into the press base member 245. The upper
face of base member 248 has mortised 'o It at

9 247, the upright head or standard 248, the two
parts of the press being firmly secured together

by screw bolts 249. Base member 245 has formed
In It a longitudinal dovetail recess to receive the
correspondingly dovetailed block 260. said block

10 being secured in the desired adjusted posl Ion by
means of screw bolts 252 and pUates 25S and 254,

said plate 263 carrying screw bolts 256 which en-

gage the end of block 260. The plates 263 and
254 are secured to base member 246 by means of

18 screws 268. It will be observed that the plate

264 extends only part way across one end of the

base member 246 (see particularly Figure 33 of

the drawings). The block 263 Is formed with a
central transverse groove or recess to receive a

BO hardened metal plate 261 (shown in detail in

Figure 10) which is secured In place by screw

bolts 268 and 288. This hardened plate 281 has
a central op>enlng 260 to receive the tapered end
of a pilot member presently to be described, said

es opening 260 registering with a central opening

261 formed through block 260. 262 is a cover

plate secured to the face of block 280 by screw

bolts 263. This cover plate 262 extends part

way over the surface of block 280 and is formed
JO in its under face with a guide groove or channel

264 for the passage of the work. An angular

extension 266 of the cover plate Is formed with a
countersunk hole 266 presented above the work
and regis*erlng vertically with the guide opening

J5 260 of the hardened plate 261. This hole 286 Is

for the reception of the pUot member to be de-

scribed. The cover plate is formed with a fur-

ther extension in the form of a horn or arm 261

which projects parallel with the guide groove or

10 channel 264 to confine the work against rear-

ward displacement upon the extension 260a of

block 280 during the cutting operation. This

extension 260a is produced by cutting away the

block 280 in the rear of delivery end of press No.

15 4, this cut-away being for the purpose of afford-

ing proper room for the operation of the fas-

tener-member-carrier hereinafter described.

The extreme edge of extension 250a Is slightly

imdercut or Inwardly bevelled from top to bottom
JO as shown particularly In Figure 65, Sheet 24 of

the drawings. The upper edge of this undercut
wall is one of two slightly spaced parallel edges

of the bottom or stationary member of the cut-

off device. The cooperating parallel edge of the

Jo lower cut-off member is formed on a hardened
metal plate 268 which is secured adjacent to the

imdercut face of extension 260a with a slight

space at the upper or cutting edges of the two
members, said space being maintained by means

DO of a wedge shaped shim or spacing member 269;

the plate 268 and shim member 269 being mount-
ed upon parallel pins 260b projecting from ex-

tension 250a and securely held in position by a

screw bolt 210, shown In Figure 65 being threaded

Go through and supported by plate 254 with its inner

end impinging upon or pushing against plate 268

and binding it in operative posl' ion. The spac-
ing member 269 is somewhat narrower than ex-
tension 280a and plate 268 to provide a groove

ro below the cutting edges of these members within
which the cut-off knife of {peculiar shape can
operate. 211 is a curved leaf spring secured to

cover plate 262 by screw 212, said spring curving
around the guide hole 266 in which the pllo

73 member operates and Its ti^ end bepi^ bent W

engage the upper surface of the work parallel

with the horn 261 and terminating close to the
path of the cut-off knife. Th; work Is further
held at (he moment a fastener-member is cut off

by means of an overhanging finger 213 which s
has upon its under f^ce a guide channel or groove
in which projects the U-shaped clamping end of

the tooth or fastening-member while it is being
cut off from the strip. This overhanging guide
finger 213 Is Integral with a supporting plate 214 10
which is secured by two screws 216 to the up(>er

edge of pla'e 284 above referred to.

The movable cutting knife, shown clearly in

Figures 8, 9. 32, and 33 comprises a cutting blade
proper indicated at 216 mounted in the recess 16

211 of a supporting rock-arm 216 and firmly
clamped therein by a screw bolt 218 engaging a
similarly shaped filling plate 280. The knife
carrying rock-arm 218 Is Joumalled at 281 be-
tween the integrally coimected face plates 282 20
formed as flanges projecting from a base plate
283. Base plate 283 is securely mounted in the
upper face of block 250 alongside the cover plate

264 by means of screw bolts 284 and the bolt 281
above referred to which also extends through the 25
hardened plate 261. The knife-supporting face
plates 282 extend into the recess or cutout 281

formed partly in the base 246 and partly in the
head or standard 248, see Figures 32 and 33.

This mounting of the movable knife on its carry- 30
Ing frame presents a downwardly extending heel

216a which projects Into the groove or channel
between the cutting edges of the lower knife

member comprls'ng extension 280a and block
268. This heel 2i^a ensures the accurate reg- 35
istry of the blade 216 with the grooved lower
cutting member. The knife carrying rock-arm
218 has a downwardly curved heel 218a with
which engages the small plunger 286 which oper-

ates in a cylindrical cavity 281 in the base mem- 40
ber 246 and supports a surrounding expansion
spring 288 which is adjustably confined by a
threaded tubular nut 289 screwed into the outer

threaded end of the cylindrical cavity 281 into

engagement with the plunger rod and spring and 46
held in the desired adjusted position by the ex-

ternal lock nut 260 as shown in Fig. 8. The ac-

tion of the spring plunger 286 upon the heel of

the knife carrying rock frame is to yieldingly

maintain the knife in elevated position above 50
th*' path of the work.
Th» head or standard 248 supports a vertically

.eciprooatlng plunger 291 carrying at its upper
end a sectional slotted yoke 292 engaged by an
anti-friction roller 293 carried upon a pin 284 66

mounted in the bifurcated end 296 of ot>eratlng

lever 296 which is pivoted upon the bifurcated

bracket 281 secured to the top of the table or
platform 8 and is engaged at its rear end by a
cam 298 on the main cam-shaft 26. 80
This vertically reciprocating plunger 291 (Fig-

ure 7) has the bracket arm 239 secured to it by
means of a screw bolt 239a, said bracket having
been heretofore referred to as the operating
means for the lever 230 of the auxUlGur feed 65

mechanism. This reciprocating plunger 291 of

press No. 4 has secured to its lower end a plate

299 secured by screws 300, see Plgure 65, Sheet
24 of the drawings. This plate 299 is perforated

at 301 to receive the stem of a tappet 302, the 70

stem of said member having a driven fit with the

perforation 30 1 . The tappet member 302 is pre-
sented directly above knife-carrying rock-arm
218 so that upon the descent of plunger 291

tappet 902 will engage rock-arm 218 and cause 76



the knife to operate. The raised position of the

plunger and knife Is shown In Figure 32 while

the position Immediately after cutting Is lllus-

trated In Figure 33.

6 A vertical cylindrical socket 3D3 extends up
through plate 299 Into plunger 291 and mounted
In this socket Is a tubular bushing 394 support-

ing a pilot member 305 which has a tapered

active lower end 806 and a confining disk or head

10 307 at Its upper end, an expansion spiral spring

108 being confined in socket 303 by the head 397,

while the whole device Is removably held in the

socket of the plimger by means of a screw 309

which passes through the face of the plunger

16 291 and engages the tubular bushing 304. This

pilot member 305 Is supported directly above and
In axial alignment with the opening 260 and hole

266 of the parts above referred to in which posi-

tion It is ready upon the descent of the plunger

20 to engage between the jaws of one of the for-

wardly presented U-shaped clamps of an at-

tached fastening-member. This engagement of

the pUot with a fastening-member while it is still

part of the continuous strip of formed members
25 will position the strip with great accuracy to

place the final fastening-member In exact rela-

tion to the plane of cut-oft for the action of the

cuttlng-oft devices.

The plunger 291 also carries a transverse plate

80 or bar 310 slotted at 311 and secured to the

plunger by set screw 312 passing through slot

III. This plate or bar 310 has a vertical cylin-

drical socket 313 adjacent its free end In which

Is mounted a spring plunger 314 having a stem

35 815 extending through the upper wall of the

socket 813 and confined by a nut 316 threaded

upon the stem, a spiral spring 317 being held

between the plunger and the upper end of the

cylindrical socket. This spring plunger 314 act-

40 Ing as a spring tappet Is for the purpose of oper-

ating the grlpper of the fastener-member-carrier

which will presently be described.

Fastener-member-carrier

46
As each fastener-member is presented In posi-

tion to be cut off as above explained, a carrier

member Is moved Into position to grasp the pro-

jecting fas'ener-member and firmly support it

50 while it Is cut off, and then moved away with it

to the next station. This carrier comprises a

suitable track-bar supporting the carriage with

a member grlpper and proper control and oper-

ating devices which will now be described with

5.1 particular reference to Figures 2a (Sheet 3), 6

(Sheet 5). 31 (Sheet 12), 32, 33, 34, 34o, 34b.

(Sheet 13) , 35, 36, and 37 (Sheet 14)

.

318 Is a heavy plate or bar, in effect a track-

bar which extends longitudinally of the machine
60 and Is rigidly mounted upon the table or plat-

form 6 by means of screw bolts 319 passing up
from beneath the table into the track-bar. This

track-bar 818 also overlaps at one end the bed-

plate 244 upon which press No. 4 is mounted,
C.5 track-bar 318 being cut-out to fit over bed-plate

244 and being further secured in this position by

machine screws 320 which are inserted from be-

neath the bed-plate 244, Figure 35. Track-bar

818 Is formed with a deep longitudinal recess of

70 dovetail cross-section to form trackway 321 for

the reciprocating carriage 322 which has flared

side edges to correspond with the shape of the

trackway in the bar 318. A shim 323 is placed

between one edge of the carriage 322 and the

76 rear guldewall of trackway 321, said shim being

engaged by screw bolts 324 to hold the parts In

desired adjusted position.

The carriage 322 has secured to It at one end
a transverse bar 325 secured by screw bolts 326

and with its rear end projecting beyond the car- 5

rlage to form a stop at 327 which at the inner
Umlt of the carriage stroke engages the head of

a stop screw bolt 328 adjustably mounted in a
lug 329 projecting upwardly from the rear por-

tion of track-bar 318, Figure 31. A stop 380 in 10
the form of a screw bolt Is mounted in the end of

carriage 322 in position to engage a similar screw
bolt stop 331 which is adjustably threaded in a
cross-bar 332 extending across and secured to

the track-bar 318. The stop 330, 331 Is the limit 16

of the outward movement of the carrier.

Carriage 322 is formed with a transverse dove-
tall groove 838 in which is seated a block 334
having a base shaped to fit groove 333 and rigidly

secured to the carriage by means of screw bolts 20
indicated at 335. This block or auxiliary part of

the carriage has a forwardly projecting Integral

shoulder 336 to which Is secured a similarly shaped
hardened metal plate 337 by means of machine
screw 838. 336 and 337 are in the form of an 25

anvil projecting forwardly from the carriage 322,

334, adjacent to its inner end, the extreme pro-

jection or nose 339 is formed with a shallow
curved recess 340 ending at its inner edge in an
abrupt curve said recess being an exact counter- 30

part of the outer face of the rounded arched neck
and bifurcated hook of the fastener, as shown
in Figures 34a and 34b, Sheet 13 of the drawings.
This grooved nose of the anvil just described

constitutes the lower fixed member of a grlpper 35

which grips the yoke ends of Individual fastener-

members at the moment they are cut off and
conveys them to the point where they are

clamped to the tape or stringer.

The upper member or Jaw of this grlpper con- 40

sists of a downwardly presented finger 841 hav-
ing shallow grooves extending from front to back
to form a central tip 342 shaped to engage the

scored upwardly presented surface of the

arched neck of the fastener-member that Is 45

clamped against the lower grlpper nose 339.

Upper grlpper-member or finger 841 is also

formed with a recess 343 to fit over the upwardly
presented prongs of the bifurcated hook of the

fastener-member when It is gripped. The grip- 50

per-finger 341 is formed upon a small base plate

844 which Is secured by screws 345 to the for-

ward edge of a grlppw-canning plate 346 which
Is mounted between two guiding upstanding
plates 847 which are parts of the block 334 of the 5.')

carriage. This grlpper-carrying plate 346 is piv-

otally mounted upon a pin 348 extending through
its rear lower comer and secured in the upstand-

ing guide plates 847. A vertical cylindrical re-

cess or pocket 349 receives a coll expansion spring C'O

350 which rests at its lower end upon a shoulder

851 of the recessed block 334. This spring tends

to normally hold the carrier grlpper open, that

is, with the upper grlpper member 841 raised

away from the lower grlpper nose 339.
<•'>

The pivoted grlpper carrying plate 346 has an
upwardly projecting lug 352 which is rearwardly
bevelled at 353 and transversely grooved at 354

for the engagement of a lock'ng lever 355 which
Is pivoted at 356 upon a pin passing through TO

spaced guide flanges 357 which are Integral with

one of the plates 347. This locking lever 355 is

formed with a rounded nose 358 designed to en-

gage the shallow groove or recess 354 of grlpper-

carrying plate 846 to frlctionally hold the same 7.^
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In open position. »nd. when the grlpper la closed,

to move Into engagement with bevelled face HI
to lock the gripper In closed position upon a

fastener-member. The face of the locking lever

S SSS which engages the bevel S8I of the gripper

plate Is also bevelled as Indicated at IB! w;th the

result that the coactlon of the two bevelled faces

Stl and IBS will exert a strong locking pressure

Upon the gripper Jaws and said pressure being

10 exerted by an arrangement of spring actiuted

levers presently to be explained will be a con-

stantly exerted pressure to ensure a firm grip

upon a fastener-member.

The locking lever IBS has a short longitudinal

15 slot J60 with which engages a pin or lug S6I

carried by a bell-crank lever 182 which Is pivoted

at 363 In a longitudinal channel 314 of carriage-

block 3«. BeU-crank lever 162 has an arm IIB

by which the grlpper-lock Is released as hereln-

K after explained. The coll spring 161 seated In

cylindrical cavity 367 In auxlUary block 334 en-

gages the heel of lock lever 3B8 adjacent to Its

point of engagement with lateral lug 361. This

spring 868 maintains the locking lever under

t8 spring pressure constantly to lock the gripper-

carrylng plate In either open or closed position.

The transverse bar 32S of the carriage 322 Is

notched at 368 to receive the end of a short link

369 which Is plvotally anchored In notch 388 by

10 means of a pivot pin ITO. This link 388 Is con-

nected by a pivot bolt 371 to the lower end of

a lever 372 plvotally mounted at Its upper end
373 upon an upright bracket-arm 374 which Is

bolted rigidly to the track-bar 318. This lever

15 372 U formed with a longitudinal slot 378 In which
Is adjustably mounted a pivot bolt 378 carried by
the long rod or bar 377 which extends over to

the right hand end of the machine as shown In

Figures 1 and 2 where Its threaded end 378 Is

\0 adjustably connected with a link 379 plvotally

connected at 380 to the upper end of a rock-arm
381 projecting from an Integral bearing hub 882
suitably Journalled upon a bearing sleeve upon
rock-shaft 28. The hub 382 carries a second

5 Integral rock-arm 383 canylng at Its upper end
an antl-frictlon roller 384 oi>eratlng In a groove
cam 385 carried by the main cam-shaft 28. By
this last described mechanism the fastener-mem-
ber carrier is intermittently reciprocated upon
its track for taking a fastener-member from the
cut-off position to the station where It Is clamped
upon the tape or stringer.

Operating between prfess No. 1 and press No. 2

is an Intermittently operating brush 388 de-
'o signed to brush off any chips or scraps that might

possibly pass from the punch mechanism of press
No. 1 and Interfere with the accuracy of subse-
quent operations upon the metal strip-blank.

This brush 386 Is carried on an angular bracket-
'0 arm 387 pivoted at 388 to plate 389 secured to

the rod or bar 377. 390 Is a tray or chute suit-

ably secured at 391 to tray flange 7 and extend-
ing beneath the work and brush 386 to collect any
chips and convey them from the machine. See

j Flg\ires 1 and la on Sheet 1 of the drawings.
Returning to the consideration of the control

of the gripper of the fastener-member-carrier It

win be observed that track-bar 318 Is formed
with a longitudinal slot 392 In which operates a

' controlling lever 393 mounted upon a rock-shaft

394 which Is Journalled In and extends rearwardly

through a part of the track-bar 318. At the

rear end of this rock-shaft 394 a rock-arm 188
projects upwardly and carries an antl-frictlon

"i roller 393 which Is presented In operative rela-

tion to cam-block 387 which is carried by the

cam 288 on cam-shaft 28 as at>ove described, see

Figure 2a (Sheet 3) and Figure 81 (Sheet 26) of

the drawings. A coll spring 388 connects the

rock-arm 398 to the bracket-arm 388 projecting s

from one of the bearing brackets 28. said spring

398 yieldingly holding the arm 388 In the path
of the cam-block 387 and the lever 383 In the

bottom of the groove 382. Lever 383 carries ad-
jacent to Its free end an adjustable stop 488 In lo
the form of a screw bolt which engages the bot-

tom of the groove, and also a second adjustable

atop bolt 401 presented upwardly In position to

engage the arm 366 of bell-crank lever 382. It

will be observed that bell-crank lever 362 Is ar- ij

ranged in the same vertical plane as the tripping

lever 393 and that when the carriage is moved to

Its extreme left In position to present a fastener

member to the tape or stringer, the arm 188 of

bell-crank lever 362 will at that time be presented 20
directly above adjustable stop 481 of the trip-

lever 393, as shown In Figure 36, (Sheet 14) of

the drawings. In this position, with proper rela-

tion to the tape or stringer mechanism and the
fastener-memt>er clamping devices, the cam- 23

block 397 acta to raise trip lever 393 to open the
member carrying gripper and release the mem-
ber as It Is fastened to the tape or stringer.

Stringer formtno mectianUm 30

Mechanism for folding a tape into a two-ply
stringer having a four-ply thickened or beaded
edje. (said closure stringer being covered by Pat-
ent No. 1.585,654 dated May 25, 1926) , Is arranged 33

at the delivery end of the machine In front of

and opposite the delivery position of the fastener-

member-carrter. This mechanism will now be
described with particular reference to Figures 6

(Sheet 5) , 7 (Sheet 6) , 38 (Sheet 15) , 39, 39a, 39b, 40

39c, 40, 41, 42 (Sheet 16), 43. 44, 45, 46, 47, 48

(Sheet 17). 56 (Sheet 20) and 80 (Sheet 26).

The table or platform 5 Is cut out at 402 to

form a well In front of the track-bar 118 of the

fastener-member-carrier. A heavy horizontal 4S

bed-plate 481 is rigidly secured by screw bolts

403a to the table or platform 8 in front of the

cut-out well or opening 402. This bed-plate 403

is provided with flanges having under cut sur-

faces 404 constituting a guide track for the hori- ^O

zontal base portion 406 of a reclprocatory frame
which carries the tape-forming, feeding and
other associated mechanisms. This portion 408

of said frame is dovetail In cross section to op-

erate within the guide surfaces 404, a shim or 39

wearplate 406 being adjustably held between one
of the guide surfaces 404 and the member 40B

by means of screw bolta 407. Figure 56. This
horizontal or base portion 408 of the frame has
secured to it two rack bars 408 which are In <*<*

constant mesh with gear wheels 489 fixed upon a
shaft 410 Journalled in the side brackets 411 at-

tahed to the bed-plate 401. The bracket 411

at one side Is Integral with a plate which extends

rearwardly upon bed-plate 403 and terminates in *'

the spaced guide arms 41 la which embrace one
of the opp>ositely projecting horizontal guldeway
members 484 hereinafter reTerred to. The shaft

410 is extended beyond the bearing at one end
to receive a rock-arm 412 which la flxed to the ^^

shEift and is longitudinally slotted at 413 to re-

ceive the adjustable pivot bolt 414 carried in the

forward end of a rod or pitman 4 IB extending
rearwardly and plvotally connected at 4 1 6 to the

upper end of a rock-arm 417 formed Integrally
"^^
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with a hub 418 freely joumalled upon a short

shaft 419 carried In the brackets 420 secured to

the table or platform 6. This hub member 418

also has formed Integral with it a rearwardly

6 projecting rock-arm 421 carrying in Its end an
antl-frlctlon roller 422 operating In the box cam
423 carried by the main cam-shaft 2B. This de-

scribed mechanism causes the base frame 408

supporting the tape-folding and associated de-

10 vices to be intermittently moved Inwardly and
outwardly toward and away from the fastener-

member-carrier.
The bed-plate 408 has secured to Its forward

end a stop bar 4036 which Is centrally perforated

16 for the free passage of a screw stop bolt 406a

which projects forwardly from the reclprocatory

frame base 405 and carries the adjustable stop

and lock nuts 40Bb. By these means the recip-

rocations of the frame carrying the tape folding

20 and associated devices can be adjusted.

The horizontal base portion 405 of the de-

scribed frame has formed Integral with It the

upright side frames or standards 424 united by

a heavy back web or plate 426. parts 405. 424,

26 and 425 constituting a rigidly braced heavy frame

for supporting the mechanisms which will now
be described, see Figures 6, 39, and 56 of the

drawings. This frame reciprocates upon the bed

403 above referred to.

30 As hereinafter more fully pointed out, the re-

rlprocatory frame 405. 424, 426. has rigidly se-

cured to it the oppositely projecting guideway

members 484. which, in addition to their func-

tions later to be pointed out. serve the Impor-
ts tant purpose of supporting said reclprocatory

frame at its rear or inner comers. The guide

member 484 nearest to press No. 4 slides in the

guide fingers 41 lo of the supporting bed 403.

while the opposite guide member 484 is embraced
40 by the heavy guide yoke 403i projecting from

the supporting block 403v rigidly bolted to the

table or platform 5 at the end of cut-out 402.

Mounted upon one of the standards 424 is an

upright arm 426 supporting in its upper end a
45 bolt 427 on which is Joumalled a spool or reel

428 upon which Is wound a supply of suitable

tape or webbing 429 from which the stringers or

carriers of the flexible closures are made. The
spool or reel 428 is engaged by a brake member
430 pressed against the spool or reel by spiral

springs 431 confined upon the bolt 427.

The web or plate 425 is cut away or slotted

at 425o and mounted upon the plate 426. be-

neath the slot 425a is a bracket plate 432 carry-
5"' Ing a metal block 433 which is suitably shaped

and cut away to receive the operating parts now
to be described. Block 433 is surmounted by a

vertically projecting U-shaped tape former 434

having perforated ears 435 through which at-
"^ tachlng screws 436 pass to secure it in position

on top of the block 433. This tape former leads

to a vertical channel or opening 43Sa extending

through the block 433. Cooperating with the

pg U-shaped former 434 la a blade 437 which fits

within the U-shaped member 484 and Is of suffi-

ciently reduced dimensions to provide a U-shaped

guideway between members 434 and 487 through

which the tape or web 429 Is drawn and by which

70 the tape is gradually formed Into a two-ply

stringer or carrier. This blade member 487 Is

plvotally mounted at 488 In the open throat of

former 434 and is held in upright spaced relation

to the U-shaped former by means of thumb screw

50

the walls of members 484 and 487. By removing
the thimib screw 489 the blade 487 can be moved
outwardly on its pivot 438 into position to facili-

tate the ready Insertion of the tape or web
through the former 434.

Immediately below the lower end of the tape-
forming blade 437 the once folded tape is en-
gaged by cooperating male and female bead
forming rollers, see Figure 39, Sheet 16 of the
drawings. A pair of relatively small peripherally
grooved rollers 440 and 441 are freely Joumalled
in a forked triangular carrying frame 442 which
is presented in tape-guldlng channel 433a above
referred to; said frame 442 being pivoted at 443
upon the Inwardly presented ears or lugs 444 of

'

a fioating plate 445 which has secured to Its

outer face a U-shaped bracket 446 to which is

pivoted at 447, a cam lever 448 having a heel 449.

Rods or bolts 460 anchored in the block 438 pro-
ject through openings in the ends of plate 446

'

which guides thereon, said rods supporting coll

springs 451 confined by adjustable thumb nuts
452 threaded upon the rods or bolts. The plate
445 rests upon the edge of plate 468 which is se-
cured to an Inclined face or surface of block 433

'

adjacent to channel 438a. The heel 449 of the
cam lever 448 Is designed to engage an Inclined
wearplate 468 and by its action move the plate
446 carrying member 442 and rollers 440 and 441
outwardly away from the opposite cooperating '

fixed roller 464 Joumalled at 466 In a slot or
recess formed In the block 488. The frame 442
carrying the perlpheraUy grooved roUers 440 and
441 presents these rollers on the inside of the
fold of the tape or web as it passes below the *

former 484. 487. The roller 464 has a sharp con-
vex periphery which engages the outer face of
an apex of the fold of the tape or web Just oppo-
site the first roller 440 and reverses the crown
of the fold into the V-shaped periphery of roller ^

440 having the effect of producing a double or
M-shaped fold, which is continued and creased
in this form by the cooperation of the lower
roUer 441.

Immediately below the folding rollers 440, 441. ^

and 454 the once folded tape, having the thick-
ened or twice folded beaded edge, passes into
the grrlp or bite of two oppositely arranged coop-
erating pressure rollers 456. each of which is

freely Joumalled between the ears 457 of a slid-
'

Ing block 458 operating in a transverse channel
459 of block 460 which is secured beneath the
block 433 by means of screw bolts 461. This
block 480 has a guide slot 460a extending through
it and forming an extension of the guideway 433a

'

of block 433, the rollers 456 being arranged to

engage the folded and beaded tape or web In

line with said guideway. The outer ends of

block 458 are recessed at 462 to fit over and guide

upon plates 463 which are secured to blocks 433
'

and 460 and extend across the channel 469. A
centrally perforated plate 464 Is secured to the

outer end of block 458 outside of the guide plate

468, a guide rod 466 being seated In the plate
^

463 and extended through the central opening of

plate 464 and supporting the coll spring 466

which is engaged by a thumb nut 467 threaded

on the outer end of guide rod 465. This arrange-

ment is duplicated on both sides of the chaimel

or passageway for the folded tape or web, the

springs 466 pressing the rollers 466 tightly to-

gether upon the folded tape or web and effective-

ly compressing the four-ply twice folded beaded
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The roller carrying blocks III are alao formed

wltb transverse grooves 411 In their upper faces.

In the vertical plane of these grooves 411, the
block 4St Is provided wltb cylindrical sockets
411 In which are Joumalled the cylindrical heads
4TI having upon their outer ends the operating
levers 47 1 and upon their Inner ends the eccentric
lugs or pins 471 which engage in the transverse
grooves 4SI of blocks 411. These heads 471 are
formed with annular grooves 471 In which en-
gage the reduced Inner ends of screw bolts 474
threaded In siiltable openings in the block 411.

These screw bolts 474 lock the rotary heads 47S
In place while permitting them to rotate. It will

be understood that by actuating the hand levers

471 the blocks 411 can be moved outwardly to

separate the rollers 411. A hail revolution of the
heads 471 will place the eccentric lugs or pins
472 In position to hold the rollers In separated
released position against the action of their

springs.

471 and 471 are cooperating downwardly ex-

tending tape-guldlng plates formed with ribbed
Inner faces to prevent backward movement of

the folded tape. In addition to the transverse

ribs or downwardly inclining teeth, plates 471 and
471 are vertically grooved or channelled on their

Inner faces adjacent the front edge to accommo-
date the four-ply beaded or thickened edge of

the folded tape or web as shown in Figures 40 and
42. These plates 476 and 471 are formed Integral

with horizontal slotted ears 477 through which
extend machine screws 471 which are threaded
Into the bottom of block 460. These plates 471
and 476 are slldably mounted in the manner de-
scribed and are engaged by pressure springs 471
encircling screw rods 4S0 mottnted in the plates

471 and 476 and passing freely through flanges

411 of bracket members 482 secured to the bottom
of block 460 and assisting In guiding the ears 477
of plates 478 and 476. The screw rods 480 are
engaged outside of flanges 411 by threaded nuts
which can be adjusted to limit the approach of

plates 471 and 471 together upon the folded tape
or web and therefore limit the pressure of said
plates upon the tape or web.
The lower ends of plates 475 and 476 are cut

back or reduced in thickness as shown at 481
in Figure 38 of the drawings to receive the ends
of the plungers carrying the clenching devices
which compress the yokes of the fastener-mem-
bers upon the beaded or thickened edge of the
tape or web.

Mechanism for mounting fastener-members upon
the beaded folded taj>e* or ttrtngers

Upon each side of the j>ath of the folded tape
or web Is mounted a horizontal guldeway member
414 In which operates a reciprocating plunger 485,

engaged at the rear by coll spring 486 confined by
a plate 487 secured to the guldeway 484. Each
of the plungers 485 is formed on its inner end
with three spaced lugs 488, the two plungers be-
ing designed to fit over and engage the yoke ends
of attached spaced fastening-members.
Each plunger 485 also carries an inner auxiliary

plunger Indicated at 489 which carries at its

inner end a clenching blade or tool 490. This
auxiliary plxmger 489 carrying the clenching tool

490, operates In a guldeway 491 of the main
plunger body 465 and upon the opposite side of
the plunger 485 is a corresponding slot or guide-
way 492 in which operates a guide block 491 con-
nected with the auxiliary plunger 411 by means

of a screw bolt 414 which supports between auxili-
ary plunger 489 and guide block 491 an anti-
friction roUer 485, see Flgiues 62 and 63, Sheet 19
of the drawings. This roller 495 Is presented in
the same vertical plane as the central longitudinal 8
guldeway or slot 496 of the main plunger 415.
The rear end of each plunger 415 is covered

by a rectangular plate 497 secured by means of
a screw bolt 496 passing through the plate 467
and an integral web portion of the plunger 485, |o
the bolt being secured by a nut 469 on Its limer
end. This plate 497 affords a proi?er seat for
the engagement of spring 486 above referred to.
The opposite guideways 484 are rigidly secured

to the back face of the vertical web or plate IS
421 by means of screw bolts 586. Centrally be-
tween these bolts 500 Is a headed bolt 50 1 thread-
ed through the web 425 and secured by a nut
562. this bolt 501 being supported with its head
in rear of the lower cut away portions of the 20
tape engaging plates 475 and 476 and acting
as an anvil or back support for said plates
during the operation of clenching fastener-mem-
bers upon the exposed beaded or thickened edge
of the folded tape or web. 501 are face plates M
secured to the guide blocks 464 and holding in
place therein the plungers 485.
Cam-bars 604 extend vertically through the

guide slots 496 of plungers 485 and through the
vertical guideways 505 of guides 484. said cam- 80
bars 504 being formed near their upper ends
with cam-slots 866 which embrace and operate
upon the anti-friction rollers 465 of auxiliary
plungers 489, for actuating the main plungers
485 and auxiliary plungers 411. 35
The guldeway members 484 are rigidly motmted

upon the base of the web or plate 428 between
two bars 507 and 508 set in grooves In the plate
425 and secured by means of machine screws 509.
The lower ends of the tape-giUdlng members 40

475, 471 are of the same depth from front to
rear as the main portion of these guides, the
longitudinal cut-out at 516 being deeper to re-
ceive the fastener-members which are clamped
upon the beaded edge of the tape or web within 4S
the cut-out portion of said guides 475. 476.
Arranged below the lower ends of members

475, 476 are two closely aligned guide plates 5(1
formed with deep longitudinal guide grooves
512 in which the prongs of the fastener-members 60
project and thin spaced flanges 511 which engage
the narrow neck portions of the fastener-member
as the fastener-members clamped upon the folded
tape or stringer i>ass downwardly. These guide
plates 511 are supported at their upper ends 65
upon the lower ends of members 475 and 476 by
means of machine screws 514 and are connected
at their lower ends by a bridge plate 515 which
maintains them in proper parallel relation. A
U-shaped plate 516 Is connected to the inner 80
ends of giiideways 464 and overlaps the face
plates 501 and the connecting overlapping upper
ends of guide plates 511, said plate 516 thereby
flrmly connecting and bracing these parts of the
structure. OS

Tape-feeding mechanism

The tape or web is drawn through the folding
and fastener-member applying devices by a
step-by-stcp feeding mechanism which engages '0

the folded beaded tape Immediately below the
point of application of the fastener-members and
directly in rear of the guide plates 511 which
engage and guide the series of fastening-mem-
bers that have been clami>ed upon the beaded 7^
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edge of the folded tape. This feeding mechanism
Includes cooperating grlpper-members operated

by the vertically reciprocating cam-bars 804

above referred to.
'

5 The cooperating grlpper bars are clearly shown
at 516a in Figures 38 (Sheet 15), 39, 39o, 41

(Sheet 16), 49, 50 (Sheet 18). 51 (Sheet 19), and
54 (Sheet 20) of the drawings. Each grlpper-

member 616a Is formed with an Inner trans-

19 versely grooved grlpper face 617 and a vertical

recess or cut-out 6(8 to accommodate the fasten-

er-members upon the beaded edge of the tape.

The longitudinal slots 619 In bars 618a permit

the passage of the cam-bars 604, each of said

15 slots housing an antl-frictlon roller 620 freely

joumalled upon a transverse bolt or pin 62 1 and
said antl-frlctlon roller 620 being also seated In

a cam slot 622 of a cam-bar 604. A stud 523

projects from the outer end of each grlpper bar

20 616a in engagement with the slotted upper end
624 of a lever 626 which is formed with an In-

wardly turned fulcrum nose626restlngln engage-

ment with the block 627. There are two of these

levers 525, one on each side of the grlpper mech-

25 anlsm and they are connected by a heavy coll

contractile spring 628 acting through headed
rods 629 passing through openings in levers 526

and one of said rods being provided with screw

nuts 530a engaging the threaded ends of said

30 rod whereby the tension of spring 628 can be ad-

Justed.

Each of the cam-bars 604 is enclosed for a
part of its length including the slot 619 by a
bearing block 530 shown particularly in Figures

35 38, 39, 41, and 55. The bearing block 630 is con-

fined upon the cam-bar 504 by means of plates

53 1 secured to the opposite faces of bearing block

530 by means of machine screws 532 and having
integral Intumed flanges 533 which extend over

4Q the upper corners of one of the grlpper bars 516a

and confine said grlpper bar upon the upper

edges of bearing block 530. From this construc-

tion It will be understood that the cam-bar 604

will slide freely through the bearing block 530

45 within the limits of the engagement of the ends

of slot 522 with the anti-friction roller 520, the

grlpper bar 616a moving transversely with ref-

erence to cam-bar 504 when this relative move-
ment takes place. The two bearings blocks 680

5Q are connected in proper spaced relation by means
of a bridging bracket 634 secured by means of

screw bolts 636. These bearing blocks 630 are

shaped on the outer vertical edges to fit groove

trackways 636 formed on the inner faces of

55 plates 627 rigidly secured to the depending side

flanges 638 of the movable frame of tape former.

A stop plate 639 is secured to the plate 527 and
formed with a forwardly presented recessed end

having spaced stop lugs 540 between which op-

60 erates a stop lug 641 carried by bracket 642 se-

cured to the bridge piece 534 above referred to,

see Figures 6 and 7 of the drawings. The lower

stop lug 640 at each side has threaded through It

an adjustable stop screw 543 for determining the

66 lower limit of the movement of bridging piece 634

and the parts connected therewith.

544 is a block rigidly mounted in the recessed

face of plate 527. This block 644 has pivotally

mounted at 545 a latching dog 546 having a lat-

70 erally presented notch 547 at its upper end en-

gaged by a leaf spring 648 secure to the block

544; said block 644 also carries a keeper dog 549

pivoted at 650 opposite the latching dog 646, and
engaged by a leaf spring 551 attached to block

to receive dogs 546 and 649 and to permit them
to operate. Each of the grlpper bars 6 ( 6a is pro-

vided on its upper face near its outer end with a
rigidly attached strip 662 which projects toward
the rear to form a stud designed to be engaged
by the latching dog 646 and the keeper dog 549.

It will be understood that a latching device such
as described is provided at each side, one for each
of the grlpper bars 516a. The purpose of these

latching devices is to hold the grlpper bars

against vertical displacement while the cam-bars
504 are moving vertically tlirough the grlpper

bars so as to ensure the movement of the grlpper

bars either inwardly Into gripping position with
the folded tape or outwardly to release their

grip uiJon the tap>e, it being essential in initiating

either of these movements that the engagement
or disengagement of the grippers must be ef-

fected before the grippers are moved vertically.

The lower end of each cam-bar 604 has attached

to it a connecting yoke 563 which is pivotally

connected at 554 with a pitman 655 adjustably

connected at its lower end with a yoke 656 jour-

nalled upon the reduced end 657 of a short axle

568 which Is carried in the notch or recess 559

adjacent to the upper end of a vertically sliding

bar 560. A thumb screw 561 is threaded through

the bar 660 into the axle 558 for retaining it

rigidly in place. The open end of recess 559 is

normally closed by a spring pressed gate 562. In

this way the axle 558 is rigidly mounted upon the

bar 560. There are two pitmen 656. one project-

ing downwardly from each of the cam-bars 504

and these pitmen are Joumalled upon the op-

posite reduced ends of the short axle 558. The

:

bar 560 reciprocates freely in the vertical guide-

way 663 of arm 564 having a hub 565 which is

rigidly mounted upon a fixed shaft-like support

566 mounted horizontally in the bracket-bearings

667 and 668. Freely joumalled upon the dead
shaft 666 adjacent to the guide arm 564 is a rotary

tubular shaft 569 upon which Is secured box cam
570 engaging an anti-friction roller 67 1 joumalled
on stud 572 projecting from the face of the ver-

tically reciprocating bar 560. Rotary tubular*

shaft 669 also carries a driving sprocket wheel

573 over which operates a sprocket chain 574 ex-

tending from and driven by a sprocket 575 fixed

to the inner face of a large gear wheel 576 which
is freely Joumalled upon the end of the main i

cam-shaft 26 alongside of one of the bearings 26.

This large gear wheel 676 carries one of a pair of I

clutch members for locking the gear to the cam-
shaft when it is desired to rotate the cam-shaft;

said gear 576 being, however, normally free to

rotate on the cam-shaft and form an element of

the drive from the r>ower shaft to the feed mecha-
nism for the tape-folding and feeding and asso-

ciated devices. This large gear 576 meshes with

and is driven by a smaller gear 577 freely jour- <

nailed upon a stub shaft 578 secured to the ma-
chine frame by the bracket plate 579 and braced

at its outer end by the bracket 580. The small

gear 577 is firmly secured to and rotates with a

large combined fly-wheel and driving sprocket <

581, also Joumalled upon stub shaft 578, which

In the form shown has a circle of sprocket teeth

set centrally in its periphery over which operates

a sprocket chain 682 which operates around and
Is driven by a sprocket wheel 683 mounted upon

'

a shaft 584 suitably joumalled in braclcet-bear-

Ings 686 and 686. This shaft 684 carries at its

inner end a gear wheel 587 meshing with and
driven by a smaller gear wheel 688 keyed to the
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Operation of cam-hars upon the fastener-mount-
tng plungers and the tape-feed ffrippera

A comparison of Figures 38, 49, 50, and 51, illus-

trating the slotted cam-bars and mechanism ac-

tuated by them In various positions, will lead to a
clear understanding of this part of the machine.

It will be observed from the Illustrations in the

figures of the drawings mentioned, that the cam
slots 5t6 which operate the fastener-member ap-

plying plungers are so arranged in the cam-bars
B04 that the upward movement of the cam-bars
causes the plungers 486 and 489 to move Inwardly

for performing their functions and the downward
movement of the cam-bars withdraws these

plungers Into their inactive position. The cam
slots 622, lower down upon the cam-bars 604, are

arranged in exactly the reverse positions so that

the Initial upward movement of the csmi-bars
moves the grlpper bars 616a outwardly Into re-

leased position to permit the raising of the grlpper
bars upon the tapes or stringers for a new grip,

while the initial downward movement of the cam-
bars moves the grlpp>er bars inwardly to grip the
folded tape or stringer preparatory to feeding it

a step downwardly.
In Figure 49 the cam-bars 604 are shown on

their upward move, the feed gripping bars 616a
having been drawn apart to release the tape and
the fastener-member moimting plungers 486, 489

being partly moved Inwardly, the reciprocating

frame wlilch supports the tape folding and as-

sociated members being at the moment moving
toward its inner p>ositlon to place the beaded edge
of the folded tape In the open Jaws of the fastener-

member that is held by the carrier grlpper 3S9, 34

1

to receive the tape, as shown in Flgiu-e 52, Sheet
19 of the drawings. In Figure 50 the upward
movement of the cam-bars is being completed, the

fastener-member being In the act of being

clenched by the plungers 489. The completion of

the clenching operation upon a fastener-member
Is shown In Figure 53, Sheet 19 of the drawings.
It will be noted that In Pigiu-e 49 the projecting

ends of the strips 552 of gripper bars 616a have
moved out of engagement with the latching dogs
646 and have pressed back the keeper dogs 649

so that the gripper bars 6 1 6a can move upwardly
with cam-bars 604 as they have started to do
in the position shown in Figure 50. In Figure 51

the cam-bars 504 have started to move down-
wardly, the fastener-member applying plungers
486, 489 having been partly withdrawn and moved
outwardly, while the grlpper bars 516a have
started to move Inwardly to grip the folded tape.

In Figure 38 the change of position of the parts

is shown complete In that the plungers 486, 489 are
completely moved outwardly and the grlpper bars
616a are in their inner position gripped upon
the tape and latched to the carrier frame in

which the cam-bars are mounted by reason of the
strip members 562 having moved into engagement
with the latching dogs 648. In this position the
cam-bars 604 are moved down to a complete feed-

ing stroke, the grippers 616a carrying the folded
beaded tape with an applied fastener-member
one step downwardly to present a new beaded sec-

tion of the tape In the proper horizontal plane
for receiving the next succeeding fastener-mem-
ber. As this tap)e feeding operation is completed
the frame or carriage which supports the tape
mechanism and associated devices is moved for-
wardly away from the path of the fastener-mem-
ber-carrier which is immediately afterward re-

turned to the member cuttlng-off position for
gripping another fastener-member.

Stringer cut-off mechanitm

The tape or stringer with fas'enlng-members c
clamped to Its baaded or thickened edge passes
from the Intermittent feed mechanism Into a rec-
tangular funnel shaped guide 689, the throat of
which Is contracted Into a rectangular guide tube
890 which terminates Just above a pair of cut- 10
off shears which will now be described with par-
ticular reference to Figiu-es 6 and 7 (Sheets 5 and
6 respectively), and 57 and 58 (Sheet 21) of the
drawings. The shears proper comprise two cut-
ter-blades 691, 592 pivotally mounted upon a bolt 15
693 which extends downwardly through a bracket
plate 594 which Is supported upon a machine end
frame beneath the table 5. A spacing collar 596
is mounted upon the bolt 593 between the bracket
plate 594 tind the cutter blades 691 and 592, the 20
blades being supported thereon by means of a nut
69G threaded upon the reduced end of bolt 693.
The headed end of bolt 693 confines a coll ex-
pansion spring 697 against bracket 694 for jrield-

ingly pressing cutter blades 691 and 692 to- 2.->

gether. The guide funnel 689 with tubular ex-
tension 590 Is supported by bracket plate 598 se-
cured to the pla*e 594 by set screw 699. The
cutter blades 691 and 692 have outwardly ex-
tending bell-crank arm 600 to which are pivotally 30
connected the links 601 in turn pivoted at 602
to the yoke 603 mounted upon a reduced end 604
of a solenoid core or bar 606, said reduced end
having sliding bearing in a bushing 606 carried
by bearing block 607 depending from the bracket ^'>

plate 694. A spiral expansion spring 608 also
siUTounds the reduced portion 604 of the core or
bar 605 and is confined thereon against the bear-
ing block 607 by means of a head or disk 609 se-
cured to the end of bar 604. This disk or head 40
609 engages the rounded heels 6(0 of the cutters
591, 692. A cushioning washer 611 is mounted
upon reduced end 604 between yoke 603 and
bearing block 607. A solenoid magnet 612 is

mounted In a suitable frame 813 of which bracket *''

arms 614 are secured to the under surface of
plate 594. This magnet 612 has a central cylin-
drical chamber 615 In which Is mounted a fixed
core 616 toward and away from wiiich recipro-
cates the movable core 605. The fixed core 616 "3
serves as a stop for the Inward movement of the
movable core 605 when it performs the cutting op-
eration. The circuit through solenoid 612 is

controlled through the terminals 617 (shown In
Figure 83, Sheet 27 of the drawings) , by the auto- S"'

matic Initiative control mechanism hereinafter
described, it being understood that in the oper-
ation of the machine it is Intended to feed the
folded beaded tape for a required length and apply
a predetermined number of fastener-meml)ers ^^

thereon and follow these measured oiseratlons by
the action of the cut-off shears which sever the
completed stringers In the desired lengths. As
the lengths of stringers are severed by the shears
they drop into an inclined chute 618 mounted ^^

upon the bracket-arm 619 and extended to one
side to deliver the completed stringers into a con-
venient receptacle.

Cam-shaft driving mechanism ^q

Referring to Figures 3 and 4 (Sheet 4) and 68,
69, and 70 (Sheet 24) of the drawings, it will be
observed that the gear 676 is formed in its outer
face with a shallow cylindrical recess 620 in which
is seated a hardened metal disk 621 seciu^ by "5
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screws 622, said disk being formed with an axial

opening 623 In which engages the heavy dog 624

secured by screws 625 to a collar 626 which slides

upon a squared portion 627 of the cam-shaft 25.

When collar 626 is in its inner position against

disk 621 as shown in Pigiu-es 4 (Sheet 4) and

68, (Sheet 24) of the drawings, the gear 676 is

clutched upon the cam-shaft for driving it. The

ou*er end of cam-shaft 25 carries a stout coil-

spring 628 confined against the collar 626 by the

collar 629 fastened to the shaft by screw 630.

The action of the spring 628 is to move the dog

624 into clutching engagement and hold it In this

operative position unMl it is positively disengaged

by the clutch controlling devices which will now

be described.

Pivotally mounted at 631 upon a part of the

bracket plate 683 is a clutch controlling lever

632 having a bevelled blade 633 which when
moved inwardly toward the shaft 26 will be

presented in the path of the Inclined cam face

634 formed in the dog supporting collar 626.

When lever 632 engages collar 626 while the

shaft 25 and gear 576 are rotating In clutched

condition, the coUar 626 will be forced outwardly

against the action of spring 628 and thereby re-

lease the cam-shaft while the gear 576 continues

to rotate.

The clutch operating lever 632 is formed with

a bell-crank arm 635 to which is pivoted at 636 a

link 637 pivoted at 638 to a head 639 secured to

the upper end of a vertically movable controlling

rod 640 which extends downwardly and termi-

nates as a movable core in a solenoid magnet 64

1

mounted in the frame 642 suitably secured to

bracket plate 643 extending from the base frame

of the machine. This controlling rod 640 passes

through a perforated bracket arm 644 projecting

from and secured to the bracket 580 of the ma-
chine frame. An expansion coil spring 645 is

confined upon rod 640 between the bracket 644

and the head 639 to give a spring tendency to

throw the clutch controlling lever 632 upwardly

end hold it in that position with the clutch dis-

engaged. This rod 640 is moved downwardly

against the action of spring 645 when it Is desired

to cause the clutch dog 624 to move inwardly into

clutched position.

The rod 640 can be moved either automatically

by an electric control acting through the solenoid

641 (see control circuit Pigiu-e 83, Sheet 27 of the

drawings), in the manner that will be herein-

after explained, or mechanically through the

hand operated lever 646. secured to a rod or shaft

647 which is journalled in the machine frame

and carries upon its outer end a rock-arm 648

having a loose joint pivotal connection 649 at

Its end with a block 650 adjustably secured to the

rod 640. By moving the hand lever 646 rod 640

can be pulled downwardly to permit the clutch

623, 624 to move into action for causing the ro-

tation of the cam-shaft 25.

In the electrical automatic operation of the

clutch (see Figures 3 and 4, Sheet 4, and Figure

83, Sheet 27 of the drawings) , an auxiliary elec-

tromagnet 651 mounted upon a bracket plate

652 extending from the solenoid frame 642 acts

upon a keeper plate 653 of a hook lever 654 piv-

oted In the bracket 655 in position to normally

engage a tappet block 656 which is adjustably

mounted upon the controlling rod 640. The face

of tappet block presented toward the hook lever

654 is bevelled slightly to freely pass the hook
end of the lever when it is moved downwardly

from Its upper position. In this construction it

will be understood that when an electric impufse

Is passed through the solenoid magnet G4I

through the automatic Initiative control herein-

after explained, the rod 640 will be drawn down-
wardly, permitting the clutch on the cam-shaft 6

to move into clutched position, and the tappet

656 will move down past the hook lever 654 and
be engaged thereby to latch the clutch controlling

red 640 In its lower position. It should be men-
tioned that the hook lever 654 is provided with a 10

heel 654a carrying a leaf spring 654b which en-

gages the bracket plate 652 to give the lever 654

a spring tendency away from the magnet 651

toward the tappet block 656 with which it latches.

The machine is preferably driven by an elec- 15

trie motor indicated at 657 {irmly secured to the

base of the machine frame, see Figures 1 and 83

(Sheets 1 and 27 respectively) of the drawings.
The motor-shaft 658 is aligned with the main
power shaft 204 above referred to, the adjacent 20

ends of these shafts carrying the driving and
driven clutch members 659, 660 of any approved
construction. The details of this main clutch

are not illustrated in the drawings, but a sliding

clutch actuating collar 661 is shown upon shaft ->

204 connected through arm 662 with the driven

or movable clutch member 660. Collar 661 Is

operated by rock-arm 663 extending up from
the rock-sh2ft 664 journalled in bearing brack-
ets 665 and carrying at its opposite end a long '^'•i

manually operated clutch-operating lever 566
which is placed in convenient position for the
operator.

Autcfmatic initiat've controlling mechanism «-

In addition to the electromagnetic operation
of the cut-off shears and the clutch of the cam-
shaft through electrcmasnets 612, 641, and 651,

there is an electrically operated counter mecha-
nism 726, Figure 83 (Sheet 27) of the drawings, '">

which determines the number of completed ar-

ticles produced by the machine and, upon the
arrival of the predetermined quantity, shuts off

the operation of the machine preferably by
throwing out the main circuit switch. This •"'

counter mechanism may be of any approved
form, but is preferably of the construction set

forth In Patent No. 1,685,481 dated September
25, 1928. The operation of this counter-mech-
anism is by electrical impulses, imparted through
a suitable current reducing relay initiated by one
of a plurality of controlling switches which are

automatically actuated by the operation of the
machine.
Mounted on the bracket 667 secured to the up-

right angle bar 668 of the machine frame is an
insulated plate 669 formed in its Inner face with

a shallow longitudinal groove or channel 670.

Embedded in the bottom of this channel 670 are

four contact members 671. G72, 073, and 074, (or

more if desired for additional controls) which
are connected respectively through suitable in-

sulated wires and current reducing relays 671a,

672a, 673a, 674a with the clutch-solenoid 641,

clutch electromagnet 651, the shear solenoid 612

and the operating magnet 727 of the mechanical

counter 726, see Figure 83, Sheet 27 of the draw-
ings. Hinged at 675 to the insulated plate 669

is an Insulated cover plate 676 carrying on its

outer face the bracket 677 In which is mounted
a pivot shaft 878 supporting the spaced electri-

cally connected contact levers 679 which are

formed with inwardly presented noses 680 which
project through elongated slots 681 in vertical

alignment respectively with the several contacts

53
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•Tl to 114. Leal springs 682 are secured to the

block 671 and engage the heels of contact levers

•T«, one spring being for each lever. A latch

STSa pivoted upon upright 668 engages cover

plate 676 and holds It closed. When It Is desired

to swing the plate 676 Into open position, latch

676a Is moved back against stop screw 676b. see

Figures 1 (Sheet 1) and 60 (Sheet 22) of the

drawings. The circuit wire 683 connects with

10 one of the levers 679 and through the support-

ing pivot 678 electrically connects the whole se-

ries of contact levers, with the four relays 671a,

672a. 671a and 674a, as shown In Figure 83, Sheet
27 of the drawings.

IS The circuit wires from the several contacts 671

to 674 and from the contact levers 679 are formed
Into a cable indicated at 684 which passes to a
convenient p>art of the machine frame where it

enters a box 685 designed to support the proper

20 relays of well-known construction from which
wires lead through the several controlling mag-
nets above referred to.

Passing down through the shallow channel
670 of the Insulated plate 669 and beneath cover

Zi plate 676 is an endless band 6S6 of suitable in-

su'ating material which normally separates the

noses of levers 679 from the contacts 671 and 674.

This band 686 may conveniently assume the form
of a ribbon or web of flreprcNDf and insulating

30 material such as used for a film in a moving
picture machine in which case the band has a
series of accurately spaced sprocket perforations

687 operating over the sprocket pins 688 of the

spools 689 freely joumalled upon pins 690, one
35 spco'. 689 being mounted above and another spK>ol

689 being mounted below the insulated plate 669

and 676 between which the controlling film 686

pafses. The band 686 being endless passes from
the lower spool 689 up over a guide spool 891

40 Joumalled on a pin 692 which is adjustably

mounted in the vertical slot 693 of the upright
engle bar 668. said journal pin being secured in

the desired adjusted position by means of a thumb
nut 694 threaded upon the inner end of pin 692.

45 The endless band 686 passes from the sixhdI 691

down around the first named sprocket spool 689,

the band being also engaged, between spools G9I

and 689, by a flanged tightener spool 695 mount-
ed upDn a pin 696 carried in the end of an arm

50 S97 pivoted at 698 in the upright angle bar 668
and formed with a transverse slot 699 which re-

ceives a bolt 700 upon which Is threaded a thumb
nut 701,—the bolt passing through an opening
In upright 668 and the slot In the tightener arm

C5 697.

This endless controlling band 686 is formed at
pnper predetermined Intervals with slits or open-
ings indicated at 702, 703, 704 and 705 which It

will be observed are respectively in the same lon-
^3 gitudinal zones as the contacts 671, etc., so that,

upon the arrival of a perforation in the band be-
twafai a contact and a contatt lever, an elec-

tric impulse will be sent through the circuit thus
closed for effecting the desired action depending

Cj upon the magnet circuit affected. Bearing in

mind that these contacts 67 ( to 674 lead to the
several controlling magnets, it will be under-
stood that the arrangement of the controlling
perforations 702 to 705 In theScontrolling band

'3 will depend upon the result desired. This will

be more fully explained in connection with the
de."=cription of the opsrati n of the machine, but
in passing It may be noted that closing the cir-

cuit through contact 671 throws in the clutch
Vj upon the cam-shaft 25 to cause the cam-shaft to

rotate, with the remit that fastener-members are
produced by the presses Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 and
passed to the point of attaching them to the
beaded edge of the tape or stringer; an electric

impulse through contact 672 releases the latch- 6
lever 654 to throw out the clutch on the cam-
shaft with the result that the cam-shaft will stop
rotating and no more fastener-members will be
made until It is again started, during which
period of Idleness of the cam-shaft, the rest of lo
the machine will continue to operate with the
result that an excess or blank part of the folded
tape or stringer will be produced after the com-
pletion of the mounting of a group or series of
fastener-members; and when an electric Impulse 16
Is passed through contact 671 the cut-off shears
will be operated for severing the web a spaced
length after the completion of a group of fas-

tener-members; while the final contact 674 sends
an Impulse lo the magn^st 727 of the mechanical 20
counter at the completion of each stringer, so
that said counter will be able to ultimately stop
the complete machine by throwing out the main
circuit switch when tne required number of
stringers of the desired length and number of 25
fastener-members has been delivered.
In '.he plan of operation of the machine shown

diagrammatically In Figure 83 (Sheet 27) of the
drawings, the mechanical counter 726 closes the
electric controlling circuit at 728 which energizes 30

magnet 729 which pulls open the main circuit
switch 730 which cuts off the current to the
motor 657 through rheostat 731 and thereby
stops the machine. As the current Is cut off from
rheostat 731 the deenergizing of the magnet 732 38

of the rheostat releases the rheostat arm 733 to
permit its usual spring (not shown) to move It

to neutral position, where it engages contact
lever 734 and breaks the control circuit in which
are included the electromagnets and the relays 40
hereinbefore referred to.

It will be understood that the controlling in-
sulated endless band 686 must be driven in a
step-by-step manner, one step for each revolu-
tion of the machine. This is accomplished by 45

providing the lower sprocket spool 689 with a
sleeve 706 carrying a ratchet wheel 707 which
is normally engaged by a retaining spring-pressed
dog or pawl 708 pivoted to upright 668 upon stud
709. This ratchet wheel 707 Is also engaged and 6"

driven by a pawl or dog 7 ( pivoted at 7 H to a
reciprocating bar 712 mounted upon a plate 713
surmoimting a bracket 714 of the machine frame.
This bar 712 Is confined by the guide brackets 715
and 716 secured to the plate 713 In spaced rela- 55

tlon to permit the projection laterally from both
sides of bar 712 of a rod 717, which rod is en-
gaged at its ends by coll springs 7 1 8 attached to
the sides of bracket 715. The springs 718 yield-
ingly hold the pawl-carrying bar 712 toward the ^^

left or away from the ratchet wheel 707, said
bar 712 having a bifurcated end 719 In which la

freely Joumalled an anti-friction roller 720 sup-
ported in the path of a cam member 721 fastened
to the periphery of the rotary sleeve 569 so that ''

once for each revolution of the sleeve the bar 7 1

2

carrying pawl 710 will receive an Impulse and
move the endless band 686 upon the sprocket
spools 689 one step, which, as a matter of pref-
erence. Is the distance between two fastening- 7"

members on the beaded tape. The pawl or dog
710 Is yieldingly held In engagement with the
ratchet wheel 707 by means of a leaf spring 722

fastened to the bracket guide 716. As shown in

ngures 2a (Sheet 3), 3 (Sheet 4) and 61 (Sheet 76
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23) of the drawings, a latching bar T23 having
notch 724 is pivoted at 725 to upright frame piece

668 In position to engage rod 717 and hold bar 712

In its retracted position when It is desired to ar-

rest the operation of the automatic Initiative

control.

In several of the figures of the drawings show-
ing the flexible web or stringer the same has
been indicated by the reference numeral 429

I whatever stage the webbing may be in and the

completed fastener-members after being cut from
the continuous strip are indicated by the refer-

ence numeral 43x, whether said members are in

the pirippers of the carrier or are clamped in final

1 position upon the beaded edge of the tape or
stringer 429.

The machine has been designed to produce
stringers for flexible closures having the essen-

tial features of patents hereinbefore referred to,

I but it should be understood that many features

of the improved automatic machine may be em-
ployed for producing other forms of stringers for

flexible closures.

; General operation

The operation of the various mechanisms com-
bined in the Improved machine to produce the

desired results have been Individually explained
I In connection with the foregoing structural de-

scription so that a brief reference only will be
made to the general operation of the machine.

It will be clear from the foregoing description

that the several presses operate successively upon
> a continuous metal strip-blank which is fed in a

step-by-step manner, one step of the width of a
fastener-member for each revolution of the ma-
chine.
While the successive presses are acting upon"

( the metal blank to produce fastener-members
of the form above described, the tape-forming
mechanism is at the same time acting upon a
continuous web of tape which is doubled into

two-ply and formed at its folded longitudinal

i edge with a four-ply beaded or thickened portion.

When the feed of the metal strip-blank is tak-
ing place by the action of press No. 1, assisted

by the auxiliary feed as has been explained, all

the other presses are raised and out of contact
) with the work.

Immediately following the feed of the strip-

blank by press No. 1 and the auxiliary feed,

press No. 2 comes into action, does its work,
and remains in engagement with the work until

) after press No. 1 has released its hold upon the
work and returned to its initial position. Press
No. 2 and the preliminary clamp and guiding
rolls cooperate in holding the strip-blank against
movement while the press No. 1 releases the strip

) and returns to its initial pKDsitlon preparatory
to another feeding stroke. The clamp is nor-
mally in engagement with the metal strip-blank
and is disengaged therefrom only while press No.
1 is feeding the blank.

5 Completed metal fastener-members are taken
from press No. 4 and moved over to position to be
clamped upon the beaded edge of the formed tape
or stringer. The fastener-member-carrier re-

turns to take a fastener-member just as the feed
9 of the metal strip-blank is completed, and just

prior to said carrier reaching its position to re-

ceive a new member, press No. 4 starts to operate;
Its first operation being to cause Its pilot mem-
ber to engage a perforation of the metal strip

} to accurately position the fastener-member that

is to be cut oS, then to actuate the gripper of
the carrier to cause it to grab and firmly hold
the projected fastener-member, and finally to
cut off the grabbed fastener-member and cause
the release of the auxiliary feed from the metal 5
strip. These last two actions of cut-off and re-
leasing the auxiliary feed take place about the
same time.
The carrier with the gripped fastener-member

moves away from press No. 4 Into position for 10
clamping the member upon the tape, and when
it reaches this position Ui the vertical transverse
plane of the beaded tape, the carriage which sup-
ports the tai>e folding mechanism is given a quick
movement toward the fastener-member which is 15
rigidly supported by the gripper with Its open
yoke presented forwardly. This movement car-
ries the beaded edge of the folded tape into the
open yoke of the fastener-member and. as the
movement is completed, the clencher bars clamp 20
the yoke of the fastener-member upon the beaded
edge of the tape or stringer.

These operations are repeated once for each
revolution of the machine, the successive fas-

tener-members being properly spaced upon the 2S
beaded tape or stringer by the mechanism de-
scribed including the step-by-step feed mecha-
nism. The required number of fastener-mem-
bers having been applied to the tape or stringer,

the mechanism for forming the fastener-mem- 30
bers is thrown out of action by the initiative

automatic control above described acting to
throw out the clutch upon the cam-shaft,—the
feed of the tape continuing while the production
and mounting of the fastener-members is dls- 35
continued,— there will be a blank portion of tape
succeeding a group of fastener-members. When
this blank part of the tape is of the desired pre-
determined length, the cam-shaft is again auto-
matically thrown into action to continue pro- 40
ductlon and mounting of the fastener-members,
this resumption of oi>eration of the cam-shaft
being effective through the initiative control In

the manner already explained. Following the
continued mounting of fastener-members upon 45
the tape the taps cut-off is actuated at the proper
moment to sever a blank portion of tape midway
between two groups of fastener-members and a
severed complete stringer is discharged by the
chute 618. This production of stringers that are 50
uniform in length, number of fastener-members
and their blank ends is continued automatically
by the machine until, as above explained with
reference to Figure 83 (Sheet 27) of the draw-
ings, the mechanical counter 726 has recorded 55
the required number of completed stringers when,
through the electrical controls explained. It will

automatically shut off the operation of the ma-
chine.

We claim:

—

CO

1. In a machine for making separable fastener
stringers, the combination with means for form-
ing a beaded carrier or stringer, of means as-

sociated therewith for clamping fastener-mem-
bers thereon. C5

2. In a machine for making separable fastener
stringers, the combination with means for form-
ing a two-ply beaded carrier or stringer, of means
associated therewith for clamping fastener-mem-
bers thereon. 70

3. In a machine for making separable fastener

stringers, the combination with means for form-
ing a continuous beaded carrier or stringer, of

means associated therewith for clamping fas-

tener-members thereon. 75
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4. In a machine for making separable fastener

trlngers. the combination with means for form-
ng a continuous beaded carrier or stringer, of

neans associated therewith for Intermittently
lamping fastener-members thereon, and means
ilso associated therewith for severing sections of

he stringer.

5. In a machine for making separable fastener

trlngers. the combination with means for form-
ng a continuous beaded carrier or stringer, and
ncans for Intermittently feeding said carrier

r stringer, of means associated with said forming
,nd feeding means for intermittently clamping
astener-members thereon.

6. In a machine for making separable fastener

trlngers, the combination with means for form-
ng a beaded carrier or stringer, of means as-

ociated with said carrier forming and fastener

lember forming means for forming fastener-

ieml)ers. and means for clamping fastener-

fiembers ujxjn the beaded carrier or stringer.

7. In a machine for making separable fastener

trlngers, the combination with means for sup-
lorting a carrier or stringer, of means for form-
ng an integrally connected series of partially

inished fastener-members including means for

orming separate mounting yokes extending
ransversely of the series, means for feeding said

astener-members. means for separating from the

erles and completing individual fastener-mem-
ers. means for supporting completed Individual

astener-members. and means for clamping fas-

ener-membars upon said carrier or stringer.

8. In a machine for making separable fastener

trlngers. the combination with means for form-
ig a beaded carrier or stringer, and means for

seding said carrier or stringer, of means as-

sciated with said carrier forming and feeding

leans for forming a connected series of partially

nlshed fastener-members, means for separating
rom the series and completing individual fas-

;ner-members. and means for clamping fas-

;ner-members upon the beaded carrier or
;ringer.

9. In a machine for making separable fastener
Iringers. the combination with means for form-
ig a beaded carrier or stringer, and means for

;eding said carrier or stringer, of means as-
jciated with said carrier forming and feeding
leans for forming a connected series of fas-

:ner-members, means for severing individual
lembers from said connected series, and means
3r clamping fastener-members upon the beaded
arrier or stringer.

10. In a machine for making separable fastener
Wringers, the combination with means for form-
ig a beaded carrier or stringer, of means assocl-

ted therewith for forming a connected series of
astener-members having oppositely presented
istenlng hooks and U-shaped mountin? yokes,
leans for severing individual members from the
snnected series, and means for clamping the
-shaped yokes of fastener-members upon the
eaded carrier or stringer.

11. In a machine for making separable fastener
;ringers. the combination of means for folding a
:bbon of flexible material into a two-ply carrier
r stringer having a thickened folded edge, with
leans for clamping individual interlocking ele-

lents at uniform intervals upon the thickened
5lded edge.
12. In a machine for making separable fastener

Tlngers, the combination of means for folding a
ibbon of flexible material into a two-ply carrier
r stringer having a thickened folded edge, with

means for forming individual Interlocking ele-

ments, and means for clamping the individual

interlocking elements at uniform Intervals upon
the thickened folded edge.

13. In a machine for making separable fastener 5
stringers, the combination of means for folding a
ribbon of flexible material Into a two-ply carrier

or stringer having a thickened folded edge, and
means for imparting a step-by-step feed to said
carrier or stringer, with means for forming a 10
connected series of fastener-members, means for

severing individual members from said connected
series, means supporting individual fastener-
members while they are applied to the carrier or
stringer, and means for clamping fastener- 16
members upon the thickened folded edge of the
carrier or stringer.

14. In a machine for making separable fastener
stringers, the combination with means for folding
a ribbon of flexible material into a two-ply carrier 20
or stringer having a four-ply folded edge, with
means for clamping Individual interlocking ele-
ments at uniform Intervals upon the four-ply
folded edge.

15. In a machine for making separable fastener 25
stringers, the combination with means for folding
a ribbon of flexible material into a two-ply carrier
or stringer having a four-ply folded edge, with
means for forming individual Interlocking ele-
ments having U-shaped mounting Jaws or yokes. 30
and means for clamping the Jaws or yokes of
said interlocking elements at uniform intervals
upon the four-ply folded edge.

16. Means for forming fastener-elements hav-
ing tape receiving Jaws, and means for firmly 35
supporting individual fastener-elements, in com-
bination with a carriage movable toward and
away from said element supporting means, means
for feeding a tape upan said carriage transversely
of said element supporting means, means for 40
forming a bead upon a tape, and means for
clamping the individual fastener-elements upon
the beaded edge of a tape.

17. Means for forming fastener-elements hav-
ing tape receiving jaws, and means for firmly 45
supporting Individual fastener-elements, in com-
bination with a carriage movable toward and
away from said element supporting means, tape
feeding means up3n said carriage for feeding
a tai>e transversely of said element supporting 50
means, means for forming a bead upon a tape,
means for clamping individual fastener-elements
upon the beaded edge of a tape, and means for
uniformly spacing the fastener-elements upon
a tape. 55

18. Means for forming fastener-elements hav-
ing tape receiving jaws, and means for support-
ing individual fastener-elements, in combination
with a carriage movable toward and away from
said element supporting means, means upon caid "0

carriage for supporting and feeding a tape trans-
versely of said element-cupporting means, means
for longitudinally folding a tape and forming a
bead upon Its folded edge, and means for clamp-
ing Individual fastener-elements upon the folded 65

beaded edge of a tape.

19. The combination of means for supporting a
fastener-element, with a tape carriage movable
toward and away from said supporting means,
taps folding mechanism mounted upon said car- VO

riage. mechanism to feed a tape at an angle to

the movement of said carriage, and means for

securing fastener-elements upon a tape.
20. The combination of means for supporting a

fastener-element, with a tape carriage movable 75
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toward and away from said supporting means,
means mounted upon said carriage for forming a

fastener retaining bead upon a tape, mechanism
to feed a tape at an angle to the movement of

said carriage, and means for securing fastener-

elements upon a tape.

21. The combination of means for supporting

a fastener-element, with a tape carriage movable
toward and away from said supporting means,
tape folding and bead forming mechanism
mounted upon said carriage, mechanism to feed

the tape at an angle to the movement of said

carriage, and means for securing fastener-ele-

ments upon a tape.

22. The combination of means for supporting

a fastener-element, with a tape carriage movable
toward and away from said supporting means,
tape folding and bead forming mechanism
mounted upon said carriage, mechanism to feed

the tape at an angle to the movement of said

carriage, and means for clamping individual fas-

tener-elements upon the folded beaded edge of

a tape.

23. The combination of means for forming a
connected series of fastener-members, means for

severing individual members from said connected
series, and means for supporting an individual

fastener-element, with a tape carriage movable
toward and away from said supporting means,
means mounted upon said carriage for forming a
folded plural ply fastener-retaining bead upon a

tape, mechanism to feed a tape upon said car-

riage, and means for securing fastener elements

upon a tape.

24. The combination of means for forming a
connected series of fastener-members, means for

severing individual members from said connected
series, and means for supporting an individual

fastener-element, with a tape carriage movable
toward and away from said supporting means,
means mounted upon said carriage for forming a
folded plural ply fastener-retaining bead upon a
tape, mechanism to feed a tape upon said car-

riage, means for securing fastener elements upon
a tape, and mechanism for cutting oft lengths

from a tape.

25. The combination of means for intermit-

tently feeding a flat blank strip, means acting

upon said strip for forming a succession of

fastener-elements including means for forming
separate mounting yokes in the plane of said

strip, means for severing successive fastener-

elements from said strip, means movable to-

ward and away from said fastener-elements

adapted to grip a fastener-element and move
it away, tape-supp>orting mechanism adapted to

intermittently move a carrier tape toward a
separately supported fastener-element, and
means for clamping fastener-elements upon a
carrier tape.

26. The combination of means for intermit-

tently feeding a flat blank strip, means acting

upon said strip for forming a succession of con-

nected fastener-elements having oppositely pre-

sented hooks Including means for forming sepa-

rate mounting yokes from said strip, means for

severing successive fsistener-elements from said

strip, a travelling gripper movable toward and
away from said fastener-elements adapted to

grip a fastener-element and move it away from
the strip as it is severed therefrom, tape-support-

ing mechanism adapted to intermittently move a
carrier tape toward and into the mounting yoke
of a separately supported fastener-element,

means for clamping fastener-elements upon the

carrier tape, and means for Intermittently feed-
ing the carrier tape.

27. The combination of means for intermit-
tently feeding a flat blank strip, means acting
upon said strip for forming a succession of con-
nected fastener-elements including means for
forming separate moimting yokes of the material
of said strip, means for severing successive fas-
tener-elements from said strip, a travelling grip-
per adapted to grip a fastener-element and
move it away from the strip as It is severed
therefrom, and tape-supporting mechanism
adapted to intermittently move a carrier tape
toward a separately supported fastener-element,
and means for clamping the fastener-element
upon the carrier tape.

28. The combination of means for support-
ing and feeding a flat blank strip, means act-
ing upon said blank strip for forming a succes-
sion of connected fastener-elements having U-
shaped clamping Jaws formed of the material of
said strip, means for severing successive fasten-
er-elements from said strip, and means for sup-
porting indllvdual fastener-elements while they
are applied to a carrier tape, with a carriage
reciprocating in the plane of the blank strip,

means for feeding the carrier tape upon said
carriage transversely of the blank strip, and
means upon said carriage for clamping a fasten-
er-element upon the carrier tape when the tape
Is moved by Its carriage into the U-shaped jaws
of a fastener-element.

29. In a machine of the character described,
the combination with means for forming a two-
ply flexible carrier or stringer with a thickened
edge, and means uniformly feeding said flexible

carrier or stringer, of means clamping fastener-

members in spaced relation upon the thickened
edge of said carrier or stringer, means supply-
ing fastener-members to said clamping means,
and means automatically arresting the supply of

fastener-members to said clamping means with-
out Interfering with the uniform feed of said

carrier or stringer.

30. In a machine of the character described,

the combination with means forming a beaded
carrier or stringer and means uniformly feed-

ing said carrier or stringer, of means clamping
fastener-members in spaced relation upon said

carrier or stringer, means supplying fastener-

members to said clamping means, and means
automatically arresting the supply of fastener-

members to said clamping means without inter-

fering with the uniform feed of said carrier or

stringer.

31. In a machine of the character described,

the combination with means uniformly feeding

a flexible carrier or stringer, and means for

clamping fastener-members upon said carrier or

stringer, of means for forming fastener-members,

means conveying fastener-members into position

to be clamped upon said carrier or stringer, and
means for arresting said fastener forming means
and said convej'lng means without interrupting

the feed of the carrier or stringer.

32. In a machine of the character described,

the combination with means for forming a flexi-

ble carrier or stringer, means uniformly feed-

ing said flexible carrier or stringer, and means
for clamping fastener-members upon said car-

rier or stringer, of means for forming a con-

nected series of fastener-members, means for

severing individual members from the connected

series, means for conveying fastener-members
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Qto position to be clamped upon said carrier or

trlnger, and means for arresting said forming,
everlng and conveying means without Interrupt-

Qg the feed of the carrier or stringer.

33. In a machine of the character described,

be combination with feeding means for a flezl-

ile carrier or stringer, means for conveying fas-
ener-members. means for clamping fastener-
aembers upon said carrier or stringer, power
riven mechanism for op>eratlng said carrier feed-

ag means and said fastener conveying means,
nd an automatically controlled clutch between
aid power mechanism and said fastener convey-
ig means, whereby the supply of fastener-mem-
ers can be arrested and the feed of the carrier

r stringer continued to produce blank porilons
hereon.
34. In a machine of the character described,

tie combination with feeding means for a flexi-

le carrier or stringer, means for forming fas-

»ner-members, means for conveying fastener-

lembers. and means for clamping fastener-mem-
ers upon said carrier or stringer, of power driv-

Q mechanism for operating said carrier feed-

ig means, said fastener forming means and said

istener conveying means, and an automatically

ontrolled clutch between said power mechanism
nd said fastener forming and conveying means,
hereby the supply of fastener-members can be

rrested and the feed of the carrier or stringer

ontlnued to produce blank portions thereon.

35. In a machine of the character described,

le combination with means for forming a flex-

)le carrier or stringer, feeding means for said

exlble carrier or stringer, means for forming
istener-members, means for conveying indlvld-

al fastener-members, and means for clamping
istener-members ujjon said carrier or stringer,

f power driven mechanism lor operating said

Eirrler forming and feeding means and said fas-

ter forming and conveying means, and an au-
>matlcally controlled clutch between said power
lechanlsm and said fastener forming and con-
eying means, whereby the supply of fastener-

lembers can be arrested and the forming and
ceding of the carrier or stringer continued to

roduce blank portions thereon.

36. In a machine of the character described,

le combination with feeding means for a flexible

irrier or stringer, means for forming fastener-

lembers, means for conveying individual fas-

sner-members, means for clamping fastener-

lembers upon said carrier or stringer, power
riven mechanism for operating said carrier feed-

ig means and said fastener forming and con-
eying means, and an automatically controlled

lutch between said power mechanism and said

istener forming and conveying means, where-
y the supply of fastener-members can be ar-

ssted and the feed of the carrier or stringer

3ntinued to produce blank portions thereon.

37. In a machine for malung separable fasten-

r stringers, the combination with means for

}rming a continuous connected strip of fasten-

r-members, including means for forming later-

Uy and oppositely projecting fastener hooks and
;parate pairs of U-shat>ed clamping jaws, means
3r severing Individual fastener-members from
tie strip, means for presenting individual sev-

red members with their U-shapied jaws in strlng-

r-receivtng position, means for moving a car-

ler or stringer into said U-shaped jaws, and
leans for clamping said jaws upon the carrier

r stringer.

38. In a machine for making separable fas-

tener stringers, the combination with means
for moving a metal strip-blank ctep-by-ctep
lengthwise, means for shaping said blank into

a connected series of fastener-members arranged
transversely of the blank, including means for 5
forming separate pairs of U-shat>ed jaws along
one edge and fastening hooks along the oppo-
site edge of the blank, means for severing indi-
vidual fastener-members from the strip, means
for conveying individual members from said 10
strip and presenting their U-shaped Jaws in
stringer receiving position, means for moving a
carrier or stringer into said U-shaped Jaws, and
means for clamping said Jaws upon the carrier
or stringer. 15

39. In a machine for making separable fas-
tener stringers, the combination with means for
feeding a flat metal strip-blank, of means acting
ut>on said blank to form a succession of con-
nected interlocking elements for slide fasteners, 20
and means for severing the connections between
Individual interlocking elements and forming
from the severed parts of said connections Inte-
gral riding lugs upon the separated interlocking
elements. 25

40. In a machine for making separable fas-
tener stringers, the combination with means for
feeding a flat metal strip-blank, of means act-
ing upon said blank to form a succession of con-
nected side by side Interlockiilfe elements for 30
slide fasteners having oppositely presented
mounting jaws and fastener-members, and
means for separating individual fastener-ele-
ments and forming thereon Integral riding lugs.

41. In a machine of the character described, 35
the combination with means for intermittently
feeding a metal strip-blank, of means acting
upon said blank to form a succession of con-
nected fastener-elements, buffing means oper-
ating Intermittently upon the connected series 40
of fastener-elements, and means for severing
the connections between Individual fastener-
elements.

42. In a machine of the character described,

the combination with means for intermittently 43
feeding a metal strip-blank, of means acting
upon said blank to form a succession of connect-
ed fastener-elements, a pivotally mounted frame
movable toward and away from said blank,
buffing wheels Joumalled In said frame, driving 60
means for said buffing wheels, means rocking
said frame, and means for severing the connec-
tions between individual fastener-elements.

43. In a machine of the character described,

the combination with means for Intermittently 55

feeding a metal strip-blank, of means acting
upon said blank to form a succession of connect-
ed fastener-elements having motmtlng jaws, a
carrier having an element grlpper, buffing means
operating Intermittently upon the connected 60

series of fastener-elements, means for severing

the connections between individual fastener-

elements, means suptwrting a flexible carrier

tape movable toward said element gripper, and
means for clamping elements upon said carrier 65

tape.

44. In a machine of the character described,

the combination with means for feeding a con-
nected series of fastener-elements, of an element
cut-off, an element grlpper, a pilot member 70

adapted to accurately position a fastener-ele-

ment with reference to the cut-off and gripper,

and means for actuating said pilot member, said

gripper, and said cut-oS to effect the gripping

of a cut-oS element. 70
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45. In a machine of the character described,

the combination with means for feeding a con-
nected series of fastener-elements, of an element
cut-oflf, an element grlpper, a pilot member

6 adapted to accurately position a fastener-ele-

ment with reference to the cut-off and grlpper,

and common operating means for successively

actuating said pilot member, said grlpper and
said cut-off to effect the gripping of a cut-off

10 element.
46. In a machine of the character described,

the combination with means for feeding a con-

nected series of fastener-elements, of an element

cut-off mechanism, an element grlpper mecha-
16 nlsm, a pilot member adapted to accurately po-

sition a fastener-element with reference to the

cut-off and grlpper mechanisms, and a recipro-

cating plunger adapted to operate said pilot

member and said grlpper and cut-off mecha-
20 nlsms.

47. In a machine of the character described,

the combination with means for feeding a con-

nected series of fastener-elements, of an ele-

ment cut-off mechanism, an element grlpper

25 mechanism, a pUot member adapted to accurate-

ly position a fastener-element with reference to

the cut-off and grlpper mechanisms, and a re-

ciprocating plunger adapted to successively op-

erate said pilot member, said grlpper mechanism
30 and said cut-off mechanism.

48. In a machine of the character described,

the combination with means for feeding a con-

nected series of fastener-elements, of an element
cut-off mechanism, an element grlpper mecha-

35 nism, an operating plunger carrying tappets

adapted to actuate said grlpper and cut-off

mechanisms, and a pilot member mounted upon
said plunger and adapted to engage the con-
nected series of fastener-elements when the

40 plunger moves to operate the grlpper and cut-off

mechanisms.
49. In a macliine of the character described,

the combination with means for feeding fastener-

elements, of a carriage having a lower fixed

15 grlpper member, a movable upper grlpper mem-
ber, and a latching device arranged to latch the

movable grlpper member in closed position.

50. In a machine of the character described,

the combination with means for feeding fas-

60 tener-elements, of a carriage having a lower

fixed gripper member, a movable upper gripper

member, a spring normally holding the mov-
able grlpper member open, and a latching de-

vice arranged to latch the movable grlpper mem-
55 ber against motion.

51. In a machine of the character described,

the combination with means for feeding fas-

tener-elements, of a carriage having a lower

fixed gripper member, a movable upper gripper

60 member, a spring acting upon said movable
gripper member, and a spring actuated latching

device arranged to latch the movable gripper

member in either open or closed position.

52. In a machine of the character described,

05 the combination with means for feeding fasten-

er-elements, of a carriage having a lower fixed

gripper member formed with a recessed face to

receive a fastener-element, and a movable grip-

per member pivoted upon the carriage adjacent

70 to said fixed member and formed with a pro-

jecting nose shaped to fit over a fastener-element

and clamp it against said recessed face of the

fixed gripper member.
53. In a machine of the character described,

76 the combination with means for feeding fasten-

er-elements, of a carriage having a lower fixed
gripper member formed with a recessed face to

receive a fastener-element, a movable grlpper
member pivoted upon the carriage adjacent to

said fixed member and formed with a projecting g
nose shaped to fit over a fastener-element and
clamp it against said recessed face of the fixed
gripper member, and a spring latch controlling
said movable gripper member.

54. In a machine of the character described, lo
the combination with means for feeding fasten-
er-elements, of a carriage having a lower fixed
gripper member formed with a recessed face to

receive a fastener-element, a movable gripper
member pivoted upon the carriage adjacent to 15
said fixed member and formed with a projecting
nose shaped to fit over a fastener-element and
clamp it against said recessed face of the fixed
grlpper member, a spring acting upon said mov-
able gripper member, and a latch controlling said 20
movable gripper memljer.

55. In a machine of the character described,
the combination with means for feeding fasten-
er-elements, of a carriage having a lower fixed
gripper member, an upper movable gripper mem-
ber pivoted upon the carriage and movable to-
ward and away from said fixed gripper mem-
ber, a latching lever pivoted upon said carriage
adjacent to said movable gripper member, said
latching lever being movable transversely of the
plane of movement of said movable gripper mem-
ber and adapted to frictionally engage a face of
said gripper member to yieldingly hold the grlp-
per open or to engage a rear edge of the mov-
able gripper member to firmly lock the gripper 351
closed upon a fastener-element.

56. In a machine of the character described,
the combination with means for feeding fasten-
er-elements, of a carriage having a fixed gripper
member, a movable gripper member pivoted upon 40
the carriage and movable toward and away from
said fixed gripper member, a latching lever pivot-

ed upon said carriage and movable into engage-
ment with said movable gripper member to firm-
ly locls the gripper closed upon a fastener-ele- 45
ment, and a timed tripping device to disengage
said latch from said movable grlpper member
for releasing it.

57. In a machine of the character described,

the combination with means for feeding fasten- 60
er-elements, of a carriage having a fixed gripper
member and a movable gripper member, a grip--

per latching lever pivoted upon said carriage
adjacent to said movable gripper member, a trip

lever upon the carriage controlling said latching 65
lever, and a power operated device periodically

thrown into engagement with said trip lever.

58. In a machine of the character described,

the combination with means for feeding a series

of connected fastener-elements, of the fixed and 60

movable cut-off members in the path of said

fastener elements, said movable cut-off member
being spring supported in its inactive or retract-

ed position, a gripper carriage having the coop>-

erating fixed gripper member and movable grip- 65

;

per member, said movable gripp>er member being
spring supported in its open iK>sition, and an op-
erating plunger adapted to act upK)n said mov-
able gripper member and said movable cut-off

member to grip an element severed from the 70'

series.

59. In a machine of the character described,

the combination with means for feeding a series

of connected fastener-elements, of fixed and
movable cut-off members in the path of said 75
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faatener-elementa, satd movable cut-off member
being spring supported, a grlpper carriage hav-

ing a fixed grlpper member and a movable grlp-

per member, said movable grlpper member being

5 spring supported, an operating plunger carrying

tappets adapted to act succeaslvely upon said

movable grlpper member and said movable cut-

off member to grip an element severed from the

series, and a pilot member mounted upon said

10 operating plunger and adapted to engage the

connected fastener-elements and accurately po-

sition an element with reference to the cut-off

and grlpper members.
60. In a machine of the character described,

15 the combination with means for feeding a con-

nected strip of fastener-elements Including a

pronged plate adapted to be moved Into and out

of engagement with said strip, of an element cut-

off mechanism, an element grlpper mechanism,

20 an operating plunger for actuating said grlpper

and cut-off mechanisms, a pilot member oper-

ated by said plunger adapted to accurately po-

sition a fastener-element with reference to the

cut-off and grlpper mechanisms, and means ac-

K tuated by said plunger for disengaging said

pronged feed plate from said strip of elements

when the pilot member is in action, and move
said jffonged feed plate Into engagement with

said strip when the pilot member is withdrawn.

M 61. In a machine for maUng separable fas-

tener stringers, the combination with means for

feeding a ribbon or tape, of means acting upon
said ribbon or tape to form thereon a thickened

bead, and means for securing individual inter-

im locking elements at uniform intervals upon said

thickened bead.

62. In a machine of the character described,

the combination with means for supporting and
feeding a ribbon or tape, of means acting upon

AQ said ribbon or tape to longitudinally fold a four-

ply thickened bead thereon, and means for se-

curing fastener-elements upon said thickened

bead.
63. In a machine of the character described,

45 the combination with means for supporting and
feeding a ribbon or tape, of means acting upon
said ribbon or tar>e to longitudinally fold a four-

ply thickened bead thereon, means for securing

fastener-elements upon said thickened bead, and

OQ mechanism for cutting off lengths of said beaded
ribbon or tape.

64. In a machine of the character described,

the combination with means for longitudinally

folding a ribbon or tape, of a pair of cooperating

65 bead forming members respectively grooved and
ribbed to act ujxsn the inner and outer faces of

the fold of a ribbon or tape to reverse the crown
of the fold and produce a thickened folded bead
and means for securing fastener elements upon

60 said bead.

65. In a machine of the character described,

the combination with means for longitudinally

folding a ribbon or tape, a pair of rollers formed
with concave peripheries freely Joumalled upon a

66 support projecting between the two-pUes of the
folded ribbon or tape, and a roller having a con-
vex periphery mounted outside of and adjacent
to the fold of the ribbon or tape and adapted to

press the crown of the fold into the concave pe-
70 rlpherles of said first-named pair of rollers, for

reversing the crown of the fold and producing an
Integral thickened bead or folded edge upon the
ribbon or tape, means for forming fastener-ele-
ments with open mounting jaws, means for pre-

75 senting the thickened or beaded edge of the fold-

ed tape In the open Jaws of said fastener-ele-
ments, and meanii for clamping the jaws of said
elements upon the tape.

66. In a machine of the character described,
the combination with means for longitudinally s
folding and beading a ribbon or tape, of Inter-

mittently acting feeding mechanism comprising
tape engaging grlpper bars movable toward each
other to gr!^ the tape and away from each otlier

to release the t&pe, and a pair of actuating cam- lo
bars having pin and slot engagement with said
grlpper bars, said cam-bars having limited rela-
tive movements upon said grlpper bars for mov-
ing them into and out of engagement with the
folded ribbon or tape, and further movements 15
with the grlpper bars to effect the feed of the tape.

67. In a machine of the character described,
the combination with means for longitudinally
folding and beading a ribbon or tape, of Intermit-
tently acting feeding mechanism comprising tape 20
engaging grlpper bars movable toward each other
to grip the tape and away from each other to re-
lease the tape, means for forming fastener-ele-
ments having mounting yokes, means for pre-
senting the beaded edge of the tape In the yokes 26
of said elements, plungers carrying clenching de-
vices adapted to clamp the yokes of elements upon
the tape, and a pair of actuating cam-bars having
pin and slot engagement with said grlpper bars,
and pin and slot engagement with the clencher 30
carrying plungers, said cam-bars having a limited
relative movement upon said grlpper bars and
said plungers for moving them into and out of
engagement with the tape, and movements with
the grlpper bars to cause the feed of the tape 35
when the grlpper bars are gripped thereon and to
retract the grlpper bars for a new grip upon
the tape when the gripper bars are free from the
tape.

68. In a machine of the character described, 40
the combination with means for longitudinally
folding and beading a ribbon or tape, of intermit-
tently acting feeding mechanism comprising tape
engaging grlpper bars movable toward each other
to grip the tape and away from each other to re- 45
lease the tape, plungers carrying clenching de-
vices adapted to clamp fastener-elements upon
the tape, a pair of actuating cam-bars having pin
and slot engagement with said gripper bars, and
pin and slot engagement with said clencher car- 50
rying plungers, said cam-bars having a limited
relative movement upon said grlpper bars and
clencher carrying plungers for moving them Into
and out of engagement with the tape, and auto-
matic latches carried by said cam-bars and en- 65
gaging parts upon said grlpper bars to cause the
grlpper bars to travel with the cam-bars.

69. In a machine of the character described,
the combination with means for longitudinally
folding and beading a ribbon or tape, of a pair of 60

tape feeding gripper bars, a pair of operating
cam-bars formed with oppositely arranged cam
slots in which engage anti-frlctlon rollers jour-
nalled upon said grlpper bars, and automatic
latches carried by said cam-bars and engaging 65
parts upon said grlpper bars, said latches caus-
ing the gripper bars to travel with the cam-bars
when they are in engagement and allowing rela-
tive motion when they are disengaged.

70. In a machine of the character described, 70

the combination with means for longitudinally
folding and beading a ribbon or tape, of a pair
of tape feeding grlpper bars, spring mechanism
operating upon said gripper bars, a pair of op-
erating cam-bars formed with oppositely ar- 75
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ranged cam slots In which engage antl-frlctlon

rollers Joumalled upon said grlpper bars, auto-

matic latches carried by said cam-bars and en-

gaging lugs upon said grlpper bars, said latches

i causing the grlpper bars to travel with the cam-
bars when they are In engagement, and means
for operating said cam-bars.

71. In a machine of the character described,

the combination with means for longitudinally

J fording a ribbon or tape, of means for feeding

said tape through the folding means, spring actu-

ated plungers operating transversely of the path
of the folded tape, each of said plungers being

formed at its inner end with spaced lugs adapted

I to fit over and gauge previously attached fasten-

er-elements, means for clamping fastener units

upon the folded edge of the tape in proper spaced
relation to the previously attached units, and
means for operating said plungers.

I 72. In a machine of the character described,

the combination with means for longitudinally

folding a ribbon or tape, of means for feeding

said tape through the folding means, spring ac-

tuated plungers operating transversely of the

i path of the folded tape, each of said plimgers

carrying clenching blades projecting inwardly

and adapted to clamp fastener units upon the

folded edge of the tape, and means for operat-

ing said plungers.

) 73. In a machine of the character described,

the combination with means for longitudinally

folding and beading a ribbon or tape, of means
for feeding said tape through the folding and
beading means, guldeways extending transverse-

( ly of the path of the folded tape, spring actuated
plungers operating in said guldeways, each of

said plungers being formed at its inner end with
spaced lugs adapted to fit over and gauge pre-

viously attached fastener-elements, auxiliary

I plungers mounted upon said main plungers,

clenching tools projecting inwardly from said

auxiliary plungers and adapted to clamp fas-

tener-elements upon the beaded folded edge of

the tape in proper spaced relation to the prevl-

( ously attached units, and means for operating
said plungers.

74. In a machine of the character described,

the combination with means for producing a
flexible carrier tape or stringer, means for feed-

I ing said stringer, and means for presenting fas-

tener-elements in position to be c'amped upon
the stringer, of slotted main plungers operating
transversely of the path of the stringer toward
and away from each other, each main plunger be-

> ing formed at its inner end with spaced gauging
lugs to fit over previously attached fastener-ele-

ments, auxiliary plungers sliding in guidways of

said main plungers, clenching tools mounted upon
said auxiliary plungers adapted to clamp fas-

• tener-elements upon said flexible stringer, a pair

of operating cam-bars formed with oppositely

arranged cam slots, the said cam-bars extending
through said slotted main plungers, and anti-

friction rollers joumalled upon said auxiliary
i plungers and engaging the cam slots of said cam-

bars.

75. In a machine of the character described,

the combination with means for producing a flex-

ible carrier tape or stringer, means for feeding
> said stringer, and means for presenting fastener-

elements in position to be clamped upon the

stringer, of vertically slotted guldeways extend-

ing transversely of the path of the stringer, lon-

gitudinally slotted main plungers operating in

i said guldeways toward and away from each

other, each main plunger being formed at Its In-
ner end with spaced gauging lugs to fit over previ-
ously attached fastener-elements, auxiliary plung-
ers mounted on said main plungers and having
llml*ed sliding movement thereon, clenching tools -is

upon said auxiliary plungers adapted to clamp
fastener-elements upon said flexible stringer, a
pair of operating cam-bars formed with oppo-
sitely arranged cam slots, the said cam-bars ex-
tending through the guide slots of said guide- lo
ways and said main plungers, and antl-frictlon
rollers Joumalled upon said auxiliary plungers
and engaging the cam slots of said cam-bars.

76. In a machine of the character described,
the combination with means for producing a flex- i j
Ible carrier tape or stringer, means for feeding
said stringer, and means for presenting fastener-
elements in position to be clamped upon the
stringer, of slotted guldeways extending trans-
versely of the path of the stringer, longitudinal- 20
ly slotted and channeled main plungers operat-
ing in said guldeways toward and away from
each other, springs engaging said main plungers
and yieldingly urging them inwardly, each main
plunger being formed at its inner end with spaced 2d
gauging lugs to flt over previously attached fas-
tener-elements, auxiliary plungers mounted in
the longitudinal channelled guldeways of said
main plungers and having limited sliding move-
ment therein, clenching tools upon said auxll- 30

iary plungers adapted to clamp fastener-elements
ujwn said flexible stringer, a pair of operating
cam-bars formed with oppositely arranged cam
slots, the said cam-bars extending through the
guide slots of said guldeways and said main S.T

plungers, antl-frictlon rollers Joumalled upon
said auxiliary plungers and engaging the cam

'

slots of said cam-bars, and means for recipro-

cating said cam-bars.
77. In a machine of the character described, 40

the combination with mechanism for producing
fastener-elements, mechanism for presenting fas-

tener-elements in position for mounting upon
flexible stringers, mechanism for producing flex-

ible stringers, and mechanism for clamping fas- 45
tener-elements upon flexible stringers, of means
actuated by the operation of said machine for

automatically controlling the operation of said
mechanisms.

78. In a machine of the character described, 00
the combination with mechanism for producing
fastener-elements, mechanism for presenting
fastener-elements in position for mounting upon
flexible stringers, mechanism for producing a
continuous flexible stringer, mechanism for 55
clamping fastener-elements upon flexible string-

ers, and mechanism for cutting off lengths of

said stringer, of means actuated by the op)era-

tion of said machine for automatically control-

ling the operation of said mechanisms. oo
79. In a machine of the character described,

the combination of means for producing fas-

tener-elements, means for producing flexible

stringers and mounting said fastener-elements

thereon, and a divided power driving mechanism C5
Including a clutch, a magnetic control for said

PHDwer mechanism, a second magnetic control for

said clutch, and automatic means operated by
the machine for throwing said controls into ac-

tion. 70
80. In a machine of the character described,

the combination with a power shaft, a cam shaft

driven from said power shaft, a clutch arranged
between said power shaft and said cam shaft,

mechanism operated by said cam shaft for pro- ;«
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ducing fastener-elements, mechanisms operated
by said power shaft for producing flexible string-

ers and mounting fastener-elements upon said

stringers, a counter controlled throw-out mecha-

e nlsm for said power shaft, and machine operated
automatic controls for said clutch.

81. In a machine of the character described,

the combination with a power shaft, a cam shaft
driven from said power shaft, an automatic clutch

10 arranged between said power shaft and said cam
shaft, mechanisms operated by said cam shaft

for producing fastener-elements and conveying
them to a position for mounting upon a stringer,

mechanisms operated by said power shaft for

15 producing a continuous flexible stringer, feeding
said stringer and mounting fastener-elements
upon said stringer, automatic Intermittently act-

ing mechanism for cutting off sections of said

continuous stringer having mounted fastener-

20 elements, a counter operated by the machine,
throw-out mechanism for said power shaft actu-
ated by said counter, and machine operated auto-
matic controls for said clutch.

82. In a machine of the character described,

25 the combination with a power shaft, a cam shaft
driven from said p>ower shaft, an automatic clutch
arranged between said power shaft and said cam
shaft, mechanism operated by said cam shaft
for producing fastener-elements and conveying

30 them into position for mounting upon the flexi-

ble stringer, mechanisms operated by said power
shaft for producing a continuous flexible stringer,

feeding said stringer and mounting fastener-
elements upon said stringer, electro-magnetically

86 operated shears for cutting off sections of said
stringer carrymg mounted fastener-elements, a
counter operated by a regularly acting part of
the machine, electro-magnetic throw-out mech-
anism for said power shaft under the control of

40 said counter, electro-magnetic controls for said
clutch, and automatic circuit controlling mecha-
nism operated by the machine and in circuit with
the shears magnet and the clutch magnetic con-
trols.

46 83. In a machine of the class described, the
combination with means for feeding a continu-
ous flexible stringer and means for applying fas-
tener elements along the edge of said stringer in
closely spaced relation, of means for periodically

60 Increasing the spacing to group the elements on
the stringer, and electrical devices for controlling
said last named means including circuit control
mechanism operated by the machine.

84. In a machine of the class described, the
66 combination with intermittently operating step-

wise feeding means for feeding a continuous flex-

ible stringer, and means for applying fastener
elements along the edge of said stringer in closely
spaced relation, of means for periodically in-

60 creasing the amount of stringer feed between suc-
cessive elements on said stringer to group the ele-

ments on the stringer, and electrical devices for
controlling said last named means including cir-

cuit control mechanism operated by the machine.
65 85. In a machine of the class described, the

combination with means for feeding a contin-

uous flexible stringer, and means for applying
fastener elements along the edge of said stringer
in closely sF>aced relation, of means for perlodl-

70 cally interrupting the operation of said applying
means without interrupting the operation of said

feeding means, and electrical devices for con-
trolling said interrupting means Including cir-

cuit control mechanism operated by the machine.
75 86. In a machine of the class described, the

combination with means for feeding a continu-

ous flexible stringer and means for applying fas-

tener elements along the edge of said stringer In

closely spaced relation, of propelling means for

said applying means Including a clutch, a sole- g
nold for disengaging said clutch, an electrical

circuit Including said solenoid and a source of

electrical energy, and means for controlling said

circuit responsive to a predetermined number of

operations of said machine for disengaging said lo
clutch and thereby periodically increasing the

spacing between elements to group the elements
on the stringer.

87. In a machine of the class described, the
combination with means for feeding a contlnu- 15

ous flexible stringer and means for applying fas-

tener elements along the edge of said stringer in

grouped relation, of cut-off shears operated auto-
matically by the machine for severing said string-

er between groups of elements. 20
88. In a machine of the class described, the

combination with means for feeding a continu-
ous flexible stringer, means for feeding fastener
elements each having spaced apart Jaws at one
end, and means for placing said jaws astride the 25

edge of said stringer, reciproactlng clenching
tools operable on opposite sides of said stringer

to clench said jaws on the edge of said stringer,

and reciprocable gauging lugs adapted to engage
over previous attached fastener elements where- SO

by the element being clenched on Is properly
spaced from the attached elements.

89. The method of forming separable fastener
members of the typ>e having separated U-shap)e
clamping jaws at one end, interlocking means M
at the other end, and riding lugs projecting lat-

erally from the member between said interlock-

ing means and jaws, which comprises feeding a
flat metal strip, blanking out from said strip a
succession of fastener elements with the mount- 40

Ing jaws and interlocking end at least partially

formed, said fastener members being Integrally

connected side by side by portions of said flat

strip, and cutting said members apart at said in-

tegral connections and leaving enough of said 46

Integral connections to form said riding lugs.

90. The method of forming separable fastener

members of the kind having separated compress-
ible jaws at one end and interlocking devices at

the other end, which comprises feeding a flat 50

strip of metal equal in width to the overall length

of said fastener members, cutting out portions of

said strip at the sides of said fastener members
and between the jaw portions, leaving a portion

of the strip connecting said fastener members 56

in side by side relation, and finally severing the
strip between said fastener members.

91. In a machine for making seimrable fastener

stringers, the combination with means for form-
ing a beaded fabric tape and for temporarily '^

holding the bead formation on said tape, of means
for supplying fastener members and means for

clamping said fastener members around said

beaded edge, whereby said bead Is held perma-
nently to form.

92. In a machine for making separable fas-

tener stringers, the combination with means for

guiding a flat tape, folding devices for folding a
portion of said flat tape to form a beaded edge

and for temporarily holding the tape in such '"

folded shap>e, means for supplying fastener mem-
bers to said beaded edge, and means for clamping
said members around said edge whereby the same
is held permanently In folded shape

06

93. In a machine for making separable fas-
76
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tener stringers, the combination of means for

folding a ribbon of flexible material Into a two-
ply carrier or stringer, with means for clamping
Individual Interlocking elements to the folded

edge at imUorm intervals.

94. In a machine for making separable fas-

tener stringers, the combination of means for

folding a ribbon of flexible material into a beaded

two-ply cMrler or stringer, with means for clamp-
ing Individual Interlocking elements to the folded

edge at uniform intervals.

95. In a machine for making separable fas-

tener stringers, the combination with means for

longitudinally folding a ribbon or tape, of means
acting upon said folded ribbon or tape to form
a thickened folded bead, and means for attach-

ing Individual Interlocking elements at uniform
intervals upon said bead.

96. A ribbon-like strip of thin sheet material

having sections cut out along one edge to form
mounting jaws of slide fastener members, and
sections cut out along the other edge to form
spaced portions, said mounting jaws being wholly

disposed in the plane of the original flat strip,

said spaced portions each being formed to provide

the interlocking means of a slide fastener mem-
ber, said members so formed being Integrally con-

nected by severable portions of the strip.

97. A single piece of material presenting in plan

view a plurality of Y-shaped outlines represent-

ing the Y-shaped external contoiu-s of Integrally

connected slide fastener members each member
having spaced apart jaws at one end and an in-

terlocking projection and recess at the other end.

98. The method of forming slide fastener mem-
bers of the class described which consists of op-

erating on a single piece of material to form a
plurality of Integrally connected elements pre-

senting In plan view a plurality of Y-shaped out-

lines each representing the Y-shaped external

outline of a slide fastener member with spaced

apart jaws on one end of each element and Inter-

locking means on the other end, and separating

one element from another to form individual slide

fastener members.
99. The method of forming slide fastener mem-

bers of the class described which consists of cut-

ting away portions from a flat piece of material

leaving an Integrally connected series of elements

each having substantially the Y-shaped external

outline of a slide fastener member with spaced

apart jaws at one end, forming interlocking

means on each element at the other end while

the elements are connected, and finally separat-

ing one member from another.
100. The method of forming slide fastener

members of the class described which consists

of cutting away portions from a flat elongated 6

strip of material to leave an Integrally connected
series of elements having substantially the Y-
shaped external outUne of slide fastener elements
extending transversely of the strip, forming Inter-

locking means on said elements while connected 10*

In the strip and flnally separating one member
from another.

101. The method of forming slide fastener

members of the class described which consists of

forming a pliuallty of connected fastener mem- 16

bers presenting in plan view a plurality of Y-
shaped outlines each representing the Y-shaped
external outline of a slide fastener member, with
spaced apart jaws on one end of each member
and interlocking means on the other end, with 20

the major portion of the exterior edges of said

members exposed, operating on said exterior

edges for smoothing the same, and then separat-

ing one member from another to form individual

slide fastener members. 23

102. The method of forming separable fastener

members of the kind having separated compress-
ible jaws at one end and interlocking devices at

the other end, which comprises feeding a flat

strip of metal equal in width to the overall length S"

of said fastener members, cutting out portions

of said strip at the sides of said fastener mem-
bers and between the jaw portions, leaving a por-
tion of the strip connecting said fastener mem-
bers In side by side relation, and leaving the major 30

portion of the exterior edges of said fastener

members exposed, operating on said exposed edges
for smoothing the same, and flnally severing the
strip between said fastener members.

103. In a machine for making separable fas- 40

tener stringers, the combination with means for

supporting a carrier or stringer, of means for

forming an integrally connected series of partially

flnlshed fastener members Including means for

forming separate moimting yokes, means for 40

feeding said fastener members, means tar sepa-

rating from the series and completing Individual

fsistener members, means for supporting com-
pleted individual fastener members, and means
for clamping fastener members upon said carrier 60

or stringer.

EDWARD H. BINNS.
WILLIAM A. DE HART.
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The present Invention relates to the automatic
production of slide fasteners and pertains more
particularly to a machine and method for form-
ing the fastener elements and for assembling
them upon a tape.

The invention is characte»-ized by its simplic-

ity, production economy, and efflclency of ojjer-

ation, entailing the production of the fastener
elements from a strip of metal and the guiding
of the same to the point of application to a tape
upon which they are fastened.

It is an object of the invention to provide ap-
paratus whereby the elements produced thereby
are directed to the point where they are applied

to the tape by displacement of said elements suc-

cessively in a guide track. More simply stated

the Invention contemplates apparatus having a

giilde track for receiving the elements as they
are formed at one end of said track to cause dis-

placement of the elements at the other end of

said track, and at the latter point to be afilxed

to a tape.

In order to use a strip of metal of the narrow-
est commensurate width for the purposes of

economy, the invention further contemplates
forming the elements in the shape and form
which they assume on the tape, providing means
in the guide track for spreading the elements so
they may be readily associated with the tape and
then restoring the elements to their initial shape
as they are clamped upon the tape.

The Invention also contemplates novel means
for clamping the elements upon the tajje and In-

cludes, among other novel features, the provi-

sion of means for stripping the elements from the
element forming punch, and the provision of

means for chopping up the scrap of the strip

from which the elements are formed and dispKJs-

ing of the same.
The foregoing and other objects, features and

advantages of the invention will be more clearly

evident from the following detailed specification

describing the invention.

The accompanying drawings, forming the basis

for the specification, illustrate, in an exemplary
manner, a machine incorporating the inventive

concept and by means of which the present novel
method may be practiced.

In the drawings:

Pig. 1 is a top plan view of a machine Incorpo-
rating the features of the invention, the ram
thereof being omitted and the punch members
thereof being shown in cross-section;

Fig. 2 is a vertical sectional view as taken on
line 2—2 of Pig. 1;
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Fig. 3 is a plan view of a strip showing its

condition as moving through the machine;
fMg. 4 Is a fragmentary detail vertical sectional

view showing the entering end of the fastener

element guide track;
Figs. 5, 6 and 7 are respectively detail sec-

tional views as taken on lines S—5, 6—6 and 7—

1

of Pig. 4;

Pig. 8 is a fragmentary cross-sectional view
as taken in the plane of line 8—8 of Fig. 4;

I*igs. 9 and 11 are fragmentary detail sectional

views of the exit end of the guide track and show-
ing respective stages of operation;

Pigs. 10 and 12 are fragmentary plan views of
Figs. 9 and 11, respectively;

Pig. 13 is a vertical cross-sectional view of the
track members showing the guide track therein.

In the preferred embodiment of the Invention
which is illustrated, the drives for the various
operating portions of the machine have been
omitted In-as-much as these drives may be con-
ventional and are not necessary for understand-
ing the structure and mode of operation.

The machine is preferably arranged upon a
horizontal support 15 from which the vertical

pilot studs 1 6 project upwardly to hold the gtilde

17 for the ram or pimch 18. The latter may be
reciprocated in the usual manner as by one rev-
olution clutch means.
Upon the suppwrt 15 there are arranged mem-

bers 19 which form a guide for a metal strip 21
from which the fastener elements are punched.
This strip may be intermittently fed through said
guide in uniform increments as by means of the
feed rolls 21 in timed synchronous relation with
the movement of the punch in any well-known
manner.
As illustrated in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 the ram 18 is

preferably provided with a tool 22 for forming
the prong of the fastener element: with a tool

21 for punching out the slit of said element; and
with a tool 24 for severing the element from said
strip. It will be noted that the operations per-
formed by these three tools are simultaneous so
that with each operation of the punch and with a
commensurate feed of the metal strip 20, a fas-
tener element is formed although three stages of

operation have been employed to form said ele-

ment. In order to accommodate the prong 25
after formation by the tool 22 the lower of the
members 19 is recessed as at 26 so that feed of

the strip 20 is not Interferred with. The punch-
ing 27 which leaves the slit In the element may
fall away as through a passage 28 formed in the
support 19.
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As seen In Pig. 3, when the elements have been
severed from the strip, said strip Is disposed of

by chopping up the scrap as by means of a knife
29 having shearing engagement with the edge
30 of the lower member 19. These chopped 5

pieces 31 of the strip are disposed of by means
of an air Jet 32 which blows them into a dis-

posal passage 33 confined by the walls 34.

The punching tool 24 operates within a cavity
35 formed in the lower of the members 19. In- 10

asmuch as It is necessary to strip the element
away from said punch so as not to be pulled
upward thereby during the recovery movement
of the ram, means are provided as shown in

Fig. 8 for frictionally engaging edge portions of ig
the element to hold the same while the punch
retracts.

As illustrated, this means preferably comprises
the detents 36 urged, as by means of the springs

37, inwardly toward each other to clamp the 20
element 38 therebetween. With each operation
of the pimch a new element is formed and serves

to displace the preceding element as it becomes
positioned between the detents 36.

The machine is provided with a passage 39 25
through which is intermittently moved a tape
40 upon which the elements 38 are to be mount-
ed. Although not illustrated any suitable man-
ner of moving the tape in the direction of the
arrow and in an intermittent manner may be 30
employed.

It is desired to transfer the elements 38 from
their position beneath the punch 24 to an asso-

ciated position with the tap)e 40 so that said

elements may be clamped to said tape. In the 35

present instance the means employed for this

purpose preferably comprises an arcuate sub-
stantially semi-circular guide track 41 which is

formed within the adjacent blocks 42 held in

fixed supported relation on support 15. 40

It is evident from the above that as an element
is formed by the punch 24 and urged thereby to

a position between the detents 36, displacement
of all of the elements forming a column and
being in contact with one another within the !•'>

giiide track 41 occurs.

Thus, as a new element is formed, the element
of the said column nearest the exit of the guide
track is projected upwardly out of said guide

track. This mode of feed occurs successively with ^50

each reciprocation of the ram 18.

In order to obviate accidental dearrangement
of the elements within the guide track 41 it

is preferred to position a stringer 43 within said

track and having cooperative association with ''*

the slots formed in the elements 38.

Although the elements may be punched from
the strip 20 in a spread condition so as to be

ready for association with the tape and par-

ticularly with the bead thereof, it is preferred 6"

to form said elements in their closed or con-

tracted condition so that a narrower strip 20

may be employed to effect a saving in the cost

thereof. Since in their contracted condition the
^^^

elements cannot be mounted upon the tape, it

becomes necessary to spread them. For this

purpose the stringer 43, at any desired portion

of the guide track 4 1 , is formed with the opposed

cam surfaces 44. It is readily apparent that, 70

as the elements progress in close contact with

one another through the guide track, these cam
surfaces wedge the elements apart from the

condition shown in Fig. 5 to that shown in Pig. 7

where they are in tape mounting condition. 75

The guide track, of course. Is designed to accom-
modate the spreading of the elements.
In order to control and definitely position tfye

element which is being displaced from the guide
track, a member 45 acted upon by a cam 41
carried by the ram, is moved to overstandlng
relation to said element and thus serves as a
stop therefor. A finger 41 on the member 41
serves this purpose. When the ram is retracted,
means, such as a spring 48, serves to move the
finger 47 out of the mentioned overstandlng re-
lation with the ejected element.
While the ejected element is held as above de-

scribed, it is clamped to the tape 40 as by means
of clamp members 49. This condition is shown
in Pigs. 9 and 10. After the clamping action
has occurred the finger 47 and the clamping
members 49 are moved from engaging relation
with the clamped element so that the tape 41
may be fed as hereinbefore indicated. After
this movement of the tape the finger 47 Is again
moved to overstandlng position with respect to
the next ejected element and subsequently there-
after the clamping members 49 are operated to
clamp said next element to the tape. In this
manner the elements moved through the guide
track are successively clamped to the tape 40.

The clamping members 49 may be operated Ini

any suitable manner. For instance, they may
be mounted upon slides 50 movable by cam
means 51 through the mediimi of levers 52, the
springs 53 serving to retract the clamping mem-
bers, whereas the cam means 51 serve to control
them during their clamping movement.

It will be particularly noted that no moving
parts have been employed to effect the transfer
of the elements from the punch to the tape, the
transfer being effected by successive and pro-
gressive displacement of the elements as they
are being formed. It is evident then that a
particular characteristic of the machine is its

simplicity and that its eflBciency is high inas-
much as there is little likelihood of disarrange-
ment of the operating parts.

While the machine has been described in con-
siderable detail and with respect to an embodi-
ment thereof which is at present preferred, it

should be understood that the principles dis-

closed herein may as readily be practiced in

embodiments thereof which may vary in detail

from that disclosed.

It is intended, therefore, that the spirit and
scope of the invention as claimed be not unduly
limited by the present disclosure.

Having thus described the Invention what is

claimed as new and desired to be secured by
Letters Patent, is:

1. A machine of the character described com-
prising means for forming fastener elements,
said means including a punch for severing said

elements from a strip of metal fed to said ma-
chine, means for stripping the elements from
said punch comprising spring urged members
arranged in spaced opposed relation and having
frictional engagement with opposite lateral por-

tions of said elements, track means for guiding

said elements to a tape for mounting thereon,

said elements contacting each other in said track

means and being progressively displaced by at

least one succeeding element severed by said

punch to move another of said elements out of

said track, and means for clamping each element
1

to said tape as it leaves the track.

2. In a machine of the character described

guide means for fastener elements, means for



i ving said elements, said guide means comprls-
ag a curved channeled track, and means pro-
tecting Into said track for gradually spreading
iie elements Into tape associating condition dur-
xkg movement thereof along said track. S

3. In a machine of the character described

neans for receiving fastener elements and guld-

Dg the same to a tape, means for moving said

ilements In said first mentioned means and
neans provided with opposed cam surfaces 10

Ixedly disposed within the first mentioned means
.'or gradually spreading the elements Into tape
issoclatlng condition during movcmo' t thereof

n sRld first mentioned means.
4. A machine of the character described com- 15

prising means for feeding fastener elements, guide
noans for receiving and directing said elements
.'rom said feeding means and provided with an
riot and an outlet, the respective contours of

said Inlet and said outlet being disposed In 20
jpposed direction, and a tape adapted to be In-

:#rinlttently moved and to which said elements
are to be attachec*. said tape being positioned
idjacent said outlet, said elements being fed
:h rough said Inlet into said guide means and 23
Xing movable therealong by succeeding elements
fed by said feeding means whereby an element
discharged from, said guide means at said outlet

,s presented in proper associative relation with
(aid tape and moved in the direction of the move- 30
nent of the tape for engagement with said tape.

5. In a machine of the character described
tu\ ing means for feeding fastener elements and
i tape adapted to be intermittently moved for

moimtlng thereon fed fastener elements In 33
spaced apart relation; said feeding means com-
prising guide means positioned adjacent said

ape, said guide means being provided with an
Diet and an outlet and being adapted to receive

Uhereln a column of fastener elements succes- 40
ilvely arranged and extending In contact with
one another from said inlet to said outlet, and
jieans provided with opposed cam surfaces pro-
jecting In said guide means for gradually spread-
ing said elements Into tape associating condition, 45
whereby upon feeding an element through said
Inlet to said colimin said colimin will be displaced

uch maimer that an element thereof posl-
. 'd ad.iacent said outlet Is moved in the dlrec-

r. of said Intermittently moved tape for engage- 60
I: nt with said tape.

*' In a ma'hln© of the character described

having means for feeding fastener elements to

a tape to be intermittently moved for mounting
thereon said fastener elements In spaced apart
relation; said means comprising curved guide
means for said fastener elements, said guide
means being provided with an inlet and an out-
let and being adapted to receive a column of

fastener elements therein extending successively

and In contact with one anottu: from said Inlet

to said outlet, the outlet of said curved guide
means being positioned In such manner with re-

spect to said inlet as to present elements adjacent
said Inlet and adjacent said outlet In opposed
positions, an element adjacent said outlet astrld-

ing said tape for engagement with the tap>e upon
feeding an element to said column through said
inlet whereby said column Is displaced.

7. The method of producing element bearing
fastener tapes wldch consists In severing the ele-

ments successively from a strip of metal, each
element having the shape and contour which It

assumes when mounted on a tape, feeding said

elements singly Into a guide chute so that each
element displaces the preceding element in con-
tact therewith, whereby the elements are suc-
cessively moved out of said guide chute, gradually
spreading the elements into tape associating con-
ditloii during their movement through said chute,

and clamping each spread element to the fastener
tape as said element comes out of said chute.

8. In the herein disclosed method, the step of

displacing a stack of fastener elements trans-
versely dlsr>osed in curved guide means as each
element is formed and Joins said stack, and the
further step of gradually spreading the elements
of said stack during their displacement length-

wise and out of said guide means from contracted
to tape associating condition.

9. In a machine of the character described,

stamping means for forming fastener elements,
means for clamping the fastener elements on a
tape, means for feeding the fastener elements
from the forming means to the clamping means,
said feeding means comprising a tubular guide
having a passage corresponding to the shape of

the fastener elements and Interconnecting the
stamping means and clamping means, said guide

being slitted at a location adjacent said clamp-
ing means to bring the tape into contact with
fastener elements at said location.

FRED R. TABERLETT.
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This invention relates to the manufacture of

slide fasteners.

The primary object of my invention Is to gen-
erally improve the manufacture of slide fasten-

8 ers. and more particularly, to simplify, cheapen,
and speed up the manufacture of the same.

Practical commercially-used methods of mak-
ing slide fasteners may be generally sub-divided
into methods using two machines, the elements

10 being made in one machine and mounted on the
tape by another: and methods using a single ma-
chine in which the elements are both manufac-
tured and attached to the tape. With two ma-
chines it has heretofore been necessary to hop-

" per the loose elements in order to arrange the
same in uniform position. This difficulty is avoid-
ed when the elements are made and attached in

a single machine, but then the apparatus is less

flexible for meeting varied commercial require-
20 ments. This is so because with two machines it

is possible to manufacture and store up a sup-
ply of elements and to later mount the same on
tapes in accordance with orders received, thus
accommodating requirements which vary from

26 day to day as regards stringer length, tape color,

tape quality, and so on. At the same time, the
manufacture of the elements in the first machine
is facilitated because the machine may be run
at best speed for making the elements without

30 regard to the speed at which the elements may
be mounted on the tape, and the tools for mak-
ing the elements may be replaced or sharpened
or repaired whenever necessary, without inter-
fering with the operation of the second machine.

35 Moreover the first ^^chlne may operate continu-
ously, without the nftmerous Interruptions which
occur in the second machine, particularly for

spacing between stringers.

One object of my Invention is to overcome the
40 disadvantages of both the single and double ma-

chine systems of the prior art, while retaining
the advantages of each. For this purpose, I

form a connected series of embryo elements from
wire or like continuous stock. The embryo ele-

45 ments themselves form a continuous wire, and
this "element wire" is a true step product which
is reeled and stored in lengths of a mile or more.
The reel may be unreeled and fed to a separate
machine for merely severing the elements and at-

50 tachlng the same to the tape. In this way, the
advantages of using two machines may be ob-
tained without necessitating handling and hop-
pering of loose elements.

Still another object of my invention Is to
56 make possible the use of simple round wire

stock, thus minimizing the cost of the raw ma-
terial, and a further object is to reduce the
amount of scrap or waste of stock. Both of these
factors contribute to lower the cost of manufac-
ture of the slide fastener. 6

A further object of my invention is to obtain
elements of uniform pitch, despite variations In

the diameter, hardness, and "flowabllity" or or-
dinary commercial round wire stock. The round
wire stock is not merely punched, but is pressed 10.

and deformed into a wholly new shape. If these
elements are formed by successive reciproca-
tions of a press, the speed of operation is slow,

and an even more Important difficulty arises be-
cause of irregularity in the pitch of the elements. **

It is very difficult to obtain uniform feed of the
wire, and changes in pitch occur even with a uni-
form feed, because during its extensive deforma-
tion the material undergoes a substantial stretch
or elongation, but this elongation may vary due ***

to changes in either the diameter or hardness of

the original round wire. This results in changes
in the pitch or/and length of the elements, and
such changes produce irregularities in the slide

fastener which spoil the desired smooth, sliding 2*

action of the sUder, and in extreme cases, tnay
altogether prevent operation.

One primary object of my invention is to over-
come this difficulty and to produce an element
wire of uniform pitch. A further object of my 'ft.

invention is to greatly Incresise the speed of

manufacture of the embryo fastener elements.
These objects I fulfill by pressing and deform-
ing the smooth round wire into the desired se-

ries of embryo elements by running the wire ^
between rapidly rotating pressure rolls which are
shaped negatively to the desired configuration of

the embryo fastener elements. The wire is roUed
to desired shape in a single passage through a
special form of rolling mill. The rolling process 40

insures uniform pitch, and any variations In

hardness and diameter of the original wire mani-
fest themselves as changes in the cross section

rather than changes in the length of the elements
in the rolled wire. 46

The embryo elements are formed with spread
or divergent jaws. In accordance with my inven-
tion as applied to the specific form of fastener
element disclosed herein, the jaws are unconfined
at the outside, thus accommodating the chsinges ^
in wire section. Moreover, there is the advan-
tage of leaving the outside of the Jaws in smooth,
unmarred, and rounded 8ha[>e. However, it is

convenient to have the over-all or maximum
breadth of the element wire constant, and to ac- B6
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complish this Is still another object of my inven-
tion. This is done by leaving the jaws uncon-
flned except at the side where they are furthest
apart. Ample' room is provided in the roll for
flow of excess metal, and changes in cross sec-
tion occur, but the maximum width, at the side
of the jaws, is held within a desired tolerance.
The shape of the element wire Is complex, and

the impressions to be formed therein are relative-
ly deep. Moreover, the necessary mutilation of
the wire is so great that the wire is greatly elon-
gated as it is pressed to shape, this elongation
being, say, one-third, for the specific form of
element wire disclosed herein, that is, the length
3f a reel of this specific element wire is approx-
imately one-third greater than the length of the
reel of uniform wire from which it was made. It
is therefore di£Bcult to obtain clean accurate
shaping of the wire when rolling the same. I
iiave found that the desired result may be at-
»ined by using pressxire rolls of very small di-
ameter. More specifically, the pressure rolls

should be less than two inches in diameter, and
[ prefer and recommend rolls which are only
ibout one inch in diameter.
While this may be considered an empirical dls-

:overy without regard to theory, I believe that
)ne main advantage of the small diameter rolls is

n order to avoid confinement of more than a
rery few elements at one time, thereby avoiding
lifflculty arising, from the elongation of the wire
Jelng rolled, which otherwise puts such a strain
jn the impressions in the rolls that they tend to
;rack and break. Furthermore, the small roll

nay be operated with less force because it con-
;acts with only a small length of wire at one time,
md this Is important when seeking a high unit
jressure for the substantial deformation needed

produce the embryo slide fastener elements.
The operation requires the use of exceedingly

ligh pressure on the rolls, and further requires
he application of a powerful torque for rotating
he rolls. It is therefore important to employ
ihafts, bearings, and gears wliich are all massive
n size, and stiu-dy in construction, these parts
)eing very much larger than the relatively tiny
lardened pressure rolls which, as previously ex-
)lalned, are preferably only about one Inch In

liameter. It is acordingly a further object of
ny Invention to reconcile these confiictlng re-

[uirements and to provide a suitable machine
)articularly adapted for the rolling of the ele-

nent wire.

I have already mentioned speed of manufac-
ure as a general object. It will be understood
hat by this roUing process, the embryo elements
nay be made at very high speed despite the fact

hat the rolling mill is the heavy duty part of the
ipparatus. The attaching machine is a light

luty machine, for It need merely sever and at-

ach the elements to the tape and may therefore

le ran at high speed. I have developed a com-
•aratively small and inexpensive machine for

his purpose which may be run at a speed more
han double the speed heretofore poslble in slide

astener manufacture. Even greater Improve-
aent in speed is obtained in the rolling mill,

.nd in actual plant operation the element wire

or four or five attaching machines Is readily

upplied from a single rolling mill.

In the specific form of element wire here dis-

losed the space between the spread jaws and
xtending to the head of the next embryo ele-

nent is filled with metal which is subsequently
unched out in the attaching machine. In ac-

u

cordance with a feature and object of my inven-
tion, much of this metal is made comparatively
thin to reduce waste. Moreover, a thin web
makes possible a desired slope at the end of the
head, so as to produce a triangular rather than 6
rectangular profile.

Further objects of my invention center about
the rolling machine, and are to provide axial and
rotational adjustment of one of the pressure rolls
relative to the other in order to obtain reglstra- lo
tion of the rolls, and to obtain a micrometric pre-
cision adjustment of the spacing between the
rolls so that this spacing may be varied slightly
when necessary or desirable because of substan-
tial change in the dimension or character of the is
round wire stock. Another object is to provide
means facilitating movement of one of the main
bearing housings out of the way of the other,
thereby clearing each of the rolls from the oppo-
site bearing in order to make It possible to remove so
the rolls.

Still further objects of my invention center
about the attaching machine, and one such ob-
ject is to provide a loop of slack wire between the
heavy reel of wire and the feed means of the at- ^t
taching machine, said slack being maintained be-
tween desired limits by a suitable intermittently
operated motor for unwinding the reel. Other
objects are simpUclty and high speed, for which
purposes I operate a severing pimch, clamping ^
jaws, wire feed means and tape feed means all

from a single main cam shaft, while keeping said
reciprocating parts small and light and short in
stroke. Another object is to provide a feed dog
which engages the wire at a point just ahead
of and very close to the severing punch. An-
other object Is to interrupt the feed of the ele-

ment wire to the tape when providing a blank
space of tape between stringers, and this is done
by means of a counter controlling a solenoid,

in the specific case here illustrated, which ele- *"

vates a check dog associated with the feed dog
for the element wire. Still another object is to

bring the inside of the spread jaws of the ele-

ments to desired shape after they have been only
roughly shaped by the roUing mill, and this is

done by means of the severing punch. This, in

the specific case here illustrated cuts away the

web of waste metal between elements, said punch
being so shaped as to also cut away some of the eg
metal Inside of the jaws, in addition to the web,

and thereby bring the jaws to the desired shape.
To the accomplishment of the foregoing and

other objects which will hereinafter appear, my
invention consists in the method steps and appa- M
ratus elements and their relation one to the

other, as hereinafter are more particularly de-
scribed in the specification and sought to be de-

fined in the claims. The specification is accom-
panied by drawings in which: W>

Fig. 1 illustrates the rolling mill and associated

apparatus for deforming wire stock into the de-
sired series of elements;

Fig. 2 is an elevation of the same; „
Pig. 3 is a section through the pressure rolls

and is explanatory of the operation of the same;
Fig. 4 Is a plan view of a piece of round wire

stock showing the manner in which it Is de-
formed to produce the embryo elements; ^q

FUg. 5 is a side elevation of the same;
Fig. 6 schematically Illustrates a preliminary

step In the finishing and attaching of an element;
Fig. 7 Illustrates the final steps in the finishing

and attaching of an element; |g

4S
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Pig. 8 is a plan view of the attaching machine;
Pig. 9 is an elevation of the same;
Pig. 10 Is a partially sectioned elevation of the

rolling mill;

Fig. 11 is a horizontal section taken in the

plane of the line 1 1— ( I of Pig. 10:

Pig. 12 illustrates the lower pressure roll and
bearing as seen when the upper bearing is tilted

out of the way;
Pig. 13 is a partially sectioned side elevation

of the rolling mill;

Pig. 14 is explanatory of the rotative adjust-

ment of the rolls;

Pig. 15 is explanatory of the axial adjustment

of the rolls;

Pig. 16 is an end elevation of the rolling mill;

Pig. 17 is a partially sectioned elevation of the

opposite end of the rolling mill;

Pig. 18 is a plan view of the attaching machine;

Rg. 19 is a side elevation of the same;
Pig. 20 shows a part of the attaching machine

in plan to enlarged scale;

Pig. 21 is a section taken in elevation through

a part of the attaching machine drawn to en-

larged scale;

Fig. 22 is a detail of the feed check dog;

Pig. 23 ill\astrates the scrap or waste which is

punched away during finishing and attaching of

the elements to the tape;

Fig. 24 is explanatory of the design of the fe-

male roll, and
Pig. 25 is a section on the line 25—25 of Pig. 24.

Referring to the drawings, and more particular-

ly to Pigs. 1 through 9, a reel A of uniform wire

is fed through a special form of rolling mill B
which deforms the wire into a connected series

of embryo elements, which may for brevity be

referred to as "element wire." This-element wire

is wound up on a take-up reel C. The pressing

of the wire in the rolling mill is schematically

shown in Pig. 3. The nature of the change pro-

duced in the wire, that is, its conversion from a

simple round wire 12 into the element wire 14, is

illustrated in Pigs. 4 and 5. The reel C of ele-

ment wire may be stored away until needed, and
when needed, is mounted in front of an attach-

ing machine D, as is clearly shown in Pigs. 8 and
9. This machine completes the elements and at-

taches the same in properly spaced relation along

the edge of a tape.

Considering the method of the invention in

somew-hat greater detail, and referring first ti

Hgs. 1 and 2. a reel of ordinary commercial wire

stock is placed on a rotatable table 16 carried on

a stand 18. The wire is preferably ordinary

round wire and Is therefore inexpensive com-
pared to stock of special cross-section. The reel

is centered on the table by guides 20, and is held

in original compact condition by spokes 22 ad-

justably moimted on guides 20. The radial po.si-

tlon of the guides is adjustable in slots 24 and is

maintained by clamps 28. It may be mentioned

that when the reels of wire are purchased on

wooden reels, the wire may be unwound directly

from the wooden reels, and in such case it is not

necessary to mount the reel on a vertical axis, it

being more simply mounted on a horizontal axi.-:.

The wire next passes through a lubricating

station 28 and then through horizontal and ver-

tical sets of straightening rolls 30 and 32. The
wire then passes between the pressure or forming

rolls. For reasons explained in greater detail

hereinafter, these rolls are relatively tiny, having

a diameter of, say, one inch, but they are pressed

against the wire with such a iiigh pressure that

they are mounted In massive shafts having a
diameter far greater than that of the rolls them-
selves. These shafts are carried in massive bear-

ings 34 and 36 which extend In opr)osite directions

away from the rolls. The shafts are geared, to- 5
gether through an appropriate countershaft and
heavy gearing, the gearing being concealed In

Pigs. 1 and 2, by guards 36 and 37, but exposed in

Figs. 10 through 17 of the drawings. The rolling

mill is driven by a motor 38. The formed wire 10

leaving the mill Is wound up on reel C, this being

rotated by a pulley 40 driven through belt 42 by
a motor 44. The element wire is moved slowly

back and forth over the surface of the reel C In

order to wind the wire up in smooth successive 16

layers. This is done by means of a two-way
screw 46 which reciprocates a nut 48 back and
forth, said nut carrying a guide for the element
wire. Screw 46 is driven by a pulley 50 which
in turn is operated through belt 52 by means of a 20
pulley 54 mounted on the shaft 56 carrying the

reel C and pulley 40 previously referred to. Shaft
56 and feed screw 46 are both carried on a suit-

able stand 58.

Referring to Pig. 3, the upper pressure roll 60 25
is formed negatively to one side of the element
wire 14, while the lower pressure roll 62 is formed
negatively to the other side. The pitch diameters

of both rolls are equal, but in the specific case

here illustrated the apparent diameters differ, 30
this being so because I treat the upper roll 60

as a female roll having depressions formed there-

in, and I treat the lower roll 62 as a male roll

having protuberances projecting therefrom. In
respect to the operation upon the wire, however, 35
the rolls may be considered to be and are equal

in diameter and are therefore rotated at equal

rotative speeds to produce equal linear speeds.

It will be imderstood that when there are ap-
parently unequal diameters, as here shown, there ^
is preferably a little clearance between the pe-

ripheries 64 and 66 of the rolls, so that they do not

actually engage one another in rolling contact.

Referring now to Pigs. 4 and 5. the embryo
elements comprise an embryo head portion 70 45
and spread or divergent embryo jaws 72. The
head portion 70 is conventional in comprising a
projection 74 and a recess 76. The embryo ele-

ments all point in one direction and this direc-

tion is head first when leaving the rolling mill, so 59
that the embryo elements are wound up on the

reel pointing head first. The main reason for

this is so that they will be unwound pointing

jaws first, this being of particular convenience In

connection with the operation of the attaching 55
machine, as will be subsequently described. The
embryo Jaws of one embryo element are con-

nected to the embryo head of the next embryo
element, and in the specific case here illustrated

the connection is by means of a web of metal 78. 00
The web is made relatively thin in order to

minimize the amount of waste stock produced
when finishing and serving the elements.

The metal Is not truly confined at the outsldes

of the embryo jaws, and no fin is produced at this 65

point. Referring to Fig. 24, I show a develop-

ment of the female roll, and may emphasize the

existence of spaces 80 and 82 outside the element

strip 84 (only the outline of which is shown).
I have made and successfully used many rolls 70

in which the outside of the cavity is intention-

ally disposed at great width, as is indicated by

the broken line outline 86. In such case, there

is obviously no confinement whatsoever at the

outside of the jaws of the elements as they ptas 7»
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through the rolling mill, and any variation in

diameter or hardness or flowabllity of the wire
(for the wire may vary in flowabllity even while
showing the same apparent hardness by Rock-

6 well test, due to differences in the annealing
treatments when drawing the wire) is taken up
by a change in breadth of the element wire,

there being no substantial change in pitch or

element length. With the side wall of the cavity

10 defined by line 88 instead of line 86, substantially

the same result ts obtained, for there is ample
space in which excess metal may flow, as is shown
in plan at 80 and 82 in Fig. 24, and as shown in

section at 81 and 83 in Pig. 25. Pig. 25 also

18 shows how the outside walls of the jaws are left

with a rounded surface, resulting in a smoot'i-

feeling and easy sliding fastener.

The advantage of producing a slight confining

effect at the outside of the jaws, as by means of

80 the wall 88, is that the outside or maximum
width of the element wire is maintained con-
stant, and this is of convenience when subse-

quently handling the wire in the attaching ma-
chine. In order that the wire may be fed between

20 and accurately guided by suitable guides engag-
ing the side edges of the element wire. Tlie

slight confinement produced by the straight walls

88 is not sufficient to materially mold or change
the configuration at the outside of the jaws, and

SO is not such as will produce a fin, the jaws being

left as smooth and unmarred by fin as when using

rolls having the widely spaced walls 86.

The metal is confined, however, at the heads

70, and this produces a slight fin indicated by

S8 the broken line at 90 in Pig. 24. The fin is al.«j

Indicated at 90 in Pig. 4. The presence of this

fin depends upon the diameter, etc. of the wire,

and is of no great consequence t>ecause it is

thin, and readily bent over when the completed

40 slide fastener is run through calibrating rolls

which are customarily used in this art somewhere
near the end of the manufacturing process.

Referring now to Pigs. 6 and 7, the element
wire 14 is unwound from the reel with the em-

40 bryo elements pointing jaws first. A tape 92

of conventional character is supported ^nd ar-

ranged for intermittent feed movement In a
direction transverse to the direction of move-
ment of the element wire 14. The edge of tai>e

50 92 is provided with the conventional bead or

cord, this being formed in the present case by
stitching two cords 94 on opposite sides of the

edge of the tape. The element wire is fed for-

wardly until the spread jaws 72 of the leading

S0 element are placed astride the edge of the tape.

The apparatus is provided with clamping plates

96 for closing the jaws 72 on the tape, this step

being Indicated in Pig. 7. The attaching ma-
chine is also provided with a punch 98 so shaped

go as to cut away the waste metal between the

elements and thus sever the endmost element
from the remainder of the element wire, as is

shown in Pig. 7. After the element has been

attached to the tape, the tape Is moved longi-

OS tudinally an amount equal to the spacing be-

tween elements. The element wire 14 is then

advanced longitudinally until the next element
is placed with its jaws astride the tape, as shown
in Fig. 6. The element is then severed and at-

'0 tached, and this ojjeration is repeated until the

desired length of stringer is obtained. It will

be observed that the shape of punch 98 is such
as to finish shaping the jaws, including the small
projections or hooks 100 at the ends of the jaws.

76 The embryo elements In the element wire have

only embryo jaws, which are not really In fin-

ished shape. The desired configuration Is too
complex to be produced in a simple rolling opera-
tion. However, by causing the punch 98 to cut
away not only the thin web 78, but also some 5

of the thicker sloping wall therearound, the jaws
may be brought to desired final shape. This is

illustrated In Pig. 23 in which the nimiber 102

designates a piece of waste metal or scrap
struck from the element wire to form the finished 10

element 104. It will be noted that the piece 102

has a flange of metal 106 surroimding the web
78. This results from trimming the jaws to the
flnal conflguration shown at 108 and Including
the hooks 100. The severing operation shapes 15

the head end of one element and the jaws of the
next succeeding element.
The severing operation and jaw closing op-

erations are performed almost simultaneously,
for the attaching machine works at very high 20

speed. The element may be severed from the
element wire before or after attaching the same
to the tape. I have practiced the Invention both
ways and there are certain advantages atten-
dant upwn either. When the element is at- 25
tached flrst. It may be tilted at an angle, when
the punch is dull, or due to a bend in the ele-

ment wire. When the element is severed flrst,

it may be swung laterally to an improper angle
due to greater strength in one of the two jaws, 30
as when the jaws have not been cut perfectly
symmetrically. This is avoided when the ele-

ment is severed last, for the element is supported
during the jaw closing operation by its attach-
ment to the element wire. The timing of the 3,'i

punch, and the punch location in the particular

apparatus here disclosed is such that the jaws
are closed slightly ahead of the severing opera-
tion.

Referring now to Pigs. 8 and 9, the reel C is 4,1

mounted on a shaft 1 10 carried on a stand 112.

Shaft MO is provided with a pulley 114 and this

is connected through a belt 116 to a pulley 118

driven through worm reduction gearing 120 by
a small motor 122. Motor 122 functions to wind 4,5

element wire 1 4 off reel C, thus providing a freely '

'

hanging loop of wire between the reel and the
attaching machine D in order that the latter

may function without any strain or resistance

such as would be caused if the feed mechanism 50
of the attaching machine had to physically turn
the comparatively large, heavy reel C. No at-

tempt is made to rim the motor 122 at exactly
the right speed, and this would In any event be
a difficult task because the diameter of the reel 55
changes as the wire is unwound, and the require-

ments of the attaching machine vary as the
space between successive stringers is reached.
As will be understood by those skilled In the art,

the stringers are ordered in lengths specified qo
by the user of the same, and these lengths may
vary anywhere from a few inches to several feet

or even yards. A waste piece of tape is desired

at each end of the stringer in order to facilitate

attachment of the slide fastener to the purse, lug- 66

gage, clothing, or other article on which it is

being used. It is customary to make the string-

ers on a continuous tape with spaces or Inter-

ruptions between successive stringers. Ordi-

narily a space of two or three inches Is left with-
"''

out fastener elements, between successive string-

ers, and these spaces are produced by interrupt-
ing the feed of element wire to the attaching
machine.
Because of these difficulties, I maintain the 7*
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desired slack or loop ot element wire between the

reel C and the attaching machine D by means
3t a feeler arm 124 which rests lightly on the
element wire and the end of which Is pivoted on

(the attaching machine at 126. It is there con-
aected to a mercury or other suitable switch
carried in housing 128, and this switch controls

the operation of wind-off motor 122. The motor
Is set Into operation whenever arm (24 rises to

Ha desired jwint. and is stopped when arm 124

sinks to a desired lower limit. In this way a loop

of slack wire is maintained between the upper
and lower limits defined by arm 124 and its tisso-

Liated switch.

U The attaching machine will be described in

greater detail hereinafter, but at this point it

may be briefly pointed out that the tape rises

vertically past the attaching station and is

, turned about a feed drum ISO from which the
(finished stringer is led downwardly through tube
112 into a basket (34. The drum (30 acts as a

feed means for the tap* and is itself intermit-

tently turned by a ratchet wheel ( 36 operated on
by a suitable feed dog. The stringer length is

I
determined by a suitable counter (38, and at ap-
propriate intervals determined by the coimter
(38. the feed of the element wire is interrupted,

while the feed of the tape proceeds as before,

thus producing the desired spaces between
stringers. The counter (38 may be of the type
discussed in a co-pending application Serial No.
214.254 filed June 17, 1938, now Patent No.
2,167.259, Issued July 25. 1939.

The preferred forms of apparatus used in the
practice of my invention are more fully described
hereinafter.

The rolling mill

The general arrangement and operation of the
rolling mill has already been described with ref-

erence to Pigs. 1. 2. 3 and 24. The details of the
rolling mill itself are now described with more
particular reference to Figs. 10 through 17 of the
drawings. Referring to those figures, the upper
roll 60 is formed with a conical shank (40 (Pig.

13 > received in a matingly tapered member (42

which is itself received with a tapered fit In a
main shaft of massive dimension (44. Shaft 144

is carried in a tapered roller bearing (48, this

bearing functioning to prevent axial movement
as well as to take the direct radial thrust of the
roller. The outer end of shaft (44 is carried In

a ball bearing (48, this bearing being subjected
primarily to radial thrust. The bearings are car-
ried in a massive bearing housing (50 the ends
of which are closed by bearing caps 152 and (54.

These are provided with leather oil seals 156.

The outer race of bearing (46 is held in place by
bearing cap (52. The inner races are held In

place by nuts ( 58 and ( 60 threadedly received on
the main shaft and held against relative rotation
by the oppositely bent tabs of a suitable lock
wa.sher 162. Bearing (48 is held in place by col-

lar 164. The roll 60 is internally threaded and
Is drawn into the main shaft carrjang the same,
by means of a suitable draw bolt (66 the head
(68 of which is exposed at the end of the ma-
chine.

The lower roll 62 is carried in the same way
In a similar main shaft which in turn is carried

in the same way in similar tapered bearings and
ball bearing.s. These bearings are carried within

a massive bearing housing (70 the ends of which
are closed by bearing caps (72 and (74. Insofar

as the bearing housings differ from one another
in order to make possible certain desirable ad-

justments, these differences and the reasons
therefor will be pointed out hereinafter. At this

time I shall proceed with a description of the
main driving elements of the rolling mUl. Re-
ferring to Pig. 10, the shaft of lower roll 62 has 6
a gear (76 secured to its outer end. This gear
meshes with a pinion 178 carried on a counter-
shaft (80. Countershaft (80 extends through the
elevated base (82 of the machine and carries
pulleys (84 which are belted to the driving motor 10
of the rolling mill. Htind wheel (86 is provided
for use during adjustment of the machine.
The opposite end of countershaft (80 carries

a pinion 188 meshing with an idler pinion (90
which in turn meshes with a gear (92 carried at is
the outer end of the main shaft of upper roll 60.

The relation of pinion 188. idler (90 and getir

(92 will be clear from insr)ectlon of Pig. 16. This
may be compared with Pig. 17, showing a direct
engagement between pinion (78 and gear (76 at 20
the opposite end of the machine. Pinions 178
and (88 are preferably identical in pitch, diam-
eter and number of teeth, and the same applies
to the gears (76 and 192. The rolls are therefore
driven at equal rotative speeds but In opposite 25
directions, due to the effect of the direction-re-
versing Idler (90. The desired clearance between
the teeth of pinion 188 and gear (92 is obtained
because of the difference In elevation of the rolls

60 and 62, the idler (90 being associated, of 30
course, with the upper roll.

It will be seen that with the arrangement here
disclosed, the rolls may be small in diameter, yet
may operate on the wire with a tremendous presr
sure and torque obtained by mounting the rolls 36
In massive shafts and bearings having a diam-
eter many times that of the rolls and driving the
same through massive gearing made possible
through the indirect countershaft drive.

For most efficient operation, it is desirable to
provide for relative adjustment of the rolls in ***

order to bring the impressions therein into per-
fect registration. I provide for rotative adjust-
ment, axial adjustment, and for radial adjust-
ment of the spacing between the rolls.

The rotative adjustment may be explained with ^
reference to Pigs. 13 and 14 of the drawings.
Gear (92 is not secured directly to the main
shaft (44. Instead, it is carried on a sleeve 194
keyed to main shaft (44 by means of key (96.
Sleeve (94 is flanged at (98, and this flange is

*"

provided with a series of slots 200 best shown in
Pig. 14. A ring 202 is placed over flange (98 and
the flange is locked between ring 202 and the
hub of gear (92 by means of bolts 204. It will be
vinderstood that by loosening the bolts 204. it is

'*

possible to oscillate gear (92 relative to roll 60,
and when the rolls 60 and 62 have been brought
in proper rotative registration, the bolts 204 are
tightened to lock the parts together. The final

test of proper registration, is, of course, obtained ^
by examination of the wire emerging from the
pressure rolls.

Axial adjustment of the rolls is obtained by af-
fording axial movement of the entire bearing g.
housing (50. Referring to Pigs. 13 and 15. the
bearing housing is guided during its axial move-
ment by a special key or guldeway 206 secured
by bolts 208 onto the top of base 182 of the ma-
chine. Precision and controlled movement of the 70
bearing is obtained by means of a micrometer
screw 2(0 turned by a head 2(2 carrying a scale

2(4. The head is formed integrally with the
scale and Is much like a control loiob, but is flat-

tened at the sides, as is best shown in Hg. 15, .^
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thus adapting the same for use with a wrench.

Micrometer screw 2 1 txu-ns In a matlngly thread-

ed block 216 (Hg. 15) which Is secured In place

on the end of base 182 by means of mounting

6 screws 218. The location of block 2 1 6 on the ma-
chine will be clear from inspection of Fig. 16, and
In that figure it wUl be observed that this block

Is made small enough in dimension to fit between

the teeth of gear 192 and pinion 188. The dial

10 214 is located outside the teeth of the gear, as

will also be clear from Fig. 13.

The micrometer screw 2)0 Is seciared to bear-

ing ISO by means of a connecting bolt 220

screwed into a block 222 depending from one end

15 of the bearing where It is mounted in place by

screws 224. The head 226 of bolt 220 is received

within the head or knob 212, and when the bolt

220 is screwed tightly into block 22, the microm-
eter screw 210 Is locked against rotation. When

20 the axial adjustment is to be changed, the lock-

ing screw 220 Is first loosened and the microm-

eter screw is then turned inwardly or outwardly

a slight amount, depending upon the desired ad-

justment. The locking bolt 220 is then again

25 tightened, thus bringing the bearing to proper

position and at the same time locking the ad-

justment of the micrometer screw. It will be

understood, of course, that at this time the main

bolts mounting the bearing on the base are slack,

30 and afterthe desired adjustment Is obtained.these

bolts are tightened. The mounting bolts in ques-

tion are best shown at 228 in Fig. 11.

The third adjustment is an adjustment of the

spacing between the rolls. This determines the

35 degree of deformation of the wire and is a very

important adjustment. The two adjustments al-

ready described are made only when fitting new

rolls Into the machine. The present adjustment,

however, must often be made when changing

4Q from one reel of wire to another, and even in

the course of rolling a single reel of wire, due

to changes in diameter, hardness and flowabillty

of the wire, and even changes in temperature,

because when first starting up the machine the

., rolls are cold, whereas after a period of oper-

ation the rolls are hot. The adjustment is also

of value In compensating for the wear of the rolls

as they become old.

In the present machine, this adjustment Is

50 made possible by pivotally mounting the bearing

housing (70 for movement about an axis 230

extending transversely of the axis of roll 62.

Axis 230 is located as near as possible to gear 176

and remote from roll 62. It intersects the axis

65 of roll 62. With this location, vertical adjust-

ment of the roll does not change the axial adjust-

ment of the rolls, nor is there any appreciable

change in angularity. At the same time, ver-

tical movement of gear 1 76 is minimized so that

^'y there is no appreciable change in the meshing of

the -rearing. It may be kept in mind that the

J^ moven^nt sought by this adjustment is a matter
"^ of only One or a few thousandths of an Inch.

The adjiwtment is obtained by means of a
66 pressure screw 232 best shown in Fig. 13, this

pressure screw being carried by an extension 234

of the base of bearing housing 170. It will be

noted that the screw is located not merely be-

neath but beyond the rails, thus 'luslng the re-

70 active force at the ^axls 230 to be u :'ownward
force which in turn l,s taken up on pedestals ex-

tending upwardly froim the base of the machine.
The lower end of the screw 232 bears against a
hardened block 236 ^Vesting on the base 182 of

76 the machine.

Referring to Figs. 11, 12 and 13. the pressiirc

screw 232 carries an arm 238 at its upper end,

and this arm is in turn connected to an adjusting

screw 240 the inner end of which is connected

to arm 238 by means of a self-aligning bearing

242. The outer end of screw 240 is provided

with a scale 244. Adjusting screw 240 Is recipro-

cated by means of a matlngly threaded nut 246

(Fig. 11) formed integrally with a sleeve 248

surrounding scale 244. A conveniently manip- 1

ulatable knurled adjusting handle 250 (Figs. 16

and 17) is secured to sleeve 248. The sleeve and
nut are carried in a self-aligning ball bearing

252. It will be understood that on rotating han-
dle 250, the adjusting screw 240 is moved axially 1

and functions to slightly oscillate arm 238, which
In turn slightly rotates the pressure screw 232,

thereby changing the spacing between the rolls.

A very fine adjustment Is obtainable because

several revolutions of the adjusting handle may
be used to move a single division on the scale

244, and a single division on scale 244 results

in a change of center to center distance between
rolls of only one-thousandth of an inch. This
mechanism affords a convenient precision ad-
justment which Is self-locking because of the use

of screws.

Bearing housing 170 is pivoted in the follow-

ing manner. The housing has blocks 264 secured

thereto, as by means of bolts 265, these blocks be- ^

ing turned to semi-cylindrical configuration on
the lower side to act as the upper half of trun-

nion bearings (see Figs. 13 and 17). The base
182 of the machine has a pair of bearing i>edestals

256 most clearly shown In Figs. 10, 11 and 17,

though the upper end of one of the pedestals is

visible in Fig. 13. Trunnion bearing blocks 257

are bolted to the upp>er ends of pedestals 258, as Is

best shown in Pig. 13. Bloclcs 257 are turned on
their upper side to approximately semi-cylindri-

cal configTiration. Cylindrical pins or loose trun-

nions 230 are disposed between the trunnion
bearing blocks 254 and 257. There is a small

st>ace between the bloclcs, they being held a^xtrt

by the pins 230, as is clearly shown in Pig. 13, *
and this affords the desired osclUatable mount-
ing of bearing housing 170 about the pins 230.

Pins 230 are held within the bearing blocks

254 and 257 because these blocks are closed at
their outer ends, as is best shown at 258 In Pigs.

10 and 17. The bearings are held together by a
split collar 260, and this is received In a mating
groove, as is best shown in Pig. 17. These collars

are not relied upwn to prevent sideward move-
ment of the main bearing, for that is fixed In

location with the aid of a large key or guide 262

best shown in Pig. 13.

The arrangement of the parts Is such that the

forces developed at adjusting screw 282 and at

the pressure rolls, tend to force the outer end of

bearing housing 170 downwardly against trun- ij

nlon pins 230 and pedestals 256. It Is for this
|1

reason that the bearing housing has Its trun-

nion block 264 acting as the upper half of the eg

bearing, and it is also for this reason that the

top of bearing housing 170 Is reinforced by a web
264 extending transversely over the bearing

housing between the supports for the trunnion

bearing blocks 284.

As so far described. It would be Impossible to

remov.; the rolls from the machine, because the

large massive bearings are in the way of any

attempted outward axial movement of the rolls.

This will be clear from inspection of Pig. 10. I 75

6C

6C
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therefore arrange the machine so that one of

the bearings, specifically the upper bearing hous-

ing ISO, may be tilted or swung bodily out of the

way of the lower bearing housing 170. For this

I purpose, the base of bearing housing ISO is

formed with a projection 266 carrying a handle
268. Projection 266 acts as a bearing received

between bearing ears 270 formed integrally with

base 182, A pin 272 extends through bearings

10 266 and 270, After preliminarily removing the

main attaching bolts 226 and the bolt 220 passing

through the axial adjustment screw, handle 268

may be swung downwardly about pin 272, thus
swinging the entire bearing housing ISO bodily

15 out of line with bearing housing 170. It will be
evident from Pig, 16 that the gearing does not

Interfere with tills movement of bearing hous-
ing 150, Fig, 16 also clearly shows a stop pro-

jection 274 which is formed integrally with base

20 182 and which limits the tilting movement of

the main bearing. The bearing housing fit at pin

272 Is made very loose in order not to interfere

with proper seating of the bearing housing on
the base when the bearing housing is secured by

25 the bolts 226. and referring to Fig, 11, it will be
seen that the holes in bearings 270 are enlarged
£is indicated at 273, thus providing adequate
clearance for this purpose.

Pig. 12 is a view looking toward the lower main
30 bearing housing 170 when the upper main bear-

ing housing has been swung out of the way. The
pressure roll 62 may be removed after first pre-
liminarily unscrewing the draw bolt holding the
same in place, the head of this draw bolt being

36 indicated at 276 in Figs, 10 and 17. Pig. 12 is

also lntere.sting in showing the comparatively
tiny nature of the pressure roll 62 contrasted
with the end of main shaft 144. This figure

also shows a wire guide finger 278 which follows
40 the last of the straightening rolls 32, and which

leads the wire up to a point directly between the
pressure rolls. Guide finger 278 Is made of a
lower channel portion and a cover plate 280
screwed thereon. The entire guide finger is car-

45 ried in a suitable bracket 282 projecting upward-
ly from the base of the machine. The use of

this guide finger is particularly impwrtant be-
cause it makes it unnecessary to provide the pres-

sure rolls with a special channel for receiving
60 the wire. It may be mentioned that the wire

guide 278 should be removed before attempting
to remove the pressure roll 62. Pig. 12 also shows
a pair of guide wheels 284 which receive the
element wire 14 as it leaves the pressure rolls.

65 I have found, after long experimentation and
study of this problem, that best results may be
attained by using pressure rolls of very small di-

ameter (but, it goes without saying, not so slender

as to break or shear off under the rolling load)

,

•0 More specifically, the pressure rolls should be less

than two inches in diameter, and I prefer and
recommend rolls which are only one inch In di-

ameter. The permissible roll diameter theo-

retically varies somewhat with the size (really
85 the impression depths) of the fastener elements

being made, and the above specification is applic-

able to the manufacture of the most common size

of slide fastener, that used on brief-cases, wind-
breakers, or the like. The permissible roll di-

70 ameter also varies with the ductility or deforma-

bility of the metal, A larger roll than above

specified might be used with a metal such as

aluminum or white metal alloys, which do not

harden quickly when deformed,
75 But the metals actually used for slide fasteners.

such SIS zinc copper or nickel zinc copper alloys,

harden quickly eis they are deformed. There is

benefit in quicker clearance of the parts of the
roll from the part of the wire already rolled or
formed, 6
Any discussion of the theory underlying the

invention is offered by way of probable explana-
tion and is not Intended as a limitation of the
invention which, if desired, may be considered
to be an empirical discovery Independent of iq
underlying theory.

The attaching machine

Tlie attaching machine is shown in a general
way in Pigs, 8 and 9, but Is described in greater

jg
detail with reference to Pigs. 18 through 22. Re-
ferring first to Pig. 21. the punch 98 referred to In

connection with Pig, 7 is mounted on a vertically

reciprocable ram 290 held normally in elevated

position by a compression spring 292, The ram 20
is carried and guided by adjustable ways 294
(Pig, 18) mounted in an upstanding block 296,

The return spring 292 is housed within block
296, the upper end of the spring bearing against

a stop pin 298, the shank 300 of which is secured Z.i

in ram 290. The lower end of the spring bears
against a part of block 296, as is clearly shown
in Pig. 21.

The ram is forced downwardly by oscillation

of a ram lever 302 plvotally mounted at 304. 30
The driving force of the lever is applied to the

ram through an adjustable stud 306 the lower
end of which is preferably provided with the

hardened insert 308, (Pig. 21) said Insert bear-
ing on the hardened block 310 mounted at the 35

top of the ram. Referring to Figs. 18 and 19, it

may be explained that lever 302 is bifurcated to

clear the, tape 92 and tape drum 130. The spaced
depending arms 314 each carry a cam follower

roller 316 riding on cams 318 which in turn are

mounted on the main drive shaft 320 of the ma- 40

chine. It may be mentioned that the fulcrum pin

304 of ram lever 302 is made readily removable,

and when the fulcrum pin is drawn out of the

stationary bearings 322 of brackets 324, the ram
lever 302 is removable from the apparatus, there- 45

by making the ram and associated parts of the

machine accessible. The block 296 is bodily ele-

vatable after removing the screws 326 (Pig. 18),

thus affording full access to the punch and feed

dogs. ^^

Punch 98 works in a die 328 (Pig. 21) , and the

punch is provided with generous guides or heels

330 (Pig. 20) which remain In engagement with

the die even when the punch is elevated. The
punchings or waste metal like the piece 102 shown *5

in Pig. 23, fall through die 328 into a tube or chute

332. and thence into a suitable box beneath the

machine.
In describing the process of the invention in

connection with Pigs. 6 and 7, It was explained "^

that one main operation was the finishing and
severing operation performed by the punch 98.

The other main operation was the closing of the

jaws of the element to clamp the element tightly

on the beaded edge of the tape 92. This clamp- •**»

Ing operation is performed by clamping plates

96. best shown in Pig. 20 of the drawings. It

will be .seen that these plates are mounted on
clamping levers 334 pivoted at 336 and provided

at their opposite ends with cam follower rollers

338. These cam follower rollers cooperate with

a symmetrically arranged cylindrical cam 340

which is mounted directly on the main drive

shaft 320 of the machine. The cam is prefer-
76
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ably arranged for positive movement of the

clamping levers In both directions. The plates

96 are made separately because they are thin,

hardened plates, their vertical dimension being
5 limited by the necessity of operating on one ele-

ment without interfering with the Immediately
adjacent element on the tape. It will also be
understood that while the range of movement
of the clamping plates is small, it Is adequate

Jf* to receive the end-most element of the wire with

its jaws in widely spread or divergent condition.

Referring to Pig. 21, the element wire 14 is

shown moving from left to right. It is inter-

mittently moved in step by step fashion by means
16 of a feed dog 342 carried at the end of a feed

arm 344 pivotally mounted at 346, between bear-

ings 348 projecting upwardly from a slide 860.

Pin 352 is carried in the forked end 854 of a

feed lever 356. best shown in Pig. 18. Referring
20 to that figure, it will be seen that lever 856 Is

pivoted at 358 and carries at its remote end a

cam follower roller 360 cooperating with a cy-

lindrical cam 862 mounted on the main drive

shaft 320 of the machine. Cam follower 360 Is

-5 held against cam 862 by means of a compression

spring 364 carried on a bolt 366. The inner end

of the bolt is secured to the frame of the machine,

while the outer end carries nuts 368 bearing

against the outer end of spring 864. The inner
3*^ end of the spring bears against a part of lever

856, and this tends to oscillate the lever in a

clockwise direction.

Slide 350 is guided by appropriate rails 370.

The pins 346 forming a part of the slide are

ao normally pulled toward retracted position by

means of pull springs 372 clearly shown in Pigs.

18 and 20. This insures retraction of the feed

dog despite the existence of play or lost motion

in the feed Unkage. The amount of movement
^0 of the feed dog is constant, and corresponds to

the throw of the feed cam 362, and this amoimt
may be made greater than the pitch between

successive elements so long as it does not reach

twice the pitch, for the extra motion is used up
45 as lost motion behind the head of the next ele-

ment to be fed. The terminal point of the ele-

ment depends, therefore, on the location of the

feed dog rather than its extent of movement, and

this may be varied by varying the location of

^^ pin 352 in the forked end 354 of feed lever 356.

Referring to Fig. 21, it may be seen that the

bifurcations of the feed lever carry adjustable

screws 374 bearing against pin 362. The final

location of the element to be severed is deter-

mined with even greater precision by adjustment

of a stop screw 376 the end of which bears

against a stop pin 378 Inserted in block 296. The

adjustment of screw 876 is locked by means of

80 a nut 380. Screw 376 may, if desired, be pro-

vided with a handle 384 to facilitate adjustment

of the screw, this handle being secured In place

by a suitable set screw.

The feed dog 342 Is normally urged down-
65 wardly against the element wire 14 by means

of a pull spring 386 best shown in Pig. 19. The
upper end of this spring is carried on a station-

ary plate 388 secured to bearings 348, while the

lower end of pull spring 386 is received on the
'" outer or free end of the stop screw 876 pre-

viously referred to. Peed dog 842 is preferably

shaped to fit around the element wire so as to

help center the same, and also to fit against the

head of the element when moving the same. It

75 readily slides backwardly, however, over the head

of the next element during retraction of the feed
dog.

The element wire is held against return move-
ment by a check dog 390 best shown in Pig. 21.

This dog is carried on a spindle 392 mounted In 6
a block 394 disposed beneath the feed dog and
statlonarily mounted on the frame of the ma-
chine by screws 396, as is best shown in Pig. 20.

Check dog 390 is inserted in spindle 382 and is

locked in position by means of a set screw 391 10

passing axially through the shaft, as is shown
in Pig. 20. Shaft 392 has an upstanding arm
400 to which is connected one end of a pull

spring 402 the opposite end of which Is con-
nected to the frame of the machine at 404. In 16

this way tiie check dog is urged in a clockwise

direclion as viewed in Pig. 21, thus holding it In

engagement with the element wire. However, the

dog is free to ride upwardly over the heads on
the wire, as the wire is advanced by the feed 20
dog. Return movement of the wire is, of course,

effectually prevented by the check dog. The feed

dog acts on the wire as near as possible to the

punch, and the check dog is therefore located

outside the tip of the feed dog. 25
Spacing between stringers is obtained by In-

terrupting the feed of the element wire 14 while

continuing the feed of the tape 92. This Is done,

in the specific machine here shown, by elevating

the check dog 390 from the position shown In 30
Fig. 21, to the position shown in Pig. 22. For
this purpose the arm 400 of shaft 392 has con-
nected to it a wire link 406 best shown in Pig. 20.

Referring to Figs. 18 and 19, it will be seen that

the link 406 is connected at its rear end to a pin 36
408 projecting upwardly from a rod 410 one end
of which is bent to crank-shape at 412 where
it is connected to the plunger 414 of a solenoid

416. Solenoid 416 is energized through appropri-

ate switch contacts forming a part of the count- 49
er 138, the details of which are not material to

the present invention and may be found in my co-

pending application Serial No. 214,254, filed June
17, 1938, now Patent No. 2,167,259, issued July

25, 1939, previously referred to. For the present, ^
it is sufficient to say that the counter is oper-

ated through a ratchet wheel 418 the dog of

which is oscillated through a link 420 extending

back toward the main shaft 320 of the machine
and there connected on an eccentrically located go
pin 422 (Pig. 19) . The counter Is thus responsive

to the number of revolutions of the machine,
which in turn corresponds to the number of ele-

ments attached on the tape, and after a pre-
determined desired number of elements have been .55

attached, the switch mschanism of the counter

energizes solenoid 416, thus elevating the check

dog 390 and permitting the element wire 14 to

merely vibrate back and forth without feeding

any new elements to the tape until the machine
; qq

has continued rotating an additional number of

times corresponding to the desired space be-

tween stringers, whereupon the solenoid 416 Is

again de-energized, check dog 390 is restored to

normal position, and the severing and attach- 65

ment of the elements to the tape proceeds as

before until the desired stringer length has again

been produced.

The beaded tape 92 is fed upwardly from be-

neath the machine as is shown in Pigs. 19 and 70

21, it being loosely supplied from a basket. If

desired, the basket may be located at a point away
from beneath the machine, and in such case the

tape is first fed to an elevated guide 424 (Pig. 9)

whereupon it is fed downwardly and aroimd an- 78
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other guide beneath the machine and then ui>-

wardly through the punching die. The tape Ifl

guided through a closely fitting keyhole shaped
slot In the die. best shown at 426 In Pig. 20. The

6 tape Is tensloned by squeezing It between sta-

tionary and movable blocks, the stationary block

being Indicated at 4?8 iPlg. 18) and the mov-
able block ut 430 iFlgs. 18 and 19>, said movable
block being carried at the end of an arm 4IJ

10 which Is urged against the tape by a tension

spring 414. The opposite end of the spring Is

connected to a screw 416 manually movable by
means of a threaded handle 438. Normally the

spring is under tension, but when It is necessary

IS to start a new tape into the machine, the ten-

sion of the spring may be temporarily relieved

by rotating handle 4S8.

The stringer of tape with elements secured

thereto is twisted ninety degrees during Its pas-
20 sage from the clamping station upwardly

through bifurcated ram lever SOi. and is then
passed around the tape feed drum 130 <Pigs. 18

and 191 . This drum is preferably knurled (see

Fig. 18) for better frlctlonal engagement with the

;;5 surface of the tape, the latter being held against

the dnun by means of a shoe 448 carried in the

bifurcated end 442 of a bolt 444 around which
a compression spring 446 is colled. The bolt is

carried in the end 448 of a bracket 460 project-

30 ing from one of the bearings 324 of the machine.
The pressure may be released when desired, and
when threading the machine with a new tape, by
swinging lever 462, the hub 464 of which is pro-

vided with camming bumps 486 adapted to move

;i5 the bolt and friction shoe against the pressure

of spring 446. Tape feed drum 139 is cut away
or recessed at one edge, as Is Indicated at 488

(Fig. 18) in order to clear the elements of the

stringer, the operation of the drum being dl-

40 rectly upon the web of the tape rather than upon
the element's secured thereto.

Tape feed drum 130 Is mounted on shaft 460

journalled in a stationary bearing 462 and ceu--

rying at its outer extremity a ratchet wheel 136.

45 Ratchet wheel 138 cooperates with a feed pawl

464 I Fig. 19) pivotally mounted at 466 on one

end of an oscillatable feed arm 468 which oscil-

lates freely on shaft 460 between ratchet wheel

136 and bearing 462. The enlarged hub of feed

50 arm 468 carries an oppositely directed arm 470

the outer end of which is forked and pivotally

connected to a connecting rod 472. The lower

end of connecting rod 472 Is carried on an eccen-

tric 474 mounted on the end of the main shaft

65 320 of the machine (though Inside of the crank

pin 422 for the counter) . The proportioning of

the parts is made such that the tape Is advanced

step by step an amount equal to the desired spac-

ing between successive elements ort^the tape. Re-

60 turn movement of the feed drum Is prevented by

a holding dog 476 pivoted on bracket 462 at 478.

The dogs 464 and 476 are held against the ratchet

wheel by pull springs 488 and 482.

It will be seen from the above description and

65 from the drawings that the severing punch,

clamping jaws, tape feed pawl, wire feed dog,

and counter are aU operated in a simple and
direct manner by the single main cam shaft 320,

and that the reciprocating parts are kept short

70 in stroke, and small and light comrwxed, for ex-

ample, to the reciprocating heaa of an ordinary

punch press. The machine is therefore adapted
for very high speed operation.

The main drive shaft 320 carries a pulley 484,

76 'Pig- 18) , and this is driven by a belt running to

an electric motor (not shown) mounted on the

bottom of the base 488 of the machine. The
motor and belt are concealed from view In Flsf. 9

by a guard plate 488. The shaft 828 is prefer-

ably also provided with a fly wheel «80, which f

may be used when adjusting the machine, aa a

hand-wheel.
Advantages

It is believed that the method of my invention. M
as well as the construction and operation of a
preferred form of apparatus for practicing the

Invention, and the many advantages thereof, will

be understood from the foregoing detailed de-

scription thereof. Some of these advantages are

reviewed hereinafter. The embryo elements are "
made In large quantity and at high speed In a
piece of apparatus especially designed for that

purpose, and are finished, severed and attached

in another piece of apparatus. This leads to

greater flexibility In manufacture and in meet-

ing the requirements of customers and leads to

greater eflBclency of operation, for the rolling mill

may operate continuously and without as many
interruptions as are required in connection with

the attaching machine. The number of ma- '"

chines may be properly adjusted in relation to

the relative speeds thereof. Because the heavy

work is done In the rolling mill, the attaching

machine Is a light-duty piece of apjjaratus and

may be operated at very high speed. A speed '"

several times the speed of any other slide fas-

tener apparatus of which I am aware Is readily

obtainable. The rolling mill, however, is even

faster, and this Is all the more unusual because

this is the heavy-duty part of the apparatus. »
The rolling mill may be operated at a speed cor-

responding to the manufacture of thousands of

elements per minute. If the element wire were

being formed In a reciprocating press, it is mani-

fest that the press could not be operated at such 40

an extremely high speed. The shaft would have

to turn at the same high speed, whereas the mill

shaft turns only a few hundred R. P. M. The

output of the rolling mill is even greater than

would be indicated by the above figures, because. 45

as has previously been mentioned, there is no

interruption of the rolling mill at the time that

the attaching machine is interrupted to produce

the spacing between stringers. For this reason

it is readily possible to supply element wire for 80

four or five attaching machines from a single

rolling mill.

With the present invention It is possible to form
relatively broad flat elements of conventional

character from simple uniform round wire stock, 65

thus minimizing the cost of the raw material.

The amount of scrap or waste is reasonably small

because the metal connecting the successive ele-

ments is reduced to a comparatively thin web.

The element wire is formed throughout a con- 00

tinuous length or reel of stock, and reels car-
rying a mile or more of element wire are read-
ily and conveniently handled by the above de-
scribed apparatus.
The formation of the element wire In a roll- •*

ing mill results in a substantially imiform pitch
or st>acing of the elements along the wire, and
this is Important for the production of a smooth
running slide fastener. This uniformity of pitch

is obtained while using ordinary commercial W
round wire stock which Is subject to variations
in diameter, hardness and flowabillty. The ex-
tensive deformation or mutilation of the wire in

the rolling mill is accompanied by a stretch or

elongation, but this elongation is accommodated 7t
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by' using exceedingly small pressure rolls. These
also have the advantage of producing a com-
paratively good shaping of the complex embryo
elements, and of reducing the force between the

8 rolls. A larger diameter roll would tend to in-

sure absolute uniformity of pitch but raises other
difficulties. The small diameter roll produces a
very nearly uniform pitch which is adequate for

making a smooth-nmnlng slide fastener. The
10 pitch is very uniform Indeed compared with the

troublesome irregular pitch obtained when coin-

ing elements under the best of conditions In a
reciprocating press. The element wire is formed
in a single passage through the rolls, thus avold-

16 ing difficulties of registration which would arise

because of successive elongations If the stock

were passed through successive rolls. The roll-

ing mill is so arranged that despite the tiny size

of the rolls, they are carried in massive shafts
20 and bearings and are driven by massive gearing.

Rotational and axial adjust;ment of the rolls, as

well as convenient precision adjustment of the

spacing between rolls are all provided for.

The separation of the element manufacture
26 into two parts as here disclosed eliminates the

problem of hopperlng and assorting a mass of

loose elements, this being a step which has al-

ways been troublesome because of the rather com-
plex unsymmetrical nature of the elements with

30 their divergent jaws. At the same time, the dis-

advantages of attempting to perform all of the

necessary operations in a single machine are

avoided.

This application is a continuation in part of

35 my co-pending applications Serial No. 750,609,

filed October 30, 1934, and entitled "Method and
apparatxis for making slide fasteners," and Serial

No. 79,047, filed May 11, 1936, and entitled "Man-
ufacture of slide fasteners."

40 It will be apparent that while I have shown
and described my invention in a preferred form,

many changes and modifications may be made
without departing from the spirit of the Inven-

tion defined in the following claims.

4S I claim:

1. The method of making interlockable ele-

ments for a slide fastener, which includes the

step of preliminarily pressing and thereby de-

forming, without cutting, the entire length of a
50 long continuous strip of uniform wire stock to

form a connected series of embryo fastener ele-

ments therefrom, each of said embryo elements
comprising a solid embryo head and widely di-

vergent embryo jaws, the head being narrow
S8 suid adapted to Interlock with the heads of ad-

jacent elements when the elements are mounted
on the slide fastener, and the embryo Jaws di-

verging outwardly from the embryo head, said

connected elements being arranged longitudi-

M nally of the strip In end to end relation with

the divergent embryo jaws pointing generally

toward one end of the strip, there being sub-
stantially no waste material outside the embryo
jaws of the elements.

65 2. The method of making interlockable ele-

ments for a slide fastener, which includes the step

of preliminarily pressing and thereby deforming
the entire length of a long continuous strip of

uniform wire stock to form an integrally con-
^ nected series of embryo fastener elements there-

from, each of said embryo elements comprising
a solid embryo head and widely divergent embryo
Jaws, the head being narrow and adapted to

interlock with the heads of adjacent elements
n when the elements are mounted on the slide

fastener, and the embryo jaws diverging out-
wardly from the embryo head, and said con-
nected embryo elements being arranged longi-

tudinally of the strip in end to end relation with
the embryo jaws pointing toward one end of the
strip, and at the same time pressing the con-
necting material between the embryo heads and
jaws of the successive embryo elements down to

a thin web of material adapted to be subsequently
punched away for completion and separation of
the elements.

3. The method of manufacturing a slide fasten-
er wire, which includes preliminarily running a
continuous uniform solid wire between a single

pair of rotating pressure coining rolls, the surfaces

of which are shaped negatively to portions of the
desired fastener elements, and thereby forming
in a single rolling coining operation a relatively

broad flat wire having a continuous series of
projections uniformly spaced on one side of the
wire, and corresponding recesses uniformly
spaced on the opposite side of the wire for

the heads of the fastener elements, the wire
being wider than the projections and re-

cesses and the marginal portions thereof act-

ing to provide material for the formation of

spread jaws when the elements are severed from
the wire, the coining impressions in the rolls

being such that the slide fastener wire Is adapt-
ed to be severed into a series of elements ar-

ranged longitudinally of the wire and all point-

ing in the same direction.

4. The method of manufacturing embryo slide

fastener elements which includes preliminarily

rimning a continuous uniform solid wire between
a single pair of rotating pressure coining rolls the
surfaces of which are shaped negatively to the
desired 'embryo elements and thereby forming in

a single rolling coining operation a continuous
series of relatively broad flat connected embryo
slide fastener elements, each of said elements
having an embryo head with angularly spread
embryo jaws connected thereto, and said em-
bryo heads being uniformly spaced along the

wire and each having a projection and a recess,

the coining impressions in the rolls being such
that the coined embryo elements are arranged
longitudinally of the wire and all point in the
same direction.

5. The method of manufacturing embryo slide

fastener elements, which includes preliminarily

running a continuous uniform round metallic

wire between rotating pressiu-e rolls the surfaces

of which are shaped negatively to the desired

embryo elements, and thereby forming a con-
tinuous series of relatively broad flat connected
embryo slide fastener elements, each of said

embryo elements having an embryo head with
spread embryo Jaws connected thereto, said em-
bryo head having a projection and a recess, and
said embryo elements being connected by a web
of metal between the spread embryo jaws.

6. The method of manufacturing a slide fas-

tener wire, which includes preliminarily nm-
ning a continuous uniform wire between rotat-

ing pressure rolls, the surfaces of which are

shaped negatively to portions of the desired fas-

tener elements, and at intervals measuring the

rolled wire and adjusting the spacing between
the roUs to comi>ensate for changes in the diam-
eter and deformability of the wire being supplied

to the rolls in order to maintain uniformity in

the resulting slide fastener wire.

7. In the manufacture of slide fasteners, the
method which includes pressing, without cut-

t
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ting, a continuous wire stock in order to deform
the same into a connected series of embryo fas-

tener elements, each of said elements comprising
an Interlockable embryo head portion and di-

6 vergent embryo Jaw members, the embryo head
of each member being connected to the divergent
embryo jaws of the adjacent member, and reel-

ing said stock, whereby the stock may be stored

and thereafter unreeled as needed to fill partic-

10 ular orders for slide fasteners.

8. In the manufacture of slide fasteners, the

method which includes pressing, without cutting,

a continuous round wire stock in order to deform
the same into a connected series of embryo fas-

18 tener elements, each of said elements comprising
an interlockable embryo head portion and spread
embryo jaw members, the embryo head of each
member being connected to the spread embryo
jaws of the adjacent member with the elements

80 arranged end to end. the embi-yo head and spread
jaws of the element being wider than the diam-
eter of the round wire stock, and reeling said

stock with the embryo elements head first,

whereby the formed stock may be stored and

U thereafter unreeled jaw first as needed to fill

particular orders for slide fasteners.

. 9. The method of manufacturing embryo slide

fastener elements which includes preliminarily

running a continuous uniform wire between ro-

10 tatlng pressure rolls the surfaces of which are

shaped negatively to the desired embryo ele-

ments and thereby forming a continuous series

of connected embryo slide fastener elements,

each of said elements having an Interlockable

39 embryo head with angularly spread embryo jaws
connected thereto, said elements being connected
end to end with the embryo head of one ele-

ment connected to the angularly spread em-
bryo jaws of the next element, the rolls being

4^ rotated in proper direction to form the embryo
elements pointing head first, and thereupon reel-

ing the wire with the embryo elements pointing

nead first, for storage and subsequent utiliza-

tion.

4j 10. The method of manufacturing embryo
slide fastener elements, which Includes prelimin-

arily running a continuous round metallic wire

between rotating pressure rolls the surfaces of

which are shaped negatively to the desired em-

5(j bryo elements and thereby forming a continuous
series of connected embryo slide fastener ele-

ments, each "of said elements having an Inter-

lockable embryo head with spread embryo Jaws
connected thereto, said elements being connected

55 end to end with the embryo head of one element
connected to the open embryo Jaws of the next
element, the rolls being rotated in proper direc-

tion to form the embryo elements pointing head
first, the embryo head and open jaws being wider

gg than the diameter of the round wire stock, per-
mitting elongation of the wire as it is formed
between the rools by freeing the wire from the
rolls promptly after forming the same, and there-

upon reeling the wire with the embryo elements

OS pointing head first for storage and subsequent
utilization.

11. In the manufacture of slide fasteners, the
method which includes pressing a continuous
round wire stock In order to deform the same into

70 a connected series of embryo fastener elements,
each of said embryo elements comprising
an Interlockable embryo head portion and
divergent embryo Jaw members, the embryo
head of each element being connected to

7f the divergent embryo Jaws of the adjacent ele-

ment by a thin web of metal, with the embryo
elements arranged end to end. the embryo head
and jaws of the embryo element being wider than
the diameter of the round wire stock, reeling

said stock, whereby the formed stock may be f
stored and thereafter unreeled as needed to fill

orders for slide fasteners, and thereafter severing
successive elements from the formed wire by
punching away the thin web of metal to form
the finished elements. ^

12. The method of manufacturing slide fasten-
ers, which includes preliminarily running a con-
tinuous uniform wire between rotating pressure
rolls, the surfaces of which are shaped negatively
to portions of the desired fastener elements. ^
reeling the wire with the embryo elements point-
ed head first, thereafter unreeling the wire so
that the embryo elements point In opposite direc-
tion, feeding the same intermittently toward a
tape, severing successive elements one after an- M
other from the strip while shaping element Jaws
and clamping element Jaws of one element after
another on the tape, and intermittently feeding
the tape in a longitudinal direction.

13. In the manufacture of a stringer for a 28
slide fastener, said stringer comprising a series

of elements secured along one edge of a tape, the
method which includes pressing and thereby
deforming, without cutting, a continuous wire to
form an Integrally connected series of embryo 80
fastener elements therefrom, each of said ele-

ments comprising an interlockable solid embryo
head portion and angularly spread embryo jaws,
the spread embryo Jaws being wider than the
original stock, said connected embryo elements >•

being arranged longitudinally of the strip in end
to end relation with the divergent embryo jaws
pointing generally toward one end of the strip,

intermittently feeding the continuous pressed
wire with the elements pointing Jaw first toward 40
a tape, severing successive elements one after the
other from the wire and clamping element jaws
of one element after another on the tape, and
intermittently feeding the tape.

14. The method of making a stringer for a 45
slide fastener which Includes pressing and there-
by deforming, without cutting, a continuous strip
of stock to form a connected series of embryo"
fastener elements, each of said elements com-
prising an Interlockable embryo head portion and 50
angularly spread embryo Jaws, the embryo head
of each member being connected to the spread
embryo Jaws of the adjacent member, reeling
said stock with the embryo elements pointing
head first, thereafter unreeling said stock with 66
the embryo elements pointing jaw first, and feed-
ing the same intermittently toward a tape, sever-
ing successive elements one after another from
the strip and clamping element jaws of one ele-

ment after another on the tape, and intermittent- 60
ly feeding the tape in a longitudinal direction.

15. The method of making a stringer for a
slide fastener, which includes pressing and there-
by deforming, without cutting, a continuous strip
of stock to form a connected series of embryo 65
fastener elements therefrom, each of said ele-
ments comprising an interlockable embryo head
portion and spread embryo jaws, reeling said
stock, thereafter unreeling said stock and feed-
ing the same intermittently toward a tape, inter- 70
mittently feeding the tape in a longitudinal di-
rection, clamping the Jaws of the first element
on the tape and severing the first element from
the next succeeding element, the severing and
clamping operations being performed at about ^'
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the same time, thereupon advancing the tape and
stock, and so on.

16. The method of making a stringer for a slide

fastener, which includes pressing and thereby
8 deforming, without cutting, a continuous strip

of stock to form a connected series of embryo
fastener elements therefrom, each of said ele-

ments comprising an interlockable embryo head
portion and spread embryo jaws, the embryo

10 head of each member being connected to the
spread embryo jaws of the adjacent member,
reeling said stock with the embryo elements
pointing head first, thereafter unreeling said
stock with the embryo elements pointing jaw

18 first and feeding the same intermittently toward
a tape, intermittently feeding the tape in a longi-

tudinal direction, clamping the jaws of the first

element on the tape and severing the material
connecting the first element to the next succeed-

20 ing element, the severing and clamping opera-
tions being performed at about the same time,

thereupon advancing the tape and the stock,

and so on.

17. The method of making a stringer for a
25 slide fastener, which includes deforming, with-

out cutting, continuous round wire stock to form
a connected series of embryo fastener elements
therefrom, each of said elements comprising an
interlockable embryo head portion and spread

30 embryo jaws, the embryo head of each element
being connected to the embryo jaws of the ad-
jacent element, reeling said deformed wire with
the embryo elements pointing head first, there-

after unreeling said wire with the embryo ele-

38 ments pointing jaw first and feeding the same
intermittently toward the beaded edge of a tape,

intermittently feeding the tape in a longitudinal

direction, clamping the jaws of the first element
around the bead of the tape and severing the

40 material connecting the first element to the next
succeeding element, the severing and clamping
operations being performed at about the same
time, thereupon advancing the tape and feeding

the wire to bring the next element in engagement

45 therewith, and so on.

18. In the manufacture of a stringer for a
slide fastener, said stringer comprising a series

of elements secured along one edge of a tajje,

the method which includes pressing and thereby

60 deforming, without cutting, a continuous strip

of narrow stock to form an Integrally connected
series of embryo fastener elements therefrom
each of said elements comprising an Interlock-

able solid embryo head portion and widely spread

56 embryo Jaws, the spread embryo jaws being wider
than the original stock, said connected embryo
elements being arranged longitudinally of the

strip In end to end relation with the di-

vergent embryo jaws pointing generally toward

eo one end of the strip. Intermittently feeding the
tape, intermittently feeding the continuous strip

of pressed stock with the embryo elements point-

ing jaws first, clamping the jaws of the first ele-

ment on the tape and thereafter severing the

C5 first element from the succeeding element, and
thereupon again feeding the tape and strip pre-

paratory to clamping the next element in place

on the aforesaid tape.

19. In the manufacture of a stringer for a

70 slide fastener, said stringer comprising a series

of elements secured along one edge of a tape,

the method which includes pressing and thereby
deforming a continuous strip of narrow stock

to form an integrally connected series of embryo
7e fastener elements arranged end to end, each of

said embryo elements comprising an interlockable
solid embryo head portion and widely spread
embryo jaws, the connecting material between
the embryo heads and spread jaws of the suc-
cessive embryo elements being pressed down to ^'

a thin web of material adapted to be punched
away for completion and separation of the ele-

ments, intermittently feeding a tape, intermit-
tently feeding said strip toward the tape with
the embryo elements jaws first, clamping the 10

jaws of the first element on the tape and at

about the same time punching away the thin

web of material connecting the said first element
to the succeeding elements, and thereupon again
feeding the tape and strip preparatory to clamp- 15

ing the next element on the aforesaid tape.

20. TTie method of making a stringer for a slide

fastener which includes pressing and thereby de-
forming, without cutting, a continuous round
wire stock to form a connected series of embryo 20

fastener elements therefrom, each of said embryo
elements comprising an interlockable embryo
head portion and spread embryo jaws, the em-
bryo head of each embryo element being
connected to the embryo jaws of the adjacent 26
embryo element by a thin web of connecting ma-
terial, reeling said deformed wire with the em-
bryo elements pointing head first, thereafter un-
reeling said wire with the embryo elements point-
ing jaw first and feeding the same intermittently 30
toward the beaded edge of a tape. Intermittently

feeding the tape in a longitudinal direction,

clamping the jaws of the first element around
the bead of the tape, thereafter punching away
the web of material connecting the first element 35

to the next succeeding element in order to sever

and finish shaping the first element, and there-
upon advancing the tape and feeding the punched
wire to bring the jaws of the next element into

engagement with the tape, and so on. 40
21. A step product in the manufacture of slide

fasteners, said step product comprising a long
wire made up of a continuous integrally connect-
ed series of embryo fastener elements, each of said
embryo elements comprising a solid embryo head 46

portion and widely divergent embryo jaws, and
said connected embiyo elements being arranged
longitudinally of the strip in end to end relation

with the embryo jaws pointing toward one end
of the strip, the embryo head of each embryo 60
element being connected to the spread embryo
jaws of the adjacent embryo element by a thin

web of material which fills the space within said

spread of jaws and head, and which is adapted to

be punched away for completion of the shaping 86
of the outline of the elements and for separation
of the elements, said web of material having a
thickness only a small fraction of the thickness
of the element

22. A step product in the manufacture of slide 80
fasteners, said step product comprising a reel of
wire the entire length of which is pressed, with-
out cutting, and thereby deformed into a con-
nected series of embryo slide fastener elements,
each of said elements comprising an interlockable 85

embryo head portion and spread embryo jaws,

the embryo head of each embryo element being
connected to the spread embryo jaws of the ad-
jacent embryo element with the embryo elements
arranged end to end and longitudinally of the "^^

wire, said embryo elements all pwinting in the
same direction and being reeled in such direc-

tion that the embryo elements point jaw first

when unreeled from the reel.

23. A step product In the manufacture of slide 78
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fasteners, said step product comprising a reel of

wire the entire length of which is pressed to form
a connected series of embryo slide fastener ele-

ments, each of said embryo elements comprising
an interlockable embryo head portion and diver-

gent embryo Jaws, the embryo head of each em-
bryo element being connected to the divergent

embryo jaws of the adjacent embryo element by
means of a thin web of metal which fills the

space within said spread jaws and head, and
which is adapted to be punched away, the embryo
elements being arranged end to end and longi-

tudinally of the wire, said embryo elements all

pointing in the same direction and being reeled
5 in such direction that the embryo elements point

jaws first when unreeled from the reel.

24. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide

fasteners, said apparatus comprising a reel to

supply a continuous wire, means to press and
^ thereby deform, solely by pressing and without

cutting, the wire into a connected series of em-
bryo fastener elements, each of said elements
comprising an interlockable embryo head portion
and spread embryo jaws, and a reel on which the

3 formed wire is wound as fast as it is formed, for

storage until needed.
25. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide

fasteners, said apparatus comprising means to

supply a continuous round wire, means to squeeze
^ and thereby deform the round wire into a con-

nected series of embryo fastener elements, each
of said elements comprising an interlockable em-
bryo head portion and spread embryo jaws, the
embryo head of each embryo element being con-
nected to the spread embryo jaws of the adjacent
embryo element with the embryo elements ar-
ranged end to end longitudinally of the wire, and
a reel on which the formed wire Is wound as fast

as it is formed, for storage until needed, the wire
-deforming means being so shaped as to form the
embryo elements with the embryo heads point-
ing toward the reel on which the formed wire
is being wound.

26. Apparatus for manufacturing a slide fas-
5 tener wire or connected series of embryo slide

fastener elements, each of said elements having
an embryo head with spread embryo jaws con-
nected thereto, said embryo head having a pro-
jection and a recess, and said embryo elements
being connected between the spread embryo jaws,
said apparatus comprising pressure rolls, one hav-
ing a periphery formed negatively to one side of
the slide fastener wire, and the other having a pe-
riphery formed negatively to the other side of the

5 slide fastener wire, and means to support and
synchronously rotate the rolls in mating regis-
tration.

27. Apparatus for transforming a smooth wire
into an element wire or a connected series of
embryo slide fastener elements, each of said
embryo elements having a projection and a re-

cess, said apparatus comprising two small diam-
eter pressure rolls having peripheries formed gen-
erally negatively to the desired element wire, the

5 roll impressions being such as to intermittently
compress the wire at the middle to spread the
wire at regularly spaced points along the wire

and to thereby force the metal outwardly to form
angularly projecting embryo jaw ends.

28. Apparatus for manufacturing a slide fas-

tener wire or connected series of embryo slide

fastener elements, each of said embryo elements

having an embryo head with spread embryo jaws
connected thereto, said embryo head having a

' projection and a recess, and said embryo elements

being connected between the spread embryo jaws,
said apparatus comprising two small -diameter
pressure rolls, one having a periphery formed
negatively to one side of the slide fastener wire,

and the other having a periphery formed nega- 6
tively to the other side of the slide fastener wire,

said rolls having a diameter of less than two
Inches and preferably having a diameter of only
one inch or less.

29. Apparatus for manufacturing a slide fas- 10

tener wire or connected series of embryo slide

fastener elements, each of said embryo elements
having an embryo head with spread embryo jaws
connected thereto, said embryo head having a
projection and a recess, and said embryo ele- 18

ments being connected between the spread em-
bryo jaws, said apparatus comprising two small-
diameter pressure rolls, one having a periphery
formed negatively to one side of the slide fastener
wire, and the other having a periphery formed 20

negatively to the other side of the slide fastener
wire, said rolls having a diameter of less than
two inches and preferably having a diameter of
only one inch or less, said rolls being syn-
chronously rotated under high pressure and high 28
torque by means including shafts, support bear-
ings, and driving gears, all of which are substan-
tially larger in diameter than the diameter of the
pressure rolls, and suflQciently massive to provide
such pressure between the rolls as to deform a 30
uniform wire into the desired slide fastener wire
in a single passage through the rolls.

30. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide

fastener wire or a connected series of embryo
slide fastener elements, each of said embryo ele- 35
ments having an embryo head with spread embryo
jaws connected thereto, said embryo head having
a projection and a recess, and said embryo ele-

ments being connected between the spread
embryo jaws, said apparatus comprising small- 40
diameter pressure rolls supported on sturdy
large-diameter shafts, the shafts being in parallel

relation and larger in diameter than the pressure
rolls, and sufiBciently massive to provide such
pressure between the rolls as to deform a imifonn 45
wire Into the desired slide fastener wire in a single

passage through the rolls.

31. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide

fastener wire or a connected series of embryo slide

tastener elements, each of said embryo elements so
having an embryo head with spread embryo jaws
connected thereto, said embryo head having a
projection and a recess, and said embryo elements
being connected between the spread embryo jaws,

said apparatus comprising small-diameter pres- 55
sure rolls supported on sturdy large-diameter

shafts, the pressure rolls being mounted at ad-

jacent ends of the shafts, and the shafts being

parallel to one another and extending in op-

posite directions away from the pressure rolls, eo
said rolls having a small disimeter of the order

of one inch and said shafts being sufficiently

massive to provide such pressure between the

rolls as to deform a uniform wire into the desired

slide fastener wire in a single passage through the u
roUs.

32. Apparatus for the rolling of slide fastener

wire, or a connected series of embryo slide fas-

tener elements each having a projection and a

recess, said apparatus comprising a frame, rela- 70

tively large massive bearings mounted on said

frame in approximately end to end relation but

one being offset relative to the other, massive roU-

support shafts in said bearings, said shafts ex-

tending in opposite directions and terminating 7s
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between the bearings, pressure rolls mounted In
the ends of Said large diameter shafts and ar-
ranged to be rolled in synchronism with one an-
other by the shafts, one of said rolls having a

8 periphery formed negatively to one side of the
slide fastener wire, and the other having a pe-
riphery formed negatively to the other side of
the slide fastener wire, a countershaft extending
through said frame offset from the bearings,

10 gearing of generous proportions gearing said
countershaft to said roll shafts, and means for
driving the countershaft, said shafts and gearing
being suflBciently massive to provide such pres-
sure between the rolls as to deform a uniform

16 wire into the desired slide fastener wire in a
single passage through the rolls.

33. Apparatus for the rolling of slide fastener
wire or a connected series of embryo slide fastener
elements, each of said embryo elements having

20 an embryo head with spread embryo jaws con-
nected thereto, said embryo head having a pro-
jection and a recess, and said embryo elements
being connected between the spread embryo jaws,
said apparatus comprising a frame, relatively

25 large massive bearings mounted on said frame in
end to end relation, one being elevated slightly
relative to the other, massive roll-support shafts
in said bearings, said shafts extending in opposite
directions and terminating between the bearings,

30 small-diameter pressure rolls mounted in the ends
of said large-diameter shafts and arranged to be
rolled in synchronism with one another by the
shafts, one of said rolls having a periphery formed
negatively to one side of the slide fastener wire,

;;5 and the other having a periphery formed nega-
tively to the other side of the slide fastener wire,
a countershaft extending through said frame be-
neath the bearings, gearing of generous propor-
tions gearing said countershaft to said roll shafts,

4Q and means for driving the countershaft, said
shafts and gearing being sufiBciently massive to
provide such pressure between the rolls as to
deform a uniform wire into the desired slide
fastener wire in a single passage through the rolls.

34. Apparatus for manufacturing a slide

fastener wire, or a connected series of embryo
fastener elements, said apparatus comprising
pressure rolls, one having a i>eriphery formed
negatively to one side of the slide fastener wire,

50 and the other having a periphery formed nega-
tively to the other side of the slide fastener wire,
means to support and synchronously rotate the
rolls in mating registration, and a conveniently
mariipulatable self-locking precision adjustment

55 means affording a very fine adjustment of the
spacing between the rolls.

35. Apparatus for manufacturing a slide

fastener wire, or a connected series of embryo
slide fastener elements, said apparatus compris-

gO ing pressure rolls, one having a periphery formed
negatively to one side of the slide fastener wire,

and the other having a periphery formed nega-
tively to the other side of the slide fastener wire,
means to support and synchronously rotate the

65 rolls in mating registration, conveniently manipu-
latable precision screw adjustment means afford-
ing adjustment of the spacing between the rolls,

and a scale for indicating the movement of the
adjusting screw.

70 36. Apparatus for manufacturing a slide

fastener wire, or a connected series of embryo
slide fastener elements, said apparatus compris-
ing pressure rolls, one having a periphery formed
negatively to one side of the slide fastener wire.

76 the other having a periphery formed negatively

45

to the other side of the slide fastener wire, means
to support and synchronously rotate the rolls in
mating registration, means affording axial move-
ment of one of said rolls, a precision adjustment
means for moving said roll In order to bring the
rolls into axial registration, means affordingi

transverse movement of one of the rolls in order
to vary the spacing between the rolls, and a
precision adjustment means for moving said roll

to vary the spacing between the rolls.

37. Apparatus for the manufacture of a slide

fastener wire, said apparatus comprising smaU-
diameter pressure rolls supported at the adja-
cent ends of sturdy large-diameter shafts, one
of said rolls having a periphery formed nega-
tively to one side of the slide fastener wire, and
the other having a periphery formed negatively
to the other side of the slide fastener wire, the
shafts extending In opposite directions away from
the pressure rolls and being carried in large
massive bearings mounted on a base, a counter-
shaft extending beneath the bearings, gearing
of generous proportions outside said bearings for
gearing said countershaft to said roll shafts, and
precision screw adjustment means affording ad-
justment of the spacing between the rolls dur-
ing operation of the apparatus.

38. A rolling mill for the manufacture of a
slide fastener wire, or a connected series of
embryo slide fastener elements, said mill com-
prising pressure rolls supported at the adjacent
ends of sturdy large-diameter shafts, one of said
rolls having a jierlphery formed negatively to
one side of the slide fastener wire, and the other
having a periphery formed negatively to the
other side of the slide fastener wire, the shafts
extending in opposite directions away from the
pressure rolls and being carried In large massive
bearings mounted on a base, a countershaft ex-
tending collaterally of the bearings, gearing of
generous proportions outside said bearings for

gearing said countershaft to said roll shafts,

means affording transverse movement of one of

said bearings to vary the spacing between the
roUs, readily manlpulatable precision adjustment
means for moving said bearing In order to adjust
the spacing between the rolls, and a scale for
indicating the movement of the adjustment
means.

39. Apparatus for the manufacture of a slide

fastener wire, said apparatus comprising small-
diameter pressure rolls supported at the adja-
cent ends of sturdy large-diameter shafts, one of

s 'id rolls having a pierlphery formed negatively
to one side of the slide fastener wire, and the
other having a periphery formed negatively to
the other side of the slide fastener wire, the
shafts extending in opposite directions away from
the pressure rolls and being carried in large
massive bearings mounted on a base, a counter-
shaft extending beneath the bearings, gearing of
generous proi>ortlons outside said bearings for

gearing said countershaft to said roll shafts, and
means affording vertical adjustment of the lower
pressure roll in order to vary the spacing be-
tween the rolls, said means Including horizontal

trunnions for the bearing, precision screw ad-
justment means for supporting said bearing in

desired position, and a scale for Indicating the
movement of the adjusting screw.

40. Apparatus for manufacturing a slide

fastener wire, or a connected series of embrjro
slide fastener elements, said apparatus compris-
ing pressure rolls, one having a periphery formed
negatively to one side of the slide fastener wire,
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the other having a periphery formed negatively

to the other side of the slide fast«ner wire, said

rolls having tapered shanks, and means to sup-

port and synchronously rotate the rolls In mat-

5 Ing registration, said means Including sturdy,

large-diameter shafts bored to receive the ta-

pered slianks cf the rolls, the shafts extending

in opposite directions away from the pressure

rolls and being carried in large, massive bearings

10 mounted on a base, a countershaft extending

collaterally of the bearings, gearing of generous

proportions outside said bearings for gearinc said

countershaft to said roll shafts, means affordinp;

axial movement of one of said bearings, and a

15 precision adjustment means for moving said

bearing in order to bring the rolls into ax al

registration.

41. Apparatus for transforming a round wire

Into an element wire, or connected series of

20 embryo slide fastener elements, each of said

embryo elements having an embryo head with

spread embryo jaws connected thereto, s&id

embryo head having a projection and a recess

and said embryo elements bentr disposed longi-

25 tudinally of the wire and connected by a web

of metal between the spread embryo jaws, said

apparatus comprising two small -diameter pres-

sure rolls having peripheries formed generally

negatively to the desired element wire, the roll

30 Impressions at the head of the embryo element

being such as to confine and shape the external

configuration of the head, and the roll impres-

sions at the embryo jaws of the element be ng

such as to compress the wire at the middle to

35 form the desired web and to squeeze the metal

outwardly to form the embryo jaws, the roll im-

pression around the embryo jaws being substan-

tially enlarged in order to accommodate varia-

tions in the round wire stock.

40 42. Apparatus for transforming a round wire

into an element wire, or connected series of

embryo slide fastener elements, each of sa'd

embryo elements having an embryo head with

spread embryo jaws connected thereto, said

45 embryo head having a projection and a recess

and said embryo elements being disposed longi-

tudinally of the wire and connected by a web
of metal between the spread embryo jaws, said

apparatus comprising two small-diameter pres-

60 sure rolls having peripheries formed generally

negatively to the desired element wire, the roll

impressions at the embryo head of the embryo
element being such as to confine and shape the

external configuration of the embryo head, and

f,r, the roll Impressions at the embryo jaws of the

embryo element being such as to compress the

wire at the middle to form the desired web and

to squeeze the metal outwardly to form the

embryo jaws, the roll Impression around the

no embryo Jaws being substantially enlarged 'n

order to accommodate varlat'ons In the round
wire stock without causing changes in the pitch

of the element wire, the maximum brea-^th of

said element wire being defined, however, by side

6.i walls of the roll impression in order to ?.eep the

width of the element wire at the points of max-
imum breadth within a desired limit.

43. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide

\ fasteners, out of a reel of preliminarily pressed

TO wire, said wire being so pressed and thereby de-

formed as to form a connected series of embryo
fastener elements, each of said embryo elements
comprising an Interlockable embryo head portion

and divergent embryo jaws, said apparatus com-
7e prising a support for rotatably supporting said

35

reel, means to intermittently feed the wire In a

longitudinal direction, and means to successively

sever the elements from the wire, said means
including a die and a punch so shaped as to cut

around the end of the head of the endmost ele- '

ment being severed, and at the same time to cut

around the Inside of the spread Jaws of the next

element in order to shape the entire inside sur-

face of the jaws, in a single stroke of the punch.

44. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide 10

fasteners, said apparatus comprising means to

feed an element wire in longitudinal direction

toward a tape extending transversely of the ele-

ment wire, means to feed the tape longitudinally.

a punch arranged for reciprocation in the dlrec- 15

tion of the tape at a point near the tape and
transversely of the plane of the jaws of the ele-

ment wire, said punch being so shaped as to shape

the outline of the end of the head of the endmost
element being severed from the element wire, and ^
at the same time to cut around the Inside of the

spread jaws of the next element in order to prop-

erly shape the entire inside surface of the jaws,

in a single stroke of the punch, and oppositely

movable clamping jaws for clamping the jaws of 25

an element on the beaded edge of the tape.

45. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide

fasteners, out of a reel of preliminarily pressed

wire, said wire being so pressed and thereby de-

formed as to form a connected series of embryo 30

fastener elements, each of said embryo elements

comprising an interlockable embryo head portion

and spread embryo jaws, the embryo head of

each embryo element being connected to the

spread embryo jaws of the adjacent embryo ele-

ment with the embryo elements arranged end to

end and the embryo jaws pointing in the direc-

tion of the wire leaving the reel, said apparatus

comprising a support on which said reel is rotat-

ably mounted, means to intermittently feed the 4D
wire In a longitudinal direction, means to sever

the endmost element from the wire, said means
including a die and a punch so shaped as to cut

around the end of the head of the endmost ele-

ment being severed, and at the same time to cut 46

around the inside of the spread jaws of the next

element in order to shape the entire inside sur-

face of the jaws, in a single stroke of the punch,

means to intermittently feed a tape in a longitu-

dinal direction, and means to clamp the jaws of W
the endmost element to the tape as it is severed

from the wire.

46. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide

fasteners, out of a reel of preliminarily pressed

wire, said wire being so pressed and thereby de- 56

formed as to form a connected series of embryo
fastener elements, each of said embryo elements

comprising an interlockable embryo head portion

and divergent embryo jaws, the embryo head of

each embryo element being connected by means SO

of a thin web of metal to the divergent embryo
jaws of the adjacent embryo element with the

embryo elements arranged end to end and the

embryo jaws pointing in the direction of the wire

leaving the reel, said apparatus comprising a sup- 86

port for rotatably supporting said reel, means to

intermittently feed the wire in a longitudinal di-

rection, means to punch away the thin web of

metal in order to sever the endmost element from

the wire, said means including a die and a punch 70

so shaped as to cut around the end of the head

of the endmost element being severed, and at the

same time to cut around the Inside of the spread

jaws of the next element in order to shape the

entire inside surface of the jaws, in a single stroke T4
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of the punch, means to intermittently feed a tape
in a longitudinal direction, and means to clamp
the jaws of the endmost element to the tape as
it is severed from the wire.

» 47. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide

fasteners, said apparatus comprising means to
feed an element wire in longitudinal direction to-
ward a tape extending transversely of the ele-

ment wire, means to feed the tape longitudinally,
10 a punch arranged for reciprocation In the direc-

tion of the tape at a point immediately adjacent
the tape and transversely of the plane of the jaws
of the element wire, oppositely movable clamping
jaws for clamping the jaws of an element on the

16 beaded edge of the tape, a counter, and a single

cam shaft provided with appropriate cams for

operating the wire feed means, the tape feed
means, the punch, the clamping jaws, and the
counter.

20 48. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide

fasteners, said apparatus comprising means to

feed an element wire in longitudinal direction to-

ward a tape extending transversely of the ele-

ment wire, means to feed the tape longitudinally,
25 a punch arranged for reciprocation in the direc-

tion of the tape at a pwint close to the tape and
transversely of the plane of the jaws of the ele-

ment wire, oppositely movable clamping jaws for

clamping the jaws of an element on the beaded
30 edge of the tape, and a single cam shaft provided

with appropriate cams for operating the wire
feed means, the tape feed means, the punch, and
the clamping jaws, all of the aforesaid recipro-
cating parts being small and light and short in

36 stroke, whereby the apparatus may be operated
at exceedingly high speeds.

49. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide

fasteners from an element wire comprising a con-
nected series of embryo fastener elements, a feed

40 dog to intermittently feed the element wire in a
longitudinal direction, a check dog for preventing
return movement of the wire, means to Intermit-
tently feed a tape in a longitudinal direction,

means to sever the elements from the wire and
46 to attach them to the tape, means for driving the

feed dog, the tape feed means and the severing
and attaching means, a counter, and means re-

sponsive to said counter for operating on one of

said dogs and thereby making said combination
SO of dogs unable to cause feed of the element wire,

so as to produce a blank space between stringers.

50. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide

fasteners, said apparatus comprising a recipro-
cable feed dog to intermittently feed an element

65 . wire in a longitudinal direction, a check dog for

preventing return movement of the wire, means
to intermittently feed a tape in a longitudinal di-

rection, means to sever the elements from the wire
and to attach them to the tape, m£ans for drlv-

60 Ing the feed dog, the tape feed nieans and the
severing and attaching means, a counter, and
means responsive to said counter for moving the
check dog out of engagement with the wire In
order to interrupt the feed of the wire so as to

66 produce a blank space between stringers, without
necessitating Interruption of the reciprocation
of the feed dog.

51. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-
teners, said apparatus comprising means to feed

70 an element wire in longitudinal direction toward
a tape extending transversely of the element wire,

, means to feed the tape icmgltudlnally, a punch

arranged for reciprocation in the direction of
the tape at a point close to the tape and trans-
versely of the plane of the jaws of the element
wire, oppositely movable clamping jaws for
clamping the jaws of an element on the beaded 5

edge of a tape, the means to feed the element wire
comprising a feed dog the working end of which
engages the wire at a point just ahead of and
very close to the aforesaid punch.

52. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas- lo
teners, out of a heavy reel of slide fastener wire,
or a connected series of embryo fastener elements,
said apparatus comprising a support for rotatably
supporting said reel, means to intermittently feed
the wire in a longitudinal direction, means to 15
sever the elements from the wire and to attach
them to a tape, and means to maintain a loop
of slack wire between the reel and the feed means,
said means including a feeler to determine upper
and lower limits for the loop of slack wire, an 20
electric motor for rotating said reel in such direc-

tion as to unwind the wire, and switch means
controlled by said feeler means for starting said
motor when the slack reaches its upper position

or minimum limit and for stopping said motor 25
when the slack reaches its lower position or maxi-
mum limit.

53. Apparatus for manufacturing a slide fas-

tener wire or connected series of embryo slide

fastener elements, each of said elements having 30
an embryo head with spread embryo jaws con-
nected thereto, said embryo head having a pro-
jection and a recess and said embryo elem.ents be-
ing connected between the spread embryo jaws,

said apparatus comprising pressure rolls, one of 35
said rolls having a periphery formed negatively

to one side of the slide fastener wire, and the
other having a periphery formed negatively to

the other side of the slide fastener wire, and
means to support and synchronously rotate the 40
rolls in mating registration, said means Including
sturdy large diameter shafts, the shafts being par-
allel to one another and extending in opposite di-

rections away from the pressure rolls, each of

said rolls being formed Integrally with a relatively 45
long tapered shank having a threaded part at the

small end thereof, the shafts having tapered holes
dimensioned to matingly receive the tapered
shanks of the rolls, and screw means for draw-
ing the tapered shanl^ of the rolls axlally into 50
the shafts in order to secure the same rigidly in

place.

54. Apparatus for manufacturing a slide fas-

tener wire or connected series of embryo slide fas-

tener elements, each of said elem£nts having an 65
embryo head with spread embryo Jaws connected
thereto, said embryo head having a projection
and a recess, and said embryo elements being con-
nected between the spread embryo jaws, said ap-
paratus comprising pressure rolls, one having a 60
periphery formed negatively to one side of the
slide fastener wire, and the other having a periph-
ery formed negatively to the other side of the
slide fastener wire, means to support and synchro-
nously rotate the rolls In mating registration, and 65
a wire guide In the form of a finger having a wire
guide passage extending longitudinally thereof,
said finger being mounted In a position transverse
of the plane of the shafts and extending toward
the ndls to a point Immediately adjacent the point 70
of contact of the rolls with the wire.

OEOROE WINTRITZ.
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CERTIFICATE OP CORRECTION.

Patent No. 2,201,068. May l4, 191^0.

GEORGE WINTRITZ.

It Is hereby oertlfled that error appears In the printed specification

of the above numbered patent requiring correction as follows : Page 1, sec-

ond column, line 8, for the word "or" read — of--; page 5, second column,

line 65, for "serving" read — severing--; page 6, second column, line 66,

for "bearing" read —bearings--; page 10, first column, line 22, before

"precision" Insert —mlcrometrlc— ; page 11, first column, line 62, claim

10, for "rools" read —rolls— ; page 12, second column, line 514., claim 21,

strike out "of" before "Jaws"; and that the said Letters Patent should be

read with this correction tliereln that the same may conform to the record

of the case In the Patent Office.

Signed and sealed this 25rd day of July, A. D. ISl^O.

Henry Van Arsdale,

(Seal) Acting Commissioner of Patents.
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[Note: Defendant's Exhibit "M"—G. Sund-

baek Patent No. 1,467,015 is the same as Plain-

tiff's Exiiibit No. 13 set out at page 1689 of

this printed record.]
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
JAMES A. MUBPHY, OF LOWEIX. MASSACHUSETTS, A8SION0K TO UNITED STATES

CASTBIDaE CO., OF LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS, A COBFORATION OF MASSACHU-
SETTS.

MAKUFACTUKE OF PBIMEB ANVILS.

Application filed July 27, 198S. Serial Ho. 654,171.

In the manufacture of primer anvils, and
more especially anvils having the shape and
properties, such as described in my copend-

ing application, Sr. No. 654,170, filed on
» even date herewith, it is desirable that the

operations involved shall be eflfected auto-

matically, and it is accordingly an object of

mj' invention to provide a machine for this

purpose.
10 It is a feature of my invention that with
my machine each individual anvil is made
by a two stage operation upon a thin strip

or sheet of malleable metal.

A preferred embodiment of my invention
H is described below, reference being made to

the accompanying drawings, in wnich

:

Fig. 1 represents a side elevation of the

machine;
Fig. 2 represents a front elevation of the

JO machine; and
Fig. 3 represents a detail cross-section on

the plane indicated by the line 3—3 of Fig. 1.

Fig. 4 is a cross-section of a metal strip,

and separate punching blocks in the plane
!5 of line 4—4, Fig. 2, showing the punches

in lowered position;

Fig. 5 is a cross-section, the same as Fig. 4,

the punches being in elevated position;

Fig. 6 is a detail cross-section of the ex-

10 truding punch in direction of the arrows
G—6 in Fig. 4;

Fig. 7 is a cross-section of the extruding
punch in the direction of arrows 7—7 of

Fig. 5;

16 Fig. 8 is a cross-section of the extruding
])unch in tlie direction of the arrows 8—

8

of Fig. 5; and
Fig. 9 is a plan view of a portion of the

metal strip .55 shown in Fig. .5.

10 The yoke 1 is mounted upon the base 2 and
supports the shaft 3 in the bearings 4. Haid
bearings are supported by the uprights G also

mounted on the base 2. On the outer end of

shaft 3 is the driving pulley 7 while between
15 the bearings 4 is the eccentric bearing 8 to

which one end of piston 9 is pivoted, tlie

other end Vjeing pivoted to the vertically

slidable iiead 11 mounted in the guides 12

on the uprights 6. Said head 11 is provided

iO on its under face with a dovetail groove 10

in which may be mounted the embossing
punch 13 and punch 14.

In a slot 15 on the end of shaft 3 opposite
to the driving wheel is mounted the adjust-
able offset bolt 20 slidably engaging a slot 65
21 in a lever 22 which is pivoted to the up-
right 6 at 23 and at 24 to one end of arm 2t),

the other end of which is pivoted to an arm
27. Said arm 27 carries a pawl 25 and is

pivoted to the end of a shaft 28, carrying a 80
ratchet wheel 35 and bearing in the upright
29 fastened by nut 30 on base 2.

Said shaft 28, on the opposite side of up-
right 29, is provided with a corrugated roller
31 between bearings 32 mounted on either es
side of said roller, and with a gear 33. Said
gear 33 meshes with a similar gear 34 on
the shaft 36 of a similar roller 37, adjacent
to said roller 31, and mounted on bear-
ings 38. 70
The bearings 32 and 38 and their respec-

tive rollers 31 and 37 are resiliently urged
toward each other by virtue of the arrange-
ment to be described. Vertical plates 41 are
fixed to the base 2 by means of screws 42 75
and joined together at the top by a hori-
zontal plate 43. Passing through plate 43
are set screws 44 which press downward
upon the bearings 32 while compression
springs 46 set into recesses 47 in the under go
side of bearings 38, and operated by cams 48
and hand lever 49, tend to force bearing 38
upward. Tlius the rollers 31 and 37 are
yieldingly urged toward eacli other by a
force depending upon the springs 46 and the 85
positioning of the cams 48 thereagainst.

Said rollers are mounted forward of the
block 51 which rests on base 2 clamped there-
to by the boss 52, and bolts 53. Said block
is provided with a horizontal slot 56 in the 90
plane of contact of rollers 31 and 37, and
adapted to receive a strip of metal 55 and to

pass it between said rollers and to guide it

beneath punch 13 and punch 14 in the head
11. In the bottom surface of said slot .56 95
is the depression .57 adapted to cooperate
with the j)unch 13 in shaping said strip, and
an aperture 58 adapted to register with and
receive tiie punch 14 and to permit the piece

of metal cut out by it to drop therethrough. 100

This part of the construction is more clear-

ly illustrated by Figs. 4 and 5 in which the

die block is represented in two units A and
B, the metal strip 55 being adapted to move
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intermittently in the direction of the arrow.

Thus, a given portion of the strip will first

come to rest over block A which has a flat

top 70 with an inverted cone shaped depres-

S sion 57 (the apex of which is enlarged into

a cylindrical depression 71) in registry with

embossing punch 13, and coacting therewith

to shape said metallic strip as shown by

Fig. 4. It is to be noted that said punch 13

10 has a flat surface 72, parallel with the flat

top 70 of block A, a cylindrical surface 73,

a flat surface 74, and an ovoido-conical point

75 opposite to the cylindrical depression 71

in depression 57, and shaping the corre-

IS sponding surfaces 72% 73% 74% 75% 71% and
57» respectively, on the metal strip 55. Ad-
jacent block A, and at a given distance there-

from in the direction of the arrow is block B
(block A and block B being represented by

20 a single block 51 in Fig. 1) with a vertical

aperture 58 therethrough, having the same

cross section as the anvils to be made, and

in registry with the extruding punch 14.

The face of said punch 14 has surfaces iden-

25 tical in contour with those of punch 13 and

which are numbered the same, but of a cross

section as shown in Figs. 8 and 9, to corre-

spond with the plan view of the anvils to be

cut out. Likewise the entrance 60 to aper-

30 ture 58 is of such a size and so shaped that

said punch 14 will just fit it, producing a

shearing action therewith to cut the strip 55

between them.
The block 51 may, as shown in Figs. 1

35 and 2, or may not as in Figs. 4 and 5, be

covered by a cap plate 61, affixed to the die

block by machine screws 62 and provided

with openings 63 and 64 for the passage

therethrough of the punch 13 and punch 14

40 respectively.

In operation, the strip of metal 55 is

drawn from roller 66 passed under the guide

roller 67, through slot 56 in the die block

and thence between rollers 31 and 37 by
45 which it is gripped under tension of the

springs 46, and intermittently drawn for-

ward a definite distance by each operation

of the pawl 25 on the ratchet wheel 35.

After thus feeding in the end of the metal

60 strip, power is applied, as by a belt to the

pulley 7, and, upon consequent rotation of

the shaft 3, the head 11 is lowered, forcing

embossing punch 13 against the portion of

the metal strip 55 immediately beneath it

55 (imparting its contour to the upper surface

and the contour of the depression 57 to its

lower surface) and then lifting it clear of

the strip entirely. Concurrently, the punch
14 is forced against a portion of the strip

CO previously shaped by the punch 13 and by

its shearing action against the edges of the

aperture 60, cuts vertically through the

strip, removing a corresponding section of

the embossed portion therefrom.

US It will be apparent that the metal strip

when so acted upon by punch 14 will not
only be bent but molded into the desired

shape and contour between the surfaces 72,

73, 74, 75, 57 and 71 providing it with the
corresponding surfaces 72», 73», 74" and 75" 70

on the upper side and 57» and 71* on the
lower side. Not only so, but these surfaces
will meet in sharply defined edges, which
is exceedingly important,—especially be-

tween 72° and 73» and between 7l» and 57« T8

for example. Moreover, as a result of the
difference in conical angle between the
ovoido-conical point 75 and the conical de-
pression 57, the thickness of the strip will

be modified and decreased toward the top 80

providing the space enclosed by surface 75».

By suitable adjustment of the offset bolt

20, it will, upon rotation of the shaft 3, oper-
ate the levers 22, 26 and 27, and pawl 25,

and thereby push the ratchet wheel 35 for- M
ward, driving the corrugated roller 31 a
given amount and this, in turn, draws the
strip 55 forward the same distance. This
d'stance is such that the portion of the strip

55 embossed by the die 13 will be brought •*'

into registry with the punch 14 and aperture
58 by an integral number of operations sub-
stantially equal to the ratio of the distance
between the two to the length of the em-
bossed portion of the strip. 05

Moreover, this advancement of the metal
strip is performed alternately with the
strokes of the punch 13 and punch 14, and
after it has become disengaged from them.
This is determined by the relative angular W
position of the offset bolt 20 and of the
eccentric bearing 8 upon shaft 3.

Thus after die 13 has embossed one por-
tion of the strip, it is raised, the strip ad-
vanced and the portion embossed by 13 sub-

sequently registers with the punch 14 and
upon the descent of the die-head 11 punch
14 completes the operation by cutting out
the embossed portion. As above po!nted

out, this registry may take place upon the llj

next or after any integral number of pro-

gressions of the metal strip, depending upon
the distance between die 13 and punch 14

and the amount by which it is advanced.
In this operation, the shape of the punch HI

14 is preferablv such that it will exactly

coincide with the surfaces 72", 73", 74", 75"

which have been formed upon the corre-

sponding portion of the strip 55. This not
only serves to bring the strip more accu- 13

rately concentric with the punch, but as-

sures a perpendicular cutting action by the

punch as it forces this portion of the metal
into the entrance to the aperture 58.

The cut out portion of the strap falls W
through the aperture 58 and the remainder
of the strip continues between rollers 31

and 37 which continue to draw it through
the die as already described. In view of the

fact that primer anvils are of relatively W
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small dimensions, it is not necessary to lift

the molded strip in order to permit its con-

tinued iittssage tliroiijih tlie machine. The
strip is sufficiently flexible to lift under the

r. tension employed in drawing it through the

guide slot and the tapered depression in its

'under surface of itself tends to raise it from
its position in the die after the molding
operation.

_ ]j As a safety device to further insure the

registry of the embossed portion of the strip

with punch 14, there may be provided the

lever arm 68 pivoted at 69 to the yoke 1

and at 81 to the vertical rod 82 and drawn
:.^ upwardly by spring 83 suspended by hook

.s4 from yoke 1. Said lever arm is operated
by contact with the cam 87 mounted upon
shaft ;?, forcing it downwardly against the

tension of spring 83. At its lower end rod
20 82 is pivoted at 89 to arm 88, said arm 88

is also pivoted to plate 41 at its opposite

end 91 and carries a knife edge 92 adapted
to bear against plate 41 and when in lowered
position to close the aperture 40 therein,

25 cutting off the protruding end of the strip 55.

By this device it will be apparent that

with proper adjustment of the cam 87, the

tongue 92 will be lowered over the opening
40 at that period in the rotation of shaft 3

30 when the punch 13 and punch 14 are in reg-

istry with the proper portions of the strip

55 and are in the act of impressing and
punch'ng it. It will also prevent any for-

ward movement of the strip which may be
ss induced by the shaping operation or by ex-

cessive action of the rollers 31 and 37 in

drawing the strip through the die. This de-

vice is, however, supplemental to mj' inven-

tion and not indispensable to it, for with the
40 rollers pro]H'rly adjusted, the advance of the

stri|) will be exact and while at rest, they
will hold it firndy. In this latter case, the

metal strip is of course not cut off and is

in the form of a continuous ribbon as it

••1 leaves the machine through the slot 56.

With each downward stroke of the head,

a previously shajjed anvil (or jdurality of

anvils) is removed from the strip of metal
by a jjositively acting mechanism, and an-

50 other anvil is shaj)ed. Both results are ef-

fected by the same stroke, and simultane-
ously, but any given jxjrtion of tlie metal
strip is shaped first and then cut from the
strip. Preferably the shaping and cutting

65 operations are conducted in this order and
may be eflected with an extreme degree of
rajiidity but concurrent action n])on the
same portion of the strip at the same time
is to be avoided. If the metal were bent

'0 subsequent to cutting, tlie cut edge and sur-

face would be deformed, thus rendering the

anvils j)roduced of irregular sha[)e and de-

feating the jinrpose of this invention.

By completing the bending or shaping ac-
•• tion upon the metal, while it is in sheet

form, and then cutting to the desired shape,
the contours of the anvil are not altered or
affected by the cutting action, but are in

fact reinforced during the cutting action
which leaves the cut edges accurate both as TO

to size and shape.
The advantages of my device rest not only

in the simplicity of design and easy opera-
tion of the meclianism involved, but also in

its adequate functioning to produce a primer T5

anvil having the desirable properties set

forth in my co-pending application above
referred to, but may also be adaptable for
other comparable products which are re-

quired to meet these or similar conditions of 80

shaijc or use. It is to be noted that such
other modifications or adaptations of my in-

vention are comprehended by the above
specification and included in the following
claims. 85

I claim

:

1. A machine for making primer anvils
comprising means for advancing a sheet of
metal therethrough, means for shaping a
poition of said sheet into a hollow cone, the 90

outer and inner surfaces of which having
different conical angles, and means for cut-

ting the portion so shaped from the metal
sheet.

2. A machine for making primer anvils M
comprising means for advancing a sheet of
malleable metal therethrough, means for
shaping a portion of one side said sheet to

an ovoido-conical contour and the corre-
sponding portion of the opposite side of 100

said sheet to the conical contour of the
primer anvil, and means for subsequently
cutting the shaped portion from the sheet.

3. A machine for making primer anvils
comprising a punch having a conical point fo.")

and a d'e block having a conical depression,
in registry with and of a less acute conical

angle than that of the conical jjoint of said
punch, and means for advaiuing a sheet of
malleable metal intermittently past the !'<•

launch and die block, said last named means
operating when the punch is in raised jjosi-

tion.

4. A punch for stamping out primer an-
vils having en<l surfaces adjacent it.s cut- "•'i

ting edge which are approximately perpen-
dicular to its axis, and a tapered i)roject!on

inside .said surfaces, the j)eiipiuMy of the
base of said projection being more nearly

parallel with the axis of the punch tiian the 120

periphery of the tip of the project on.

5. A machine for making primer anvils

comprising means for feeding a sheet of
metal lengthwise along a predetermined
j)ath, jjunch and die members on opposite 12-'>

sides of said path for shaping succeeding
portions of said sheet into hollow tajM-red

contour, f)ne of said members niov'ng back
and forth transversely of the plane of said

sheet, and other punch and die membei-s dis- 13"
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posed farther along said path for cutting

the anvils from the sheet, the latter punch
member having end surfaces extending

transversely of the axis of the punch imme-
6 diately inside its cutting periphery and a

tapered protuberance inside said surfaces.

6. A machine for making primer anvils

comprising means for feeding a sheet of

metal lengthwise along a predetermined

10 path, punch and die members on opposite

sides of said path for shaping succeeding

portions of said sheet into hollow cone

shaped contour, one of said members mov-
ing back and forth transversely of the plane

15 of said sheet, and other punch and die mem-
bers disposed farther along said path for

cutting the partially formed anvils from
the sheet, the latter punch member having a

conical central portion and outer end sur-

20 faces approximately perpendicular to the

axis of the punch, said surfaces terminating

at the peripheral cutting edge of the punch.

7. A machine for making primer anvils

comprising a cone-shaped punch, a die block

23 having a conical depression in registry there-

with, said punch and die block being adapted

to shapo between them a metal sheet, and
means for cutting the portion so shaped

from said sheet.

30 8. A machine for making primer anvils

comprising a conical punch, a die block in

registry therewith having a conical depres-

sion, adapted to press and shape between

them a sneet of metal and an extruding
35 punch adapted to cut a section of the metal

so shaped from said sheet perpendicularly

thereto.

9. A machine for making primer anvils

comprising a conical punch and a die block

40 having in registry therewith a cor.ical de-

pression, adapted to press and shape between
them a portion of a sheet of metal and an ex-

truding punch having a point of the same
contour as said conical punch and adapted

45 to cut a section of said shaped portion from
the sheet perpendicularly thereto.

10. A machine for making primer anvils

comprising a punch with an ovoido-conical

point and an annular shoulder at its base, a

60 die block having in registry with said punch
a conical depression with a cylindrical sur-

face at its base and apex, said punch and die

block being adapted to press and shape be-

tween them a sheet of metal, and an extrud-
es ing punch having an ovoido-conical point

and an annular shoulder at its base, and
adapted to register with a corresponding
aperture in the die block and with a shaped
portion of said metal sheet and to cut from

90 the latter a right-cylindrical section with
longitudinal grooves therein.

11. A machine for making primer anvils

from sheet metal comprising means to shape
a portion of said metal to the desired cone-

W shaped contour and a punch having a point

90

OS

of such size and shape as to exactly fit said
cone-shaped portion of the sheet and to cut a
section therefrom perpendicularly to said
sheet.

12. A machine for making primer anvils 70
comprising a die block, a pair of rollers en-
gaging between them a strip of malleable
metal and adapted to intermittently advance
said strip a given distance through a slot in
the die block and an edge, movable over the 75
exit end of said slot, operated alternately
with the advancing period of said rollers to
provide a definite period during which said
strip shall be held stationary.

13. A machine for making primer anvils go
comprising a die block, a feeding device for
intermittently advancing a malleable metal
strip longitudinally for a given distance
through a slot in the die block, a knife edge
movable over the exit end of said slot alter- 86
nately with the period of advance of the
metal strip, to cut off and arrest its prog-
ress, and an embossing and punching die
adapted to operate upon different portions
of said strip while it is stationary.

14. The process of making primer anvils
for explosive shells comprising shaping two
sides of a thin sheet of metal to different
conical contours and cutting from said sheet
a substantially cylindrical section contain-
ing said shaped portion.

15. The process of manufacturing anvils
for cartridge primers comprising the steps
of indenting a sheet of malleable metal to a
desired truncated-conical contour and cut- 100

ting from said sheet the section containing
the portion so shaped.

16. The process of making primer anvils

for explosive shells, comprising pressing one
side of a thin malleable metal sheet into a 105
truncated-conical depression and the other
side over a cone, and cutting the portion so

shaped from the sheet by a concentric cylin-

drical punch.

17. A process for the manufacture of a noi
primer anvil for explosive shells comprising
the steps of pressing a sheet of malleable
metal into the shape of a hollow cone, with
a boss at its ext«rior apex, a cylindrical sur-

face adjacent the base of said cone, a flat sur- nt
face substantially at right angles to the axis

of said cylindrical surface, and cutting the
portion so shaped from the metal sheet.

18. The process of making primer anvils

for explosive shells comprising simultane-
ously indenting one side of a metal sheet to

form a cone-shaped point provided with an
annular shoulder at its base, and forcing the

corresponding opposite side of said sheet

into a conical shape having an enlargement 12s

at its apex and at its base and subsequently
cutting from said sheet a substantially right-

cylindrical section including the portion so

shaped.
19. A process for the manufacture of a it(i

120
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primer anvil for explosive shells, compris-

ing the steps of first indenting one side of

a sheet of malleable metal to form a cone

shaped point provided with an annular
shoulder, simultaneously compressing the op-

posite side of said sheet into a concentric

conical form having at the apex and base of

said form cylindrical enlargements, and sec-

ondly cutting from said metal sheet the por-

tion so shaped and diametrically opposite

notches from the margin thereof.

Signed by me at Ijowell, Massachusetts,

this 20th day of June. 1923.

JAMES A. MURPHY.

10
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5 Claims. (CL 153—1)

This Invention relates In general to machines
for the manufacture of slide fasteners, and more
particularly to automatic machines for the manu-
facture of slide fastener stringers from which the

finished slide fasteners are made.
The primary object of this Invention Is to pro-

vide a single machine for the complete manu-
facture of slide fastener stringers, wherein the
operation Is continuous.

Another object Is to provide an improved ma-
chine for making slide fastener elements from
stock wire with a minimum of waste.

Still another object is to provide greater pre-
cision in the attachment of the slide fastener ele-

ments to the stringer tape.

It is also an object of this invention to provide

a slide fastener stringer of more durable con-
struction.

Still another object Is to reduce cost of opera-

tion in the manufacture of slide fastener

stringers.

The foregoing objects together with others will

be apparent from the following description con-
sidered In connection with the drawing In which

:

Figure 1 shows a plan of the more Important
stages of operation.

Figure 2 shows an elevation of the main part of

the machine.
Figure 3 is a diagram of the general arrange-

ment of the machine in combination with a stand-

ard jxjwer press of which it is a part, and
Figure 4 is a front elevation of the spacer mech-

anism for spacing the fastener elements on the

tape.

The machine as shown in the drawings, con-
sists of an upper die I and a lower die 2. The
stock wire which is flat is fed Into the lower die 2

as shown at 3. When the wire 3 reaches the first

station in the die 2 it is immediately over a form-
ing die 4 which is supported on a spring or a
plurality of springs 6. A punch 6 which is located

m the die I constitutes the upper part of the die 4

so that when the die block I comes down, a cavity

7 is formed in the wire, generally of the shape
shown in Figure 1. This cavity will hereinafter

be referred to as the embryo.
The upper die I and lower die 2 are used in

combination with a press. The upper die block is

attached to the pitman of the press and the lower

die block is fixed to the table of the press.

The lower die block 2 is provided with a re-

ciprocating finger 8 which is pressed against the

wire 3 at the point where cavity 7 has been

formed, by means of a spring 9. The finger 8

is pivotally attached to a movable section 10

which is part of the die block 2. The section 10
is provided with a cam 1 1 , and the die block I is

provided with a corresponding cam 12. When
the die I comes down to punch the embryo 7, the

6 cam 1 2 slides against the cam 1 1 thus pushing
section 10 with its attached finger 8 out of the
way of the descending punch 6. When the punch-
ing operation of 6 is completed, the die I ascends
allowing section 10 to move forward due to the

10 action of spring 13. The finger 8 moves lorward
with the section 10. The point of the finger 8

is made so that it fits into the embryo 7, so
that when the finger moves forward it pulls the
wire 3 along with it so that the wire is advanced

i5 a predetermined distance. The distance the wire
is advanced is determined by the following ar-
rangement. A threaded bolt 14 is screwed into

a tapped block 16 which is part of the die 2. One
end of this bolt is provided with knurled head 16,

20 and the other end of the bolt is provided with a
stop 17. The cam 1 1 is bored with a hole to per-

mit the passage of the bolt 14, but said hole is

small enough to prevent the passage of the stop

17, so that by adjusting the length of the bolt
25 14 between the block 1 5 and the cam 1 1 , the move-

ment of the section 10 and the finger 8 is de-

termined. A setscrew 18 locks the bolt 14 into

position.

A plurality of embryos 7 are punched in the
30 wire before said wire reaches the next stage of

operation. At this stage the wire passes between
a lower punching die 19 which is supiwrted on
a spring 20, and an upper die 21 which is part
of the die block I. An enlarged diagram of this

35 set of punching dies is shown in Figure 1, where
the action between the die 19 and the die 21

punches out a serration 22 on either side of the

wire 3. The punched scrap 23 is blown away by

means of compressed air through the pipe 24

40 which is situated in the grooved part of the die

punch 21. The die 21 is also provided with a

semi-circular cutting edge for the purpose of

cutting out a semi-circular section as shown at

26, the use of which will be described In connec-
ts tion with the final stage in the making of the

slide fastener stringer.

The final stage in the operation of the machine
may be more fully comprehended by reference

to both Figures 1 and 2. The lower die block 2

60 is also provided with a guiding block 26 which has

a slot 27 for guiding the stringer tape 28. As
this tape is usually finished on one of its edges

with a pair of rounded cords 29. a circular guide

30 is also provided in the block 26 to accommodate
65 the said cords. When the wire 3 reaches the po-
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sltlon where the cord 29 nests within the died
out section 2B which forms the inner wall of the
element, the jaws 8 1 become located between two
opposite clamping hammers 32 and 33. The die I

is provided at this point with a pair of cams 34, 5
34. On the downward stroke of the die I the

cams 34, 34 compress the hammers 32 and 33

against both sides of the element Jaw 3 1 so that
the element becomes permanently clamped to the
tape 28 at its corded edge. 10

Throughout this entire operation the individual

element as indicated by 81 remains an integral

part of the wire 8, and only after the jaws have
been clamped onto the tape, the element 35 is

severed from the wire 3 along the line 25 by the 15

die tl. This of course gives greater stability to

the Individual element than is provided in existing

machines where such elements are individually

and separately attached to the tape, thereby pro-

viding a greater degree of precision to the spacing 20
of the elements on the tape.

The tape 28 is fed into the machine in a ver-

tical position. It is held stretched to the re-

quired degree of tension between the reel on
which it is originally wound and a spacing mech- 25

anism such as is shown in Figures 3 and 4. To
an eccentric wheel 36 which is attached to the
press shaft 37, is plvotally attached an arm 38

whose length is adjustable by means of a turn-
buckle or some such mechanism 39. The arm 30

88 is also plvotally attached to a horizontal arm
48, the bearing at this point being on a movable
block 41 for the purpose of adjusting the location

of this bearing along the arm 40. One end of

the arm 40 is eccentrically attached to a friction 35

clutch 43. Shaft 44 is supported by bearings 45

and 48 which are in tiun supported by the walls

of the press. A knurled wheel 47 Is mounted on
the shaft 44 in a position above the guide block
28. The tape with the fastener elements attached JO

thereto which will now be referred to as 28' rolls

over the wheel 47 and is held tightly pressed
against the knurls by an upper wheel 48. The
wheel 47 is attached to the shaft 44 by means of

a friction clutch 49 which is directly attached to 45
the shaft 44, and the clutch 43 is similarly at-

tached to the said shaft. The clutches 43 and
49 are so arranged as to provide rotation to the
shaft 44 in one direction only so that one stroke

caused by the eccentric 36 turns the shaft 44 60
while the return stroke has no effect upon said

shaft. Thus an intermittent movement is im-
parted to the tai>e, the intermissions providing
the proper spacing to the fastener elements 85.

In actual practice the machine operates in the 66
following manner, although it is not intended
thereby to limit this invention to the specific fig-

ures which follow. The flat wire is fed into the
die and is moved forward by the reciprocating

finger pushing on the embryo which has been eo
drawn in an Inverted position in the first station

of the die. After the wire has fed forward
twenty-seven times it Is now in a position for

the notching dies to function. These also are
Inverted with the male die being in the lower 86

portion. At this p>oint the only blanking out of

the entire process takes place, and the wire leav-

ing this point has the embryo formed therein and
serrated edges. The strip continues to be fed
forward so that it now lays on the die which 70
blanks the element off the strip of wire. In order
that the element that is to be cut off be held sta-

tionary while it is being attached to the tape, the

upon the tape takes place before the shearing off

of the element is completed. In order that the
element remain on top of the blanking die, the
wire which is progressing through the die haa to
go down under the blanking punch, notching
punch, and the impresselon punch. These
punches are all the same length and therefore
carry the wire down evenly, while the wire is

thus going down it is supported by spring loaded
pads which on the upward stroke of the press
return to their normal level. The entire pro-
cedure is intermittently repeated.
The machine is also provided with a catch 50

in the lower die block 2 at the entrance of the
stock wire. This catch is pressed against the
stock wire by a spring 61. The catch is at an
angle leaning away from the direction in which
the wire 3 travels, so that the sharp edge of the
said catch prevents the wire from backing out of

die.

It is obvious that changes might be made in
nonessentials of the structiu-e of the machine
while retaining the essentials of the Invention
and I do not consider it limited to the siwclflc

construction shown; therefore what I claim is:

1. An automatic machine for the manufacture
of slide fastener stringers in combination with a
press, comprising an upper die block which is

attached to the pitman of the press and a lower
die block which is fixed to the table of the press,

a series of upp)er and lower dies or punches for

successively drawing an embryo cavity, serrating

the edges, and pimchlng off individual elements
from a stock wire, means for clamping said ele-

ments to a standard tape, and means for feed-

ing said stock wire to the successive stages in the
operation comprising a sliding section which is

part of the lower die block, a reciprocating finger

which pushes the stock wire by engaging the

embryo cavity and which is part of said sliding

section, a spring in compression which presses

against one end of said finger to provide engage-
ment between the finger and embryo in the stock

wire, a cam in the upper die block which engages
a corresponding cam on said sliding section

which retains the reciprocating finger, a com-
pression spring between said sliding section and
a fixed part of the lower die block, reciprocating

motion being provided by the action of said cam
and spring, and means for controlling the ex-

tent of said motion including a threaded bolt

which limits the motion of the sliding section im-
parted by the cam on said sliding section.

2. A machine for the manufacture of slide fas-

tener stringers comprising In combination upper
and lower die blocks for relative movement to-

ward and from one another with reciprocating

motion, punch and die means carried by the re-

spective die blocks and operable with each recip-

rocation of the die blocks to form an embryo
cavity in fiat stock wire positioned between the
die blocks, apparatus for feeding the stock wire
forward including a finger that slides back and
forth lengthwise of the fiat stock wire with each
reciprocation of the die blocks and in constant
contact with the stock wire and against metal
displaced by the oi>eration of the punch and die

that form the embryo cavity, finger-supporting

and reciprocating mechanism carried by one die

block, abutment means carried by the other die

block In position to operate said mechanism for

moving the finger with each reciprocation of the

die blocks, and other die means carried by the die
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One end of a slide fastener element, and for cut-

ting off the end portion of the wire stock to

complete the slide fastener element after the ele-

ment is In r>osltlon astride a tape.

3. An automatic machine for the manufacture 5

of slide fastener stringers Including In combina-
tion a press, an upper die block attached to the

pitman of the press and a lower die block fixed to

the table of the press, a series of cooperative

punches and dies carried by the die blocks for 10

successively forming an embryo cavity, shaping
the edges, and punching off Individual elements
from a stock wire after said elements have been
successively advanced to positions astride a tape,

clamping mechanism carried by one of the die 15
blocks for clamping Individual elements to the
tape, declprocatlng feedln^^ mechanism carried

by one of the die blocks for feeding the stock

wire with a step-by-step motion past the suc-

cessive dies and punches and to said clamping 20
means, abutment means on one of the die blocks

for operating the clamping mechanism and the
feeding mechanism carried by the other die block
with each stroke of the press, a spring for re-

turning the feed mechanism after each stroke, 26
a finger comprising a part of the feeding mecha-
nism with an end pwrtlon that engages metal
displaced by the forming of the endmost embryo
cavity, and means for holding said end portion
of the finger in contact with the stock wire. so

4. A machine for the manufacture of slide

fastener stringers comprising in combination
with a press, a reciprocating finger operated by
the movement of an upper die block connected to
the pitman of the press for intermittently feed- 80
ing the stock wire from which slide fastener ele-

ments are made, upper and lower die combina-
tions for punching embryos in the stock wire,

a notching die adjustably attached to the upper
die block and a complementary notching die in iO
a lower die block supported by a compression
spring, the upper and lower notching dies being
for the purpose of serratlng or notching the edges
of the stock wire to form the outer contour of

the jaw of the fastener element, said die com- 45

blnations also including means for shearing off

706

6
the individual fastener elements from the rest of
the stock wire after each of said elements has
been brouKht Into a position astride a standard
slide fastener tape, and means for attaching the
elements to the standard slide fastener tap>e.

5. A machine for the manufacture of slide fas-
tener stringers comprising in combination with
a press, a reciprocating finger for feeding stock
wire, dies for drawing embryos In said wire,

dies for forming the edges of said wire and
punching the individual fastener elements from
the said stock wire, means for clamping the said
elements to standard stringer tapie, and means to
feed the tape to space the fastener elements
thereon including a shaft which is supported from
the walls of the press above the upper die block, a
knurled wheel mounted on said shaft by means
of a friction clutch, a second friction clutch which
is attached to the end of the shaft, an oscillat-

ing arm which Is attached eccentrically to the
second friction clutch and operatively attached
at its other end to said main shaft, and a con-
necting rod between the said eccentric on the
press shaft and the osculating arm, so that upon
the rotation of the press shaft an intermittent
motion in one direction is imparted to the si>acer

shaft and the knurled wheel thereon, and to the
slide fastener stringer between the said knurled
wheel and a pressure wheel provided for that
purpose.
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GIDEON SUNDBACK, OF MEADVILLE. PENNSYLVANIA, ASSIGNOR TO HOOKLESS

FASTENER COMPANY. A CORPORATION OF PENNSYLVANIA.

MAKING FASTENERS.

Application filed October 19, 1918. Serial No. 258,918.

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that Gideon Sttndback, a

subject of the Kinp of Sweden, and resident

of Meadville, in the county of Crawford and
5 State of Pennsylvania, has invented certain

new and useful Improvements in Makint;
Fasteners, of which the following is a speci-

fication.

This invention relates to a machine and
10 method for producint; straight and curved

fastener stringers, such as shown in my Pat-
ent No. 1.219,881 dated March 20, 19l'7, and
also the curved stringers shown in my appli-

cation Serial No. 1.59139, filed April 2, 1917.

15 By the method herein disclosed, fastener

stringers embodying a predetermined num-
ber of interlocking jaw members are made
on a straight stringer for a jiredetermined
curve, which are cut apart and assembled

20 on the curved closure, one stringer with
varying spacing of the interlocking mem-
bers combining with a succeeding one with
different spacing to form a complete accu-

rately fitting fastener.

25 The uses of this fastener are very diversi-

fied, straight fasteners as shown in said i)at-

ent being used on corsets, money belts, foot-

wear, clothing, stretchers, tents and other
closures of various kinds, while curved fas-

30 teners as shown in said application are used
for automobile curtains, hand hole closures,

etc. where by reason of the curve, a wider or
more convenient opening is obtained than
with an ecjual length of straight fastener.

35 In order to produce a curved fastener which
will be easy to apply and properly function,
the spacing of the members on the outer
stringer should vary relatively to the spacing
on the inner stringer, while on a straight

10 fastener, the spacing is the same.
The general type of machine is disclosed

in my Patent 1,331,884. dated February 24,
1920. of whicli this application is a continu-
ation in part, the novel features of this ap-

-15 plication being specifically in the tape feed-
ing mechanism, and broadly in the combina-
tions thereof with the jaw member making
and setting mechanisms of said earlier ap-
plication.

50 In the accompanying drawings.
Fig. 1 is a side elevation of a machine,

^

Fig. 2 is a front elevation,
Fig. 3 is a plan view showing the die and

die block,

Fig. 4 is a vertical section on the line 4—4 65
of Fig. 3,

Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are details of the top
or stripper plate, which hold the blank down
on the dies;

Fig. 10 is a cross-section on the line 10—10 60

of Fig. 4 showing the passageway for the
l)lank;

Figs. 11 and 12 are side and front ele-

vations, respectively, showing the move-
ments by which the punching is pressed back 65

into the blank as the punchers are with-
drawn ;

F"ig. 13 is a side view of the tape feeding
mechanism

;

Fig. 14 is a front view of the tape feeding 70

mechanism

;

Fig. 1,5 is a side elevation showing a fur-

ther detail of the tape feed

;

Fig. 16 is a further detail front view

;

Fig. 17 is a plan view of the tape tension; 75

Fig. 18 is a front view of the variable tape
feeding mechanism;

Fig. 19 is a top view;
Fig. 20 is an end view of a double pawl

controlling mechanism in neutral position ; 80

Fig. 21 is an end view in acting position.

Fig. 22 is an end view of the tripping
mechanism

;

Fig. 23 is a front view of Fig. 21.;

Figs. 24 and 25 are top views of details; 85

Fig. 26 is a plan view on an enlarged scale

showing the blank and jaw members at dif-

ferent stages;

Figs. 27, 28 and 29, show various forms of

stringers produced by different settings of 80

the machine.
1 represents a metal blank, which may be

in the form of a flat sti'ip, which is fed into

the machine from the rear toward the front.

The machine is applicable to separate blanks "^

as well as to a continuous strip, but in mak-
ing very small fasteners siuh as herein

shown, which may be as small as one-eighth

inch long and one-sixteenth inch wide when
fastened and applied to the tape, it is pref- 100

erable to employ a strip. Referring to Figs.

1 and 4, the blank 1 enters guide 2 and
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passes through feed rolls 3, 3, then through
guide 9 to the die unit 10, and between the

side guide plates 11, (see Figs. 3 and 10).

The guide plates 11 are controlled by wedges
5 12 (see Figs. 3 and 10). The wedges 12 are

operated through a slide 13 (see Figs. 3 and
4), and cam plates 14 by the punch head 15,

held in the slide 16 (see Figs. 11 and 12)

and moved up and down through connecting
10 rod 17 and crank 18 on the main shaft ».

The feed rolls 3, 3 are operated by ratchet

4, pawl 5 and connecting rod 6 from eccen-

tric 7 mounted on the main shaft 8 (see Figs.

I and 2).

16 22 is the blanking punch which punches
out the entire member and the piece 34 into

die 23 (see Figs. 3 and 4). As the punch 22
draws out of the die, the plunger 24 carried

by plunger holder 25 and sleeve 26, is ac-

20 tuated by spring 27 to press the punchings
back into original place in the metal blank
1. The piece 34 (Fig. 26) lies in the blank
between the jaws 35 of the punching. This
scrap piece 34 is pushed out of the blank 1

25 by punch 36 (see Fig. 4) into the hole 37 in

die unit 10. The next step is to press or form
the punching in its final form ready to be
clamped on the tape, and this is effected by
punch 38 and recess 39 in die unit 10 (Figs.

30 4 and 5).

On the down stroke of head 15. as the
punches are nearing the blank, the cam
plates 14 (see Fig. 3) draw the wedges 12
toward the back, pressing the guide plates

35 11 toward each other with the blank in be-

tween, thus holding the blank firmly in place
until released by the forward movement of
the wedges 12 on the up .stroke of head 15.

Figs. 3 and 4 show the position at the mo-
40 ment the clamping movement of the guide

plates 11 has been effected. To allow for
wear and variation in the width of the
blank, 1, the space between the guide plates

II is adjustable by blocks 19 and set screws
45 20 (see Figs. 3 and 10).

The function of the guide plates 11 is of
vital importance. At the time of punching,
the two plates hold the material firmly
against spreading and distortion either of

60 the punching or of the blank. This enables
the subsequent operations on the punching
to be controlled through the blank, and en-
sures such perfect shape of the finished
punchings and correct positioning thereof in

56 the dies, as to produce a highly uniform and
symmetrical fastener member and product.
When the guide plates 11 draw tight around
the blank 1, they not only bring the blank
into a central position over the dies, but

69 force the punchings, if they should happen
to get out of place, into correct position
lengthwise of the blank. The guide plates
spread apart during the feed and allow an
easy and free movement of the blank. It

66 also allows the interlocking or projecting

end of the fastener punching to lift up out

of the recess 39 (see Fig. 4) in die unit 10

after the impression of punch 38.

At this time the blank strip 1, after reacii-

ing die unit 10, is confined between die unit 70

10 on the bottom and stripper plate 21 on the
top (see Fig. 10.)

In order to avoid reliance solely upon
spring 27 to press the punching back into

its original place in the blank as punch 22 75

withdraws, a positive movement is provided.

Rod 28 in addition to spring 27 exerts pres-

sure on sleeve 26 thus forcing tiie punching
into its place in the blank. Rod 28 is acted

upon through screw 29 in lever 30 (see Figs. 80

11 and 12) and connecting links 31, 32 from
eccentric 33 on main shaft 8. Upon the re-

turn of the punching to its proper place in

the blank and with the co-operation of the

side guides, 11, top of die unit 10 and strip- 85

per plate 21. the punching can now be fed

forward by the blank feed rolls 3, 3, without
any danger of becoming displaced. A dis-

placement at this time would cause much
trouble because of the extreme accuracy re- 90

quired in finished fastener members of sucli

small dimensions.
The blank after return of the punching is

fed forward as above stated so that the scrap

piece 34 can be pushed out of the blank; 1 95

by punch 36, and then the puncliing is

pressed into recess 39 in die unit 10 by punch
38 to form the interlocking recess and pro-

jection. At this time, it is necessary to iiold

the blank and punching down onto the face 100

of the die unit 10 and also to hold it against

lateral spreading by contraction of the side

guides 11. The stripper plate 21 partly per-

forms this function, but in addition tliere is

provided a yielding presser or floater 40 (see 106

Figs. 5, 6, 8) which is mounted in stripper

plate 21 and bears down on the jaws 35 of

the punching, and on the blank 1, by means
of springs 41 (see Fig. 4) and plunger 42.

This plunger 42 is timed and adjusted to H"
commence pressure as soon as the forward
movement of the blank stops, and can be ad-

justed to exert a positive pressure upon the

blank and punching by contacting with a

lug on punch block 15 when the punclies are 115 i

in their lowest position. Thus the blank and
punching are firmly held in position while

the transversely elongated recess and pro-

jection are formed by the punch 38 and die

recess 39.
"

120

1

When the blank 1. still carrying the fas-

tener member, which is now finished and
ready to be pressed on the tape, is again fed

forward, the floater or presser 40 yields up-

wardly so as to permit the projection of the 125

fastener member to lift out of the die recess

39 so that it can be carried forward into re-

cess 43 (Figs. 3 and 4) ready to be set. To
prevent the fastener member punching from
lifting out of the blank 1 altogether, the 130
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lift of the yielding presser 40 is limited as

shown in Fig. 9. Figs. 6 and 7 show the

presser 40 at its lowest position and Figs.

8 and 9 show it at its highest position.

5 The finished punching is now carried for-

ward by the next motions of the feed rolls

3, 3 until it reaches the position where the

jaws 35 straddle the corded edge of the tape

44 (see Fig. 2C). The tape 44 is fed in-

10 termittently upwards and at right angles to

the blank feed through the hole and slot 45

(see Figs. 3 and 4) in die unit 10. In this

position, the jaws 35 are clamped around the

corded edge of the tape by side tools 46 (see

15 Figs. 3 and 26) which simultaneously press

toward each other on the outside of

the blank 1. while the formed jaw member
is being held between the top of the die unit

10 and the resilient presser 40 (see Figs. 3

20 and 4). The side tools 46 which set the

jaw members on the carrier element, tape or
.stringer, are held in the slides 47, which are

connected at 48 to lever 49, rock shaft 50. arm
51, and link 52 to punch block 15 (see Fig.

26 2). Wlien the clamping movement is com-
pleted, the tape feeds up and lifts the jaw
member clamped to its corded edge, out of
the residue of the blank, 1, the tape and at-

tached jaw member passing through slot 53
30 in floater 40 (see Fig. 5). There now re-

mains of the blank 1 only the two edges,
which are fed through the tubes 54 (see

Figs. 3 and 4) and cut into small pieces by
knives 55 connected to the actuating heads

35 48 of the side tools, the pieces falling down
through chute 56.

In order to prevent slipping of the feed,
the blank 1 is maintained clean and dry
while engaged by the feed rolls 3, 3, ancl

40 the necessary lubrication of the blank is

done after it has passed the feed. This
is accomplished by an ordinary oil puni]>

57 (see Fig. 1) which drips the lubricant
down in tube 58 mounted centrally over

45 the blank 1. Soap and water is preferably
used as a lubricant, because it does not
leave a stain on a fabric tape.

The tape is wound on spool 59, and leads
through guide 60, then up through float-

60 ing tension 61, through hole 45 in die unit
10. then through hole 62 in the punch holder,

then around feed roll 63 having si knurled
surface for the tape and a groove 64 for the
jaw members, then the tape leads to winding

65 spool 65 driven by belt 66 from the main
shaft.^ The groove 64 serves as a leader
and prevents lateral displacement of the
tape in passing around teed roll 63. The
grip is also assisted by the roughened sur-

*0 face in conjunction with tension 61.

The tension 61. shown in Fig. 17, com
prises two tension plates 67 having guid-
ing grooves for the cord, and mounted loose-

ly on the ends of levers 68 which are pivot-
66 ally connected at 69 and normally pressed

apart by spring 70 mounted betw^vn screw
bushings 71, which can be turned so as to
vary the spring pressure at plates 67. The
pressure of the jaws is transmitted through
.screw 72 located at about the center of plates 70
67, so that the plates can rock slightly on
the ends of the s<-rews and adjust them-
selves to irregularities in the tape witiiout

varying .the friction. In order to i)reveiit

puckermg the plates 67 at the entering side ''^

are tapered so as to smooth out the tape
before it reaches the setting point of the
jaw members. It will thus be seen that the
tape is positively controlled by the I'eed loll

63, and the varying control "of roll 6H for 80

varying the spacing between jaw members
on a single fastener stringer, and the blank
spacing between successive stringers will nf)w
be described.

Another part of the mechanism when put 85

into operation automatically produces an
auxiliary movement of the tape roll by
which the regular spacing lietween the in-

terlocking members is alternatingly increased
and decreased in any desired jxlrtion of a i'O

group of members or stringer, thetvby jn-o-

ducing in one grouj) an increased spacing
corresponding with the decrease in spacing
between members in a following group.
Two of these alternating groups form a fas- 95
tener which will, by reason of the differ-

ence in spacing, take a curve with the larger
spacings on the outside and the smaller
spacings on the inside. The increase or de-
crease in the tape feed added to or taken J 00

off from the rejrular feed is uniform so
that the spacing between the members with
in the portion of increase or dc^iea.se re-

mains constant. As a consequence the curve
of the fastener is circular in foi-m of a 106

radius ])roportionate with the difference be-
tween spacing of the members on the out
and inside stringer. The mechanism is ad-
justable to make any desired length of cur\'e

within its limits. 110

With this feeding mechanism it is op-
tional to make either straight or curved or
a combination of straight and curved fas-

teners in predetermined lengths. The
length of a fastener is determined by the 115

number of interlocking members on the tape
grouped together between the blank spaces.
When the mechanism is set for priKlucing
straight fasteners the sjjacing l)etween the
members in a group is constant. 120

For each two stringers the mechanism foi-

increasing and decreasing the regidar sjim'-

ing makes one recipnx-ating tri]> tlius mak-
ing one complete curve to each fastener only.

But as the timing of the mechanism in it^ 125

relation to the blank spacing bet ween the
stringers is adjustable the setting can lie

made to produce the blank space v Inch di-

vides the stringer in center of a curve or

any other part of the curve. It follows that 130
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if part of the curve for which the mecha-
nism is set forms the end of one strinjjer

and tlie other part of the same curve forms
the beginninj;; of another stringier a fas-

5 tener which in effect has two curves, one
curving in the opposite direction to the

other is produced.
Tape feed roll 63 is rotatably mounted

on shaft 75 and is driven thereby through
10 a clutch member later to be described.

Keyed to shaft 75 is a ratchet wheel 76, and
rotatably mounted on shaft 75 is a bell crank
201, the latter carrying pawl 120 pivotally

moimted on one arm thereof, i\n>\ ha\'ing

15 its other arm pivoted to and oscillated by
connecting rod 17'. Pivoted to the other

end of connecting rod 17' is crank pin 138'

in crank plate 21', the latter being keyed
to shaft 8. Crank pin 138' is carried by a

20 block clamped or otherwise adjustably se-

cured in a radial slot in crank plate 21',

and by varying the radius of crank pin
138' the throw of pawl 120 may be adjusted

as desired. Spring 202, Ijetwcen bell

25 crank 201 and pawl 120 tends to maintain
the latter in engagement with the teeth of

ratchet 76. The actual throw of ]>awl 120

is very much greater than is required for

the spacing of the fastener members, only

30 a portion of the actual throw being used
for this purpose, while the full throw is

used to feed blank spaces. To secure the

required effective throw for proper spac-

ing, a shield 127 is provided over part of

35 the arc of travel of pawl 120 to hold the
latter out of engagement with the teeth of

rachet 76. Pawl 120 passes over shield 127

near the end of its throw, and spring 202
then draws it into engagement with the

40 teeth of ratchet 76, giving the latter a mo-
tion of intermittent rotation. Shield 127 is

angularly adjustable to provide for the feed-

ing of any desired numljer of t«eth. For
the feeding of uniformly spaced fasteners

45 for straight lengths, the movement of tape

feed roll 63 is identical with that of shaft

75. To increase or diminish the space be-

tween the fasteners, and so provide for

curved lengths, the motion of shaft 75 is

50 modified by a clutch connection, later to

be desiTibed, in transmitting such motion
to tape feed roll 63.

The spacing control obtained by variable

movement of feed roll 63 through pawl and
55 ratchet tripping and differential driving

means is shown in Figures 18-25. Refer-
ring to Figure 18, ratchet 76 acted upon by
pawl 120 is keyed to the shaft 75 which
carries splined sleeve 77. This sleeve 77

60 has a spiral clut<h connection 78 with the
longitudinally fixed sleeve shaft 79 carry-

ing feed roll 63. 80 is a friction brake.

The sleeve 77 revolves within and moves
longitudinally with drum 81 threaded on to

06 the longitudinally stationary extension of

bearing 82, so that by rotary motion of
drum 81 the sleeve 77 is moved axially.

For regidar spacing the drum 81 is sta-

tionaiT and the intermittent uniform move-
ment of ratchet 76 is imparted through 70
shaft 75, sleeve 77, sleeve shaft 79 onto
the tape roll 63. To increase or decrease
the regular intermittent rotary motion of
roll 63, the drum 81 is revolved intermittent-
ly corresponding therewith and moves the 75

sleeve 77 axially in one or the other di-

rectitm. thereby, through the spiral clutch

78, adding to or substracting from the uni-
form movement imparted by ratchet 76.

The drum 81. Figures 20 and 21, is revolved 80

by double pawl 83 pivoted at 84 on rocker
arm 85. The latter is connected by pin 86
to cross head 87 and reciprocates, fixed in

its vertical plane, between the positions A
and B. The back of pawl 83 has three 85

notclies, one central which by reason of a
good fit with the pointed end of plunger
88 serves to hold the pawl in neutral posi-

tion, as illustrated in Figure 20, and one at

each end to position the spring pressure 90

of plunger 88 to hold the pawl in one or
the other of the actuating positions. If
the double pawl 83 is in actuating position
on one side the feed roll 63 will be ac-

celerated relatively to ratchet 76 through 96

the spiral clutch 78, and if in the other
acttiating jwsition the feed roll will be re-

tai'ded, while if the pawl is in neutral posi-

tion, as shown in Figure 20, the drum 81 is

at a standstill and tape roll 63 is acted upon 100

only by the drive through ratchet 76.

The position of the plunger 88 relative to

the three notches on the back of pawl 83 is

controlled by screws 89 on plunger rod 90
and screw 91 on plunger rod 92, (see Figs. 106

20, 21, 22, 23) on one hand and by pin 93 on
ring 94 and pin 95 on ring 96, (see Figs.

19. 20 and 21) on the other. The screws 89
and 91 act on the spring plunger 88 to move
it out of neutral position into one or the 110
other actuating positions, in other words
control the starting of the increased or de-

creased spacing of the fastener members,
whereas the stopping is controlled by the pins
93 and 95. The rings 94 and 96 (see Fig. 116

19) are adjustably fastened to, as by set

screws (not shown) , and move with the drum
81 whose length of travel is determined by
their positions. Revolved by the pawl 83,

the drum carries the pin 93 on ring 94 in a 1-20

screw thread line until the pin pushing on
one branch of the double lever 97 (see Figs.

21 and 19) connected with the spring plun-
ger 88 through shaft 98 and spring barrel

99 throws the spring plunger 88 into the 12CI

neutral position on back of pawl 83. Fig-
ure 21 shows pm 93 about to act on double
lever 97. The pin has been brought up into

this position by the last upward stroke of
rocker arm 85 and is now held by collar 103 1S9I
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(Vig. 19) acting as a brake on the drum 81

to wliicli tlie ring 94 and pin 93 are fastened.

The rocker arm 8.") (Fig. 21) i.s on its down-
ward stroke and phinger 88 will have moved

6 intt) tlie neutral notch on back of pawl 83
wlien it reaches the end of the stroke at po-
sition B, thus stopping the movement of the
drum 81. The pawl now remains neutral and
the (hum idle until the spring plunger 88

10 acted upon by screw 89 on plunger rod 90
(see Fig. 20) throws the pawl 83 into actu-
ating position and starts the drum in the
opposite direction to continue until pin 95
on ring 90 (see Fig. 19) arrests the motion

15 by bringing pawl 83 into neutral position
through pressure on the other branch of
double lever 97. The duration of increased
or decreased spacing, in other words the
length of a curve in the fastener, is thus con-

20 trolled by the position of rings 94 and 96
on the drum HI. The collar 103 (see Fig.

18) mounted slidably in a slot of drum 81

has a brake lining 112 which serves to hokl
the drum against the back stroke of the pawl

25 S3 and pressure on pins 93 and 95 required to
throw sprmg plunger 88 into neutral posi-

tion as well as to prevent accidental rotary
movements.
To start the drum 81 the pawl 83 is thrown

30 from neutral into actuating position by one
or the other of screws 89, 91 on plunger rods
90, 92 (see Figs. 23. 24 and 25). The lat-

ter slide in bearing 82 and are connected
by lever 100 pivoted at 101 on bearing 82.

35 AVhen screw 91 is in central position at E
(Fig. 23) the screw 89 is in central position

at H. The positions at F and (i of screw 89
correspond with jjositions C and D of screw
91, respectively. Only one of the said screws

40 can be in actuating position at once. To
move pawl 83 out of neutral position screw
91 is brought to position C (see Fig. 23)
directly above spring plunger 88, so that
when rocker arm 85 moves into position A

45 (see Fig. 21) the spring plunger is caused
by screw 91 to throw pawl 83 into actuating
jjosition as shown in Fig. 21. To revolve
drum 81 in the other direction, screw 89 is

similarly brought to position G (Fig. 23)
60 to move spring plunger 88 in the other direc-

tion as rocker arm 85 moves towards posi-

tion B shown in Fig. 21. The timing of a
period of increased or decreased spacing or
in other words the position of a curve rela-

65 tive to the straight portions of a fastener
and the blank spaces between the groups of
members is thus controlled by the positions
of screws 89 and 91 on the plunger rods 90
and 92.

60 Tlie movement of the plunger rods 90 and
92 carrying the screws 89 and 91 is con-

trolled by the axial movement of drum 81
through collar 103, rod 104. lever 105,

pronged slide 114, and spring 102, (Figs.

05 18-19) on one hand and catch 106. dog 107

and trip 108 on the other, (Figs. 22-23).
Catch 106 fits slot 109 in plunger 90 and is

solidly connected with dog 107 through shaft
110. Actuated by spring 111 (Fig. 22) the
catch 106 is constantly pressing against the 70
plunger rod 90 and when this rod in its

travel back and forth brings the slot 109
in line with the catch 106 (Fig. 23) the
latter snaps in and locks the plunger rods
and screws 91 and 89 in their respective po- 76
sitions E and H. The release of rod 90 is

accomplished by the trip 108 (Figs. 22-23)
slidably secured to friction ratchet 119. This
ratchet makes one revolution for each group
of interlocking members or for each stringer. 80
Once in each revolution the trip 108 lifts

the catch 106 out of the slot 109 in rod 90

and releases the rods 90 and 92 for longitudi-

nal movements. Referring to Fig. 19 the rod
104, dovetailed to collar 103 in the slot of 86
drum 81, travels back and forth with the

axial movement of the drum and through
its connection oscillates the forked end of
the lever 105 pivoted at 113 as shown in Fig.

25. Guided in a slot in the bearing 82 and 90
interlocked with the forked end of lever 105

is the slide 114, see Figs. 22 and 23, having
two prongs 115 and 116 extending upwards
into a slot in plunger rod 92, (Fig. 23). The
two prongs embrace a compression spring 95
102 lodged within the plunger 92 (Fig. 24).

Moved by the lever 105 the prongs on slide

114 oscillate with the movement of the drum
81 and press the spring 102 against the plun-

ger rod 92 at point 117 when moved in one 100
direction and at point 118 when moved in

the other (Fig. 25).

Friction ratchet 119 determines the length

of a stringer by timing the increased feed

of tape to produce a blank space which 105
separates one group of members from an-

other.

The driving pawl 120 for ratchet 76 auto-

matically feeds ratchet 76 .the excess length

of tape required for this purpose, through no
a second pawl 122 (Figs. 15 and 16) pivoted

on pin 123 and held against pin" 124 by
spring 125. Pawl 122 is mounted on the

friction ratchet 119. and extends over the

teeth of ratchet 76. The friction ratchet m
119 is rotatably mounted on shaft 75 (Fig-

ures 13 and 14) between ratchet 76 and
shield 127, and is held against accidental

rotary movement by brake 128 (Fig. 16).

As the secondary pawl 122 is carried around 130
on the frictoion ratchet 119, it reaches the

position where pawl 120 at the rear end of
its stroke rides over it. At the beginning
of the forward movement pawl 120 then
catches the secondary pawl 122. The spring 126
125 (Fig. 15) yields to the pressure of pawl
120 allowing the secondary pawl 122 to

swing until its forward edge engages the

teeth of ratchet 76. The swinging move-
ment being arrested, continued pressure of ISO
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pawl 120 carries with it the secondary pawl
122, the two ratchets 119 and 76, the shaft

75 and the tape. The ratchet 119 is moved
by ring 130 (Fig. 15) through rolls 131 and

5 springs 132. Arm 133 which operates ring

130 is operated by the spring 134 and con-

necting rod 6 through pin 135 in clamp 136

fastened to connecting rod 6. Eccentric 7 is

operated by shaft 8 and carries the connect-

10 ing rod 6. The stroke of arm 133 is ad-

justable by the micrometer head 137 in

bracket 138 (Fig. 15) attached to the frame
of the machine. The adjustment ranges

from a maximum length equal to tlie throw
15 of connecting rod 6 to a very small mini-

mum. Thus the secondary pawl 122, car-

ried around by the friction ratchet 119, is

made to complete a single revolution dur-
ing a predetermined niunber of operations

20 of the machine according to the setting of

micrometer 137, and in this way deteimines
the length of the fastener. When the sec-

ondary pawl 122 is effective, it will be seen

that a long throw will be given the tape
26 feed, equal to the full stroke of pawl 120.

The trip 108 slidably mounted on the
friction ratchet 119 which carries the sec-

ondary pawl 122 is adjustable to any posi-

tion on the ratchet so as to release plunger
30 rods 90 and 92 for action to start the in-

crease or decrease in the spacing at any
point of a stringer. This trip 108 starts one
curve at a predetermined point in each
stringer, but if set in a position relative to

36 the pawl 122, so as to start the curve near
the end of one stringer and the curve con-
tinues on the next, a fastener made up of
stringers as shown in Fig. 29, having one
curve at each end will be produced.

40 When pin 93 on ring 94 stops the barrel

81 (Fig. 19) by moving the spring plunger
88 and pawl 8.3 (Figs. 20 and 21) into neu-
tral, the rod 104, (Fig. 19) has moved with
the drum and brought the lever 105 into a

*^ position illustrated in Fig. 25, where the
position of prong 115 on slide 114 held by
the lever exerts pressure on plunger rod 92
at point 117. The plunger rod 92 by reason
of its connection through lever 100 with

50 plunger rod 90 is held by catch 106 in slot

109 (Fig. 23) and screws 89 and 91 locked
in their respective positions H and E. Tlie

rocker arm 85 is brought to idling up and
down between A and B (Fiir. 21). The

55 sleeve 77 is held axially by the idle drum
81 and revolving intermittently with the
motion of shaft 79 transmits to tape roll 63
the movements of ratchet 76 and feeds the
tape for regidar spacing of a straight fas-

60 tener. The friction ratchet 119 is travelling
in accordance with the stroke of arm 133
(Fig. 15) and brings the trij) 108 (Fig. 22)
in a clockwise direction uj) towards the
trip 107. Continuing the movement of the

66 trip 107 catch 106 is lifted out of the slot

109 and forced by the spring pressure at

point 117 (Fig. 25) the plunger rods 92 and
90 (Fig. 23) are suddenly thrown into new
positions and bring screws 89 and 91 from
their neutral positions at H and E into 7 J

positions G and D respectively (Fig. 23).

Screw 89 is now directly in line with spring
plunger 88 and forces it out of neutral posi-

tion shown in Fig. 20, upwards, as the rock-

er arm moves down from position A into "5

B (Fig. 21) and brings pawl 83 into ac-

tuating position. Tlie drum 81 now com-
mences its intermittent rotary movement in

an anticlockwise direction and guided by
the left threads on bearing extension 82 (Fig. 80

18) moves axially towards the tape feed roll.

Sleeve 77 now transmits to the tape feed roll

63 for each revolution of the machine the

regular forward movement of pawl 76 as

well as a regular slight backward movement 85

as the clutch end of sleeve 77 moves longi-

tudinally into the clutch end of sleeve shaft

79 (Fig. 18) producing as a result a short-

ened forward movement of the tape feed

roll 63 or a decreased spacing between the 90

members going onto the tape. As the di-um
81 continues its axial movement the lever

105 releases the spring pressure at point

117, (Fig. 25) and gradually exerts pres-

sure in the opposite direction through prong g.")

116 at point 118. Free to move, the rods

90 and 92 yield to the spring pressure and
move the screws 89 and 91 back from the

positions G and D towards H and E, (Fig.

23). When reached, the catch 106 which 100

has meanwhile been passed by the trip 108

and now controlled by spring 111 snaps
into the slot 109 and locks the screws 89 and
91 in the H and E positions. The lever 105
continues to move with the drum and prong 105

116 (Fig. 25) is now compressing spring
102 against point 118 in rod 92 wiiicli is

now locked. The movemejnt of the

drum 81 continues until pin 95 on
ring 96 comes in contact with the double HO
lever 97. and brings pawl 88 into neutral,

stopping the drum and the backward inoAe-

ment imjiarted to feed roll 63 by the axial

movement of sleeve 77. thus I'everting (he

tape feed roll 63 to tlie regular forward 115

movement of ratchet 76 and spacing of the

membei's for a straigiit fastener. The trip

108 has meanwliile completed a round with
the friction ratchet 119 and again lifts the

catcli 106. The ])iessure of spring 102 now 120
directed at point 118 (Fig. 25) snaps the
screw 91 on rod 92 (Fig. 23) into actuating
position at (' and .starts tlie drum in tlie

opposite direction. Sleeve 77 is now moving
away from tape feed roll 63 and thereby 125
transmits a slight forward mo\ement to

the tape roll, in addition to the regular
movement by tlie ratchet 76. aiul the ma-
chine is thus i)ro(liicing a stringer with in-

creased spacing between the members until 1301
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the drum is again stopped by pin 93. The
secondary pawl 122, which in connection
with pawl 120 and ratchet 70, acts upon the

tape feed roll 63 to effect the blank space

b of tape diviilin<i one strinjj;er from another,

travels with the friction ratchet 119 at the

same rate of speed as the trip 108. The
latter is adjustable on the friction ratchet to

any position in relation to pawl 123. and
10 when set, repeatedly sets the drum SI into

motion at the predetermined time relative

to the action of pawl 123, in other words,
places the curve in any desired position in

relation to the ends of the fastener. Fig.
15 29 illustrates a stringer where the action of

pawl 122 on the tape roll has taken place

while drum 81 was in motion and half ways
between the rings 94 and 96, and in this

way places, half of one curve at the begin-
20 ning and half of the other curve at the end

of the same fastener.

Tn order to produce curved fasteners with-
out any straight portions the travel of the

friction ratchet 119 is timed by micrometer
25 head 137 (Fig. 15) to correspond with the

length of travel of the drum as regulated by
the positions of rings 94 and 96, so that trip

108 on the friction ratchet starts the drum
off on a reciprocating trip immediately it

30 is brought to rest by either one of the rings.

If the pawl 122 acts and produces the blank
space simultaneously with this stopping and
starting of the drum, that is, groups tlie

members of increased spacing on one string-
85 er and members of decreased spacing on the

next, a circular fastener results, whereas
if the blank space groups members of in-

creased spacing followed by members of de-

creased spacing in succession on the same
^0 stringer an S shaped fastener will be the

outcome.
The radius of the curve is fixed either by

the teeth on drum 81, or by the pitch of the
threads on bearing 82 and drum 81^ or by

*5 the pitch of the spiral cam clutch 78. The
length of the curve varies with the travel

of drum 81 as regulated by the distance be-

tween rings 94, 96. The drum should be
stopped before trip 108 has made a com-

*" plete revolution. The acceleration and re-

tard can be timed to occur at any point of
the stringer, thereby permitting S shaped
stringers such as shown in Fig. 29 to be
made.

65 For making straight fasteners with uni-
form spacing, the trip 108 is removed from
friction ratchet 119, so tliat the double pawl
83 remains in neutral position after having
been once brought there by pins 93 or 95

80 on rings 94 or 96. The variable spacing
mechanism is thus rendered entirely inopera-
tive as long as desired.

Figure 27 shows the strip for straight
closure wherein the spacing is uniform while

65 Figure 28 shows the strip for curved clo-

sure wherein, the spacing is varied, the spac-
ing of the curved portion 140 of one group
fonning the outside or convex portion of a
curve is the greatest and the spacing of the
curved jxirtion 142 of the group forming 70

the inside or concave ])ortion of a curve is

the least, varying from the normal or stand-
ard interlocking spacing of the straight por-
tion 141 to j)erniit a free and pro])er action
of the fasteners when applied to curved 78
closures. The terms "convex" and "concave"
are used with reference to the respective posi-

tions occupied by the tape in relation to the

mean line of the closure, i. e. the curve de-

fined by the engaging portions of the fasten- 80

ers. In assembling, the strip is cut as in-

dicated by the dotted lines in Figs. 28 and
29, and a convex portion is fitted to a concave
portion, either of which portions being first

inverted. 85

If not much variation in the lengths of

fasteners is required, the friction ratchet

with secondary pawl 122 can be dispensed
with. In this case the ratchet 76 is pro-
vided with a high tooth 139 (see Figure 13) »0

which will project up above the surface of
shield 127 so as to be caught by pawl 120
during each revolution of ratchet 121. By
changing the throw of pawl i20 by adjust-
ing clamp 138', the length of the metal part 96

of the fastener can be varied to a limited
extent without changing the over-all length
including the tape ends. To materially
change the length of "he fastener the num-
ber of teeth in the ratchet 76 can be varied, 100

and also the diameter of feed roll 63.

The normal spacing may be varied inde-

pendently of clutch cam 78 and the variable

feed mechanism, either by varying the throw
of pawl 122 through the adjustment of crank 106

pin 138' in the slot in crank plate 21', or
by angularly adjusting shield 127 to render
available a greater or less portion of the

total throw of pawl 122. Thus the normal
straight spacing may be made either great- HO
er or less, and as the effect of the variable

feed mechanism is superposed upon that

due to pawl 122, the resultant rotation may
be made greater or less, peimitting the fas-

teners to be spaced for a curve of any de- 116

sired radius.

The broad principles of the invention can
be carried out otherwise than as herein
specifically shown, and the invention is not

to be limited except as required by the scope 120
of the appended claims.

What is claimed, is:

1. The method of making fasteners adapt-
ed to a curved closure consisting in affixing

jaw members in spaced groups on a con- 125
tiniious stringer in predetermined number
while increasing the spacing of the members
of one grou]) and decreasing the sjiacing of

the members of a succeeding group, and cut-

ting such continuous stringer so that said ISO
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jrroups may respectively 'conform to the
respective sides of the closure and interlock

with each other in a line following the mean
curve of the closure.

5 2. The combination with means for affix-

ing groups of jaw members to a strip, of

means for varying the spacing between
members at a predeternuned part of a group.

3. The combination with means for affix-

1 ing complementary groups of fastener mem-
bers to a strip with predetermined spacing,
of means for varying the spacing at the in-

termediate portion of the group.
4. The combination witli means for affix-

1 5 ing complementary groups of members to

a strip with predetermined spacing, of means
for increasing the spacing at one portion
of one group and decreasing the spacing at

a corresponding portion of another group.
20 5. The combination with means for feed-

ing a strip and means for affixing jaw mem-
bers on the edge thereof, of means for vary-
ing the spacing of the members on prede-
termined portions of the strip to produce

25 portions of complementary spacing adapted
to form inner and outer members of a

curved fastener.

6. The combination with means for feed-

ing a strip and means for affixing jaw mem-
bers on the edge thereof, of means com-
prising a feed driven with a predetermined
variation of movement relatively to a stand-
ard to vary the spacing of the members at

a portion of the strip.

86 7. The combination with means for feed-

ing a strip and means for affixing members
spaced for curvilinear interlocking on the

edge of said strip, of a strip feed having
actuating means for effecting normal inter-

'0 locking spacing of said members, means for

effecting an increased strip feed after af-

fixing a predetermined number of members,
and means for varying the normal spacing
of members on a predetermined portion of

<5 said strip for a predetermined curve.

8. In a fastener making machine, the com-
bination with a feed roll, of means for in-

termittently rotating said roll, means sup-

plemental to first said means for adding to
60 or subtracting from each impulse thereof a

supplemental rotation, and automatic means
for starting and stopping the operation of

said su])plemental means at predetermined
times in relation to first said means.

B5 9. The combination with an intermittently

driven feed roll, of a differential driving
connection between said feed roll and its

firivintr means, and means for controlling

said differential driving connection to effect

60 a constant, increased or decreased feed.

10. The combination with a roll for in-

termittently feeding a strip, of an actuating
ratchet, a differential driving connection be-

tween said i-atchet and said feed roll, and
65 means for controlling said differential driv-

ing connection to effect a constant, increased
or decreased feed.

11. In a fastener making machine, the
combination with a feed roll, of intermit-
tently rotating actuating means, a coupling 70
between said actuating means and said roll,

a cam in said coupling for adding to or
subtracting from each impulse of said ac-

tuating means a sujjplemental rotation, ac-

tuating means for said cam, and automatic 75
means for starting and stopping the oper-
ation of said cam actuating means at pre-
determined times in relation to said inter-

mittently rotating actuating means.
12. The combination with means for in- 80

termittently feeding a strip, of actuating
means comprising a ratchet and a differen-

tial driving connection, a pawl for rotating
the ratchet, means for periodically giving
the ratchet an increased throw, and means 86

controlling said differential driving connec-
tion to permit increased or decreased move-
ment of said feeding means relatively to

the normal movement of said ratchet.

13. The combination with means for in- 90

termittently feeding a strip, of actuating
means comprising a ratchet and a differen-

tial driving connection, means for adjust-
ing the normal throw of the ratchet, a pawl
for rotating the ratchet, means for periodi- 95

cally giving the ratchet an increased throw,
and means controlling said differential driv-

ing connection to permit increased or de-

creased movement of said feeding means
relatively to the normal movement of said 100

ratchet.

14. The combination with an intermit-

tently driven feec^ roll, of a spiral cam driv-

ing connection, and means for controlling

said cam connection to advance or retard the 105

roll relatively to its normal feed.

1.5. The combination with an intermit-

tently driven feed roll, of a spiral cam driv-

ing connection, and means for automatically
controlling said cam connection to advance 110

or retard the roll relatively to its normal
feed.

16. The combination with an intermit-

tently driven feed roll, of a spiral cam driv-

ing connection, and means, comprising a 116
traveling drum, for controlling said cam
connection to advance or retard the roll rel-

atively to its normal feed.

17. The combination with an intermit-

tently driven feed roll, of means for actu- 120

ating said roll to give a normal feed, a lost

motion connection comprising a spiral cam
between said actuating means and the roll,

and means for variably controlling the lost

motion. 125
18. The combination with an intermit-

tently driven feed roll, of means for actuat-

ing said roll to give a normal feed, a lost

motion connection comprising a spiral cam
between said actuating means and the roll, 130
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and means, conipiisin<^ a <l()iil)U- pawl, for

varialily control! iiij^ tlie lost motion.

19. The c^imhination with means for fee<i-

in<^ a strip and means for anixin<i <;roiips of

5 interlockinji fasteiiini^ memhers thereto, of

a strip feed haviiii^ a(tiiatin<r means for ef-

fecting normal interlockinj^ s[)a('infj; of said

menihers, and means for varyinji; the normal
interlockinjj spacinji of said memheis on a

10 jiredetermined portion of the strip to per-

mit of interloekinjT on a predetermined
curve.

20. In a fastener making;; machine, the
comhination with a feed roll, of means for

15 intermittently rotatin;^ said roll, means sup-
plemental to first said means for addinj^ to

or subtractinjr from each im[)ulse thereof a
supplemental rotation, control means for

said supi)lemental means, and means for

20 varying the amount of the resultant rotation.

21. In a fastener makinpf macliine, the
comhination with a feed roll, of intermit-
tently rotating actuating means, a coupling
between said actuating means and said roll,

a cam in said coupling for adding to or suh- 25

ti-acting from each impul.se of said actuating
means a supplemental rotation, actuating
means for said cam, control means for said
cam actuating means, and means for vary-
ing the amount of the resultant rotation. 30

Signed at Mciidville, in the county of
Ciawford and State of Pennsylvania, this

12th day of October A. D. 1918.

GIDEON SUNDBACK.
Witnesses

:

C. T. Clancf.y,
I. W. Lano.
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14 Claims. (CL 164—«8)

This invention relates to apparatus for making Fig. 8 is a side elevation of the punch and ram
slide fasteners. shown in Pig. 7;

The primary object of the invention is to sim- Fig. 9 is a section through the feed lever and
pUfy the construction and to increase the operat- lock for the same, said section being taken ap-
ing speed, and to generally improve machines for 6 proximately in the plane of the line 9—9 of Fig. 2;

severing and attaching fastener elements to a Fig. 10 shows a part of Fig. 9, but with the feed

tape. lever imlocked;

A more specific object Is to eliminate the use Fig. 11 is a section taken in the same plane as

of spring pads ordinarily forming a part of the Fig. 3, but showing the feed movement with the

die. Tills is done by providing the severing pxmch 10 parts drawn to enlarged scale;

with a cross-bar at Its lower end so that the Pig. 12 is a similar view showing the cutting

punch when rising, will Itself function to lift the operation;

strip of material to the desired elevation, pre- Fig. 13 is a similar view but showing the re-

paratory to feeding the same through the die turn movement of the parts;

toward the tape. Still another object is to make 15 Fig. 14 is a similar view, but illustrates the

it possible to grind or sharpen the punch through- parts in their end position, preparatory to the

out most of its working length, despite the pro- next feed movement;
vision of the aforesaid cross-bar at the bottom Fig. 15 is a horizontal section through the

end of the punch. The elimination of the heavy punch, and shows the strip of embryo fastener

spring pad contributes to reduced inertia and 20 elements being operated on thereby; and

faster operation, and a further object of the in- Fig. 16 is a plan view of the complete appara-

ventlon Is to appropriately and commensurately *^^-

increase the operating speed of the feed means Referring to Pigs. 1 and 15, the strip of embryo

for the strip of embryo elements, this also being fastener elements 2 is unwound from a reel 14

done, generally, by reducing inertia effects in the 25 supported on a suitable stand 16 The unw^d-

feed means Another obiect K to simnlifv the ^^^ operation is preferably gravity controlled to

stmcture of said feed means ^'"^"'^^ * ^°°P °^ '^^^ '"• ^^^ ^°^P ''^'^^ ^°°-
structure of said reed means.

trolled by an arm 20 pivoted at 22 and carrying a
To the accomplishment of the foregoing gen-

,„tatable, spool-like weight 24. The strip 18 is
eral and other more specific objects, which will

g^ j^^^ 'an attaching machine generaUy desig-
hereinafter appear, my invention consists hi the ^^^^ ^S. said machine comprising means to in-
apparatus elements and their relation one to the

termlttently feed the strip 12 in a horizontal dl-
other, as hereinafter are more particularly de-

rection toward a vertically disposed tape 28. said
scribed in the specification, and sought to be de- ^^^^ ^jjjg intermittently fed by a tape feed wheel
fined In the claims. The specification is accom-

gg 3Q ^he tape with the fastener elements runs
panied by drawings In which: through a guide tube 32 into a basket 34. The

Fig. 1 is a side elevation of apparatus embody- vertically reciprocable punch which severs the
Ing features of my invention; individual elements from the strip is carried in a

Fig. 2 Is a partially sectioned plan view of the ram housing 36 and is actuated by a rocker arm
same with the ram, ram housing, rocker arm, and 40 38. All of the parts of the machine are operated
tape feed mechanism removed; by a main cam shaft 40 driven by a motor. The

Fig. 3 is a section taken in elevation apprcxl- cam shaft, motor, and tape feed mechanism, etc,
mately in the plane of the Une 3—3 of Fig. 2; need not be described in detail, as they are sub-

Fig. 4 is a similar section through the punch stantially the same as those described in my Pat-
and ram housing, drawn to elarged scale, this 45 ent No. 2,201,068, issued May 14, 1940, and en-
section being taken approximately in the plane titled "Manufacture of slide fasteners," and in my
of the line 4—4 of Fig. 5; Patent No. 2,302,084, Issued November 17, 1942,

Fig. 5 is a horizontal section taken approxi- and entitled "Manufactiue of slide fasteners."
mately in the plane of the line 5—5 of Fig. 4

;

The reel 1 4 is restrained somewhat by an ad-
Pig. 6 is a partially sectioned front elevation 60 justable brake 26 carried by stand 16 and bear-

of the punch, looking in the direction from the ing constantly against the periphery of reel 14.

cam shaft toward the ram and ram housing; The static friction of the brake is somewhat
Fig. 7.1s a section through the pimch and ram, greater than the sliding friction when the reel is

but showing the relation of the parts after long in motion. The gravitational pull of weight 24

wear of the punch; M on wire 18 is greater when the weight is in the
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raised position shown In Fig. 1, than when It Is

lowered so that ann 20 Is more nearly vertical.

The consequent operation Is that when loop 18

becomes short, as shown in Pig. 1. the weight 24

overcomes the static friction of brake 25, and the 8
weight descends, producing a long loop of wire.

When the weight can no longer overcome even
the sliding friction, the reel stops, and weight 24

is again raised until it again overcomes the static

friction of brake 2S. 10

Referring now to Pig. 15, the strip 12 has a
series of projections 42 on its upper face, and a
series of recesses on its lower surface, these cor-

responding to the heads of the embryo fastener

elements. The side edges of the strip are ser- 15

rated as Indicated at 44, the serrations corre-

sponding to the ends of spread Jaws, these being
so widely spread as to receive the heads of the
elements therebetween. The punch which oper-
ates on the strip 12 Is shown In section at 46, and go
moves into a die 48. The said die is slotted at

50 to receive the beaded edge of the tape on
which the fastener elements are to be secured.

The endmost element which has just been severed
from the strip is indicated at 52, the remainder of 25
the strip being forced downwardly by punch 46.

the effective cutting edge of which Is indicated at
64, said edge outlining the head of the element.
In Pig. 15, the element 52 is shown with the
Jaws still In spread condition, it being under- 30
stood that the machine includes a pair of clamp-
ing Jaws (shown at 66 in Figs. 2 and 3) which
move sidewardly to close the Jaws around the
bead of the tape, thereby bringing the outer edges
of the Jaws into substantially parallel formation. 35

Referring to Pigs. 2 and 3 of the drawings, it

will be seen that the clamping Jaws 56 are located
immediately above the die 48. In fig. 2, the punch
has been removed from the die, and the ram and
ram housing have also been removed. The tape 40
and the element strip are also omitted. The
clamping Jaws 56 are carried on levers 58 pivoted
at 60 and having cam rollers 62 received between
cylindrical cams 54, said cams being carried by
the main cam shaft 40 previously referred to. 45

Referring to I^. 3, the punch 46 is secured in

a ram 66 which Is vertically reclprocable in ram
housing M. The ram is raised by a compression
spring 68 bearing against a stud 70 projecting

from ram 66. The ram is operated by a birfur- 50
cated rocker or ram lever 12 pivoted at 74, and
carrying cam rollers 76 at its bifurcated lower
end. The ram lever Is preferably made of du-
ralumin or equivalent light-weight metal. These
cam rollers engage cams 78 which are moimted 55
on cam shaft 40. The opposite end of the ram
lever is provided with an adjusting screw 80 the
lower end of which bears against a hardened wear
plate 82 at the top of ram 66. The purpose
of screw 80 is to readjust the position of the qq
ram to compensate for wear when the lower end
of pimch 46 Is ground or sharpened.
The feed means for the element strip (not

shown) comprises a cam 84 (Pig. 2) working
against a cam roller 86 mounted on one end of a 05
feed lever 88, said lever being pivoted at 90

and carrying a feed dog 92 at its opposite end.

The lever 88 Is preferably made of duralumin
or equivalent light-weight metal in order to min-
imize Its Inertia. A compression spring 94 holds 70
cam roUer 86 against cam 84. This spring may
be adjusted by means of an adjusting screw 96.

The feed dog 92 is rigidly secured on arm 88

without any intermediate slide or similar guide

means to insure rectilinear motion, these parts 75

being omitted in order to minimize the mass of
the reciprocating parts of the feed mechanism.
Furthermore, the dog 92 is not pivoted for ver-
ticfil movement, and Instead Is provided with a
very small Insert 98 (Fig. 3) which Is pivoted on
the main dog 92. This insert Is normally urged
downwardly into engagement with the element
strip by means of a spring 100 (Fig. 2) connected
to an arm 102 projecting upwardly from the
spindle 104 in which Insert 98 (Fig. 3) Is carried.
The angular movement of the feed lever 88 is

comparatively slight, and while the dog 92 is

rigidly secured to the end of the feed lever, the
resulting sideward movement of the feed dog and
feed tooth is smaU enough to be accommodated by
simply permitting such sideward movement. The
feed tooth is made without side walls which would
engage the sides of the element strip, and is

made somewhat wider than the projections on
the element strip so as to remain In engagement
therewith during any such sideward movement.
The element strip is held against backward

movement during return movement of the feed
dog. by means of a check dog or strip lock 106

(Pig. 3), this comprising an Insert carried by a
spindle 108 which in turn has an upwardly ex-
tending arm 1 10 (Fig. 2) to which a pull spring
1 12 is connected.
The punch and ram construction is shown in

greater detaU In Pigs. 4 through 8 of the draw-
ings. The pvmch 46 carries a cross-bar 114 at
its lower end, this cross-bar being secured to

side extensions or heels 116 (Fig. 6) which ex-
tend below the cutting edge 118 of the punch.
The cross-bar 114 closes the lower end of the
punch, thereby forming a window or passage
120 through the punch, said passage being di-

mensioned to receive the element strip being
operated on by the pimch. As a result of this

construction, the punch functions not only to

shear the element strip downwardly away from
the endmost element resting on the die 48 (Pig.

4), but also to thereafter lift or restore the ele-

ment strip to initial position preparatory to feed-

ing the next element (the new end of the strip)

over the die 48.

The cross-bar 114 is preferably detachably se-

cured to the punch in order not to interfere with
grinding or sharpening of the punch when it has
been dulled. The punch is preferably made of
uniform cross-section throughout its length so
that it may be resharpened many times, and
much of its length usefully employed. With this

same object in view, the cross-bar 114 is pref-
erably secured to the punch by means of a pair

of long, slender screws 122 which pass upwardly
through holes running through the heels of the
punch and extending upwardly throughout the
entire length of the punch. The threaded upper
ends of these screws are received in a block 124

mounted at the top of the punch and bearing
against the end part 126 of the aforesaid stud
70. The stud 126 applies the operating force

of ram 66 to the punch 46. although the pimch
Is additionally secured to the ram by rows of set

screws 128. The ram 66 is slldable in ways 130

(Fig. 5) which are themselves mounted on ram
housing 36 by means of screws 132. These are
received in over-sized holes, thus affording ad-
justment of the ways 130 under control of ad-
Justing screws 134.

It has already been mentioned that the screw
80 (Pig. 4) on the rocker or ram lever 72, may
be adjusted to compensate for grinding the cut-
ting edge of pimch 46. After extensive wear, the
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punch Is reset in the ram, and for this purpose
the ram is provided with a series of spaced
threaded holes IS6, III and MO. The spacing
between these holes may, for example, be one-
half inch. In which case the range of adjust- 9
ment of the screw 80 should be one-half Inch or
nearly that.

Referring to Pigs. 7 and 8, I there show the
punch in Its lowermost position on the ram, this

p>osltlon being reached only after more than half 10

the length of the punch has been groimd away.
The force of the ram Is applied to the block 124

at the upper end of the punch, by means of a
square-headed stud 142, said stud being received

In the hole 140. It will be understood that in 15

intermediate stages of punch wear, the stud 142

is positioned in the hole 138, then in the hole
138, and finally in the hole 140.

The screws holding the cross-bar 1 1 4 have been
changed, the screws 122' being like the screws 20
122, but shorter. Several pairs of such screws
are used, preferably in lengths corresponding to
the step-by-step movement of the stud 142.

These screws are threaded far enough to accom-
modate the small. Individual sharpenlngs or 2a
grlndings of the punch, the upper ends of the
screws projecting through the bar or nut 124 as

the punch is worn. Theoretically, there is no
reason why the original pair of long screws 122

might not be used, these screws then being ^o
threaded nearly throughout their length, but be-
cause of the extremely long, slender nature of

the screws, I prefer to thread the same for only
a limited distance, and to use other screws of

shorter length as the punch Is more extensively ^m
worn.

Theoretically, the holes In the punch might be
tapped or threaded for the reception of short
screws. However, this would have to be done
for the full distance before hardening the punch, 40
and I prefer not to even attempt so difficult a
threading operation.

Referring now to Pigs. 2, 9 and 10 of the draw-
ings, the feed lever 88 may be locked In its outer
position, thereby interrupting the feed of the ele- 4^
ment strip 12. As will be understood by those
skilled in the art, this Is done in order to pro-
vide gaps in the elements secured to the tape,

these gaps being, say, two inches long, so that
the tape may be severed into Individual stringers .^o

each having about an inch of spare tape at its

ends. A suitable counter is schematically indi-

cated at 144 In Fig. 2, this being operated by
link 146 connected to a crank pin 148 on cam
shaft 40. The counter may be of the type shown .r,^

in U. S. Letters Patent No. 2,167,259, issued July
'

25, 1939, and entitled "Counter." In said patent,

a circuit is closed for energizing a solenoid-con-
trolled mechanism during the gap-spacing Inter-

val. Such a mechanism Is shown in my afore- gy
said Patent No. 2,201,068. A modified and im-
proved solenoid mechanism, which may be re-

sponsive to same counter mechanism. Is employed
with the present apparatus.

Referring to Pig. 9. a solenoid ISO is mounted cj
beneath the table 152 of the machine, with its

core 1 54 movable vertically. In Fig. 9, it is shown
in the elevated position which it assumes when
the solenoid is energized. The core is connected
by means of a screw 158 to a lock 158, the upper 70
end 160 of which is moved into the path of the
feed lever 88. In order to avoid wear, a hardened
wear plate 162 is preferably secured at the bot-
tom of the feed lever 88, but this moves with and

stationary wear plate 164. In Pig. 10, the rod
1 58 is shown in the dropped or lowered position
which it assimies when the solenoid is deener-
gized, and at this time the upper end 160 is dis-
posed beneath the hardened stationary wear
plate 164 on which the movable wear plate 160
rides. The wear plate is fixed on top of a boss
166 cast Integrally with the machine table 152.

The rod 168 carried in feed lever 88 is the shaft
or spindle on which the cam roller of the feed
lever rotates.

The operation of the machine may be described
with particular reference to Pigs. 11 through 14
of the drawings, which show successive stages in
the operating cycle. In Pig. 11, the element strip
12 is being fed forwardly to bring the jaws 52 of
the endmost element astride the beaded edge 170
of the tape 28. At this time the punch 46 is in
elevated position, and the strip 12 Is being fed
forwardly by movement toward the right of feed
dog 92 and tooth 98. The forward end of strip
12 is elevated by the punch cross-bar M4, and
this elevation Is so adjusted as to raise the strip
slightly from the surface of the die 48 In order
to permit the strip to be fed over a locating pilot
172 forming a part of die 48 and projecting up-
wardly therefrom. This pilot is adapted to be
received in the recess at the bottom of the end-
most element in order to properly locate the ele-
ment during the cutting operation. As strip 12
is fed toward the right by feed tooth 98. the strip
lock 106 rises to pass over the projection 174.

Pig. 12 illustrates the cutting operation. The
endmost element is resting on die 48, the recess at
the bottom of the element being disposed on the
pilot (72 previously referred to. The end portion
of strip 12 has been fiexed downwardly slightly
(the curvature Is exaggerated in the drawings)
by the shearing action of punch 46, which is now
in its lowermost position. The locking tooth 106
is disposed behind the projection 174 of strip 12.

Although the clamping Jaws (56 In Pig. 2) are
not shown in this figure, it will be understood
that they are operated to clamp the element jaws
52 around the tape bead 170 while the element
still rests on die 48. Element Jaws 52 seem short-
ened In Pig. 12 because they are assumed to be
still In angular or spread position.

Pig. 13 illustrates the return movement of the
punch and feed dog. Punch 46 has risen part-
way. The element strip now rests on and has
been raised slightly by the cross-bar 114. The
tape 28 has also experienced part of Its upward
feed movement, thereby lifting the clamped ele-
ment 52 upwardly somewhat from die 48. The
feed dog 92 has moved part of Its return stroke
toward the left, the feed tooth 98 rising to pass
over the projection 176. The strip is locked by
strip lock 106.

Pig. 14 shows the parts in their end position.
The strip lock 106 still bears against the projec-
tion 174. The feed tooth 98 has moved well back
of the projection (76, the feed stroke of tooth 98
being made slightly greater than the pitch of the
element wire. The punch cross-bar 1 1 4 has
raised element strip (2 to a position high enough
to clear the pilot 172 of die 48. The previously
attached element 52 has been carried up far
enough by movement of the tape 28 to properly
space the next element therefrom.
The next stage in the operation of the machine

may, of course, be Illustrated by reverting to
Pig. 11, in which the strip is being fed toward
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It Is believed that the construction and opera-

tion, as well as the advantages of my Improved

apparatus for making slide fasteners, will be ap-

parent from the foregoing detailed description

thereof. The machine is simple, has a minimum
of parts, and these are given as short a stroke as

possible, and are minimized in mass, thus giving

the machine a high operating speed. The punch
cross-bar replaces the usual elaborate, complex

spring pad arrangements. Despite the use of

this cross-bar, the punch may be sharpened or

reground. and in fact, this may be done repeated-

ly so as to use a substantial part of the length

of the punch. Tlie strip feed mechanism, as well

as the punch and die mechanism, are simplified

and lightened, in order to reduce the cost and to

increase the operating speed of the machine.

The strip lock for interrupting the feed of ele-

ments to the tape has also been simplified.

It will be apparent that while I have shown and
described my invention in a preferred form, many
changes and modifications may be made in the

structure disclosed, without departing from the

spirit of the invention as sought to be defined in

the following claims.

I claim:
1. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners, said apparatus comprising a stationary

die for supporting a fastener element to be cut

from a strip of connected fastener elements,

means to intermittently feed the strip, a punch
for operating on said strip and for shearing the

same downwardly away from an element left

on the stationary die surface, said punch having

downward extensions at the sides of the strip

and having a cross bar secured to the lower end
of said extensions thereby forming a passage

through the punch in which the aforesaid strip is

received, said cross bar being so located that it

raises the strip to elevated position after the cut-

ting operation and preparatory to the next feed

movement of the strip over the die.

2. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners, said apparatus comprising a stationary

die including an upwardly projecting pilot for

properly locating a fastener element to be cut

from a strip of coruiected fastener elements,

means to intermittently feed the strip, a punch
for operating on said strip and for shearing the

same downwardly away from an element left on
the stationary die surface and pilot, said pimch
having downward extensions at the sides of the

strip and having a cross bar secured to the lower

end of said extensions thereby forming a pas-

sage through the pxmch in which the aforesaid

strip is received, said die being devoid of spring

pads or the like and the cross bar of the pimch
being so located that it raises the strip to ele-

vated position after the cutting operation and
preparatory to the next feed movement of the
strip over the die and pilot.

3. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners, said apparatus comprising a stationary

die supporting a fastener element to be cut from
a strip of connected fastener elements, means
to intermittently feed the strip, a punch for op-
erating on said strip and for shearing the same
downwardly away from an element left on the
stationary die, said pimch having heels extend-
ing downward at the sides of the strip of the
punch, a cross bar at the lower end of the punch,
slender screws passing vertically through the

cross bar and heels in order to detachably hold
the cross bar in position so as to permit grinding

or sharpening of the lower end of the punch, said

cross bar being so located that it raises the strip

to elevated position after the cutting operation

and preparatory to the next feed movement of the

strip over the die.

6 4. Apparatus comprising a stationary die for

supporting an element to be cut from a strip of

connected elements, means to Intermittently feed

the strip, a punch for operating on said strip

and for shearing the same downwardly away
10 from an element left on the stationary die, said

pimch having heels extending downward at the

sides of the strip, holes extending through said

heels longitudinally of the punch all the way
to the upper end of the pimch, a cross bar at the

15 lower end of the punch, long slender screws pass-

ing upwardly through the cross bar and through
said holes to a threaded member at the top of

the punch, in order to detachably hold the cross

bar in position so as to permit grinding or sharp-

20 enlng of the lower end of the punch, said cross

bar being so located that it raises the strip to

elevated position after the cutting operation and
preparatory to the next feed movement of the
strip over the die.

25 5. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners, said apparatus comprising a stationary

die including an upwardly projecting pilot for

properly locating a fastener element to be cut
from a strip of connected fastener elements,

30 means to intermittently feed the strip, a punch
for operating on said strip and for shearing the
same downwardly away from an element left on
the stationary die and pilot, said punch having
heels extending downward at the sides of the

35 strip, holes extending through said heels longitu-

dinally of the punch all the way to the upper
end of the punch, a cross bar at the lower end
of the punch, long slender screws passing up-
wardly through the cross bar and through said

40 holes to an appropriately threaded member at the
top of the punch, in order to detachably hold the
cross bar in position so as to permit grinding
or sharpening of the lower end of the punch, said

cross bar being so located that it raises the strip

46 to elevated position after the cutting operation
and preparatory to the next feed movement of
the strip over the pilot and die.

6. Apparatus including a die, means to inter-

mittently feed a strip of connected elements
60 through the die. a relatively long slender punch

cooperating with the die for cutting the strip into

individual elements, said punch having a uniform
cross-section throughout its length, said cross-

section being a contoured cross-section to pro-
66 duce a shaped cut, a ram to which the punch is

secured, a ram housing slldably receiving the
ram, drive means bearing against the top of the
ram and including an adjustable screw for vary-
ing the position of the ram and with It the punch

eo to compensate gradually for sharpening of the
punch, a stud projecting from said ram at the
top end of the punch, and a plurality of spaced
holes along the ram for receiving said stud In

one of a number of different positions to com-
66 pensate for extensive shortening of the punch,

the aforesaid adjusting screw affording a range
of adjustment at least equalling the spacing be-
tween successive positions of the stud on the ram,
the ram housing accommodating a range of

70 movement of the ram at least equalling the stroke

of the ram plus the spacing between successive

positions of the stud on the ram.
7. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

tener elements, said apparatus Including a die,

75 means to intermittently feed a strip of con-
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nectcd embryo fastener elements through the die,

a relatively long slender punch cooperating with

the die for cutting the same Into Individual fas-

tener elements, said punch having a uniform
cross-section throughout its length, said cross- 5
section being a contoured cross-section to pro-

duce a shaped cut, a ram to which the pimch
is secured, a ram housing slidably receiving the

ram, drive means bearing against the top of the

ram and including an adjustable screw for vary- 10

Ing the position of the ram and with it the punch
to compensate gradually for sharpening of the

punch, a stud projecting from said ram at the

top end of the pimch, and a plurality of spaced
holes along the ram for receiving said stud In one 15

of a number of different positions to compensate
for extensive shortening of the punch, the afore-

said adjusting screw affording a range of ad-
justment at least equalling the spacing between
successive positions of the stud on the ram, the 20
ram housing accommodating the stroke of the
ram plus the spacing between successive positions

of the stud on the ram.
8. Apparatus comprising a stationary die for

supporting an element to be cut from a strip of 25
connected elements, means to intermittently feed

the strip, a relatively long slender punch for op-
erating on said strip and for shearing the same
downwardly away from an element left on the

stationary die, said punch having a imiform cross- 30
section throughout its length, said cross-section

being a contoured cross-section to produce a
shaped cut, said punch having heels extending
downward at the sides of the strip, a cross bar
detachabiy mounted at the lower end of the 35
punch, said cross bar being so located that it

raises the strip to elevated position after the
cutting operation and preparatory to the next
feed movement of the strip over the die, a ram
to which the punch is secured, a ram housing 40
sUdably receiving the ram, driving means bear-

ing against the top of the ram and including an
adjustable screw for varying the position of the
ram and with it the pimch to compensate gradu-
ally for sharpening of the punch, a stud project- 45
ing from said ram at the top end of the pimcb,
and a plurality of spaced holes along the ram
for receivmg said stud in one of a number of
different positions to compensate for extensive

shortening of the pimch, the aforesaid adjustmg 50
screw affording a range of adjustment at least

equalling the spacing between successive posi-

tions of the stud on the ram, the ram houising

accommodating the stroke of the ram plus the
spacing between successive positions of the stud 55
on the ram.

9. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners, said apparatus comprising a stationary

die Including an upwardly projecting pilot for

properly locating a fastener element to be cut gQ
from a strip of connected fastener elements,

means to intermittently feed the strip, a rela-

tively long slender punch for operating on said

strip and for shearing the same downwardly away
from an element left on the stationary die and 55
pUot, said punch having a uniform cross-section

throughout its length, said cross-section being a
contoured cross-section to produce a shaped cut,

said punch having heels extending downward at

the sides of the strip, a cross bar detachabiy 70
mounted at the lower end of the punch, said cross

bar being so located that it raises the strip to

elevated position after the cutting operation and
preparatory to the next feed movement of the

pimch is secured, a ram housing slidably re-

ceiving the ram, driving means bearing against

the top of the ram and Including an adjustable

screw for varying the position of the raun and
with It the punch to compensate gradually for

sharpening of the punch, a stud projecting from
said ram at the top end of the punch, and a
plurality of spaced holes along the ram for re-

ceiving said stud In one of a number of different

positions to compensate for extensive shortening
of the punch, the aforesaid adjusting screw af-

fording a range of adjustment at least equalling

the spacing between successive positions of the
stud on the ram, the ram housing accommodating
the stroke of the ram plus the spacing between
successive positions of the stud on the ram.

10. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners, said apparatus comprising a stationary

die including an upwardly projecting pilot for
properly locating a fastener element to be cut
from a strip of connected fastener elements,
means to intermittently feed the strip, a punch
for operating on said strip and for shearing the
same downwardly away from an element left on
the stationary die surface, said punch having
heels extending downward at the sides of the
strip, holes extending through said heels longi-

tudinally of the punch all the way to the upper
end of the punch, a cross bar at the lower end
of the punch, long slender screws passing up-
wardly through the cross bar and said holes to

an appropriately threaded member at the top of

the punch in order to detachabiy hold the cross

bar in position so as to permit sharpening of the
lower end of the punch, said cross bar being so
located that it raises the strip to elevated posi-

tion after the cutting operation and preparatory
to the next feed movement of the strip over the
pilot and die, a ram to which the punch is se-
cured, a ram housing slidably receiving the ram,
driving means bearing against the top of the
ram and including an adjustable screw for vary-
ing the position of the ram and with it the punch
to compensate for sharpenmg of the punch, a
stud projecting from said ram at the top end of
the punch, and a plurality of spaced holes along
the ram for receiving said stud in one of a num-
ber of different positions to compensate for ex-
tensive shortening of the punch, the aforesaid ad-
Justing screw affording a range of adjustment
at least equalling the spacing between successive
positions of the stud on the ram.

11. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-
teners, said apparatus including a pimch and die
for operating on a strip of coimected embryo fas-
tener elements having projections, and high speed
feed means for intermittently feeding said strip,

said feed means comprising a cam, a pivoted feed
lever having a cam roller bearing against the
cam, a feed dog mounted directly on said feed
lever, a very tiny feed tooth pivotally mounted
on the end of said feed dog, and resUient means
urging said feed tooth tato engagement with the
projections on the strip, whereby the horizon-
tally reciprocable mass is imniml2ed by the omis.
sion of slides or the like for carrying the feed
dog, and the transversely reciprocable mass is

minimized by localizing the same to the rela-
tively minute feed tooth.

12. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners, said apparatus including a punch and die

for operating on a strip of connected embryo fas-

tenei' elements having projections, and high speed
feed means for intermittently feeding sald_striB^
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lever made of duralumin or equivalent light-

weight metal and having a cam roller bearing
against the cam, a feed dog fixedly mounted di-

rectly on said feed lever at a point Immediately
over the strip, a very small hardened feed tooth 5
pivotally mounted on the end of said feed dog,

and resilient means urging said feed tooth down-
wardly into engagement with the projections on
the strip, whereby the horizontally reciprocable

mass is minimized by the light-weight feed lever 10

and the omission of sUdes or the like for carry-

ing the feed dog, and the vertically reciprocable

mass is minimized by localizing the same to the
relatively minute feed tooth, said tooth being
slidable transversely of the projections on the 16
element strip.

13. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners, said apparatus including a punch and die

for operating on a strip of connected embryo fas-

tener elements, feed means for intermittently 20
feeding said strip, said feed means comprising a
cam, a horizontal feed lever having a cam roller

bearing against the cam, a feed dog moved by
said feed lever for engaging and moving the strip,

and means to interrupt feed of the element strip 25
for gap spacing, said means comprising a locking

pin slidable vertically into an upward position

for engaging the feed lever when the cam has
moved the lever to outermost position, a solenoid

beneath said locking pin, and a solenoid core 39

connected to said locking pin, the arrangement
being such that energization of the solenoid
moves the core and locking pin upwardly Into
position to lock the feed lever, said core and pin
being gravitationally moved downward out of the
];>ath of the feed lever when the solenoid is deen-
ergized.

14. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-
teners from a strip of integrally connected em-
bryo fastener elements, said apparatus compris-
ing a reel of element strip, means to rotatably
supptort the same, brake means to resist too free
imwinding of the reel, punch and die means to
sever the element strip Into individual elements,
feed means to intermittently feed the strip, and
means to maintain a loop of relatively slack wire
between the reel and the feed means, said means
comprising an arm pivoted at one end and car-
rying a rotatable grooved weight at the opposite
end, said weight resting on said element strip,

and said arm being so located that It Is moved
upwardly toward a horizontal position when the
loop of element strip is shortened, and is lowered
toward a vertical position when the loop of ele-

ment strip is lengthened, the brake being so ad-
justed that its static friction is overcome by the
weight when the weight arm is moved toward
horizontal ix>sitlon.

GEORQE WINTRISS.
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This invention relates to slide fasteners and
the manufacture thereof.

The ordinary methods of manufacturing
standard slide fastener elements inyolve con-
siderable scrap or waste material, due to the Ir-

regiUar configuration of the element when In
open-Jawed condition.
The primary object of my Invention Is to gen-

erally improve the manufacture of standard slide

fastener elements, particularly with a view to
Increasing the efficiency and economy of manu-
facture, and still more specifically with a view to
minimizing scrap or waste to a negligible amount
while making and handling the material for the
elements as a continuous wire. A further ob-
ject is to make the invention applicable to raw
stock of the most conventional and InexjKnsiTe
character as, for example, a simple round wire
of uniform diameter.

Still another object of my invention is to apply
the imptrovement features thereof to the general
process disclosed and claimed in co-pending ap-
plication. Serial No. 215.180, filed by George
Wintritz on June 22, 1938, now Patent No.
2,201,068, of May 14. 1940, and entitled "Manu-
facture of slide fasteners," which process Is a
most efficient, advantageous and desirable one,
despite the single disadvantage that it Involves
the production of considerable scrap or waste,
that disadvantage being eliminated as the main
object of the present invention. This object is

fulfilled by so shaping the elements that the Jaws
are so widely spaced and spread, and so shaped
as to form a space therebetween large enough to
receive the head of the next element, the Jaws
having diverging outer sides adapted to be
brought into substantially parallel relation when
the Jaws are closed, and having ends converging
at such an angle that when the Jaws are closed
on the tape the ends come perpendicular to the
tape.

Further objects of my invention center about
the mechanism for feeding the wire toward the
tape. In accordance with the present invention,
I provide a feed dog which is reciprocable in the
direction of feed, but which Is prevented from
moving downwardly by suitable guides. The
severing pimch bears against the wire in back of
the endmost element being severed from the wire,
said pimch moving the wire downwardly against
the resistance of a spring pad. The timing of
the machine is such that the wire Is held down-
wardly by the punch during retraction of the feed
dog, and is held upwardly by the spring pad
during forward movement of the feed dog, thus

providing intermittent feed without necessitating
the use of a check dog or holding dog. In ac-
cordance with still another feature of the inven-
tion, the feed of wire toward the tape is Inter-

a rupted when providing a gap or space between
stringers, by holding the punch downwardly dur-
ing the spacing operation. In the particular ap-
I>aratus described herein, this not only inter-
rupts feed of the wire, but avoids repeated,reclp-

10 rocatlon of the wire relative to the element last
severed therefrom, which in turn avoids wear
and loosening of the fit beween successive ele-
ments.

In order to provide elements of conventional
IS shape with parallel sides when the Jaws are

closed on the tape, it is necessary for the ele-
ments to have diverging sides while the Jaws are
open. The wire is accordingly preferably pro-
vided with serrated edges. However, the most

to rapid and economical method of forming the wire
is by rolling the same under extremely high pres-
sure between a pair of small diameter rolls as de-
scribed in the aforesaid Wintritz Patent No.
2,201,068. However, In thus roUing the wire, aU thin triangular fin is left In the serrations of the
side edges of the wire.

A further object of the present invention is to
provide suitable means for trimming or serrating
the side edges of the wire, and more specifically,

so for severing the aforesaid triangular fins from
the wire. This operation is preferably performed
by the main severing punch, the latter cooperat-
ing with appropriate die surfaces which trim the
fin from the wire. In accordance with a further

39 feature and object of the present invention, I
provide special air blast means so disposed with
relation to the punch and die for trimming the
wire, that the bits of scrap are dependably
blown out of the apparatus into a suitable recep-

40 tacle.

Other objects of the present invention are to
prevent angular disposition of an element caused
by a kink m the wire or by pressure of the sever-
ing punch, and to make room for a rounding or

4S finishing punch. If desired. For this purpose, a
series of already-severed elements may be pro-
vided between the end of the wire and the tape.
Another object Is to properly supHPort and confine
such severed elements, and to prevent improper

SO orientation of the same, and further, to prevent
longitudinal separation of the same.
To the accomplishment of the foregoing and

other objects which will hereinafter appear, my
invention consists In the method steps and appa-

M ratus elements and their relation one to the
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other, as hereinafter are more particularly de-

scribed in the specification and sought to be

defined in the claims. The specification is ac-

companied by drawings in which:

Fig. 1 is a plan view of a piece of wire having

a part formed in accordance with the present

invention;
Fig. la shows the section of the round wire

before rolling;

Fig. lb is a section through a dat wire which
may be used instead of round wire;

Fig. 2 is a longitudinal section taken in the

plane of the line 2—2 of Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 is a transverse section taken in the plane

of the line 3—3 of Fig. 1

;

Fig. 4 shows the relation of the elements when
severed;

Fig. 5 illustrates the application of an element
to the tape before closing of the jaws;

Fig. 6 is a similar view after closing of the
jaws;

Fig. 7 is a side elevation illustrating the appa-
ratus for rolling the wire;

Pig. 8 is a side elevation illustrating the appa-
ratus for severing the wire into individual ele-

ments and attaching the same to the tape;

Fig. 9 shows the attaching apparatus in plan;

Fig. 10 shows the upp>er part of the attaching

apparatus in elevation;

Fig. 11 is a plan view of a part of the attaching

apparatus drawn to enlarged scale;

Fig. 12 is a section taken in elevation through
the punch and feed mechanism;

Fig. 13 is a plan view explanatory of the sever-

ing die and the clamping plates;

Fig. 14 is a section through the die with the

punches in elevated position;

Fig. 15 is a similar section with the punches in

down position;

Pig. 16 is a plan view of the die taken approx-
imately in the plane of the line 16— 16 of Fig. 14;

Fig. 17 is an inverted plan view of the punches
taken in the plan of the line 17— 17 of Fig. 14;

Figs. 18, 19 and 20 are explanatory of the

removal of the fin from the wire;

Fig. 21 is a partially sectioned side elevation

showing the lock for interrupting the feed of

elements to the tape when providing a space
between stringers;

Fig. 22 shows the same looking from above;

Fig. 23 is a transverse section through the die,

taken in the plane of the line 23—23 of Fig. 11,

and Illustrates the air blast passages for removal
of scrap;

Fig. 24 is a section through the punches, and is

taken in the plane of the line 24—24 of Fig. 12;

Fig. 25 shows the w.re and the severed elements
leading to the tape

;

Fig. 26 is a side elevation of the same; and
Figs. 27 and 28 show the element in profile

before and after the rounding operation.

The present process may be divided into two
stages, as in the aforesaid Patent No. 2,201,068.

The first stage is illustrated in Fig. 7, and in this

stage a wire is deformed, preferably by rolling the

wire under pressure, to form a fastener wire

such as is illustrated in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 of the

drawings. The stock used may be a simple

round or oval wire, or, if desired, it may be a flat

or somewhat flattened wire. This wire is taken

from a reel 12 supported on a suitable pedestal

14, and is fed through a rolling mill 16, the latter

being driven by a motor 18. The mill may, if

desirecl be preceded by appropriate straightening

rolls 20. The rolling mill Is not disclosed In
detail herein. It being like that disclosed in the
aforesaid Patent No. 2,201,068. The wire is rolled
in a single passage under high pressure through

8 comparatively tiny or small-diameter pressure
rolls 22, and is then reeled up on l. suitable reel

24, the latter being turned by motor 26.

Referring now to Pigs. 1, 2 and 3 of the draw-
ings, the round wire 30 is flattened, and deformed

10 to provide a comparatively closely spaced series

of interlocking means. In the present case the
interlocking means are of conventional type, and
consist of a projection 32 on one side and a
recess 34 on the opposite side of the wire. The

15 side edges of the wire are preferably notched or
serrated as is indicated at 36. In using a rolling

process with the rolls above and below the wire,

it is easier and preferable to leave a fin of metal
38 In the serrations. The nature of this fin is

20 most clearly shown in Fig. 3. Th3 wire of Figs.

1 and 2 may be rolled from flattened wire, as is

Indicated in Fig. lb. This places less load on the
forming rolls, but I prefer the round wire of

Fig. la as it Is somewhat less expensive. In

28 either case the raw wire stock is a simple smooth
wire, and both types are tnexp)ensive compared to

siJeclally shaped wires.

The manner in which this wire may be severed

to form fastener elements will be clear from in-

80 Sf)ection of Pigs. 4 and 25. In these figures it will

be seen that the severed elements comprise a head
40 and widely spread jaws 42. The head portion
40 carries the aforesaid projection 32 on its upper
side and recess 84 (Rg. 2) on its lower side. It

88 will be seen on inspection of the drawings that

the head of each element is located within and
conforms to the jaws of the next element, the

head filling the space between the spread jaws.

From a more accurate viewpoint, it may be said
*0 that the jaws 42 are so widely spaced or spread

apart and are so shaped on the interior, as to

form a space therebetween large enough to re-

ceive the head 40.

The shape of the exterior of the jaws is also
*^ important. In Fig. 5, I show the individual ele-

ment severed from the wire and moved against

the beaded edge of a tape. When the jaws are

closed, the element is attached to the tape as

shown in Pig. 6. Comparing Figs. 5 and 6, it will

be seen that the outer edges 44 of the jaws change
from a very divergent position to parallel posi-

tion, and furthermore, are spaced apart an
amount equal to the width of the head 40. The
end walls 46 of the jaws are preferably disposed

^^ substantially perpendicular to the outer edges 44,

so that when the jaws are closed the ends 46 form

a surface which Is substantially perpendicular to

the tape, as Is shown in Pig. 6. When the ele-

ment is completed and fastened to the tape, it

flO does not differ noticeably from elements made by

the more conventional wasteful methods except,

perhaps, for the shape of the opening between

the jaws receiving the beaded edge of the tape.

This, however, is not normally visible.

•5 At the inside the jaws are preferably provided

with short walls 48 which preferably extend gen-

erally parallel to the outer walls 44 and generally

perpendicular to the end walls 46. With this

arrangement, the inside walls 48 bear directly

'* against the tape when the jaws are closed, as

shown in Pig. 6, thus providing a substantial bear-

ing surface to prevent cutting or penetration of

the tape. The tape itself may be made in accord-

dance with known methods, it comprising a woven
W tape 50 having cords 52 stitched on opposite sides

r>o
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at one edge of the tape, as by means of the stitch-

ing 64.

In Pig. 25 It will be observed that the fln 18

Is removed at the point S6, this preferably being

done as a part of the severing operation which
cuts the wire into individual fastener elements.

Because it is very thin and small in area, the fln

constitutes only a very small amount of scrap

or waste.
The apparatus for removing the fln, severing

the elements and attaching the same to the tape,

Is shown in Fig. 8. The reel 24 of fastener wire

is supported on a suitable stand 58. The fas-

tener wire is taken from reel 24 and fed to the

attaching machine 60. A loop of slack 62 may be

maintained between reel 24 and machine 60, as

by means of a feeler 64 controlling a motor 68 for

intermittently unwinding the reel. The attach-

ing machine 60 severs the elements and attaches

the same to a tape, the resulting continuous

stringer being fed through a discharge tube 88

into a basket TO.

The attaching apparatus Is shown in some-
what greater detail in Pigs. 9 and 10 of the draw-

ings. The apparatus comprises a timing shaft

or cam shaft 72, said shaft carrying pulley T4

belted to a suitable driving motor. The punches
are carried by a ram 196 slidable in the guides or

ways of a ram housing 76. The ram is recipro-

cated by a generally U-shaped rocker 78. the two

branches of said rocker being pivoted at 80, and
the ends of the branches carrying cam follower

rollers 82 which cooperate with cams 84 carried

by the cam shaft 72. The tape 50 is fed inter-

mittently upward by means of a tape feed drum
86, the tape being held on the drum by means of

a shoe 88. Drum 86 is moved by suitable pawl

and ratchet mechanism, the ratchet wheel 90

being mounted at the end of shaft 92 carrying the

feed dnim. There is a holding pawl 94 and a feed

pawl 96, the latter being carried on arm 98 piv-

oted on shaft 92 and having an oppositely ex-

tending arm 100 connected by means of a con-
necting rod 102 to an eccentric 103 on cam
shaft 72.

The wire is intermittently fed in a horizontal

direction toward tape 50. The feed mechanism
will be described in detail later, but at this point

it may be observed that the feed dog is recipro-

cated by m.eans of a feed lever pivoted at 104,

the arm 1 06 of the feed lever carrying a cam fol-

lower roller f08 cooperating with a cylindrical

cam 110 moimted on cam shaft 72. The ap-

paratus further Includes a counter generally des-

ignated 112, this counter being connected to the

cam shaft by a suitable link 114. After a pre-

determined number of fastener elements has been

attached to the tape, the counter functions to

interrupt the feed of the wire toward the tape.

This is described in greater detail later, but at

present it may be pointed out that the coimter

operates to energize a solenoid 1 1 6 which In turn

locks the cam followers 82 of the rocker 78 in

elevated position, thereby interrupting the recip-

rocation of the punches.
The nature of the severing punch and die may

be explained with reference to Figs. 14 through
17 of the drawings. The severing punch is indi-

cated at M8. A spring pad 120 is located there-

beneath. It should be understood that punch 118

operates by cutting the wire downwardly away
from the endmost element, rather than by cutting

the element away from the wire. The element
122 (Fig. 15) rests on the top surface of a sta-

tionary die member 124. If desired it may be

held downwardly by means of a siiitable holding

and locating pad 126 which is nested alongside

the punch, but which is spring-pressed and there-

fore adapted to yleldably stop as the punch con-

S tlnues Its downward cutting stroke. The opera-
tion will be apparent by comparison of Figs. 14

and 15. In Fig. 14 the punch 1 1 8 and holding
pad 126 are shown In elevated position. The
fastener wire 128 is supported by spring pad 120,

10 the latter being in elevated position. In Fig. 15,

the punch is shown in down position, and it will

be seen that while the element 122 is held against
die member 1 24 by means of the locatmg pad 1 26,

the punch 1 1 8 has descended and forced the wire
16 128 downwardly, together with the spring pad

120, the wire being sheared from the element 122.

When the punch again rises, the wire is raised
by spring pad 120, thus bringing the Jaws at the
end of the wire back into the Initial position with

20 the jaws encompassing the head of the severed
element 122.

Figs. 14 and 15 may also be used to illustrate

the feed of the wire 128. The wire is fed by
means of a feed dog 130 which bears against the

25 projections 32 on the wire, as is shown In Pig. 14.

The dog 130 may be rigid, or may be sprmg-
pressed downwardly, but is prevented from mov-
ing lower than the position shown in Rg. 14, by
suitable giiides or rails 132 on opposite sides of

30 the tooth 134 of the feed dog. The relation of
the parts Is such that when spring pad 120 is

in elevated position, as shown in Fig. 14, the feed
dog engages the wire, but when the wire is de-
pressed by punch 118, as shown In Pig. 15, the

35 wire is disengaged from feed dog 130. The tim-
ing of the machine at the cam shaft is such that
feed dog 130 moves forward while punch 1(8 is

elevated, and moves backward, as from the solid
to the broken line position 130' of Fig. 15, when

40 the punch is down. This construction eliminates
the need for a holding dog or check dog. the
wire being fed forwardly when engaged by the
feed dog, and bemg held against movement by
the punch at all other times. In fact, there Is

' nothing to urge rearward movement of the wire,
the wire being disengaged from the feed dog when
the latter is moving back. The operation may
be made very rapid, for the stroke of the feed
dog is small, and is not accompanied by any ap-

"•• preciable vertical movement.
Referring to Fig. 12, the feed dog 130 is piv-

otally mounted on a pin 136, and is normally
urged downwardly by pull spring (38. The pin
136 Is carried in bearings 140 forming a part of

58 a reciprocable feed carriage or slide Ml (Figs. 9
and 10) nmning in guides 143. The slide 141 is

normally pulled to retracted position by means
of pull springs 142 (Pigs. 9 and 11).
A pin 131 (Pig. 12) projects downwardly from

flO slide 141, and Is engaged by screws 133 carried-
in the ends 136 of the feed arm 106 (Pig. 9).
These screws provide adjustment of the terminal
point of the stroke of feed dog 130. The exact
terminal point is accurately determined by ad-

66 justment of screw 137, which strikes an insert 139
in block 76. An extension of screw 137 receives
the lower end of spring 1 38.

The manner In which the feed of wire 128 Is
interrupted to produce a gap or space between

70 stringers will now be apparent, for if the sever-
ing punch 1 18 is locked in its down position (Fig.
15) the wire 128 is held below the feed dog 130.
and the latter reciprocates idly without feeding
the wire. This is of advantage because of its

76 simplicity and because it eliminates reciprocation
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of the punch and rocker and associated parts.

Moreover, It avoids moving the Jaws at the end

of the wire repeatedly Into and out of engage-

ment with the head of the element last severed.

Such repeated reciprocations would tend to wear

away metal around the outside of the head and

the inside of the Jaws, bringing these parts below

size, and in any event, producing a very loose fit

thM-ebetween Instead of the snug, accurate en-

gagement which Is now obtained.

In connection with Figs. 9 and 10, It has al-

ready been mentioned that the counter energizes

solenoid 116, thereby locking the right-hand end

of the rocker in elevated position. The mecha-

nism for this purpose is shown in greater detail

in Figs. 21 and 22 of the drawings, referring to

which it will be seen that on energization of sole-

noid 116, the core 144 is drawn Into the solenoid.

The preferably non-ferrous button 146 at the end

of the core bears against block 148 and moves

the end ISO of the block beneath a suitable bar

162 extending across the ends 164 of rocker 18.

The bar 148 is normally retracted by a suitable

compression spring 156, said spring being located

in a slot cut through the bar, and one end of

said spring reacting against a stationary pin 1 58

projecting into the slot from the stationary block

1 60 on which the parts are moimted.

In operation, the rocker 78 and with It the bar

1 52 is reciprocating rapidly. When solenoid 1 1

S

is energized the end ISO of the block 148 moves

into engagement with bar 152, but cannot come
beneath bar 162 until the bar has been elevated

by the rise of the cam actuated rocker 78. End
ISO then slides beneath bar 152 and holds the

rocker arm in locked position until the solenoid

is deenergized. The pressure of bar 152 against

block 148 is sufficient to prevent the block from

moving to retracted position until the rise of the

cam again reaches the rocker. This relieves the

pressure on the block 148 and it is thereupon re-

tracted by spring 156. In this way the movement

of the rocker is in complete cycles, and the rocker

cannot be stopped or started in the middle of a

cycle. To further insure this result, the working

end of block 148 is preferably cut at a slight

angle or provided with an undercut, as is Indi-

cated at 162. and the lower face of cross-bar

1 52 is preferably shaped to a mating angle. The
slightly undercut relation of the surfaces guards

against premature retraction of block 148.

The triangular pieces of fln 38 are preferably

removed by the severing punch, the latter cooper-

ating with appropriate stationary parts on the

die. Referring to Fig. 16, it will be seen that

the die has stationary die surfaces 164 which

are pointed or shaped to conform to the desired

notches or serrations in the wire. The spring pad

120 is indented to receive the points 164. Re-

ferring now to Fig. 17, it will be seen that the

severing punch 1 1 8 is provided with four heels

166 and that the punch is channeled at 168

between the heels to mate with the die surfaces

1 34 of Fig. 16. Referring now to Pigs. 18 through

20 these figures are fragmentary transverse sec-

tions at the die surfaces 164. In Fig. 18 the

punch 118 is raised, and spring pad 120 supports

the wire 128 in elevated position. At this time

the fln 38 is disposed above the stationary die sur-

face 184. In Fig. 19, the pimch 118 has descended

partially, and has moved wire 128 downwardly

with spring pad 120 until the fln 38 rests on sta-

tionary die surface 164. In Fig. 20 the punch 1 18

has moved downwardly to the ends of Its stroke,

thereby severing the wire 128 from the scrap or

10

is

so

u

so

u

fln 88, the latter remaining on stationary die sur-

face 164. The heels 166 of the severing punch
118 (Fig. 17) preferably are of such length as to

bear against the pad 120 (Fig. 16) during the
cutting stroke, as Is shown in Fig. 15. This helps

prevent deformation of the wire under the impact
of the punch.
The bits of scrap or fln are very tiny, and

cannot be discharged gravltatlonally as with or-

dinary scrap or waste, because they are on top

of the die. They tend to cling to the parts of

the apparatus, particularly in the presence of an
oil fllm. In the present apparatus, this difficulty

has been overcome by removing the scrap with
the aid of a blast of air. Referring to Fig. 11,

the compressed air is supplied through flexible

pipes 170, these leading into blocks 172 secured
directly on top of the die. Referring now to Pig.

23, which Is a section taken on the line 23—23

of Fig. 11, It will be seen that the compressed
air is led inwardly through passages 174 and Is

then directed downwardly at the punch 1 18 and
lito enclosed chambers 176. The compressed
fir then flows outwardly through passages 178,

carrying the fln or scrap with it, and then down-
wardly through discharge passages 1 80 leading to

a suitable box beneath the attaching machine for

eceivlng the waste. The compressed air blowing
it the sides of punch 1 1 8 tends to get between
..he severed scrap and the punch, and this prob-
ably accounts for the success with which the
scrap Is blown away through passages 178 and
180.

As a reflnement which, however, is by no means
essential, I prefer to provide the apparatus with
a flnlshing punch or rounding punch, this being
ndicated at 182 in Figs. 14 and 15. It is moved
together with punch 1 1 8 and forms a part of the
punch assembly. Its purpose is to round the

40 lower edge of the element about the head. I

may explain that during the severing operation
the periphery of the head is provided with a
rather sharp or square comer at the bottom.
This is indicated at 1 83 in Pig. 27. The elements
may be left in this fashion, but it is preferable

to round the corner, as is Indicated at 185 in
Fig. 28. For this purpose the elements may be
treated after being secured to the tape, as by
means of wire brushes. Howevet, this requires
an extra operation, and may tend to dirty the
tape, and does not round the edge of the ele-

ment very much. In the present arrangement,
the stationary die surface beneath one of the
severed elements is depressed and rounded some-
what, as is indicated at 184 in Fig. 26. The
rounding punch 1 82 forces the subjacent element
into the die curvature at 184, and thereby rounds
the comer of the head. This will also be seen
from examination of Fig. 14. the curved surface
1 84 of the die being shown unoccupied in Fig. 14.

Referring to Fig. 16, the downward step of the
die surface is clearly indicated at 184, and It will

be seen in this figure that the outline of the step
184 conforms to the exterior outline of the fas-
tener element, and clears the jaws. The elements
remain at the slightly lower elevation of the
right-hand part of the die surface until they reach
the tape, the latter being guided In the tape guide
186.

Reverting to Pigs. 25 and 26, it will be seen that
in the present apparatus there are five severed el-

ements between the wire 128 and the tape 50.

The rounding punch operates upon the middle
one of these Ave elements. The last two ele-

yg ments are always at the lower die level. The

4.t
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third element from the end la Initially at the
upper die level, but after descent of the round-
ing punch. Is moved to the lower die leveL It

should be understood that the difference In ele-

vation is very slight indeed, and need only be
a matter of »»/iooo of an inch.

The construction of the punch assembly may
be explained with reference to Pig. 12 in which it

will be seen that the severing punch 118 is se-

cured to a guide 188, the elevation of the punch
being adjusted by means of the screw 190. The
rounding punch 182 Ls adjusted by means of

screw 192. The spring pad 128 is nested l)etween

the punches 118 and 182, and is yieldably urged
downwardly by means of spring ( 84. The entire

punch assembly is carried by a ram 188 which is

reclprocable in the guides or ways of ram hous-
ing 78. Rocker 78 may be provided with an ad-
Justing screw 198 bearing against the ram. Re-
ferring now to Fig. 24, the manner In which the

edges of ram 196 are received in guides or ways
200 formed in ram housing 78, will be apparent.
The nested relation of the severing punch (18,

the spring pad 126 and the rounding punch 182,

is also clearly shown.
Before leaving the description of the pimch

assembly it may be pointed out with reference

to Pig. 17 that punch 1 1 8 is cut away at 202 to
clear the projections on the fastener wire reach-
ing the punch; that the spring pressed pad 126 is

recessed at 204 to fit around the projection of
the element being severed from the wire, and
the pad (26 therefore acts as a locating pad which
help>s insure a uniform location of the cut or pe-
riphery of the head about the projection and re-

cess of the head. The spring pad ( 26 is cut away
at 206 to clear the projection of the next element.

The roimding punch (82 is recessed at 208 to fit

about the projection of the element being round-
ed, and this is desirable in order not to flatten or
deform the shape of the element during the
rounding operation. Tliis punch is also cut away
at 2 10 to clear the projection of the next element.
The shaping of some of these recesses will be

clear from Inspection of Fig. 14, severing punch
(18 being cut away at 202; spring pad (26 being
recessed at 204, and cut away at 206; the round-
ing punch (82 being recessed at 208 and cut away
at 2(0.

The endmost element fs clamped on the tape
by an oppositely movable pair of clamping plates.

Referring to Figs. 11 and 12, the clamping plates
212 are secured to levers 214 pivoted at 2(6. The
opposite ends of the levers carry cam followers
218 which run between cylindrical cams 220, said
cams being carried on the main cam shaft 72 of
the machine. The cams are so shaped as to op-
positely move the clamping plates.

Referring now to Pig. 13, it will be seen that
the comers 222 of clamping plates 2(2 are so lo-

cated as to ergage the jaws of the endmost ele-

ment and at the same time to clear the Jaws of
the element next to the end. The clamping
plates are thinned to come beneath the 'ends
224 of guides or rails 226 which guide and confine
the already-severed elements. When the clamp-
ing plates 2(2 move together, they compress the
spread Jaws of the endmost element from a con-
dition such as that shown in Pigs. 13 and 5, to
the closed condition of Pie. 6.

The provision of a series of severed elements
between the wire and the tape, as for example,
the five severed elements shown In Pig. 25, Is not
essential but is of advantage in that It provides
room for the locating pad and the rounding

punch when used. The use of elements which are
severed before being delivered to the tape and
clamped thereon Is also of advantage In avoid-
ing angular disposition of the elements (viewed

9 in elevation) such as might be caused by a kink
in the wire or the pressure of the severing punch.
The advantage of keeping the elements inte-

grally related in the form of a wire is substan-
tially retained when using *& group of severed

10 elements of the configuration here employed. In
the first place, the elements are confined and
guided in a track and between guide walls sur-
rounding the ends of the spread Jaws. The ele-
ments are prevented from moving to Improper

15 orientation because of the manner In which the
head of one element Is snugly received witliin
the Jaws of the next element. Finally, any pos-
sibility of longitudinal separation of the elements
Is prevented by the provision of a slight undercut

20 between the elements when viewed in plan. Thus,
referring to Pig. 4, It will be seen that the trans-
verse width of the head Is reduced at the point
228, or the sides are non-parallel, as Indicated at
a. In other words, the head is necked or nar-

26 rowed very slightly and even if an undercut of
only a few thousandths of an inch is used. It Is
adequate to prevent longitudinal separation of
the elements. This kind of undercut does not,
however, prevent transverse separation of the ele-

30 ments, such as takes place when the endmost
element Is clamped on the tape, and the tape
then moves vertically upward to carry the ele-
ments upwardly away from the stationary die
and the clamping plates.

36 It Is believed that the method of the present
invention, as well as the construction and oper-
ation of the apparatus, will be apparent from
the foregoing detailed description. Simple, uni-
form wire stock which may be either round or

40 flattened in section is fed between small-di-
ameter rolls which squeeze the wire imder high
pressure and which in the course of a single pass
through the rolls, deform the wire to provide a
series of closely spaced projections and recesses

45 along the same. The side edges are also pref-
erably notched or serrated, either completely, or
with a slight remaining fln. The wire is reeled,
the reels being used as needed for the attaching
machine. There the wire Is unreeled and is op-

80 erated upon by punch and die mechanism which
removes the fin or triangular pieces of waste,
and which severs the wire into fastener elements
so shaped that the head of one element is nested
fully within and substantially fllls the space

55 within the spread Jaws of the next element. This
relation of the elements avoids waste of metal.
The elements are kept in nested relation and
are fed toward an intermittently moved tape
where the endmost element is clamped on the

60 tape. If desired, a finishing operation such as
that produced by the roimding punch may be
applied to the elements between the cutting
punch and the tape. The upward movement of

the tape disengages the attached element from
06 the next element, whereupon the series is again

advanced to bring another element astride the
tape.

The many advantages of the Invention will

also be understood from the detailed description.

70 The main advantage, of course, is that the in-

vention minimizes waste or scrap metal. This
is accomplished while using elements of gener-
ally conventional type, that is. elements the Jaws
of which come into substantially parallel rela-

^5 tlonship when closed. The ends of the Jaws are
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perpendicular to the sides and the tape when
closed, and the Inner walls of the edges at the
ends includes a broad bearing surface for en-
gaging the tape without cutting or penetrating
the same. The elements are so crowded or
nested together that there are three times as
many elements for a given length of wire com-
pared to the practice In Patent No. 2,201,068,

previously referred to. This Increases the life

of the pressure rolls because the rolls produce
stock for three times as many elements for each
revolution of the rolls. Moreover, the recipro-

cating strokes in the attaching machine are re-

duced to a very small amoimt. The feed of the
wire, for example. Is only about one-third of that
formerly used. The reciprocation of the punch
is merely the thickness of the wire. These
changes contribute to high speed operation of the

attaching machine, and I have successfully op-
erated the attaching machine at a spteed of 2400

R. P. M. The manner in which the feed of the

wire is interrupted by simply locking the punch
rocker with the punch In down position, also

contributes to the desired high speed operation.

This latter featm-e prevents reciprocation of the

elements Into and out of engagement with con-

sequent loosening of the fit therebetween. The
use of a series of severed elements between the

cutting punch and the tape provides room for

the cutting punch and the associated spring pad
which holds the element being cut. It also pro-

vides room for a finishing or rounding punch.

It frees the jaws of the endmost element for the

clamping operation, and avoids angular posi-

tioning of the element, as by reason of the punch
thrust or a bend in the wire. The cutting action

used whereby the pimch severs the wire from
the element Instead of vice versa, has the ad-

vantage of simplifying the wire feed mechanism;
makes it possible to remove the triangular fin

or scrap while using only a single cutting opera-

tion; and also provides a greater contact area

or "land" at the cutting edge of the punch. The
sides of the head are non-parallel or converge
so as to provide an undercut or interlock of the
elements after they are severed and re-engaged,

and this prevents longitudinal separation. The
nesting of the elements prevents improper
orientation as they are moved toward the tape.

It may be pointed out that the strip of metal
initially employed may have smooth, continuous

edges instead of being notched or serrated, as

here disclosed. In such case, the punch and
die mechanism will notch or serrate the strip

much as here disclosed, the main difference be-

ing that the tool will cut through the full thick-

ness of metal instead of merely a thin fin, and
in such case the percentage waste or scrap will,

of course, be Increased.

Going still further, the strip of metal may be

a plain flat strip, devoid not only of notches but

also of projections and recesses. In such case

the apparatus must be modified in a number of

respects, the most important of which is the

provision of a forming punch to provide the pro-

jections and recesses. The rolling apparatus
may then be eliminated altogether, and the

smooth or "raw" wire is fed directly into the at-

taching machine. This aspect of my invention

is not illustrated or claimed herein, it being

fully disclosed and claimed in my copending

companion application. Serial No. 264,551, filed

concurrently therewith, now Patent No. 2,302,075,

patented November 17, 1942.

The said companion or divisional application

together with the present application, are con-
tinuations In part of my earlier application, Se-
rial No. 179,299, filed December 11, 1937. now
Patent No. 2,221,740, of November 12, 1940.

8 Coming back to the present disclosure, the
strip of metal fed to the attaching machine may
be more Instead of less finished, that is, it may
be fully notched or serrated (devoid of fin) when
it reaches the attaching machine, and in such

10 case no fin need be removed, and no air blast
need be provided. If the wire is initially formed
or rolled without a fin, then there is no scrap or
waste at all.

The feed dog may be moimted rigidly as dls-
15 closed in my aforesaid companion application,

(Instead of pivotally) because the fastener wire
Is depressed by the punch during retraction of
the feed dog.

It will therefore be apparent that while I have
-0 shown and described my invention In a preferred

form, many changes and modifications may be
made, without deptarting from the spirit of the
invention defined in the following claims.

In the appended claims, I intend the expression
2."> "notched or serrated strip" to include either a

fully notched strip or a strip which Is substan-
tially notched except for a thin residue or fin

of metal as specifically disclosed herein.

In claims dealing with the gap-spacing mech-
•to anism, I refer to a "counter," which, of course,

may be any such device to determine the length
of the stringer or spacing between gaps.

I claim

:

1. In the manufacture of slide fastener ele-

3j ments comprising a head and spread Jaws con-
nected thereto, said Jaws being so widely spaced
and spread and so shaped as to form a space
therebetween large enough to receive the entire

head of an identical element, and said jaws being
40 so shaped that when closed the outer edges come

into substantially parallel relationship, the
method which includes pressing a continuous
strip of metal to form a closely spaced series of

interlocking means along the entire length of the
'•"*

strip, the interlocking means being so closely

spaced as to correspond to a series of embryo ele-

ments with spread jaws only if the head of one
element is nested fully within and substantially

fills the space within the spread jaws of the

next element, punching away small triangular

pieces of scrap or waste at the side edges of the
end of the strip in order to give the end of the

strip notched or serrated side edges conforming
to the outer ends of spread jaws having the de-

""

' sired shape, and immediately thereafter severing

the strip on an outline corresponding to the out-

line of the head and intersecting the inner angle

of the triangular notches at the sides of the

strip, in order to define elements of the desired
'•" shape without scrap or waste other than the

aforesaid triangular pieces of scrap.

2. In the manufacture of slide fasteners, the

method which includes providing a wire having a

series of interlocking means therealong, the width
'•'' of the wire equalling that of the desired fas-

tener elements with spread jaws, intermittently

feeding a tap>e transversely of the wire, intermit-

tently feeding the wire toward the tape, severing

the end of the wire entirely across the wire in

70 such conflgwation as to form a fastener element
having a head including the interlocking means
and having spread jaws, the head being of such
dimension as to fully occupy the space between
the Jaws of the next element, restoring the jaws

" at the end of the wire and severed element to-
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gather again in fully nested relation. Intermit-

tently moving the nested severed elements toward
the tape, and clamping the Jaws of the endmoet
element on the tape to secure the element to

the tape.

3. In the manufacture of slide fasteners, the

method which Includes providing a wire having
a series of interlocking means therealong, sev-

ering the end of the wire in such configuration as

to form a fastener element having a head includ-

ing the interlocking means and having spread

Jaws, the head being of such dimension as to fit

etween the Jaws of the next element, restoring

the Jaws at the end of the wire and severed ele-

ment together again in nested relation, the con-
figuration of the head and Jaws being such as to

interlock the head and Jaws of the nested ele-

ments against separation longitudinally of the
wire, moving the Interlocked severed elements
toward a tap>e, and clamping the Jaws of the end-
most element on the tape to secure the element
to the tape.

4. In the manufacture of slide fasteners, the

method which includes providing a wire having
a series of interlocking means therealong, the
width of the wire equalling that of the desired

fastener elements with spread Jaws, severing the

end of the wire entirely across the wire in such
configuration as to form a fastener element hav-
ing a head Including the interlocking means and
having spread Jaws, the head being of such di-

mension as to fully occupy the space between the
jaws of the next element, restoring the Jaws at

the end of the wire and severed element together
again in fully nested relation, moving the nested
severed elements toward a tape, finishing the
shaping of the nested severed elements before

they reach the tape, and clamping the Jaws of the

endmost element on the tape to secure the ele-

ment to the tape.

5. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners, said apparatus comprising means to in-

termittently feed a wire toward a moving tape
and clamping plates, .said wire having a width
Just equal to that of the desired fastener ele-

ments with spread jaws, a stationary die, a mat-
ing punch movable transversely of the wire to

sever the wire from a piece of the wire project-
ing beyond the punch and overlying the die, the
outline of the punch being such that the project-

ing piece constitutes a fastener element having
a head with spread jaws projecting forwardly
therefrom, the head being of such dimension as to

fill the space between the jaws, and a spring pad
beneath the punch to restore the wire to the Initial

raised position.

6. Apparatus for the manufacture of sUde fas-
teners, said apparatus comprising means to in-

termittently feed a wire toward a moving tape
and clamping plates, said wire having a width
just equal to that of the desired fastener ele-

ments with spread Jaws, punch and die mecha-
nism to sever the wire all the way across into
fastener elements each having a head with spread
Jaws projecting forwardly therefrom, the punch
being spaced from the tape an amount such that
a number of severed elements lie on the die be-

tween the punch and the tape, and fixed guides

on the die at each side of said elements to hold
the same in alinement. the aforesaid punch and
die mechanism being so shaped as to form fas-

tener elements the head end of which is dimen-
sioned to be received in and to fully occupy the

Jaw end of the next element, thereby avoiding

waste of metal and preventing improper orienta-
tion of the elements in Ibe aforesaid guides.

7. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-
teners, said apparatus comprising means to in-

• termlttently feed a wire toward a moving tape
and clamping plates, said wire having a width
Just equal to that of the desired fastener elements
with spread Jaws, and having closely spaced In-
terlocking means therealong, a die and a punch

10 movable transversely of the wire to sever the
wire all the way across from a piece of the wire
projecting beyond the pimch and overlying the
die, the outline of the punch being such that the
projecting piece constitutes a fastener element

10 having a head with spread Jaws projecting for-
wardly therefrom, the head being of such dimen-
sion as to fill the space between the jaws, and a
spring pad beneath the punch to restore the wire
to the element previously severed therefrom, the

2i> punch Ik Ing spaced from the tape an amount such
that a series of severed elements nested together
with t.ie head of each filling the jaw space of the
next lie on the die between the punch and the
tape.

24 8. Apparatus for the manufacture ui !.nue fas-
teners, said apparatus comprising means to inter-
mittently feed a wire having closely spaced pro-
jections therealong. a punch movable transverse-
ly of the wire to bear against and sever the wire

30 from a small piece of the wire projecting be-
yond the punch, a locating pad yleldably mov-
able with the punch to hold the projecting piece,

the outline of the punch being such that the
projecting piece constitutes a fastener element

36 having a head with spread jaws projecting for-
wardly therefrom, the head being of such di-

mension as to fill the si^ace between the jaws,

the lower end of the locating pad being so formed
as to mate with the project'on on the element

40 in order to properly locate the periphery of the
element relative to the project'on thereon.

9. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners, said apparatus comprising means to in-

termittently feed a tape, means to intermittent-
*' ly feed toward the tape a wire _iavlng closely

spaced interlocking means therealong, a punch
movable transversely of the wire to sever there-

from a fastener element having e head with
spread Jaws projecting forwardly tuerefrom. a

cam for reciprocating the punch, a rocker arm
between the cam and punch, a counter, and
means responsive to the counter for locking the

rocker arm In outermost position at the cam
and thereby interrupting the supply of severed

elements to the tape without interrupting feed of

the tape.

10. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide

fasteners, said apparatus comprising means to

intermittently feed toward a tape a wire having
^ closely spaced interlocking means therealong. a

punch movable transversely of the wire to sever

a piece of the wire, the outline of the punch
being such that the severed piece constitutes a

„ fastener element having a head with spread jaws

projecting forwardly therefrom, the head being

of such dimension as to fill the space between

the Jaws, a spring pad beneath the punch to re-

store the severed parts, the punch being spaced

^Q from the tape an amount such that a series of

severed elements nested together with the head

of each filling the Jaw space of the next lie be-

tween the pun'-h and the tape, and finishing

means located between the severing punch and

It the tape, said finishing means functioning to

5r>
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smooth a part of an element between the sever-

ing punch and the tape.

11. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners, said apparatus comprising means to In-

termittently •^eed toward a tape a wire having
closely spaced interlocking means therealong, a

punch movable transversely of the wire to sever

the wire from a piece of the wire projecting be-

yqpd the punch, the outline of the punch being

such that the projecting piece constitutes a fas-

tener element having a head with spread Jaws
projecting forwardly therefrom, the head being

of such dimension as to fill the space between
the jaws, a spring pad beneath the punch to

restore the wire to the element previously severed

therefrom, the punch being spaced from the tape

an amount such that a series of severed elements

nested together with the head of each filling the

jaw space of the next Ue between the punch
and the tape, and a rounding punch associated

with said severing punch and located between
the severing punch and the tape, said rounding
punch functioning to roimd the lower peripheral

edge of the head of an element between the

severing punch and the taije.

12. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide

fasteners, said apparatus comprising means to

intermittently feed a wire having a series of pro-

jections therealong, said wire feed means com-
prising a reciprocating dog for engaging a pro-
jection on the wire and feeding the wire during
its forward movement, a punch movable trans-

versely of the wire to sever the wire downward-
ly from a piece of the wire projecting beyond
the punch, the outline of the punch being such
that the aforesaid severed piece constitutes a
fastener element, and a spring pad beneath the
punch, the timing of the machine being such
that the wire is held downwardly by the punch
during retraction of the feed dog and is held
upwardly by the spring pad during forward move-
ment of the feed dog.

13. Apparatus for the manufactiu-e of slide fas-

teners, said apparatus comprising means to In-

termittently feed a wire having closely spaced
interlocking means therealong, said wire feed
means comprising a feed cam and a feed dog re-

ciprocated thereby for engaging and feeding the
wire during its forward movement, a punch mov-
able transversely of the wire to sever the wire
downwardly from a piece of the wire projecting
beyond the punch, the outline of the punch being
such that the projecting piece constitutes a fas-

tener element having a head with spread jaws
projecting forwardly therefrom, the head being
of such dimension as to fill the space between
the jaws, a spring pad beneath the punch to
restore the wire to the initial raised position,

and a punch operating cam, the timing of the
cams of the machine being such that the wire
is held downwardly by the punch during retrac-
tion of the feed dog, and Is held upwardly by
the spring pad during the forward movement of
the feed dog.

14. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-
teners, said apparatus comprising means to in-
termittently feed a wire, said wire feed means
comprising a reciprocating feed dog for engag-
ing a projection on the wire and feeding the wire
during its forward movement, a punch movable
transversely of the wire to sever the wire down-
wardly from a piece of the wire projecting be-
yond the punch, the outline of the punch being
such that the severed piece constitutes a fas-
tener element, a spring jxid beneath the punch.

the timing of the machine being such that the
wire is held downwardly by the punch during
retraction of the feed dog and is held upwardly
by the spring pad during forward movement of

5 the feed dog, a counter, and means responsive to

the counter to lock the punch in down position,

thus holding the wire downwardly out of engage-
ment with the reciprocating feed dog.

15. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

10 teners, said apimratus comprising means to in-

termittently feed a wire having closely spaced
Interlocking means therealong, said wire feed

meanc comprising a feed cam and feed dog recip-

rocated thereby for engaging and feeding the wire

15 during its forward movement, a punch movable
transversely of the wire to sever the wire down-
wardly from a piece of the wire projecting be-

yond the pimch, the outline of the punch being
such that the projecting piece constitutes a fas-

20 tener element having a head with spread Jaws
projecting forwardly therefrom, the head being

of such dimension as to fill the space between
the Jaws, a spring pad beneath the punch to re-

store the wire to the initial raised position, a

25 punch operating cam, a rocker between the cam
and the pimch, the timing of the machine being
such that the wire is held downwardly by the
punch during retraction of the feed dog and Is

held upwardly by the spring pad during forward
30 movement of the feed dog, a coimter, and means

resfwnsive to the counter to lock the rocker in

outermost position with the punch in down po-
sition, thus holding the wire downwardly out of

engagement virith the reciprocating feed dog.

35 16. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners, said apparatus comprising means to In-

termittently feed a wire, a punch movable trans-

versely of the wire to sever the wire downwardly
from a fastener element projecting beyond the

40 pxmch, a spring pad beneath the punch, and
pointed stationary die surfaces beneath the wire

at opposite sides of the spring pad cooperating

with mating recesses on the sides of the punch for

removing triangiilar shaped pieces of scrap metal
*8 on opposite sides of the wire.

17. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners, said apparatus comprising means to in-

termittently feed a wire toward a tape, said wire
having a series of interlocking means therealong,

*® a punch movable transversely of the wire to sever

the wire downwardly from a piece of the wire
projecting beyond the punch, the outline of the
punch being such that the projecting piece con-
stitutes a fastener element having a head with

^^ spread jaws projecting forwardly therefrom, the
head being of such dimension as to fill the space
between the jaws, a spring pad beneath the punch
to restore the wire to the initial raised pwsition,

and stationary die surfaces beneath the wire at
60 opposite sides of the spring pad for removing

triangular shaped pieces of scrap metal on ojv
posite sides of the wire.

18. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners, said apparatus comprising means to in-
09 termittently feed a wire, punch and die means

to so cut the wire as to form fastener elements
therefrom and also small pieces of scrap which
remain on the die as the pimch descends, and
means to feed a blast of air continuously at the

70 side of the punch and thence over the top of the
die mechanism in order to blow the pieces of

scrap outwardly therefrom.
19. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners, said apparatus comprising means to In-

70 termittently feed a wire, said wire havtnc in-
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terlocklng means thereon, punch and die mech-
anism to sever the wire, the outline of the punch
being such that the severed piece constitutes a
fastener element having a head with spread Jaws
projecting forwardly therefrom, the head being
of such dimension as to fill the space between
the Jaws, additional punch and die surfaces for

removing a triangular-shaped piece of scrap met-
al at the outside of the Jaws, which pieces remain
on the die as the punch descends, and air blast

means for helping transfer the small triangular

pieces of scrap tp an appropriate receptacle in-

cluding nozzles to blow air at the sides of the

punch and thence outwardly over the top of the

die.

20. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners, said apparatus comprising means to in-

termittently feed toward a tape a wire having
serrated side edges, the serrations of which carry

a comparatively thin fln, said wire also hav-
ing a series of interlocking means, a punch
movable transversely of the wire to sever the
wire downwardly from a piece of the wire pro-

jecting beyond the punch, the outline of the
punch being such that the projecting piece con-
stitutes a fastener element having a head with
spread jaws projecting forwardly therefrom, the
head being of such dimension as to fill the space
between the jaws, a spring pad beneath the
punch to restore the wire to the initial raised po-
sition, and stationary die surfaces beneath the
wire at opposite sides of the spring pad for re-

moving the triangular shaped fins or scrap metal
on opposite sides of the wire.

21. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide

fasteners, said apparatus comprising means to

intermittently feed toward a tape a wire having
serrated side edges, the serrations of which carry

a comparatively thin fin, said wire also having a
series of 'linMrlocking means, a punch movable
transverse^' of the wire to sever the wire down-
wardly from a piece of the wire projecting beyond
the punch, the outline of the punch being such
that the projecting piece constitutes a fastener
element having a head with spread jaws pro-

jecting forwardly therefrom, the head being of

such dimension as to fill the space between the
jaws, a spring pad beneath the punch to restore
the wire to the initial raised position, stationary
die surfaces beneath the wire at opposite sides

of the spring pad for removing the triangular
shaped fins or scrap metal on opposite sides of

the wire, and air blast means for helping remove
the small triangular pieces of fln or scrap left on
top of said stationary die surfaces, said means
including conduits to guide the compressed air to

a point above the pieces of scrap at opposite sides

of the punch, and to then guide the air and scrap
metal away from the punch to an appropriate
receptacle.

22. In the manufacture of slide fastener ele-

ments comprising a head and spread jaws con-
nected thereto, said Jaws being so widely spaced
and spread and so shaped as to form a space

therebetween large enough to receive the en-
tire head of an identical element, and said Jaws
being so shaped that when closed the outer edges
come into substantially parallel relationship and
having approximately perpendicular ends, the

method which Includes punching away small

triangular pieces of scrap or waste at the side

edges of a strip in order to give the strip notched
or serrated side edges conforming to the square

outer ends of spread jaws having the desired

shape, the notches or serrations being so closely

spaced as to correspond to a series of embryo ele-

ments with spread jaws if the head of one ele-

ment is nested fully within and substantially fills

the space within the spread Jaws of the next ele-

3 ment, and severing the strip on an outline cor-
responding to the outline of the head and inter-

secting the inner angle of the triangular notches
at the sides of the strip, in order to define ele-

ments of the desired shape without scrap or
10 waste other than the aforesaid triangular pieces

of scrap.
23. In the manufacture of slide fasteners, the

method which Includes severing the end of a
wire in such configuration as to form a fastener

Id element having a head and spread jaws, the head
being of such dimension as to fit between the jaws
of the next element, restoring the Jaws at the
end of the wire and severed element together
again in nested relation, the configuration of the

20 head and jaws being such as to interlock the
head and jaws against separation longitudinally
of the wire, moving the Interlocked severed ele-
ments toward a tape, and clamping the jaws of
the endmost element on the tape to secure the

25 element thereto.
24. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide

fastener elements comprising a head and spread
jaws connected thereto, said jaws being so widely
s(>aced and spread and so shaped as to form a

3Q space therebetween large enough to receive the
entire head of an identical element, and said
Jaws being so shaped that when closed, the outer
edges come Into substantially parallel relation-
ship, said apparatus comprising means to inter-

35 mlttently feed a wire having the width of the
elements with spread Jaws, and a single punch
and die mechanism, a portion of said punch and
die being so shaped as to cut small, triangular
pieces of scrap from the side edges of the wire

40 at the end of the wire in order to give the wire
notched or serrated side edges conforming to the
outer ends of spread jaws having the desired
shape, another portion of said punch and die
mechanism operating to cut the wire or strip on

45 a line corresponding to the outline of the head
and intersecting the inner angle of the triangular
notches at the sides of the strip, whereby ele-
ments of the desired shape are cut from the wire
without waste other than the aforesaid triangular

60 pieces of scrap.
25. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide

fasteners, said apparatus comprising means to In-
termittently feed a tajDe upwardly, means to in-
termittently horizontally feed toward the tape a

86 wire having closely spaced projections therealong.
said wire feed means including a horizontally
reciprocating feed dog for engaging a projection
on the wire and thereby feeding the wire, a sta-
tionary die and a punch movable downwardly to

go sever the wire downwardly from a piece of the
wire projecting beyond the punch and overlying
the stationary die, the outline of the punch and
mating die being such that the severed piece con-
stitutes a fastener element having a head with

06 spread Jaws projecting forwardly therefrom, a
cam and cam follower for reciprocating the
punch, a counter, and means responsive to the
counter for locking the cam follower in outer-
most p>osition and thereby Interrupting reclpro-

70 cation of the punch with the punch and wire in

down position, and consequently interrupting the
supply of severed elements to the tape, without,
however. Interrupting feed of the tape.

26. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide

76 fasteners, said apparatus comprising means to
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intermittently feed a wire toward a tape, said

wire liaving a series of interlocking means there-

on, a stationary die and a punch movable trans-

versely of the wire to sever the wire downwardly
from a piece of the wire projecting beyond the
punch and overlying the die, the outline of the

punch and mating die being such that the pro-

jecting piece constitutes a fastener element hav-
ing a head with spread jaws projecting forwardly

therefrom, the head being of such dimension as

to fill the space between the jaws, a spring pad
beneath the punch to restore the wire to the in-

itial raised position, stationary die surfaces be-

neath the wire at opposite sides of the spring

pad cooperating With mating channels on the

sides of the punch for removing triangular shaped
pieces of scrap on opposite sides of the wire, and
air-blast means for helping remove the triangular

pieces of scrap left on top of said stationary die

surfaces, said means causing a flow of air from
the sides of the punch outwardly over the top of

the die.

27. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide

fasteners, said apparatus comprising means to

guide a wire having a width equal to the width

of an element with spread jaws, a punch and
die operating to sever the wire, said die having

a generally key-hole shaped slot for supporting

and guiding an upwardly fed tape having a

beaded edge, said die further having a convex

cutting portion shaped to conform to the head
of the element being severed, said die further

comprising a depressible spring pad fitting within

and mating with said convex cutting portion, said

pad Ufting the wire clear of the die for forward

feed, said punch having a concave side mating-

with the aforesaid convex die portion, the ar-

rangement being such that, when the punch de-

scends, it severs the wire downwardly from an
element supported on the stationary die portion

at the end of the wire, the outline of the punch
and die being such that the severed piece con-

stitutes a fastener element having a head with

spread jaws projecting forwardly therefrom, the

head being of such dimension as to fully occupy

the space between the jaws without scrap or

waste, wire feed means to intermittently feed

the wire to the punch and die, each of the re-

peated feed distances equalling only a small frac-

tion of the length of an element, tape feed means
to intermittently feed the tape upwardly, clamp-

ing plates closely overlying the die to clamp a

severed element on the beaded edge of the tape,

and cam means to operate said wire feed means
and tape feed means and clamping plates in

proper timing.

28. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide

fasteners having fastener elements with approx-

imately parallel sides and jaws with ends that

are approximately perpendicular to the sides,

said apparatus comprising means to guide a wire,

a punch and die functioning to cut small, tri-

angular pieces of scrap to give the jaws the de-

sired perpendicular ends, and further functioning

to sever the wire, said die having a generally

key-hole shaped slot for supporting and guiding

an upwardly fed tape having a beaded edge, said

die further having a convex cutting portion

shaped to conform to the head of the element

being severed, said die further comprising two
pointed or triangular-shaped pieces for cutting
triangular notches in the side edges of the wire,
said die further comprising a depressible spring

5 pad fitting within and mating with said convex
cutting portion and triangular cutting portions,
said pad lifting the wire clear of the die for for-
ward feed, said punch having a concave side
mating with the aforesaid convex die portion,

10 said punch further having triangularly grooved
channels in the sides mating with the aforesaid
triangular die portions, the arrangement being
such that, when the punch descends, it severs
the wire from an element supported on the sta-

15 tionary die portion at the end of the wire, and
further severs the wire from two triangular
pieces of scrap supported on the aforesaid tri-

angular die portions, the element and scrap being
left stationary on the die while the wire is punched

20 downwardly away from the same, the outline of
the punch and die being such that the severed
piece constitutes a fastenfer element.

29. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide

fasteners having fastener elements with approxi-

25 mately parallel sides and jaws with ends that
are approximately perpendicular to the sides,

said apparatus comprising means to guide a
wire, punch and die mechanism functioning to

cut small triangular shaped pieces of metal from
30 the side of the wire, and further functioning to

sever the wire, said die having a generally key-
hole shaped slot for supporting and guiding an
upwardly fed tape having a beaded edge, said die

further having a convex cutting portion shaped
35 to conform to the head of the element being

severed, said die further comprising two pointed

or triangular shaped side pieces for cutting

notches in the side edges of the wire, said die

further comprising a depressible spring pad flt-

40 ting within and mating with said convex cutting

portion and triangular cutting portions, said pad
lifting the wire, clear of the die for forward feed,

said punch having a concave side mating with

the aforesaid convex die portion, said punch
** further having triangularly grooved channels

in the sides mating with the aforesaid triangular

portions, the arrangement being such that, when
the punch descends, it severs the wire from an
element supported on the stationary die portion

at the end of the wire, and further severs the

wire from two triangular pieces of scrap sup-

ported on the aforesaid triangular die portions,

the element and scrap being left stationary on
the die while the wire is punched downwardly

°' away from the same, the outline of the severing

punch being such that the severed piece consti-

tutes a fastener element having a head with

spread jaws, the head being of such dimension

as to fill the space between the jaws, and said
*" jaws having the aforesaid approximately per-

pendicular ends of such dimension that when
the jaws are closed their sides are substantially

parallel, air-flow means for moving said small

triangular pieces of scrap outwardly from the
"* triangular die portions, and feed means to inter-

mittently feed the wire to the pimch and die,

each of the repeated feed distances equalling

only a small fraction of the length of an element.

FREDERICK XJLRICH.
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Tbls invention relates to separable fasteners of

the zipper type and particularly to methods of

making the interlocking elements and attaching
them to the tapes.

5 It is among the objects of the Invention to

provide simple and inexpensive processes of form-
ing interlocking elements and attaching them to

the tapes, particularly to provide an improved
process of manufacture in which a series of inter-

10 locking elements is formed as a continuous strip,

to minimize and reduce the amount of scrap, and
to provide an improved method In which the
interlocking elements may be smoothed or other-
wise processed during their manufacture.

IS Other objects and advantages of the invention
wiU be apparent from the following description

and accompanying drawings.
In the manufacture of separable fasteners one

of the problems encountered is the forming and
20 making of the individual interlocking members

in a manner that permits of their simple and
easy fabrication, and a convenient manner and
apparatus for polishing and finishing the sur-
faces of the members and attaching the same to

25 the tape. In the present invention I accomplish
this by a very effective method and with simple
apparatus by forming the individual members
practically complete in a continuous strip of
metal, or material from which the members are

30 made without severing one member from another.
In this way it is possible to form the members
rapidly, to hold them after such formation in con-
siderable quantities and In small space, if desired,

run the strips in which the members are formed
3a through such cleaning and polishing operations

as may be desirable and then attach them to the
tape and sever them from the strip. This gen-
eral plan may be practiced In numerous ways.
The lndi%'idual members may be formed by coln-

40 ing, or stamping, and may be arranged In their
formation lengthwise of the strip, crosswise of
the strip, or in double rows. The jaws may be
stamped to their op>en position from metal of
sufBcient area to supply the material, or they may

45 be stamped, or formed with jaws in substantially

dosed position and forced open. These and other
features and details of the invention will appear
more fully from the specification and claims.
A preferred embodiment of the invention is

60 illustrated in the accompanying drawings as
follows:

—

Fig. 1 shows a perspective view of a metal bar,

or strip, having rounded comers from which the
members may be fabricated.

65 ^S- 2 a similar strip having square comers.

Pig. 3 a perspective view of a strip coining or
forging die coining the edges of the strip.

Pig. 4 a perspective view of a stamping or cut-
ting die stamping the exterior edges of a strip.

Pig. 5 a perspective view of a die for pimching 5
the material from between the jaws.

Fig. 6 a stamp combining the dies of Figs. 4
and 5.

Pig. 7 a plan of a punch and die forming the
recess and projection of the interlocking element. 10

Pig. 8 a perspective view of the die and punch
forming the projection and recess.

Fig. 9 a press comUnlng the dies of Figs. 6
and 8.

IPTg. 10 a perspective view of a finished strip IS
showing the projection side, the recess side being
shown at the end of Fig. 9.

Fig. 11 shows a sectional view of the die adapted
to form inclines on the members at the sides of
the projections. 20

Fig. 12 a perspective view of a strip having the
inclined sides.

In the strip so far made the members are ar-
ranged end to end and the jaws are formed
initially In an open position. 2S

Figs. 13 to 22 illustrate apparatus and means
for forming the strips with the members cross-
wise thereof.

Fig. 13 is a perspective view of the strip blank.
Fig. 14 a perspective view of a punch press for 80

punching the jaw slots and separating slots for
the members.

Pig. 15 a perspective view of a press for forming
the recesses and projections on the strip.

Fig. 16 a view indicating the completed strip 35
as It comes from the press shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 17 shows the press with the dies of Figs. 14
and 15 combined.

Fig. 18 a manner of spreading the jaws from a
strip as It comes from the dies of Fig. 14. 40

Fig. 19 a similar apparatus for spreading the
jaws from a strip as it comes from the dies shown
in Fig. 15.

Fig. 20 illustrates a press in which the jaws and
separating slots are formed in their open posi- 45
tion.

Fig. 21 a perspective view of a die for forming
the inclined sides on the members of a strip.

Pig. 22 a strip showing the inclined sides formed
thereon and the formation of the jaws as they are 60
spread.

In the method and apparatus illustrated in Figs.

23 to 32 inclusive the members are arranged end
to end in the strip, but the jaws are formed
initially close together and spread. 56
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Pigs. 23 and 24 show perspective views of the
blank strips.

Fig. 25 a press for forming Jaw slots In the
strip.

5 Fig. 26 a press for forming the projections and
recesses in the strip.

Fig. 27 the presses of Figs. 25 and 26 com-
bined.

Fig. 28 an apparatus for spreading the jaws of

10 a formed member, attaching the member to a
tape, and cutting the attached member from the
strip.

Fig. 29 a press making the first step in an alter-

native method forming an initial slit.

I
. Fig. 30 a press having dies forming a recess and

projection, these dies being combined with the
dies of ng. 29.

Hg. 31 a perspective view of the dies for spread-
ing the jaws.

20 ^e- 32 the dies of Figs. 30 and 31 combined.
In the apparatus and method and strip shown

in Figs. 33 to 39 strips with crosswise members
are shown and the method of forming the same.

Fig. 33 shows a perspective view of the blank.

25 Fig. 34 dies cutting Jaw slots In each edge of the
strip.

Fig. 35 dies forming recesses and projections at
opposite edges.

Fig. 36 a perspective view of the strip as it

30 comes from the dies in Fig. 35.

Fig. 37 a perspective view of a strip having the
incline added thereto.

Fig. 38 a plan view of the part of the appa-
ratus for attaching the strip to a tape.

35 Fig. 39 an elevatlcm of the same.
Figs. 40 and 41 perspective views of the fin-

ished members with straight sides.

Figs. 42 and 43 perspective views of the mem-
bers with inclined sides.

40 l^e apparatus and methods shown in Figs.

44 to 52 illustrate a manner of forming strips

with the members arranged crosswise of the
strip and projecting from opposite sides thereof.

Fig. 44 shows a perspective view of the blank.

45 Fig. 45 dies for punching the jaw slots.

Fig. 46 a press for forming the projections and
recesses.

Fig. 47 a ccxnblned press having the dies of
Figs. 43 and 44 combined.

50 Fig. 48 a perspective view of the completed
strip.

Fig. 49 a plan view showing a method of open-
ing the jaws for receiving a tape.

Fig. 50 a plan view showing the method with

55 the Jaws closed on the tape and ready to be
severed.

Figs. 51 and 52 alternative constructions of

strips.

Fig. 53 shows a perspective view of a strip

50 tor making an alternative form of fastener.

Fig. 54 a central section of the same on the
line 64—54 in Fig. 53.

Pig. 55 shows a perspective view of the appa-
ratus for attaching the same to a tape.

55 Fig. 56 a sectional view of the completed fas-

tener and slider.

Fig. 57 a plan view of the slider on the fas-

tener.

Fig. 58 an alternative form of strip.

70 Pig- 59 a sectional view through the slider of

the fastener formed from the strip of Pig. 58.

Fig. 60 shows a device for polishing and as-

sembling fasteners.

Fig. 61 a section on line 61—61 Pig. 60.

Y0 Fig. 62 a plan view of Jaw closing devices.

It win be noted that through the severaJ
figures dies are formed for individual opera-
tions and are ganged for progressively forming
operations. These arrangements are made read-
ily possible in that the strips are retained intact 5
so that they can readily be run through separate
machines, or machines that perform the several
operations in one machine.

I marks the strip blank with rounded edges,
and 2 a strip blank having straight edges. In iq
the structure shown in Fig. 3, I marks the die.

llils has a strip guide 3a and a cover plate 4.

Side dies 5 are brought into clamping engage-
ment with the edges of the strip by any con-
venient mechanism (not shown) and these are 16
provided with recesses 6 into which the mate-
rial may be forced outlining the outer edges of
the spread Jaws of a member.
The strip may be formed with this relation

of edges by stamping, as illustrated in Fig. 4, 20
the die 9 having a strip guide 10, a punch II

having die faces 12 adapted to cut out the part
between the Jaw incline 7 forming the inter-

locking part 8 of the members.
The strip formed in either of the manners de- 25

scribed may have the jaw slots punched, {is

shown in Fig. 5. A die 13 has a strip guide 14.

The base of the guide has a cutting opening 15

and a punch 16 operates over the die to cut

jaw slots IT. 30
The dies 9 and 13 may be arranged in tandem

so that the slots IT and edge formation may be
accomplished in one operation.

The recesses and projections are formed in

the faces of the strips and this may be accom- 55
pllshed as indicated in Fig. 8. A die block 19

has a strip slot 19a in the bottom of wliich Is

a recess 20 for forming a projection 24. Side

dies 21 engage the side edges of the strip and
a punch 22 forms a recess 23 in the strip. 40

In Pig. 9 the die 19 is associated with the die

blocks 9 and 18 so that the three operations

may be accomplished in one pass of the strip.

Feeding rolls 13a are arranged to advance the
strip through the dies and these may be pro- ^
vided with any well-known control mechanism
to advance the strip in proper timing. It will be
understood that with each of the die grooves

in which the strips are advanced a similar set -

of feeding rolls is ordinarily to be provided. 50
The completed strip having the edges and Jaw

slots and projections and recesses formed there-

on and therein Is illustrated in Fig. 10. This
strip may be readily processed and attached to

,

a tape, as Indicated in Fig. 60.
5^1

A guide table 26 has a guide slot 2T for feed-

ing the strip 25. Rolls 28 are arranged at each
end of the table for accomplishing a definite

forward feed, the upper feed rolls 28 being
notched to engage the projections. The table ^
26 has openings 29 above and below at Intervals

leading to the guide slot 27 and wire brushes
30 operate in these openings on the strip as it

passes out. Buffers 31 operate through suc-

ceeding openings so that the strip may be read- 55
ily processed as it advances. The strip after

this polishing operation may be again rolled and
stored, or it may be directly attached to the

tape 32 from this (^Jeration. The end of the
,

strip with its jaws carried straddle the tape is ^o
closed by pressure fingers 33. As the pressure

fingers close die plates 34 are carried imder the

strip between the first and last members and

these dies have die slots 35. A cutter 36 severs
,

the last member from the strip, the cutter op- fg
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eratloK In connection with the slots SI. In some
constructions It Is desirable to incline the front
comers of the members and this Is accomplished
by arranging an inclined die face IT on the side

S die members 21 (see Kg. 11). This provides

the inclines 18 as shown in the strip tta (Fig.

12).

In forming the strips with the members cross-

wise (Fig. 13 and immediately following) the strip

10 blank 2 is fed into a guide groove S9 of the die

block 41. This die block has a die opening 4(

and slots 42 and 41 which operate with a punch
44 for forming a Jaw slot 45, and an extension 46

on the punch for forming a slot extension 41 of

15 the die slot. There Is provided a separation
punch 48 for cutting a separation slot 49 which
nearly severs the strip between a member. The
strip may then be nm through the dies shown in

Pig. 15 having a die block SO and a feed groove 51

.

20 The dies have a recess 52, a punch 53 for form-
ing a projection 54 and recess 55a respectively

forming as it comes from the dies a strip 55. If

desired the die blocks 40 and 50 may be placed in

tandem, as shown in Fig. 17, and the strip formed
25 in one continuous operation. The completed

strip, is shown In perspective in Fig. 16. The
completed strip is run through die blocks 56. This
die block has a transverse guide groove 51 in

which a spreader punch 58 operates. The
30 spreader punch has a cam surface 59 corresix>nd-

ing to the desired outer slant of the member jaw
with the jaw in o]}en condition. An opposite

transverse guide slot 60 is also provided in the
block 56 and this has a spreader punch 6 1 with a

36 cam surface 62. As the strip is advanced, the
punch 58 advances and spreads one side of the
jaw of a member and while the member is held by
the punch 58 the punch 6 1 advances and spreads
the opposite jaw, thus forming an ultimate strip

40 63 with the jaws spread. If desired the die 56

may be arranged in tandem and with the die

blocks 40 and 50 and the whole op>erat1on Is com-
pleted in one progressive operation. The strip

may be formed by a stamping operation in which
45 the jaws are formed initially in spread position

and such a manner of forming is indicated in Fig.
20. A die block 65 has a die groove 66. Punches
61 form slots 68 between the members and punches
69 a Jaw slot 10. It may be desirable also to pro-

t"" vide the front comers of the members with In-

clined surfaces and this is accomplished in the
die scheme shown in Fig. 21 where'n a die block
II has a die groove 12. A punch 13 is arranged
through the bottom of the block II and in the
face of the punch 13 there is provided a recess 14
for forming the projection 54 on the member and
there are also formed on the face of the punch
inclined surfaces 15. A punch 16 has a flat face

PQ
of sufiBcient area to force the portion of the strip

containing the member into coining relation to

the inclined surfaces and recess. At the same
time the punch 16 is provided with recess forming
projections n. Thus the strip 18 as it comes

f,3
from the die II has inclined ends 19. The die
block 11 may be substituted for the die block 50
in the die arrangements of Figs. 17 and 19 and
consequently form a strip with jaw slots 80 open,
as shown in Fig. 22.

-Q The strips and apparatus for forming the same
shown in Pigs. 23 and following use the same bar
blanks I, or 2, as in the preceding structures. A
die block 81 (Fig. 25) has a guide groove 82
through which the strip is fed and this has a

jj jaw slot opening 83 with an extension 84 adapted

S5

to operate with a punch 85 and its extension 86
forming In the strip a Jaw slot 81 with its separat-
ing extension 88. The strip so formed may be
fed through a die block 89, the die block having
a die groove 90 in the bottom of which is formed 6
a recess 91 for forming a member projection 92.

A punch 91 operates on the strip to form a re-
cess 94. The die blocks 81 and 89 may be asso-
ciated, as shown in Fig. 21, with a spacer block
96 between them in which event these operations lo
may be performed progressively. This strip is

presented with its forward end to a tape 98. The
end member has its jaws closed on the tape by
pimches, such as S3, shown in Fig. 55. The mem-
ber is severed by a cutter 99 corresponding to the is
cutter 36. Arranged on the cutter 99 is a jaw
opening 1 00 which with the continued advance of
the cutter 99 spreads the jaws of the next to the
last member so as to prepare the jaws to receive
the tape. 20
This manner of forming the members without

great waste of material may be accomplished also
in the manner illustrated in Pigs. 29 and immedi-
ately following. In Fig. 29 a die block 101 has a
die groove 102. A punch 103 forms longitudinal 25
slots 103a. The strip is carried through a die
block 104 having a die groove 105. This may be
associated with the die block 101 properly spaced
by spacers 106. Side punches 101 are arranged in
the die block 104 to properly hold the strip as the 30
member projections and recesses are formed, the
projection being formed in the recesses 108 by a
punch 108a. The strip may be run through a
block 1 10 with a die groove III. Side punches 1 13

operate in transverse grooves 112. These side 35
punches have recesses 1 14 adapted to receive
metal forming the outer edge of the jaws. A
punch 116 is shaped to enter the slot 103. The
punch has an inclined spreading surface I II ter-
minating in a cross sectional shape 1 18 desired for 40
the Jaw slot 119. This jaw spreading may take
place, if desired, before or after, the forming of
the projections and recesses.

In Fig. 32 the dies using the block 101, the
block 110 and the block 104 are associated so 43
that the strip 1 1 5 as a whole may be fabricated in
one progressive operation.
In Figs. 33 to 38 a des'rable method of forming

interlocking members in strips is shown. A guide
block 120 has a die groove 121 receiving the strip .10

blank 2. Punches 122 form oppositely placed and
staggered jaw slots 1 23 in the strip. The edge of
the strip is notched by a projection 124 on the
punch at 125 to form the outer edges of the jaws.
A die block 126 has a die guide 121 (see Fig. 35) .'lI

through which the strip coming from the block
120 is passed and punches 128 operate on the
strip to form recesses 129 and the opposite pro-
jections 130a in the manner of the preceding op-
erations. The blocks 120 and 126 may be placed no
in tandem, if desired.

A finished strip 1 30 may be attached to a tape
in the manner indicated in Pigs. 38 and 39. A
guide block 132 has a guide groove 133 and a
clamping plunger 134 engages the strip inter- ns
mlttently as it is fed forward. Tapss 135 are
placed in the jaw slots of the two end members.
A punch 136 engages the end of the strip and
closes the jaws of the two members. (Gutters

131 sever the members so attached to the tape 70
on the lines 138. If desired, the strip may have
inclined front comers formed in it at 139 by
coining, or otherwise, as desired.

In Pigs. 40 and 41 individual Interlocking mem-
bers 140 are shown having the recesses 23 and 75
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projections 24, these members being without the
Inclined front corners and In Pigs. 42 and 43
Individual Interlocking members Mt are shown
In which the front corners are Inclined.

6 In Figs. 44 and following Is shown an alterna-
tive apparatus and method for forming and at-

taching members from the strips. In this as
in the others the strip blank 2 is used. A die

block M2 has a die groove 143 through which the

10 strip blank Is fed. Pimches 143a have punch ex-
tensions (44 forming jaw slots 145 with exten-
sions 146 in the opposite sides of the strip and
these are arranged directly opposite each other,

the die block having openings (43b and (44a cor-

15 responding to the punch structure. The die block
I4T has a die groove (48. Punches (49 form re-

cesses (SO in the die groove forming the projec-

tions. The finished strip (52, therefore, has the

Interlocking projections and recesses and the jaw

20 slots. If desired, the die blocks (42 and (47 may
be set in tandem so that these operations may
be performed in a continuous manner. The
strip (52 is passed through a goide groove (S3 in

a guide block (S3a and the jaws at the end of

2s the strip are opened by punches (54. Tapes (55

are introduced into the slots and the jaws closed

by a punch (56. As soon as the jaws are closed

the end members are severed from each other

and from the strip by a cutter (57.

80 In Figs. 51 and 52 an alternative form of strip

(58 is shown. In this the Interlocking portions

of the members (59 have jaws (60 staggered and
directed to opposite sides of the strip. The In-

terlocking portions of the members (59 are in

34 alinement at the center of the strip. The mem-
bers are severed on the line (6(.

In Figs. 53 to 59 are shown strips for inter-

locking members having jaws which may be at-

tached by adhesion and for forming fasteners

40 with the jaws extending toward one side or the

other of the fastener instead of edgewise. In

Pig. 53 a strip (62 is shown having projections

(63 and recesses (64, these being of the common
shape found in interlocking members of sep-

46 arable fasteners. The fastening jaws (65 pro-

vide a jaw slot (66 which extends edgewise in-

stead of endwise of the member and crosswise

Instead of edgewise of the completed fastener.

These strips have grooves (67, one wall of which

60 forms the front wall of the final member and
this forms a part of the strip which can be read-

ily removed for separating the members. In at-

taching the members a tape (68 is drawn through

a cementing material (69 carried by a receptacle

66 (70, the tape itself sealing a slot (7( in the re-

ceptacle. The tape is Introduced into the slot

of the end member of the strip and the strip

Is severed by a punch (72 in the groove cutting

out the bottom of the groove (67. The cement-

eo Ing material is of sufficient adhesiveness to se-

cure the interlocking member. These interlock-

ing members are operated in a slider (73 in the

ordinary manner of interlocking members, the
difference being that the slots open toward the

86 same face of the fastener' and the tape extends
at right angles from the direction of the secur-

ing slot. This puts practically the whole fastener

on one side of the tape and makes a compara-
tively smooth surface on the opposite side of the

70 tape.

In Figs. 58 and 59 a slight variation of the strip

and member Is shown. A strip (74 has projec-
tions (75, these projections being of less width
than the member. Jaws (76 extend edgewise of

75 the member but are longer than the interlocking

part of the member occupied by the projection.
The strip is provided with grooves (77 for sev-
ering the strip. A slider (78 operating with the
fastener of this type has one of Its walls (79
arranged between the overlapping ends of the
jaws in a groove (80 formed thereby. In this
way the projection portions of the fastener from
one face of the member are practically obviated.
In each of these methods it will be observed

there Is an enlongated strip of united members.
This may be secured to the tape In a continuous
process, or each of the steps may be readily per-
formed Independently as the strips may be
readily rolled. The strips while the members are
still united may be thoroughly processed, polished
and finished, the only final action being the sev-
ering of the members and attachment to the tape.
What I claim as new is:

1. The method of forming Interlocking mem-
bers for separable fasteners which consists In
shaping the said members while united in a strip,

to form a plurality of interlocking members with
jaws and then spreading the jaws of the various
members while united In the strip through dis-

tortion of the material of the members.
2. The method of forming interlocking mem-

bers for separable fasteners which consists In
shaping the said members while united in a strip,

to form a plurality of interlocking members
crosswise of the strip with crosswise extending
jaws and then spreading the jaws while the var-
ious members are united In the strip.

3. The method of forming separable fasteners
which consists in advancing a strip consisting of

a long continuous series of united interlocking

members having spread jaws end to end to place
its end member In securing relation to a tap>e,

securing the jaws on the tape, and severing the
attached member from the strip.

4. The method of forming separable fasteners

which consists in advancing a strip of united
interlocking members having jaws arranged
crosswise of the strip to place its end member in

securing relation to a tape, securing the jaws
on the tape and severing the attached member
from the strip.

5. The method of forming separable fasteners

which consists In advancing a strip consisting of

a long continuous series of united Interlocking

members, processing the strip as it is advanced,
carrying the advance of the end member into se-

curing relation with a tape, seciuring the member
to a tape, and severing the attached member
from the strip.

6. The method of forming Interlocking mem-
bers of separable fasteners which consists In

shaping the said members while united in a strip,

to form an elongated strip of several united

interlocking members in continuous series ar-

ranged end to end and oriented in the same di-

rection, that is, the head end of one member
being juxtaposed to the jaw end of the next

adjacent member.
7. The method of forming interlocking mem-

bers of separable fasteners which consists in

shaping the said members while united in a strip

to form an elongated strip of several united in-

terlocking members with the members arranged
end to end and with the jaws spread and oriented

in the same direction, that is, the head end of

one member being juxtaposed to the jaw end of

the next adjacent member.
8. The method of forming interlocking mem-

bers of separable fasteners which consists of
shaping an elongated strip of such interlocking j^
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members with jaws arranged cross-wise on the
strip, with the jaws of all alternate members
reversed as to relation to the edges of the strip.

9. The method of forming Interlocking mem-
5 bers of separable fasteners which consists of

shaping an elongated strip of such interlocking

members with jaws arranged cross-wise of the
strip and with the jaws spread to receive the

tape and with the alternate members having
10 their jaws reversed relatively to the edges of the

strip.

10. The method of forming interlocking mem-
bers of separable fasteners which consists of

shaping an elongated strip of interlocking mem-
16 bers with jaws arranged cross-wise of the strip

and with the jaws spread to receive the tape
and with the alternate members having their

jaws reversed relatively to the edges of the strip,

and severing the strip on lines corresponding to

20 the inclination 6f the jaws.

11. The method of forming the interlocking

members of separable fasteners, which consists

of shaping an elongated strip of interlocking

members arranged cross-wise of the strip with

25 the jaws of the alternate member in reverse rela-

tion and extending from the edges of the strip.

12. The method of forming the interlocking

members of separable fasteners, which consists

of shaping an elongated strip of interlocking

80 members arranged cross-wise of the strip with

the jaws of the alternate members extending
from the opposite edges of the strip, and form-
ing projections and recesses in substantial aline-

ment for the alternate members along the strip.

36 13. The method of forming interlocking mem-
bers for separable fasteners of the class de-
scribed, in which each member has a pair of

jaws, which includes spreading the jaws by force

applied between the jaws and confining the ma-
40 terial on the exterior surfaces of the jaws durmg

such spreading action.

14. The method of forming interlocking mem-
bers for separable fasteners of the class de-

scribed, such interlocking members having
45 spread-apart jaws, which includes taking a strip

whose width is less than the over-all width
across the spread-apart jaws, forming slots In

the strip, spreading the material apart on oppo-
site sides of each slot to provide spread jaw mem-

60 bers united in a strip, and simultaneously con-
fining the sides of the strip during such spread-
ing action.

15. The method of forming slide fastener

members comprising forming a strip of slide fas-

65 tener members each with a head portion on one
end and a pair of spread jaws on the other end
in which a portion of surplus material integrally

joins the head end of each member directly to

the Inner surfaces of the spread jaws of the next
*0 adjacent member in the strip, and punching out

said surplus portion to separate the members
and complete the inner surfaces of the jaws si-

multaneously.
16. In the method of making a strip for use

65 in making slide fastener members, forging a con-
tinuous strip to form angular projections on op-
posite sides of the strip outlining the outer edges

of the spread jaws of a fastener member with a

portion of material between said angiilar projec-

70 tions sufSclent to form one head portion of a
fastener member.

17. In the method of making a strip for use in

making slide fastener members, forging a con-
tinuous strip to form angular projections on
opposite sides of the strip outlining the outer

edges of the spread jaws of a fastener member, 5

leaving a portion of material between pairs of

said angular projections sufficient to form one
head portion of a fastener member, and forming
heads on such portions to provide a continuous
series of partially formed fastener members in lo

strip form.
18. In the method of forming a slide fastener

member strip providing a strip of material whose
width corresponds to the width of the finished

fastener element, forming a series of jaws on 15

said strip by spreading the material sidewise from
about the middle of the strip with the ends of

said spread jaw portions integrally connected to

an adjacent pwrtion of the strip of the original

width. 20
19. A strip for use in making slide fastener

members of the type having a head portion at one
end and a jaw portion at the other end. the mem-
bers being arranged in the strip in end to end re-

lation and oriented in the same direction, the 25

strip having along its longitudinal central portion

a series of equally spaced formed heads each with

a projection on one side and a formed recess on
the opposite side, the sides of the strip being

formed to conform to portions of the outer sur- 30

faces of the jaws, each of the heads being in-

tegrally jointd to the jaw end of the next adjacent

member in the strip at the inner portions of such

jaws, the ends of the jaws of all members in the

strip being at least partially exposed. 35

20. A strip for use in making slide fastener

members of the type having a head portion at one

end and a jaw portion at the other end, the mem-
bers being arranged in the strip in end to end
relation and oriented in the same direction, the 40

sides of the strip having angular projections con-

forming to tha outline of the outer surfaces of

the spread apart jaws of slide fastener members
including not only the sides but also the ends of

the jaws, and wherein the head of each member is 45

integrally joined to the jaw end of the next ad-

jacent member at the inner portions of such

jaws.
21. A strip for use In making slide fastener

members of the type having a head r>ortion at one 80

end and a jaw portion at the other end the mem-
bers being arranged in the strip in end to end
relation and oriented in the same direction, the

strip having along its longitudinal central portion

a series of equally spaced formed heads each with 85

a projection on one side and a formed recess on
the opposite side, the sides of the strip being

formed to conform to the portions of the outer

surfaces of the jaws, the portions of said strip

between said head portions having disposed there- 60

In within the last-named surfaces slots conform-

ing to the inner surfaces of the jaws of said fast-

ener members, each of the heads being integrally

joined to the jaw end of the next adjacent mem-
ber in the strip at the inner portions of said jaws, 05

the Jaws being at least partially spread and the

ends of the jaws of all members In the strip be-

ing at least partially exposed.

NOEL JOSEPH POUX. 70
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This invention relates to improvements in the

apparatus for forming continuous slide fastener

stringers.

Broadly, it is an object of this invention to pro-

vide a novel apparatus for intermittently forming
and securing scoops onto a tape in spaced rela-

tionship in association with a tape jump mecha-
nism which rapidly and efficiently forms separa-

tion zones between groups of the scoops. This
case is a continuation in part of my copending
application, Serial No. 241,195, filed on Novem-
ber 18, 1938, and entitled "Method of and ap-
paratus for forming slide fastener stringers."

In accordance with the present invention the

slide fasteners are made in a continuous man-
ner using a continuous metal strip progressively

shaped into scoops having head and jaw portions

intermittently clamped in spaced relationship

onto the tape. The tape is correspondingly inter-

mittently displaced transversely of its normal
feed path during its rest period to the Jaws of the

scoops. After scoop clamping operations, the

tape is returned to its position for the intermit-

tent advancing operation.

An important feature of the present invention

resides in the novel apparatus for effecting a
jump or predetermined spacing between attached

groups of scoops to determine the length of the

slide fasteners produced. Previous attempts pro-

viding such spaces have been unsatisfactory in

that the either too large time interval was re-

quired, or that undue mechanical strains were
encountered in the machine, or shorter periods

were used. The present invention is directed to

novel electro-mechanical means for effecting the

tape jumping operation between scoop fastening

cycles to effect the blank spaces on the tape in a
predetermined manner. A timing chain is em-
ployed coupled to the machine drive for syn-
chronous operation and adjusted in length to in-

itiate the jumps in predetermined relation with

the stringer formation.
Electro-mechanical arrangements are provided

for effecting the tape jumps of any desired length

within the order of four or less cycles or strokes

of the machine, a cycle corresponding to the time
between successive scoop forming and attaching
operations. The rapid jumping or advancing of

the tape for the blank sections thereof renders

the production of a given machine more efficient

as to the stringer output, which in practical em-
bodiments may be as high as 25% or greater.

Novel interlocking arrangements are incorpor-

ated in the mechanism to insure safety during

the tape jumping intervals without interfering

with the associated operations of the machine or
unduly straining the mechanism.

It is accordingly among the objects of the pres-
ent invention to provide a novel means for jump-

5 ing or otherwise accelerating the advancement of
the tape during stringer formation to substan-
tially speed up the overall production of stringers
in a given machine; to provide novel electro-
mechanical tape jumping means emplosing a

10 continuously driven timer chain and associated
successively operated relays which are interlocked
to Insure proper jumping of the tape without in-

terfering with the other components thereof;
and to provide a novel tape jumping arrange-

15 ment operated Independently of the stringer ma-
chine, and without straining any portion of the
mechanism thereof.

These and other objects of the present inven-
tion wiU become more evident in the following

20 description taken in connection with the draw-
ings, in which:

Figure 1 is a front elevation of a preferred em-
bodiment of the apparatus for forming slide

fastener stringers In accordance with the present
25 invention.

Figure 2 is an end elevation taken in section
along lines 2—2 of Rgure 1.

Figure 3 is an end elevation taken in section

along lines 3—3 of Figure 1.

^f* Figure 4 is a side elevation of the apparatus.
Figure 5 is an end elevation taken in section

along lines 5—5 of Figure 4.

Figure 6 is a plan view of the apparatus.
Figure 7 is an end view of the timing chain and

3"> a-ssociated parts taken along lines 7—7 of

Figure 6.

Figure 7a is a view similar to Figure 7 showing
the timing chain and the contact operated there-
by in a different position.

40 Figure 8 is an end elevation taken in section
along lines 8—8 of Figrure 6.

Figure 9 is an end view of a hook and latch
parts associated with the metal strip feed arrest-
ing mechanism, taken in section along lines

1'' 9—9 of Figure 8.

Figure 9a is a view similar to Figure 9 showing
the hook in its latched position.

Figure 10 is an end elevation in section taken
along lines 10— 10 of Figtu-e 6.

•'^ Figure 11 is an end elevation taken in section
along lines 1 1— 1 1 of Figure 6.

Figure 12 is an end elevation in section taken
along lines 12— 12 of Figure 6.

Figure 13 is a side view of the tape spool and
55 a safety switch.
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Figiire 14 is a plan view of the die bed assem-
bly, with parts thereof partially broken away.

Figure 15 is a detail plan view partly in section

showing the stepwise formation of the fastener

element on the continuous metal strip.

Figure 16 is a perspective view of the die as-

sembly, the punch head being in its upper posi-

tion, and the stripper plate and cut-off punch
being removed.
Figure 17 is a perspective view similar to

Figure 16 of the die assembly with the punch
head in its lower position.

Figure 18 is a perspective view of the die as-

sembly with the punch head in its lower position,

and the stripper plate being removed.
Figure 19 is a p)ersp>ective view of the die as-

sembly, the punch head being in its upper posi-

tion, and the cut-off punch being removed.
Figure 20 Is an end view taken in section along

lines 20—20 of Figure 16.

Rgure 21 is an end view taken in section along

lines 21—21 of Figure 17.

Figure 22 is an end view taken in section along

lines 22—22 of Figure 14.

Figure 23 Is an end view taken in section along

lines 23—23 of Figure 14.

Figure 24 is an end view taken in section along
lines 24—24 of Figure 14.

Figure 25 is a diagrammatic view of the elec-

trical connections and arrangements associated

with the tape jump mechanism of the present
invention.

Referring to the drawings in general, the ap-
paratus for forming continuous slide fastener

stringers is shown in assembly in Figures 1, 4 and
6 and comprises (a) a metal strip feed; (b) a
stringer forming mechanism comprising blanking
and clamping members; Cc) a tape feed mecha-
nism; (d) a tape jump mechanism ; thetapejump
mechanism being operable through electrical

contacts from a separate electric source, while all

the other mechanisms are operable from a com-
mon mechanical drive having a common source

of power.
On the table 30 of the apparatus are re-

moimted the stringer forming mechanism, the

metal strip feed, the tape feed, and the tai)e

jump mechanism, the latter being mounted below
table 30. Table 30 is supported by legs 31 which
in turn support bracket 32 carrying the tape
spool 33 which supplies tape T. Cross bars 34
fastened on legs 31 suppvort electric motor 35
which drives main shaft 39 by means of pulleys
36 and 37 operable through belt 38. Shaft 39 is

journalled in U-shaped bracket 40 mounted on
table 30.

The metal feed strip

Referring in detail to Figures 1, 3, 6, 8, 10 and
11, the metal strip feed comprises a pair of ro-
tatably mounted rollers 41 and 42 which inter-
mittently feed the continuous metal strip to the
punch and die assembly to be described here-
inafter. Roller 42 is reciprocably mounted.
Sprocket wheel 43 is rotatably mounted on shaft
39 driving sprocket wheel 45 by means of chain
44, in turn rotatably mounted on shaft 46 carry-
ing sprocket wheel 47. Wheel 47 drives sprocket
wheel 49 by means of chain 48 mounted on shaft
60.

Worm 50a is rotatably mounted on shaft 50
driving worm gear 51 mounted on shaft 52 which
in turn carries sprocket wheel 53 driving time
chain 54. Cam 55 is rotatably mounted on shaft
46 and is provided with an angularly shaped

groove 56. Roller 57 provided on lever 58, ex-
tending through table 30, is guided in groove 58.

When shaft 46 is driven through shaft 39 by
chain 44, lever 58 which is pivoted on shaft 59

5 is oscillated (Figure 8). Shaft 59 is journalled
In bracket 60 secured to table 30. A ratchet disc

62 is rotatably moimted on shaft 59. Pawl 63,

rotatably mounted on lever 58 is pressed down-
wardly by spring 61 and advances disc 62 one

10 tooth at a time upon each rocking movement of

lever 58.

It will now be evident that shaft 39 drives shaft
46 by means of sprocket wheels 43, 45 which
cause cam 55 to revolve. During each revolu-

15 tion of cam 55 the upper arm of lever 58 is swimg
to the left and the right, pawl 63 advancing disc

62 tooth by tooth or several teeth at once, de-
pending upon the shape of groove 56 and the
length of the arms of lever 58. Roller 41 is In-

20 termittently rotated by such movement of disc 62.

Roller 42 Is rotatably mounted In U-shaped
bracket 64 which is reciprocably guided by screws
65 of bracket 60. Screws 66 are fastened in

bracket 60 and are provided with compression

23 springs 67 tending to press bracket 64 down-
wardly, and press rollers 42 against metal strip

M, as well as against roller 41. Lever 69, piv-

oted on shaft 68 mounted in bracket 60, is pro-
vided with projection 70 which, if moved up-

30 wardly, is adapted to lift bracket 64 in turn re-

ciprocably mounted on screws 65. Lever 69 is

adapted to be tilted by the punch head in order
to allow for the tape jump, as will be described
hereinafter.

^^ The clamping and stamping assembly and
operation

The blanking and stamping assembly and asso-

ciated parts are shown in detail in Figures 1, 2,

4Q 4 and 14 to 24. The assembly comprises a re-

ciprocable male punch head 71 and a female die

section 72 mounted on table 30. Eccentric 73
carried by main shaft 39 reciprocates head mem-
ber 74 provided with a screw 75, the head of

45 which is in the form of a ball or sphere 76. Ball
76 is received in a corresponding spherical bear-
ing formed on curved member 77 removably fas-

tened to cross bar 78.

Cross bar 78 is fastened to posts 79 which are

50 guided at 80 in bracket 40, and which are further
guided in holes (not shown) In table 30. Springs
8

1

are provided between table 30 and punch head
7 1 which cushion the up and down movement of
the punch head 71. It wUl now be evident that

55 when shaft 39 rotates, eccentric 73 reciprocates
the punch head 7 1 by means of cross bar 78 and
posts 79. The stroke of eccentric 73 is compara-
tively small, as indicated in Figure 2.

The punch and die assembly will now be de-

gO
scribed in detail with specific references to Fig-
ures 14 to 24. On die bed 72 are mounted posts
82 which guide the punch head 71. Metal strip

M is fed intermittently, as described above and
is guided in guide block 83 mounted in die bed

gg 72 to prevent lateral movement thereof. On the
downstroke of punch head 71 punches 84. 85 and
86, fastened on head 71, simultaneously act upon
the metal strip, punching and severing it. At
first, however, metal strip M moves over plate

70 87 fastened on piston rod 88 which is actuated by
compression spring 89 fastened in die bed 72.

On the downward stroke of punch 71 plate 90
mounted In the punch head presses down plate
87 and on the upward stroke of punch 71 plate

75 87 lifts the metal strip a small distance from
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the die bed to facilitate the clearance of the

punches from the metal strip M, and the sub-

sequent feeding movement of strip M. There-

after, scoop heads S are formed on the strip M
by means of die 91 secured to the die bed and
punch 92 provided on punch head 7 1

.

After the scoop heads are formed, strip M is

fed under punch 84 which cuts out a predeter-

mined outline, as shown In greater detail in Fig-

ure 15. P»unch 8S serves to hold the strip in a
particular position in order to insure proper sev-

erance, by severing punch 86 on the proper plate.

The individual scoops are thus provided with a

jaw J which serves to fasten It onto the bead
B of tape T in the manner set forth In detail in

the copending application referred to atwve. The
scoops are severed from metal strips M in the

last stage of their formation, as shown In Fig-

ure 15.

The synchronized movements of tape T and
stringer clamping block 93 will now be described.

The male punch carries two posts 94 and 9S

provided with bevel formations 96 and 98 respec-

tively, cooperating with beveled surfaces 97 and
99 provided in the reclprocably mounted plates

100 and 101 which in turn actuate tape carrying
block 1 06 and clamping block 93. As may be seen
in Figures 22 and 24, post 94 Is somewhat longer
than post 95. This causes beveled surface 96 to

first engage with cam 97 of plate 1 00.

The downward stroke of the male punch causes

a displacement to the left of plate 100, FHgures 14

and 22. A compression spring 102 is arranged
between plate 100 and screw 103 fastened in the

die bed. Plate 100 is provided with an angularly
shaped groove 104 into which fits roller 105 pro-
vided on tape carrying plate 106. A displace-

ment of plate 100 to the left (Figure 14), causes
tape carrying plate 106 to move downwardly.
Coacting groove 104 is shaped so that a down-
stroke of punch head 71, causing a displacement
of plate • 00 to the left, produces at first a rapid
movement of tape carrying plate 106 and, there-
after, downward movement of post 94 does not
cause further movement of tape carrying plate

106.

When the male punch moves further on down-
wardly, surface 98 contacts surface 99, causing a
displacement of plate 101 to the left (Figure 14).

Spring 107, arranged between plate 101 and
screw 108 fastened on the die bed, serves to re-

turn plate 101 upon the upward stroke of the
male punch. Plate 109, being integral with plate
101, is also moved to the left upon the down-
ward stroke of the punch, and plate 109 in turn
moves plate 101 carrying clamping punch 93.

The downward stroke of the male punch ac-
cordingly causes plate < 00 to move to the left, and
thereafter the movement of plate 101. The
movement of plate 100 causes a downward move-
ment of tape carrying plate 106, bringing tape T
from the position shown in Figure 16 to that
shown in Figure 17, i. e. into alignment with the
metal strip M. Further downward movement of
the male pimch head does not produce a corre-
sponding further movement of tape carrying plate

106. The movement of plate 101 towards the
left (Figure 14) causes a corresponding move-
ment of plate 110, carrying clamping punch 93,

following the movement of plate 106. After tape
T is in alignment with metal strip M clamping
punch 93 presses Jaw J against bead B. and
severing punch 86, which has previously been
moved down by the male punch, holds the scoop

firmly while Jaw J Is clamped on bead B of
tapeT.
On the upward stroke of the male punch,

punches 84, 86 and 86 move also upward, releas-

S ing the metal strip. Plates 100 and 101 are
thereupon released from beveled surfaces 94 and
96, and springs 102 and 107 return plates 100

and 101 into their original position. The return
movement of plates 100 and 101 causes the

10 clamping punch 93 to move away from the metal
strip, and tat>e carrying member 106 then moves
out of aligimient with the metal strip. The metal
strip is then free to advance another step while
the tape T is also free to advance into a position

15 for the next scoop to be clamp)ed onto its bead B.

The tape feed arrangement

The tape feed arrangement is shown in Figures
1, 4, 5, 6. 12 and 13. The tape is unwound from

20 spool 33, passed through tube III, moved through
a hole in table 30 and through tape carrier plate
iOS. Tape T is fed by the intermittent rotation
of knurled wheels 112 and 113, in the following
maimer. On main shaft 39 is mounted an eccen-

25 trie (not shown) which reciprocates lever 114,

caused by the rotation of shaft 39 and operates
pawl 116 over ratchet disc 117. Reverse move-
ment Is prevented by pawl 118.

Disc 1 1 7 is fastened on shaft 1 1 5 which carries

30 kniurled wheel 113. Arm 119 of lever 114, which
carries pawl 1 1 6 and which coimects lever 1 1

4

with shaft H5, is joumalled in ball joint 120.

Gear 121, mounted on shaft 115, meshes with
gear 122 in turn mounted on shaft 123 carrying

35 knurled wheel 112. Thus, lever 114 advances
wheel 1 1 7 one or several teeth for each revolu-
tion of shaft 39, causing a positive rotation of
knurled wheels 112 and 113 in opposite direc-
tions through the intermediary of gears 1 2 1 and

40 122. An important feature of the reciprocatory
drive of ratchet disc 117 resides in the detach

-

ability of driving rod 1 1 4 from crank 1 1 9 and
operating pawl 1 16 to permit ready access to the
tape T within the mechanism. Towards this end,

4.^ a removable connection 114a is provided at the
top end of rod 1 14 and crank arm 119. The ball

joint 120 is removable from its connection 114a
on rod 1 1 4, through the spring joint connection
shown. When thus dissembled the assembly

.->o carrying pawl 116, ratchet disc 117, and arm 115,

is movable to the left in Figure 4 as indicated in

dotted at positions 116', 117' and 119', to permit
access to tape T.

The time chain, metal feed latch and tape jump
'^'^ mechanism

An important feature of the present invention
resides in materially reducing the time required
in providing the blank spaces or jumps between

,i„ successive stringer sections. In the preferred
arrangement to be described, a blank space or
jump of any desired length is made feasible with-
in four strokes or cycles of operation of the ma-
chine, so as not to strain the machinery or re-

,;;> quire any excessive rate of speed therein. Each
stroke corresponds to the cycle required for
attaching a single scoop on tape T. Thus, in a
practical case, where an 8-inch zipper or stringer
is made, 22 strokes or cycles of operation of the

Ti» machine is generally employed for the space be-
tween successive completed stringers. In accord-
ance with the present invention, the 22-cycle
space is provided by a corresponding jump of the
tape, preferably within four strokes or cycles of

75 the machine. This corresponds to an Increase in
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the production capacity of 20% in making the

8-lnch zippers. Corresponding production in-

creases will apply for different lengths of

stringers.

In accordance with the preferred arrangement

for effecting the predetermined tape jumps,

electro-mechanical means are used with inter-

locking controls to prevent destructive action in

event of electric contact failure. Electrical con-

trols are provided to select the proper phase of

the cycle in which the jump takes place, which

phase corresponds to the time when the tape is

free to move, and no scoop element is being at-

tached thereon. The jimiping mechanism is

operated through separate electrical control

means without straining any mechanical opera-

tion of the stringer making mechanism.
Referring now to Figures 1, 3, 7, 7a, the timing

chain 54 is shown, arranged on sprocket wheel 53

for determining the length of the individual slide

fasteners or stringers by initiating the tape jump-
ing action referred to. As described above, pulley

S3 is actuated by main shaft 39 through sprocket

wheels 43, 45 driven by sprocket chain 44, by

sprocket wheels 47, 47 driven by sprocket

chain 48, and by worm and worm gear 50a, 51.

Timing chain 54 is thus rotated when shaft 39

is rotated. Arm 124 is mounted on leg 31.

Bracket 125 is fastened to the table 30 and to

arm 124. Shaft 52 of sprocket wheel 53 is jour-

nalled in bracket 125.

Timing chain 54 is provided with a projecting

dog or lug 126 cooperating with projection 127 of

lever 128 pivotally mounted on bracket 125 at 129.

The shorter arm of lever 128 is provided with

spring 130 fastened on bracket 125, biasing it to

the left (Figure 7). Rod 131 is guided at 132 in

bracket 125 and is pivotally mounted at 133 on
lever 128. Rod 131 is provided with an adjust-

able ring (34 having a shoulder 135 which is

adapted to actuate cam or spring switches 136

and 137.

When dog 126 contacts projection 127, rod 131

is pushed to the left as shown in Figiire 7a, and
shoulder 135 of ring 134 operates electrical switch

arms 136 and 137. Switches 136 and 137 are

arranged in such manner that switch 136 is

closed first and switch 137 thereafter. Switches

136 and 137 control the operation of the tape

jump mechanism. The length of timing chain 54

and its rate of travel determine the stringer

length, i. e., the number of scoops on each chain

or group spacedly fastened on tape T. The length

of the completed slide fasteners is determined by
adjusting the length of chain 54.

As will be explained in detail in connection

with Figures 8, 9, 9a, 10 and 11, the closing of

switch 136 by timing chain 54 operates the metal

feed latch to arrest the advance of strip M. Le-

ver 69. pivoted at 68, lifts bracket 64 by means
of projection 70. Punch head 71 actuates lever

69. Adjusting screw 138 serves for adjustment
of the rocking movement of lever 69. Metal strip

M can only be fed when roller 42 presses against

roller 41. However, when projection 70 of lever

69 lifts bracket 64, roller 42 is disengaged from
roller 4 1

.

Ordinarily, roller 42 will be disengaged from
roller 41 only during the downstroke of punch
head 71. Lever 69 is provided with hook 140

which cooperates with hook 141 of lever 139, ro-

tatably mounted on screw 142, in turn fastened

to bracket 143 mounted on table 30. Magnet 144.

also mounted on bracket 143' is adapted, when
energized, to pull lever 139 towards the magnet.

causing book 141 to engage with hook 140 dur-
ing the downstroke of punch head 7 1

.

Lever 69 is then held by hook 141 in the po-
sition shown in dotted lines in Figure 8, when

o projection 70 lifts bracket 64 and roller 42 disen-

gages roller 41. Rotation of roller 41 does not
advance the metal strip as long as hook 141 en-
gages with hook 140 of lever 69. However, as soon
as magnet 144 is deenerglzed, the downstroke

10 of punch head 71 disengages hooks 140 and 141.

Upon the upstroke of pimch head 71, roller 42

will engage roller 5 1 and advance the metal strip

M one step further.

The operation of the tape jump mechanism
l.i will now be described, particularly in connection

with Figures 25, 4 and 12. As shown in Figure
25, motor 35 is a three-phase motor, supplied
by the main current supply through main switch
145. A switch 146 is provided in current lead 148.

20 Pilot lamp 147 serves to indicate when lines 148

and 1 49 are energized. Transformers 1 50 and 1 5

1

are provided in the circuit for reducing the volt-

age applied for the two relay circuits to be de-
scribed.

2.5 When switch 136 is closed, through the action

of timing chain 54, leads 152 and 153 are inter-

connected with transformer 151, energizing relay

154 to cause the closing of switches 155 and 156.

Closure of switch ( 55 connects line 1 48 with lead

30 157, thus energizing strip M feed arresting mag-
net 144. This action effects the latching of lever

69, preventing further intermittent feeding of
metal strip M. The movement of ring 134, actu-
ated by dog 126 of timing chain 54 thus first

35 causes the inaction of the metal feed roller 42,

stopping strip M.
The next operation in the cycle comprises the

closing of switch 137 which connects transform-
er 150 with relay solenoid 160 by means of lead

40 1 58 through switch 1 56 previously closed by relay

1 54 through the action of switch 1 36. This is a
safety interloclcing action. The circuit is thus
completed for relay 160, which closes switches
162 and (63. It will now be evident that relay

4."i 160 can only be actuated when switch (56 has
previously t>een closed, assuring that the next
step may take place only when metal strip M
feed latch is actuated. It will further be evident
that relay (60 can only be actuated when timer

50 switch (64 is closed.

Timer switch 1 64 is cyclically operated by cam
(65 on main drive shaft 39. Ojjening of timer
switch ( 64 takes place only during the downstroke
of the punch head, i. e., when tape T is moved

55 into the path of metal strip M by tap>e carrier

plate 106. Switch (64 is thus closed only when
tape T is free to be advanced or jumped. When
closed, switch 162 connects lead (48 with lead

(66, which in turn connects a counter device

60 1 67 in parallel with jumper magnet 1 68, to mains
148, 149.

Counter device 167 counts the individual slide

fasteners or stringers formed by the machine.
The purpose of jumper magnet (68 will become

Cj apparent shortly. The closing of switch (63

short-circuits timer switch (64. When relay (60

is actuated, the cyclic opening of timer switch 1 64

thus does not interrupt the current energizing

magnet 168, or otherwise interfere with the tape

70 jumping operation.
Safety switch 171, see also in detail in Figures 4

and 13, is actuated by lever 169 provided with
spring 170. Should tape T, unwinding from spool

33 be bent over or otherwise not be smooth, lever
75 169 closes switch 171, which energizes relay 172
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to open switch 173, disconnecting motor 35 from
the main current supply, and stop the operation
of the machine.
The actual tape jump mechanism of tha dis-

closed embodiment may be seen in Figures 4 and
12. Should jump magnet 168 be energized as de-
scribed herein, pull cord N, guided over pulley
174 rotatably mounted on bracket 175, is drawn
downwards as indicated by the arrow. Cord N
is fastened to disc 177 by screw 176, which disc

is rotatably mounted on shaft 115. Pawl 178 is

mounted on an extension of disc 177, and engages
ratchet 179 fixedly mounted on shaft 1 15. Spring
180, fastened to disc 177, biases disc 177 counter-
clockwise.
When jump magnet 168 is energized, pull cord

N rotates disc 177 clockwise, causing pawl 178

to turn ratchet 179 by a predetermined angular
amount. Knurled roller 113, fastened to shaft
115, is rotated together with ratchet 179, pulling
tape T by knurled rollers 112 and 113 by an
amount corresponding to the movement of cord
N. This distance is the exact predetermined
jump distance required between the stringers,

and is effected fully within four strokes of oper-
ation. The time interval of passage or action of

the dog 126 of chain 54 corresponds to the four
strokes or cycles. More or less strokes may be
thus employed.
When magnet 168 is deenergized, cord N re-

turns to its inoperative position through the ac-
tion of biasing spring 180. Knurled rollers 112

and 113 then resume their intermittent feed of

tape T through the action of ratchet 1 17 as de-
scribed. To dampen the movement of pull cord
N by magnet 168, dash-pot or mechanical damp-
ing device 183 is used, as shown in Figure 4. To-
wards this end, rod 182 of pneumatic plunger de-
vice 183 is coupled to the plunger of jump mag-
net 168. A hand wheel 184, shown in dotted
lines in Figure 1, may be provided on main drive
shaft 39 to permit manual rotation of this shaft.
Spring 130 (Pigvu-e 7) biases switch rod 131 to
the left to open circuit switches 136, 137 when
dog 126 passes to restore normal stringer form-
ing operation in the machine.

In summary, the novel tape jumping arrange-
ment of the present invention operates as fol-

lows: The timer chain is driven at a predeter-
mined rate in synchronism with the driving of
the machine, and contains a projection or dog
126 which initiates the tape jumping operation
at predetermined intervals. The length of the
chain is adjustable for different blank spacings
or lengths of stringers, as is understood. When
timer chain dog 126 presses against projection
127 of lever 128 (Figure 7, 7o) electrical switch-
es 136 and 137 are successively closed to corre-
spondingly successively operate relays 154 and
160. The energization of relay 154 causes sole-

noid 144 to move latch portion 141 towards latch

140, to arrest the feeding of the metal scoop
strip M, as described in connection with Figures

8, 9, 9a and 11.

Relay 160, being interlocked through switch
156, cannot be energized until relay 154 has first

been, energized, and therefore luitil the feeding

of metal tape M is arrested. Relay 160, further-

more, cannot be energized except when timer
switch 164 is closed, as determined by timer cam
165, when the punch is out of the die and tape T
is free to be moved. Thereupon, tape advanc-
ing solenoid 168 is energized to move pull-cord

N a predetermined amount as disclosed in con-

nection with Figure 12. A cushioning means.
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such as air cylinder 183, (Figure 4) is attached to
the plunger of solenoid 168. The movement of
pull-cord N advances ratchet disc 179 a prede-
termined amount which, due to attached knurled
feed roller advances tape T the predetermined
length corresponding to the desired blank space.
An electro-magnetic counter 167 is connected in
circuit with solenoid 168 to count the number ol
jumps performed by the machine, and therefore
corresponds to the number of completed slide
fasteners made. The cycle is repeated for each
revolution of timing chain 54.

Although a preferred embodiment of the
stringer forming and tape jumping mechanism
has been disclosed in accordance with the pres-
ent invention, it is to be understood that varia-
tions and modifications therein may be made
coming within the broader spirit and scope
thereof, as defined in the following claims.
What I claim is:

1. The combination with a continuous slide
fastener forming machine having apparatus for
successively attaching scoops onto a tape, of
means for producing blank spaces between
groups of scoops on the tape comprising an in-
strumentality for jumping the tape, and means
for controlling the operation of said instrumen-
tality in synchronism with the continuous oper-
ation of the machine comprising a timing com-
ponent and electrical switching means actuated
by said component, and a timer switch in cir-
cuit with said switching means to insure energi-
zation thereof only at a predetermined phase in
the cycles of operation of the machine.

2. The combination with a continuous slide
fastener forming machine having apparatus for
successively attaching scoops onto a tape, of
means for producing blank spaces between
groups of scoops on the tape comprising an in-
strumentality for jumping the tape, and means
for controlling the operation of said instrumen-
tality in synchronism with the continuous oper-
ation of the machine comprising a timing chain
with a dog driven synchronously with the ma-
chine, electrical switching means intermittently
actuated by said dog, and a timer switch in cir-
cuit with said switching means to insure ener-
gization thereof only at a predetermined phase
in the cycles of operation of the machine includ-
ing circuit connections to render said timer
switch ineffectual upon energization of said
switching means whereby the tape jumping op-
eration may occur over an interval of several cy-
cles of operation of the machine.

3. The combination with a continuous slide

fastener forming machine having apparatus for
successively attaching scoops onto a tape, of
means for producing blank spaces of predeter-
mined amounts between groups of scoop.s on the
tape comprising an instrumentality for jumping
the tape, and means for controlling the opera-
tion of said instrumentality in synchronism with
the continuous operation of the machine com-
prising a timing chain with a dog driven syn-
chronously with the machine, electrical switch-
ing means intermittently actuated by said dog,
and a timer switch in circuit with said switching
means to insure energization thereof only at a
predetermined phase in the cycles of operation
of the machine including circuit connections
to render said timer switch ineffectual upon en-
ergization of said switching means, whereby the
tape jumping operation may occur over an in-

terval of the order of four cycles of operation of

the machine as determined solely by the dura-
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tion of coaction between said dog and said first switch arranged for operating said device

switching means. to arrest the feeding of the metal strip, and a
4. The combination with a continuous slide second switch arranged for operating said In-

fastener forming machine having apparatus for strumentallty for jumping the tape, said second
successively attaching scoops onto a tape, of 5 switch being actuated subsequently to the actu-

means for producing blank spaces of predeter- ation of said first switch whereby the metal strip

mined lengths co-nprising an instrumentality for is held stationary during the jumping of the

rapidly advancing the tape by amounts corre- tape, and a timer switch in circuit with said

spKtnding to the lengths of said blank spaces second solenoid to insure energization thereof

embodying feed rollers for the tape, an element lo only at a predetermined phase in the cycles of

coupled to said feed rollers and a solenoid hav- operation of the machine.
Ing a plunger for actuating said element to ad- 7. The combination with a continuous slide

vance said rollers to advance the tape, and means fastener forming machine having mechanism
for controlling the operation of said instru- for intermittently feeding a continuous metal
mentality in synchronism with the continuous 15 strip and apparatus for shaping individual

operation of the machine comprising a timing scoops from the metal strip and successively at-

component with a dog driven synchronously with taching the scoops onto a tape, of means for

the machine, electrical switching means actuated producing blank spaces of predetermined
by said dog for operating said element, and a amounts between groups of scoops on the tape
timer switch in circuit with said switching means 20 comprising a device for positively arresting the
to Insure energization thereof only at a prede- feeding of the metal strip for a predetermined
termined phase in the cycles of operation of the integral number of feeding strokes, an Instru-

machine Including circuit connections to render mentality for jumping the tape by amounts cor-

said timer switch ineffectual upon energization responding to the lengths of said blank spaces,

of said switching means whereby the tape ad- 25 and means for controlling the operation of said

vancing operation may occur over an interval of device and said instrumentality in synchronism
several cycles of operation of the machine as with the continuous operation of the machine
determined solely by the duration of coaction comprising a timing component driven synchro-
between said dog and said switching means. nously with the machine, electrical switching

5. The combination with a continuous slide 30 means Intermittently actuated by said timing
fastener forming machine having mechanism for component including a first switch arranged for

intermittently feeding a continuous metal strip operating said device to arrest the feeding of the
and apparatus for shaping individual scoops metal strip, and a second switch arranged for

from the metal strip and successively attaching operating said instnimentality for jumping the
the scoops onto a tape, of means for producing 35 tape, said second switch being actuated subse-

blank spaces of predetermined amoimts between quently to the actuation of said first switch

groups of scoops on the tape comprising a device whereby the metal strip is held stationary dur-
for positively arresting the feeding of the metal ing the jumping of the tape, and a timer switch
strip for a predetermined integral number of in circuit with said second solenoid to insure

feeding strokes, an instnmientality for jumping 40 energization thereof only at a predetermined
the tape by amounts corresponding to the lengths phase in the cycles of operation of the machine,
of said blank spaces, and means for controlling whereby the tape jumping operation may occur
the operation of said device and said instru- over an Interval of several cycles of operation

mentality in synchronism with the continuous of the machine, as determined solely by the du-
operation of the machine comprising a timing 45 ration of coaction between said timing corn-

component driven ssmchronously with the ma- ponent and said switching means.
chine, electrical switching means intermittently 8. The combination with a continuous slide

actuated by said timing component including a fastener forming machine having mechanism for

first switch arranged for operating said device intermittently feeding a continuous metal strip

to arrest the feeding of the metal strip, and a 60 and apparatus for shaping individual scoops

second switch arranged for opteratlng said in- from the metal strip and successively attaching
strumentallty for jumping the tape, said second the scoops onto a tape, of means for producing
switch being actuated subsequently to the actu- blank spaces of predetermined amounts between
ation of said first switch whereby the metal strip groups of scoops on the tape comprising a de-
is held stationary during the jumping of the 65 vice for positively arresting the feeding of the
tat>e. metal strip for a predetermined integral number

6. The combination with a continuous slide of feeding strokes, an instrumentality for jump-
fastener forming machine having mechanism for Ing the tape by amounts corresponding to the
intermittently feeding a continuous metal strip lengths of said blank spaces, and means for con-
and apparatus for shaping individual scoops 00 trolling the operation of said device and said in-

from the metal strip and successively attaching strumentallty in synchronism with the contlnu-
the scoops onto a tape, of means for producing ous operation of the machine comprising a tlm-
blank spaces of predetermined amounts between ing comiMnent having a dog driven synchronous-
groups of scoops on the tape comprising a device ly with the machine, electrical switching means
for positively arresting the feeding of the metal 65 intermittently actuated by the dog of said timing
strip for a predetermined Integral number of component, including a first switch arranged for

feeding strokes, an instrumentality for jvunplng operating said device to arrest the feeding of the

the tape by amounts corresponding to the lengths metal strip, and a second switch arranged for

of said blank spaces, and means for controlling operating said instrumentality for jumping the

the operation of said device and said instru- 70 tape, said second switch being actuated subse-

mentallty in synchronization with the continuous quently to the actuation of said first switch

operation of the machine comprising a timing whereby the metal strip is held stationary dur-
component driven synchronously with the ma- ing the jumping of the tape, whereby the tape

chine, electrical switching means intermittently jumping operation may occur over an Interval of

actuated by said timing component Including a 76 the order of four cycles of operation of the ma-
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chine, as determined solely by the duration of member, an Instrumentality for jumpi'.'.ir I lie tape

coaction between said dog and said switching by amounts corresponding to the lengllis of said

means. blank spaces embodying feed rollers for the tape,

9. The combination with a continuous slide an element coupled to said feed rollers anJ a sec-

fastener forming machine having mechanism for 5 ond solenoid having a plunger for actuating said

intermittently feeding a continuous metal strip element to advance said rollers to jump the tape,

and apparatus for shaping individual scoops from and means for controlling the operation of said

the metal strip and successively attaching the device and said instrumentahty in synchronism

scoops onto a tape, of means for producing blank with the continuous operation of the machine

spaces of predetermined lengths between groups 10 comprising a timing component driven synchro-

of scoops on the tape comprising a device for nously with the machine, electrical switching

positively arresting the feeding of the metal strip means actuated by said component including a

for a predetermined integral number of feeding first switch in circuit with said first solenoid for

strokes embodying a latching member and a first arresting the feeding of the metal strip, and a

solenoid for actuating said member, an instru- 1 5 second switch in circuit with said second solenoid

mentality or jumping the tape by amounts cor- for effecting the jumping of the tape, and a timer

responding to the lengths of said blank spaces switch in circuit with said second solenoid to

embodying feed rollers for the tape, an element insure energization thereof only at a predeter-

coupled to said feed rollers and a second solenoid mined phase in the cycles of operation of the

having a plunger for actuating said element to 20 machine.
advance said rollers to jump the tape, and 12. The combination with a continuous slide

means for controlling the operation of said de- fastener forming machine having mechanism for

vice and said instrumentality In synchronism intermittently feeding a continuous metal strip

with the continuous operation of the machine and apparatus for shaping individual scoops from
comprising a timing component driven syn- 25 the metal strip and successively attaching the

chronously with the machine, electrical switch- scoops onto a tape, of means for producing blank
ing means actuated by said component including spaces of predetermined amoimts between groups
a first switch in circuit with said first solenoid of scoops on the tape comprising a device for

for arresting the feeding of the metal strip, and positively arresting the feeding of the metal strip

a second switch in circuit with said second sole- 30 for a predetermined integral number of feeding

noid for effecting the jumping of the tape. strokes embodying a latching member and a first

10. The combination with a continuous slide solenoid for actuating said member, an Instru-

fastener forming machine having mechanism for mentality for jumping the tape by amounts cor-

Intermittently feeding a continuous metal strip responding to the amount of said blank spaces
and apparatus for shaping Individual scoops from 35 embodying feed rollers for the tape, a pull-cord

the metal strip and successively attaching the coupled to said feed rollers and a second solenoid

scoops onto a tape, of means for producing blank having a plunger for actuating said pull-cord to

spaces of predetermined lengths between groups advance said rollers to jump the tar)e, and means
of scoops on the tape comprising a device for for controlling the operation of said device and
positively arresting the feeding of the metal strip 40 said instrumentality In synchronism with the
for a predetermined integral number of feeding continuous operation of the machine comprising
strokes embodying a latching member and a first a timing chain with a dog driven synchronously
solenoid for actuating said member, an instru- with the machine and electrical switching means
mentality for jumping the tape by amounts cor- intermittently actuated by said dog including a
responding to the lengths of said blank spaces 4.'» first switch in circuit with said first solenoid for

embodying feed rollers for the tape, an element operating said latching member, and a second
coupled to said feed rollers and a second sole- switch In circuit with said second solenoid for

noid having a plunger for actuating said element operating said pull-cord, said second switch be-
to advance said roller to jump the tape, and ing arranged for actuation subsequently to the
means for controlling the operation of said de- 50 actuation of said first switch, whereby the metal
vice and said instrumentality in synchronism strip is held stationary during the jumping of
with the continuous operation of the machine the tape.
comprising a timing compwnent driven syn- 13. The combination with a continuous slide

chronously with the machine, electrical switch- fastener forming machine having mechanism for
Ing means actuated by said component Including 55 Intermittently feeding a continuous metal strip

a first switch in circuit with said first solenoid and apparatus for shaping individual scoops
for arresting the feeding of the metal strip, and from the metal strip and successively attaching
a second switch in circuit with said second sole- the scoops onto a tape, of means for producing
noid for effecting the jumping of the tape, said blank spaces of predetermined amoimts between
second switch being Interlocked for actuation 60 groups of scoops on the tape comprising a device
subsequently to the actuation of said first switch, for positively arresting the feeding of the metal
whereby the metal strip is held stationary during strip for a predetermined integral number of
the jumping of the tape. feeding strokes embodying a latching member

11. The combination with a continuous slide and a first solenoid for actuating said member,
fastener forming machine having mechanism for C5 an Instriunentality for jumping the tape by
intermittently feeding a continuous metal strip amounts corresponding to the amount of said
and apparatus for shaping individual scoops blank spaces embodying feed rollers for the tape,
from the metal strip and successively attaching a pull-cord coupled to said feed rollers and a
the scoops onto a tape, of means for producing second solenoid having a plunger for actuating
blank spaces of predetermined lengths between 70 said pull-cord to advance said rollers to jump
groups of scoops on the tape comprising a de- the tape and a damping element connected with
vice for positively arresting the feeding of the said pull-cord for mechanically smoothing the
metal strip for a predetermined integral num- tai>e jumping operation, and means for control-
ber of feeding strokes embodying a latching ling the operation of said device and said In-

member, and a first solenoid for actuating said 75 strumentality In synchronism with the contlnu-
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ous operation of the machine comprising a tim-

ing chain with a dog driven synchronously with

the machine and electrical switching means in-

termlttenUy actuated by said dog including a

first switch in circuit with said first solenoid for

operating said latching member, and a second

switch in circuit with said second solenoid for

operating said puU-cord, said second switch be-

ing arranged for actuation subsequently to the

actuation of said first sMritch whereby the metal

strip is held stationary during the Jumping of

the tape.

14. The combination with a continuous slide

fastener forming machine having mechanism for

Intermittently feeding a continuous metal strip

and apparatus for shaping Individual scoops from
the metal strip and successively attaching the

scoops onto a tape, of means for producing blank

spaces of predetermined amoimts between groups

of scoops on the tape comprising a device for

positively arresting the feeding of the metal strip

for a predetermined integral number of feeding

strokes embod3^g a latching member and a first

solenoid for actuating said member, an instru-

mentality for Jumping the tape by amounts cor-

responding to the amount of said blank spaces

embodying feed rollers for the tape, a pull-cord

coupled to said feed rollers and a second solenoid

having a plunger for actuating said pull-cord to

advance said rollers to Jump the tape and a
damping element connected with said pull-cord

for mechanically smoothing the tape jumping
6 operation, and means for controlling the opera-

tion of said device and said instrumentality in

synchronism with the continuous operation of

the machine comprising a timing chain with a
dog driven synchronously with the machine and

10 electrical switching means Intermittently actu-

ated by said dog including a first switch in cir-

cuit with said first solenoid for operating said

latching member, and a second switch in circuit

with said second solenoid for operating said pull-

15 cord, said second switch being arranged for ac-

tuation subsequently to the actuation of said first

switch whereby the metal strip is held station-

ary during the jumping of the tape, and a timer

switch In circuit with said second solenoid to In-

20 sure energization thereof only at a predeter-

mined phase in the cycles of operation of the
machine including circuit connections to render
said timer switch ineffectual upon energization

of said second solenoid whereby the tape jump-
25 ing operation may occur over an interval of sev-

eral cycles of operation of the machine.

WALTER A. BEHRENS.
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This Invention pertains to slide fasteners and
relates more particularly to a novel method of

maUng fastener units, the present application

being a continuation-in-part of my coi>ending

application for Letters Patent Serial No. 62,065,

Hied February 3, 1936 upon which was granted
Patent No. 2.097,099, October 23, 1937. A prin-

cipal object of the present Invention Is to provide

a novel method of making fastener units from
sheet metal in such a way as to avoid waste.

A further object is to provide a method of mak-
ing a fastener imlt of such shap>e and dimensions
that the amount of metal In the completed fasten-

er Is reduced substantially to a minimum; to pro-
vide a method of making a unit having attaching
legs or Jaws which taper Inwardly toward the
plane of the stringer thereby eliminating square
corners and providing a neat and pleasing ap-
pearance; to provide a method of making fastener

20 units such that the completed fastener will be
flexible, light in weight, of substantially mini-
mum front-to-rear thickness, and acceptable for

use in garments of substantially all types; to

provide a method of making a fastener unit es-

26 peclally useful In the covered type of fastener
(having cover flaps for concealing the units)

whereby such a covered fastener will not be un-
duly bulky, as compared with the uncovered
fastener; and to provide a method of making a

30 fastener unit having attaching Jaws whose outer
surfaces are smoothly finished and of wear-re-
sistant character well suited to receive the thrust
of the cam surfaces of the actuating slider.

Other objects and advantages of the invention
35 will be made manifest in the following more de-

tailed description and by reference to the accom-
panying drawings, wherein

Fig. 1 Is a fragmentary front elevation of a
fastener, embodying imlts made In accordance

40 with the present Invention;
Fig. 2 is a view similar to Fig. 1 but Illustrating

a covered fastener;

Fig. 3 is a view, to large scale, showing the un-
der side of a fastener unit made in accordance

45 with the present invention but before it has been
applied to the stringer or flexible support;

Fig. 4 is a section substantially on the line 4—

4

of Fig. 3;

Fig. 5 is a fragmentary plan view, to large scale,
no showing a strip or ribbon of metal having a re-

cess in its end portion such as results from cut-
ting from the strip a fastener unit like that of
Fig. 3;

Fig. 6 is a section on the line 6—6 of Fig. 5;

i-) Fig. 7 is a fragmentary plan view, to large

scale, of a bottom die member useful in making
fastener units from a strip such as that of Figs.
5 and 6;

Fig. 8 is a view, generally similar to Fig. 7, show-
ing a metal strip or ribbon, like that of Fig. 5, 5
disposed upon the bottom die member and as it

appears at the completion of the working stroke
of the cooperating punch, and after the latter has
been retracted;

Fig. 9 is a view similar to Fig. 8, but showing the 10
ribbon as having been advanced in readiness for
the next down stroke of the punch die;

Fig. 10 is a diagrammatic transverse section,
to large scale, through a covered fastener, such
as that of Fig. 2, employing units of a type herein |t
specifically disclosed, showing the units as an-
chored to the edge beads of the stringers or flex-
ible supports;

Fig. U is a fragmentary plan view of a length
of metallic ribbon illustrating an alternative mode ^
of procedure, in accordance with this invention,
whereby fastener units of somewhat different
shape are produced without waste from the rib-
bon or strip;

Fig. 12 Is a plan view of one of the units pro-
duced in accordance with the method illustrated

in Fig. 11;

Fig. 13 is a transverse section through a stringer
or flexible support, showing one of the units of
Fig. 12 secured to the support;

Fig. 14 is a view generally similar to Fig. 10,

but to smaller scale, illustrating a covered fasten-
er employing units such as that of Fig. 12; and

Fig. 15 is a view generally similar to Fig. 2, but
showing a covered fastener of a slightly different 35
type.

Referring to the drawings, the nimierals I and
2 (Fig. 1) designate a pair of flexible supports or
stringers, each preferably provided with an edge
bead and having series I and 4 respectively of 40
fastener units flxed to Its beaded edge. The
fastener comprising these tapes is, as usual, fur-
nished with bottom and top stops and with an
actuating slider . The units of the series I and
4 are all substantially alike, the outer or project- 46
Ing end of each unit being furnished with a socket
in one face and with a corresponding projecting
pin II at its (vposlte face. These units, before
attachment to the stringer, and in accordance
with a preferred embodiment of the Invention, are 60
of the general shape of the unit U, as shown in

Figs. 3 and 4. The unattached unit comprises
the bead portion • and a pair of spaced anchoring
Jaws or legs T and I, separated by a recess 9 at

the inner end of the unit. The head portion of H

U

SO
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each unit, as above referred to. Is furnished with a

socket opening 10 (Pig. 4) In one face and with a

projecting pin 1 1 at Its opposite face.

The outer end of the head portion of the unit

5 Is rounded or curved as shown at 12 (Pig. 3) and
the lateral edges 13 and U of this head portion

preferably are substantially straight and diverge

from each other, and In the unattached unit form
tangents to the curved portion 12. likewise the

10 recess 9 of the unattached unit has a curved Inner

wall I*, the curvatiu-e of which Is substantially

identical with the curvature of the end portion

12 of the head of the unit, and the side walls 16

and n of the recess are substantially straight and

18 tangent to the curved inner wall IS, being sub-

stantially parallel respectively to the lateral outer

surfaces 13 and U of the head portion, and In-

tersect the outer, substantially parallel surfaces

1 8 and 1 9 of the attaching Jaws in sharply acute

20 angles at the points 20 and 2 1 , respectively. As
a result of the method of making these units now
about to be described, the extreme ends of the

jaws 7 and 8 are usually somewhat rounded off,

as shown at 22, (Pig. 4) so that the tips of the

25 jaws taper both horizontally and vertically.

In accordance with the preferred method of

making these units U, a length of metal ribbon

23, of a character suitable for the making of

fastener units of this type, preferably such as Is

SO not easily corroded by moisture, is first prepared,

such ribbon being of a transverse width substan-

tially equal to the distance between the outer

edges 18 and 19 of the unit before the latter is

attached to its stringer, this distance substantially

35 equaling the maximum front-to-rear thickness

of the unit after its attachment to the stringer.

While this metal ribbon 23 may be made merely

by shearing sheet metal to the desired width, it

is preferred to prepare this ribbon by an opera-

40 tion including drawing or rolling such as to pro-

vide smooth, compact outer surfaces, free from
burrs and requiring no further finishing opera-

tion. Thus, as Indicated In Pig. 6, the ribbon 23

has the substantially fiat and smooth upper and

45 lower surfaces 24 and 2S and the lateral edges

27 and 28, such edges preferably being slightly

rounded. If this ribbon be produced by a cold

drawing or cold rolling operation, the metal

closely adjacent to the outer surfauies will be more
60 dense than at the central portion of the ribbon,

usually with the fiber running lengthwise of the

ribbon, and such outer part of the ribbon, for

example, the edge portions 27 and 28, will thus be

more wear resistant than though the ribbon were

66 produced merely by shearing sheet metal. How-
ever, while it is preferred to make the ribbon by
drawing or rolling operations, or at least to finish

its outer surfaces by rolUng or compression, the

Invention is not necessarily limited to the use of

60 ribbon prepared in this way.
For the performance of the method of the

present invention it Is preferred to provide a
punch and die apparatus comprising, for example,
the lower die member 29 (Fig. 7) having an open-

66 ing 30 provided with a curved wall I2» corre-

sponding in curvature and dimensions to the

curved end 12 of the desired unit. This opening
30 is also provided with substantially straight

divergent walls 13» and !<• corresponding to the

70 edges 13 and 14 of the unit and with substantially

parallel walls I8» and I9» corresponding to the
edges 18 and 19 of the attaching jaws of the unit

and spaced apart a distance substantially equal

to the width of the strip 23. The wall W of this

75 opening SO Is substantially straight and per-

pendicular to the walls IS* and 19* and is spaced
from the most distant part of the curved wall 1

2»

a distance equal to the maximum length of the
unit to be formed. The die 29 is also furnished
with one, but preferably two circular openings 5
31 and 32 corresponding in dimensions to the
projection 1 1 which Is formed on each unit, the
centers of the openings SI and 32 being spaced
apart a distance substantially equal to the dis-

tance between the curved walls 12 and 15 of the 10
unit.

The pimch (not shown) . which cooperates with
the die 29. is provided with a part which sub-
stantially fits the opening 30 so as to cooperate
with the edges of the opening 30 in forming a is
shear cut and is also furnished with a pair of

plungers adipted to cup the metal down into the
openings 3 1 and 82 but without shearing through
the metal. Preferably die 29 is furnished with a
slot 33 for the reception of a stripper device (not SO
shown) for lifting the metal from the die 29 after

each pimching operation. Since this stripper

forms no essential part of the present Invention,

it is not herein illustrated.

In preparation for the operation of making the 25
units U by the use of the punch and die, the
extreme end of the metal ribbon or strip 23 is

first shaped as shown, for example, at 9* in Fig. 5,

so as to have a recess corresponding to the recess

9 of the desired unit, the ribbon terminating at M
its opposite edges in acute points 20* and 20'*.

This shaping of the extreme end of the ribbon

may be done in any desired manner, although
ordinarily by the use of the punch and die. the
first operation of the punch and die producing a $5
small piece of waste metal corresponding in shape
to the recess 9*. this being the only waste which
is produced during the operation.

Having shaped the end of the ribbon as just

described, for example by the use of the punch 40
and die, and assuming that the latter method
has been used, the ribbon, at the end of this first

operation, will occupy the position shown in Pig.

8, the punch having produced the two socket

openings or depressions I0» and 10" in the ribbon 45
outside of the limits of the recess 9*. The punch
having now been retracted, the ribbon is advanced
to the ptosition shown in Pig. 9, the projection

which was formed in the die opening 3 1 now over-

lying the edge of the opening 30, while the pro- 50
jectlon which was Initially formed in the die

opening 32 now seats in the opening 31 of the

die 29 and thus serves accurately to space the

ribbon with reference to the opening 30 prepara-

tory to the next descent of the punch. The 55
punch now moves downwardly into the opening
30 and punches out a complete unit XJ, forming
a severing cut or incision along the dotted line

D In Pig. 9 and at the same time again cupping
the metal down into the opening 32 of the die. 00
It may be noted that the incision at the line D
extends completely across the ribbon 23 from one
lateral edge to the other of the latter and that

this Incision intersects the lateral edges in acute

angles which define the extreme ends 20 and 21 06

of the jaw members of the next imit to be cut.

The punch Is now lifted, the ribbon advanced
forwardly one step, and the punch again caused

to descend, thus at each stroke of the punch
cutting off a complete unit without producing 70

any appreciable waste whatsoever after that re-

sulting from the initial formation of recess 9".

Since the metal at the extreme ends of the

attaching jaws is very thin, the friction of the

punch in shearing the metal tends to draw or TS
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compress theee extreme ends so that they assume
some such form as Indicated at 22 In Fig. 4, the
tips of the Jaws thus tapering both vertically and
horizontally.

5 Having pret>ared the units U, these units may
be secured to the beaded edge of the stringer by
any suitable mechanism such as has commonly
been used in this art for uniting Independent
units to stringer tapes. In Fig. 10, the units U

10 are shown as having been attached to tapes I*

and 2» having the edge beads B and B' respec-

tively. Each imlt Is so disposed that Its spaced
Jaws T and I straddle the edge bead, and then
the Jaws T and S are subjected to lateral pressure

IS tending to cause the metal to flow, thereby bend-
ing the Jaws so that their tips 21 and 2i ap-
proach each other, thus firmly clamping the edge
bead between them. When the unit has been
finally fixed to the stringer, the tips 20 and 21 He

20 substantially In the idanes of the opposite faces

of the stringer tape or may be somewhat in-

dented into the tape, since the pressure tends to

compress the tape where It is engaged between
the jaws.

2S The curved inner surface 19 of the recess is so

located that when the unit Is anchored in place,

the unit Is of maximum front-to-rear thickness

substantially In the vertical front-to-rear plane
of the edge bead, the outer surfaces of the

SO attaching Jaws now being smoothly curved and
the unit tapering In thickness from this point of

maximum thickness In both directions, that is to

say, toward Its outer curved end, and toward Its

Inner end at which the tips of the Jaws merge
30 with the surfaces of the tape.

By reason of the fact that the outer curved
end of the unit is relatively narrow as compared
with the maximum thickness of the unit,—-shal-
low longitudinal channels 60 and SI are formed

40 at the front and re&r of the fastener when the
units of the opposite series are interengaged. As
illustrated In Pig. 10, the stringer tapes l» and 2»

are provided with covering flaps 40 and 47, and
48 and 49, respectively, which, as Illustrated, are

45 woven integrally with the tap>e8 I* and 2*, respec-
tively. These covering flaps are designed sub-
stantially to cover the units when the fastener is

closed and the edges of the flaps at the same side
of the fastener substantially meet along a line

go such as Indicated at 62 (Fig. 10). In such an ar-
rangement, the channels 60 and 61 are of assist-
ance in helping to keep the free edges of the flaps
46 and 48 In substantia] alignment,—particularly
in that type of fastener shown in Pig. 15 in which

55 the slider channels receive the flaps 46 and 48 so
that the slider, as it moves up and down, irons

the flaps back into the channels 60 and 61.

A fastener of this general tyi>e is Illustrated

In Fig. 15 wherein the stringers I" and 1° are
80 shown as provided with the cover flaps 46» and

48», respectively, and in which the slider S over-
rides the flaps and, in drawing the opposed series

of units together, pulls the free edges of the
flaps into substantial engagement along the line

05 62. If desired, in such an arrangement as that
shown in Fig. 15, the flaps 40* and 48* may initial-

ly consist of a single piece of textile or other sheet
material which is secured to the respective string-
ers so as to extend continuously across the united

70 series of fasteners and which is then cut by means
of a knife or other suitable instrument, along the
line 62, thereby producing edges which are the
exact counterpart of each other and thus ca-
pable of covering the units completely. However,

75 these edges are raw edges and It is usually pre-

ferred, as a commercial matter, to make the flaps
41 and 40 as shown for example in Fig. 10, so
that they have selvage edges which will with-
stand the wear of movement of the slider.

In Fig. 2 a different embodiment of covered fas- 5
tener is illustrated, corresponding more exactly
to the arrangement of Pig. 10, the slider chan-
nels of the slider 6 (Fig. 2) receiving the series I
and 4 of the fastener units but not receiving the
edges of the covering flaps 41 and 40. j^
As illustrated In Figs. 11 to 14 Inclusive, the

invention also contemplates the provision of fas-
tener units of somewhat different shape from
those shown In Figs. 3 and 4, for example, al-
though, like the latter, capable of being made is
without waste of material. Thus, referring to
Fig. 12 the unattached imlt U' comprises the at-
taching legs or Jaws 14 and S6 and the head por-
tion 10. The attaching or anchoring Jaws or legs
14 and 18 are spaced apart by a recess 81, the 20
latter preferably having substantially parallel
side walls and an arcuate inner end wall. The
free ends of these legs or Jaws preferably are in-
clined, as indicated at 80 and 88, respectively, so
as to converge toward the iimer end of the re- 26
cess,—these ends 88 and 88 hereinafter being re-
ferred to as the "Inner" ends of the unit, while
the head 86 Is referred to as the "outer" end of
the unit. This head 86 is of substantially less

width than the main body of the unit, preferably 30
being of an external width not substantially
greater than the thickness of the edge bead to
which the unit is to be attached,—the head being
In fact of substantially the same size and shape
as the recess 81. At each side of the head the 35
imlt body terminates in inclined shoulders 40 and
41, respectively, which converge toward the outer
end of the unit, the outer edges 42 and 43 of the
Jaws of the unattached unit being substantially
parallel, while the end surface 44 of the head Is 40
of curved contour. The shoulders 40 and 4 1 In the
unattached unit are substantially parallel to the
end surfaces 88 and 89, respectively, of the legs.

This unit, like that of Figs. 3 and 4, may be
made very economically and without any waste 45
of material, as indicated dlagrammatlcally In Hg.
11. In thus manufacturing the tmlts, a ribbon or
strip S of sheet metal, preferably of the type in-
dicated In Fig. 6 as above described, is provided,
such strip having the substantially parallel edges 50
42» and 48* spaced apart substantially the same
distance as the outer surfaces 42 and 48 of the
unattached unit of Fig. 12. This ribbon or strip
S is advanced by successive steps into the field of
action of a cooperating die and punch suitably 56
shaped, and which operate in substantially the
same manner as the die and punch above referred
to, to cut off successive units from the end of the
strip. At each operation of the punch an incleion
is made which extends completely across the 00
width of the strip, such Incision comprising the
curved central portion 44» (Fig. 11) and the
lateral, divergent straight portions 48* and 4I''.

Each incision completely severs the strip and
each incision at the same time forms the Inner 66
ecd of one unit and the outer end of the next
unit. Simultaneously with, or before or after the
actuation of the cutting punch, the material of
the strip is subjected to the operation of a cup-
ptnp: element which forms a projecting pin 46 70
on one surface of the head and a corresponding
socket (not shown) in the opposite face of the
head.

It will be noted that, as a result of this mode
of procedure, the outer edges 42 and 48 of the 78
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unit are unchanged portions of the original edges

4J» and 43» of the strip S,—the head S6 of each

unit representing that part of the original ma-
terial which is removed in making the recess 37

5 of the next unit, while the shoulders 40 and 41

of one unit correspond to the inclined ends S>

and 39 of the Jaws of the next unit. Thus no
waste whatsoever is produced.

After the units have been formed to the shape

10 Shown In Pig. 12, they are attached to the edge

bead Of the stringer by means of any sixitable

mechanism, either one-by-one in succession, or

in groups in accordance with the type of mech-
anism employed. If preferred, they may be sub-

15 jected to some suitable finishing operation before

attaching them to the stringer, although this is

not necessary in all cases, since the outer edges

42 and 43 at least of the attaching jaws may be

made very smooth and with a finished surface in

20 accordance with the above mode of producing

the units, providing the ribbon has smooth edges

to start with.

In attaching the unit to the edge bead of the

stringer, pressure is applied to the spaced legs or

SB jaws 34 and 35 so that the metal is bent and
caused to flow until the parts take suljstantlally

the position indicated in Pig. 13. The jaws 34

and 35 are thus caused to embrace the edge bead
B' of the stringer T. and in thus compressing the

M unit the end surfaces 38 and 39 of the jaws are

brought very nearly into parallel relation and
into contact with the opposite faces of the stringer

tape, while the outer edges of the jaws are curved

as indicated at 42* and 43'' and caused to assume

Sd such a relative position that they diverge from
their inner or free ends toward the mld-portlon

of the imit. Thus in the attached imit the points

P and P', which substantially represent the

junctions of the surfaces 48 and 42* and of the

40 surfaces 41 and 43". respectively, define the thick-

est part of the imit. In fact the stringer-engag-
ing portion of the unit, in plan view when at-

tached, is somewhat suggestive of a circular tri-

angle or a conventional heart-shape.

40 It may be noted that the point of greatest

front-to-rear thickness lies sul>stantially in the
front-to-rear plane Of the points P—P' and that
this plane is closely adjacent to the front-to-rear

plane of the axis of the bead and that the unit

go decreases in thickness from this plane P—P' to-

ward both its inner and outer ends.

As Illustrated in Pig. 14. when units U' of this

latter type are attached to the beaded edges B^
of stringer tapes I"" and 2". respectively, longitu-

55 dlnal channels 50'> and 5I'> are formed at the front

and rear of the closed fastener and such chan-
nels are of somewhat greater depth and dimen-
sions than the channels 50 and 51 which are

formed by the use of the units U above described.

W Thus units U'. such as shown in Pigs. 11 to 14,

may sometimes be preferred in making covered
fasteners of the type shown in Pig. 15 wherein
the slider overrides the covering flaps and is in-

tended to iron the flaps backwardly so as to cause
M them to lie flat during the use of the fastener.

While certain desirable embodiments of the in-

vention have been described by way of example,
it is to be understood that the invention is not
necessarily limited to these precise constructions

70 or modes Of procedure but is to be regarded as
broadly inclusive of any and all equivalents,

either in materials or api>aratus employed or of

process steps, as well as any other sequence of

process steps than herein speclflcally described

75 but which produces the same ultimate result.

I claim:
1. Method of making fastener units for use in

slide-actuated fasteners, which comprises as steps

providing a length of metal ribbon of a width
substantially equaling the desired maximum S
width of the unit, advancing said riblxm endwise
step-by-step into the field of action of cutting

and forming devices, and at each successive step
severing the ribbon by a single incision which ex-
tends completely across the width of the ribbon, 10

said incision including a curved central portion
and divergent, substantially straight side por-
tions, the latter intersecting the respective edges
of the ribbon in acute angles.

2. Method of making fastener units for tise in 15
slide-actuated fasteners, which comprises as steps

providing a length of metal ribbon of a width
substantially equaling the desired maxlmiun
width of the unit, advancing said ribbon endwise
step-by-step into the field of cutting and forming so
devices, and at each successive step severing the
ribbon by a single incision which extends com-
pletely across the width of the ribbon, said in-

cision having a contour substantially correspond-
ing to the desired shape of the outer end por- SS
tion of the unit and meeting the respective edges
of the ribbon In acute angles.

3. That method of making fastener units for

use in slide-actuated fasteners, which comprises
as steps providing a length of metal ribbon of a SO

width substantially equal to that of the desired
maximum transverse width of the unit, cutting

said ribbon transversely, the incision extending
across the entire width of the ribbon and being
of a contour substantially corresponding to the 35

desired finished shape of the outer end portion of

the unit and meeting the respective edges of the
ribbon in acute angles which define the extreme
Inner ends of the attaching Jaw portions of the
unit, and making a second Incision Identical In ^
shape with the first but spaced longitudinally of

the ribbon a distance equaling the distance by
which the outer end of the unit, when attached,
shall project beyond the edge of Its flexible sup-
port. ^

4. That method of making fastener units for
use in slide-actuated fasteners, which comprises
as steps providing a length of metal ribbon of a
width substantially equal to that of the desired
maximum transverse width of the unit, shaping ^
the end of the ribbon to a contour substantially
corresponding to the desired shap>e of the outer
end portion of the unit and thereafter making
successive spaced, like incisions, each extending
across the entire width of the ribbon and each of 55
a contour like that of the shaped end of the rib-

bon and intersecting the respective edges of the
ribbon In acute angles which define the extreme
inner ends of the attaching jaws of each suc-

cessive unit, the first incision being spaced from 00
said shaped end of the ribbon and successive In-

cisions being si>aced from the next each by a
distance equaling the distance by which the outer
end of the unit, when attached, shall project
beyond the edge of its flexible support. 66

5. Method of making like fastener imits In suc-

cession, each unit having an outer or head por-
tion having a curved end contour and provided
with a pin and socket, and a pair of spaced at-

taching jaws separated by a recess, the inner part 70
of the recess of the unattached unit being of sub-
stantially the same contour and dimensions as

the head portion of the imit, said method com-
prising as steps providing a length of metal rib-

bon of a width substantially equal to the maxi- 75
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mum transverse width of the desired unit, said

ribbon having edge portions which r.i-e hard,
dense and wear resistant, cutting units In suc-
cession without waste from said ribbon, each by
a single Incision which extends completely across

the width of the ribbon, each incision Intersecting

the respective edges of the ribbon at points de-
fining the extreme ends of the attaching Jaws of

the unit, successive Incisions being so spaced lon-

gitudinally of the ribbon that the outer surfaces

of the Jaws of each unit consist of unchanged
portions of the respective edges of the ribbon.

6. Method of making fastener units for use in

slide-actuated fasteners which comprises as steps

providing a length of metal ribbon having smooth
and dense edges such as result from cold working
the metal, advancing the ribbon endwise into

the field of action of cutting dies, incising the
metal by a cut which extends from one edge to

the other and of a contour such as to form a re-

cess In the end of the ribbon, said recess having
an arcuate inner end and divergent walls which
meet the .edges of the ribbon in acute angles,

cupping the material of the ribbon at a point in-

wardly of the end of the recess to provide a socket
in one face and a pin projecting from the oppo-
site face, again advancing the ribbon relatively

to the dies and again actuating the dies to form
a second cut, spaced longitudinally of the ribbon
from the first, but identical in contour with the
first cut, thereby to sever a completed unit from
the length of ribbon, said unit having Jaw por-
tions which tai>er toward their free ends.

7. Method of making fastener units for use In
slide-actuated fasteners which comprises as steps
cutting from a length of sheet material a piece

shaped to constitute spaced attaching Jaws sepa-
rated by a recess and which taper acutely toward
their free ends, and a head portion of substan-
tially the same contour and dimensions as the
recess, and cupping the material of the head to
form a socket In one face and a pin projecting
from the opposite face.

8. Method of making fastener units for use in
slide-actuated fasteners which comprises as steps
cutting from a length of metal ribbon a piece
shaped to constitute spaced attaching Jaws whose
outer edges are unchanged portions of the respec-
tive edges of the ribbon and which taper acutely
toward their free ends, said Jaws being separated
by a recess having divergent side walls merging
with an arcuate Inner wall, and a head portion of
substantially the same external contour and di-
mensions as the recess, and cupping the material
of the head to form a socket in one face and a
pin projecting from the opposite face.

9. Method of making fastener units for use in
slide-actuated fasteners which comprises as steps
cutting substantially like pieces in succession
from a length of metal ribbon in such a way that
each piece comprises spaced attaching Jaws
whose outer edges are unchanged portions of the
respective edges of the ribbon, and which taper
acutely toward their free ends, said Jaws being
separated by a recess having divergent walls
which meet the edges of the ribbon at acute
angles, and a head portion substantially Identical
in contour and dimensions with the recess, and
cupping the material of the head to form a socket
in one face thereof and a pin projecting from
the opposite face.

ROBERT C. LEOAT
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This invention relates to slide fasteners and
more particularly to the manufacture thereof.

The present application is a continuation-in-
part of my co-pending application. Serial No.
179,299, filed December 11, 1937, Patent No. 5
2,221,740, dated November 12, 1940, and entitled

"Manufacture of slide fastener elements." It is

also a companion application to my co-pending
application. Serial No. 264,550, filed concurrently
herewith. In said companion application, the 10
manufacture of slide fasteners is divided into

two stages, the first stage being the rolling of a
smooth wire to form what may be termed a fas-

tener wire, said wire being characterized by a
closely spaced series of projections and recesses 15

therealong, and also a closely spaced series of

side notches. The spacing and configuration of
the parts are such as to correspond to a series

of embryo elements, provided that the head of

one element is nested fully within and substan- 20
tlally flUs the space within the spread jaws of

the next element. The first stage of the process
is preferably performed in a special rolling appa-
ratus or rolling mill. The second stage of the
process consists in severing the aforesaid rolled 25
or deformed wire into separate fastener elements,
and attaching the same in spaced relation along
the edge of a tape.

The primary object of the present invention is

to so design the attaching machine as to adapt ^^

the same to receive a smooth flat wire instead
of a specially deformed fastener wire, or difEer-

ently expressed, the primary object of the present
invention is to completely eliminate the first

stage of the process disclosed in my companion 3.')

application, thus disp)ensing with the rolling mill.

Many features of the present attaching appa-
ratus correspond to related features of the at-
taching apparatus disclosed in my aforesaid
companion application, and many objects of the '"'

present invention similarly correspond to some
of the objects in said application. For example,
an object of the present invention is to minimize
scrap or waste material when forming the fas-
tener elements. Another object is to eliminate ^^

angular disposition of an element when clamped
on the tape, either due to the pressure of the
severing punch or due to a bend or kink in the
wire. Further objects are to facilitate clamping
of the jaws of an element on the tape even if the ^^

elements are laid out on such a pattern that the
jaws of a succeeding element overlap those of a
preceding element; to provide ample room for

the various punches required in the machine
without, however, interposing an excessive num- 65

ber of severed elements between the wire and
the tape; to properly support and confine the
severed elements between the end of the wire
and the tape, and to prevent Improper orienta-
tion thereof; to prevent longitudinal separation
of the elements; to round the lower edge at the
periphery of the head of the element; to so form
the elements that they have parallel sides when
the jaws are closed on the tape; and to insure
thorough removal of bits of scrap or waste, even
though these are comparatively minute in dimen-
sion.

Other objects of my invention having to do
more particularly with the specific type of fas-
tener maclilne here disclosed are to provide a
forming pimch for forming the interlocking
means, or more specifically, the projections and
recesses for the elements; to provide feed means
adapted to successfully and accurately feed the
metal stock, despite the fact that the stock is

perfectly smooth until after It has been acted
upon by the punches of the machine; and finally

to provide means to interrupt the supply of fas-
tener elements to the tape when a gap or space
Is to be provided on the tape between stringers,

without necessitating interruption of the drive
for the feed mechanism, and while keeping the
severed elements locked against accidental move-
ment by means of the punch assembly.

To the accomplishment of the foregoing and
other objects which will hereinafter appear, my
Invention consists in the apparatus elements and
their relation one to the other, as hereinafter are
more particularly described in the specification
and sought to be defined in the claims. The
specification Is accompanied by drawings in
which:

Fig. 1 is a side elevation of an apparatus em-
bodying features of the present Invention;

Pig. 2 is a plan view of a piece of stock formed
and severed adjacent the tape and is explana-
tory of the invention;

Pig. 3 Is a side elevation of the parts shown in
Pig. 2;

Pig. 4 is a section through the smooth flat
stock used in practicing the present Invention;

Pig. 5 Is a similar section after operation of the
forming punch to form a projection and recess;

Fig. 6 shows the relation of the elements when
severed

;

Fig. 7 Illustrates the application of an element
to the tape before closing of the jaws;

Pig. 8 is a similar view after closing of the
Jaws;
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Figs. 9 and 10 illustrate a detail explanatory

of the notching of the side edges of the stock;

Pig. 11 is a plan view of the die taken approxi-

mately In the plane of the line 11—11 of Fig. 19;

Fig. 12 Is an Inverted plan view of the punch
assembly taken approximately In the plane of the

line 12— r2 of Fig. 19;

Fig. 13 shows the attaching apparatus In plan;

Fig. 14 Is a detail explanatory of an air blast

arrangement for the removal of scrap, this figure

being a section taken approximately In the plane

of the line 14—14 of Fig. 21;

Fig. 15 shows the upper part of the attaching

apparatus In elevation;

Fig. 16 Is a detaU looking In the plane of the

line 16-16 of Fig. 15;

Fig. 17 is a plan view explanatory of the feed

mechanism, severing die, and clamping plates;

Fig. 18 Is an end elevation of the parts shown
in Fig. 17;

Fig. 19 is a section through the die with the

punches In elevated position;

Pig. 20 Is a similar section with the pxmches in

down position;

Fig. 21 is a plan view of a part of the attaching

<-,pparatus drawn to enlarged scale;

Fig. 22 Is a section taken in elevation through
the ram and feed mechanism; and

Pig. 23 is a section through the ram, it being

taken approximately in the plane of the line

23—23 of Fig. 22.

The fastener elements are formed from a strip

of metal or wire indicated at 1 2 in Figs. 2 and 3.

A section through this wire, drawn to enlarged

scale, is shown in Fig. 4, and It will be observed

that the wire is simple smooth flat stock. It is

fed directly into the present apparatus, and is

operated upon by a suitable forming punch to

provide interlocking means, or more specifically,

to provide a projection 14 on one side and a

recess 16 on the opposite side. The recess 16

provides metal for the projection 14, as will be

clear from inspection of Fig. 5. The wire 12 is

next acted upon to notch the side edges by re-

moving small triangular pieces of scrap, as is

shown at 1 8 in Rg. 2. The object of this is to so

shape the jaws of the elements that the jaws
are brought to conventional parallel condition

when closed. It will be observed in Pig. 2 that

the pitch or spacing of the projections 14 and
notches 18 is very close, these projections and
notches corresponding to fastener elements only

If the head of one element is disposed fully within

the jaws of the next element, as is indicated at

the right hand part of Fig. 2.

The stock is severed on the line 30 (Fig. 2)

to form an individual fastener element. The
severed element is restored to nested relation be-

tween the jaws at the end of the wire 12, and so a

series of nested elements are formed and fed

along, jaw first, toward the beaded edge 22 of a
conventional tape 24. If desired, the elements

may be acted upon by a rounding or finishing

punch between the severing punch and the tape,

all as is described in greater detail hereinafter.

The configuration of the fastener elements is

better shown in Fig. 6, In which it will be seen

that the head 26 of one element Is located within

and conforms to the Interior of the jaws 28 of the

next element, the head filling the space between
the spread jaws. In other words, the jaws are

so spaced and shaped as to receive the head 26

of the preceding element. In Fig. 7, I show an
individual element moved against the beaded
edge 22 of tape 24. The jaws are then closed, as

shown In Fig. 8. The outer edges SO of the Jaws
change from a divergent position to parallel po-
sition, and are preferably spaced apart an amount
equal to the width of the head 26. The ends S2

5 of the Jaws are preferably disposed substantially
perpendicular to the outer edges 30, so that when
the Jaws are closed the ends 32 form a bearing
surface for the slider of the finished slide fastener,
which bearing surface Is substantially perpen-

10 dicular to the tape, as shown in Fig. 8. When
the element is completed and fastened to the tape,
it does not differ noticeably in external appear-
ance from elements made by more conventional
methods. At the Inside the Jaws are preferably

15 provided with short walls 34 which provide a sub-
stantial bearing surface to prevent cutting or
penetration of the tape.

Another detail may be described with refer-
ence to Fig. 6. The sides of the head are non-

20 parallel, as is indicated by the angle a. Differ-
ently expressed, the head is necked or narrowed
very slightly, as at the point 36, thereby providing
an undercut relation between the successive ele-

ments. Even if this undercut is only a few
„. thousandths of an inch, it is adequate to prevent

longitudinal separation of the elements. When
the element is closed there may be slight recess

at the point 36 (Fig. 8) , but this is not noticeable
to the eye, and has been greatly exaggerated in

30 the drawing. The undercut does not prevent
transverse separation of the elements, such as
takes place when the tape is moved vertically with
the clamped element thereon.
The apparatus is shown in Pig. 1 of the drawings.

35 A reel 40 of the flat metal wire is supported on
a suitable stand 42. The wire Is taken from reel

40 and is fed to a machine generally designated
44. A loop of slack wire 46 may be maintained
between the reel 40 and machine 44, as by means

40 of a feeler 48 controlling a motor 50 for intermit-

tently unwinding the reel 40. The wire is inter-

mlttently fed toward a tape which is supported
In vertical position, the tape being intermittently

fed upwardly about a feed drum 52, and thence

45 downwardly through a guide tube 54 into a suit-

able basket 56.

The head of machine 44 Is shown in greater ,

detail in Pigs. 13 and 15 of the drawings. It com-
|

prises a timing shaft or cam shaft 62, carrying

SO a pulley 64 belted to a driving motor. The
punches are carried by a ram 60 (Fig. 13) slid-

able in a ram housing 68. The ram is recipro-

cated by a generally U-shar>ed rocker 68, piv-

oted on a spindle 70. The ends of the two

S5 branches of the rocker carry cam follower rollers

72 engaging cams 74 on cam shaft 62. The tape
24 Is fed Intermittently upward by means of tape
feed drum 52, the taF>e being held frictlonally

against the drum by means of a shoe 78 (Pig.

15). Drum 52 is moved by a suitable pawl and
ratchet mechanism, the ratchet wheel 80 (Fig.

13) being mounted at the end of a shaft 82

carrying the feed drum 52. Ratchet wheel 80

cooperates with a holding pawl 84 (Fig. 15) and a

65 feed pawl 86, the latter being carried on an arm
88 pivoted on shaft 82 and having an oppositely

extending arm 90 oscillated by means of a con-
necting rod 92 leading to an eccentric 93 (Pig.

15) on cam shaft 62.

70 The flat wire 12 is Intermittently fed in a

horizontal direction toward the tape 24 by feed

mechanism which is de.scribed later, but at this

pwint It may be observed that a feed dog (not

shown) is carried on a slide 106, and is retracted

76 or moved outwardly by means of a feed lever

00
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pivoted at 94 (Fig. 13) . the arm 96 of the feed

lever carrying a cam follower roller 98 engaging

a cylindrical cam 100 moimted on cam shaft 62.

The forward or feed movement of the slide 106 is

caused by pull springs 102 which are connected

at one end to pins 104 projecting upwardly from

the slide within the stationary gibs 108. The op-

posite ends of springs 102 are connected to sta-

tionary pins 110. The operation of the feed dog,

while positive in the rearward direction, is yield-

able in the forward direction, the reason for

which Is later explained.

The apparatus further Includes a counter gen-

erally designated 112 (Fig. 13) , the counter being

connected by means of link 114 to a suitable

eccentric or crank pin on cam shaft 62. After a

predetermined number of fastener elements has
been attached to the tape, the counter functions

to interrupt the feed of the wire, without, how-
ever, interrupting the feed of the tape. More
specifically, the counter energizes a solenoid 1 1

6

which draws an iron core 118 (Fig. 15) upwardly
or inwardly, thereby causing a detent 120 to slip

beneath a cross bar 122 extending between the

arms of the rocker 68. The parts are so related

that detent 120 slides beneath cross bar 122 only

when the cross bar is in elevated position, that

is, at the rise of the cams 74. The ram 60 is

thus held In depressed position, and consequently

the formation of additional fastener elements Is

Interrupted until the solenoid 1 1 6 is again de-

energized.

The punches carried by ram 60 may be de-

scribed with reference to Figs. 12, 19 and 20 of

the drawings. The forming punch is indicated

at 124. This is recessed at 126 to form the de-

sired projection on top of the wire. Punch 124

cooperates with a fixed die member 128 (see also

Fig. 11), which is provided with a projection

130 to form the recess at the bottom of the

wire. Projection 130 may be part of an Insert in

die member 128, instead of being Integral there-

with as shown.
The notching and severing punches are com-

bined, and the combined punch Is numbered 138.

A spring pad 1 40 is located therebeneath. Punch
138 cuts the wire away from an element beyond
the punch. The element 142 (Fig. 20) rests on
the top surface of a stationary die member 144.

It is held by spring pad 146, nested alongside

the punches 124 and 138. In Fig. 19, the punches
124 and 138 and the pad 146 are shown in uo
position, while the wire 12 is elevated by spring

pad 140. In Rg. 20, the punches are shown in

down position, and while element 142 is held

against die member 144 by pad 146, the punches
124 and 138 have forced the wire 12 down to-

gether with the spring jmd 140, the wire being

sheared completely from the element 142, and
being provided with an additional projection

and recess. When the ram 60 again rises, the
wire 12 is raised by spring pad 140, thus re-

storing the jaws at the end of the wire to the
head of the severed element 142.

The triangular notches (18 in Fig. 2) are

formed by the punch 138 cooperating with ap-
propriate stationary die parts. Referring to Pig.

11, the die has stationary die surfaces 154 which
are pointed to conform to the desired notches
in the wire. The spring pad 140 is indented to

accurately receive the points 154. In Fig. 12

It will be seen that the punch 138 is provided
with four heels 156, and that the punch is In-

dented at 158 between the heels to mate with
the die surfaces 154 of Pig. 11. Figs. 9 and 10

are fragmentary transverse sections at the die
surfaces 154. In Fig. 9, the punch 138 is raised
and spring pad 140 supports the wire 12 in ele-

vated position. The triangular scrap or notch
6 portion 18' of the wire Is disposed about the

stationary die surface 154 previously referred to.

In Fig. 10, the punch 138 has moved down to
the end of Its stroke, thereby severing the wire
12 from the triangular piece of scrap 18', the

10 latter remaining on the stationary die sur-
face 154.

Inasmuch as the pieces of scrap are very tiny,

it Is desirable to Insure dependable discharge of
the same. Referring to Fig. 21, compressed air

15 is supplied through pipes 155 to blocks 156 on
top of the die. Changing now to Fig. 14, the
compressed air is led inwardly through passages
157 and is then directed downwardly alongside
the punch 138. The compressed air then flows

20 outwardly through the passages 158, carrying the
scrap with it, and then downwardly through dis-

charge passages 160 leading to a suitable box
beneath the machine.
As a refinement which, however, is by no means

25 essential, I prefer to provide the apparatus with
a finishing or rounding punch, this being Indi-
cated at 162 in Figs. 19 and 20. It is moved to-
gether with the other punches and forms a part
of the punch assembly. The stationary die sur-

30 face therebeneath is depressed and rounded
somewhat, as is indicated at 164 In Figs. 3 and
19. The rounding punch 162 forces the sub-
jacent element into the die curvature at 164, and
thereby rounds the lower edge of the head. In

35 Fig. 11 the downward step of the die surface is

clearly indicated at 1 64, and its outline conforms
to the exterior of the open-jawed fastener ele-

ment. The fastener element remains at the
slightly lower elevation of the right-hand part

40 of the die surface until it reaches the tape and
tape guide 166. Reverting to Figs. 2 and 3, there
are five severed elements between the wire 1 2 and
the tape 24, and the rounding punch operates
upon the middle one of these five elements. The

45 last two elements are always at the lower die
level. The middle element is initially at the up-
per die level, but is moved to the lower die level

by the roimdlng punch. The difference in ele-

vation may be very slight, say i^,4noo of an inch.
50 The mounting of the punch assembly is shown

in Fig. 22, in which it will be seen that the form-
ing punch 124 may be adjusted by means of a
screw 168; the notching and severing punch 138
is adjusted by means of a screw 170; and the

55 rounding punch 162 is adjusted by means of a
screw 172. The spring pad 146 is nested between
the punches 138 and 162, and is yieldably urged
downward by means of a spring 174. The entire
punch assembly is carried by ram 60 which is

fiO reclprocable in the guide or ways of ram hous-
ing 66. The relation between ram 60 and rocker
68 may be adjusted by screw 178. Fig. 23 shows
the forming punch 124, the notching and sever-
ing punch 138, the spring pad 146, the rounding

cj pimch 162, and the ram 60, which in turn has its

edges received in guides or ways 176 formed in

the ram housing 66. Fig. 22 also shows the
spring 141 supporting the spring pad 140 of the
die.

TO It may be pointed out, with reference to Fig.

12, that the punch 138 is cut away at 180 to clear

the projections on the wire reaching the cutting
edge of the punch. The spring-pressed pad 146

is recessed at 182 to fit around the projection
"•> of the element being severed from the wire, hence



the pad acts as a locating pad to tasure a uni-

form location of the periphery of the head about

the projection and recess. The spring pad 146

Is cut away at 184 to clear the projection of the

next element. The rounding punch 162 Is re-

cessed at 188 to fit about the projection of the

element being rounded. In order not to flatten

or deform the element. This punch Is also cut

away at 188 to clear the projection of the next

element. These recesses are also shown In Fig.

19. the severing punch 138 being cut away at

180; the spring pad 148 being recessed at 182 and

cut away at 184; and the rounding punch 162

being recessed at 186 and cut away at 188.

To make the feed of the wire positive and

accurate, it is fed by means of a dog ISO (Fig.

19) which bears against the most recently formed

projection on the wire. The dog may bo rigidly

moimted because no vertical movement is re-

quired. I prefer to feed the wire with the aid

of the projection thereon, even though this neces-

sitates movement of the feed dog 190 beneath

the forming punch 124, as is clearly shown In

Fig. 19. Feed dog 190 Is retracted to the posi-

tion shown In Fig. 20 before the punch descends.

There is little or no tendency for the wire to

move back with the feed dog, because the wire

Is smooth, and any such tendency is adequately

resisted when using an undercut relation be-

tween the severed elements, such as was hereto-

fore described in connection with Fig. 6. A check

dog or lock for the flat wire is therefore optional

rather than essential, but such a lock is shown

in Figs. 17 and 18 of the drawings.

The wire 12 moves between guides 192 and 194.

Guide 194 is cut away to receive a lock 196 piv-

oted at 198 and normally urged in clockwise di-

rection by means of a spring 200, the right-hand

end of which Is carried by a stationary pin 202,

and the left-hand end of which is connected to

a pin 204 projecting upwardly from lock 196 and

passing through an appropriate slot 206. The

end 208 of the lock 196 Is made eccentric with

respect to the center 198, and the operation is

such that the wire 12 is automatically locked

against rearward movement, though no substan-

tial resistance Is offered to forward movement.

The feed dog 190 Is rigidly secured at 210 to

an arm 212 (Figs. 17, 19 and 20) which In turn

is rigidly secured to the slide 106 (Figs. 13, 15,

16, 21 and 22). In the present case, arm 212 is

fixedly mounted between ears 216 formed integ-

rally with and projecting upwardly from the

slide 106. The slide 108 is reciprocable in guides

or ways formed in a part 218 (Fig. 16) of the

machine, the slide being held In position by

means of the gibs 108. A pin 220 (Figs. 15. 16

and 22) depends from the slide 106 and Is oper-

ated upon by the end 222 of the feed arm 96,
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between the end of the feed dog 190 and the

punch 124, but this vibration, even it permitted,

is harmless, and in practice may be reduced to

a negligible amount by using only a slight clear-

6 ance between the feed dog and the forming

punch. Locking the ram In down position elimi-

nates unnecessary reciprocation, and avoids mov-
ing the Jaws at the end of the wire repeatedly

into and out of engagement with the head of the

10 element last severed.

The endmost element is clamped on the tape

by an oppositely movable pair of clamping plates.

Referring to Figs. 21 and 22, the clamping plates

232 are secured to levers 234 pivoted at 236. The
other ends of the levers 234 carry cam followers

238 which run between cylindrical cams 240, car-

ried on the main shaft 62 of the machine. The
cams are so shaped as to oppositely move the

clamping plates. Referring now to Pig. 17, It will

be seen that the corners 242 of clamping plates

232 are so located as to engage the Jaws of the

endmost element and at the same time to clear

the jaws of the element next to the end. The
clamping plates are thinned to come beneath the

ends 234 of guides or rails 238 which confine and
guide the severed elements. When the clamping

plates 232 move together, they compress the

spread jaws of the endmost element from the

open condition of Pigs. 17 and 7, to the closed

condition of Fig. 8.

It is believed that the construction and opera-

tion of the present Invention, will be apparent
from the foregoing detailed description. Flat

wire is fed to a single machine where it Is oper-

ated upon by a forming punch to form a projec-

tion and recess, and by a severing and notching

punch which removes triangular pieces of waste

and which severs the wire of the fastener ele-

ments so shaped that the head of one element is

nested within and substantially fills the space of

the spread jaws of the next element. The ele-

ments are kept in nested relation and are fed

toward an intermittently moved tape where the

endmost element is clamped on the tape. If de-

sired, a finishing operation such as that produced
by the rounding punch may be applied to the

elements between the cutting punch and the tape.

The movement of the tape disengages the at-

tached element from the next element, where-
upon the series Is again advanced to bring an-
other element astride the tape.

In respect to timing, it may be explained that

in the first part of the machine the ram descends,

and then rises, while the feed dog is retracted.

The feed dog then advances and returns, where-
upon the ram again descends. In the meantime,
in the second part of the machine, the jaws of

the endmost element are clamped by the clamp-
ing plates, and in this part of the machine the
timing Is such that the clamping plates are op>en

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

through an adjusting screw 224. Inasmuch as r>n ^^en the tape rises with the previously clamped
the part 222 of the feed arm bears against one

side only of pin 220, (it being cut away on the

opposite side of the pin), the slide is moved
positively toward the left, while Its movement
toward the right Is solely under the influence o.")

of the feed springs 1 02.

When producing a gap or space between string-

ers the punch assembly is locked in its down posi-

tion, as shown in Fig. 20, and the forming punch
_

124 is therefore disposed directly In front of the
""

then retracted feed dog 190. The feed cam 100

(Fig. 13) continues Its rotation, but the feed

dog, and with it the slide 106 and the feed arm
96, are held In retracted position. The parts may
vibrate slightly If there Is a substantial clearance '^

element. The timing relation between the two
parts of the machine is not at all critical, but It

will be understood that the feed dog must move
forward after the tape rises with the previously

attached element, and that at this time the
clamping plates must be wide open. The clamp-
ing plates should not be closed until after the
feed dog has moved forward.
When a predetermined number of elements

have been attached to the tape, as determined by
the counter, the counter energizes the solenoid,

which holds the ram down, and this in turn holds
the feed dog back. The tape continues to be fed
by the pawl and ratchet mechanism operating
the tape dnun.
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The many advantages of the Invention will

also be understood from the detailed description.

The invention produces only a small amount of

scrap. It utilizes a simple, smooth flat wire, and
eliminates die rolling to form embryo elements.

The elements are of generally conventional type

in that the outer walls of the jaws come into

substantially parallel relationship when closed,

while the ends of the Jaws are substantially per-

pendicular to the tape. The feed of the wire is

made a positive, predetermined amount by oper-

ating the feed dog against a projection formed
on the wire after the wire has already been oper-

ated upon by the forming punch. Locking the

ram in down position to provide a gap space pre-

vents loosening of the fit between elements, and
automatically interrupts the movement of the

feed dog. The use of a series of severed elements

provides room for the pimches and the associ-

ated spring pad. It frees the jaws of the end-
most element for the clamping operation, and it

avoids angular positioning of the element, as by
reason of the punch thrust or a bend in the wire.

The sides of the head are non-parallel and con-
verge so as to provide an undercut of the elements
after they are severed and engaged, and this pre-

vents longitudinal separation. The nesting of

the elements prevents improper orientation as

they are moved toward the tape.

It will be apparent that whUe I have shown
and described my invention in a preferred form,
many changes and modifications may be made in

the structure disclosed, without departing from
the spirit of the invention defined in the follow-

ing claims.

I claim:

1. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners, said apparatus comprising means to guide

a smooth, flat wire, a forming punch movable
transversely of the wire, said punch functioning
to form a recess on one side and a projection on
the opposite side of the wire, a feed dog riding

beneath said punch when said punch is elevated
and bearing against said projection formed by
said punch in order to positively feed said wire,

and timing means whereby said feed dog is re-

tracted from the path of the punch when the
punch descends.

2. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-
teners, said apparatus comprising means to guide
a smooth, flat wire, a forming punch movable
transversely of the wire, said punch functioning
to form a recess on one side and a projection on
the opposite side of the wire, a feed dog riding
beneath said punch when said punch is elevated
and bearing against said projection formed by
said {>imch in order to positively feed said wire,
timing means whereby said feed dog is retracted
from the path of the punch when the punch
descends, and a severing punch movable trans-
versely of the wire for severing the wire into fas-
tener elements having a head with spread jaws
projecting forwardly therefrom, the head being
of such dimension as to fill the space between the
jaws.

3. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-
teners, said apparatus comprising means to in-

termlttenly feed a tape, means to guide a smooth,
flat wire toward the tape, a forming punch mov-
able transversely of the wire, said punch func-
tioning to form a recess on one side and a pro-
jection on the opposite side of the wire, a feed
dog riding beneath said punch when said punch
is elevated and bearing against said projection
formed by said punch In order to positively feed

said wire, resilient means urging the feed dog
forward, a feed cam for positively retracting the
feed dog when the punch descends, a severing
punch movable transversely of the wire for sever-

5 ing the wire into fastener elements, clamping
plates for clamping the elements to the tape, a
counter, and means responsive to the counter to
lock the punch in depressed position, whereby
the feed dog is held against forward movement

10 by the punch. In order to provide a gap or space
between stringers.

4. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-
teners, said apparatus comprising means to in-
termittently feed a tape, means to guide a smooth,

15 flat wire toward the tape, a forming punch mov-
able transversely of the wire, said punch func-
tioning to form a recess on one side and a pro-
jection on the opposite side of the wire, a feed
dog riding beneath said punch when said punch

20 Is elevated and bearing against said projection
formed by said pimch in order to positively feed
said wire, resilient means urging the feed dog
forward, a feed cam for positively retracting the
feed dog when the punch descends, a severing

25 punch movable transversely of the wire for sever-
ing the wire into fastener elements having a head
with spread jaws projecting forwardly therefrom,
the head being of such dimension as to fill the
space between the jaws, a punch-operating cam,

30 a rocker arm between said cam and the punch,
clamping plates for clamping the jaws of the
endmost element to the tape, a counter, means
responsive to the counter to lock the rocker arm
in outermost position with the punch in depressed

35 position, whereby the feed dog is held against
forward movement by the punch, in order to pro-
vide a gap or space between stringers on the con-
tinuous tape.

5. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

40 teners, said apparatus comprising means to guide
a smooth, flat wire, a forming punch movable
transversely of the wire, said punch functioning
to form interlocking means on opposite sides of
the wire, a severing punch movable transversely

45 of the wire for severing the wire into fastener
elements, and a reclprocable feed dog for inter-
mittently feeding the wire past the punches, said
feed dog being so dimensioned and mounted that
it acts upon the interlocking means formed by

50 the forming punch in order to provide a positive
feed movement for the wire.

6. In the manufacture of slide fasteners hav-
ing fastener elements with approximately paral-
lel sides and jaws with ends that are approxi-

55 mately perp>endicular to the sides for best coop-
eration with a slider, said jaws being narrowed
to much smaller dimension adjacent the head,
the method which includes intermittently feeding
a tape, intermittently feeding a smooth, flat wire

60 toward the tape, said wire having a width just
equal to the width of an element with spread
jaws, each of the repeated feed distances equal-
ling only a small fraction of the length of an ele-

ment, operating upon the wire to form a recess on
65 one side of the wire and a projection on the op-

posite side of the wire, and to cut away small
triangular pieces of scrap in order to notch the
side edges of the strip to conform to the outer
ends of spread jaws having the aforesaid ap-

70 projiimately perpendicular ends of such dimen-
sion that when the jaws are closed their sides are
substantially parallel, and to sever the strip away
from a small projecting piece of the strip, the
severance being on an outline such as to define

75 fastener elements with the head of one element
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nested fully within and substantially filling the

space within the spread jaws of the next element,

whereby the elements are formed without scrap

other than the aforesaid small triangular pieces

of scrap at the side edges of the wire, restoring

the wire and severed element together again In

nested relation, intermittently moving the nested

severed elements toward the tape, and clamping

the jaws of the endmost element on the tape In

order to secure the element to the tape, while

giving the element approximately parallel sides.

7. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners having fastener elements with approxi-

mately parallel sides and jaws with ends that are

approximately perpendicular to the sides for best

cooperation with a slider, said jaws being nar-

rowed to much smaller dimension adjacent the

head, said apparatus comprising means to guide

a flat, smooth wire toward a tape, said wire hav-

ing a width just equal to the width of an element

with spread jaws, punches movable transversely

of the wire, said punches operating to form a

recess on one side of the wire and a projection

on the opposite side of the wire, said punches

further operating to sever the wire from a piece

of the wire projecting beyond the severing punch
and corresponding to one element, the outline of

the severing punch being such that the projecting

piece constitutes a fastener element having a

head with spread jaws projecting forwardly

therefrom, the head being of such dimension as

to fill the space between the jaws, and said jaws

having the aforesaid approximately perpendicu-

lar ends of such dimension that when the jaws are

closed their sides are substantially parallel, a

spring pad beneath the wire at the punch to re-

store the wire to the element previously severed

therefrom, feed means to intermittently feed

the wire to the punches and tape, each of the

repeated feed distances equalling only a small

fraction of the length of an element, and clamp-

ing plates at the tape for clamping the elements

to the tape, said plates having approximately par-

allel working faces when closed.

8. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners having fastener elements with approxi-

mately parallel sides and jaws with ends that are

approximately perpendicular to the sides for

best cooperation with a slider, said jaws being

narrowed to much smaller dimension adjacent

the head, said apparatus comprising means to

guide a smooth, flat wire toward a tape, said wire

having a width just equal to the width of an ele-

ment with spread jaws, punches movable trans-

versely of the wire, said punches functioning to

form a recess on one side and a projection on the

opposite side of the wire, and further functioning

to sever the wire from a piece of the wire pro-

jecting beyond the severing punch, and corre-

sponding to one element, the outline of the punch
being such that the projecting piece constitutes

a fastener element having a head with spread

jaws projecting forwardly therefrom, the head
being of such dimension as to flll the space be-

tween the jaws, and said jaws having the afore-

said approximately perpendicular ends of such
dimension that when the jaws are closed their

sides are substantially parallel, a spring pad be-

neath the wire at the punch to restore the wire to

the element previously severed therefrom, feed

means to intermittently feed the wire to the

punches and tape, each of the repeated feed dis-

tances equalling only a small fraction of the
length of an element, the pimch being spaced

from the tape by an amount such that a series

of severed elements nested together with the
head of each filling the jaw space of the next lie

between the punch and the tape, a rounding
punch between said severing punch and said tap*,

5 said rounding punch fimctioning to round the
lower peripheral edge of the head of the ele-

ment, and clamping plates at the tape for clamp-
ing the endmost element to the tape, said plates

having approximately parallel working faces

10 when closed.

9. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners having fastener elements with approxi-

mately parallel sides and jaws with ends that are
approximately perpendicular to the sides for best

15 cooperation with a slider, said jaws being nar-
rowed to much smaller dimension adjacent the
head, said apparatus comprising means to guide
a smooth, fiat wire, punch and die mechanism in-

cluding a plurality of pimches movable trans-

20 versely of the wire, said punches functioning to

form a recess on one side and a projection on the
opposite side of the wire, and functioning to cut
small triangular shaped pieces of metal from the
sides of the wire, and further fimctioning to

25 severe the wire, the outline of the severing punch
being such that the severed piece constitutes a fas-

tener element having a head with spread Jaws,
the head being of such dimension as to fill the
space between the jaws, and said jaws having the

30 aforesaid approximately perpendicular ends of

such dimension that when the jaws are closed

their sides are substantially parallel, air blast

means for helping remove said small triangular

pieces of scrap, and feed means to intermittently

35 feed the wire to the punches, each of the repeated
feed distances equalling only a small fraction of

the length of an element.

10. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners having fastener elements with approxi-
40 mately parallel sides and Jaws with ends that are

approximately perpendicular to the sides for best

cooperation with a slider, said jaws being nar-
rowed to much smaller dimension adjacent the
head, said apparatus comprising means to guide

45 a smooth, fiat wire toward a tape, punch and die

mechanism including a plurality of punches mov-
able transversely of the wire, said punches fimc-
tioning to form a recess on one side and a pro-
jection on the opposite side of the wire, and func-

60 tioning to cut small triangular shaped pieces of

metal from the sides of the wire, and further
functioning to sever the wire from a piece of the
wire projecting beyond the severing punch, the
outline of the punch being such that the project-

55 ing piece constitutes a fastener element having a
head with spread jaws projecting forwardly
therefrom, the head being of such dimension as
to fill the space between the jaws, and said jaws
having the aforesaid approximately perpendicu-

60 lar ends of such dimension that when the jaws
are closed their sides are substantially parallel,

a spring pad beneath the punch to restore the
wire to the element previously severed there-
from, stationary die surfaces beneath the wire

65 at opposite sides of the spring pad cooperating
with one of the aforesaid punches for removing
the small triangular shaped pieces of scrap, air

blast means for helping discharge said triangular
pieces of scrap, feed means to intermittently feed

70 the wire to the punches and tape, each of the re-

peated feed distances equalling only a small
fraction of the length of an element, and clamp-
ing plates at the tape for clamping the elements
to the tape, said plates having approximately

75 parallel working faces when closed.
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11. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners having fastener elements with approxi-
mately parallel sides and Jaws with ends that
are approximately perpendicular to the sides for

best cooperation with a slider, said jaws being
narrowed to much smaller dimensions adjacent
the head, said apparatus comprising means to

guide a smooth, flat wire having a width Just

equal to the width of an element with spread
jaws, a pimch and die operating to form a re-

cess on one side of the wire and a projection on
the opposite side of the wire, and operating to

sever the wire, said die having a generally key-
hole shaped slot for supporting and guiding an
upwardly fed tape having a beaded edge, said die

further having a convex cutting portion shaped
to conform to the head of the element being
severed, said die further comprising a depressible

spring pad fitting within and mating with said

convex cutting portion, said pad lifting the wire
clear of the die for forward feed after formation
of the projection and recess, said pimch having
a concave side mating with the aforesaid convex
die portion, the arrangement being such that,

when the punch descends, it severs the wire from
an element supported on the stationary die por-
tion at the end of the wire, the element being
left stationary on the die whUe the wire is

punched downwardly away from the same, the
outline of the punch and die being such that the
severed piece constitutes a fastener element hav-
ing a head with spread Jaws projecting forward-
ly therefrom, the head being of such dimension
as to fill the space between the jaws, and said
jaws having the aforesaid approximately per-
pendicular ends of such dimension that when the
jaws are closed their sides are substantially paral-
lel, and feed means to intermittently feed the wire
to the pimch and die, each of the repeated feed
distances equalling only a small fraction of the
length of an element.

12. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-
teners having fastener elements with approxi-
mately parallel sides and jaws with ends that are
approximately perpendicular to the sides for best
cooperation with a slider, said jaws being nar-
rowed to much smaller dimension adjacent the
head, said apparatus comprising means to guide
a smooth, flat wire, a pimch and die functioning
to form a recess on one side and a projection on
the other side of the wire, and further function-
ing to cut small, triangular pieces of scrap to
give the jaws the desired perpendicular ends, and
further functioning to sever the wire, said die
haying a generally key-hole shaped slot for sup-
porting and guiding an upwardly fed t&pe hav-
ing a beaded edge, said die further having a con-
vex cutting portion shaped to conform to the
head of the element being severed, said die further
comprising two pointed or triangular-shaped side
pieces for cutting notches in the side edges of
the wire, said die further comprising a depressible
spring pad fitting within and mating with said
convex cutting portion and triangular cutting
portions, said pad lifting the wire clear of the
die for forward feed after formation of the pro-
jection and recess, said punch having a concave

side mating with the aforesaid convex die por-
tion, said punch further having triangularly
grooved channels in the sides mating with the
aforesaid triangular die portions, the arrange-

5 ment l)elng such that, when the punch descends,
it severs the wire from an element supported on
the stationary die portion at the end of the wire,
and further severs the wire from two triangular
pieces of scrap supported on the aforesaid trian-

10 gular die portions, the element and scrap being
left stationary on the die wWle the wire is

pimched downwardly away from the same, the
outline of the punch and die being such that the
severed piece constitutes a fastener element.

I j 13. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-
teners having fastener elements with approxi-
mately parallel sides and jaws with ends that are
approximately perpendicular to the sides for best
cooperation with a slider, said jaws being nar-

20 rowed to much smaller dimension adjacent the
head, said apparatus comprising means to guide
a smooth, flat wire, punch and die mechanism
fimctloning to form a recess on one side and a
projection on the opposite side of the wire, and

25 fimctloning to cut small triangular shaped pieces
of metal from the side of the wire, and further
functioning to sever the wire, said die having a
generally keyhole shaped slot for supporting and
guiding an upwardly fed tape having a beaded

30 edge, said die further having a convex cutting
portion shaped to conform to the head of the
element being severed, said die further com-
prising two pointed or triangular-shaped side
pieces for cutting notches in the side edges of the

35 wire, said die further comprising a depressible
spring pad fitting within and mating with said
convex cutting portion and triangular cutting por-
tions, said pad lifting the wire clear of the die
for forward feed after formation of the projec-

40 tion and recess, said punch having a concave side
mating with the aforesaid convex die portion,
said punch further having triangularly grooved
channels in the sides mating with the aforesaid
triangular portions, the arrangement being such

45 that, when the punch descends, it severs the wire
from an element supported on the stationary die
portion at the end of the wire, and further severs
the wire from two triangular pieces of scrap sup-
ported on the aforesaid triangular die portions,

50 the element and scrap being left stationary on the
die while the wire is punched downwardly away
from the same, the outline of the seveilng punch
being such that the severed piece constitutes a
fastener element having a head with spread jaws,

55 the head being of such dimension as to fill the
space between the jaws, and said jaws having the
aforesaid awiroximately perpendicular ends of
such dimension that when the jaws are closed
their sides are substantially parallel, air-blast

50 means for moving said small triangular pieces of
scrap outwardly from the triangular die portions,

and feed means to intermittently feed the wire to

the punch and die, each of the repeated feed dis-

tances equalling only a small fraction of the

65 length of an element.
FREDESUCK ULRICH.
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10 Claims. (CI. 153—1)

This Invention relates to apparatus for mak-
ing slide fasteners, and more particularly to a
machine for severing embryo slide fastener ele-

ments and attaching the same to a tape.

The primary object of my invention is to
provide apparatus of the aforesaid character, and
more particularly Improved apparatus for prac-
ticing the method disclosed in my co-pending
applications Serial No. 179,299, filed December
11, 1937, and Serial No. 264,550, filed March 28,

1939, of which applications the present appli-
cation is a continuation-in-part.
One more specific object of the present in-

vention is to provide pilot means for exact loca-
tion of the fastener element being severed, in

order to improve the accuracy of said element.
Other objects center about the feed mecha-

nljm for feeding the fastener wire to the sev-
ering punch and are to redesign and lighten the
feed arm for high-speed operation; and to so
mount the dog that it may be moved upwardly
when the spring pad of the die raises the wire,

yet Is stopped from moving downwardly during
retraction of the dog, and is stopped before the
element being severed comes into engagement
with the aforesaid pilot, thereby freeing the fas-
tener wire for proper seating or self-adjustment
of the said element on the pilot.

In accordance with my invention as disclosed
in the aforesaid application Serial No. 179,299,
filed December 11, 1937, the fastener wire is pro-
vided with serrated edges in order that the fin-

ished elements may be formed with parallel sides

and perpendicular ends for best cooperation with
the slider. When making slide fastener wire by
a rolling process, the wire will ordinarUy come
out with a thin residue or fin at the serrated
edges. This fin may be removed by the punch
and die mechanism of the attaching apparatus
but, in such case, the use of an air blast Is de-
sirable in order to help insure removal of the
tiny bits of scrap or fin cut from the wire. A
further object of the present Invention Is to

Improve the air nozzle arrangement for dis-

charging the scrap, and In accordance with
my invention, while a part of the air stream may
be directed into the punch and die, a larger por-
tion of the air stream is diverted to fiow out-
wardly into the scrap discharge path, thus help-
ing draw the bits of scrap away from the punch
and die.

To the accomplishment of the foregoing and
such other objects as may hereinafter appear,
my invention consists in the apparatus elements
and their relation one to the other as berein-

is

20

25

after are more particularly described in the
specification and sought to be defined in the
claims. The specification is accompanied by
drawings. In wiilch:

6 Fig. 1 is a side elevation of apparatus embody-
ing features of my invention;

Fig. 2 is a plan view of the head of the ma-
chine;

Fig. 3 is a side elevation of the head of the
10 machine;

Fig. 4 is a plan view of a fragmentary portion
of the machine, drawn to enlarged scale, with
the ram and housing removed to ex|}ose the
clamping jaws;

Fig. 5 is a partially sectioned elevation of the
portion of the machine shown in Fig. 4;

Fig. 6 is a plan view of the die and feed dog
without the ram housing and air blast nozzles
and wire guides;

Fig. 7 is a section taken in elevation through
the feed dog and punch, approximately In the
plane of the line 7—7 of Fig. 6. and schemat-
ically illustrates the forward feed of the fas-
tener wire;

Fig. 8 is a similar view showing the relation

of the parts as the punch brings the endmost
element onto the pilot;

Fig. 9 is a similar view showing the relation

of the parts as the punch finishes its severing
30 stroke and the feed dog is retracted;

Fig. 10 is a transverse section through the
punch and air nozzles, taken approximately in

the plane of the line 10— 10 of Fig. 4;

Fig. 11 is a fragmentary section taken In ele-

35 vatlon through the feed dog and pilot as the wire
reaches the pilot;

Fig. 12 is a similar view but showing the rela-

tion of the parts when the wire is seated on the
pilot;

Fig. 13 is a transverse section taken through
the die at the pilot, approximately in the plane
of the line 13— 13 of Figs. 6 and 17, with the
punch and spring pad in raised or feeding posi-

tion;

Fig. 14 is a similar view showing the punch
lowered until Its heels meet the spring pad in

such manner as to prevent binding of the wire
as the wire approaches the pilot;

Fig. 15 Is a similar view showing the punch
60 lowered until It meets the wire preparatory to

severing the same;
Fig. 16 is a similar view showing the punch

In lowermost position;

Fig. 17 is a plan view of the end of the fastener
M wire drawn to enlarged scale;

40

45
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Fig. 18 is a transverse elevational section simi-

lar to Fig. 10, but showing the punch lowered

until the fln engages the die; and
Pig. 19 shows the relation of the parts at the

end of the fin-cutting operation.

Referring to the drawings, and more particu-

larly to Fig. 1, a reel 12 of slide fastener wire

I' 4 is fed to attaching app»aratus, the main
drive and cam shaft of which is Indicated at

16. Reel 12 may be imwound at intervals to

provide a loop of slack between it and the at-

taching apparatus, as by means of an electric

motor 1 8 controlled by a switch 20 moved by a
feeler 22. The finished slide fastener stringer or

so-called "chain" is fed over a feed wheel 24

through tube 26 into basket 28.

Referring now to Figs. 2 and 3, the main drive

and cam shaft 1 6 is provided with a hand wheel,

or/and fly wheel 30 and is driven by a suitable

electric motor through belt 32 and pulley 34.

The wire feed mechanism comprises a cylindrical

cam 36 operating on a ball-bearing cam fol-

lower 38 mounted on the end 40 of a small com-
pact feed arm 42 preferably made of Duralumin
or equivalent hght-weight metal. The Dural-

umin is preferably a heat treated material

known commercially as 17 ST. The feed arm is

pivoted at 44, and the movable end is provided

with ears 46 pivotally carrying a feed dog 48

acted on by a compression spring 50. The cam
follower is held in engagement with the cam by
means of a compression spring 62, the tension

cf which may be adjusted by means of a screw
54 threadedly received in a stationary block 66.

Referring now to Figs. 4 and 5, the forward
end of the feed dog carries an insert or tooth

58 having a suitably shaped hardened point 60.

The feed dog 48 is arrested against downward
movement at a desired point, for reasons later ex-

plained, and as here illustrated is provided with
a smtable anti-friction roller 62 adapted to

ride on the surface of part 64 of the die which
part may, if desired, be provided with a hard-
ened insert, not shown in the drawings. There
are two parts 64 secured on top of the die, as is

best shown in Fig. 4, and their combined fimc-
tion is to guide the wire 14. The parts 64 are

omitted in Fig. 6.

The beaded edge tape on w^ch the fastener

elements are to be mounted is fed upwardly at

the bottom of the machine as is indicated at 66

in Fig. 3. The tape is drawn upwardly through
the die by means of a suitable knurled feed
wheel 24 (Figs. 2 and 3), the tape being held
against the wheel by means of a spring-pressed
fhoe 68. The feed wheel 24 is mounted at one
end of a shaft TO rotatably carried in a stationary

bearing 72. The opposite end of shaft 70 car-

ries a ratchet wheel 74. This is acted up by a

tape feed pawl 76 carried at the lower end of an
angle arm 78, the opposite end 80 of which is

connected to the upper end of an eccentric rod

82, the split lower end of which is secured about
an eccentric 84 mounted at one end of the drive

shaft or cam shaft 16. The ratchet wheel 74

is further acted upon by a stationary holding

pawl 86. It will be evident that the tape will

be advanceci intermittently or step by step as the
cam shaft rotates.

The severing mechanism comprises a punch 88

(F^g. 5) carried in a ram 90 which is vertically

reciprocable in a ram housing 92, the ram being
normally lu-ged upwardly by a compression spring

94, the upper end of which bears against a stud

(not shown) projecting from ram 90 over the
upper end of the spring. Referring now to Figs.

2 and 3 the upper end of ram 90 is acted on by
a generally U-shaped rocker arm 96, the branches

5 of which are pivoted at 98 and carry cam fol-

lower rollers 1 00 at their lower ends. The rocker
arm is preferably made of Duralumin or similar
light-weight metal in order to facilitate high-
speed operation of the machine. The throw

10 of the rocker arm, like the tlirow of the various
other reciprocating parts of this machine, is

minimized with the same object in view. Cam
rollers 1 00 are acted on by radial cams 1 02 mount-
ed on cam shaft 16. It will be evident that ro-

^5 tation of shaft 16 will cause oscillation of the
rocker arm and consequent reciprocation of the
ram and punch.
The jaws of the fastener elements are clamped

on the tape by suitable clamping jaws, and re-

2Q ferring to Figs. 4 and 5 the clamping jaws 104

are mounted on levers 106 pivoted at 108 and car-

rying cam rollers 110 at their opposite ends.
Rollers 1 1 operate between cylindrical cams 1 1

2

and 114, thus providing positive movement in

25 both directions. In Fig. 4 the clamping jaws are
-shown in their open position.

Referring to Fig. 9, gap spacing or the omis-
sion of fastener elements between stringer

lengths may be accomplished by holding the

3Q punch 88 down, thereby holding the fastener
wire 14 down as shown, so that the tooth 58 of

the feed dog 48 reciprocates idly above the wire
without feeding the same. Referring now to

Rgs. 2 and 3, the machine is provided with a

35 solenoid 1 1 6 having a core ( 1 8 which is moved
upwardly when the solenoid is energized and
thereby moves a suitable stop 120 into the path
of a bridge 121 connecting the bifurcated ends
of the rocker arm. This stop is so located as to

40 move beneath the bridge when the cam wheels
of the rocker arm have been raised by the cams,
and the stop thus serves to hold the punch in

depressed position. This interrupts the feed of
elements to the tape and produces the desired

^5 gap or spacing between fastener lengths. After
a desired interval the solenoid is deenergized,
whereupon the reciprocation of the pimch and
the feed of the wire are resumed.
The time and the length of the feed inter-

^^ ruptions may be determined by a suitable coun-
ter 122 (Pig. 2) which includes a changeable
ratchet wheel 124 acted on by a feed dog oscil-

lated by link 126, the other end of which link is

connected to a small crank pin 128 (Pig. 3) on
^^ the end of the cam shaft. The counter is pro-

vided with suitable contact mechanism control-
ling the electrical circuit of solenoid 116. The
counter may, for example, be of the type dis-

closed in the Wintritz and Ulrich Patent No.
60 2,167,259. filed June 17, 1938.

Referring now to Pigs. 6 and 7, the die holder
130 Is fitted with a stationary die 132 and a ver-
tically reciprocable spring pad 134. The spring
pad 134 is elevated by a compression spring 136

65 (Pig. 5) disposed therebeneath, the said spring
operatmg on a pusher 1 3D bearing against the
pad 134. A collar or enlargement 140 on pusher
138 limits the upward movement of the spring
pad to a desired amount.

70 Reverting to Pigs. 6 and 7, the stationary die
132 is provided with a suitable guide slot 142 for
the tape 66. It is further provided on its top
surface with a pilot 144. Pig. 7 shows the parts
in feed position, the punch 88 being raised to

'• clear the projections on top of the fastener wire
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14 and the spring pad 134 rising to its uppermost
position, which Is somewhat higher than the top
of stationary die 132 and enough to cause the

wire 14 to clear the top of the pilot 144, so that

the pilot will not obstruct movement of the wire

toward the tape 66. It will also be noted that

with the wire in raised position, it is engaged by

the feed tooth of dog 48 and. In fact, the dog Is

raised slightly so that wheel 62 leaves the stop

surface 64. The wire is fed toward the right by
the amount of the pitch between elements, and
this is indicated by the change from the broken
line position 48' to the solid line position 48 of

the feed dog.

Fig. 8 represents a later stage in the operation

of the machine with the pimch 88 lowered imtil

its heels engage and lower the spring pad 114.

The cutting surface of the punch has engaged
and lowered the wire 14 until the endmost ele-

ment is seated and properly located by the pilot

144. At this time the anti-friction wheel 62 has
already reached its stop surface 64, thereby ar-

resting the dog tooth 68 from further downward
movement. There is a clearance between the
feed tooth and the wire, this being desirable to

insure free movement of the wire under control

of the pilot 144 as the pilot comes into control.

This point may be clarified by reference to

Figs. 11 and 12 in which the parts are drawn to

enlarged scale. In Fig. 11 the wire 14 is still

imder the control of feed tooth 58, but has been
lowered far enough to begin to come into the
control of pilot 144. Approximately at the point
indicated by Pig. 11. however, further downward
movement of the feed tooth is prevented, so that
by the time the wire 14 is seated on pilot 144

there is a clearance between the wire and the
feed tooth 58. Thus the wire can properly seat

itself on pilot 1 44 even though it may have been
overfed by the feed dog, thus necessitating a
slight backward movement of the wire under in-

fluence of the pilot.

In Fig. 9 the punch 88 has descended to lower-
most position and has shared the wire from the
endmost element 146, the latter resting on and
being supported by the stationary die 132. At
this time the wire is wholly out of the path of
the feed tooth and there is accordingly no ob-
struction to retraction of the feed dog from the
solid line position 48 to the broken line position
48', preparatory to the next feed movement.
The cycle of operation is completed by referring
back to Fig. 7 in which punch 88 has been raised,

thus permitting the pad 134 to raise the wire 14,

so that it engages the feed tooth and clears the
pilot. Movement of the feed dog from the bro-
ken line position 48' to the solid line position 48
moves the wire to bring the jaws at the end of
the wire astride the beaded edge of tape 66.

The foregoing cycle of operation may also be
described with reference to Figs. 13, 14, 15, and
16 which are taken approximately in the plane
of the line 13—13 of Figs. 6 and 17. In Pig. 13
the punch 88 is in elevated position, its heels
148 being located above the mating parts ISO of
spring pad 134. The spring pad is in raised posi-
tion, thus causing the wire 14 to clear the pilot
U4 of stationary die 132. The cutting surface
152 of punch 88 is disposed well above the pro-
jection 154 on wire 14.

In Fig. 14 the punch 88 has descended far
enough to cause the heels 148 to engage the sur-
faces 150 of the spring pad 134. It will be noted
that the heels of the punch are long enough to

provide a clearance around the wire, this clear-

ance being shown above the wire in Fig. 14 and
below the wire In Fig. 16 but, in any case, guard-
ing against binding of the wire between the punch
on top of the wire and the spring pad beneath

. the wire, for this would inhibit proper self-ad-

justment and location of the wire on the pilot.

In Pig. 15 the punch 88 has descended far

enough to bring the wire onto the stationary die

182. In Fig. 15 the punch is about to begin the

.g shearing or severing operation. At this time the
wire is bound between the punch and die but, of

course, has already piloted Itself on pilot 144.

Fig. 15 corresponds substantially to Fig. 8. Just

as Fig. 13 corresponds to Fig. 7.

jg In Fig. 16 the punch 88 has moved to lower-

most position and has sheared the wire 14 from
the endmost element 146 resting on the die 132.

This figure corresponds to the showing in Pig. 9.

The apparatus as so far described is adapted

2Q to operate on a wire having serrated edges and no
fin. In practice, however, the wire is preferably

formed by a rolling operation which leaves a
thin fin of metal in the serrations, this fin being

indicated at 156 in Fig. 17. The punch and die

25 are accordingly further arranged to cut away the

fin, thus leaving the endmost portion of the wire

in serrated condition, preparatory to severance

of the endmost element 146 on the shear line (58.

Keferring to Fig. 6 the die holder 130 carries

30 not only the stationary die portion 1 32 previously

referred to, but two additional stationary die

portions 160, these including the pointed parts

1 62 located between the pimch heel receiving sur-

faces ISO and 164 of the spring pad 134. Thus

35 the punch Is provided with four heels, two being

the heels 148 previously referred to which bear

against the spring pad at ISO, and the other two
bearing against the spring pad at 1 64. The punch
is cut away or channeled at its sides to fit around
the stationary die portions 162.

Pigs. 10, 18, and 19 are taken approximately
in the plane of the line 10— 10 of Fig. 6. Refer-

ring to Fig. 10. the punch 88 is shown in raised

position, it clearing the wire 14. The latter rests

45 on spring pad 134 which at this point is narrow,

it being cut away to slide between the stationary

die portions 162. It will be noted that the fin

on wire 14 overlies the stationary die portions

162.

60 Referring now to Pig. 18 the punch 88 has de-

scended and its heels have lowered the spring pad
134, so that there is clearance beneath the wire

14. The wire has been carried down until the

fins 156 rest on stationary die portions 162. This

66 corresponds to the beginning of the fin-cutting

operation. In Fig. 19 the punch has descended

to lowermost position, thus shearing the wire 14

from the fins 166, the latter being restrained

against downward movement by the stationary

OQ die portions 162.

This punch arrangement for cutting away the

fin may also be used if necessary to cut through

the full thickness of the wire or, in other words,

to form the notches or serrations in the side

66 edges of the wire. Thus the wire fed to the ma-
chine may have smooth edges with only the pro-

jections and recesses preformed therein. How-
ever, it Is preferable to supply a wire with serrated

edges as here illustrated.

70 Reverting to Figs. 6 and 10, compressed air Is

supplied through openings 166 In die holder 130.

The air is thus led to nozzles 168 securd on top of

the die with their ends 170 adjacent the punch 88

at the fin-cutting station. In Fig. 6 the nozzles

7S have been removed, but they are shown at 1 68 in

4*)
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Fig. 4. Tlie compressed air flows through pas-
sages 172 to relatively small discharge openings
174 which are directed against the sides of the

punch and against the scrap or fin. A larger

component of the compressed air is directed out-
wardly through openings (76 which lead into the

scrap discharge channels 178. This helps carry

the scrap along. It also tends to reduce pressure

in channels (78, which is effective to draw the
air from nozzles (74 outwardly, and with it the
tiny triangular bits of scrap outwardly, as Is most
clearly shown In Fig. 19.

Reverting to Fig. 10, the passages ITS com-
municate with holes 180 in the die block 130.

These holes 180 for the discharge of scrap are
elliptical or elongated, as is clearly shown in Fig.

6, and is also shown in Fig. 4. In the latter figure

the compressed air supply pipes 182 are shown,
these pipes leading from a suitable source to the
openings 166.

FYom consideration of Pig. 6, it will be seen
that there are no loose or severed elements be-
tween the wire and the endmost element which is

being attached to the tape. This will also be clear

from inspection of Fig. 17 in which the endmost
element (46 is integral with the wire when the
wire is being fed to the tape, and is severed from
the wire only after being moved against the
tape. Thus prior to the severing operation there
are no loose elements, and after the severing
operation there is only a single severed element,
but this is astride the tape and is under the con
trol of the clamping jaws. The latter preferably
operate after the severing operation in order
to free jaws from the metal of the next succeed-
ing element before attempting to close the jaws.

Because of the absence of loose elements there is

no need for so shaping the elements as to estab-
lish an undercut or interlocking relation there-
between, and instead the outline ( 58 of the head
of the element may take the simple divergent
form shown.

If the notches are rounded somewhat. Instead
of being provided with a sharp point, and if the
cutting punch follows the outer wall of the jaws,
then smaU points of metal will be left on the
outer ends of the jaws at the places marked 1 90.

However, I consider it slightly preferable to round
or dull, rather than point the end of the Jaw, and
the punch therefore turns outwardly, thus leav-

ing slight projections of metal at the points (90

on the outside of the Jaws of the element. This
projection of metal is so slight in size that it is

readily flattened by the action of the clamping
Jaws when the elements are being clamped on the
tape.

It is believed that the construction and opera-
tion of my improved apparatus for severing and
attachiing fastener elements, as well as the many
advantages thereof will be apparent froii the
foregoing detailed description thereof. Slide fas-

tener wire is fed into the machine, said wire hav-
ing projections on its upper side and recesses on
its lower side and having serrated edges with a
residue of fin therealong. The pitch or distance
between the projections and recesses is only a
small fraction of the length of the elements, the

elements being nested together in a substantially
scrapless maimer, the only scrap being the fin at
the serrated edges. The wire is intermittently
fed toward the tape by the feed dog. The tape

is intermittently moved by the tape feed wheel.
The punch bears against the wire immediately
around the endmost element, the latter resting

oa a stationary die surface, so that the punch

25

shears the wire downwardly away from the end-
most element. Immediately thereafter the
clamping jaws close the jaws of the element on
the tape, and the wire feed dog moves back, the

e wire being held below the dog by the punch.
The pilot on the die insuies accurate location

of the element relative to the die as it is being
cut, and the location is not dependent on the
extent of feed by the feed dog. The wire is so

10 opera,ted upon that it is free to self-adjustably
seat itself accurately on the pilot, there being no
restraint by either punch or the feed dog at the
Instant of piloting. Triangular bits of scrap may
be cut from the side edges of the wire by the same

16 punch and are cleared away from the punch by
two divergent compressed air streams. The re-
ciprocating parts of the machine are kept small
in stroliie and light in weight, thus making possi-
ble operation at very high speed.

20 It will be apparent that while I have shown
and described my Invention in a preferred form,
many changes and modifications may be made
without departing from the spirit of the inven-
tion as sought to be defined in the following
claims.

I claim:
1. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners, said apparatus comprising a stationary
die portion having an external corulguration con-

jQ forming to the shape of the head portion of an
element with spread jaws, a pilot projecting up-
wardly on said die portion and adapted to be re-

ceived in the recess of an element, a spring pad
normally elevated to a position higher than the

05 pilot, a punch over said spring pad having a part
mating with the stationary die portion for sev-

ering an integral strip of embryo elements from
the element overlying said die portion, and heels

on said punch for bearing against said spring

40 pad, said heels being of such length as to pre-

vent squeezing of the strip between the punch
and the pad, whereby said strip is free for self-

adjustable seating on the pilot until the cutting

action of the punch begins.

46 2. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners, said apparatus comprising a stationary
die portion having an external configuration con-
forming to the shape of the head portion of an
element with spread jaws, a pilot projecting up-

60 wardly on said die portion and adapted to be re-

ceived in the recess of an element, a spring pad
normally elevated to a position higiier than the
pilot, a punch over said spring pad having a part

mating with the stationary die portion for sev-

66 ering an integral strip of embryo elements from
the element overlying said die portion, a feed dog
for feeding the strip, and means limiting the
downward movement of the feed dog to an inter-

mediate elevation such that said dog is at least

eo partially disengaged from said strip when the
punch has forced the strip onto the pilot, said

feed dog being pivotally mounted to afford up-
ward movement above said intermediate eleva-

tion when the spring pad raises the strip for for-
68 ward feed above the pilot.

3. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners, said apparatus comprising a stationary
die portion having an external configuration con-
forming to the shape of the head portion of an

70 element with spread jaws, and having an inter-
nal configiiration conforming to a beaded tape on
which the element is to be attached, a pilot pro-
jecting upwardly on said die portion and adapted
to be received in the recess of an end element, a

79 spring pad normally elevated to a position high-
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er than the pilot, a punch over said spring pad

having a part mating with the stationary die

portion for severing an Integral strip of em-
bryo elements from an end element overlying

said die portion, clamping jaws for clamping the

severed element on the beaded edge of the tape,

a feed dog for feeding the strip, and means lim-

iting the downward movement of the feed dog

to an Intermediate elevation such that said dog

is at least partially disengaged from said strip

when the punch has forced the strip onto the

pilot, said feed dog being plvotally mounted to

afford upward movement above said Intermedi-

ate elevation when the spring pad raises the

strip for forward feed above the pilot.

4. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners, said apparatus comprising a stationary die

portion having an external configuration con-

forming to the shape of the head portion of an

element with spread Jaws, a pilot projecting up-

wardly on said die portion and adapted to be

received in the recess of an element, a spring

pad normally elevated to a position higher than

the pilot, a punch over said spring pad having a

part mating with the stationary die for severing

an Integral strip of embryo elements from the

element overlying said die portion, heels on said

punch for bearing against said spring pad and
of such length as to prevent squeezing of the

strip between the punch and the pad, whereby
said strip is free for self-adjustable seating on

the pilot until the cutting action of the punch
begins, a feed dog for feeding the strip, and means
limiting the downward movement of the feed dog
to an intermediate elevation such that said dog

Is at least partially disengaged from said strip

when the punch has forced the strip onto the

pilot, said feed dog being plvotally moimted to

afford upward movement above said Intermediate

elevation when the spring pad raises the strip for

forward feed above the pilot.

5. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners, said apparatus comprising means to In-

termittently feed a wire having a series of inter-

locking means, a single punch movable trans-

versely of the wire to sever the wire from a piece

of the wire projecting beyond the punch, the out-

line of the pimch being such as to provide a

notching portion and a severing portion so that

the projecting piece constitutes a fastener ele-

ment having a head with spread Jaws projecting

forwardly therefrom, the head being of such di-

mension as to fill the space between the Jaws, a
spring pad beneath the punch to restore the wire

to the element previoxisly severed therefrom, the

notching portion cooperating with stationary die

surfaces beneath the wire at opposite sides of the

spring pad for removing small triangular-shaped

pieces of scrap metal, air blast means for helping

remove the small triangular pieces of scrap, said

means Including an air inlet, an air and scrap

outlet, a first nozzle extending from said Inlet

to a point above the pieces of scrap at the oppo-

site sides of the punch for blowing the scrap to-

ward the outlet, and a second nozzle extending
from said Inlet outwardly in the direction of

scrap discharge to said outlet.

6. Apparatus for the manvtfacture of slide fas-

teners, said apparatus comprising means to In-

termittently feed a wire having serrated side

edges, the serrations of which carry a compara-
tively thin fin. said wire also having a series of

Interlocking means, a single pimch movable
transversely of the wire to sever the wire from a

20

26

piece of the wire projecting beyond the punch,
the outline of the punch being such as to provide

a notching portion and a severing portion so that

the projecting piece constitutes a fastener ele-

5 ment having a head with spread Jaws projecting

forwardly therefrom, the head being of such di-

mension as to fill the space between the Jaws, a
spring pad beneath the punch to restore the wire

to the element previously severed therefrom, the
1" notching portion cooperating with stationary die

surfaces beneath the wire at opposite sides of the
spring pad for removing the triangular-shaped
fins or scrap metal, air blast means for helping
remove the small triangular pieces of fin or

'^ scrap, said means including an air blast, an air

and scrap outlet, a first nozzle extending from
said Inlet to a point above the pieces of scrap at

the opposite sides of the pimch for blowing the
scrap toward the outlet, and a second nozzle ex-
tending from said Inlet outwardly In the direc-

tion of scrap discharge to said outlet.

7. In apparatus for the manufacture of slide

fasteners by severing the same from a strip, with
the accompanying production of small pieces of

scrap or waste at the severing station, an air flow

means using compressed air to help insure dis-

charge of the scrap, said means including a com-
pressed air Inlet, an air and scrap outlet extend-

30 ing away from the severing station, and a nozzle

extending from said inlet outwardly In the direc-

tion of scrap discharge and Joining said outlet

at a point spaced from said severing station, said

nozzle blowing air outwardly through the outlet

35 and thereby tending to move the scrap through
the outlet.

8. In apparatus including a punch and die for

the manufacture of slide fasteners by severing

the same from a strip, with the accompanying

^Q production of small pieces of scrap or waste, an
air flow means using compressed air to help In-

sure discharge of the scrap, said means Including

a compressed air Inlet, an air and scrap outlet ex-

tending away from the pimch and die, a first

45 nozzle extending from said inlet to a point Imme-
diately adjacent the punch and die for agitating

and blowing the scrap away from the die, and a
second nozzle extending from said inlet outward-
ly In the direction of scrap discharge to said out-

^^ let for blowing air outwardly through the outlet

and thereby tending to draw the air from the first

nozzle and with It the scrap Into the outlet.

9. Apparatus for the manufacture of slide fas-

teners, said apparatus comprising means to In-
^" termittently feed a wire, a single punch and die

mechanism to sever the wire, the outline of the

pimch being such as to provide a notching por-

tion and a severing portion such that the severed

piece constitutes a fastener element having a
"" head with spread jaws projecting forwardly

therefrom, the head being of such dimension as

to fill the space between the Jaws, the notching

portion acting to remove a triangular-shaped

piece of scrap metal at the outside of the embryo
""'

Jaws, and compressed air blast means for helping

transfer the small triangular piece of scrap to

an appropriate receptacle, said means including

a compressed air Inlet, an air and scrap outlet

extending away from the punch and die, a first

^" nozzle extending from said Inlet to the punch and

die for agitating and blowing the scrap away from

the die, and a second nozzle extending from said

Inlet outwardly In the direction of scrap dis-

charge to said outlet for blowing air outwardly
76

through the outlet and thereby tending to draw
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the air from the first nozzle and with It the scrap

into the outlet. ,

10. Apparatus for the manufacture of shaped

units from a strip, said apparatus comprising

means to intermittently feed the strip, a punch

and die mechanism to sever the strip into units

of desired outline with the formation of small

pieces of scrap, and compressed air nozzle means
for helping remove the small pieces of scrap, said

means comprising generally horizontally disposed

members extending over the die to the sides of the

pimch and closely fitting the sides of the punch,

a generally horizontal air inlet through each

member, an outlet beneath said inlet, a source
of compressed air connected to each Inlet, a noz-
zle at the inner end of each inlet directed inward-
ly and downwardly toward the cutting station,

5 and a second nozzle passing downwardly through
each member from the inlet to the outlet, said

second nozzle extending diagonally outward to

the outlet, whereby the first nozzle serves to agi-

tate and blow the scrap away from the punch and
^^ die, while the second nozzle tends to blow the

scrap outwardly.
FREDERICK ULRICH.
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This Invention pertains to separable fasteners

of the kind in which opposed series of fastener

units, attached respectively to the edges of flex-

ible supports or stringers constituting the edges

of a gap to be closed, are moved into gap-closing

relation by means of a slider, and relates more
particularly to an improved fastener unit and to

a method of making such units. One common
prior method of making such units has been to

cut them from sheet material and the usual prac-

tice has been so to cut the unit that its legs or

jaw portions are initially in divergent relation.

This mode of procedure involves a very sub-
stantial waste of material, and as the corrosion-

resistant metal, commonly employed in making
such units, is quite expensive, this waste consti-

tutes a large item in the cost of production.

In accordance with usual procedure, the in-

cisions made in producing the unit are wholly
within the boundary of the sheet metal from
which the unit is cut, so that the entire periphery
of the unit is a raw surface resulting from the
action of the cutting dies. When, as is quite

common in the art, the units are secured directly

after cutting to the edge of the stringer, these
raw surfaces of the metal, particularly if the dies

have become dull, are rough and burred, and in

the finished fastener the units are disagreeable

to the touch and cause a harsh and noisy action
of the slider.

One object of the present invention is to pro-
vide a novel method of procedure in preparing
fastener tinits of the class described whereby
waste of material is reduced to a minimum.
A further object is to provide a new method

procedure which results in the production of an
improved unit whose lateral edges at least are
smooth and free from burrs when the units are
originally formed, so that if directly attached to

the stringer without any intermediate finishing

operation, the resultant unit is smooth and
agreeable to the touch and permits an easy and
substantially noiseless movement of the actuat-
ing slider.

In the accompanying drawing I have illus-

trated certain desirable steps in the practice of

an improved method of producing such units, as
well as a desirable modification thereof, and have
also illustrated the resulting improved fastener
unit produced in accordance v/ith the practice of

my novel method.
Pig. 1 is a fragmentary front elevation of a

slide actuated fastener of the type to which the
present invention relates;

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary elevation of one of the

sfringers or flexible supports of such a fastener,

to large scale, showing Improved units made In
accordance with the present invention attached
thereto;

Pig. 3 is a plan view of a single fastener unit 6
made in accordance with one desirable embodi-
ment of the present invention, the unit being
shown as it appears prior to application to the
stringer;

Pig. 4 Is a section substantially on the line 10
4—4 of Pig. 3;

Pig. 5 Is a view similar to Pig. 3 but illustrat-

ing a unit of slightly different shape;
Pig. 6 is a section on the line 6—6 of Pig. 5;

Pig. 7 is a plan view of the unit of Pig. 5 but 15

shown as applied to a stringer tape, the latter be-
ing in transverse section;

Pig. 8 is a diagrammatic plan view illustrating

certain steps In the improved method of making
fastener units of the specific type Illustrated In 20
Pig. 3;

Pig. 9 Is a transverse section substantially on
the line 9—9 of Pig. 8;

Pig. 10 is a transverse section on the line 10— 10

of Pig. 8; 26
Pig. 11 is a transverse section on the line

1 1— 1 1 of Pig. 8;

Pig. 12 is a view similar to Rg. 8 but illustrat-

ing a modified procedure resulting in the produc-
tion of fastener units such as specifically illus- 30
trated in Pig. 5;

Pig. 13 Is an edge elevation of a metallic strip
or ribbon, such as is Illustrated in plan view in
Pigs. 8 and 12, respectively, showing the strip

after the completion of the cupping ot>eration; 35
Pig. 14 Is a transverse section, to larger scale,

through the endmost section of the strip or rib-

bon of metal from which the units are prepared,
showing the operation of the punch which exerts
spreading pressure to cause the legs of the imlt 40

to diverge;

Pig. 15 is a fragmentary plan view, to large
scale, showing the advancing end portion of a
strip or ribbon and illustrating the operation of

the spreading punch and also of the cutting off 45

tool; and
Pig. 16 is a fragmentary plan view showing the

forward advancing end portion of a strip or rib-

bon, such as illustrated in Pig. 12, and indicating

the endmost unit in readiness to be severed and 50

to have its legs spread apart divergently.

Referring to the drawing, the numerals ( and 2

designate flexible stringers or supports of usual

type to which the series of fastener units 3 and 4

are attached, the units of the opposed series being 55
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moved into and out of engaging relation by means
of the slider 5.

As illustrated in Pig. 3. the fastener unit, in

accordance with the present invention and as it

S appears before application to the stringer, com-
prises a head portion 6 and divergent leg por-

tions 7 and 8 separated by a recess R, the leg

portions 7 and 8 constituting anchoring means
for securing the unit to the flexible stringer.

10 The head portion of the unit is provided on one
of its flat faces with a projecting pin 9 and is

provided at its opposite face with a complemental
socket or recess 10 coaxial with the pin 9.

In preparing this unit in accordance with the

15 present invention, the first step is to provide a

strip or ribbon 1 1 of metal of the desired char-

acter for use in forming the unit, such strip being

of substantially the same width as the width of

the head portion 6 of the desired unit and ordi-

20 narily having substantially flat and parallel up-
per and lower faces 12 and 13, respectively (Pig.

9). As illustrated in Rg. 9, this metal ribbon or

strip is of substantially rectangular cross section.

However, if a strip, such as shown In FMg. 9, be
'-•> employed, the edges of the strip are rounded off

(as shown at 15 in Pig. ID at an early stage in

the operation of making the units, preferably, as

illustrated in Pig. 10, by passing the strip or rib-

bon between a pair of rollers or wheels 16 adapted
30 either by compression or by abrasion to round

the edges of the strip and to give them a smoothly
finished appearance. Preferably the edges are

rounded by pressure or the equivalent of a draw-
ing operation so as to make these edges dense

3.) and hard and capable of withstanding consid-

erable use without becoming rough or becoming
worn by the action of the shder.

When the operation of making the units as

herein described is to be carried out as a con-
40 tinuous process, the strip or ribbon 1 1 may be

advanced endwise intermittently by steps each
substantially equal to the length of a complete

unit, first passing between the edge shaping rolls

16 and then reaching the position of operation
45 of the cupping die 17. This die is actuated by

any appropriate mechanism (not shown) and
operates at regular intervals to form the recesses

or sockets 10 in the upper face of the ribbon or

blank,—at the same time forcing the metal at

.'iO 'he under side of the ribbon into an outwardly
urojecting boss constituting the pin 9, it being

.understood that a suitable die at the lower side

of the ribbon cooperates with the punch 17 to

shape the pin 9 and give it the accurate contour
S5 necessary for the intended purpwse.

The ribbon is then again advanced, and after

the performance of several of the cupping opera-
tions the ribbon reaches the field of activity of

the piercing die 18. This die Is so arranged as
60 to form an aperture or perforation 19 in the

space between consecutive sockets 10. Preferably

the aperture 19 is elongate in the direction of

the length of the ribbon, and preferably it is

wider at one end than at the other, the wider
''•' end being adjacent to the pin which follows it.

The ribbon now continues to advance, and
after a suitable interval reaches the field of oper-
ation of a pair of oppositely moving forming tools

20, which engage the ribbon at its opposite
"0 rounded edges and inde it these edges so as to

form the opposed indentations or recesses 21.

The forming tools 20 are of such shape that they
press the metal Inwardly, causing it to flow

smoothly so that the walls of the indentations
~5 21 consist of stibstantiaUy unbroken portions of

the original rounded edges of the ribbon. Tlie
ribbon continues to advance intermittently until

the endmost of the apertures 19 is brought into
the field of action of the spreading punch 22.

With the understanding that this endmost aper-
ture 19 extends to the end of the ribbon, so that
the small end of the aperture is open at the end
of the ribbon, the descent of the spreading punch
22 causes pressure to be exerted against the inner
walls 23 and 24 (Pig. 14) of the endmost aper-
ture, thus spreading apart the metal forming the
walls of the aperture resulting in the formation
of the divergent legs 7 and 8 (Pig. 3) of the unit.

As the spreading punch 22 begins to press
against the side walls of the endmost aperture
19, a cutting-olT tool 26 engages the ribbon on a
transverse line joining the inner ends of that
pair of recesses 2 1 which is nearest to the end of
the ribbon, thus cutting off the completed end-
most unit which has the appearance shown in

Pig. 3. It may be noted that this transverse cut
intersects the end of the next aperture 19 .so

that the incision made by the tool 26 frees the
metal at opposite sides of the aperture 19 in

readiness to be spread apart at the next opera-
tion of the spreading die 22. The endmost unit
thus formed is stripped off from the spreading
die 22 by means of any appropriate stripping
device S, such as indicated diagrammatically at
5 in Pig. 14. The extreme ends of the leg por-
tions 7 and 8 of the completed unit are sharp
and prong-like, well adapted to grip the mate-
rial of the stringer when the unit is applied
thereto.

It may be understood that the several dies and
forming tools are all operated at substantially

the same time and at proper intervals so that,

for example, while the cupping tool is forming the
recesses 10, the piercing die 18 is forming the
apertures 19, the forming tools 20 are producing
the indentations 21. the spreading die 22 is act-

ing to spread the legs of the endmost unit, while

the cutting tool 26 operates at the proper time
to cut off the completed endmost unit as the legs

are being spread.

It will be noted that the side edges of the head
6 of the unit, as well as the outer edges of the legs

7 and 8 and parts 2(» (Pig. 3) of the end surface

of the head 6 are smoothly rounded and are in

fact pKjrtions of the original rounded edges 15 of

the ribbon. Thus the major portion of the ex-

jxjsed edge of the unit, after application to the

stringer, is finished and smooth so that even
though the units be attached directly to the
stringer as they are formed, the units present

smooth surfaces for engagement by the slider so

that the action of the latter Is much easier and
less noisy than when cut units of usual type are

attached directly to the stringer without pre-

liminary finishing.

In the arrangement illustrated in Pigs. 5, 6,

7 and 12, the strip or ribbon II, after having its

edges roxmded, is first caused to advance into

the field of activity of a cupping punch 17*,

which is so shap)ed as to form a transversely elon-

gate recess I0» of inwardly tai>erlng form, and
at the same time to cause the metal at the oppo-
site side of the ribbon to project and form a pin
9» which is elongate transversely of the strip or

ribbon, and which is preferably of substantially

truncated, pyramidal form.

After the formation of the recess and corre-

sponding pin, the ribbon is advanced intermit-

tently, and after several forward stei)s comes into

the field of activity of the piercing die 18". Tills
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die forms an elongate aperture I9» (Fig. 16) of

more or less rectangular contour but having at

Its forward end a narrow recess or bay IS*".

After the completion of the piercing operation,
the ribbon further advances, but In this Instance
Is not indented at the sides, the edge of the ribbon
being left straight and continuous.
Assuming that a perforation or aperture I9»

has been formed at the advancing end of the
ribbon and that the extension or bay IS*" of this

aperture Is opwn at the end of the ribbon, the
advance of the ribbon brings this ap)erture into

the field of operation of the spreading punch 22",

which now enters the aperture 1 9», and by exert-
6 ing pressure against the side walls of the aperture

spreads such walls ai>art, causing them to as-
sume the divergent relation shown at 7». 8», re-

spectively. In Pig. 5. As the punch 22" comes into
action, the cuttlng-off tool 26» severs the ribbon
along the line 26'' (Pig. 16) so as to separate the
unit from the remainder of the ribbon. By refer-

ence to Fig. 5, it will be noted that the portions
of the metal at opposite sides of the narrow bay
or recess 1 9^ now constitute prongs or anchoring

S dements 28 (Pig. 5) which, when the unit is

compressed on the stringer, as shown in Pig. 7,

press into the substance of the stringer and thus
anchor the latter firmly with the beaded edge B
of the stringer disposed in the bottom of the

' recess R. It may be noted that since the aper-
ture 19 or 19* is a freely open aperture, such as
results from punching out and removing a por-
tion of the metal, sufficient space is thus provided
for the reception of the beaded edge of the

' stringer when the unit Is secured to such edge,
in this way permitting the divergent leg pwr-
tions of the unit to be so compressed that in the
finished fastener the attached portion of the unit
is no wider in a front-to-rear direction than Is

> the head of the unit (Fig. 7). This Insures
smooth operation of the slider and permits the
slider to be made of minimum dimensions In
front-to-rear thickness.

While I have herein illustrated desirable em-
( bodiments of the invention, it is to be understood
that the invention is of broader application, and
that while certain specific sequences of steps in
the method have been described, the same steps
may be carried out in other sequence without

' departing from the invention as set forth in the
appended claims.

I claim:
1. Method of making fastener units, having

smoothly rounded lateral edges, from ribbon-like
' material, without waste, said method comprising
as steps preparing a metal ribbon having sub-
stantially flat upp>er and lower surfaces and
rounded edges, successively cupping the ribbon,
at points regularly spaced apart by distances sub-
stantially equal to the length of a completed unit,
to produce sockets in one face and corresponding
projecting pins on the other face of the ribbon,
piercing the ribbon in the spaces between suc-
cessive pins to provide elongate open apertures,
projecting a spreading device into each such
elongate aperture and, as the spreading de-
vice begins to act, cutting completely through
the ribbon transversely at the end of the
aperture nearest the pin, but without remov-
ing any substantial portion of the material
of the ribbon, thereby to divide a completed unit
from the riblwn and concomitantly to release the
metal at opposite sides of the next aperture to
permit it to be spread apart In the succeeding
operation of the spreading device.

2. Method of making fastener units of the class
described each having smoothly rounded lateral

edges a head portion, and a p>alr of diverging
attaching jaws, the head portion being provided
with a projecting pin on one face and a corre- 5
sponding socket in the opjxeite face, said method
comprising as steps preparing a metal ribbon of
a width substantially equaling the width of the
head of the desired unit and of a thickness sub-
stantially equaling that of the body of the com- |o
pleted unit, the ribbon having parallel upper and
lower faces providing the ribbon with smoothly
rounded edges, successively cupping the ribbon,
at points regularly spaced apart by distances
.substantially equal to the length of a completed IS
unit, to produce a socket In one face and a cor-
responding projecting pin on the other face,
piercing the ribbon to form an elongate open
aperture spaced from the projecting pin and ex-
tending longitudinally of the ribbon, applying M
spreading pressure to the metal at opposite sides
of the aperture and cutting completely through
the ribbon by a transverse incision at that end
of the ai>erture nearest to the pin, but without
waste of any substantial portion of the material 26
of the ribbon, thereby without waste to divide a
completed unit from the ribbon and concomitantly
to release the metal at opposite sides of the aper-
ture so that it may be spread apart at the next
actuation of the spreading means. 80

3. Method of making fastener units of the
class described each having smoothly rounded
lateral edges, a head portion, and a pair of di-
verging attaching jaws, the head portion being
provided with a projecting pin on one face and a 85
corresponding socket in the opposite face, said
method comprising as steps preparing a metal
ribbon of a width substantially equahng the
width of the head of the desired unit and of a
thickness substantially equaling that of the body *0
of the completed unit and having parallel upper
and lower faces and smoothly rounded edges, suc-
cessively cupping the ribbon, at points regularly
spaced apart by distances substantially equal to
the length of a completed unit, to form a trans- *•
versely elongate socket in one face and a trans-
versely elongate projecting pin member on the
opposite face, piercing the ribbon to form an
elongate substantially rectangular aperture ex-
tending longitudinally of the ribbon, said aper- 80
ture having a narrow extension at that end most
remote from the pin, cutting completely through
the ribbon by a transverse incision Intersecting
the narrow extension of the apertiu-e in such a
way as without waste of any substantial portion M
of the ribbon to divide a unit from the ribbon
while concomitantly freeing the metal at oppo-
site sides of the apertiu-e so that the opposite side
walls of the aperture may be caused to diverge,
and applying spreading pressure to the inner •*
walls of the aperture.

4. Method of making fastener units of the
class described each having smoothly rounded
lateral edges, a head portion, and a pair of di-

verging attaching jaws, the head portion being «5

provided with a projecting pin on one face and a
corresponding socket in the opposite face, said
method comprising as steps preparing a metal
ribbcn of a width substantially equaling the width
of the head of the desired unit and of a thick- 70

ness substantially equaling that of the body of
the completed unit and having parallel uppter
and lower faces and smoothly rounded edges,
cupping the ribbon, at points regularly spaced
apart by distances substantially equaling the 78
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length of a completed unit, to produce the socket

in one face and the corresponding projecting pin

on the other face, piercing the ribbon to form

an elongate aperture spaced from the projecting

pin and extending longitudinally of the ribbon,

indenting the round edges of the ribbon at oppo-

site sides and at points substantially opposite to

that end of the aperture most remote from the

pin, severing the ribbon, without removing any

substantial portion of the material as waste, by

a transverse incision at that end of the aperture

most remote from the pin in such a way as with-

out waste to divide a unit from the ribbon and
concomitantly to free the metal at opposite sides

of lh(! aperture so that it may be spread apart

divergently, and applying pressure to the interior

walls of the aperture to spread said walls apart.

5. Pvlethod of making fastener units of the class

described each having smoothly rounded lateral

edges, a head portion, and a pair of divergent

attaching jaws, the head portion being provided

witli a projecting pin on one side and a corre-

sponding socket in the opposite side, said method
comprising as steps providing a metal ribbon of

a width substantially equaling the width of the

head of tlic desired unit and of a thickness sub-

stantially equaling that of the body of the com-
pleted linit. advancing said ribbon past finishing

means operative smoothly to round the edges of

the ribbon, successively cupping the advancing

ribbon at points regularly spaced apart by dis-

tances substantially equal to the length of a com-
pleted unit, to produce spaced sockets in one face

of the ribbon and corresponding projecting pins

on the other face of the ribbon, piercing the ad-

vancing ribbon in each space between adjacent

pins to produce elongate open apertures extend-

ing longitudinally of the ribbon, severing the

ribbon by successive incisions, each cutting com-

pletely through the ribbon, which intersect the

forward ends of the apertures in such a manner
as without waste to divide a unit from the ribbon

and concomitantly to free the metal at oppiosite

sides of each aperture and thereby permit the

metal at opposite sides of the aperture to be di-

vergently spread, and applying spreading pres-

sure to the opposite inner walls of said apertures

in succession.

6. Method of making fastener units of the class

described each having smoothly rounded lateral

edges, a head portion, and a pair of divergent at-

taching jaws, the head portion being provided
with a projecting pin on pne side and a corre-

sponding socket in the opposite side, said method
comprising as steps preparing a metal ribbon of a
width substantially equal to the width of the

head portion of the desired unit and of a thick-

ness substantially equaling the thickness of the

body portion of a completed unit, intermittently

advancing said ribbon endwise by steps each sub-
stantially equal to the length of a completed unit

past a series of oiierating stations spaced apart
distances which are substantially Integral multi-
ples of the length of a completed unit, cupping
the ribbon at the first of said stations thereby to

produce a socket on one face and a coresiwnding
projecting pin on the other face, piercing the rib-

bon at a later station to form an open aperture

elongate in the direction of the length of the rib-

bon, cutting the ribbon completely through at

that end of the aperture most remote from the
pin, in such a way as without waste of material

to divide a unit from the ribbon and concomi-
tantly to free the material at oppwsite sides of

the aperture, and at another station exerting

spreading pressure against the walls of the aper-
ture.

GEORGE E. PRENTICE.
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United States Patent Office.

JAMES F. THAYER, OF PEOVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND.

METHOD OF CUTTING STAPLES.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 322,997, dated July 28, 1885.

Ainilicatlon flleil.TuneB, 1685. (Noinwlol.)

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I. James F. TirAYKR,

ii cKizcii of tlie United States, residing at

riovidenee, in the county of rrovidence and

5 State of Rliode Island, have invented certain

new and useful Improvements in Metliods of

("utting Staples; and I do hereby declare the

following to be a full, clear, and exact (h'scrip-

tion of the invention, sucli as will enable oth-

lo crs skilled in tlie art to which it appertains to

make and usef he same, reference being liadto

the accomi)anying drawings, and to letters or

figures of reference marked thereon, which
form a part of this specification

15 Jly invention relates to a method of cutting

staples for fastening buttons from sheet-metal

blanks oftlic width ofthe finished staple,aud in

which the legs or prongs are at an angle with re-

lation to eacli other, instead of parallel,as in the

20 ordinary form of staple; and it consists in first

lemoving sections from the blank at intervals

to form the crown or head, and afterward cut-

ting the staple |fasteners therefrom.
Reference is had to the accompanying draw-

25 ings, in which Figure 1 illustrates the method
of cutting staple button-fasteners in accord-

ance with my invention. Fig. 2 shows the

&ime method of producing a staple the crown
of which is of different form, and Fig. 3 shows

30 still another slight modifieition.

Referring to the drawings, in which Hke
letters of reference indicate corresponding
parts in all the figures, A represents the blank
fiom which the staples are cut. B represents

35 t he staples, and C small sections of the metal
which aie removed from the blank to give
form to the crown or head of the staple before

the operation of cutting tJie staples is begun.
In carrying out my method I take a flat

40 strip of sheet metal of the proi)er thickness

and of the width of the staple to be cut, and,

by means of a reciprocating die, by a drop-
j)ress, or in any other well-known manner, I

removesmall sections of the metal at intervals,

45 to give the form desired to the head or crown
of the fastener.

When it is desired to form a staple with a
concave licad on the outside and angular on
the inside, I remove sections of the form shown

in Fig. 1. When it is designed that the crown 50
or head shall be flat, I remove small triangu-

lar sections, as shown at C, Fig. 2. When a

fastener is to be produced with a concave
crown or head only, the sections removed are

of the form shown in Fig. 3. 55
It is evident that to change the form of the

crown of thestaple or fiistener it will only bo
necessary to change the form of the die used for

removing the sections from the approximate
longitudinal center of the blank, so that in this "60

manner I am enabled to produce a fastener

having a head or crown of almost any desired

form. After the blanks are thus prepared
the staples are cut, with their legs immediately
adjacent to each other, either consecutively or 65
simultaneously aud without waste of material.

As the legs of the staple or fastener are at

an angle to each other, instead of parallel, as

is common, and as tlie sides of the blank are

parallel to each other, it is obvious that the 70
cutting and poiuting of the fastener is done at

one and the same operation.

I do not in this application make any claim
for the fastener, as I have made it the subject

of a separate application filed contemporane- 75
ously herewith.
By my improved method I am enabled to

produce sheet-metal fasteners in a very rapid

and economical manner, with but little or no
wastet)f material, and without specially-adapt- 80
ed mechanism for the purpose.
Having thus fully described my invention,

what I claim as new, and desire to secure by
Letters Patent, is—

•

The method of forming sheet-metal staples 85
which consists in taking a flat sheet-metal

blank of the proper widtli and thickness, re-

moving small S(!Ctions therefrom at intervals

to form the crowu of the fastener, and after-

ward cuttingand pointing the fasteners at one 90
and the same operation, substantially as set

forth.

In testimony whereof I haveatTixed my sig-

nature in presence of two witnesses.

JAMES F. THAYER.
Witnesses:

Gi;o. W. Peentice,
E. FiSHEE.
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